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Membership.

mHE Roll contains the names of over 1350 Members, comprising

*r Landowners, Factors, Foresters, Nurserymen, C^ardeners

-^
Land Stewards, Wood Merchants, and ^^hers u.terested n

Forestry, many of whom reside in England, Ireland, the British

^°^
M^b^rsVre dected by the Council. The Terms of Subscription

sviUbe found on the back of the Form of Proposal for Membership

which accompanies this Memorandum.

The Principal Objects of the Society,

and the nature of its work, will be gathered from the following

paragraphs :

—

Meetings.

The Society holds periodical Meetings for the transaction of

business, the reading and discussion of Papers, the exhibition of

new Inventions, specimens of Forest Products and other article

of special interest to the Members, and for the advancement

of Forestry in all its branches. Meetings of the Council are

held eve / alternate month, and at other times when business

requirerattention; and Committees of the Council meet frequently

to arrange and carry out the work of the Society.

Prizes and Medals.

With the view of encouraging young Foresters to study and to

train themselves in habits of careful and accurate observation th

Society offers Annual Prizes and Medals for essays on practical

suSs, and for inventions connected with appliances used in

Forestr;. Such awards have been granted continuously since

18 cup to the present time, and have yielded satisfacto y

results. Medals and Prizes are also awarded in connection with

the Exhibitions aftermentioned.

School of Forestry, Afforestation, Etc.

Being convinced of the necessity for bringing within the reach

of young Foresters, and others interested in the Profession, a

regular systematic course of Instruction, such as is provided m

Germany; France, and other European countries, the Society m

^slTsL^g\y urged the creation of a British School of forestry;

Ind wkh Pview of stimulating public interest in the matter, a

Forestry Exhibition, chieily organised by the Council, was held in

^''t^tZtllr'ste, towards the end in .view the Society in

1890, instituted a Fund for the purpose of establishing a Cha.r

of Forestry at the University of Edinburgh, and a sum of

2:584, 3S. lod. has since been raised by the Society and handed

over o the University. Aided by an annual subsidy from the

Board of Agriculture, which the Society -- mainly instrumental

in obtaining, a Course of Lectures at the University has been

delivered NVMthout interruption since 1889. It ks recognised, how-

ever that a School of Forestry is incomplete without a practical



training-ground attached to it, which would be available, not only

for purposes of instruction but also as a Station for Research and

Experiment, and as a Model Forest, by which Landowners and

Foresters throughout the country might benefit. The Society

accordingly drew up a Scheme for the Establishment of a State

Model or Demonstration Forest for Scotland which might serve the

above-named objects. Copies of this Scheme were laid before the

Departmental Committee on British Forestry, and in their Report

the Committee recommended the establishment of a Demonstration

Area and the provision of other educational facilities in Scotland.

The Government has recently acquired the Estate of Inverliever

in Argyllshire ; and while this cannot be looked on as a

Demonstration Forest, it is hoped that it may prove to be the

first step in a scheme of afforestation by the State of unwooded
lands in Scotland. Meantime Mr Munro Ferguson, M.P., for a

part of whose woods at Raith a Working-Plan has been prepared,

and is now in operation, has very kindly agreed to allow Students to

visit them.

After the Development Act came into operation, the Council

passed a Resolution urging that the Government should, as soon

as possible, create a Board of Forestry, with an adequate representa-

tion of Scottish Forestry upon it, and an Office in Scotland, where

the largest areas of land suitable for Afforestation are situated,

which would provide Demonstration Forests and Forest Gardens,

and otherwise assist the development of University and other

Educational enterprise, and would carry out, as an essential pre-

liminary to any great scheme of National Afforestation, a Survey of

all areas throughout the country suitable for commercial planting.

The Society's policy for the development of Forestry in Scotland

has since been fully laid before the Development Commission. As
a result of these representations, the Secretary for Scotland has

appointed a Committee to report regarding the acquisition and uses

of a Demonstration Forest Area, and any further steps it is desirable

to take in order to promote Silviculture in Scotland. The Society

has also published a valuable Report on Afforestation—including

a Survey of Glen Mor—prepared for it by Lord Lovat and Captain

Stirling, which, it is hoped, may form the basis of the Forest Survey,

by the Government, advocated by the Society.

Excursions.

Since 1878 well-organised Excursions, numerously attended

by Members of the Society, have been made annually to various

parts of Scotland, England, Ireland, and the Continent. In

1895 a Tour extending over twelve days was made through the

Forests of Northern Germany, in 1902 a Tour extending over

seventeen days was made in Sweden, during the summer of 1904 the

Forest School at Nancy and Forests in the north of France were

visited, and in 1909 a visit was undertaken to the Bavarian Forests.

These Excursions enable Members whose occupations necessarily

confine them chiefly to a single locality to study the conditions and

methods prevailing elsewhere; and the Council propose to extend



the Tours during the next few years to other parts of the Continent.

They venture to express the hope that Landowners may be induced

to afford faciUties to their Foresters for participation in these Tours,

the instructive nature of which render^ them well worth the

moderate expenditure of time and money that they involve.

Exhibitions.

A Forestry Exhibition is annually organised in connection with

the Highland and Agricultural Society's Show, in which are exhibited

specim°ens illustrating the rate of growth of trees, different kinds of

wood, pit-wood and railway timber, insect pests and samples of the

damage done by them, tools and implements, manufactured articles

peculiar to the district where the Exhibition is held, and other

objects of interest relating to Forestry. Prizes and Medals are also

offered for Special Exhibits. In addition to the Annual Exhibition

before referred to, a large and important Forestry Section organised

by this Society was included in the Scottish National Exhibition

which was held in Edinburgh in 1908, and a similar Section is

included in the Scottish Exhibition of National History, Art, and

Industry, which is being held in Glasgow this summer.

The Society's Transactions.

The Transactmis of the Society, which extend to twenty-four

volumes, are now published half-yearly in January and July, and are

issued gratis to Members. A large number of the Prize Essays and

other valuable Papers, and reports of the Annual Excursions, have

appeared in them, and have thus become available to Students as

well as to those actively engaged in the Profession of Forestry.

Honorary Consulting Officials.

Members have the privilege of obtaining information gratuitously

upon subjects connected with Forestry from the following Honorary

Officials appointed by the Society.

Consultini^ Botanist. ^l^KAC Bayley Balfour, LL.D., M.D., Sc.D.,

Professor of Botany, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

C^««<///;/i,'-C/^<JW"/.—Alexander Lauder, D.Sc, 13 George Square,

Edinburgh.
r> t 1 t>

Constiltitig Cryptoc^amist.^K. W. Borthwick, D.Sc, Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.

Comuliing Entomologist. ^\<ov.v.^-Y Stewart MacDougaei., M.A.,

1) Sc, Trofessor' of Entomology, etc., 9 Dryden Place, Edniburgh.

Consulting Geologist.— R. Campbell, M.A., B.Sc, Geological Labora-

tory, University of Edinburgh.

Consulting Meteorologist.—X^-D-RV.w V^'xvi, M.A., F.R.S.E., Secretary

Scottish Meteorological Society, 122 George Street, Edinburgh.

Local Branches.

Local Branches have been established in Aberdeen and

Inverness for the convenience of Members who reside in the

districts surrounding these centres.

Local Secretaries.

The Society is represented throughout Scotland, England, and

Ireland by the Local Secretaries whose names are given below. They



are ready to afford any additional information that may be desired

regarding the Conditions of Membership and the work of the Society.

Register of Estate Men.
A Register of men qualified in Forestry and in Forest and Estate

Management is kept by the Society. Schedules of application and

other particulars may be obtained from the Local Secretaries in the

various districts, or direct from the Secretary. It is hoped that

Proprietors and others requiring Estate men will avail themselves of

the Society's Register.

Consulting Foresters.

The Secretary keeps a list of Consulting Foresters whose
services are available to Members of the Society and others.

Correspondents.

The following have agreed to act as Correspondents residing

abroad :
—

Canada, . Robert Bell, I.S.O., M.D., LL.D., D.Sc. (Cantab.)

F.R.S. of Ottawa. Chief Geologist to Government of

Canada, Ottawa.

India, . . F. L. C. Cowley Brown, Deputy Conservator of Forests,

c/o Inspector-General of Forests, Simla.

British £'«s< "|^ Edward Battiscombe, Assistant Conservator of Forests,

Africa, . J Nigeri, via Naivasha, East Africa Protectorate.

United States \ ^^^^ p g^^j^.^p Forester, State College, Pennsylvania.
of America, j

' ' a < .

Cape Colony, . W. Nimmo Brown, M'Kenzie's Farm, Mowbray, P.O.

Western Australia, Fiied JIoon.

LOCAL SECRETARIES.
Scotland.

Counties.

Aberdeen, . John Clark, Forester, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

John Michie, M.V.O., Factor, Balmoral, Ballater.

Argyle, . . JoHN D. Sutherland, Estate Agent, Oban.
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St Andrews.

Edmund Sang, Nurseryman, Kirkcaldy.
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Kinross, . James Terris, Factor, Dullomuir, Blairadam.



Counties.
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Ross,

Roxburgh,
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King's County,
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Scotland.
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Glasgow,

D. Scott, Forester, Darnaway Castle, Forres.
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CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP (excerpted from the Laws).

III. Any person interested in Forestry, and desirous of pro-

moting the objects of the Society, is eUgible for election as an

Ordinary Member in one of the following Classes :

—

1. Proprietors the valuation of whose land exceeds ^500 per

annum, and others, subscribing annually . . One Guinea.

2. Proprietors the valuation of whose land does not exceed

;^500 per annum, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber

Merchants, and others, subscribing annually . . Half-a-Guinea.

3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant Farmers,

and others, subscribing annually . . . Six Shillings.

4. Assistant-Foresters, Assistant-Gardeners, and others, sub-

scribing annually ..... Four Shillings.

IV. Subscriptions are due on the 1st of January in each year,

and shall be payable in advance. A new Member's Subscription

is due on the day of election unless otherwise provided, and he

shall not be enrolled until he has paid his first Subscription.

V. Members in arrear shall not receive the Iransactions, and

shall not be entitled to vote at any of the meetings of the Society.

Any Member whose Annual Subscription remains unpaid for two

years shall cease to be a Member of the Society, and no such

Member shall be eligible for re-election till his arrears have been

paid up.

VI. Any eligible person may become a Life Member of the

Society, on payment, according to class, of the following sums :

—

1. Large Proprietors of land, and others, . . . ;i{^io 10 o

2. Small Proprietors, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber Mer-

chants, and others, . . . . -55^
3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant h'armcrs, and

others, . . . . . • • 3 3 o

VII. Any Ordituiry Member of Classes i, 2, and 3, who has paid

Five Annual Subscriptions, may become a Life Member on payment

of Tivo-thirds of the sum payable by a 7ietv Life Member.

XII. Every Proposal for Membership shall be made in writing,

and shall be signed by two Members of the Society as Proposer

and Seconder, and delivered to the Secretary to be laid before the

Council, which shall accept or otherwise deal with each Proposal

as it may deem best in the interest of the Society. The
Proposer and Seconder shall be responsible for payment of the new

Member's first Subscription. The Council shall have power to

decide the Class under which any Candidate for Membership shall

be placed.
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PREFACE-

IN publishing this Report, the Council of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society desires to convey its best thanks to Lord
Lovat and Captain Stirling of Keir, and to all those who have
assisted them, for the time and labour ungrudgingly given to its

preparation.

This Survey is the first serious attempt to grapple with the

economic difficulties which confront afforestation in that part of
Great Britain where the largest extent of plantable land—that
is to say, land sufficiently good and sufficiently cheap— is to be
found. It would have been easy to select an area where most
of these difficulties would have been avoided, and to create

a forest under ideal silvicultural conditions within a ring fence.

Such areas do exist, and no one will deny that they have the

first claim on afforestation. But if silviculture is to become a
leading industry in the Highlands of this country, as it is in

those of France, Belgium and Germany, and to be an important
source of national wealth and national employment, as it is in

those countries, it must invade the wintering of the high sheep
farms and deer forests which occupy the bulk of northern

Scotland. The writers have therefore, at the request of the

Council, deliberately set themselves to face the difficulties which
have there to be met.

The Council cannot adopt every opinion contained in a
document which raises so many new and complicated questions,

but it desires to express its unreserved approval of the general

method followed in this Survey, and to endorse the opinion of

the writers that a Survey should aim rather at ascertaining the

most favourable forest centres than at recording the number of

acres fit to plant. The Council desires once more to state its

conviction, which is confirmed by every page of this Report,
that a general Survey of Scotland for this purpose is an urgent
national need which it is the duty of the Government to meet at

once.



The Council believes that the Report establishes the following

propositions :

—

1. That it is possible to create forests in the Highlands, even

in districts where the economic conditions appear most

adverse, without seriously impairing existing sources of

wealth.

2. That afforested areas will, even in the early stages of the

movement, gain greatly in employment and population.

3. That the actual work of planting can and ought to be

cautiously begun as soon as the progress of the Survey

justifies the selection of definite areas.

The Council does not underrate the necessity for forest

education, and most heartily welcomes the steps which the

Government is now preparing to take in that direction ; but it

believes that there will be a great waste of time and public

money if the Survey and the first comparatively simple stages

of afforestation are delayed until the educational machine has

turned out a new race of experts.

The cost of printing this Report and certain out-of-pocket

expenses have been defrayed by the Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society, but otherwise the undertaking has been from beginning

to end a labour of love. It is impossible to enumerate all those

who have assisted Lord Lovat and Captain Stirling in its

preparation and revision, but the thanks of the Council are

specially due to Dr Nisbet, Dr Borthwick, Mr Dawson, Mr
Stebbing, Mr Munro Ferguson, Lochiel, Captain Ellice, The

Countess of Seafield, Colonel Baillie, Mr Bailey of Invergloy,

Mr Grant of Glenmoriston, Mr Gilbert Brown, Mr Mackenzie,

Mr Garrioch and Mr Galloway.

The following members of the Council, and others, recorded

valuable suggestions on the proofs :—Mr J. F. Annand, Dr

Borthwick, Sir K. J. Mackenzie, Mr J. D. Crozier, Captain Ellice,

Right Hon. R. C. Munro Ferguson, Mr Robert Forbes, Mr
Galloway, Mr Gammell, Mr A. T. Gillanders, Mr G. U.

Macdonald, Mr Frank Scott and Dr Somerviile.

May 191 1.
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Forest Survey of Glen Mor
AND

A CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN PROBLEMS
ARISING THEREFROM.

1911.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION.

A great deal of valuable evidence in matters relating to

forestry has been printed in the various Reports of Royal Com-

missions and Departmental Committees in the course of the last

twenty years. It is, however, a regrettable fact, and one which

those who gave their services to the inquiries would be the first

to admit, that no progress has been made in the task of collecting

and recording the data required for an accurate estimate of

—

{a) the amount of land in the British Isles which is capable of

being afforested, and (/>) the proportion of such land on which

forestry would not only pay but would justify itself as the best

economic use to which the land could be put.

These two questions, or rather two aspects of a single question,

lie at the root of the whole problem of afforestation, and until

they are finally disposed of all schemes, however perfect in theory

or carefully elaborated in detail, are of no practical value, based

as they must be on purely hypothetical grounds.

In the absence of exact data, the estinaates of the amount of

land suitable for afforestation in Scotland given to and by the

Commissions, have varied between very wide limits; while the

second and more important aspect of the problem, its national

economic side, has received very little attention, nor indeed could

this be profitably considered until its first and simpler aspect

had been removed from the region of doubt and conjecture.

To take one example only, the Report of the latest Forestry

Commission, originally appointed to inquire into the question

of Coast Erosion. This Commission undoubtedly added to the

VOL. XXV. A



2 AFFORESTATION IN SCOTLAND.

general sum of knowledge on the possibilities of afforestation.

Vet notwithstanding the excellent work done by its members

and the interest it aroused in the country, the colossal schemes

advocated in the Report have roused the fears of public bodies

whose source of revenue, and of individuals whose means of

living, were bound up in the present uses of the land indicated

for wholesale afforestation. These fears were not unreasonable,

and they might easily be converted into determined opposition

towards any scheme of afforestation which is not founded on the

recognition of the importance of the interests involved.

It is hoped that the following pages will tend to reassure

those who regard afforestation in the abstract with distrust and

alarm : and at the same time will show to those who are

concerned with the scientific aspect of forestry alone, how

existing rural industries are not necessarily incompatible with

silviculture.

The aim of the writers throughout this Report has been to

avoid abstractions and to give a concrete example, on a small

scale, of methods which they believe are capable of application

to larger areas.

Taking as the foundation of their proposals the existing

economic values of a single district, they deal, as fully as space

permits, with the various questions arising out of a local

afforestation scheme ;—to put it shortly, they aim at showing

how much of the land in the district could be, and how much
should be, afforested.

In addition to this example of a single forest area, which

occupies by far the larger ])art of their Report, they have been

obliged to enter into some brief discussion of principles of wider

application. The very existence of a local scheme, as here set

out, pre-supposes a general scheme of which the local scheme is

designed to form a part, and from which, with regard to manage-

ment, training, realisation of forest products, control, etc., it

cannot be isolated even in imai/ination.

GENERAL.

A CENTRAL FOREST AUTHORITY: ITS FIRST DUTY.

In the opinion of the writers, the initiative in any scheme

of afforestation must come from a Central Forest Authority
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(see Appendix A) definitely constituted ad hoc, so composed

as to command general confidence, and invested with such

powers as may be found necessary to secure the carrying out in

their entirety of plans which have been thoroughly considered

and adopted after adequate preliminary local inquiry.

The writers consider that the first duty of the Central

Forest Authority should be to ascertain, by means of a Survey,

the facts on which an afforestation scheme could be founded.

This Survey should include :

—

{a) A broad general investigation of the silvicultural possi-

bilities of Scotland as a whole.

(/>) A particular and detailed consideration of the whole

economic conditions of certain selected forest centres,

carefully chosen as suitable for silviculture, for the

establishment of wood industries, and for the support

of a permanent population.

The former, which is here called the " General " Survey, would

indicate the localities in which individual forest centres might

be established, rather than attempt to give the total number of

isolated acres which would grow trees. The latter, and more

important, here called the " Detailed " Survey, would not in

any way depend on the completion of the whole of the General

Survey, which would be used as a means by which proposed forest

centres could be marked down for future detailed examination.

The physical and economic conditions of Scotland prevent

any one scheme of afforestation from being applied to the

country as a whole. Besides the differences in soil, climate,

population, and systems of agriculture, between Highlands and

Lowlands, and East and West coasts, there is a still stronger

argument for local schemes as opposed to any one general

scheme of afforestation. The land suitable for afforestation in

Scotland occurs more in irregularly distributed patches than in

continuous blocks. In the Highlands the suitable areas are

separated by wide stretches of high, poor land ; in the Lowlands

the enclosed and cultivated country has the same effect of isolat-

ing the areas in which afforestation can take the leading place.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE.

When the General Survey indicates a prima, facie case for

the creation of a forest centre in any district, a Detailed Survey,
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undertaken at the instance of the Central Forest Authority,

and following some sucli lines as are indicated below, will

be the next step towards the formulation of a local scheme.

The heads of such an inquiry would be

—

1. A detailed survey of the ground with regard to its capacity

for growing a crop of trees.

2. Thorough consideration of all the existing economic

factors, and the extent to which they would be

modified by afforestation.

3. Recommendations as to the extent of ground which could

be planted with due regard to both of the above.

4. Recommendations as to what parts of the area are

proposed to be

—

(a) Purchased by the Forest Authority.

(/') Leased by the Forest Authority.

(c) Planted in co-partnership with the landowner.

(d) Planted by loan to the landowner.

(e) Planted by the landowner at his own expense,

under supervision.

5. Recommendations on points affecting the working-plan—
(a) Position of the local centre, including nursery,

sawmills, etc.

(/^) Holdings for workers.

(r) Proposed method for dealing with

—

(i) Sheep farms.

(2) Deer forests.

(3) Grouse shootings.

(d) Compensation under the above headings.

(e) Purchase and treatment of existing wood crops.

(/) Utilisation of the prospective timber crop.

6. .Sketch of working-plan.

With the findings of the local Incjuiry Committee in their

hands, the Central Authority would consider the pros and

cons, if necessary listen to evidence for and against its recom-

mendations, and decide whether or not a case had been

made out for he creation of a forest centre.

By this method of procedure a thorough investigation

of the facts would be ensured, and a full opportunity would

be given to the opponents of afforestation, as well as to
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its advocates, to bring forward their arguments, first, before

the local Inquiry Committee, and afterwards, before the Central

Forest Authority.^

SURVEY OF GLEN MOR.

The Report here submitted presents the concrete example of

a single Highland district exactly as it would be dealt with'

in the General and the Detailed Surveys under a scheme of

afforestation.

It reviews the district's interests, its population or lack

of population, its burdens, its systems of agriculture, and the

existing opportunities for employment of labour.

It shows how, under a properly constituted Central Authority,

the plantable area could be afforested to the greatest economic

advantage; and the benefits which would arise from a continuous

scheme of management, and from operations conducted under

a thoroughly considered working-plan. It reviews the employ-

ment that could be given in the improvement and utilisation

of the existing woods, and in the creation and management of

new plantations, and it shows the various tenures under which

a permanent population could be fixed on the soil.

After careful consideration, it has been decided to leave the

question of the ownership of the land outside the body of the

Report. Experience in other development schemes has shown

that this subject is so absorbing as to distract discussion from

the particular object on which it is wished to focus attention.

As regards the various forms of ownership of land with which

the Forest Authority would have to deal in any general

scheme of afforestation, the opinion of the writers will be

found in Appendix B.

AREA SELECTED.

Glen Mor, through which the Caledonian Canal runs, has

been selected for the first Survey for the following reasons :

—

(a) It has the general approval of the Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural Society, eighty of whose members visited it

in June 1910.

1 For ihe question of appeal against the tlecisions of the Central Forest

Authority, vi'dt: Appendix C.
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(^) It contains 60,000 a.cre.s. oi imviediafely plantable ground,

without mcluding land more tlian 8 miles from the

main glen.^

(i) It presents both East coast and West coast conditions of

population, climate and soil.

{d) It is a particularly suitable area for the creation of small

holdings, owing to the low elevation of the main

glen, and to the considerable extent of the arable

land on some of the sheep farms.

(<f) It contains tracts of natural woodland and of planted

woods, and it therefore gives an opportunity of check-

ing by actual results th.e calculation of crops obtain-

able.

(/) I: contains sheep farms, agricultural farms, crofts,

common grazings, deer forests and grouse moors,

and therefore gives an opportunity of dealing with

all the possible economic difficulties which can arise.

{g) The Caledonian Canal makes it possible to bring to a

central depot the forest products of the whole area,

thus showing the advantages that would be gained

by undertaking forest operations on a large scale,

with the accompanying concentration of manufactures

and subsidiary industries.

(//) The proprietors are friendly to forestry, themselves

plant on a considerable scale, and have helped this

inquiry in every way in their power.

The amount of land in Glen xMor indicated by the General

Survey as being at {present plantable is 60,300 acres (see Map
No. i). This figure has been arrived at by taking an upper limit

of 800 feet- above sea-level, except in certain sheltered hollows

where the upper limit is higher ; and by deducting from the total

area below these limits all arable land, crofts, and common
grazings, as well as any small patches suitable for the creation

of new holdings, and ground which is inca[)able of growing a

' In calculating the planlahle area, only thai lias been incliukd on which

the configuration of the ground and the existing woods indicate satisfactory

silvicultural conditions. As the afforestation of a glen proceeds, however,

the Woodlands will gradually creep higher and higher up the hills, and the

planlahle area will, in consequence, become extended.

« Fn/« Chapter IX.
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profitable crop of trees, including sour, undrainable land and

rocky places.

This aflforestable area of 60,300 acres divides itself naturally

into five blocks of unequal size, which are distinguished by

capital letters on the map : and they may be further described

by the names of the centres round which they are respectively

grouped :

—

A Dores.

B Fort Augustus.

C Glen Urquhart.

D Invergarry.

E Gairlochy.

Of these, the Fort Augustus Block has been chosen for the

purpose of illustrating the procedure under the Detailed Survey

(see Maps Nos. 2 and 3).

In making this inquiry, every effort has been made to arrive

at accurate figures, the services of experts having been obtained

for each branch into which it has naturally divided itself. Full

use has been made of local experience, and, as far as possible,

each decision or recommendation has been referred to men who
have actual local knowledge of the soil.

The extent of the plantable area (see Map No. 2, and Chapter

VIII.) has been surveyed by Mr Brown, woods manager to

Lady Seafield, and Mr Mackenzie, head forester to Mr Munro
Ferguson of Novar, aided by foresters of great local experience,,

such as Mr Noble, Mr M'Lean, Mr Coupar, Mr Anderson and

others. Problems connected with deer forests have been sub-

mitted to Lochiel, Mr Grant of Glen Moriston, Major Fraser

Tytler of Aldourie, Mr Baillie of Dochfour and Mr Angelo,

and the opinions of experienced deer stalkers have also been

obtained. Questions connected with sheep farms have been con-

sidered from the points of view of the employment afforded,

the present and former rents, etc. ; while the difficult question

of grazing values has been calculated both on present rents and

on the rents of similarly situated lands in the neighbourhood.

The rating question, as affecting the County Council Districts

and the various parishes concerned, has been discussed with the

principal rating authorities, and the technical questions of work-

ing-plans, creation of nurseries, timber manufactures, forest

roads, thinnings, crops, rotation, planting, fencing, etc., have

been submitted to men who have wide experience both of
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theoretical principles and of practice. Mr Dawson, the lecturer

on forestry at the University of Aberdeen, working on general

lines laid down by the writers, has been kind enough to deal

with the working-plan (see Chapter IX.). P>om his extensive

knowledge of the district, and his experience of East Highland

conditions generally, it will probably be agreed that no better

authority could be consulted.

Dr Nisbet has given most effective aid both in the shaping

of the Report and the treatment of the chapter on Utilisation

of Existing Woodland Produce (see Chapter X.). Apart from

the position he occupies as a writer and exponent of silviculture,

he speaks with great authority on West coast conditions and

the handling of timber on a large scale.

The writers have also been so fortunate as to secure the co-

operation of Mr Stebbing, who throughout the inquiry has given

most valuable advice. Mr Borthwick has also been very helpful,

both with suggestions and corrections of proof. Mr Galloway

has given efifective aid, at different stages of the Report, by his

suggestive criticism and his legal and practical knowledge.

Colonel Bailey, the Society's Hon. Editor, has materially

assisted the writers in the drawing up of their Report, and in

passing it through the Press.

[N.B.—When reading the Report, it must be borne in mind

that the figures and other details set out in it are given for the

Glen Mor area only, or for such part of that area as may be

specially mentioned. They do not pretend to be of universal

application in the Highlands, still less so for general use in

Scotland as a whole.

1



Chapter II.

LOCAL ECONOMICS.

WINTERING.

The wintering question—that is to say, how stock can

be maintained on high-lying ground from early October to

the middle of May— is the all-important question on which

hill farming and, as will be shown later, silviculture in the

Highlands depends. The narrowness of the glens, the steep-

ness of the hillsides, the relatively small area capable of being

planted, and the large extent of hinterland thrown out of gear

by any interference with the small extent of wintering ground

available, combine to make the problem a difficult one.

It is not easy to lay down any laws which are true of the

wintering in all Highland districts. Broadly speaking, however,

it is accurate to say that, with regard to sheep stock, the old ewes

and wethers only can find a precarious existence on the lower

slopes in winter; that hoggs, and younger sheep generally, have

to be moved sometimes for a distance of 200 miles to low-land

feeding from October to April ; that for cattle the higher grazings

do not provide outside keep until the end of May ; and that, in

an average year, for weeks and frequently for months at a time,

nothing except the fox and the ptarmigan can exist unhoused

above the 1000-1200 feet level; while at these times even the

grouse and the wild red deer leave the high ground for places

where they can find food and shelter.

In bad years, and in certain districts in average seasons, deer

have to be artificially fed in winter, the ewe stock has to be

hayed at intervals, and Highland stirks have to be provided with

shelter and food. It is not difficult to see that ground under

1200 feet—the only ground which can be planted, and the only

ground which can maintain stock in winter—has not only a

value of its own for feeding, but has an even greater value as the

sole means by which the great expanse of high ground can be

placed in a position to feed a summer stock.

9
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This is the all-controlling law of management for all outside

stock in the Highlands; and it is the absence of a clear under-

standing of this limiting force which has proved the destruction

of so many otherwise excellent plans for the regeneration of the

Highlands.

RATES.

In addition to wintering, the further question of rates has

to be reckoned with. When we consider that rates in the

Highlands are high, that in many districts industries are non-

existent, and that sporting rents and sheep farms already pay

more than half the rates, it will be realised that any interference

with existing values must of necessity seriously affect the

incidence of local taxation.

While it is probably true that the rateable value of a district

would ultimately be increased by the establishment of a forest

centre, yet the eliect of afforestation on local taxation during

the period of development requires most careful consideration.

It is certain that a scheme, however sound silviculturally, which

does not take due account of the present rateable values will,

from the ratepayers' point of view, be both unsound and unfair.

It is proposed, therefore, to begin with a particular examination

of the incidence of local taxation, and the nature of the annual

values on which it falls.

In the Glen Mor district, sheep farms, deer forests and

shooting rents contribute 60 per cent, of the rates. To destroy

these values, therefore, would more than double the rates on the

remaining subjects.

In the parish of Boleskine the valuation of sheep farms, with

deer forests and shootings is ^7300 out of a total of _;/^i 4,940 ; in

Invermoriston and Glen Urquhart parishes, ^9570 out of a total

of ;!^i4,655 ; in Kilmonivaig parish, ^ 13,200 out of a total of

;^2o,o6o ; in Glenelg parish, ;^509o out of a total of ^^Tgjo;
and in the landward part of Kilmaillie parish, ^9545 out of a

total of _;;/^i3,9oo.

The rates for owners and occupiers in the various parishes

run from 4s. to 6s. in the ^; and at Fort Augustus, in the centre

of the forest area, the local rates, including special water and

drainage rates, run to 7s. in the ^. The population of the dis-

trict depends entirely on agriculture and summer visitors — tourists

and sporting tenants ; and while there is plenty of work for all
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in the summer and the early autumn months, there is practically

no outside employment during the remainder of the year.

Glen Mor is a wide glen, and the proportion of low ground

in the various sheep farms and deer forests is greater than is

found on many of the narrower glens in the Highlands. Still,

even here, the proportion of plantable ground to high ground

which is suitable only for summer grazing for sheep or deer is

not more than i to 4.^.

From the above it is evident that

:

1. The district is a poor one.

2. Reckless planting of the wintering ground would mean

—

(a) Great loss of rent : and

{/>) A very large increase of the rates to all inhabitants

of the district.

3. The rates at present are high for a rural district.

4. With the exception of the Foyers Aluminium Works, local

industries are conspicuous only by their absence.

5. Any large increase to the existing rates would act as a

bar to the establishment of new industries.

It is possible to lay down certain general laws for treating

this area :
—

1. That no arable land should be planted.

It would be necessary to take certain farm lands for

the creation of small holdings ; but as arable land in

the district carries an average of one family to every

15 acres, the population would be diminished rather than

increased by taking any land away from under the plough.

2. That sheep ground and deer forests should be planted so

as least to interfere with their existing uses and rental

values.

3. That existing crofter grazing, which has a value to the

inhabitants quite outside its intrinsic monetary worth,

should not be included in the scheme.

4. That as the prosperity of the district largely depends, both

from rents and employment, on the letting of houses to

summer visitors, it is important that the amenity and

therefore the letting value of such houses should not be

interfered with.

5. That, especially for winter employment, full consideration

should be given to the existing labouring and crofter

population.



Chaitek III.

DETAILED SURVEY OF THE FORT AUGUSTUS

BLOCK.

PRELIMINARY.

It is necessary to commence this chapter by reminding our

readers that the methods advocated for the treatment of sheep

farms and deer forests are dictated by the exigencies of the

situation and not by the silvicultural preference of the writers.

The suggestions are based on practical experience and results

visible in the area under review, not on silvicultural laws which,

though admittedly sound in themselves, do not meet the

economic difficulties described in the previous chapter.

The writers can only urge against those who advocate the

purchase or lease of whole subjects, and the elimination of

agricultural and sporting values inside the forest area, the

certainty of increased initial cost, and the not less certain

opposition of the rural inhabitants, due to the increase of rates

and the destruction of existing means of employment.

If methods based on purely silvicultural considerations were

adopted, the writers would be the lirst to admit that better

silvicultural conditions would prevail ; but it is ])robable that

the actual cost of the land to the State would be trebled (see

Chapter IV.), and it still remains to be proved (in view of the

excellent results already obtained in Glen Mor) that, under

the altered conditions, the net profit on the whole scheme would

increase in proportion to the expense involved.

It might have been ])0ssible to choose an area where the

whole estate or farm might be purchased and planted ; but such

districts are not common, and the writers have preferred to

select an area where they could meet the economic difficulties,

some of which will certainly have to be faced in the bulk of the
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land suitable for afforestation, especially in the districts which

stand most in need of development.

TREATMENT OF SHEEP FARMS.

The value of sheep ground in this portion of Glen Mor is

not high. Even in the best days of sheep farming, on certain

forests, sheep rents did not equal a fifth of the gross rental which

the same land now gives under deer. The summer grazing

on some parts of the higher stretches of the Monaliadh barely

exceeds a penny per acre per annum. Corriesoulagach, 2600

acres in extent, fetches a rent of ^13, while ^25 is paid for

another block of 4000 acres in the immediate neighbourhood.

Even on the low ground, the rents for hill grazing, apart from

the value of houses and arable land, are low. The rent of ^230
for the farm of Aberchalder covers 100 acres of arable land, a

^"1200 house, extensive steadings, and some 9010 acres of hill

ground.

The treatment advised for sheep farms differs from that

advised for deer forests. The high ground of a sheep farm

has its value both as a wether-hirsel and as grouse ground,

even if the greater part of the low ground be taken away.

The treatment suggested for sheep farms in the Fort Augustus

Block is to begin at one end of the wintering of one farm, as

shown in Map No. 3, and to plant the whole of it before enter-

ing the next farm. The arable ground taken from the sheep

farm will be occupied by the small holdings of the forest workers,

and the farm houses will be used to accommodate the staff,

or, perhaps, will be let to summer visitors, the high ground

being let for a flying stock, i.e. for grazing from June to mid-

September.

It is not to be taken for granted that this method of dealing

with sheep farms is of universal application, even throughout the

whole of. Glen Mor. In the Fort Augustus Block the sheep

grazing is indifferent, and the sum to be debited against afforesta-

tion, as the difference between the rents returned by a flying stock

and by a permanent stock, is not a large one.

From this special treatment of a selected area, it must

not be supposed that planting is necessarily wholly incom-

patible with sheep farming. Certain rich grazing lands on

the borders, which let at a rent of nearly 5s. per acre per

annum, are, no doubt, for some time at all events, rightly to be
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regarded as too valuable for afforestation ; and there are also

great stretches of high hill sheep farms which, in view of the

more suitable subjects obtainable elsewhere, are too bleak and

exposed to be worth experimenting upon.

There are, however, throughout the length and breadth of

Scotland, tracts of what might be called " average sheep land,"

rented at from gd. to 2s. per acre, which could be planted with

advantage on a method exactly the same as that advised for

deer forests, viz., one-third of the wintering to be afforested, and

no further ground to be taken from the farm until after the ewe

stock had been allowed to winter once again in the planted area.

.Sufficient data are available to establish the value of the

grazing in woods, especially larch woods. On three of the large

estates in Glen Mor sheep are allowed into the opener woods;

and in the great plantations of Lady .Seafield, in the high Gran-

town district, sheep are regularly allowed access to all woods

after the trees have reached seventeen or eighteen years of age.

Dr Nisbet, in his standard work on British Forestry, quotes

land under larch, on the Castlerigg estate, Northumberland, let

<at the rate of 5s. per acre per annum for grazing : and Lochiel

habitually winters weak ewes in his larch woods at Achnacarry

with satisfactory results. While the writers wish to point out

that there is a considerable value in the winter grazing of larch

woods, especially in the northern districts of Scotland, where

shelter constitutes such an important factor in the care of stock,

they do not argue for a moment either that, by planting coni-

fers, moderate sheep ground in Glen Mor will be raised to

the value of the good sheep ground of Northumberland, or that,

after taking away a third of the wintering, the value of the

subjects will ever exceed two-thirds of their original value.

The preceding considerations make it clear that the Forest

Authority should approach the sheep-farming problems with

caution, and should be aided by the best expert advice. Taking

over sheep stock at a valuation is a costly proceeding, and an

''acclimatised stock," once abolished, can only be replaced after

many years of labour and at no inconsiderable expense. Sheep

farms in many districts ])ay a considerable portion of the rates,

provide an appreciable percentage of the local employment, and

afford a means of extracting a return, even if it be a small one,

from otherwise wholly barren hill ground. It is to the economic

interest of the country generally that such a well-established
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industry should be interfered with as little as silvicultural

demands permit.

TREATMENT OF DEER FORESTS.

The treatment of deer forests must depend largely on the

•extent of the wintering and on its relation to the high unplant-

able ground. Broadly speaking, in the Glen Mor district, the

value of a stag killed represents J^^2~^ to ;^3o, and a brace of

grouse represents one sovereign. Average deer ground is worth

is. to 3s. an acre ; grouse ground is worth is to is. 6d. ; sheep

summer grazing id. to 3d. per acre. In certain cases it might

be found advisable to plant the whole of the wintering of deer

forests straight away ; to place the high ground under a flying

stock of sheep ; and to charge the difference between the sporting

value of the deer forest and the rent arrived at by summer

grazing plus grouse, against the woods. It is economically

sound to do this only in deer forests where the extent of

the wintering is large, and where the values from sheep and

grouse would be considerable.

In the Fort Augustus Block (15,000 acres of plantable ground)

the average aggregate rent received from deer forests is

^5300, while, judging by old rentals and present rents of

similarly situated ground, the rents that could be obtained for

the summer grazing of sheep on the high ground, after the

wintering had been withdrawn, would not exceed ^500. In

addition to the grazing rent, grouse to the value of y^iooo are

shot on this area, making a total of ;/^i5oo a year. This yield

from grouse might conceivably be increased by 50 per cent., but

even so the reduction of the annual rent by ^3300 would be too

high a charge to put to the debit of 15,000 acres of afforested

land; and under such circumstances afforestation would prove a

misfortune, rather than a gain, to the ratepayers of the district.

It is therefore evident that a method must be devised by which

the value of deer forests will be maintained at its highest, as far

as is consistent with a fair standard of silviculture.

The following method is suggested as adapted to the special

circumstances of the Fort Augustus Block :
—

I. To divide the wintering ground of each individual deer

forest into three portions, each portion to be planted

separately, and not more than one portion to be closed

from deer at one time.
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2. To choose the first portion of each deer forest to be

planted with reference to :

(a) Its superior compactness and consequent

facility for fencing :

{/>) Its superior capacity for rapid tree-growth.

(c) Its causing the least possible interference with

the wintering of deer ;

—

the object aimed at being the rapid planting of a third

of the wintering, in order to allow of the admission of

deer in the shortest possible time.

3. To make no further plantation in the deer forest until

fifteen years have elapsed from the last year of planting in

the first portion, when the whole of that area, amounting

to one-third of the total wintering of the forest (less any

small patches which had not grown satisfactorily) should

be thrown open to the deer.

4. To commence to plant the second portion of the wintering

immediately after throwing open the first portion, and to

plant the remainder of the forest wintering according to the

rotation laid down.

5. As soon as the area of new planting has deprived the deer

of nearly one-third of the total wintering of the forest, to

cultivate whins and cut bracken so as to maintain the

winter food of the deer.

It is believed that this treatment of the deer forests would

never lessen the value of the ground for sporting purposes

by more than a third, and that, provided winter feeding were

resorted to, a certain amount even of this loss might be avoided.

It is, of course, impossible to foresee the trend of fashion, but

we may safely predict certain facts about the future of the

sport :

—

1. That with extended ailorestation the size and weight of

the deer will eventually increase.

2. That while the total yield of deer forests will be reduced

by a third, more deer in proportion will be killed on

the low ground and fewer on the " high tops," especially

in the earlier part of the season.

3. That there will be sudden apparitions of big unknown

twelve pointers, once the season conies round for the

stags to join the hinds.
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It is probably fair to conclude that, in proportion to the

extent of ground open to deer, equally good sport would be
shown, but in rather a different way.

Whether sportsmen would still take forests under these altered

conditions is a question which time alone can solve. The partial

substitution of wood stalking for hill work, the blotting out

of some of the best beats, the unsightly deer fences, and the

disturbance caused by the foresters and their employees, are

all factors tending to lower the rents that sporting tenants

would be prepared to pay.

Deer forests more than any other form of sporting estate

depend on fashion. That there is a risk of this fashion chang-

ing must be admitted, and all possible provision must, in con-

sequence, be made to cut down to the minimum this risk to

one of the few channels through which money flows into the

Highlands.

WINTERING OF SHEEP AND DEER IN PLANTATIONS.

It is to be remembered that the value of wintering for all stock

depends on two factors : (i) shelter, and (2) food. The forest, even

in the extreme case of a dense crop of 30-year-old spruce, gives

shelter ; while food is supplied, on the more grassy portion under

larch by spaces left unplanted, as in Germany, and, in the case

of deer by the cultivation of whins on light and stony soil.

The improvement of wintering by sowing patches of whins,

which are fenced for two or three years and opened to the

deer in the third or fourth year, according to the growth, has

already been proved in the Glen Mor district, and both at

Glendoe and Dell, in the Fort Augustus Block, examples of the

results can be seen. Some 20 acres of established whins supply

food for a large proportion of the stock of stags in time of snow.

It will be argued by the silviculturally-minded that the admis-

sion of sheep and deer after fifteen to twenty years will damage
the woods and prevent under-planting. This is at once admitted

without reserve as to under-planting, and in a modified degree

as to damage to pole crops ; the question for the management is

whether this silvicultural loss will be balanced by the economic

gain. It must be remembered that in the various sheep grounds

and deer forests, the extent of ground thrown open in the first

blocks will run from 450 to 1000 acres. That damage will be done

is certain, especially on the higher fringe of the planted ground
;
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but experience has shown that, except in small, isolated woods,

the damage is apt to be confined to a very few trees. The
admission of deer and grazing stock into German and French

forests is a recognised practice ; but while, abroad, deer are

actually fenced into the woods, in Scotland they will have the

whole of the high ground to resort to, coming into the woods

only at times of storm and snow. The greatest amount of

damage is done to trees immediately around the open spaces to

which the deer resort, but there the individual trees can quite

inexpensively be protected. In dense young woods the damage

done is small.

Communal rights of grazing are often exercised in

continental forests from the very earliest years of the re-

stocking of felled areas, and considerable damage is then done

to the young crops ; but under the scheme here proposed, a

period of enclosure from grazing by stock or deer is provided.

The exact age at which it may be possible to admit sheep or

deer into woods is a matter upon which there are very divergent

views,—founded on experience of very diverse conditions. By
limiting the elevation above sea-level in the first block to not more

than 800 feet ; by adopting the Belgian method of planting on turf

in peaty ground ; by carefully draining wet ground; and perhaps

by the substitution of Menzies spruce for the Norwegian species,

it should be possible to admit deer to plantations between the

fifteenth and twentieth years. No doubt there are many who

can give examples where plantations twenty-five, thirty and thirty-

five years old have been destroyed, and many such plantations

have been examined by the writers. It will usually be found,

however, that these plantations were on ground where no

other woods existed, and were, for the most part, merely shelter-

belts of a very few acres in extent. On the other hand, examples

can be studied in (Jlen Mor at Glen Moriston, Dell, Inver-

garry, and Loch Unagan, where deer have been admitted into

plantations before the fifteenth year without much damage being

done.

Instances can be given in other parts of Scotland where the

wintering capability of a forest has been greatly increased by a

very few hundred acres of planting ; and the well-known examples

of the Boblainy and Farley deer forests which, with 6000 acre's

of wood and 4000 acres of hill ground, annually yield fifty

stags, show the value for deer of old mixed woods. But it must
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not be assumed that similar results would be obtained from

woods growing under a regular rotation, with gradations of ages
;

the woods mentioned are all over forty-five years of age, and

are for the most pait of an open character.

The under-planting question is a more important one. In

this particular district, where the wintering of sheep and deer

is a primary consideration, the possibility of under-planting larch

must be abandoned from the first. It must be pointed out,

on the other hand, that at Glen Urquhart, Invermoristoii,

Invergarry and Achnacarry, larch woods are grown without

under-planting, without disease, and, in the case of Achnacarry

and Aldourie, carrying a crop sixty years of age, which, after

a heavy thinning, is worth over ,-^150 an acre.

SHOOTINGS: MOOR AND LOW GROUND.

The extent to which moor and low ground shootings will be

affected by afforestation must be considered ; for the sporting

value, and therefore the rent, will be modified by the new

conditions. In the case of sheep farms there is usually a

separate shooting rent, while the shootings are included in the

rent of the deer forest.

I. Grouse.— It is not probable that afforestation will reduce

the letting value of grouse shootings to any great extent, for the

following reasons :

—

(r) The best grouse moors, which, in other districts, may be

rented up to 5s. an acre, are too valuable to plant.

(2) As a rule good grouse ground is not good for planting, and

therefore, in the case of the less excellent grouse moors

and shootings, which are partly deer forest and partly

grouse moor, the part of the shooting which produces

most grouse would remain unplanted.

(3) The ground most suitable for planting, at present often

covered with bracken and birch trees, is of very little

value as breeding ground for grouse.

In the cases, which the writers believe would be rare, in which

good grouse ground would be taken for planting purposes,

compensation for loss of rental would obviously have to be given.

It is sometimes argued that large woods have an adverse

effect upon the adjoining grouse moors. This is true only in
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that large woods aftbrd shelter to various kinds of vermin which

are less easily destroyed in woods than in the open.

In the recent inquiry by the Grouse Disease Committee, the

question of the value to grouse of shelter in plantations was

thoroughly investigated. The Committee arrived at the con-

clusion that, on the whole, grouse benefited by the afforestation

of the land fringing the grouse moor, provided that the vermin

were destroyed. The Committee were of opinion that, both from

young and from old plantations, grouse received an appreciable

benefit in times of storm through feeding on the shoots and seeds

of the long heather often found there, as well as through the

shelter of the trees.

2. Rabbits.—The great amount of damage done by rabbits is

now so generally recognised that few people will doubt the

necessity for the condition that rabbits must be exterminated

both in the plantations and on the ground adjoining them.

In deer forests no less than in shee[) farms, the disappearance

of rabbits brings nothing but gain. Where rabbit killing is

neglected, tlie wintering suffers, and it will improve in proportion

to the extent to which it had been eaten down and fouled

by rabbits.

On grouse moors, rabbits are generally regarded as a nuisance
;

and where they are numerous they do serious damage to young

heather.

On the smaller shootings the case is different. Rabbits have

a distinct sporting value on ground which may be of very little

use for grouse or other game. Where the letting value of a

shooting is reduced by the obligation to keep down the rabbit.s,

compensation for the reduction may have to be allowed. On the

other hand, the loss in sporting rent may be compensated for by

the improvement of the pasture.

3 Mountain /lares.—To avoid the great expense of fixing

wire-netting \.o the fences between the plantations and the hill

ground, the hares must be killed down. The absence of hares is

a positive advantage to moors where grouse are shot over dogs,

and it is certain that a heavy stock of hares does appreciable

damage to young heather. It can hardly be said that the

disappearance of hares will make a difference which can be

expressed as a percentage of the shooting rent, except perhaps in

the case of small shootings.

4. Roe deer.—The ordinary form of deer fencing will hardly
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keep out roe deer ; unless, therefore, some roe-proof fence can

be found without increase of cost, it will be necessary to keep

them down. In this case, again, though an occasional shot at a

roe with a rifle may add to the pleasure of the shooting tenant,

this cannot be considered as paid for in the rent ; and owing to

the great difficulty of extermination, and the distance which roe

deer will travel to young plantations, it is probable that there

will always be a certain number of these deer in the forest area,

as there are in most of the forests in France and Germany.

5. Black game.—We feel a certain amount of reluctance in

including black game among forest vermin. Unfortunately, it is

the tendency of black game to increase rapidly where there are

young plantations, and the damage done by them, usually at

first confined to the Scots pine, is extended to other trees as the

black game increase. Scots pine are stunted by constant

destruction of the buds, larch are literally grazed down, and

the only alternative to a loss of five to six years' growth is the

very costly expedient of using much larger plants.

The present scheme will admit of neither alternative. When
the damage done by black game becomes appreciable, they must

be kept down. There are few shootings where the number of

black game in the year's bag exceeds 5 per cent, of the total of

winged game, and it is probable that a reduction of 5 per cent,

in the letting value will cover the loss in most cases.

^

6. Woodcock, etc.— So much for the interference by afiforestation

with shootings as they now are. But there is another side to the

question. A probable result of afiforestation will be an increase

in the number of woodcock frequenting Glen Mor, and this

may improve the winter shooting. Also, as planting goes on, the

capercailzie, a newcomer already known in the district, will

extend its range and increase ; and provided that the damage
done by it does not prove serious, it may come to be a re-

cognised addition to the sport in the woods.

-

General remarks.—On the whole, it may be said that

the changes due to afiforestation will afifect the letting value

of the smaller mixed shootings, where the various items

are of relatively great importance, in a much greater degree

^ Cases have been brought to llie notice of the writers in which a larger

reduction than 5 per cent, would l)e justifialile.

- It is recognised that serious dania!:;e may sometimes be done to okler woods

by capercailzie.
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than it will affect that of shootings where grouse form the main

part of the bag. It is at once admitted that a reduction up to

lo per cent, in the letting value might have to be allowed for

in the case of small mixed shootings ; but in the case of larger

shootings it is believed that 5 per cent, or less would suffice.

The question of the killing of vermin injurious to game in the

planted areas vi^ill require careful attention. Shooting tenants

and farm tenants might come to regard the forest areas as breed-

ing ground for foxes and other vermin, and if the killing down of

vermin were neglected, the damage done to adjoining shootings

would be great. It will therefore be necessary to make the

permanent staff of the forest responsible for the destruction of

vermin on the ground under their charge, and for the forest

officers to make it their business to ascertain that there is no

cause for complaint under this head bv shooting tenants.



Chapter IV.

RENT AND OTHER CHARGES.

RENT.

In calculating the rent of the ground that will be taken for

forestry proper—that is to say, the ground that will actually be

planted, not that which will be used for small holdings for

workers, etc.— it is necessary to emphasise certain points.

If the method advocated for the Fort Augustus Block be

followed, it will be seen that the whole plantable area of the

deer forests will be obtained for afforestation at a cost of one-

third of the gross annual rent ; and that, provided always that

no more than ^;^ per cent, of the total wintering is ever enclosed

from deer at any given time, the whole of the land capable of

afforestation will be planted and replanted without any increase

of rent.

On sheep ground and on grouse ground, the loss in grazing

value, charged to forests, will be represented by the difference

between the rent obtained from a permanent sheep stock and

that from a flying or summer stock, while the difference in shoot-

ing rents will be based on the principles laid down in the

previous chapter.

Put into concrete form, it will be seen that the rent of the

Fort Augustus Block will work out roughly as follows :

—

Drer Forests

:

Invermoriston (part of),

Dundreggan,

Levishy,

Port Clare,

Inchnacardoch,

Glendoe (part of).

Culachy,

Total value, . . ;^53oc>
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Annual cost to Forest Authority in rent,

— one-third of ;;^5 500. . . . say ^1770

Sheep Farms and Grazings^ including diflerence

between ewe stock and flying stock, sport-

ing rents, and allowance for grouse taken

over, on

Parts of— Aberchalder,

,, Ardochy,

„ Auchteraw,

,,
Borlum.

Annual rent chargeable to Forest Authority, . say £, 600

Total ^2370

Less Deductions for arable land and common
grazings on which will be settled forest

workers who will pay rent for the said

land, on
Auchteraw,

Borlum,

Aberchalder,

Glenmoriston,

And certain improvable land on sheep

farms and deer forests.

Total value deducted, say, . ^,' 300

Net rent chargeable to forestry proper ^2070

That is to say, roughly, 18,000 acres (of which 15,000 acres

fall within the Fort Augustus Block) will be obtained at a rental

of ^2070 a year; or, in other words, for 2s. 3^d. per acre, the

Forest Authority will obtain a long lease over some of the best

larch ground in Scotland— ground which the late Professor Mayr

of Munich, and other authorities, have declared to be the best

planting ground in luirope.

The German authorities have purchased land uptOp^i5 an

acre to round off a forest block. Up to 1 15s. an acre for waste

land has recently been paid by them for land inferior to that

in Glen Mor; while they have given an average of 66s. per

acre for heath land which would compare unfavourably with

the second grade land in the surveyed area.

In addition to the annual rent paid for loss of purely grazing
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and sporting values, the Forest Authority will ha\e to make
further payments under two heads, viz. :

—

1. The usual compensation for sheep valuations, including

acclimatization value, tenants' waygoings, etc., as set out in

Appendix C. On the Fort Augustus Block these would amount

to some ^3500 of capital expenditure, payable to the sitting

tenants before entry into actual possession of the land could

be given.

2. Payment for loss of land for natural birch crop and

silvicultural purposes generally—a value quite outside that of

sporting rents.

The reader will observe that up to this point there has been

no mention of any payment to the landowner, other than

bare compensation for the actual loss of rent which he will incur

through the afforestation of his wintering.

As will be seen from Messrs Brown and Mackenzie's report, the

silvicultural value of the land included in the forest area varies

very considerably. And the compensation will also vary ; but

since it is governed by the wintering question, and is therefore to

be reckoned on the loss of each subject as a whole, the com-

pensation will not vary in the same ratio as the acreage or the

quality of the soil. In other words, some of the bargains made

by the Forest Authority will be better than others. None will

be bad, or the Forest Authority would not make them, but some of

them will be extremely good. The Forest Authority may, in some

cases, pay as little as a shilling an acre for land which is capable

for carrying ;^20o worth of larch after sixty years' growth. It

may, in some cases, take land which brings in a gross return of

;^io to £1^ an acre for birch crop every fifty years; while, in

other cases, it may include sour land on which little besides bog

myrtle and scrub will grow.'

It is evident that some payment must be made under this

head, but, on the grounds both of equity and expediency, the

^ In the Glen Mor district, the various estates either market their birch crop

at irregular intervals, when it becomes ripe, or combine together to put a

regular annual supply on to the market. The money got for the sale of birch-

wood and birch-brooms is, as a rule, re-invested on the estate in the form of

plantations, with the result that a portion of the plantable land is gradually,

though slowly, being afiforested. Some 14,000 acres out of 60,000 acres

available in the Glen Mor area are now under coniferous woods.
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writers have no hesitation in recommending that this payment
should be a deferred one. It is most advisable that the proprietor

of the solum should have an interest in the ultimate profits from

the woods. There must always be a certain amount of give and

take in dealing with the often contending interests of sheep,

deer and woods ; and it is certain that many expenses would

be avoided, and many differences adjusted, by some under-

standing between the principals working with one common
object in view, viz., a satisfactory ultimate return from the

newly-planted ground.

A deferred payment will reward the landlord who has given

up the best soil, and who has worked in the forest's interests

during the growth of the crop ; while the lesser return to the

individual who has raised difficulties and failed to co-operate

loyally, will be his diminished reward.

The payment should take the form of a percentage of the net

profits after the whole expenditure by the Forest Authority has

been repaid with reasonable interest. What the percentage of

net profits should be, the writers do not attempt to decide ; but

what thty do lay down is, that it should be sufficient both

to secure strenuous co-operation on the part of the landlord,

and to make the deal a fair one as between the Forest Authority

and the various proprietors interested.

Sununary.

The advantages which a Central Forest Authority w'ith a

limited income would gain by leasing forest land on the general

lines indicated in the preceding pages may be summarised as

follows :
—

1. Xo large initial capital expenditure. [N'.B.—Com-
pensation to sitting tenants works out at a final

payment of under 4s. an acre (./!'35oo on 18,000

acres).)

2. All the land in the district suitable for tree-growing

obtained at one-third of the present rental of the

subjects affected.

3. No superfluous land, and therefore no unnecessary

administration expenses (the Forest Authority would

deal with silvicultural interests, and with silvi-

cultural interests only).
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4. Zealous co-operation between the owner of the land and

the grower of the trees.

5. A minimum disturbance of existing rates, rents and

employment.

It should be noted that in the scheme of afforestation set out

above, the writers have made the suggestion that the State

should pay a rent based on a proportion only, namely one-third,

of the subject which it means to use at one time ; whereas in the

case of lease or purchase of a whole subject, the State would

be called on to pay three times the rent, or three times the

capital value, which it has to pay under the scheme which

is proposed. This may be illustrated by the example of a

typical deer forest, 15,000 acres in extent, of which 3000 acres

are plantable (under 800 to 1100 feet) with a rent of ^'1000.

The same principle will apply also to sheep farms, with the

necessary alterations in the figures :

—

((7) If the whole subject be bought by the State, at, say,

the low valuation of 20 years' purchase, 3000 acres

of plantable ground will be obtained for ^,20,000,

and the capital required will be at the rate of

^6, 13s. 4d. per acre of plantable ground.

(/') If the whole subject be leased by the State, 3000 acres

of plantable land will cost ^1000 per annum, or at

the rate of 6s. 8d. per acre.

{c) If the plantable land be leased on the terms described in

this chapter, 3000 acres of plantable ground will

cost ;i£T,3;i, 6s. 8d. per annum, or at the rate of

2S. 2Sd. per acre.

Where the State purchases or leases the whole of a sporting

or grazing estate, the same procedure as regards planting might

be followed, seeing that the same interests have to be safeguarded

and the same extravagances avoided. Otherwise, in the case of

a and /', there remain 12,000 acres of high ground, cut off from

the low ground which is used solely for silviculture and on

which no grazing is allowed. For this land a rent could be

obtained as grouse moor, if the hills were covered with heather ;

but if it were green ground, there would be practically no value

for deer, as there is no wintering. There might be a rent of

id. to 3d. per acre as summer grazing for sheep, but in the

absence of low ground under sheep in the neighbourhood of

the forest centre, even this return would be doubtful.
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RATES.

It is not easy to deal, in a few lines, with the rating question

as affecting afforestation, and in view of the frequently reiterated

promise by successive Governments to take up the whole question

of local taxation, it would appear inadvisable to go into the

matter at any length in the course of this Report. It is

necessary, however, to point out that the rating question— of

considerable importance all over the British Isles— appears in a

specially acute form in the Northern and Western Highlands,

where a not inconsiderable portion of the plantable area and

waste land is situated. In the majority of cases, the parishes

in the Northern and Western Highlands are poor ; assessable

values are low ; rates are above the normal for rural districts

;

and in many cases the situation is such that the expenditure of

a very few tens of sovereigns, or the reduction of ratepaying

subjects by a few hundred pounds, is followed by an appreciable

increase of the rates.

Two aspects only of ihe rating cjuestion will be dealt with by

the writers:— (i) The probable effects the afforestation proposals

would have on the rates; and (2) the degree in which the

inequality of the rates in the different districts of the Highlands

would limit the advantages which afforestation might bring to

the poorer parishes unless remedial action were taken.

The question of valuation for rating purposes presents diffi-

culties, chiefly because woodlands are at present valued at the rent

at which they might, in their natural state, reasonably be expected

to let, from year to year, as pasture or grazing lands ; and a lease

of woodlands in the sense of the present proposals has hitherto

been unknown in Scotland. This valuation will be set aside

when a proprietor and a tenant agree upon a rent and enter into

a formal lease of woodlands, because the rent in the lease must

be taken as the basis for fixing the value of the woodlands, as of

other subjects, for rating purposes. In the case of leases of less

duration than twenty-one years, the actual rent or other considera-

tion stipulated for in the lease must appear in the Valuation

Roll. But in the case of leases of longer duration, the Assessor

has power (see Sect. 6 of the Valuation Act of 1854) to set aside

the rent entered in the lease, and to value the subjects at what

he considers to be their fair annual value; this provision being

evidently based on the assum])tion that the rent accepted for
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such a long period is fixed at an amount which is less than the

actual annual value of the subjects, in order to allow the tenant

to develop the subjects at his own cost and for his own ultimate

profit. In such a case, the Assessor usually endeavours, and

he frequently succeeds in this, to fix a higher rent for rating

purposes than that which appears in the lease. In such a case

also, the tenant is entered in the Valuation Roll as owner of the

subjects, and is liable, in the first instance, for rates both as owner

and occupier ; but the landlord, being the real owner, must repay

to the tenant the owner's rates on the rent he receives under the

lease. Although there appears to be no doubt that the tenant

has this right of relief against the real owner (see the Act above

quoted), it might be well that the lease should set out the

respective liabilities of landlord and tenant as regards rates.

It will thus be seen that by leasing the subjects as proposed,

at a higher rent than the present value of woodlands for rating

purposes, the Forest Authority would certainly render itself liable

not only in occupies' rates on the actual rent paid, and perhaps

on a higher rent fixed by the Assessor, but also in owners^ rates

on the difference between the actual rent and any higher rent

which the Assessor might succeed in fixing.

The effect of these proposals, so far as they affect the gross

rental and the rateable value of the different subjects of which a

part or the whole has been taken over by the Forest Authority,

may be summarised as follows :

—

{a) Sheep Farms.— (i) When the whole farm is taken for

afforestation, the present rent will be paid by the Forest

Authority, and the rateable value will remain as at

present. (2) When the wintering only is taken, the rent

to be paid by the Forest Authority will be calculated

by deducting the value of the summer grazing of the

remaining area from the present rent of the whole subject.

And again the rateable value will remain unaltered.

(/') Deer Forests.—One-third of the gross rental will be paid

by the Forest Authority, and this may be taken as fair

compensation for the right to enclose from deer one-third

of the wintering at one time, and eventually to plant the

whole of it. The remaining two-thirds of the gross rental

will continue to be paid by the tenant of the deer forest,

and the rateable value of the whole will therefore remain

unchanged.
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(c) S/100////XS.—These will be dealt vvith on similar lines, the

rent paid by the Foiest Authority being liable to assess-

ment, so as to leave the rateable value unchanged.

(d) Arable Land, Houses, Etc.— The land taken for workmen's

holdings would probably be let at a slightly reduced

rent, anti the tenures created being crofter tenures, the

houses built on the holdings would not pay rates. The
farm houses, with land attached, which would either be

occupied by the forest officials or be let to summer visitors,

would now be separately assessed in the Valuation Roll,

and would go to make up any slight loss there might be

on the land let to workmen.

((?) Water Foiver, Saiai/iilis.—These would be new rateable

subjects on which the Forest Authority and the owners

would pay rates.

Eventually, the rateable value of the district would increase

•with the increasing population and the consequent expansion of

local trades and businesses not directly connected with forestry.

It must, however, be remembered that the increase cff popula-

tion of the labouring type would not, in the first instance, tend to

lower the rates. It will be shown in the scheme that it is net

intended to create anything but economically sound holdings,

that is to say, holdings on which employment is assured,

with sufficient ground for the maintenance of a family. The

effect of afforestation on local taxation would be felt chiefly

through the parish rates. Owing to the increase of population,

the school rate would no doubt be higher, but the poor rate

need not necessarily rise ; the county and district rates, dis-

tributed as they would be over wider areas, would be less affected

than the parish rates, though the expenditure on roads would

tend to increase over the whole district, as a result of the

increased traffic due to afforestation. So much for the rating

<^}uestion in the Glen Mor district.

There remains for discussion, however, the more important

aspect of the general rating (juestion. As has been shown by

the 1898-1902 Royal Commission on the Incidence of Local

Taxation, the per capita rateable value of Scottish parishes

runs from ^,aA to 9s. per head of po[)ulation, and the recent

returns of rating show a variation of 3s. to 26s. in the jQ.

Owing to the fact that the Forest Authority has to |)ay occupiers'

rates on \.\\t fti/l rent under the lease, whereas woodland not held
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under lease is rated on its value as grazing land in its natural

condition only ; and that, under the Agricultural Rates Act,

agricultural land is rated on three-eighths of its annual value
;

it is not difficult to see that the Forest Authority would be

tempted to give the poorer parishes of the Highlands a

very wide berth.

In a west-coast parish, with rates of los. in the £,, a rent of

_;;^2ooo would entail a total disbursement of ^2500 (^2000 in

rent, and ;^5oo in occupiers' rates), and in many cases would

turn what might be an economic success into a financial

failure. ;^5oo per annum in rates at 3 per cent, compound

interest will amount in seventy years to ^118,750. If the State

were to purchase, it would also be liable for owners' rates, and

this sum would therefore be doubled.

.Some of the best land for planting on the west coast is

situated in parishes in which the rates are abnormally high
;

but these parishes, from their very poverty, are the localities in

which forestry would confer the greatest benefit. It would

be more than unfortunate if, from this very trouble, they were

to be ruled out of court.

Without entering into the political side of this question, it

may be suggested that when a general scheme of afforestation

is under consideration, the question of State aid for a fixed

period of, say, fifty years, to districts in which a large extent

of forest land is taken, should also be considered. The lines

of the recommendations made by Lord Balfour of Burleigh

in the 1902 Rating Report, referred to above, might be followed

with advantage.



Chap'ier v.

WORKMEN'S DWP:LLINGS AND TENURE
OF HOLDINGS.

Amount of Employment and Existing Labour Supply.

In considering the labour question, the Forest Authority

would consider, Hrst of all, the amount of employment that

could be given to the existing population, and secondly, how the

labour supply could be increased.

It is very difficult to estimate the amount of employment

which the resident population would absorb.

In Glen Mor it is generally true to say that west of Fort

Augustus very few horses can be obtained at any season, and

labour is available during the winter months only. In the

Eastern district the labour market is not so restricted, the glen

is wider, the crofts are larger, and probably the horses now

in the district would meet a considerable proportion of the

forest demands.

In certain portions of the Fort Augustus Block very little

able-bodied labour will be found ; the hunger for employment

has been more acute than the hunger for land. Year after

year, with little or no work to be found in winter, the more

progressive of the inhabitants have left their crofts and found

their way to the towns. Many crofts, including some round

Fort Augustus, have passed out of cultivation, the land being

poor and the cost of hired labour excessive.

It is highly probable that the certainty of steady employment

during the winter months would bring some of the able-bodied

back to their old homes. The small five-acre croft, which of

itself cannot possibly maintain a family, constitutes an attractive

home if outside labour is assured in the neighbourhood. The

crofter is essentially a "worker" (with land) and not an

agriculturist ; and the means thus afforded of making use of

otherwise uneconomic holdings, constitutes one of the strongest

arguments for the development of forestry in the glens where

arable land occurs in sinall and widely-separated patches.

It is important to note that in the Glen Mor area, containing

32
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60,000 acres of plantable ground, only 900 acres of old arable

land are scheduled in the Highlands and Islands Report of

1892 as being land which can be profitably cultivated.

Even allowing

—

(a) that, with employment guaranteed, crofts

can be " lotted " on smaller areas of arable land than were

taken into account in the Commissioners' Report, and can still

constitute economic holdings ; and (d) that through the shelter

afforded by afforestation, the altitude at which crops can be

grown to profit may eventually be raised ; it is evident that

the arable land available for forest workers in the Glen Mor
area is strictly limited in extent.

No exact figure has been given as the proportion of the

required forest labour which the present inhabitants of the

Glen Mor district would provide, but, in Chapter VII., it is

shown that the work of felling the existing woods and manipu-

lating the timber should absorb the existing labour supply.

Method of Increasing the Labour Supply.

There are many difi^erent systems of land tenure under which

the workers on afforested land might be settled on the soil.

The system put forward below does not claim to be the best

or the only solution of the problem, but rather to be one which

is specially suited to Glen Mor, and, not improbably, to the

whole Highland area.

It will be readily agreed

—

1. That it is advisable to create a resident population

whose interest—at all events for the first generation

—will be chiefly connected with forestry.

2. That the families so established should have sufficient

land to keep them in food, including milk, and to

give them work during the short periods when they

are not required for forest labour.

3. That the tenure should be of such a kind as to make

them as soon as possible an independent community,

tied by habit and interest, rather than by compulsion,

to forest employment.

4. That the crofter class, accustomed to the rigours of

the climate, with some knowledge of building and

outdoor employment, and a considerable ability for

farming under adverse circumstances, would be the

class most suited for forest work.

VOL. XXV. c
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5. That in this particular scheme of land settlement, the

object aimed at should be to tap employment at the

fountain head—that is to say, to prevent the existing

rural dwellers from going into the towns, rather than

to correct an evil which has already developed, and

attempt to transfer town-bred men to the country.

Experience in Germany and elsewhere confirms the view that

the small land-holder class provides the most satisfactory as well

as the most economical body of forest workers.

Having decided on a crofter population, the next step is to

decide

—

1. The exact tenure of the land :

2. The size of the croft

;

3. The number of weeks' employment it is necessary to

offer in addition to ordinary crofting work; and

4. The number of men that the Glen Mor scheme will

provide with certain and sufficient labour.

Houses and the Tenure of Land.

It is suggested that in all cases the building of the dwelling-

house should be financed by the Forest Authority. That the

forest worker should be allowed either (i) To pay for his

dwelling-house rent based on a 3 per cent, charge on the

total outlay by the Forest Authority; or (2) That, if he

wished to become an independent holder, he should be

entitled to pay capital and interest for his house and land at

the rate of 5 per cent.—that is to say, 3 per cent, on the

cost of the house and 2 per cent, to a Sinking Fund. That

during the time that the forest worker is paying off his debt

on the house he should be a servant of the Forest Authority,

dismissable on a year's notice. That in case of dismissal the

portion of th6 Sinking Fund, less any claims there might be

against him, should be returned to him, but that the interest

on the cost of the house should be regarded as a rent charge.

The object of this method of tenure is to have some hold over

the worker during the early, or what might be called the training

period. Once he had paid for the house by the instalments

indicated, at the end of thirty years (or by agreement sooner),

it might be presumed that the habit of working in the woods

would have been established in him, and the woodman should
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then be given fall crofter rights, with fixity of tenure, or with an

option of occupying ownership, if he should so desire.

Offices.

With regard to buildings other than dwelling-houses—that is

barn, byre, etc.,—the forest worker should, after a period of

satisfactory service, have an advance of not more than a

third to a half of the cost of the building material for the same :

this to be paid off on the same lines as the other capital and

interest charges for the house. The object of not giving the forest

worker the whole of his expenses for his farm buildings is to

oblige him to retain an interest in tlie holding, and by such

means to induce him to settle down on the land.

Type of the Croft and Buildings.

The area of the croft should at least be sufficient to maintain

one or two cows, but not large enough to free the crofter from

dependence on work in the woods, the object being to create a

small holder rather than a small farmer. The type of croft would

be what is known in the Highlands as a ;C2>^;£s croft, some

five to twelve acres in extent, with outrun or common grazing.

In addition to the blocks of crofts created on arable land, there

would be a few isolated crofts for outworkers on improvable land

in deer forests and sheep farms ; these would, as a rule,

—

especially in the steeper glens, on account of the small amount

of improvable land to be found there—be more of the nature of

potato plots than crofts; rent and the charge for the dwelling-

house would be reduced accordingly.

^

In the first instance, at all events, it is advisable that all

the crofts should not be of the same size ; thirty per cent, of

them should be large enough to maintain a horse as well as

a couple of cows. The system of joint working of crofts is

well understood in the Highlands, especially in those townships

^ The amount of arable, old arable and improvable land in the average

Highland glen is not extensive, and if it is desired to give a large percentage

of the forest workers "the keep of a cow," the most rigid economy in land

must be observed from the first. It must be remembered that on the whole

deer forest area of Scotland only 2482 acres of old arable were scheduled

by the Highlands and Islands Commissioners as suitable for cultivation by

crofters and small farmers ; and that even if 30 per cent, of increase, since the

time of the report, is allowed for the extension of deer forest ground, the

arable land is wholly inadequate for the workers that a Forest Authority

might wish to settle on the land.
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where crofts are small, and where onlv a few of the crofters

keep horses.

Plans of Building's.

Plans of houses with suitable byre and barns are given, with

a rough estimate of their cost based on practical experience in

the neighbourhood. It will be noted that the houses are of

three types

—

{a) Substantial single crofter houses
; (/;) similar

houses placed two together to save a gable ; or {c) a cheaper

kind of house with galvanised iron roof and no second storey.

The cost of these buildings is based on the assumption that

either the crofter does the collecting and carting of stones,

or that, if he has not a horse, he gives his labour free. If he

provides neither horse and cart nor his own labour in collecting

building material, in the one case ^30, in the other ^20, must

be added to the cost of the building.

The rents of houses and crofts of the three classes of forest

workers would probably work out roughly as follows :

—

Class A.— Crofter with a horse, some stock and siteep for connnoti

grazing

:

£,1^0 house, of which, say, ^,110^ is outlay

by the Forest Authority ; at 3 per cent,

interest and 2 per cent. Sinking Fund, say . ^5 10 o

Loan for material for barn and byre, say ^50 . 210

A i2-acre croft with one share of common
grazing, say.......50

£m o

o

Class B.- Crofter witli no horse, two corvs, no otiier stock:

Double house^24o, or ^120 for each house,

of which, say, ^^90 is outlay by the Forest

Authority. At 3 per cent, and Loan for

material for barn and byre, say ^30;
total outlay by the Forest Authority,

-^9o + .;^3° = ^i2o at 3 per cent. . . ^3 12 o

Rent of croft (5 acres), say . . . 2 ro o

£^ 2 o

' It is to the interest of the crofter to keep the capital exptMiciiture on liis

dwelling-house low, as iiis rent is to a great extent based on the cost to the

Forest Authority. The average crofter's family includes at least one member
with a l-:nowledge of one or other of the l)uil(ling trades.
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In certain cases, the crofter might wish to own his dwelling;

he would then pay to the sinking fund an additional 2 per cent.,

on £^\2o.

Clas.s C.— Outworker^ with cows but no other stock, on small

patch of reclaimed land on a sheepfarm or deerforest :

^100 house at 3 per cent. .... ^-^3 o o

Potato patch, los. . . . . . 0100

^3 10 o

It will be seen from the appended plan, that the buildings on

crofts are modelled on the type of the crofter houses most

common in the Highlands. The rents set out above are based

on the actual cost to the Forest Authority of the holdings and

buildings. It must not be considered as certain, however,

that in all cases the Forest Authority will be able to exact

the rent indicated, at all events in the Highland area.

Judged by town standards, or by the rents paid for newly

created small holdings in the south, 5s. a week (that is ;/^i3

a year) will not appear a high rent for acomfortable house, a

twelve-acre holding, a share of common grazing, and, probably,

free fuel in the shape of peats and unsaleable waste wood.

Judged by crofter standards, however, the rents are undoubtedly

high, and as the idea in the Highlands is to attract crofters, it

remains to be seen whether it will not be necessary to make

reductions, at all events for the first few years. It may also be

necessary to make the terms of repayment more attractive by

reducing the rate of interest payable to i per cent, or 2 per cent.,

the sinking fund being then raised to 3 per cent, or 4 per cent.

It is impossible to lay down a law on such a subject, experience

alone will show the extent to which the certainty of employment

and of obtaining land at reasonable rates will attract settlers.

In Germany, where the recent policy of the State has been to

create small holdings and buildings for workers, it has, on more

than one occasion, been found necessary to lower the rents in

order to attract labour.

Number of Weeks' Forest Work.

The crofter is very well situated as regards forest work,

because, except for a week in the end of October, when he is

lifting his potatoes, and a fortnight in April, when he is preparing
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his croft, his farm work and his work in the forest do not clash,

or at all events they can be arranged to fit in with each other.

Experience shows that his croft work keeps a crofter employed

for from 10 to 15 weeks ; and that, provided he can get some-

thing like 30-40 weeks' work in the forest, he can fill up any

unoccupied weeks in the autumn months (until he is required for

planting in the last week in October) by work at shooting lodges,

or by employment in connection with the tourist season, or as

a harvest hand on the large low-country farms.

Number of Crofts.

Forestry is an industry in which a large proportion of the

money expended goes in labour. The permanent staff, especially

during the planting stage, is neither numerous nor highly

salaried. Fencing material, and the cost of tools and seeds, are

the only payments made outside the forest area.

It is therefore a- fair calculation to make, that for every

^^40 per annum expended in forest work proper by the Forest

Authority, a worker—that is to say, one croft—can be estab-

lished. The ordinary forest labourer should draw about

i8s. a week. There should be work for one horse to every ten

labourers for forest carting work, and for another horse to

every four crofts for agricultural purposes.

In nursery work, weeding, clearing plants, bracken switching,

carrying plants to worker.s, etc., one boy would be employed to

about every four men ; and a certain number of boys at about

9s. a week would be taken on as forest apprentices in every

block.

Position of Croft.

In the Fort Augustus Block twenty to thirty of the crofts would

be placed on the farm of Auchteraw, in the vicinity of the nursery,

and they should occupy the whole of the existing arable land,

with some 100 acres of imjirovable land on the golf course and

the east side of the low ground grazing. Outworkers would be

established at Borliuii, Aberchalder and Glen iVIoriston. As

far as possible their settlements would be formed in grou[)s or

townships with a view to :
—

{a) Arrangements for common grazing, thereby cutting

down ex[)enses in fencing
;
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[b) Economy in the number of horses for the cultivation of

the crofts :

{c) Easy distribution and control of work by the gangers.

The largest forest labour settlement would be placed in the

neighbourhood of the nursery, and any workers' bothies which

might be found necessary in the initial stages would be erected

there.

It is impossible to give more than a general opinion of how

the preliminary work of nursery formation, establishment of new

crofts, etc., would be proceeded with.

In the preliminary stages, it is probable that existing farm

buildings would be taken over and used as bothies ; that the

Forest Authority would (until crofts had been established)

maintain some few pairs of heavy horses for breaking up land,

farm work, and carting building materials ; and that, at the same

time, facilities would be given to crofters who were able to do

their own carting.

General Instructions.

Three general instructions may be indicated

—

1. Full use should be made of local labour and local means

of transport.

2. Crofts should be established gradually over a period of

years. It is important, in the interest of the crofters

as well as in that of the Forest Authority, to keep

the capital expenditure low and to get the maximum
assistance in labour and carting from the prospective

tenants.

3. The " bothy period '" should not be unduly extended.

In addition to the attractions offered by small holdings at a

much cheaper rate than small holders could possibly create them

for themselves, and by steady and certain employment at the

times when they have least work to do on their holdings, the

forest scheme should be popularised

—

A. By Elementary Courses of Lectures given by the Superior

Forest Staff, and open to all employees. The more promis-

ing of the men thus instructed would probably carry their

education further by entering the forest school in a

Demonstration Forest.
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B. Bv Posts on the Permanent Staff at fixed wages.

1. All promotion to the position of forest guard should be

made from the crofter ranks.

2. Gangers, foremen, etc., should be promoted from the

same source.

3. Opportunities should l)e afforded, where intelligent youths

were found, of promotion, after satisfactory service, to

minor posts on the staff.



Chapter VI.

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT.

The Scheme.

It is necessary, in the first place, to define the nature of the

task before the Central Forest Authority. And it will be well to

clear our minds at once of continental comparisons ; for we have

not now to deal with the complex machinery of a great Forest

Service such as France and Germany require for the control of

great areas of established forests, but with the comparatively

simple needs of an afforestation scheme in its infancy. This

chapter will be confined to a consideration of the questions of

control and management which would arise in the course of

carrying out the scheme which is described in this Report.

These questions may conveniently be considered under two

heads :

—

1. The number and composition of the staff required in the

first or planting period.

2. The material available at the present time.

It is first necessary to explain the scheme of control and

chain of responsibility, and this may best be expressed in the

form of a diagram.
Central Forest Authority.

Officer controlling

Demonstration Area, etc.
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2. Officers appointed to Survey.

3. District Officers in charge of groups of Forest Centres.

The officers of all three classes will be men who have been

educated at the Universities, and have attained a recognised

standard of knowledge of silviculture in both theory and practice.

It is probable that the first two classes—officers controlling

Demonstration areas, etc., together with Survey officers— will

absorb most of the trained men immediately available.

Here it is necessary to explain that the need for the third class,

that of district officers, will not arise during the early years of

afforestation, and for the following reasons :

—

1. The nature of the work in the first fifteen or twenty years

will be simple and uniform, and it can safely be en-

trusted to men of the head forester class.

2. At first the forest centres will be few and scattered, and

such supervision and inspection as may be necessary

can be undertaken by officers of the first or second

classes.

3. Forest areas of from 15,000 to 30,000 acres, requiring the

control of a district officer, are not yet in existence.

Ample time will be given for the education and training of

district officers during the first fifteen to twenty years of the

creation of the forests, which thereafter only will begin to

need their supervision.

Foresters.

According to the scheme, one head forester will at first be

required for the 15,000 acres of the Fort Augustus Block. He
will have immediate control of three under foresters, one for

each subdivision of 5000 acres, and it is probable that at first

the Clerk of the Works and the estate workmen could be most

conveniently placed under his supervision. After fifteen to

twenty years, in consequence of the increase of the planted area

and the approach of the first thinnings, a head forester will be

required for each 5000-acre block. Men of the stamp required

for the initial work of afforestation, both as head foresters and

as under foresters, are already to be found in Scotland in sufficient

numbers to meet the immediate demand ; while, with the progress

of afforestation, the number of well paid situations will be largely

increased, and will attract an increasing number of good men
into the profession of forestry. If young and capable men are
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chosen as under foresters, and are given opportunities for study

in the Demonstration area, at seasons when the work at their

own centres is practically at a standstill, they should be able

to qualify themselves for the higher position by the time that

a head forester is required for each 5000-acre block.

Time required for Organisation.

The natural order of progress in State afforestation may be

stated thus :

—

1. Establishment of Central Forest Authority.

2. Demonstration areas. Education and Research.

3. Surveys, general and detailed.

4. Afforestation of Selected Centres,

But once the Central Authority is in existence, there is no

reason why progress on the three latter lines of development

should not be made simultaneously. Survey work need not

wait for the results of education and research ; nor need

the commencement of afforestation be delayed until surveys

of the whole of Scotland have been completed. The writers

hold that such delay is unnecessary, provided always that the

amount of work undertaken is adapted to the numbers of the

staff immediately available.

While they do not undervalue the immense importance of

silvicultural education, and the benefits to be derived from

it, they consider that there is no reason for postponing practical

work until the finished products of the new educational machinery

are ready to hand ; they are rather of opinion that, unless

practical work is commenced at tlie same time, the educational

machinery will be wasted in turning out highly-trained men for

whom little or no employment will at first be found in this country.

It is the writers' belief, that not only are enough men now avail-

able for the initial stages of afforestation on a reasonable scale,

but that a sufficient amount of the necessary experimental work

has already been done, and that the comparatively simple task

of collecting and tabulating the results of a great number of

most useful experiments, carried out by individuals, in planting

methods, choice of species, etc., is all that is needed to put the

Central Authority in immediate possession of a mass of reliable

information which Demonstration areas and forest gardens can-

not provide for many years to come.



Chapti'R VII.

FINANCE AND EMPLOYMENT.

Estimated Expenditure.

Initial Capital Outlay.

1. I Head forester's house .... .^^500 o o

2. 3 Under foresters' houses .... 900 o o

3. 7 Forest guards' houses .... 1,400 o o

4. 30 crofters' houses with byres, say ^{^200

each ....... 6,000 o o

5. 30 workers' houses with byres, say ^^150
each ....... 4,Soo o o

6. Sheep stocl<; valuations, waygoings, etc., of

agricultural tenants .... S^S^o o o

7. Preparation of nursery

—

initial e.xpenditure ^ 100 o o

8. Tools . . . . . . . 100 o o

9. Office equipment ..... 50 o o

10. Legal expenses (leases) . . 100 o o

u. Contingencies ..... 450 o o

^17,600 o o

Note.—No estimate is made of the price to be ()aid for

e.xisting timber, because it is assumed that where such timber

is purcha.sed it will bring in an adequate return.

The same remark applies to the purchase of horses, etc.

' 'Jhe i^rovind is alrtiuly under cullivation.

44
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Annual Expenditure.

1. Head forester, _;2{^ 200 to ^250 . . say

2. 3 Under foresters, at ^75 per annum each .

3. 7 Forest guards, at ;£^2 per annum .

4. 6 Rabbit killers, at 22s. per week (less price

of rabbits sold) .....
5. Planting of 450 acres, clearing plants and

switching bracken, at ^3 ^
.

6. Draining ......
7. Fencing (measured average for 5 years)

—

4 miles deer fencing ....
4 miles sheep fencing ....

8. Rent for the first five years

—

Invermoriston

Aberchalder ......
Glendoe ......
Arable land at Borlum, Aberchalder, etc.

9. Rates, say . .....
10. Stationery .......
1 1. Repairs and upkeep ; travelling and incidental

Nole.—The above sum of ^3949 does not include interest

on initial capital expenditure, which, at 3 %, on ^17,600 = ^^526.

Estimated Income from Crofts (including Sinking Fund).

1. 20 crofts, at ^13 ..... ;^26o o o

2. 20 crofts, at ^6, 2s. . . . . . 122 o o

3. 20 crofts, at;,^3, los...... 70 o o

£250
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During the first decade of operations at the Fort Augustus

centre, the number of men permanently employed in forestry

would be roughly as follows ;

—

A

Employed

mainly

in connection

with

Planting

operations.

B
Employed

in connection

with the

erection of

offices,

houses on

crofts, etc.

Head forester ....
Under foresters

Forest guards....
" Flying squad ' ot rabbit

trappers ....
Planters .....
Fencers .....
Boys .....
Men clearing the planting area,

and carting timber from

same ....
Clerk of the Works .

Forest estate mason

Forest estate carpenter

Men employed on " day's

wages," not including work

done by occupier

Estate sawmills.

Treatment of existing timber

crop (excluding the timber

cleared off the annual

planting area).

Manufacture of timber.

Erection of plant.

Total employed under A and B r= 73 men, 6 boys.

Em])loyed

in connection

with

existing

Woods (birch,

oak, fir, etc.).

6

3

6

lY.B.—Estimates for planting, house building, etc., can be

put forward which are based on actual experience, and with

all the necessary facts by which the calculations can be

checked. But no estimate is submitted of the amount of

employment afforded under (C). This must depend on many

problematical factors : the amoimt of standing timber bought

from the proprietors, which in turn governs, to a certain extent,

the method of handling; the rotation in which the birch

crop is {a) thinned, (l>) felled; and the amount of birch-wood

manufactured (bobbins, pulp, etc.) on the spot. 'J'hat the
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amount of employment would be considerable is evident from

the statements made by Dr Nisbet in Chapter X. For calcu-

lating the amount of employment to be offered in the Fort

Augustus Block, it may be reckoned that the treatment of

existing timber crops would fully absorb the labour supply that

the district could provide under' present conditions.

Notes on the Employees.

Headforester.—The head forester would receive ;^2oo to ^250
(with house and garden), running up to ^^300 per annum.

Under foresters would receive ^75 (with house and garden),

running up to ^150 or /^2oo, if they qualified for the position

of Head forester over a 5occ-acre forest block, after that block

had become a producing area.

Forest innards.— At first, two forest guards would be appor-

tioned to each of the three divisions of the planting area {vide

Chapter IX., Working-Plan), with perhaps one additional guard

responsible for the central nursery.

The forest guards would eventually reach fifteen in number

(one for every 1000 acres of woodland), and would be respon-

sible for the care of and reports on the woods, destruction of

rabbits, squirrels and other vermin, maintenance of firebreaks,

suppression of fires, etc.

These men would be quartered within the forest area, on

the actual ground for which they were responsible.

Flying squad of trappers.— These would gradually disappear

as the forest guards reached their full number, and the planting

area increased. Certain areas with rocky cairns and rough

heather land would probably always require a few trappers

in addition to the regular forest guards.

Planters.—The planters, who constitute the main body of the

men on daily wages, would be employed as follows throughout

the year :

—

October 25th to
|

Planting 1,500,000 trees, including

the end of- lifting plants from the nursery, carting,

March. J
etc.

1 Planting Menzies spruce, Corsican

April to the 15th
|

pine and Douglas fir; nursery work

—

of May. r " lining out," weeding, etc. ; and croft

J work.
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, ,, , ] Drainiiio: ; cleaning plants; bracken
i^th May to the ... ^ ^

.

^ . r switchino: (two years, ?.<?. goo acres) :

IStof AumiSt. . r jr ,

I
assistance to rencers ; and croit work.

1st August to
I

Practically no work in the woods;

the 25th of - employed at the shooting lodges and

October. ( big farms ; and in croft work.

In the Highlands, there is a great demand for casual labour

during the shooting season; in the more fashionable districts

unskilled labour commands 22s. to 35s. a week, and men
for grouse driving, work on farms, etc., are almost impossible

to get.

Fencers.—The fencers would have, on an average, four miles

of deer fence, and four miles of sheep fence to put up annually

in the first decade. In the first few years, there would also

be some work to do in connection with common grazing and

boundary fencing on crofts. Once the repair of fences began

(a serious question on high ground liable to snow drift), the

work would increase considerably.

Boys.—One boy would be employed for every 4 to 5 men

during the planting season. Boys would also be employed

in bracken switching, destroying beetles, and weeding in

the nursery.

Me?i employed in clearini^ the planting area.— 150 acres of

birch would be cut per annum, 8 to 12 trees being left per

acre (z;/</^ Chapter IX., Working-Plan). The felling, "snedding"

and carting of the crop from these 150 acres are included

under (A) (employment offered under the head of Planting).

The manufacture of this timber would come under head (C).

Clerk of the Works.-—A competent man would be required for

account-keeping, supervision of building work, care of crofts,

etc.; and during the initial stages of the scheme some additional

clerical assistance might be necessary.

Estate mason.— It would be advisable to have one foreman

estate mason at from £,']'^ to ^85 a year, with a house and

garden.

Estate carpenter.— It might be necessary to have an estate

carpenter for repairs and other estate work.

Labour : Bi/ildim^ houses on crofts.—^It is difficult to estimate the

number of men who would obtain regular employment under this

head. The number would depend, to a considerable extent, on
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the amount of work done by the crofters themselves on their

own buildings. A rough method of arriving at the number of

men who would be employed is to calculate how much goes

in material and how much in wages on the average crofter

dwelling.

In a ^150 house the material should cost approximately :

—

Timber,

Lime,
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5. Thinning and manufacture of old Scots pine woods.

6. Manufacture of timber cleared from the planting area.

{A^.B.—The cost of clearing and carting of these

woods is included under Planting).

Table of Work.
The following " Table of Work" has been prepared to show

how the labour required in the woods would increase from decade

to decade :

—

First Decade.

Plantitig.—Nursery work ; 450 acres of planting, including

clearing plants ; bracken switching (on 900 acres), and

after the first year "beating up" at the rate of 3 to 5

per cent. ; draining ; fencing ; clearing the planted area

of birch and other natural crops.

Houses.— Foresters' houses, sixty crofters' houses and stead-

ings, sawmills, etc.

Land.—Preparation and division of agricultural land
;

reclamation and trenching of land where arable land

is not available.

Felling.—Thinning, clear cutting and manufacture of birch,

oak, fir and other natural woods.

Second Decade.

Flaniing, for five years—as above.

Planting, from the fifteenth to the twentieth years, at 300

acres per annum.

Houses.—At the rate of 20 per decade.

Land.—Reclamation of land for new crofts.

Thinnings.—After fifteen years, stake-making, etc., from

larch thinnings. First thinning of Scots pine, etc.

L'elli/ig.—Old woods, as before.

Third Decade.

Planling—as above, 300 acres per annum.

LLouses— as above.

LavuI—as above.

/'irsf thinnings.—At the rate of 450 acres per annum.

Second thitiniugs.—At the rate of 450 acres per annum.

Spruce crop.— Preparation offences and roads.

Felling.—Old natural woods, as before.

Manufacture.— Posts, etc., from second thinnings.
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Fourth Decadk.

Planting—as above.

Houses—as above.

First tliinnings— as above.

Second thinnings—as above.

Spruce.— Felling for wood pulping or other uses.

MainifactHre.—Stakes, posts, pulp, etc., from the planted

crop.

Felling —Old natural woods, as before.

Fifth Decadi:.

Probably during, but certainly after, the fifth decade, the

clear-cutting of some of the faster-growing short-rotation crops

will have begun. The forest will pass into the producing stage,

and the employment afforded will rise steadily up to i man for

every 60 to 100 acres, depending on the amount of timber

manufactured locally.

Natural Timber Crops,

Employment would also be given under the heading of

Treatment and Realisation of existing timber crops by

—

I. The erection of sawmills and creosoting works, also

central wood pulping, acetone works, etc., some of

which works would fall within the Fort Augustus

Block.

"2. The manufacture or treatment of timber at these works.

3. Heavy thinning outside the planting area, felling, snedd-

ing, carting.

4. Light thinning, felling, snedding, carting, and birch

brooms.

5. Working the short-rotation birch-broom crop.

6. The Scots pine (natural) crop—cutting, snedding, carting.

7. Manufacture of timber from the 150 acres of planted

ground. (Cost of cutting, etc., is included under

Planting.)

Employment under this head should give, for the first twenty

years, at the very lowest estimate, sufficient employment to

balance the existing local supply of labour.

It is important to note that employment on natural timber

crops is not constant throughout the rotation. The great
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majority of the 7000 acres of natural woods will be replaced by

plantations by the fortieth year of the forest scheme. It is vital

to the scheme that the totality of employment under A., B., and

C. (p. 46), should steadily increase in amount from decade^to

decade : very careful estimates must therefore be framed to make

certain that the yield of employment from the natural woods is

not exhausted before the creation of employment by second

thinnings from young jilantations is established.

Wages.

It is important to show the total expenditure in wages which

will be incurred in an average year of the first decade:—
Planting 450 acres per annum at the rate of ;£3 per

acre, less deductions for cost of administration,

seeds and tools ..... say ^1150
Draining work, not including tools, at the rate of 5s.

per acre ........ 1 10

Fencing 4 miles of deer fence, at ^65, and 4 miles

of sheep fence, at ;^35 = ^4oo, of which one-

third is cost of labour . . . . 133

Men clearing the planting area, 150 acres per annum,

on charges based on felling, carting, birch

brooms, etc. (z'/V/df Chapter X.) .... 650

Wages of forest guards at ^/^i, and of trappers at

22s., per week ...... say 650

Expenditure on houses: one-tenth of ^{^14,000,

allowing 50 [)er cent, of total expenditure to go

in wages, ^700 per annum; and allowing a

reduction of ;!^2oo for the work crofters them-

selves do on their own houses . . . say 500

.;^^3o53^

^ N.B.—When conij)arii\i; ihis fif^uic ;!f3053 with the total annual expendi-

ture, page 45, it must be noted that wages for clearing limber off the planting

area is included in the one case and not in the other.



Chapter VIII.

STOCKING OF THE GROUND.

Summary of Observations made by Gilbert Bro\vn and
Wm, Mackenzie, from August 1910 to January 191 i,

indicating the general features of the various

planting areas under the proposed afforestation

Scheme.

The area of ground which is under consideration in connection

with the proposed afforestation scheme amounts to 60,300 acres.

It is situated in the main glen of the Caledonian Canal, and in

the side valleys which join it at different points of its length.

It is evident, even to the casual observer, that in regard to

the question of transport the district is well chosen. The
Caledonian Canal runs through the entire length of Glen Mor

;

and there is a railway for about 30 miles, while good metalled

roads, and rivers for water carriage, give facilities for transport

in the side glens. It must, therefore, be admitted at the outset

that there need be no difficulty in getting the wood either to a

central depot or to the coast.

Climate and exposure vary with the locality ; but as a rough

generalisation, it may be stated that the farther west the greater

the importance of shelter, the farther east the greater the danger

from frost.

For the purpose of more clearly defining the various points

of importance which we consider it advisable to bring to the

notice of the writers of the Report, it is advisable to deal

separately with each of the various estates on the line of survey.

Aldourie.

The area of land that can be afforested on this estate is

covered partly with conifers and partly with birch, while a

considerable area is lying waste. The whole, being on more or

53
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less sloping ground facing the north, may he said to be a very

suitable area to bring under afforestation : the soil is for the

most part light, with sufficient depth, and is otherwise well

adapted for growing timber. Taking the coniferous woods

as a whole, they present a very healthy, vigorous appearance ;

the matured trees are well grown and contain a large amount

of valuable timber ; and with a full complement of trees to the

acre the crop should be a very valuable one. Both Scots pine

and larch have grown well, and taking these as specimens of

what may be expected from forest trees at the east end of Loch

Xess (Caledonian Canal), the prospects are splendid. In taking

note of small blocks of larch throughout the woods, it is satis-

factory to remark that on certain areas they contain up to

3000 cubic feet of timber to the acre. And taking into account

the value of larch thinnings up to about fifty years, when the

last thinning might take place, the return from this source

would in many cases be such that very little, if an}-, of the

sum realised by the final crop would be required to repay the

initial expenditure with interest thereon.

Dochfour.

The plantable area on this estate may be divided as follows :

—

One half containing timber of various kinds and of various ages,

and the remaining half being ground from which the crop has

been felled a few years ago. In dealing with the area carrying

timber, the position occupied is on both sides of Loch Ness, and

therefore fticing either north or south. The trees are of very good

(juality and size, and while the crop of matured timber is thinly

distributed over the ground, the size of the trees shows that

there are prospects of a profitable return from planting. The
young crops of Scots ])ine and larch have also a very thriving

appearance, those on the south side being, however, the more

vigorous, and showing very few back-going trees. The only

defect is that numbers of the larches have their stems bent

by gales, and this spoils the apj)earance of the crop consider-

ably. The question, therefore, of shelter-belts must be seriously

considered, especially when forming larch plantations, as the

greater part of these woods will be on sloping ground, and

therefore greatly exposed to wind. Thi> is rather a difficult

problem, but it i.s one that must be attended to, the position of
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the woods making it all the more difficult. The tree which

shows the effects of wind in the least degree in this district

is the common spruce.

Glen Urquhart.

The plantable ground within this estate covers about 1500

acres on the Loch Ness side, principally in the glen of the above

name, and it extends from Loch Ness to Corriemony ; it is

accordingly on sloping ground of various gradients. The ground

is mostly under birch and other scrub, with certain adjacent

areas lying waste : a small percentage, however, is under mixed

conifers, and they indicate clearly that this locality is well suited

for timber-growing ; larch especially grows rapidly and forms

timber of valuable proportions. The ground faces east or

west ; and the main part being on the west side is well

sheltered from the prevailing winds, which is a favourable

condition. The soil is altogether suitable for timber-growing,

being generally deep and light ; on some of the higher points it

is somewhat rocky, but this deducts very little from the plantable

area.

Invermoriston.

Here the ground suitable for afforestation is, beyond a certain

area on Loch side, mainly on the slopes rising from the Moriston

river to an altitude of about 900 feet, the upi)er limit varying

according to the nature of the soil, which is here the main

factor determining the elevation suitable for tree-growth. In

Glen Moriston, with the shelter afforded and the fertility of the

soil, no argument is needed to prove the suitability of this area for

tree-growing. It would be over-sanguine to expect such a large

continuous tract of land to be entirely free from wet soil

;

but while such soil is met with in places, it occurs nowhere

to any great extent, and all except the worst parts could be

put into a state suitable for tree-growing at a cost for draining

not exceeding an average of 5s. per acre. The soil is mixed

with broken rock in parts. The rocks are, however, prin-

cipally surface blocks, and although on a level plain this

might necessitate the trees being planted wide apart, it will

make little difference on this steep ground. The area on

the south side is mainly covered with old Scots pine about 200
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to 300 years old, with a slight admixture of birch ; while on the

north side of the valley the crop is mainly birch with a small

quantity of oak, a small area of Scots pine, and larch of various

ages. Some of the old Scots pines are of great size and are

valuable trees ; but it is not at all probable that Scots pine

would form the main future crop, as the conditions have altered

considerably. With regard to the coniferous crop on the north

side, it may be said that the trees are growing well up to about

1000 feet, the larch especially being of good proportions and

strong growth. This shows conclusively that, given suitable

soil and a fair amount of shelter, larch will grow to a very profit-

able size; the Scots pines are also growing steadily, but are

completely beaten by the larch. It may here be mentioned

that one thing is everywhere apparent, namely, that far too few

spruces have been planted.

Inchnacardoch, Glendoe and Dell.

With regard to Inchnacardoch, the nature and composition

of the soil and the general aspect are similar to those of

Invermoriston. Glendoe:—-Most of the ground lies at a very

high altitude, and does not comprise much that is lit for

afforestation, as it is exposed and also of a very poor and

shallow (juality, altogether unsuitable for planting. But the

area marked off as plantable may be said to be excellent

for timber-growing, the soil being of a heavy, loamy nature

of great depth, and quite capable of growing any of the

most exacting species. Although the plantable area is limited,

the prospect of quick growth upon it is everywhere obvious.

On the Dell portion of this district, the conditions for

afforestation are more variable than they are over the other

portions. Within this area, certain blocks have been marked

off as quite unfit for tree-growing, either as being on hard

shallow ridges, or as being wet, boggy ground, difficult to

drain
; even with extensive drainage they would be defective

in the fjualities necessary for timber-growing. Within this

area are plantations of Scots pine and larcli, all in a more or

less flourishing condition, but the larch have the lead both in

rate of growth and in cubic contents. It may be said that a

large part of the ground will be planted with spruce, and this

will j)robably be the largest spruce forest included in the

afforestation scheme.
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Cullachy.

The ground suitable for afforestation is of a mixed nature,

and is confined to what is known as Glen Tarff on the

one side, and the lower end of Glen Buck on the other. The

ground in Glen Tarff is on steep slopes extending down to the

river Tarff; and as the slope extends at the same gradient

to the bed of the river, it presents a little difficulty in the

way of removing timber. The soil in the glen being

of a deep, loamy and consequently fertile nature, which is

maintained up to a greater elevation than is common over the

other districts, the upper line of demarcation varies, the highest

point being at an altitude of about 1150 feet. It has good

natural drainage. The soil on the more level plains in Glen

Muck does not present such favourable qualities, being more

of a moorland nature, interrupted by wet parts, a large area

of which has been marked out as imsuitable. Other wet parts

can, however, be quite easily drained without incurring excessive

expense. A great deal of water comes from the higher ground,

percolating through and spreading out as it gets lower down
;

but by confining the water to its natural courses, and cutting

it off at various points where it breaks out, draining will be

found to be quite a simple matter.

Invergarry.

This contains the largest area for afforestation through-

out the entire Survey. In order better to show its general con-

ditions it may be divided into two parts, viz., the south side and

north side of the canal. The south side which may include Aber-

chalder, Glengloy and Glenfintaig, contains soil of a much higher

quality than what may be termed "forest soil," and on a level

plain it would be quite fit for agricultural purposes ; but as it is

on a very steep slope it is only suitable for tree-planting. The
highest point has been fixed at an altitude of about 1000 feet,

but the line might be carried 200 feet higher, as the vegetation of

fern and bracken is almost as luxuriant at this height as it is

lower down ; but the gradient is so steep that the possibility

of planting higher is diminished. The soil is generally of the

same nature throughout, with the exception of a few wet places

of limited extent. Two plantations may be mentioned, growing

on this area, which show pointedly its value for tree-growing.

One of these, planted in 1905, consists of Scots pine, larch and
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Corsicaii pine : all the trees are growing well, even up to the

highest level, where they undoubtedly fall off a little, but this

could not be otherwise, as the strip is only a narrow one,

tapering off to a point at the top, so that all the trees are more

or less subjected to the full force of wind from all quarters :

the larch, it may be mentioned, are putting on yearly shoots

up to 3 feet in length. The other plantation is a large one,

and was planted about 1S80: it consists of a mixed crop of

larch, .'^cots pine and spruce ; all have grown well, especially

the larch, and ne.xt in order the spruce. The trees up to

about 1000 feet maintain a fair size, but above that altitude

they tall off in height, this probably being due to the crop

being too open.

On the north side of the canal, all the sloping ground over-

looking it is more or less suitable for planting. There is a large

area of ground extending from the canal up the valley of the

loch and river Garry ; it is quite unnecessary to go into details

regarding this portion, as it must be evident, even to the most

casual observer, that tree-planting would be a profitable invest-

ment here : the growing species which specially demonstrate this

are larch and spruce.

Within this area is a small plantation formed for shelter, part

of the soil being of indifferent quality and not altogether suited

for forest trees. It is a noticeable fact that where Scots pine

has absolutely failed Corsican pine is nourishing.

Achnacarry.

The plantable area here is on the north side of the canal,

rising on a slope to various altitudes, but the average height is

about 800 feet. 'Hie main part of the slope immediately over-

looking the canal is suitable for tree-growing ; while on the

extreme west, viz., Krracht, the soil is of exceptionally fine

quality, being far superior to the general run of forest soils. At

Achnacarry proper, most of the plantable area is under trees

of various sorts, both hardwoods and conifers, and except cer-

tain small areas of poor peaty soil, the whole is in a condition

to [ilunt. The capabilities of the soil to grow trees is apparent

from the size and general appearance of the conifers now found

thereon, the larch especially is growing well : one larch plantation

about 60 years of age is now of a size to command a large sum

])er acre.
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Auchendaul.

This area, between Spean Bridge and Banavie, rises in a

gentle slope from the east and from the west to an altitude of

about 750 feet. A large part of the flat ground at this level is

quite unfit for planting, being peaty or sterile, and even with

a great amount of labour and expense it could not be profitably

utilised. On the flat ground at lower levels similar soil is

found, and there is little hope of bringing it into a proper state

for forest trees. The best of the land is on the slopes facing

east or west, that with a western exposure being of excellent

quality for silvicultural purposes. Draining is absolutely neces-

sary, to a greater or less extent according to the character of

the soil.

A small plot of about 60 acres at the extreme south of this

area is planted with larch, Scots pine and spruce, and is on

what may be termed a fair sample of the various soils through-

out the whole area; the trees thereon may be said to fairly

represent the results that may be expected from planting

in this district. The larches have been planted on the best soil

and have grown well, while Scots pines and spruces, planted on

peaty soil, have been quite a failure; spruce planted on wet

but good soil have, however, made good progress. The whole

demonstrates clearly that, with fair soil, suitable for planting,

profitable results will be attained.

Note—Throughout this Survey various areas occur within

the boundary line that have been marked out as unsuitable

for timber-growing, having either very wet or very shallow soil.

There is also a large area of ground under a Scots pine crop

about 300 years old ; some of the trees being very fine specimens,

containing a large amount of valuable timber. The soil on

which these fine trees have developed has obviously deteriorated

in later times, and it is doubtful whether it is now in condition

to again produce a good crop of trees. A considerable amount

of the soil has been washed down the slope to the lower valleys

by water running along the pan ; and with no improvement in

the crop of trees, the soil having been open to the effects of

the weather for so long a period, this part of the area is fast

passing into the conditions prevailing in the remains of the old

primeval forests in our Highlands : and under such adverse

conditions it is impossible, in the meantime, to include it in

an afforestation scheme.



Chapter IX.

SKETCH OF WORKING-PLAN.

By WiLiiAM Dawson.

General Outlines.—-It is unnecessary to submit a detailed

working-plan for the whole area now, as many of the points

with which it must deal do not affect the present question. In

the abridged working-plan as here submitted, the outline of the

scheme is shown, together with facts relating to the area which

are of general interest. Such details as the exact position of the

boundaries of each year's planting, the species, age and arrange-

ment of the planting material for each compartment, methods of

planting, the location of whin and grass meadows for deer, the

location of roads, paths, loading banks, etc., are of importance in

the execution of the work, aiid should be contained in the com-

plete working-plan. Under any extensive scheme of afforestation

detailed working-plans should be prepared for each district,

and, in addition, a special Book of Instructions should be issued

dealing with all details of a technical and practical nature.

Part of these instructions would be common to the country

as a whole, but for each district, special instructions would

be issued, dealing with its special features and needs.

The area to which the present plan relates is the Fort Augustus

Block. It contains 15,000 acres of afforestable land, every part

of which is situated within easy distance of Fort Augustus. Prac-

tically the whole of the ground is under the 800-feet contour line.

Undoubtedly it would be ]:)Ossible to plant at considerably higher

elevations in places, though it would be inadvisable to do so in

the beginning. The richer and more sheltered lower ground

will give a quicker return, and therefore should be stocked first.

The sole of the valley is only 100 feet above sea-level. In this

district Glen Mor widens, so that a considerable portion of the

available land is situated at low elevations, while the slopes are

comparatively gentle. The same is true of Glen Moriston.

t)0
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1

Meteorological Conditions}—The average annual rainfall for

the period 1884 to T903 was 44*67 inches. The highest rainfall

recorded was 65*98 inches (in 1903), while the lowest was

32-67 (in 1889). The rainfall at Fort Augustus is greater than

that of Inverness, and smaller than that of Fort William. There

is seldom snow on the lower ground, owing to the fact that the

straightness of Glen Mor facilitates the access of the air from

either coast. It is a very striking fact that the snow-line in some

of the side glens, e.g. Glen Tarff, is often considerably lower

than that in Glen Mor itself.

The prevailing wind is south-west, and next to it in frequency

comes the north-east wind. Peculiar gusty gales blow occasion-

ally from the south-east.

The temperature is free from great extremes. The mean
annual temperature (thermometers in shade) for the period 1897

to 1906 was 46-06° F. The highest temperature in the shade

was recorded on the 2nd September 1906 with 86-9° F., and the

lowest, quite an exception, on the 28th January 191 o, with

i'9° F. For this period (1897-1906) the mean annual humidity

of the atmosphere was 83-87 percent; and in the same period

the average number of hours of bright sunshine per annum was

1002-96.

Geology.'-—The area to be aflforested in Glen Moriston and along

the Great Glen from the mouth of the river Moriston to Invergary,

has not yet been surveyed by the Geological Survey. But, so

far as our present knowledge goes, it is believed that the rocks

entering into the structure of this region belong partly to the

metamorphic series of the Highlands and partly to the Old Red
Sandstone. The latter form a narrow belt along the north-east

side of Loch Oich, and extend north-eastwards, by Aberchalder

House, towards Culachy. The remainder of the area is occupied

by the metamorphic series, which comprises crystalline schists

belonging to the Monic Series of the Geological Survey. These

consist of quartzose flagstones, quartz-biotite-granulites and

mica schists, which have an extensive development on both sides

of the Great Glen. They represent sandy and clayey sediments

which have been converted into crystalline schists by various

^ The nole.s on the meteorological conditions were kindly supplied by

Rev. Cyril von Dieckhoff, St Benedict's Abbey, Fort Augustus.

- The geological notes were kindly supplied by Dr Ilornc, Director of the

Geological Survey, Edinburgh.
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metamorphic processes. In places they are traversed by veins

of granite and pegmatite, due partly to intrusion and partly

to segregation.

The Old Red Sandstone strata, south-east of Loch Oich,

consists of conglomerates and sandstones that rest on the old

floor of metamorphic rocks, and hence belong to a later i>eriod

of the geological record. There is clear evidence to prove

that the crystalline schists of the metamorphic series were

folded and extensively denuded before the deposition of the

Old Red Sandstone.

Reference ought to be made to the great line of dislocation

that runs along the Great Glen from Loch Linnhe to Inverness,

which has determined this straight physical feature, and has

modified the structure of the rocks on either side.

In Glen Moriston and along the Great Glen there are

morainic deposits that point to the extensive glaciation of the

region. The terraces between Loch Ness and Locli Oich

indicate old raised beaches.

General.—The surface herbage in the open is mostly bracken

and grass, but heather appears in parts, A considerable portion

of the ground is already covered with trees, partly natural, and

partly the result of planting. Birch is the prevailing tree, but in

Glen Moriston there is a considerable area of old Scots pine.^

The soil varies considerably throughout the area. It is

mostly of a light and friable nature and of sufficient depth.

Part of it is undoubtedly first-class larch ground, while a

considerable portion is heavier, and is suitable for Menzies

spruce and common spruce. These species with the addition

of Douglas fir, where conditions are suitable, should form the

crop for the first rotation at any rate. Japanese larch can be

substituted for the common larch in some of the compartments.

It should also be used to a considerable extent, as a "catch " or

short-rotation crop, till such time as the woods are in full work-

ing order. All the species named are quick growers, and will

yield early returns. The different species are not to be mixed

among one another, but are to be kept in pure groujxs by them-

selves. An idea of the proportions of the ground suitable for

the different species may be gathered from Map No. 2. It must

not be understood, however, that larch or spruce or any other

' For details of existing woods, see CJliapter \'Iir.
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species will be planted in large blocks of the same age. The

division of the ground into the three classes of larch ground,

spruce ground and Scots-pine ground, is general, and merely

intended to show the capabilities of the soil. In the Detailed

Working-plan, each year's planting will be dealt with, and all

particulars as to the exact proportion of the different species, etc.,

will be set forth at length, so that in the areas at present marked

in Map No. 2 as all larch, or all spruce, larch, or spruce will form

the bulk of the crop ; but the principle will be rigidly followed of

forming groups of species best suited to each particular part of

the ground. The size of the groups will be kept within the

limits demanded by good silviculture, and where larger areas

are suited to a single species, a difference in age of contiguous

groups must be provided for.

Fencing.— It will be necessary to erect deer fences round a

considerable part of the plantations. In places a sheep fence

is all that is necessary. As large areas will be enclosed at a

time, the expenditure per acre will not be heavy. The deer

fences must be maintained for a period of at least fifteen years.

Details as to the cost of fencing in the first instance are to be

found in Chapter VII. At a later period it may be possible to

materially reduce the cost of protecting the plantations. Where

fencing becomes necessary later on, temporary fences made from

the first thinnings of the woods may be run up, as is done in

Saxony.

Draining.—The natural drainage of the land is good on

the whole, and much of it will need little attention. It will, how-

ever, be necessary to cut drains in some places, in order that

compartments may be completed. Any areas where extensive

draining would be necessary should be left unplanted meantime,

as it would not be advisable to incur a heavy expenditure in

this direction, till such time as the bulk of the good land is

planted. These patches of wet land may be attended to at any

convenient time later on. It must be understood, liowever, that

where draining is to be done at all, it must be done thoroughly.

In this comparatively moist district, half-measures in draining

would be useless. The policy must be to drain properly in the

small areas undertaken, and to leave the rest of the wet ground

till such time as it too can be adequately dealt with. In the

first period, the cost of draining should not exceed 5s. per acre on

an averat^e.
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Transpo/t Facilities.—The Caledonian Canal passes through

the middle of the area. Every part of it is also served by good

main roads converging on Fort Augustus. The upper end of

the area in Glen Moriston is also accessible from Fort Augustus,

by a good path over the hill in Port Clair deer forest, while

the northmost end of the ground, on Loch Ness beyond Glen

Doe, can easily be reached by water.

Further road-making will be unnecessary in the beginning.

Carting roads will ultimately be necessary in some places,

and the various compartments must be intersected by drag

roads and inspection paths. The lines of these roads must

be marked off before planting begins, and strips of the requisite

breadth must be left implanted ; the making can be postponed

till a later period, at which labour is easily available. It will be

possible to bring the timber from much of the ground, down to

the existing main roads, by means of slides or by temporary

tramways. The compartment divisions should be laid down in

such a way as to allow of their being used for this purpose.

Planting Scheme.-—The actual planting will present few diffi-

culties here. Deer must be fenced out, and black game kept down.

Rabbits must be exterminated. The surface herbage will not be

difficult to treat. Where bracken is found, it must be attacked

early in the year previous to planting, and the cutting or flicking

operations repeated in the same season, as often as is necessary.

In a few places only will it be necessary to adopt any special

methods of planting, such as planting on the tops of upturned

turfs in wet places. Two-year-old seedlings can be used to a large

extent, although on grassy land, where spruce will be planted, older

material must be used. Existing birch-woods should be utilised

to afford protection to the young crop from frost and wind. Where

fjirch ex-ists on ground which is to be planted, total clearance

should not take place. A number of trees should be left till the

young plantation is established and beyond the danger of frost.

The removal of these trees at a later period will present no

practical difficulty. In selected places, existing birch-woods

should be left intact, in order that protection from wind may be

afforded to neighbouring plantations. Birch should also be left

in fairly broad strips, at intervals throughout the new woods.

These will serve as fire lines as well as shelter-belts, and both the

strips and blocks will provide shelter for deer, meantime. The

birch will, of course, be completely removed in time.
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In deciding on the extent and location of the areas to be

planted annually, the economic interests,—-sheep ground, deer

forests and their rating values, etc., have had to be con-

sidered, as well as the fact that it will be necessary to spread

the employment in, as far as possible, ever-increasing amounts,

over the various periods of the rotation. It is proposed to

plant the whole of the area within fifty years, and of that nearly

half will be planted in the first fifteen years. This is quite m
keeping with both precept and practice abroad. When
extensive bare areas are to be planted, they are invariably got

under crop with the least possible delay, irrespective of what the

ultimate annual felling area may be. This presents no practical

difficulty in the way of bringing the woods into proper rotation.

It is quite a legitimate process, to shorten the rotation in parts,

and to lengthen it in others, in the bringing of the whole into the

normal rotation. Further, what the normal rotation will be

is a point which cannot be decided at present.

It has been explained in another section, that not more than

a third of the deer-forest wintering, in any forest, can be

enclosed for planting at one time, while the sheep ground is

available at any time, and can be planted as need arises. Of

the 15,000 acres of plantable ground in this area, about two-

thirds fall within the deer forests, while the remainder is sheep

ground. Thus, in the first period of twenty years, there are

available for planting, 5000 acres of sheep ground, and one-

third of 10,000 acres of deer-forest wintering,—a total of 8300

acres. It is proposed to plant 450 acres per annum, for the

first fifteen years, and 300 acres per annum thereafter up to the

twentieth year. It is considered that the deer can be safely

admitted to the first planted section of the deer forest between

the fifteenth and twentieth years, and thus, once one-third of

the planted wintering has been thrown open to the deer, the

remainder- of the wintering will be available, and planting can

take place in it as necessary. From the twenty-first to the

fortieth years, 300 acres will be planted per annum, or a total of

6000 acres in the period. The residue will fall to be planted

between the forty-first and the fiftieth years. Thus 75 acres of

the original ground will be planted annually
; but, by this time, it

will be seen in what direction extension can best take place, and

new blocks can be added. Towards the end of the period, too,

the clearing of some of the parts must begin, in order that the

VOL. XXV. E
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woods may be brought into the proper rotation. After fifty

years it is probable that clean cutting of certain areas can begin,

particularly where spruce is grown; but the question of the length

of the rotation is highly problematic, and must be reviewed at a

later period in the light of experience of the particular ground,

and of the direction in which timber utilisation tends.

The planting will thus proceed as follows :

—

acres.

Between the ist and 15th years (450 acres per annum) 6750
i6th „ 30th ,, (300 „ ) 4500
3rst ,, 40th ,, (300 ,, ) 3000

,, 41st „ 50th ,, (at least 75 acres per annum) 750

15,000

The whole area should be divided into three sections, which

would ultimately form three separate units of management.

Thus in each year the planting will go on simultaneously at three

different centres within the area. To begin with, all three

sections will be under the charge of one head forester, with an

assistant in each of the three districts.

The position of each year's planting up to the fortieth year

is shown on Map No. 3, the figures on the map signifying the

year in which the planting is to take place. The different

colours on the map show the positions of the three sections.

The positions of the plantations from the forty-first year onwards

are not shown, as in the last period the planting will consist

in joining up or extending the existing plantations, in whatever

direction seems most desirable.

Nursery.—-The extent to which the young plants can be raised

locally at the outset will depend on the labour available. About

1,500,000 plants will be required annually for the first fifteen

years. The plants required will be 2-year-old seedlings and

3- and 4-year-old transplants. To raise the necessary number of

young plants a nursery of at least 1 2 acres will be required.

In the first instance, one nursery will serve, although in the

course of time, when the labour question has adjusted itself, it

will be found expedient to have at least three permanent nurseries,

one for each of the three centres. Temporary nurseries should

also be started in the more outlying districts. In Glen Moriston

there is room for at least two of these. The temporary nursery

is merely a patch of suitable ground within the enclosed area,
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which can be brought into condition to receiv'e young plants

without much cultivation. The plants are taken from the seed-

beds of the central nursery and " lined out " here, one or two

years before being planted out. These temporary nurseries are

of special value in serving places at a distance from the central

nursery, as the material can be got at hand, in such quantities

as are required at the moment, for planting out. All difficulties

of transport in the busy season are thus done away with. After

the district served by the temporary nursery has been planted,

the nursery itself is planted up, though a small part of it should

be retained for a few years, to provide plants for filling blanks in

the plantation.

The most convenient site for the principal nursery is at

Auchteraw, a mile to the south of Fort Augustus. The position

is central, and it is easily accessible by good roads. The soil is

good, and in every way suitable for the purpose. It is at

present under cultivation, and can easily be brought into suitable

condition. The situation is elevated sufficiently above the

bottom of the valley to be beyond the most dangerous frost

region. It is airy but not too exposed, as it is sufficiently

protected by the higher ground around it. There is also a

sufficient supply of running water.

Staff and Labour.—The question of staff and labour for

the whole scheme is dealt with, at length, in another section

(Chapter VII.), so here, facts relating to the forest work alone

will be briefly dealt with. At the outset, the work will consist

of raising the young plants, clearing birch, etc., where it exists,

planting and protecting the plantations. As the work will

proceed on a detailed working-plan the whole area can be put

under the charge of one head forester. Under him there will be

three assistant foresters or working foremen to take charge of

the operations at the three centres. At at later period, when

extensive areas of new plantations have been created, and when

the stage is reached where the woods must be thinned, it will

be necessary to divide the charge. Ultimately three head

foresters will be required. At the outset, however, one head

forester will be able to undertake the work for the whole area.

He will be responsible for the nursery work, the execution of the

planting, engagement of workers, book-keeping, etc. It will

also be his duty to see that the plantations do not suff"er from

attacks by game, or from other causes. Rabbit trappers and
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forest guards must be directly under his charge. Of these twelve

or thirteen will be necessary over the whole area in the beginning.

The work of planting, etc., will employ about thirty men with a

number of boys to assist. In addition ten men will be employed

in clearing and removing birch, etc., while three men will be

required to take charge of the fencing. Thus in the first period

the staff will include—
I Head forester.

3 Assistant foresters.

7 Forest guards.

6 Rabbit trappers (temporary).

30 Planters.

6 Boys (to assist planters).

ID Woodcutters.

3 Foremen fencers,

In the season e.xtra labour will be necessary in the nursery.

The work of fencing, draining and bracken cutting can be

undertaken out of the planting season, while the work of road-

making can fall in any period when work is otherwise scarce.

The amount of labour required will remain fairly constant for the

first twenty-five or thirty years, after which it will increase

considerably. The labour demanded in wood cutting, trans-

port, road-making, etc., is at least three times that necessary in

planting alone.



Chapter X.

Natural Woods—Acres.

Bh'cJi^ 14,021.

Oak and Scrub, 3,391.

Conifer Woods— Acres.

14,775-

UTILISATION OF THE EXISTING WOODLAND PRO-
DUCE THROUGHOUT THE AREA DEALT WITH
UNDER THE AFFORE.STATION SCHEME.

Hv l)r T'^iiix NiSBKT.

The existing woodlands throughout the area under con-

sideration are as follows :

—

Dochfour

Aldourie

Glen Urquhart

Foyers .

Dell,Glendoe, Inchnacardoch

Cullachy

Invergarry .

Invergloy

Achnacarry .

Glen Moriston . . -J

In the disposal of part of the produce from the "natural

woods" of birch and stub-grown oak and ash, the remains of

coppices formerly worked in regular rotation, a market has been

gradually developed in recent years ; but this requires con-

siderable extension before all the existing mature and over-mature

wood can be utilised, in order to grow better crops of timber,

and chiefly of the conifers likely to be most profitable. When
this can be effected, it must necessarily mean a large additional

sum payable locally in wages in felling and preparing, and

in transport by road, railway, river and sea. But as regards

the existing conifer woods, as the market for their produce is

already fully established, there can be no immediate prospect

of any direct increase in the employment of local labour,

although in future the maturing woodlands should, under con-

tinuous good management, provide a much larger yield per

acre than is now the case.

6q
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I. Thk Birch-woods, aggregating over 14,000 acres, bear

on the average a crop of about 10 tons of wood per acre,

together with half a ton of brooms or twigs not over half an inch

in diameter, as used for burning to remove the surface-scale

from steel plates in foundries ; for it has been found that, on

the average, trees yielding i ton of wood give i cwt. of twigs

The BRoo.Ms, which must not exceed half an inch in diameter at

thick end, are made up in small bundles girthing up to 15

inches at the tying-place, and cost from 15s. to i6s. a ton to

put on the railway, including a cartage of about 4 miles,

costing 4s. a ton, or is. per ton per mile. Railway transport to

the steel-works costs per ton iis. 8d. from Gairlochy station to

any station in the Glasgow area, and 12s. from Fort Augustus;

and I2S. 8d. and 13s., respectively, to any station in the

Edinburgh area. The broom-making season extends from

October till April : and at Taynuilt (Loch Etive district,

Argyllshire) broom-cutters are said to be able to earn up to

p^3 a week during the 7-months' season. Throughout the Lome
district of Argyllshire the wages at present paid to the broom-

workers for cutting and tying in bundles of 20 inches to 24

inches by 14 inches girth is 4d. per dozen bundles.^

Of the Birch trees yielding on the average 10 tons per

acre, from 5 to 10 trees give i ton of wood, about 55 cubic

feet going to i ton weight, or averaging about 41 lbs. per

cubic foot. One man can cut and sued 3 tons a day, costing

about IS. 3d. a ton, and thus earn about 3s. gd. per diem
;

while if the trees are barked, the piecework is paid at 9d.

extra, or 2s. per ton. The cost of dragging and carting is

found to come to about 3s. per ton for the first mile, and 6d.

per ton for each additional mile beyond the first. The market

already established, on a small scale, for birch is for bobbin-

wood in Dundee, all sizes being taken from 4 inches in top-

diameter upwards. Freight by steamer from Loch Lochy to the

east coast of Fife, including dues, is ;^35 for a i lo-ton steamer

carrying from So to 85 tons of wood ; but a returning coal-

steamer can sometimes be hired for less. For shipment to

Cilasgow the rate is 8s. a ton. inclusive of dues. From the Inver-

garry estate about 400 tons of birch were sold as bobbin-wood

to Messrs J. cS: P. Coats, Paisley, in 1909-10, the wood being

' Birch t\vi[;s for smelling [Hirposcs nie takc-n \>y certnin liini> ;U all times

of I he year.
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delivered f.o.b. at the Loch Oich private pier at 13s. per

ton, the forester and his woodmen doing the felHng and

snedding, and the local crofters being employed to drag and

cart the wood at an average cost of about is, per ton per mile.

Messrs J. & P, Coats have kindly informed me that the

value of the present rough class of Highland birch as bobbin-

wood would certainly not exceed 19s. per ton, delivered at

their works in Paisley: but they have also added that "it is

impossible to say what quantity of wood could be used, as

from recent tests made, the spools from home birch are inferior

in colour, are much heavier, and show unsatisfactory results

after dyeing.' These drawbacks can, however, be to a great

extent overcome by growing the birch closely in future.

There is also a limited market for birch firewood in Inverness,

where sawn blocks sell at from 13s. to 15s. a ton, of which from

9s. to IIS. is the cost of felling, sawing, carting to sawmill and

railway station, railway freight, and delivery in Inverness,

leaving only about 4s. a ton as the net income from the wood.

Thus, for each acre of the very thin existing mature birch-

woods, for which any market has been found, local employment

is given to the extent of at least 7s. 6d. for brooms, and 44s. for

felling, snedding and carting, or 51s. 6d. per acre, exclusive of

all the further cost of transport by railway or steamer. {See also

III. below.)

II. The Oak-woods, stub-grown from old coppices, inter-

spersed with ash, alder and birch, and aggregating over 3300
acres, produce a very hard, heavy and tough class of wood,

though usually of small dimensions. At present there is little or

no demand for the produce of these woodlands, and measurements

have not been made of the tonnage available per acre on the

average. Some of the smaller stuff is sold as firewood in

Inverness at 8s. 6d. per cart load of about 18 cwts., and it is

also suitable for pitwood. The 1700 acres on Achnacarry

estate " range from about 30 years old upwards. Very few of

the trees are as yet of a profitable size, but all have fine long

clean stems, and promise to become valuable. The timber is

of excellent quality with very little sapwood." Wood of this

description seems particularly suitable for making into arms

for telegraph and telephone posts, if the Postmaster-General

can be persuaded to give a trial order for some (in place of the

foreign timber now imported for this purpose).
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III. To ENABLK THE EXISTING NATURAL BiRCH AND THE

STUB-GROWN OaK-WOODS TO BE CLEARED PROFITABLY, With a

view to gradual replantation according to a definite scheme of

operations, it is essential that new markets be developed for

utilising the produce of the crops, such as these now are.

If large areas be planted annually, a considerable quantity of

fencing will have to be done, and much of the oak can thus be

utilised ; and also birch, Scots pine, etc., if creosoting tanks be

made for treating the wood to increase its durability to about

16 years or more. The very cheapest form of fencing against

hill-cattle and sheep costs ^S3 ^^ ^-^35 P^^ running mile, or

4id. a yard, while a deer-fence (5^ feet high) costs ^60 to

^65 a mile, or nearly 8|-d. a yard; and in either case over one-

third of the total outlay, i.e. over ;;^ii and over /^2o per mile,

respectively, is spent on labour employed in the construction ot

the fence, and in addition to the sums already paid for felling

and pointing the straining posts and stobs, cartage and

hauling.

With special regard to birch, which comes up freely and

grows well wherever sheep and cattle are taken off the land

and rabbits are kept down, the present poorly-grown crops

unfortunately do not yield first-class bobbin-wood of clean

growth and free from knots, which can be used from 3 to 4

inches top-diameter upwards. Scottish birch is heavier than

Canadian, and heavier still than Finnish ; and in the case ot

a very large thread business, such as Messrs J. & P. Coats of

Paisley, the extra weight of the bobbins makes a considerable

difference in the firm's freight and transport bill during the

course of a year.

One new industry capable of being introduced locally, and

of utilising both the birch and the oak and other hardwoods

growing among them, is the destructive distillation of wood for

the preparation of pyroligneous acid, grey acetate of lime,

crude wood alcohol, and charcoal, as roughly outlined in the

following process of treatment :
—
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Wood

deslructivf Iv distilled

Charcoal First distillate

distil again

Tar Acid and Alkali Lime

neutralise and distil

Grey Acetate
Solution

Dilute Crude Wood
Alcohol.

drie

waste
dby
heat

distil

to remo
matters

twice

ve tarry

and water

Grey Acetate
of Lime

Crude Wood Alcohol

(82 %)

Messrs TurnbuU & Co., who have wood-distilling works at

Glasgow and at Balmaha (Loch Lomond), have kindly informed

me that the quantity of wood needed to be guaranteed annually

for a small factory of 6 retorts is from 1200 to 1500 tons' weight

(green). They pay from 9s. to los. a ton for the wood at

Balmaha, and los. to 12s. in Glasgow, the wood being in each

case delivered at the works. Oak, beech and birch are taken at

that price, and peeled oak is preferred to any other wood. If

the oak were ringed to free it from bark and season it, a

better price would be paid for it. The capital needed for a

6-retort factory would be from ^2000 to ^3000 ; and it would

give constant employment in the factory for 8 or 9 men— not

counting any of the employment given in the woods in felling,

and in transport and delivery to the factory. And Mr TurnbuU

kindly told me he would willingly co-operate, though not himself

prepared to erect new factories elsewhere than he has them at

present (Glasgow and Balmaha).

IV. The Conifer Woods and Plantations, aggregating
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14,775 acres, and varying up to 140 years of age, consist mainly

of larch and Scots pine, sometimes pure, sometimes mixed

;

while spruce also occurs here and there, either in pure patches

or interspersed occasionally among the pine and larch. The

details obtained regarding all these conifer crops will be found

in Chapter VIII., as to their age, composition, average

number of stems, and average cubic contents per acre. Their

general character may perhaps be sufficiently indicated by

summarising the details for the Aldourie estate :

—

Kind of Crop.
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work provided for an increased local population. Without

attempting to make forecasts having an appearance of exact-

ness, but being possibly misleading, it may be more appropriate

here to give a summary of actual results obtained within the last

ten years from the sale of larch growing on rough grazing land

on a hillside in the West of Scotland, but the exact locality of

which I am not at liberty to state. The hillside has a north

aspect, and is exceptionally favourably situated close to a

sea-loch with easy and very exceptionally cheap transport by

ship to the Clyde. The wood was felled at 41 years of age,

and gave 3S0 trees per acre, with the following financial

result :

—

Income.

943 cub. ft. sold at 13^

85 ,, for home use at i -

7188 lin. ft. 5 in. pitwood at 32
-'

763S ., 4 „ 19/6

1200 ,, 4 ,,
18-

4188 „ 3 „ 89

Total, ;^,2i7 16 II

Experiditiire.

Felling, Logging and Carting . £.^2 13 6

Freight and Lighters ; and Railway

charges on 102 tons. . . 26 14 2

^58
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cellulose factories near the woods later on, when much larger

supplies and more suitable material may become available, it

would seem unwise to attempt to make anything like detailed

estimates. And the probability is that the pitwood and timber

value of the good conifer crops that Scotland can easily produce

under proper management, will always be greater than what pulp

or cellulose may yield.

Mechanical or ground wood-pulp could easily be produced

locally by utilising the ample water-power to be found on the

hillsides; but the impression of the pulp-firms I have consulted

is that, even in the future, it may probably be cheaper to buy

foreign pulp, as at present. Time alone, however, can prove

whether this opinion be correct or not. As regards cellulose-

making at some central factory the case may be different, though

no useful purpose can be served by making financial forecasts

of this sort about timber crops that have as yet not been planted.

It may be mentioned, however, that for making paper of the

kind used for the daily newspaper press, the materials used are

in the proportion of 30 per cent, unbleached sulphite pulp and

70 per cent, mechanical pulp: and to produce 100 tons of

sulphite pulp about 300 tons of wood are needed (preferably

spruce). A paper mill can only pay if it turn out 200 tons of

paper weekly, the raw material required for which would be

from 400 to 500 tons of wood weekly, or at least 20,000 tons of

wood per annum. But, of course, this minimum total quantity

for profitable paper-milling could be cut and pulped at several

different localities, to supply the central paper mill.

The amount of labour that cellulose factories would provide

can be judged of from the fact that the poles used have to be

hand-spokeshaved to remove the bark (loss 8 per cent., against

15-16 per cent, if mechanical apparatus used) and all knots

punched out, before chipping the wood jirevious to boiling and

macerating it with calcium sulphite.

\T. To SUMMARISE HRIEFLY, without attempting to give

detailed forecasts, any extensive afforestation scheme will,

besides giving much work in draining and other soil prepara-

tion, fencing, rabbit exterminating, nursery-work, planting and

tending Csee Chapter IX., Working-Plan), provide new or greatly

increased sources of employment throughout the district.

There will be much more labour needed for felling, logging,

extracting and preparing the timber for market, and in trans-
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porting it to its place of consumption ; while new industries,

such as wood-distillation, will have to be created locally to

clear the natural birch and old stub-grown oak woods before

the soil can be suitably prepared for planting. In this respect

a reference may here well be made to the Memorandum issued,

on 14th February 191 1, by the Management Committee of the

General Federation of Trade Unions in the United Kingdom,

in which it was urged that

—

" To absorb surplus labour, an appeal is made for

afforestation. The employment furnished by the present uses

—mostly sheep-farming—to which the land is devoted may
be taken, it is stated, to average one man per 1000 acres.

This does not represent one-tenth of the permanent

employment afforded by the maintenance of a similar area

under forest. A special advantage of forestry in relation to

labour is that it offers new sources of employment. The
labour connected with timber and timber products imported

into the country is performed abroad ; the labour incidental to

home-grown timber would be performed in the country, and

would afford maintenance for many thousands of families."

What the actual labour bill in extensive forests amounts to

can be well judged of from the returns published regarding the

Prussian State forests. With a total area of about 7,000,000 acres,

they yielded, in 1904, over 412,000,000 cubic feet of wood,

equal to a fall of about 65 cubic feet per acre actually stocked
;

and of this more than one-half was used as timber, and nearly

one-half as fuel. The gross income was over ^5,854,400,
THE EXPENDITURE ;?^2, 755,230 (OR AVERAGING 7s. 10?,d. PER

acre), and the net income ^3,099,107, showing a net revenue

of 9s, yd. per acre actually culturable. During the year 32,000

acres were naturally regenerated, sown, or planted at a cost

of ;^43,5oo ; and employment was given to 156,772 hands

FOR A TOTAL OF 10,479,589 DAYS.
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CONCLUSION.

In submitting this Report to the Council of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society, the writers are well aware that individual

members of the Council will not be able to accept every

detail in a statement which deals almost exclusively witli the

special circumstances of the Glen Mor district.

Minor points of "local variation," though interesting in them-

selves, do not affect the main issues under discussion
;

and if the writers may ask a single favour of their readers, it

is that criticism sliould be directed, not to detail, but to the

main principles involved in the scheme described in this Report.

In framing their proposals, the writers have endeavoured to

show how a State-aided and State-controlled scheme of afforesta-

tion might be initiated on the line of least resistance, and how

the best results could be obtained from any given expenditure.

Their aim throughout has been to present a solution fair both

to the State and to all of those whose interests are touched by

afforestation ; and with this end in view, they have taken as

the determining factor in all matters of compensation or leasing,

the minimum which trustees would be justified in accepting in

the case of a property held on trust. They have, so far as

possible, avoided debatable points on which the attention of party

politicians is mainly focussed, believing that nothing could be

more fatal to the policy of afforestation than to allow it to

become, as it were, the private property of any one party in

the State.

In concluding their Report, the writers wish to recapitulate

and emphasise certain convictions which have been formed in

their minds during the course of this incjuiry.

1. The survey of Glen Mor tends to prove that there

exists in .Scotland a large extent of land admirably

fitted for afforestation.

7^^
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2. Under a well-framed scheme large areas of land can

be afforested without serious injury to existing

interests and means of employment, and without

imposing any undue burden on the local rate-

payers.

3. Afforestation on the lines suggested would, eventually,

not only pay its way, but bring in a considerable

return to the Forest Authority. [The writers have

refrained from making any forecast of ultimate

profits. They prefer to rely on the incontestable

evidence of results already obtained at Aldourie,

Dochfour, Glenmoriston, Invergarry, Invergloy and

Achnacarry to prove that profitable crops of timber

can be grown in the district. It is a fair deduction

from the results yielded by, or now visible in,

plantations not always scientifically managed, and

in no case under continuous control that improved

silvicultural methods, practised under a regular

working-plan, will give returns even more satisfactory

than those already realised.]

4. A great deal of permanent and periodic employment

will be given by the establishment of Forest Centres,

and the periodic employment will be at the time

of year and of a nature especially suited to small

holders.

5. There is no reason for delay either in the commencement

of the Surveys (General and Particular) or in the

establishment of one or more Forest Centres.

6. The final and conclusive test of the value of afforestation

must be its ability or inability to improve the existing

condition of a given district as to population,

employment and economic returns. If, by means

of afforestation on a financially sound basis, land

which is too poor to cultivate can be made to give

more employment, and support a larger population

than it is capable of doing under pastoral or

sporting conditions, then the future of afforestation,
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as a means of increasing the prosperity of the High-

lands, will be assured.^

7. The progressive decrease of rural population in Scot-

land revealed by the Census returns is causing

grave anxiety to all who are concerned for the

national welfare. Silviculture offers a remedy which

(as it has been the object of the writers to show) can

be put to the proof on a considerable scale at no

prohibitive expense ; and a united demand on the

part of the foresters of Scotland is the first step

towards securing such a trial.

' The Highlands and Islands Commission (1892) scheduled in Glen Mor

900 acres of old arable land as suitable for cultivation, and for extension

of existing holdings or creation of new ones. If 10 acres are taken as the

average holding capable of supporting a family by agriculture alone, 90 families

over and above the existing population can be established in Glen Mor; if

20 acres, then 45 families. The present Survey shows 60,000 acres of land

immediately afforestablc. Within the first 20 years i family to each 200 acres

of forest area, or 300 families, could be supported by afforestation. After the

40th year 600 families could be supported.
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Central Forest Authority.

It IS necessary to define briefiy what is meant by a Central

Forest Authority, and the objective which, in the opinion of the

writers, should inspire that body's course of action.

1. There should be one Central Forest Autliority for Scotland,

which should deal with the whole forestal interests of

Scotland including :

(a) Education.

(/') Demonstration areas.

(c) Original research.

(d) Surv^eys.

(r) Creation and administration of forest centres.

(/) Conversion and disposal of forest products.

(g) Encouragement to private and to corporate effort.

2. The Board of the Forest Authority should be a nominated

one, representative of all the interests involved, appointed

for a fixed period, and independent of changes of Govern-

ment, unless in its Parliamentary official representation.

The changes in the personnel of the Board should be

spread over such a period of time as best to secure

(a) continuity of policy, and (d) the entry of new blood.

3. The Forest Authority should work on a fixed annual

grant, paid to them direct by the Development Com-
mission or the Treasury, or both.

4. The Forest Authority should be responsible to Parliament

for the expenditure of all public money, and should have

representation in Parliament.

5. The necessary powers should be granted to the Forest

Authority by Parliament.

The two main objectives which should dictate the policy of

the Forest Authority are :

(a) To create woodland areas, economically grown, under

the best silvicultural conditions.

VOL. XXV. 81 F
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{/>) To give the maximum amount of local employment

in country districts ; in other words, to fix the

largest possible resident population on the soil.

These are the central objects, and, from a political point

of view, they form the ultimate driving power of any general

scheme of afforestation ; and all ([uestions, such as education,

demonstration areas, original research, surveys, etc., must be

regarded as means to their attainment.

The outlines of a Complete Forest Policy should, as far as

possible, be laid down in advance ; otherwise, there is danger

that effort may be concentrated on the means to be adopted

rather than on the end in view.
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Tenure of Land under Afforestation

-

Five Different Systems.

The writers offer a very brief exposition of five different systems

of tenure applicable to afforestation under the Central Forest

Authority.

I.

—

Purchase or feu of land by the State, and afforestation l>v

the Forest Authority. This method has the advantage of

ensuring continuous management, the avoidance of dual

control, and, probably, the elimination of secondary

interests. It would also, where land could be acquired

at reasonable rates, secure to the State the whole of the

return from the area planted. It has three main

disadvantages :

{a) Voluntary purchase will not secure the acquisition

of the plantable areas only, for no landowner will

voluntarily part with his wintering and keep the

high ground. Therefore, unless the State applies

compulsion to force the landowner to sell what is

of value and to keep what is of little or no value,

whole deer forests or sheep farms must be pur-

chased, with the result that the State will have to

administer the whole of the unplantable portions.

{b) In most cases, only the smaller part of the area

purchased would grcv trees ; that is to say, that

only a small proportion of the money provided

by the State would go into forestry proper.

(c) Experience in the Highlands shows that the State,

as landowner, is confronted with difficulties and

expenses which are even greater than those which

affect private owners.

83
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On the whole, the writers are of opinion that tlie cases in

which State purchase can be recommended will be those in

which the greater part of the subject, whether sheep farm

or deer forest, is capable of afforestation.

II.

—

Long lease by the State, with administration by the Forest

Authority, as in A'o. I. This method has the advantages

that :

(a) With the exception of rent and compensation

to tenants, all the money provided by the State

would go into afforestation
;

(/') A continuous scheme of management would be

secured : and

[c) The forest managers would deal with woods only,

and not with whole estates.

The terms of the lease, though difficult, should not be

impossible to arrange, and a rough draft of " Heads of

Agreement" (Appendix C) is submitted for consideration.

This method seems specially applicable to the Glen Mor

district. (For reasons, given in full, vide Chapter lY.)

III.— Co-operation i>y partnersliip lu'tweeti tlie proprietor and the

State. . The landlord would put up the value of his land, and the

State would provide the money, parallel and separate profit and

loss accounts being kept for the proprietor and for the State,

the net profits being di\ided between them pro rata on the

expenditure.

This method, although it has many of the advantages of

Xo. II., is complicated, and has many of the disadvantages

of dual ownership. It might be found advantageous in many

cases where the landlord could afford to be out of his revenue

for an extended i)eriod, and did not wish to wholly resign his

interest in the woods. It has one great advantage which no

other method gives quite in its entirety, viz. : scope for the two

classes of experts each to handle their own concerns— viz.,

the Forest Authority, the silvicultural intei-ests ; the landowner,

the sporting and farming interests ; while, at the same time, both

combine for one purpose— to obtain a full yield of forest products

from the soil.

IV,— The encouragement of individual effort ly Stale loans for a

fixed period at a low rate of interest. The money to be expended
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under the supervision of the Central Forest x^uthority, and a lieu

to be given to it over the area planted, or other satisfactory col-

lateral security to be provided. This method would certainly give

the maximum amount of land afforested for the amount of money

provided by the State. It possesses, however, two inherent

practical difficulties. Experience in the past has shown that

either the terms offered by the State are so onerous that the

landlord is unable to take advantage of them {vide Report of

1902 Committee), or that, if the terms suggested are sufficiently

easy and acceptable to the landlord. Parliamentary objections

are raised to the Treasury disbursing any considerable sums.

Further, the system has the disadvantage of being complicated,

and that fire, wind, or game may destroy the State's security

for repayment.

\''.

—

Private enterprise nnder State control. It should never

be forgotten that, with the exception of a few acres at Inverliever,

planted by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, the whole

of the woods of Scotland (covering nearly 900,000 acres) have

been planted by private enterprise. Assuming a desire on the

part of the State to increase the woodland area, and to settle

more people on the land, every inducement should be given to

private individuals to proceed with the afforestation of their

properties. Wherever possible, proprietors should be encouraged

to place their woods under State control, and, in any circum-

stances, it would be the first duty of the Central Forest Authority

to assist them by advice, co-operation in marketing, formation

of working-plans, etc., free of charge.

Though State control of the woods belonging to private

owners would be an entirely new departure in this country, it can

be seen in operation abroad, where its value has been proved.

Provided that game coverts and pleasure grounds were

excluded, there appears to be no reason why landowners should

be unwilling to place their economic woods under State super-

vision, and to submit to some such regulations as every forest

owner in Austria-Hungary submits to, as a matter of course,

to the mutual advantage of the State and of himself.

Conclusion.

In the opinion of the writers, it cannot be too strongly insisted

upon that however great may be the desire of any Government
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to increase the aflForested area in the British Isles, it is quite

certain that the total amount of land afforested by direct State

intervention will, for many generations, be but a very small

proportion of that which will grow trees. It is therefore of the

first importance that the whole question should be viewed on the

broadest lines : that each of the five methods indicated above,

or any combination of them, or other methods which from time

to time may be suggested, should be considered, each on its

own value, in the special area in which it might be tried. For

a large area to work upon is a more vital necessity in the case

of forestry than it is in any other form of occupation of land.

Insurance.

One further point in this connection is sufficiently important

to require at all events a passing reference.

Death duties, the ever-increasing burden of the local rates, and

a high income tax, are factors in estate management which have

come to stay. With a falling net revenue and an increased

liability to charges greater than the average estate can meet out

of income, insurance, where the income admits it, has come to

bulk more and more prominently in the yearly budget.

The question which requires the closest investigation is,

whether it is possible to attract the moneys which at present are

spent in the purchase of insurance policies back to their former

line of safeguarding estates, viz.. in the plantation of woods.

Modern finance regulations, viz. :

—

{a) Special rebates on income tax for insurance policies,

{b) The incidence of death duties,

(c) High local rates (entirely' avoidable by investment

outside the kingdom)

all tend to benefit the insurance companies at the ultimate cost

of the country dweller.

A comparison of the margin of safety which is afforded to an

estate by means of insurance by planting trees as compared with

insurance by insurance-policy, is one which cannot be stated

simply, and it is therefore beyond the scope of this present note.

One outstanding fact, however, is patent. Estate owners have

in the past planted or maintained under natural wood nearly

900,000 acres of land in Scotland, presumably to improve their
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properties. There is every reason to believe that not a small

proportion of these owners, ceteris paribus, would prefer to insure

in woods were it a sensible act to do so. It would seem reason-

able to suppose that if there were a definite intention of extend-

ing forestry, there should be at all events ^ prima facie case for

an exchange of ideas between progressive landowners anxious

to plant and a Central Forest Authority desirous of increasing:

—

(rt) The wooded area.

ili) The number of country dwellers.

{c) The economic resources of landward districts.
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Sug-gested Heads of Agreement between the

Forest Authority and the Landowner.

In the following outline of Heads of Agreement no attempt

has been made to adopt legal phraseology, or to enter into

any but the most important points. The Heads of Agree-

ment are numbered from I. to XIV., and the reasons for each

are stated where necessary.

I.—The lease of the ground should be for not less than 151

years, and the ground must be used for forestry purposes only.

Forestry purposes to include afforestation, the creation of crofts,

the erection of houses and plant, the making of roads, etc.

A long lease is necessary so that the land may be afforested

in proper rotation, and time be given for two complete

70-year rotations.

n.—Power to surrender the lease should be reserved to the

Forest Authority under proper safeguards, subject to fines, and

after due notice has been given.

It is essential that, should the Forest Authority find that

the land chosen is unsuitable for tree-growth, it should

have the power to return the same to the proprietor ; and

that the proprietor should be bound to accept such return,

provided that the land so handed over be not in worse

condition as regards shelter and amenity, and as a rent

producer for sporting and other purposes, than it was at

the beginning of the forest lease.

III.— Power should be reserved to the landlord to resume

the whole or any part of the land, provided that such

resumption does not materially interfere with the State scheme

of afforestation, and that compensation for money expended,

and for reasonably estimated profit, is paid by him to the Forest

Authority.
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The landlord lets the land for afforestation, and he receives

a rent based on the immediate loss over grazing or game
rents. He should have the right to resume, for feuing

or other purposes connected with good estate manage-

ment, in exactly the same way as the Forest Authority

should have the right to surrender.

IV.—The Forest Authority should be bound to plant in

accordance with the provisions of the working -plan, and

this obligation should form part of the agreement, the plan to

be subject to such modifications as circumstances from time

to time render necessary to secure good forest management.

V.—When such modification of the working-plan acts to the

detriment of the landowner, compensation should be paid, at

a rate to be fixed by agreement, or, if necessary, by arbitration,

to cover the whole of the subject affected.

It is necessary that the Forest Authority should be allowed to

extend the amount of planting in any deer forest or sheep

ground, and also to keep enclosed all areas in which

trees have not grown satisfactorily. On the other hand,

compensation must be paid to the landlord for loss ot

wintering, or for loss of high ground thrown out of gear

by the withdrawal of winter grazing.

VI.—Payments for land taken for afforestation should come

under three heads.

1. Capital Payments :

(a) For compensation to waygoing tenants, sheep stock

valuations, etc.

(/>) For value of existing timber.

2. Annual Rents based on :

—

(a) The permanent loss of rent from the portion of the

estate of which the leased subject formed part.

(If) In the case of arable land, the full annual value for

agriculture.

3. Deferred Payments, based on the loss of land for

silvicultural purposes.

VII.—The proprietor should relieve the Forest Authority of

the Owners' rates on the rent or other consideration he actually

receives ; and the Forest Authority should pay the whole of the

Occupiers' rates, and also the Owners' rates, on any sum entered
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as rent in the Valuation Roll, in excess of the actual rent or

other consideration payable under the lease.

VIII.—The Forest Authority should have power to create new

holdings, erect houses, etc., for forest workers.

IX.—The arable land taken over by the Forest Authority

for the purposes of creating nurseries, workmen's crofts, etc.,

should be held under the same tenure as the forest areas. In

case of the Forest Authority relinquishing the lease of any such

arable land, it should be bound either to give over the land to

the proprietor in a condition, as a rent producer, not worse than

it was when it received it from him at the beginning of the

lease : or, if the land had been let or sold to small holders, to

pay a capital sum to make good any loss of annual income

caused thereby.

X.—Arbitration, except in the case of sheep stock valua-

tions, should be by a single arbiter.

XI.—The Forest Authority should have the right to make

roads, tramways, ropeways or other appliances for transport

over land not included in the forest area, on payment of way-

leave, and of compensation for damage. It should also have

the power to form temporary depots, and the right to take

options over water-power, or make use of the means for water

transport which exist in the district, under such restrictions as

might be required to safeguard fishing and other rights.

XII. — The Forest Authority sliould have power to renew the

lease on giving the landlord at least ten years' notice.

XIII.— If the Forest Authority should not exercise its power to

renew the lease, the landlord should have the option of acquiring

the forest, and the tenants' whole interests therein, at valuation
;

but the landlord should not be expected to take over any houses

or other buildings unless they were producing rent equal to a

reasonable percentage on the cost of the buildings, in addition

to the rent of the land.

XI\'.— If the lease should not be renewed, and the landlord

should not exercise the above option, the Forest Authority

should

—

I. Have power to reap, in accordance with the provisions,

the standing crops as they mature, paying pro rata rent

on the area retained after the end of the lease.
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2. Have power to remove or dispose ot the houses and

buildings not taken over at valuation by the landlord.

3. Be obliged to return the land to the landlord in a con-

dition, as a rent producer, not worse than that of

similar land in the neighbourhood at the time.

Compulsory Powers.—The writers believe that, provided the

general interests of estates are safeguarded, the majority of land-

lords in the Highlands will be sufficiently public-spirited to give

leases of land for a State scheme of afforestation which will not

only give permanent employment in the district, but will add to

the welfare of the present inhabitants, and increase the number

of small holders. It is to be hoped that occasions for the exer-

cise of compulsory powers would be few, but in order to keep

down the money expended in rents, as well as to avoid blank

spaces in the forest area, the principle of compulsory leasing

should be accepted.

To enter at any length into the machinery necessary to set up

compulsory powers is outside the scope of this Report. The

writers, however, think it advisable to point out that if compulsory

powers are, eventually, to form a part of an afforestation scheme,

it is essential

—

1. To safeguard the interests of the three parties mainly

concerned. These are :

{a) The Landlords and their tenants.

(b) The Ratepayers.

{c) The Forest Authority.

2. That Appeals on matters of principle, or of fact, should

be simple and not costly.

That Arbitration on questions of valuation should be

within the reach of all.

3. That no one person should both hear appeals and arbitrate
;

and that if he exercise either of these functions he

should not be a member of the Forest Authority.

Printed by ]\I'F.\klaxe <S:--- Erskixe. Eth')ibin-gli.





ADVERTISEMENTS.

EDINBURGH AND EAST OF SCOTLAND
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

13 George Square, Edinburgh.

The College is one of the Central Institutions administered by the

Scotch Education Department, and is intended to provide for

Agricultural Education and Research in the Central and South-
eastern Counties of Scotland.

DAY CLASSES.
The Day Classes, in conjunction with certain University Classes, provide full

courses of instruction in Agriculture, Forestry, Horticulture, and the Allied
Sciences, and qualify for the College Diploma, the Degrees of B.Sc. in Agriculture
and B.Sc. in F(jrestry at the University, and for other Examinations and Certificates.

SHORT COURSES AND EVENING CLASSES.
Short Courses in Ai^riculture and h'orestry are given annuallv : and Evening

Classes in Agriculture, Chemistry, Veterinary Science, Forestry, Horticulture,
Botany, and Zoology are held during the Winter Session.

Particulars of Classes, and information as to Bursaries tenable at

the College, will be found in the Calendar, which will be forwarded
on application to the Secretary,

ALEXANDER M'CALLU.M, M.A., LL.B.

For Planting Season 19 11 - 1912.

We are offering- Special Value in Seedling and Small Transplanted

SITKA SPRUCE,
DOUGLAS SPRUCE (Oregon variety

,

THUJA GIGANTEA,
LARCH, Japanese,
LARCH, Tyrolese & Scotch,
SCOTS FIR, True Native,
NORWAY SPRUCE, &c., &c.

Millions in ^totk- of harii}\ healthy, -wcll-i^rown plmtts.

Inquiries Solicited. Samples and Special Prices on demand.

Special List of Tree Seeds & Seedlings published in January.

CATALOGUES POST FREE.

BENJAMIN REID & COMPANY, nurs«rpni«n,

ABERDEEN.



ADVKKTISKMENTS.

"The Forester's Friend."

" S mearoleu IVI
"

ANTI-RODENT SMEAR.
A Protective Oleaginous Smear for Young Plantations, &c., and Standard Trees

in Parks and Paddocks—Forest. Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

Thoroughly prevents "Barking" by Rabbits, Ground Game and other Rodents.
Horses. Cattle. Sheep, Deer. &c.. and the Ravages of Insect Pests. &c..

affecting Trees.

PRICES:^
In Barrels, +. t>i 4S gallons. . 2/4 Half-Barrels, 20 to 25 gallons, . 2 8
Cases, 10 gallons, '

. .210 Half-Cases, 8 gallons, . 3/-

Drums, 12 gallons 2/9
,

6 Gallons, .... 3/. per g;illon

The Cases contain Four 4-gal. cans ; Half-Cases contain Two 4-gal. cans.

ALSO MAKERS OF RIDOWEED, THE LEADING WEED KILLER.
rricv-> on Api>lii;ation.

All prices Carriage Paid, in lots q/soj- and up-Mards, to nearest Raihvay Station—
Drums returnable : all other pnckngesfnc.

THOMAS & CO.'S Preparations are used on the largest Estates in the Kingdom,
and in the Parks of His Majesty's Government and the King's Nurseries, and also

by the French and American Governments.

P'ull Particulars, with Directions for Use, and U.sers' Opinions,

on application to the -Sole Maker.s :

—

THOMAS & CO., LTD., Ceres Works, LIVERPOOL,
Telegraphic Address- 'ARBORISTS. LIVERPOOL. "

Telephone: 307 Royal.

DAVID STALKER & SON
l^urserp and $cca establishiiient.

Nurseries: LODGEHILL, INVERNESS ROAD,

NAIRN, N.B.

L NDER llie patronaije oi Her late Majesty's Commissioners of VVoods

and Forests, Windsor, supplying for 21 years in succession, whicii is

a clear and tangible proof the trees sent have been highly appreciated,

having sent considerably over 2,200,000 o'i Forest Trees during that

time. The nursery stock grown by D. Stalker & Son consists of

Seedling and Transplanled Forest Trees, l-^orgreen and Flowering

Shrubs, Conifers and Ornamental Trees ; also Tree Seeds, Native

highland of pure cjuality.

Fr»i;iit Trees.
A t'real variety of llwarf, Standard and Trained .Ajjijle-^ I'ear.s, I'lum.s, Cherries,

I'cache.s, &c.

St£tnL<aar<i &L Ty^vtSLicyf: Ptoses.
Bedding I'lmt^ lloii-lV Mowers ;iiid ( iieenhoiisi- i'lanl-,, al.so Hujhs. Ay;ricultural,

Vegetable and Choice Mower -Seeds. 1 i\S i'lXTlUN 1N\ ITKO.

Residence: Balmoral House. Telegraphic Address: "STALKER, NAIRN."
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Established 1787.

FOREST TREES A SPECIALITY.

Many millions of healthy, well grown, splendidly

rooted trees, in various sizes, including Douglas Fir,

Larch (true native), Japanese Larch, Scots
Fir, Norway Spruce and Menzies Spruce.
Hardwoods of every description in various sizes.

Hedge and Covert Plants in large quantities,

frequently transplanted and famously rooted. A
choice collection of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,
including perfect specimen trees for Avenue, Park
and Street Planting. Fruit Trees, Roses, &C.

Correspondence respectfully invited on all

subjects relating to trees and planting.

THOS. KENNEDY & CO., Nurserymen,
Telegrams: mjMFRTFS

'•MONARCH, DUMFRIES." A-r x-/ xtx .. a^m.*^>^.

Established 1842.

m- FOREST TREES
Large Stocks of Seedling, and Transplanted

True Native SCOTS FIR, MENZIES, DOUGLAS,
NORWAY SPRUCE, Etc.

Ail grown from carefully selected seed, in an open and exposed
situation, thoroughly hardy, and well furnished with abundance of
fibrous roots.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

Specimen Ornamental Trees for Lawns and Avenues.

Trees and Shrubs for Seaside Planting.

Plants for Game Coverts, Underwood and Hedges.

Special quotations for large quantities, and estimates furnished for

planting by contract in any pari of the country.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.

W. SMITH 81 SON, Rurscrpiiien,

ABERDEEN, N.B.



ADVKRTISKMKNTS.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
OKANAGAN VALLEY (DRY BELT) FRUIT LANDS.

IMPROVED Irrigated Fruit Farm Settlements, 10 to

15 acres each, for Sale, at moderate rates, by

KELOWNA LAND & ORCHARD CO., LTD.,
AND

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

STERLING DEBENTURES FOR 5 YEARS AT 5 ,, issued by

OKANAGAN LOAN INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
This Company lends only on approved Mortgages
:: :: secured over such lands as the above. :: ::

STERLING FIRST MORTGAGE IRRIGATION DEBENTURES
FOR 5 YEARS AT 5h issued by

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

Full Particulars from the Agents in Scotland

ADAIR & GALLOWAY, 5.S.C.

19 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

The Peebles Motor Company, Ltd.

89-105 HAYMARKET TERRACE,

Edinburgh.
\ A /E have a reputation as straight dealers which we cannot afford

to jeopardise, if. therefore, you wish

To Purchase a Car
(Any Make, New or Second-hand)

To have a Car Repaired,
To Hire a Car ; or

To Purchase Car Accessories

Give us a trial and we can guarantee satisfaction.

Telephone: 5114 Central. Telegrams: "Aviation."



BUILDINGS ON CROFTS
See P. 36.

Class A.

Ground Plan

1. Kiichen IS" 15'

2. Parlour IZ" 15

3. Bedroom 8 ' 8

4. Dairy 7" 6' 6'

ss^^sssFirst Floor Plan

NAMES OF ROOMS Etc. AND DIMENSIONS-

6. Bedroom 14 6" >^ 12' 8. Calves

7. Bedroom 14 6' x 13' 9. Two Cows

10. Horse. 11. Barn. 19' 13'

5. Scullery 7x7 12, Carts with Granary over. 14 6 '
'

FsoNT Elev.t^o

v̂^v.vxV^nWv^^v'^a'w.svvkv^'.v^..^;^^

1. Kiichen 15 ' II

2. Bedroom I0''>8

3. Scullery 7 " 7

4. Coals.

7
I
8

I

9

First Floor Plan

NAMES OF ROOMS Etc, AND DIMENSIONS.

5. Bedroom 14'" ir 6"

6. Bedroom 8' " 7'

7. Calves

8. Two Cows

9. Barn IB ' 13'

Class C.

A^v^^^'^ ty.'Vv-vNA

ION Section Groun

NAMES OF ROOMS AND DIMENSIONS .

I. Kitchen 12'.- 14' 6' 2. Room 12' - 14' 6"

3. Bedroom I0« 8' 4. Scullery 7'^ 7'
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A.&J.MAIN&C?-LTP
MANUFACTURERS OF

HAY & GRAIN SHEDS.
In this SHED the HAY

or GRAIN can be stored

to within a few inches of

ROOF.

FOLD YARD COVERINGS,

STEEL AND IRON

BUILDINGS,

of every description.
Design No. 661.

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,

IRON & WIRE FENCING,

WROUGHT IRON RAILINGS,

GATES, HURDLES,

PALE FENCING, TREE GUARDS,

Etc., Etc.

Roofing^ and Fencing Catalogues
on Application.

GALVANIZED WIRE NETTING
^nd FENCING WIRE at Lowest Prices.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS ON APPLICATION.

CLYDESDALE IRON WORKS,
POSSILPARK, GLASGOW.

31 BUDGE ROW,
, LONDON, E.G.

GORN EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
EDINBURGH.



BY SPECIAL APPOINTMExNT TO HIS MAJESTY THE KING.

Telegrams

—

"Hothouse, Edinburgh-

"Iron, Edinburgh.'

" Treibhaus, London'"

Telephone Nos.

—

London—2117 P.O.,

Hampstead.

Edinburgh—Central,
2674, 2675, and 4665.

Glasgow—Argyle, 2336,

National.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR,
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS, LTD.

Heating^, Ventilating^, and Electrical Engineer5,

and Iron Founders.

HOTHOUSE BUILDING.—Hothouses of every description designed and erected

in any part of the country, with improved Ventilation, Gearing, Staging, and
Heating Apparatus complete.

HEATING.—Churches, Public Buildings of all kinds, Schools, Mansions, Villas,

&c., heated efficiently by Low Pressure Hot Water, or by Steam. Also by
"Barker's" Cable System of Hot Water Low Pressure Heating, with small

bore pipes and no sunk stoke-holes.

LIGHTING.—Complete Installations for Lighting by Electricity fitted up in any
part of the country. Petrol Gas Lighting Apparatus fitted up complete on
approved lines.

FOUNDRY.— Architectural Ironwork of all kinds. Stable and Cowhouse
Fittings, Sanitary Castings, Manhole Covers, Ventilators, Gratings, &c.

PLANS AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH — Registered Office — Balcarres Street.

WORKS—Balcarres Street. FOUNDRY—Slateford Road.

GLASGOW—121 St Vincent Street. LONDON- 8 Camden Road, N.W.

a*



ADVEKTISKME\1>

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
OKANAGAN VALLEY (DRY BELT) FRUIT LANDS.

IMPROVED Irrigated Fruit Farm Settlements, 10 to
15 acres each, for Sale, at moderate rates, by

KELOWNA LAND & ORCHARD CO., LTD.,
AND

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

STERLING DEBENTURES FOR 5 YEARS AT 5 % issued by

OKANAGAN LOAN INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
This Company lends only on approved Mortgages
:: :: secured over such lands as the above. :: ::

STERLING FIRST MORTGAGE DEBENTURES FOR 5 YEARS
AT 54 ' issued by

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

Full Particulars from the Agents in Scotland—

ADAIR & GALLOWAY, S.S.C,
19 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH AND EAST OF SCOTLAND
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

13 George Square, Edinburgh.
«»»

The College is one of the Central Institutions administered by the

Scotch Education Department, and is intended to provide for

Agricultural Education and Research in the Central and South-

eastern Counties of Scotland.

DAY CLASSES.
The Day Classes, in conjunction with certain University Classes, provide full

courses of instruction in Agriculture, Forestry, Horticulture, and the Allied

Sciences, and qualify for the College Diploma, the College Certificate in

Horticulture, the Degrees of 15. Sc. in Agriculture and B.Sc. iu Forestry at the

University of Edinburgh, and for other Examinations and Certificates in the

.Science and Practice of Agriculture.

SHORT COURSES AND EVENING CLASSES.
Short Courses in Agriculture and Forestry are given annually ; and FA-ening

Classes in Agriculture, Chemistry, Veterinary Science, F'orestry, Horticulture,

Botany, and Zoology are held during the Winter Session.

Particulars of Classes, and information as to Bursaries tenable at

the College, will be found in the Calendar, which will be forwarded
on application to the Secretary,

ALEXANDER M'CALLUM, M.A., LL.B.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

Keitm & Co.
ADVERTISING AGENTS

43 George Street
Edinburgh

ADVERTISEMENTS of ever}' kind are received for insertion

in the Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Publications throughout the

United Kingdom.

Notices of Sequestration, Cessio, Dissolution of Partnership,

Entail, etc., etc., for the Edinburgh and London Gazettes, are given

special care and attention.

Legal Notices, Heirs Wanted, and all other Advertisements, are

inserted in the Colonial and Foreign Newspapers.

Small Advertisements, such as Situations, Houses, and Apart-
ments, Articles Wanted and For Sale, etc., etc., can be addressed to

a No. at Keith & Co.'s Office, 43 Geoi'ge Street, Edinburgh, where
the replies will be retained until called for, or, if desired, forwarded
by Post. Parties in the country will find this a very convenient
method of giving publicity to their requirements.

A SPECIALITY is made of ESTATE and AGKICULTURAL
ADVERTISEMENTS, such as FARMS, MANSION HOUSES,
etc., TO LET, ESTATES for SALE, AGRICULTURAL
SHOWS, etc.

LAW and ESTATE AGENTS, FACTORS, TOWN CLERKS,
CLERKS TO SCHOOL BOARDS, and other Officials may, with
coufidence, place their advertisements in the hands of the Firm.

One Copy of an Advertisement is sufficient to send for

any number of newspapers ; and the convenience of having only

one advertising account instead of a number of advertising accounts

is also a ari'eat savinoj of time and trouble.

Addressing of Envelopes with Accuracy and Despatch.

Telegrams—"PROMOTE," EDINBURGH. Telephone No. 316
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THE

BILTMORE FOREST SCHOOL
OFFERS complete instruction in all branches of technical

(English and American) forestry.

Its winter quarters are situated at Darmstadt,

Germany ; here the study of silviculture is

emphasised. The Springs and Summers are

spent in the Appalachian Mountains of the United
States, and the Autumns in the Lake States and
on the Pacific Coast.

In America, the main object of forestry is the

utilisation of the forests.

THE BILTMORE FOREST SCHOOL
illustrates its lectures by object lessons selected

in the forests on both sides of the Atlantic.

The expense of the full course, covering twelve

consecutive months without vacations, is ^£'2.20.

Write for Catalogue, addressing

C. A. 5CHENCK, Director,

BILTMORE, N.C., U.S.A., and DARMSTADT, GERMANY.

NOTICK.

WANTED TO PURCHASE.

Any of the following Parts of the Transactions,

viz :

—

Parts 1, 2, and 3 of Vol. I.

Parts 2 and 3 of Vol. III.

Parts 1 and 2 of Vol. IV.

Part 2 of Vol. V.

Part 2 of Vol. IX.

Part 1 of Vol. XII.

Apply to

THE SECRETARY,
19 CASTLE STREET, EDINBURGH.
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The West of Scotland Agricultural College,

Blythsw^ood square, Glasgoaat.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY.
Day and Evening Classes, which provide a complete Course

of Instruction in Forestry, qualifying i^pro taiito) for the B.Sc.

Degree of the University of Glasgow, for the Diploma of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, and for the Certificate of the

College, are held during the Winter Session (October to March)
at the College.

Soils and Manures ^
Professor Wm. G. R. Paterson,SOUS ana manures,

.
. .

^ p__c^^^ N.D.A. (Hons.)

Silviculture, ... . ]

E?ntJl^Mon^n?' wLn^lZfi*'*'^"**^' Professor Tohx Nisbet D.CEc.
Protection or Woodlands, . . i

Utilisation of Woodland Produce, )

Chemistry, .... Professor Berry, F.I.C, F.C.S.

Syllabus and particulars regarding these Classes and Prospectus

of the general work of the College, including the Course for the

Examination of the Surveyor's Institution, may be obtained free

from the Secretary.

FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, &c.,

Grown in a most exposed situation on Heavy Soils,
therefore the hardiest procurable.

Every Requisite for Forest, Farm, and Garden.

Estimates for Planting^ by Contract furnished.
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

W. & T. SAMSON, KILMARNOCK.
ESTABLISHED 1759.

JAMES JONES & SONS, LTD.,
LARBERT SAWMILLS,

z^^ LARBERT, N.B.
All kinds of HOME TIMBER in the Round or Sawn=up,

SUITABLE FOR

RAILWAYS, SHIPBUILDERS, COLLIERIES,"
CONTRACTORS, COACHBUILDERS, CARTWRIGHTS, kc, &c.
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Telegrams :
Telephones ;

"ROBINSONS, GLASGOW- National, No. 1378 Partick.

Post Office, No. 2733 Western.

ROBINSON, DUNN & CO.,
LTD., '

Timber Importers,

Partick Sawmills, GLASGOW.

Sawing, Planing, and Moulding Mills at

PARTICK and TEMPLE.

TIMBER PRESERVING WORKS AT TEMPLE.
CREOSOTING AND "B.M." PROCESSES.

For Planting Season \9\\ ^ \9n.
We are offering- Special Value in Seedling and Small Transplanted

SITKA SPRUCE,
DOUGLAS SPRUCE (Oregon variety),

THUJA GIGANTEA,
LARCH, Japanese,
LARCH, Tyrolese & Scotch,
SCOTS FIR, True Native,
NORWAY SPRUCE, &c., &c.

Millions in slock of hardy, healthy, -.iieU-:^rou<ii plants.

Inquiries Solicited. Samples and Special Prices on demand.

Special List of Tree Seeds & Seedlings published in January.

CATALOGUES POST FREE.

BENJAMIN REID & COMPANY, iJurscrpiiKn,

ABERDEEN.
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Established 1842.

mr- FOREST TREES
Large Stocks of Seedling, and Transplanted

True Native SCOTS FIR, MENZIES, DOUGLAS,

NORWAY SPRUCE, Etc.

Ail grown from carefully selected seed, in an open and exposed
situation, thoroughl}' hard}-, and well furnished with abundance of

fibrous roots.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

Specimen Ornamental Trees for Lawns and Avenues.

Trees and Shrubs for Seaside Planting.

Plants for Game Coverts, Underwood and Hedges.

Special quotations for large quantities, and estimates furnished for

planting by contract in any part of the countr}'.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.

W. SMITH 81 SON, I2ur$crpiiien,

ABERDEEN, N.B.

SAVE MONEY BY INSTALLING
ONE OF

BLACK'S CREOSOTING PLANTS
Which are specially adapted for Estates and Timber Trades.

"l^i THE PRESSURE SYSTEM.

Most of the Creosoting: Plants working-
on Estates in Great Britain have been
Supplied by us, and References can be
iven.

THE BOILING METHOD. ||g^

These Plants are also
suitable for Burnettizing:
Timber.

&, SONS,
Creosoting Engineers and Creosote Oil Merchants,

TWEEDMOUTH BOILER WORKS, BERWICK = ON = TWEED.
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HARDY GROWN NORTH COUNTRY PLANTS.

Very Exceptional Values
Now^ offering in

FOREST TREES. &c.

Choice Stocks

Fruit Trees and Roses of all the

Best and most approved Varieties.

of all the leading Varieties of

Forest and Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, -

Covert and Hedge Plants,
Rhododendrons, Privet,
Hollies, Laurels, &c., &c.

»^ Above Stocks all clean, healthy, and vigorous Plants. Inspection Invited.

Samples with keenest prices on application. Contract Planting of all kinds undertaken.

WM. FELL & CO. (HcxHam, Ltd.,

The Royal Nurseries, HEXHAM.

a "The Forester's Friend."

SmearoleuM"
ANTI-RODENT SMEAR.

Protective Oleaginous Smear for Young Plantations, &c., and Standard Trees
in Parks and Paddocks—Forest, Fruit and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

Thoroughly prevents "Barking" by Rabbits, Ground Game and other Rodents,
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Deer, &c., and the Ravages of Insect Pests, &c.,

affecting Trees.

PRICES:—
In Barrels, 40 to 45 g^l'c"^' • 2/4- I Half-Barrels, 20 to 25 gallon.s, . 2/8
Cases, 16 K^ll'^'i^. "

• 2/10 Half-Cases, 8 g.-iUon;.., 3/-

Drums, i2fj;ilIons, .... 2/9 | 6 Gallons, .... 3/. per gallon

The Cases contain Four 4-g;al. cans ; Half-Cases contain Two 4-gal. cans.

ALSO MAKERS OF RIDOWEED, THE LEADING WEED KILLER.
I'riLCs on Ai)i)licalion.

Ail prices Carriage Paid, in lots of 20}- and upivards, to nearest Railway Station—
Drmits returnable ; all other packagesfree.

THOMAS & CO.'S Preparations are used on the largest Estates in the Kingdom,
and in the Parks of His Majesty's Government and the King's Nurseries, and also

by the French and American Governments.

Full Particulars, with Directions for Use, and Users' Opinions,

on application to the Sole Makers:—

THOMAS & CO., LTD., Ceres Works, LIVERPOOL.
Telegraphic Address- "ARBORISTS, LIVERPOOL." Telephone: 307 Royal.



ADVEIITISKMENTS.

DOUGLAS ^ FOULIS
BOOKSELLERS and LIBRARIANS

ii^i^

STANDARD WORKS ON FORESTRY
Kept in Stock.

An extensive Stock of New Books in all Classes of

Literature at the usual Discount Prices

also Books for Presentation in handsome Bindings

Catalogues of Surplus Library Books at greatly Reduced Prices

issued at intervals. Gratis and Post Free to any Address

9 CASTLE STREET, EDINBURGH

By Appointment to His Late Majesty King Edward.

We hold tremendous Stocks of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL
TREES and SHRUBS, also of RHODODENDRONS and other

Plants suitable for GAME COVERTS, in a fine and healthy con-

dition, which we are prepared to offer at CLEARING PRICES.
ANYONE interested and wishing to have GOOD VALUE for

MONEY should not miss the opportunity of paying us a visit to

inspect the EXCEPTIONALLY CHEAP BARGAINS we are pre-

pared to make.

It is impossible to fully describe the various stocks offered, therefore

a personal inspection is respectfully solicited.

Visitors met by appointment at Darley Dale or Matlock Stations.

JAMES SMITH & SONS (Darley Dale) Ltd.

Darlcy Dale Nurseries,

near MATLOCK.
Telegrams—"SMITHIANA," Twodales. Telephone No. 7 Darley Dale.
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International Forestry Exhibition, Edinburgh, 1884.

THOMAS METHVEN & SONS,
Rurserpnien, Seedstneti, §( florists

TA'VITE the attention of intending Planters to their large Stock of

^ Seedling and Transplanted Forest and other Trees and Shrubs.

They are this season in a healthy and vigorous condition, and well

suited for successful transplanting.

Evergreen and Deciduous Shrubs.

Shrubs for Game Covert, and Underwood.
Trees and Shrubs for Sea=Side Planting.

Thorn and other Hedge Plants.

SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL TREES FOR LAWNS & AVENUES.

RHODODENDRONS—all the Best Varieties.

FRUIT TREES of the Best Kinds. - - -

ROSES all sorts worthy of cultivation.- -

Samples on Application. Special Prices for Large Quantities.

Thomas Metiivkn & Sons uiidoriakc Landscape Gardening and

Forest and Covert Planting <>f every description in any pari

of 111. Ki)ig.i.,iu, also th. Laying Out of Parks, Gardens, etc.

Plans, Estimates, and Specifications will be forwarded on Application

Seed Warehouses: 15 PRINCES STREET & LEITH WALK
Nurseries

LEITH WALK, WARRISTON, INVERLEITH, and BANGHOLM.

EDINBURGH.
Telegraphic Address

:

"METHVEN EDINBURGH."' Telephone No. 2?..
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Membership.

THE Roll contains the names of about 1400 Members, comprising
Landowners, Factors, Foresters, Nurserymen, Gardeners,

Land Stewards, Wood Merchants, and others interested in

Forestry, many of whom reside in England, Ireland, the British

Colonies, and India.

Members are elected by the Council. The Terms of Subscription

will be found on the back of the Form of Proposal for Membership
which accompanies this Memorandum.

The Principal Objects of the Society,

and the nature of its work, will be gathered from the following

paragraphs :

—

Meetings.

The Society holds periodical Meetings for the transaction of

business, the reading and discussion of Papers, the exhibition of

new Inventions, specimens of Forest Products and other articles

of special interest to the Members, and for the advancement
of Forestry in all its branches. Meetings of the Council are

held every alternate month, and at other times when business

requires attention ; and Committees of the Council meet frequently

to arrange and carry out the work of the Society.

Prizes and Medals.
With the view of encouraging young Foresters to study, and to

train themselves in habits of careful and accurate observation, the

Society offers Annual Prizes and Medals for essays on practical

subjects, and for inventions connected with appliances used in

Forestry. Such awards have been granted continuously since

1855 up to the present time, and have yielded satisfactory

results. Medals and Prizes are also awarded in connection with

the Exhibitions aftermentioned.

School of Forestry, Afforestation, Etc.

Being convinced of the necessity for bringing within the reach
of young Foresters, and others interested in the Profession, a

regular systematic course of Instruction, such as is provided in

Germany, France, and other European countries, the Society, in

1882, strongly urged the creation of a British School of Forestry;

and with a view of stimulating public interest in the matter, a
Forestry Exhibition, chiefly organised by the Council, was held in

Edinburgh m 1884.

As a further step towards the end in view, the Society, in

1890, instituted a Fund for the purpose of establishing a Chair
of Forestry at the University of Edinburgh, and a sum of

;;^584, 3s. rod. has since been raised by the Society and handed
over to the University. Aided by an annual subsidy from the

Board of Agriculture, which the Society was mainly instrumental

in obtaining, a Course of Lectures at the University has been
delivered Avithout interruption since 1889. It is recognised, how-
ever, thai: .•!. School of Forestry is incomplete without a practical



training-ground attached to it, which would be available, not only

for purposes of instruction but also as a Station for Research and
Experiment, and as a Model Forest, by which Landowners and
Foresters throughout the country might benefit. The Society

accordingly drew up a Scheme for the Establishment of a State

Model or Demonstration Forest for Scotland which might serve the

above-named objects. Copies of this Scheme were laid before the

Departmental Committee on British Forestry, and in their Report

the Committee recommended the establishment of a Demonstration

Area and the provision of other educational facilities in Scotland.

The Government has recently acquired the Estate of Inverliever

in Argyllshire; and while this cannot be looked on as a Demonstra-

tion Forest, it is hoped that it may prove to be the first step in

a scheme of afforestation by the State of unwooded lands in

Scotland. Meantime Mr Munro Ferguson, M.P., for a part of whose
woods at Raith a Working-Plan has been prepared, and is now in

operation, has very kindly agreed to allow Students to visit them.

After the Development Act came into operation, the Council

passed a Resolution urging that the Government should, as soon

as possible, create a Board of Forestry, with an adequate representa-

tion of Scottish Forestry upon it, and an Office in Scotland, where

the largest areas of land suitable for Afforestation are situated,

which would provide Demonstration Forests and Forest Gardens,

and otherwise assist the development of University and other

Educational enterprise, and would carry out, as an essential pre-

liminary to any great scheme of National Afforestation, a Survey of

all areas throughout the country suitable for commercial planting.

The Society's policy for the development of Forestry in Scotland

has since been fully laid before the Development Commission. As
a result of these representations, the Secretary for Scotland has

appointed a Committee to report regarding the acquisition and uses

of a Demonstration Forest Area, and any further steps it is desirable

to take in order to promote Silviculture in Scotland. The Society

has also published a valuable Report on Afforestation—including

a Survey of Glen Mor—prepared for it by Lord Lovat and Captain

Stirling, which, it is hoped, may form the basis of the Forest Survey,

by the Government, advocated by the Society.

The Secretary for Scotland has now promised a Department of

Forestry working under the Board of Agriculture for Scotland.

Excursions.

Since 1878 well-organised Excursions, numerously attended

by Members of the Society, have been made annually to various

parts of Scotland, England, Ireland, and the Continent. In

1895 a Tour extending over twelve days was made through the

Forests of Northern Germany, in 1902 a Tour extending over

seventeen days was made in Sweden, during the summer of 1904 the

Forest School at Nancy and Forests in the north of France were

visited, and in 1909 a visit was undertaken to the Bavarian Forests.

These Excursions enable Members whose occupations necessarily

confine them chiefly to a single locality to study the conditions and



methods prevailing elsewhere; and the Council propose to extend

the Tours during the next few years to other parts of the Continent.

They venture to express the hope that Landowners may be induced

to afford facilities to their Foresters for participation in these Tours,

the instructive nature of which renders them well worth the

moderate expenditure of time and money that they involve.

Exhibitions.

A Forestry Exhibition is annually organised in connection Vt^ith

the Highland and Agricultural Society's Show, in which are exhibited

specimens illustrating the rate of growth of trees, different kinds of

wood, pit-wood and railway timber, insect pests and samples of the

damage done by them, tools and implements, manufactured articles

peculiar to the district where the Exhibition is held, and other

objects of interest relating to Forestry. Prizes and Medals are also

offered for Special Exhibits. In addition to the Annual Exhibition

before referred to, large and important Forestry Sections organised by
this Society were included in the Scottish National Exhibition held

in Edinburgh in 1908, and in the Scottish Exhibition of National

History, Art, and Industry, held in Glasgow last summer.

The Society's Transactions.

The Trmisactions of the Society, which extend to twenty-five

volumes, are now published half-yearly in January and July, and are

issued gratis to Members. A large number of the Prize Essays and
other valuable Papers, and reports of the Annual Excursions, have
appeared in them, and have thus become available to Students as

well as to those actively engaged in the Profession of Forestry.

Honorary Consulting Officials.

Members have the privilege of obtaining information gratuitously

upon subjects connected with Forestry from the following Honorary
Officials appointed by the Society.

Consulting Bota7iist.—Isaac Bayley Balfour, LL.D., M.D., Sc.D.,

Professor of Botany, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.
Consulting Chemist.—Alexander Lauder, D.Sc, 13 George Square,

Edinburgh.
Consulting Cryptogamist.—A. W. Borthwick, D.Sc., Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.

Consulting Entotnoloi^ist.—Robert Stewart MacDougall, M.A.,
D.Sc, Professor of Entomology, etc., 9 Dryden Place, Edinburgh.

Consulting Geologist.— R. Campbell, M.A., B.Sc, Geological Labora-

tory, University of EdinVjurgh.

Consulting Meteorologist.—Andrew Watt, M.A., F.R.S.E., Secretary

Scottish Meteorological Society, 122 George Street, Edinburgh.

Local Branches.

Local Branches have been established in Aberdeen and
Inverness for the convenience of Members who reside in the

districts surrounding these centres.

Local Secretaries.

The Society is represented throughout Scotland, England, and
Ireland by the Local Secretaries whose names are given below. They



are ready to afford any additional information that may be desired

regarding the Conditions of Membership and the work of the Society.

Register of Estate Men.
A Register of men qualified in Forestry and in Forest and Estate

Management is kept by the Society. Schedules of application and
other particulars may be obtained from the Local Secretaries in the

various districts, or direct from the Secretary. It is hoped that

Proprietors and others requiring Estate men will avail themselves of

the Society's Register.

Consulting Foresters.

The Secretary keeps a list of Consulting Foresters whose
services are available to Members of the Society and others.

Correspondents.

The following have agreed to act as Correspondents residing

abroad :

—

Canada, . Robert Bell, I.S.O., M.D., LL.D., D.Sc. (Cantab.),

F.R.S. of Ottawa. Chief Geologist to Government of

Canada, Ottawa.

India, . . F. L. C. CoWLEY Brown, Deputy Conservator of Forests,

c/o Inspector-General of Forests, Simla.

British _£'«s< \ Edward Battiscombe, Assistant Conservator of Forests.

Africa, . i Nigeri, via Naivasha, East Africa Protectorate.

U7iited States \ ^^^^ p_ g^^j^^p Forester, State College, Pennsylvania.
of America, J

' ' a : ^

Cape Colony, . W. Nimmo Brown, M'Kenzie's Farm, Mowbray, P.O.

Western Australia, Fred Moon.

LOCAL SECRETARIES.
Scotland.

Counties.

Aberdeen, . John Clark, Forester, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

John Michie, M.V.O., Factor, Balmoral, Ballater.

Argyll, . . John D. Sutherland, Estate Agent, Oban.

Ayr, . . Andrew D. Page, Overseer, Culzean Home Farm, Ayr.

A. B. Robertson, Forester, The Dean, Kilmarnock.

Berwick, . Wm. Milne, Foulden Newton, Berwick-on-Tweed.

Btite, .- . Wm. Inglis, Forester, Cladoch, Brodick.

James Kay, retired Forester, Barone, Rothesay.

Clackmannan,. Robert Forbes, Estate Office, Kennet, Alloa.

Dumfries, . D. Crabbe, Forester, Byreburnfoot, Canonbie.

East Lothian, . W. S. Curr, Factor, Ninewar, Prestonkirk.

Fife, . . Wm. Gilchrist, Forester, Nursery Cottage, Mount Melville,

St Andrews.

Edmund Sang, Nurseryman, Kirkcaldy.

Forfar, . . James Crabbe, retired Forester, Glamis,

Inverness, . James A. Gossip, Nurseryman, Inverness.

Kincardine, . John Hart, Estates Office, Cowie, Stonehaven.

Kinross, . James Terris, Factor, DuUomuir, Blairadam.



Counties.

Lanark, .

Moray, .

Perth, .

Ross,

Roxburgh,

Sutherland,

Wigtown,

Beds,

Berks,

Cheshire,

Derby, .

Devon, .

Durham,

Hants, .

Herts,

Kent,

Lancashire,

Leicester,

Lincoln,

Middleseo:,

Notts,

Suffolk, .

Surrey, .

Warwick,

Wilts, .

York,

Dublin,

Galway, .

King's County,

Tipperary,

Scotland.

John Davidson, Forester, Dalzell, Motherwell.

James Whitton, Superintendent of Parks, City Chambers,
Glasgow.

D. Scott, Forester, Darnaway Castle, Forres.

John Scrimgeour, Doune Lodge, Donne.

John J. R. Meiklejohn, Factor, Novar, Evanton.

Miss Amy Frances Yule, Tarradale House, Muir of Ord.

John Leishman, Manager, Cavers Estate, Hawick.

R. V. Mather, Nurseryman, Kelso.

Donald Robertson, Forester, Dunrobin, Golspie.

James Hogarth, Forester, Culhorn, Stranraer.

H. H. Walker, Monreith Estate Office, Whauphill.

England.

Francls Mitchell, Forester, Woburn.

W. Storie, Whitway House, Newbury.

Wm. a. Forster, Belgrave Lodge, Pulford, Wrexham.

S. MacBean, Estate Office, Needwood Forest, Sudbury.

James Barrie, Forester, Stevenstone Estate, Torrington.

John F. Annand, Lecturer on Forestry, Armstrong College,

Newcastle upon-Tyne.

W. R. Brown, Forester, Park Cottage, Heckfield, Winchfield.

James Barton, Forester, Hatfield.

Thomas Smith, Overseer, Tring Park, Wigginton, Tring.

R. W. CowPER, Gortanore, Sittingbourne.

D. C. Hamilton, Forester, Knowsley, Prescot.

James Martin, The Reservoir, Knipton, Grantham.

W. B. Havelock, The Nurseries, Brocklesby Park.

Professor Boulger, 11 Onslow Road, Richmond Hill,

London, S.W.

Wm. Elder, Thoresby, Ollerton, Newark.

W. Michie, Forester, Welbeck, Worksop.

Wilson Tomlinson, Forester, Clumber Park, Worksop.

George Hannah, The Folly, Ampton Park, Bury St

Edmunds.

John Alexander, 24 Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens.

A. D. Chrlstie, Hillside, Frederick Road, Selly Oak,

Hirminghani.

Andrew Boa, Land Agent, Glenmore, The Avenue,
Trowbridge.

D. Tait, Estate Bailiff, Ovvston Park, Uoncaster.

Ireland.

A. C. Forres, Department of Forestry, Board of Agriculture.

James Wilson, B.Sc, Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Arch. E. Moeran, Lissadell, Stillorgan Park.

Thomas Robert.son, Forester and Bailiff, Woodlawn.

Wm. Henderson, Forester, Clonad Cottage, Tullaniore.

David G. Cross, Forester, Kylisk, Nenagh.

Alex. M'Rae, Forester, Dimdrum.
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FORM OF PROPOSAL FOR MEMBERSHIP.

To be signed by the Candidate, his Proposer and Seconder, and returned

to ROBERT GALLOWAY, S.S.C, SECRETARY, Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society, 19 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

( Full Name,

Designation,

Degrees, etc.,

Candidates { Address,

Life, or Ordinary Member,

Signature,

(

Proposer's -\

Signature, .

Address,

Seconder's

Signature,

Address,

[CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP, see Over.



CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP (excerpted from the Laws).

III. Any person interested in Forestry, and desirous of pro-

moting the objects of the Society, is eligible for election as an

Ordinary Member in one of the following Classes :

—

1. Proprietors the valuation of whose land exceeds ^500 per

annum, and others, subscribing annually . . One Guinea.

2. Proprietors the valuation of whose land does not exceed

;^500 per annum, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber

Merchants, and others, subscribing annually . , Half-a-Guinea.

3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant Farmers,

and others, subscribing annually . . . .Six Shillings.

4. Assistant-Foresters, Assistant-Gardeners, and others, sub-

scribing annually ..... Four Shillings.

IV. Subscriptions are due on the 1st of January in each year,

and shall be payable in advance. A new Member's Subscription

is due on the day of election unless otherwise provided, and he

shall not be enrolled until he has paid his first Subscription.

V. Members in arrear shall not receive the Transactions, and

.shall not be entitled to vote at any of the meetings of the Society.

Any Member whose Annual Subscription remains unpaid for two

years shall cease to be a Member of the Society, and no such

Member shall be eligible for re-election till his arrears have been

paid up.

VI. Any eligible person may become a Life Member of the

Society, on payment, according to class, of the following sums :

—

1. Large Proprietors of land, and others, . . . ;^io 10 o

2. Small Proprietors, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber Mer-

chants, and others, . . . . • 5 5 o

3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant Farmers, and

others, . . . . . • 3 3 o

VII. Any Orditiary Member of Classes i, 2, and 3, who has paid

Five Annual Subscriptions, may become a Life Member on payment

of Two-thirds of the sum payable by a netv Life Member.

XII. Every Proposal for Membership shall be made in writing,

and shall be signed by two Members of the Society as Proposer

and Seconder, and delivered to the Secretary to be laid before the

Council, which shall accept or otherwise deal with each Proposal

as it may deem best in the interest of the Society. The

Proposer and Seconder shall be responsible for payment of the new

Member's first Subscription. The Council shall have power to

decide the Class under which any Candidate for Membership shall

be placed.
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TEANSACTIONS

OF THE

ROYAL SCOTTISH AEBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

I. Correspondence with Lord Pentland in regard to

the Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill and a Depart-

ment of Forestry.

The Council of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society

addressed to Lord Pentland the following letter in regard to

this bill :

—

"19 Castle Street,

"Edinburgh, 21st October 1911.

•'To the Right Hon. Lord Pentland,
'

' Secretaryfor Scotland.

" My Lord,
" I was instructed by the Council of the Royal

Scottish Arboricultural Society, at its last meeting, respectfully

to call your Lordship's attention to the great importance

attaching to the appointment of a Commissioner to take charge

of forestry, under the Landholders' Bill now before Parliament.

While my Council recognises with great satisfaction the

prominence given to forestry in this bill, and believes that it

is the intention of the Government, as expressed in the course

of the discussion on the first draft, to select one Commissioner

qualified to deal with forestry, it would respectfully suggest that

the bill itself should provide that one of the Commissioners

should have special charge of this subject. My Council feels

that the future of forestry in Scotland largely depends on the

appointment of such a Commissioner, and in common with

every one in the country interested in forestry, eagerly desires to

see the appointment entrusted to a man whose training and

experience really fit him for taking charge of the subject at this

critical moment.— I am, my Lord, your obedient Servant,

" (Sgd.) John Stirling-Maxwell.
" President."

VOL. XXVI. PART I. A
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In reply to the above letter, the following communication has

been received :

—

"Scottish Office,

"Whitehall, S.W., Sth November 1911,

" Sir,

" I am directed by the Secretary for Scotland to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, and

to say that, while the Government are of opinion that it is not

desirable that the Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill should

itself provide that one of the Commissioners, or, to adopt the

phraseology of the bill, a member of the Board, should be

specifically appointed to take charge of forestry, it is their

intention, as has already been said, in the event of the bill

which is now before Parliament being passed into law, to

establish as an integral part of the administration of the Board

of Agriculture for Scotland, a Department of Forestry for

Scotland. This Department will be developed as the needs

of forestry extend and justify; and your Society may rest

assured that the head of this Department will be an officer

whose training and experience fit him for taking special charge

of this important work.— I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

" (Sgd.)
. John Lamb.

"Sir John Stirling Maxwell, Bart.,

" President of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society,

"19 Castle Street, Edinburgh."

To this the Council has returned the following reply :
—

"19 Castle Street,

"Edinburgh, i,th December 191 1.

" To the Right Hon. Lord Pentland.

" My Lord,

" I was directed by the Council of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society, at its meeting on Saturday, to thank your

Lordship for your communication of 8th November, and to

express its warm approval of the important step which it fore-

shadows. (The Council has long advocated the establishment

of a Department of Forestry as an essential preliminary to the

orderly development of that industry in Scotland.) We ventured

to call your Lordship's attention to the question of allocating one

of the members of the Scottish Board of Agriculture to forestry.
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solely because the proposal had found a place in the earlier

draft of the Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill. But the promise

of a Department of Forestry, which your Lordship has now sub-

stituted for that proposal, appears to us in every way an improve-

ment. Provided that the Department is thoroughly representative

of those interested in silviculture in Scotland, and endowed with

reasonable independence and responsibility, we are confident

that it will prove a most valuable agent for the development of

forestry.— I am, my Lord, your obedient Servant,

"(Sgd.) John Stirling-Maxwell.
'''' President.'"

2. The Development Commission and Forestry.

Extract from the First Report of the Commissioners for

THE Period from i2TH May 1910 to 31ST March 191 i.

It is provided in section i {h) of the Act that forestry, as one

of the purposes for which the Commissioners may recommend

advances, shall include :

—

1. The conducting of inquiries, experiments and research,

for the purpose of promoting forestry, and the

teaching of methods of afforestation
;

2. The purchase and planting of land found after inquiry

to be suitable for afforestation.

Believing that forestry is one of the purposes of the Act which

requires to be dealt with on comprehensive and national lines,

the Commissioners at an early stage appointed four of their

number to report on the broad principles to be applied to all

applications bearing on the subject.

The following Commissioners form the Forestry Committee :

—

Mr S. Eardley-Wilmot, CLE. (Chairman).

Mr W. S. Haldane.

Mr M. A. Ennis.

Mr H. Jones-Davies.

Outlines of a forestry policy have been drawn up by the

Committee, and approved by the Commissioners, as a guide in

dealing with all applications for grants for the developing of

forestry in England, Scotland and Wales. Ireland was dealt

with separately. The principles which, after discussion and
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amendment, the Commissioners adopted in regard to British

schemes and applications are as follows :

—

(a) That the first requirement for forestry development is

effective education in forestry at suitable centres,

regulated by organised research and demonstration.

(/') That no scheme of State afforestation on a large scale

can be considered until investigation has shown

where State forests might be economically and

remuneratively provided (regard being had to the

interests of other rural industries), and until a trained

body of foresters becomes available.

(c) That for the present, applications for grants for the

above purposes should include provision for the

creation and maintenance of such staff as may be

necessary to give practical advice and assistance to

those who desire to undertake afforestation, or to

develop existing afforested areas.

I. England and Wales.

The Commissioners received, on the 25th March 191 1, through

the Treasury, a memorandum from the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries outlining a comprehensive scheme of forestry for

England and Wales. (Copies of the memorandum were received

direct from the Board towards the end of February.) The

immediate advance desired is ^9300 for the year 1911-12

but the ultimate expenditure contemplated is very much larger.

The Commissioners are communicating with the Board on the

subject.

The application of the Wiltshire County Council for an

advance of ;£ioo for forestry purposes was also under con-

sideration at the end of the year. It reached the Commissioners

on the 8th March.

II. Scotland.

The Scotch Education Department forwarded to the Commis-

sioners, in the middle of November, applications from the three

agricultural colleges in Scotland. These applications fall mainly

under the head " Agricultural Research and lulucation," but are

mentioned here because they include applications from the

Aberdeen and North of Scotland College for a sum of ;^i5oo
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for a forest garden and necessary buildings, from the West of

Scotland College for ^^^5200 for two experimental forest areas,

and from the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College for

;^i225 for a forest garden and nursery. In forwarding these

applications, the Department reported also on a request from

the University of Edinburgh for a grant towards forestry in-

struction—a request which was not technically in order as an

application under the Act, but on which the Commissioners,

not wishing to stand on technicalities, had thought it well to

seek at once the views of the Department.

At the same time, the Department stated that they thought it

essential as a first step towards the development of forestry in

Scotland, and towards the better utilisation of existing forestry

areas, that there should be, altogether apart from the colleges,

at least one forest demonstration area of considerable size

under independent management, for purposes altogether different

from those of a mere adjunct to any of the teaching centres.

Accordingly the Department proposed, with the concurrence of

the Commissioners, to appoint a Committee to consider and

report, at the earliest possible opportunity, as to the exact

function of such a forest area, the staff and equipment needed,

the composition of a suitable body of management, and the

relation of the demonstration area to the college and university

centres giving instruction in forestry ; and further, to make a

selection of the most suitable area or areas to be used for the

purpose indicated.

The questions raised in this letter were considered at their

meeting at the beginning of January 191 1, by the Commis-

sioners' Forestry Committee, who heard evidence from Sir John

Stirling-Maxwell, Mr R. C. Munro-Ferguson, M.P., Lord Lovat,

Captain Stirling and Mr John D. Sutherland. On the Com-
mittee's recommendation the Commissioners, on the 12th

January 191 1, addressed a letter to the Department concurring

in the appointment of a Committee as proposed, making some

suggestions as to its composition, and expressing the opinion

that the proposed demonstration area should be in a central

position in Scotland, and that it would be advisable that it

should comprise not fewer than 5000 and not more than 10,000

acres of land.

As there must necessarily be a forest school attached to the

proposed demonstration area, the Commissioners thought that
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such an institution ought to become the centre for expert

instruction and research in forestry in Scotland, and that it

would be inadvisable therefore to provide forest gardens of the

size contemplated in the applications of the agricultural colleges.

For all practical purposes the local needs of each college would

be met by small forest gardens and by forestry museums, for

both of which purposes the Commissioners are willing to

consider applications.

At the same time the proposals of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society were considered by the Forestry Com-

mittee and the Commissioners. The Society's main request

(which was not technically a formal application) was for a

grant towards the cost of carrying out a national survey

throughout Scotland in order to ascertain areas suitable to

afforest. The Commissioners came to the conclusion that a

national survey would quickly fall out of date, but they were

favourably impressed with the usefulness of the survey carried

out by the Society over a large area in Inverness-shire, which

they regard as valuable pioneer work. They think that similar

surveys might usefully be carried out as occasion arises, by

the staff and students at the proposed national demonstration

area. They therefore decided to postpone the question

of recommending assistance from the Development Fund

for such surveys until the demonstration area has been

established.

One further question in regard to forestry in Scotland may be

mentioned here. It has already been indicated that both the

University of Edinburgh and the Edinburgh and East of

Scotland College of Agriculture have sought advances from

the Development Fund for purposes of forestry instruction.

It appeared to the Commissioners that there was obvious incon

venience in a dual system of forestry instruction in Edinburgh,

under which the university and the college provide each its

separate course of training. The Commissioners consequently,

after informal consultation with the Scotch Education Depart-

ment, advised the co-ordination of the work of the two

institutions in this respect. As a result, a Joint Committee

has been appointed, consisting of an equal number of repre-

sentatives of the university and of the college, by whom will

be administered any sums granted for the establishment and

maintenance of a forest garden for the joint use of the students
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at both institutions. The Commissioners have also intimated

their readiness to recommend grants for the university museum
and laboratories. The final settlement of these questions was

awaiting at the end of the year only the receipt of a formal

application for an advance from the Development Fund.

III. Ireland.

Very shortly after they commenced their duties, viz., on the

iSth July 1 9 ID, the Commissioners received from the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland an

application in respect to forestry. It contemplated an expendi-

ture of _;^i 10,000 spread over five years, for the following

purposes :

—

1. The acquisition and afforestation of semi-waste lands.

2. The purchase of small woods by County Councils, and

the planting of similar areas for shelter purposes.

3. The development of shelter plantations in the West of

Ireland.

4. Experiments.

At their meeting on the 20th September, the Commissioners

heard evidence in support of the application from Mr T. P. Gill,

Secretary to the Department ; the Most Rev. Dr Kelly, Bishop

of Ross, Member of the Agricultural Board ; Mr J. R. Campbell,

Assistant Secretary, and Mr A. C. Forbes, Forestry Inspector.

The Commissioners were at first of opinion that a decision on

the Irish application should be postponed, until they had before

them applications from British Departments for grants for a

similar purpose : but on receipt of letters from the Irish Depart-

ment of the 13th and 17th October, giving further details and

in particular urging reasons why the case of Ireland should be

dealt with separately, arrangements were made for a brief visit

of the Forestry Committee to Ireland. This visit took place

in November, and included the inspection of forestry under-

takings already started there, and of certain waste lands

suggested as suitable for immediate afforestation.

On the recommendation of the Forestry Committee aftei

their visit, the Commissioners came to the conclusion that State

afforestation on a small scale might be started in Ireland

immediately, on lines which it is hoped will prove ultimately

remunerative. The special Irish circumstances which justify this
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departure from the Commissioners' general policy, were set out

as follows by the Committee :—

•

(a) That Ireland only has i'5 per cent, of its total area

under wood.

(/;) That a system of peasant proprietorship has been

adopted in Ireland under which the land is being

divided into properties much too small ever to

admit of successful silviculture by the individual

owners.

(c) That there are now special opportunities to acquire

available areas for afforestation purposes which are

not likely to occur again.

At the same time the Committee recommended, and the

Commissioners agreed, that the following general principles

should be made applicable to schemes of State afforestation

in Ireland :—

•

(a) That as economic silvicultural management depends

upon the size of the afforestable area, no scheme

for State afforestation in a particular district should

be brought forward unless the area available in the

present or future should be sufficiently large in

itself, or would make up a group of areas sufficiently

convenient to each other, to afford a reasonable

prospect of being worked from one centre on

commercial principles.

{l>) That in the acquisition of any area for State afforesta-

tion, not more than the present value should be paid

for the land, having regard, as far as practicable,

to its market price at the time.

(c) That the land be free of tenant right, or other conditions

that might prevent its being planted.

(d) That following on the purchase of any area, a scheme

of management, i.e. a working-plan, should be pre-

pared, prescribing for its treatment over the whole

period necessary for the development of the area,

such a scheme not only to have regard to the area

actually acquired at the moment, but to the extent

of land which might become available in future in

the same locality; the scheme of management so

drawn up to be submitted to the consideration of

the Development Commissioners at the time the
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application is sent in for the annual funds required

for the planting and development of the land.

(/) That in order efficiently to carry out a scheme of State

afforestation, which may in the future admit of con-

siderable development, it is necessary that prepara-

tions should be commenced at once to provide a

competent staff, both for executive and research

work.

(g) That in order to encourage afforestation by private

owners, the facilities for advice and other assistance

which would be available in a research institute and

demonstration area (for which purposes the existing

Avondale Forestry School is admirably suited), should

be placed at the service of landowners free of cost

;

and that in cases where private owners are desirous

of having forestry schemes prepared by the Irish

Department, the staff of the institute should be

authorised to report as to the suitability or otherwise

of their estates for this purpose, free of cost, and

regularly to inspect the plantation as long as the

advice given is being followed.

On the 24th November 1910, the Commissioners recom-

mended to the Treasury that advances not exceeding ;j^2 5,000

in all be made to the Department, as they may from time to

time be required, for the purchase of certain areas in South

Ireland on the following conditions :

—

(a) That the advances be by way of loan, not repay-

able and bearing no interest for thirty years ; the

question of requiring interest and provision for

repayment to be further considered at the end of

that period.

(^).That not more than the present value be paid for the

land, having regard, as far as practicable, to its

market value at the time, /.<?., that save in very

special circumstances not more be paid than the

market value of the land at the time of purchase.

[c) That the land be free of tenant right, or other conditions

that might prevent it from being planted.

(d) That following on the purchase of any area, a scheme
of management, i.e. a working - plan, should be

prepared, prescribing for its treatment over the whole
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period necessary for the development of the area,

such a scheme to have regard not only to the area

actually acquired at the moment, but to the extent

of land which might become available in future in

the same locality ; the scheme of management so

drawn up to be submitted for the consideration of

the Commissioners at the time the application is

sent in for the annual funds required for the planting

and development of the land.

(e) That in the event of any portion of the land or property

thereon being sold or leased, the Department should

forward to the Commissioners annually an account

of the proceeds of such sale or lease.

The Commissioners stated further in their report to the

Treasury, that they would be prepared to consider an application

for an advance not exceeding ^^5000 for the acquisition of

another available area of 2000 acres in the event of the Depart-

ment failing to purchase it under the Land Purchase Acts ; and

also definite applications for annual advances towards meeting

the cost of maintenance and suitable management of small

woodlands acquired under the Land Purchase Acts, which a

County Council is prepared to purchase, or the Department is

prepared to purchase and transfer to the charge of the County

(Council concerned.

The Commissioners received from the Treasury on the

2nd March 1911, a copy of a letter from the Department of

Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland, urging certain

alterations in these conditions. On the loth March a reply

was sent agreeing, so far as the Commissioners were concerned,

that proposals might be considered for temporary and wholly

unavoidable deviations from the prescribed plan of management

for an afforestable area. The reply stated further, that they

were prepared to give prompt attention to any representation

made to them by the Department in favour of the purchase of

any afforestable area, which the Department have reason to

believe would be more advantageous than that of any of the

areas previously approved, but that they would desire that their

approval should be obtained before the completion of the

purchase; and that they were prej)ared to recommend the

addition of two trained foresters (together with the necessary

clerical assistance) to the staff of the Department, and to
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consider the question of an increase of staff when the Depart-

ment presents a detailed scheme for the administration of each

approved afforestable area.

To sum up the situation on the 31st March last :

—

In regard to England and Wales, the Commissioners

have just received a comprehensive scheme from the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries.

In regard to Scotland, they have agreed to the provision

of a central demonstration area—for the acquisition of

which preliminary steps are being taken—and of a forestry

school in connection with it; and also to the provision of

small forest gardens for the local use of the agricultural

colleges.

In regard to Ireland, they have agreed to advances of

;^25,ooo or ;j{^3o,ooo for the purchase of land, and to

further advances, as soon as formal and definite applications

are made under the Act, for additions to staff and for the

maintenance and management of small woodlands in the

hands of County Councils.

The following applications for purposes of forestry were

officially received by the Development Commissioners up to the

3 1st March 191 1 :

—

Date of
receipt by
Commis-
sioners.
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Forestry (heard by the Commissioners' Forestry Committee) :

Representing the Scotch Edtication Departnient—
Sir John Struthers, K.C.B., Secretary to the Department.

Representing the Royal Scottish Arboricidtural Society—
Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, Bart., President of the

Society
;

The Right Hon. R. C. Monro Ferguson, M.P.

;

Lord Lovat

:

Captain Stirling.

Representing the Landoivners' Co opei-ative Forestry Society

{Scotland)—
Mr John D. Sutherland, Hon. Secretary of the Society.

3. Early Tree-Planting- in Scotland.^

Historical Notes, with Appendix naming Trees
KNO\YN BY 1770.

{IVith One Plate.

Y

By HroH Kovn Watt.

Systematic planting of trees on an extensive scale has been

practised in Scotland for a period of nearly two hundred years.

The character of the woodlands has been so greatly changed,

that a recent writer (6)-'' is not sure if there is any large wood

which can be said to be wholly indigenous in Great Britain now

—a statement which certainly requires the qualifications made,

so far as it applies to Scotland. In different ways, we hear so

much of the benefits and needs of afforestation and of neglect

of forestry affairs, that it is well to recollect that Scotland has

actually been the area of experiments in arboriculture (I do not

say forestry) on a scale unknown in any other country of the

world, except England, in some ways. The small number of

kinds of trees growing in Scotland two hundred years ago, and

the long list of species now found flourishing, illustrate this

^ From the Glas}:;oio Nattiralist, vol. iii., No. 1, November 1910 (revised by

the author for re-pubHcalion Ijy the Society).

- The blocks used on Plate I. have been kindly lent by the Iknanical

Society of Edinburgh.

" The numbers within brackets throughout refer to the authorities given at

the end.
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point and mark off the modern period. The present review

will not extend to that period, but some account of earlier and

less known times up to the year 1750 will be given—native,

naturalised and exotic trees being taken into consideration.

Of the early native woodlands and forests the writer has

attempted to treat elsewhere {29), and nothing more need be

said of them here, but in an Appendix are given the names of

indigenous trees and of those introduced up to 1770.

At the beginning of the historical period and for centuries

thereafter, the small amount of evidence available as to tree-

planting is not of a positive character. It is said that before

the third century the Apple, which is conjectured to have been

brought into Britain "by the first colonies of the natives, had

spread over the whole island, and so widely that, according to

Solinus, there were large plantations of it in the Ultima Thule "

{15). Fruit-bearing trees would probably be the first introduced

by man, for in early times the need of planting for timber supply

would not be felt, native trees being abundant and accessible.

The Wild Pear, for instance, is looked on as an introduction

which reverted to a wild character. During the Roman occupa-

tion several species of trees were brought into Britain. Accord-

ing to Professor W. Somerville, these number only four kinds,

viz., the English Elm, the Sycamore, the Lime, and the Spanish

Chestnut ; but, in addition to these, the Poplar, the Walnut,

the Box, and other trees of the garden and orchard have been

named as contemporaneous with the Romans. I know of no

proof that any of these trees reached Scotland during the Roman
period. In the investigation of the remains from the Roman
Military Station at Newstead, Melrose, some seven different

kinds of trees were determined, viz.. Oak, Birch, Hazel, Poplar

(or Willow), Alder, Rowan and Whitebeam (26). The last

named is native to England, but not to Scotland, so far as I

know. Ash was found in the shape of handle-shafts, without

evidence that it was procured locally, although this may have

been the case, this tree being recognised as native in South

Scotland. Coniferous and Beech wood did not occur amongst

the Newstead remains (26).

In referring to the Roman period, Caesar's statement {De

Bello Gallico, V. 12) that all kinds of timber {materia) were in

Britain with the exception of the Fir (Silver Fir) and the

Beech must not be overlooked. The comparison is with Gaul,
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and to question C^sar would be an offence not less heinous

than to speak disrespectfully of the equator.

With the coming of the churchmen and the foundation of

monasteries and other ecclesiastical establishments, somewhat

more tangible evidence of tree-planting is forthcoming. The

remains of orchards, gardens and enclosures around these old

building-sites to-day afford visible, although indefinite, proofs

of planting. That trees were appreciated by the residents not

only for their value as timber and for utilitarian purposes, but

also in an aesthetic or protective sense, is shown by expressions

such as that used by the writer or transcriber of the Book of

the Dun Coiu (early Irish, about iioo), when he says :

—

" A hedge of trees surrounds me ;

Well do I write under the greenwood."

Traces of old orchard trees remain to the present day at

such places as Melrose, Haddington, Jedburgh and Lindores

Abbey. At the last-named place old Pear trees still survive, or

survived until recently, one of them reputed to be the largest

of its kind in Scotland (Alexr. Laing's Lindores Abbey, 1876).

The Chronicles, Charters, and Registers of these old founda-

tions, and also other records relating to land and property,

while frequently mentioning woodland rights and privileges,

such as the cutting of Oaks for timber (12), are almost entirely

silent on the subject of tree-planting, probably for the cogent

reason that no such practice was in existence, except in a

casual and fortuitous way. In an account of the bailiff of the

King's Manor of Jedworth in 12S8, the construction of ditch

and hedge (fosse et Jiayc) about both the wood and meadows

of the place named is charged for, and Cosmo Innes gives this

as the earliest instance known of such a fence (12). In 1473

the tenants of the Cistercian Abbey of Coupar-Angus were

bound to " put al the land to al possibil policie in biggin of

housis, plantacioun of tries—eschis, osaris and sauchs and

froit tries,^ gif thei mai"(i3). In 1510, a lease given by the

Crown to Patrick Murray held him bound to maintain the

plantations of Oak, and of all other trees necessary on certain

lands in Selkirkshire, where, apparently, plantations then existed.

Traditions such as these which assert that the old Oaks of

^ Ashes, osiers, willows or sallows, and fruil trees.
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Cadzow Forest were planted by David, Earl of Huntingdon,

afterwards David I. (1124-1153), and the Yews of Inch Lonaig,

Loch Lomond, at the time of Robert the Bruce (1306-29), to

supply bows for his men, seem to be supported only by constant

repetition, not by any proof or authority. John Walker (i 731-

1803), whose writings on Scottish trees are a great source of

original information, expressed the opinion that for the period

of near one thousand years after the departure of the Romans,

it was " not likely that any foreign trees were established in

England" (27), and I have heard Professor W. Somerville

make a similar statement. Walker remarks that the first

" barren " trees planted in Scotland were those of exotic growth

(28), but this requires qualifications, as will appear later on.

He gives the Elder ^ as the first of such kinds of trees planted,

and the Plane (Sycamore) as next in antiquity, adding that

these are the only two barren trees planted in Scotland till

towards the middle of the seventeenth century (27). Loudon

writes of the Spanish Chestnut and Beech as probably introduced

into Scotland by the Romans, and perhaps reintroduced by the

religious orders in the Middle Ages (15). This has no certain

sound, and, if I might venture on another conjecture, it is that

the source of these and other kinds of trees may have been

France, during the long period of intercourse between Scotland

and that country which followed the alliance begun under John

Balliol in 1295, or from Scottish connections with the Low
Countries.

The devastations and havoc of the Wars of Succession and

Independence, at the end of the thirteenth and beginning of the

fourteenth centuries, and their after-effects, did much to waste

the tree-growth of Scotland. With the beginning of Stuart

times a spirit of concern becomes apparent regarding the wood-

lands, as is shown by the contents and tenor of various Acts of

the Scottish Parliaments (i).

As early as 1424, there is an Act imposing a penalty on

stealers of greenwood and destroyers of trees. In 1457,

tenants are ordained to plant woods and trees, make hedges

and sow broom; and in 1503 the earlier Acts are supplemented

by a further measure, based on the ground of " the wood of

Scotland being utterly distroyit." That this was an exaggera-

^ A native species occurs in neolithic deposits near Edinburgh (24). Further,

it is a fruit-bearer.
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tion is clear from the Act itself: one of its requirements being

that every landowner plants at least one acre of wood where

there is " na gret woode nor forreste." Apparently the wood

had not actually been all destroyed. The year 1535 gives

another strong measure, with provisions for further planting,

and going so far as to enact that destroyers of greenwood

should be punished with death for the third offence.^ In 1555,

the wood of Falkland being found old and decayed, is dealt

with, the Estates ordering that it be "new parkit, agane

keipit and hanit for rysing of zoung grouth." In the same

year, the earlier Acts are ordered to be published anew through-

out the realm, and enforced on all points. At later dates,

fresh Acts of a similar tenor are passed, and the older Acts

for planting and against destroying wood are ratified and

extended. An Act of the year x66i requires heritors to

enclose and plant four acres yearly with trees for the next

ten years, and is of additional interest in that it names

specific trees—"Oak, Elme, Ash, Plaine, Sauch, or other

timber." The Plane (Sycamore) is evidently classed as a

naturalised tree then. Contemporaneously with these general

Acts are others having particular application only. These

show that the continual reiteration of injunctions to plant

does not imply that the Acts were entirely without effect, as

has been perhaps sometimes inferred. Thus, in 1703, Lord

Ross is allowed to shut up a road through his park at Halk-

head, because it interfered with his planting and policy ; and

a similar provision is made on behalf of Lord Melvill at

Melvill House. In 1705, Sir David Cunninghame of Milncraig

is allowed to alter the highway about his house, for the sake

of an enclosure he had made; and, in 1706, Lockhart of

Carnvvath, to alter the highway in order to enclose a park (i).

Other documents, dating from the period of the Stuarts to the

Union (1707), show planting requirements laid upon individual

places and persons. For example, in 1616, certain of the

Western Island chiefs were bound over at Edinburgh (amongst

other things) to have " policie and planting" about their

houses (10). Donald Monro, who described these islands in

' .\n Ayrshire rhyme slill current says :

—

" If you destroy Ash, Oak or VAm tree,

Tliy riyht hand cut off shall be."

i/ide Mr John Smith, Uykes, Dairy).
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1549, notes woods and trees frequently, but makes no mention

of any planting (20).

Towards the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the

seventeenth centuries the progress of planting is evident from

historical records, such as will now be given.

Inveraray, however, should be looked upon as preceding the

period just named, for the late Duke of Argyll, in 1896, in

giving evidence before a Committee of the House of Commons
on a projected railway to Inveraray, stated that the narrow

border of level land there, between the mountains and the sea,

had been continually planted by his family for 400 years,

with the view of making a park and pleasure grounds. At
a later time than is thus indicated, a writer, who probably

dates from about 1630, found at the Earl of Argyll's " Pallace"

" zairds planted with sundrie fruit trees verie prettilie" (17).

The same is said of Ardkinglas ; and the writer quoted also

states that Ardmore (Cardross) and the Ross, Rosneath, were

well planted—that is previous to 1630 (17).

In 1583, John Anstruther of that Ilk sues certain people of

Crail for plucking up the " haill asches that he had laitlie

plantit and uther young growth thairabout " (23). Cosmo
Innes (13) describes the general style of planting at this

period as avenues of double rows of Ash and Sycamore, and

lines of these trees round the fields, with a small admixture of

Walnut and Chestnut (Spanish Chestnut), and names the first

Earl of Gowrie (executed 1584) as having done planting of this

kind. In 1586, James, Lord Ogilvie, is found writing to

Sir David Lindsay of Edzell " concerning my planting . . .

your thowsand young birkis sail be richt welcom "—which

shows a native tree being utilised. Fynes Moryson (1598;
one of the earliest travellers in Scotland, whose narrative is

known) found Seton Castle " beautified with faire orchards

and gardens

"

; and in Fife the " noblemen's and gentlemen's

dwellings commonly compassed with little groves, though trees

are so rare in those parts as I remember not to have scene

one wood." On the west side of Scotland, he says, are "many
woodes" (3). A later traveller. Sir William Brereton (1636),

amplifies the information about Seton by naming " Apple trees,

Walnut trees. Sycamore, and other fruit trees, and other kinds

of wood wliich prosper well"; and John Ray (1662) confirms

the western observation by saying that the country about

VOL. :.XVI. PART L B
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Hamilton is " in all respects for woods, pastures, corn, etc.,

the best we saw in Scotland " (3). An earlier writer, Bishop

Leslie (157S), says—" Cludisdal amang fair forrests and schawls

schene ; with thiker wods some are decored " (14). In an

Act of Parliament of 1641 parks and plantings are described as

"decorementes," so apparently the bishop knew or had heard

of planting in the Clydesdale of his day. Timothy Pont^

gives a detailed description of the district of Cuninghame in

Ayrshire in 1604-8. The tract near the sea coast is described

as well planted, especially about .Stewarton and Irvine. Many
other places are named with the same characterisation ; for

instance, Auchinhervie, Blair, Corsehill, Craufurdland, Cuning-

hamehead, Fairlie, Hasilhead, Knock, Kelburne, Kilbirnie,

Kilmarnock, Montgrenan, and other places (22). In no case,

however, are the kinds of trees mentioned ; so that while

Font's survey is one of the first indications of general planting

in Scotland, it stops short of giving specific information

regarding the trees. It seems unlikely that any of the trees

seen by Pont are in existence at the present day. The great

Spanish Chestnut at Blair, of which some particulars are given

by Dobbie in his edition of Pont's work (22), is now gone.

In more northern parts, some of the earliest systematic

planting in Scotland was done by Sir Duncan Campbell, who

succeeded to the Breadalbane property in 1583, and died in

1 63 1. Amongst the planting carried out by him was part of

Drummond Hill (10). In the Baron Court books of Bread-

albane in 162 1, ordinances occur requiring tenants and cottars

to plant young trees, "aik, asch, or plane." In the same year,

a Court was set at Finlarig to try numerous persons accused

of cutting "aik, asch, birk, alrone, hassell, and sauch " (13).

Other kinds of trees were seen in 1629 by an English traveller

at Gallowshields (Galashiels), who praises Sir James Pringle

for his planting there, and names "cherry trees, great store

of sycamores, trees he calleth silk trees,- and fir trees" (16).

In 1632-1634, the Earl of Mar, in reserving rights to the

' For an account of this rL-maikable Scots worthy see The Fi'st Topo-

graphical Survey 0/ Scotland, by C. G. Cash {Scottish Geographical Alaga.,

vol. xviii., pp. 379-414, 1901), and Macfarlane's Geografhical Collections,

vol. ii.. Introduction, 1907 (17).

- A name now used for Albizzia Julihrissin, not known in this country

before 1745, so some other tree must be meant
;
perhaps the Mulberry.
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Fir trees in Braemar, uses the words " woods, natural grown

and other," which seem to imply that some planting had been

done there previous to the date named (19).

That native trees were grown from seed in the course of the

seventeenth century is shown from letters (dated 1637) of the

Earl of Lauderdale and of the Marchioness of Hamilton (date

probably 1630-1632), both of whom speak of using fir seed for

planting. The Marchioness speaks of Lord Lindsay, her

godson, as a very great planter also (13).

The above records all pre-date the appearance of John

Evelyn's Sylva, or a Discourse of Forest Trees, which was read

to the Royal Society on 15th October 1662, and published

soon after as a separate work. One of its chief objects was to

stimulate landowners to plant trees ; and while more directly

applying to England, it would no doubt have effect with the

Scottish noblemen and gentlemen, who, following the accession

of the Stuarts to the English throne, were becoming more

accessible to Anglian influences.

The first published writings on Scottish tree-planting appeared

before the end of the seventeenth century, and it is somewhat

curious to find that the earliest was (like Evelyn's work) a

communication to the Royal Society.

^\\t. Philosophical Transactions {qx 1675 contain a letter from

Dr J. Beal, partly devoted to Some hints for the Horticulture of

Scotlatid {y>y>- 361, 362), in which the writer urges the advantages

of developing gardens and nurseries of fruit trees, and suggests

that the seeds of the Hemlock tree, Spruce and Cedars may do

well in the north. Beal comments on the use and quick success

which would attach to kitchen gardens, one advantage being, as

he puts it, that they would "employ thousands of poor at good

work." This final commendation has a curious sound of our

own day about it, and of our talk about "back to the land"

and afforestation as a means of alleviating unemployment,

recommendations which find support not only from Royal

Commissioners and the current sentiment of the day, but

apparently possess the advantage of antiquity and, like all good

old things, the capacity of repetition through the centuries.

In 1683, the fiist book on the subject appeared in the form of

The Scots Gard]ner, in iwo parts, the first of contriving gardens,

orchards, avenue\i, groves . . . the second of the propagation and

improvement of Forrest and Fruit-trees. . . . Publishedfor the
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Climate of Scotland, by John Reid, Gard'ner. This work is

addressed "to all the Ingenious Planters in Scotland," and

enforces " the inexpressible need of Inclosing and Planting," the

writer's conclusion being that " there is no way under the sun so

probable for improving our land as Inclosing and Planting the

same ; therefore, I wish it were effectually put in practice."

Reid gives many practical directions to assist in promoting this

object, and the book is of importance historically, not only in

respect of this, but also because of the large number of kinds of

trees named in it, which are as follows (retaining Reid's order

and spelling) :

—

For tJiickets and oixhards— Pears, Aples, Plum,

Cherrie, Geens, Service, Lines, Poplars, Maple, Hornbeam,

Hassell, Birch, Laburnum, Aspen, Alder, Willowes, Pin, Firr,

Yew; for forrest-trees—Oak, Elm ("good from Holland"), Ash,

great Maple ("commonly but falsely called Plan"), Smaller

Maple for Hedg., Beech, Walnut, Chestnut, Black Cherrie or

geen, Wild Service ("commonly called Ronstree"), Line or

Lidne tree ("commonly called Lym "), Hornbeam, Hassell,

Filboard; Birch, the Bean-tree soiH ("vulgarly called peascod-

tree "), White Poplar (Abele), Aspen, Alder, Willowes, Sallows,

and Oziers ; andfor greens— Pinetree and Pinasters, Scots Firre,

Silver Firre, Pitch Tree (as common Firre) (native Norroway),

Yew, Holly, and Hawthorn ("tho not a green").

Reid also names many other smaller fruit trees and shrubs,

amongst them Quince, Medlar, Fig, Mulberry, Almond; and,

amongst evergreens. Box, Arbor-vitae, Cherrie-bay, Cypress,

Evergreen Oak, and Strawberrie tree. He was gardener at

Rosehaugh, Avoch, Ross-shire, and his writings show the

practical man giving his own experiences, many of which were,

however, probably of a tentative character. The Rosehaugh

entries in my Appendix are on his authority, although he never

mentions the place.

Reid's book has been re-published several times, and in the

edition issued in 1766 there was included A Short Treatise on

Forest Trees, dr., by Thomas, sixth Earl of Haddington (1680-

1735). In 1761 his earlier work had been published

—

A Treatise

on the Manner of Raising Forest Trees. In a letter to his grand-

son, dated Tyninghame, 22nd December 1733, this writer speaks

of himself as a diligent planter for upwards of thirty years, and

believes that he had more trees of his own planting than any

' Bcan-trcfoil.
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man ever planted in his lifetime. His work is of great value, as

giving personal experience with the trees named. These are

—

Oak, Beech, Scots Elm, London Elm, Dutch Elm, Ash, Walnut,

Chestnut, Plane (Sycamore), Hornbeam, Service-tree, Black Cherry

(Geen), Quick-beam (Rowan or Rhoddan-tree), Laburnum or

Pease-cod-tree, Maple, Lime, Hazel, Birch, Alder, Poplar, Abele,

Aspin-tree or Quaking-asp, Willow; Firs—Great Pine, Pinaster,

Evergreen Oak* and Cork-tree,* Cedar,* Yew, Holly Bays.

Lord Haddington had no knowledge of the trees marked *.

His father, who lived at Leslie, Fife, planted a good deal there

about the year 1700, and Lord Haddington also names as others

who had preceded him with planting, the first Marquis of Tweed-

dale (died 1697), Lord Rankeilour (died 1707), and Sir William

Bruce, and also the Earl of Mar, who first " introduced the

wilderness way of planting amongst us" at Alloa. When Lord

Haddington came to live at Tyninghame, about 1705, he found

not above fourteen acres set with trees, and with those as a

start he made the great developments which are illustrious in the

annals of tree-planting, and permanent to the present day— in

succession at any rate.

Lord Haddington's book was preceded in publication by one

not so well known or so important, but of considerable value as

an indication of the spirit which was finding expression in

Scotland at the period. Brigadier-General William Mackintosh

of Borlum (1662-1743) was imprisoned in Edinburgh for the

part he took in the Jacobite rising of 17 15, and while in

confinement wrote An Essay on Ways and Meatis of E7iclosing,

Fallowing, Platitmg, d-c, Scotland, and that in sixteen years at

the Furthest, -prmiedi at Edinburgh in 1729. He says that there

was very little stock of trees either barren, fruit, or hedging

quicksets, but names some landowners in the north who were

setting a good example in planting. Mackintosh himself, when

living at Raits near Alvie in 1698, set down a row of Elms along

the old military road at Kingussie, and these grew to be fine

trees. Another indication of the growth of the spirit of planting

and cultivation in Scotland in the seventeenth century is the

foundation of the BotanJc Garden, Edinburgh, in 1680, where

was grown the first Cedar of Lebanon known in Scotland,

planted so early as 1683^' (15). Other early dates for Cedars are

Fordell, Inverkeithing, in 1693, and Biel in 1707 (11). In the

Edinburgh gardens were " every kind of tree and shrub as well
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barren as fruit bearing, the whole disposed in fair order"

(Sibbald's Scotia Il/ustraia, 16S4).

A further example of a far advanced place in respect of

planting was Bargaly, Kirkcudbrightshire, where, under its laird,

Andrew Heron, great progress had been made before the end of

the seventeenth century. About 1722, it was described as being

all covered with woods . . . the grounds next Heron's

house being all divided and adorned with large thickets of fir

and other planting (17). Walker included in his book examples

of different kinds of early planted and well-developed trees from

Bargaly (28).

Some of the trees in use for seventeenth century planting

are made known by the plunder carried off from Inveraray to

Blair AthoU in 1684-1685, when the Murrays paid a visit to

the Campbells, in accordance with another custom of the times.

The orchard enclosures and shrubberies at Inveraray were

raided, and some thousands of young trees lifted and carried

off as booty. The Duke of AthoU's Chronicles of the Atholl

Fa?nily (vol. i., p. 265)^ give a list (with values) of the trees,

and we find the kinds named are Silver and Spanish Fir,

Pinaster, Pine, Yew, Holland trees (Holly), Beech, Lime,

Buckthorn, Black and White Poplar, Chestnut, Horse Chestnut,

Walnut, Fir, Ash, Plane, Elm, Pear, Apple, Plum, and Cherry.

The compensation claim made for the lot was settled for

^1^,000 Scots = ;^io83, 6s. 8d. sterling.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century more detailed

information regarding planting becomes available. About that

time the Earl of Panmure planted what are called endless Beech

avenues at Panmure (13), and some of the trees of the same

kind in the town avenue at Inveraray may have been planted

between 1674 and 1685. At Kinnaird the Beech is definitely

dated as 1693, and an avenue of this tree was planted at Biodie

Castle between 1650 and 1680. Oak, Elm, and Lime are also

recorded for this period at the last-named place. At Kilcoy

groups of Beeches, and also Ash trees and some Oaks and Elms

are said to date from about 1685. Silver Firs were planted at

Drumlanrig from 1650 to 1680, and at Drummond Castle about

1688 (11).

The dates named by authorities are, not infrequently, of a

conjectural character, but nothing that seems improbable has

'Quoted in Elwes and Henry's Trees of Great Britain and Ireland {1^. 5S7).
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been admitted here. Further details, similar to the above, need

not now be repeated, and it may suffice to say that by the end

of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century

tree-planting was being extensively tried in Scotland. The

movement extended from Lerwick (Shetland) in the north (but

with very few records from Caithness, Sutherland and Ross) to

Berwickshire and Galloway in the south, and from Buchan in

the east to Armadale (Skye) and Colonsay in the west, thus

covering the whole mainland and some of the islands.

In almost all cases the account given of the work is a meagre

and bare statement of the fact, e.g. " some planting," " regular

planting," "well planted," "fine planting," "a deal of planting,"

" abundance of planting," " vast planting," " prodigious planting,"

"thickly planted," "little or no planting," "considerable

planting'' (17), and so on. Occasionally observations are made

which are of more interest. Thus at Lerwick (previous to 1683),

in addition to Apple and Cherry trees. Ashes and " Plains "

were in several gardens; Aboyne (about 1724), "planted with

firs fully grown, which is a great ornament and advantage to

the place"; Ruthvene (1683 to 1722), a " prettie oakwood";

Carraldstoune (same period), "extraordinary much planting

. . . ane excellent avenue with ane rainge of great ash-

trees"; Finhaven (same period), "has some bushes of wood up

the water," but the historical Spanish Chestnut is not mentioned

;

Panmure (same period), " extraordinaire much planting, young

and old," showing that the beginning was some time back;

Urie (about 1722), "near a hundred thousand fir trees, thought

to be the most considerable planting of firs near the East sea

between the Murray Firth and Dover Castle," also Elms, Birch

and Willows are mentioned as planted at Urie, and " twenty-five

different sorts of barren trees"; Eden's Moor, Monimail (1723),

"some million of firrs all thriving wonderfully"; Duncrub,

Dunning (1723), "broad avenue planted on each side with

severall rows of ash and firr trees"; Muthill (about 1723), "large

firr parks, some whereof have trees grown to a considerable big-

ness, and others are but lately planted," also "beautifull avenues

going to severall airths"; the Kerses, Stirlingshire (1723),

" most of the gentlemen's houses look like little woods for the

number of planting"; the Tormuir (1723) is enclosed and

planted; Castle of Cardross, Port (1724), "great deal of old

beautiful planting"; Inchcallioch or Buchanan (1724), "very
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handsome enclosures with very regular planting," near the

Endrick ; Rossdhu, Luss (1724), "regular planting"; Wishaw

House (about 1723), "with a vast planting, most of them all

come to perfection in the planter's own time '"
; Raith, Bothwell

(same writer), "a pritty large platt of firrs as a vistoe to the

house, just opposite to the mouth of the great avenue "
; Erskine

(about 1725), "abundance of excellent stately barren planting

with pleasant woods"; Walkinshaw (same writer), "excellent

regular avenues of barren timber"; PoUok (1696 to 17 10),

" excellently well planted, with a great deal of regular and

beautiful planting" (Crawford's History of Renfreii'shire, 17 10);

Shire of Edinburgh (about 1647), "moderately planted with

trees, especially about the noblemen's castles and gentlemen's

houses"; Bowhill, Selkirkshire (1722), "parks and planting very

pleasant"; Carrick (1683 to 1722), "every gentleman has by

his house both wood and water, orchards, and parks," and many

places in the district are named as planted ; Adamtoun, Kyle

(1723), "a great dale of planting"; Ochiltree (1723), "a vast

dale of young barren timber"; Underwood, Barnweill (1723 to

1732), "abundance of very handsome young planting of all

sorts'"; Alinigaff (about 1726), " Palgown surrounded with pretty

groves of Scots Pine, Black Cherries, and other kinds of

planting, which make a fine umbello to the house"; and

Lochurr (1684 to 1692), "planting of Sauch or Willow trees

about it " (17).

It should be remarked that the dates named are those of the

writings quoted from, and consequently are later than the actual

planting of the trees which they record.

Perthshire, so rich in woodlands, has in many places planted

trees dating from the earliest. In addition to those already

mentioned, there are Lawers ; Murthly Castle (where two old

Spanish Chestnuts are "supposed to have been amongst the

original trees brought into this country by the monks ")

;

Dunsinane; Scone (where are Sycamores planted by Queen

Mary and James VI.); Moncrieffe (Horse Chestnut, supposed

to have been planted about 1679) ^ Kilgraston ; Dupplin (Silver

Firs, amongst the first planted in Scotland) ; Blair Drummond ;

and Drummond Castle (10).

Sir John Clerk of Penicuik (Midlothian) (1676-1755) found

the estate in his earlier years little more than a bare upland

waste. "In 1703," he writes, "I . . . fell exceedingly
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into the humure of planting and making nurseries,"' with so

effective a result that about thirty years later we find him saying

he has planted more than 300,000 trees, which, he remarks, " in

time may be of considerable value "
(4).

John Cockburn of Ormistoun (Haddingtonshire) was an

enthusiastic planter and improver, and thanks to the fact

that official duty called him to reside in London during part of

the year, and that he carefully directed his estate operations

from there by letter, we have a remarkably interesting and full

account of what was done, all the more so because the laird

was critical and not easily pleased. In 17 19 there was grown

timber- at Ormistoun, but the letters date from 1727 to 1744.

Their greatest value to us is that the kinds of trees used are

named, and it is this information alone that will be given at

present. The list, in alphabetical order, is—Alder (called Aller),

Apple, Ash, Aspen (called Quack Esp), Beech, Birch, Black-

thorn, Cedar (not definitely stated to be planted), Cherry,

Chestnut, Elder, Elm (English and small leaved mentioned

specifically), Fir, Green Oak, Hazel, Holly, Hornbeam, Horse

Chestnut, " Mapple," Mulberry (1740, the first known to be

planted in Scotland), Oak, " Orientall Plain," Pear, Pine, Plane

(Sycamore), Privet (called Privy), Quince, Rowan (called

Rawen), Saugh, Silver Fir, Swedish Pine (Spruce), Sweet

Chestnut, Thorn, Whitebeam (not named, but apparently this

from the description given). Walnut, and Yew (5). Another

writer states that Cockburn first planted the Acacia as a forest

tree in the park at Ormistoun (9). Larch, Lime, Poplar and

Willow are not mentioned.

A brief reference to the planting of the Dawyck Estate,

Peeblesshire, brings us to the first introduction of the Larch,

and probably also of the Horse Chestnut in Scotland. Sir

James Naesmyth (died 1779), second baronet of Posso (and also

of Dawyck), was a botanist and pupil of Linnaeus, and did much
planting, which included the first Larches in Scotland. In

1725 a number were planted at Dawyck, some of which still

stand (7). This predates the Dunkeld and Blair AthoU trees

(planted 1738), although the Dunkeld trees are generally called

the " parent Larches." Two Horse Chestnuts near Dawyck
House date probably from about 1730, a Lime tree avenue

from the same year, and a row of Silver Firs from 1735 (7)-

Horse Chestnuts were known there one hundred years earlier
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than the above-named (28). Two of these old Horse Chestnuts

and a Larch planted in 1725 are illustrated in Plate I., from

photographs by Mr W. Balfour Gourlay.

The Dictionary of National Biograpiiy makes a lapse in stating

that Naesmyth was among the first to plant Birch and Silver

Firs in Scotland.

APPENDIX.

Trees known in Scotland by the Year 1770.

Alphabetical Lists.

L Native.

(a) Glacial and Post-glacial Times.

Alder. Juniper.

Ash (in South only). Oak.

Birch {Betula alba and nana). Scots Pine.

Elder. Willows (various small-sized

Hawthorn. species).

Hazel.

(b) Fre-chronological 7 tines.

Apple. Holly.

Aspen. Rowan (JVIountain Ash).

Bird Cherry. Sallow (Sauch).

Elm (Wych or Scots). Willow {Salix fragilis).

Gean (Wild Cherry). Yew.

n. Introductions.

Tree. Date. Locality.

Abele (see Poplar, White), — —
Acacia, .... 1727-44 Ormistoun.

,, Three-thorned Gledit- Before 1771 Armadale, Skye.

schia ttiacanthus (sic),

Arbor vitffi, . . . ,, 1683 Rosehaugh.

Arbutus (see Strawberry Tree), — —
Ash, American White and Blue, 1763 —

,, F\ower\ng, /^raxinns ornns, 17 12 Bargaly.

Beech, . . . . j 540-60 Many places.



Plate I.

[ To face f>agv 26.
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Tree.

Bird Cherry, Carolina,

Birch, American Black,

Bcttila fiigra,

Paper, .

Buckthorn,

Cedar of Lebanon, .

Chestnut, Horse,

„ Spanish,

)) >i •

Cypress, ....
,, Deciduous, Ciipres-

sus distk/ia,

Elm, English, .

Fir, Balm of Gilead, Finns
balsamea,

„ Pitch,

,, Silver,

Date.

1743

1765

Locality.

Hopetoun.

Elliock.

1763 —
1677 Inveraray.

16S3 Edinburgh.

1630 Dawyck ; one time

called New Posso.

Middle Ages Various.

(300 (estimated) Finhaven.

Before 1683 Rosehaugh.

1733 Loudoun.

Early Times

1732 Arbigland.

Before 1683 Inveraray and Rose-

haugh.

1650-80 Drumlanrig.

Before 1683 Inveraray and Rose-

haugh.

Gleditschia (see Acacia),

Hemlock (see Spruce),

Hornbeam,

Judas Tree, Cercis siliqiiaslrum

Laburnum,

,, Alpine, Cytisus alpinum, 1705

Larch, American Black, . 1763

,, Common, . . 1725

Before 1683 Rosehaugh.

177 1 Armadale, Skye.

1683 Rosehaugh.

Panmure.

Dawyck ; one time

called New Posso.

1695 Inveraray.

1662 Glengairn.

1664 Taymouth.

Before 1683 Inveraray and Rose-

haugh.

Great (see Sycamore), — —
yioxwa.y,AcerplatiiJioides, 1720-30 Tyninghame.

Snake-barked, . 1763 —
'S>\igd,r, A. sacchari?iu/ii, 1754 Dawyck; one time

called New Posso.

Laurel, Portugal,

Lime, Common,

Maple, Common,
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Tree.
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Tree. Date. Locality.

Walnut, .... Middle Ages —
Whitebeam. . . . Roman period Melrose.

Willow, Amerina, SaHx 1746 Mellerstain.

amerina,

,, Tinebark, S. phiorag/ia, 1739 Newhailes.

,, White, . . . 1678 Prestonfield.

Note.—List No. II. includes the trees named in Walker's book (27),

re-arranged in alphabetical order. The fuller information now
available has, in some entries, led to his dates being superseded

by earlier ones. His names, both English and scientific (when

he gave such), are retained, and no other scientific names have

been inserted in the list. The other trees are from the

authorities named below.

Many of the dates should be qualified by the word "about," and

this must be taken as understood.

For authority for the Rosehaugh items, see page 20, ante.

Postscript.

Further material is in hand for publication, and any informa-

tion or particulars will be gladly received by the writer at

3 Willow Mansions, West Hampstead, London, N.W.
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4. Report on Tree-Pruning in St James's Park and
Piccadilly, London.^

By Professor I. Bayley Balfour, F.R.S., Regius Keeper of the

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

( With a Plate.)

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, 2ith April k^w.

I have examined the young trees in the Mall.

I wish to say at once that I find nothing to warrant adverse

criticism of the pruning of them, or of the result that has been

obtained by it. On the contrary, I have been impressed by

the evidence of the application of sound practical knowledge,

combined with scientific principle, in the pruning of the trees

in relation to their environmental conditions. That four un-

broken lines of shapely, symmetric, healthy trees of the size

they have now attained have been established in the Mall, is

a tribute to the skill with which they have been handled.

I cannot subscribe to the criticism that the trees have been

over-pruned. I see no immediate evidence of over-pruning in

the present condition of the trees nor suggestion of it in their

promise for the future. Every tree I examined was in robust

health, bearing a profusion of young twigs covered with plump,

bursting buds, and the leafage which will shortly clothe the

trees will, I do not doubt, tell its tale in confirmation of the

vigour of the trees.

^ Reproduced by permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office.
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The plane tree in youth naturally develops an exuberance of

primary lateral branches on its stem, and there is a contest

for leadership amongst them at the top. No one of these

branches continues its growth by a terminal bud— a feature

of other trees also—lime, elm, for instance. Arrest and self-

pruning of the tip takes place, and the elongation of the shoots

proceeds from lateral buds nearer to, or farther from, the primary

tip. The continuation bud may be the one immediately behind

the point of abscission of the shoot tip, but often the shoot dies

back to some distance behind the normal abscission line of self-

pruning, and thus the elongation of a shoot in any one season

is no measure of the permanent addition in length that is to

be made to the axis, whether terminal or lateral, of which it

is a part, for only the base of the annual growth may survive.

If the tree grows freely without natural or artificial curtailment

and discipline a relatively heavy brushhead is formed of intricate

zig-zag branches of which the terminations may—many of them

—be dead. In consequence :

—

1. The surface exposed to air currents is large, and by

so much increases the risk of overturn and of damage

by rending in open situations.

2. Many of the primary branches do not survive in whole

or in part the struggle for air and light with their

fellows, and become, therefore, an encumbrance

through their interference with the development and

leafage of the branches that are ultimately successful,

and they may be even a danger to the tree as

starting-points for disease.

3. The upward growth of the whole tree is retarded through

the demand made by the surplusage of lower

branches, and there is apt to be forking and division

of the main trunk.

In rich soil these features are naturally exaggerated, and

along with this goes this further character, that the wood which

is formed is less resistant to lateral strain, and is, therefore,

more liable to damage by breaking.

The art of pruning takes into account all these characters in

each individual tree in relation to the conditions both below

ground and above ground in which it grows, and I say without

(jualification that the trees in the Mall are a picture of the

correct art of pruning in relation to environment.
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The chief factors in the situation in the Mali which demand

consideration in connection with the pruning are these :

—

{a) The trees are growing in rich soil. When planted they

were well cared for. I saw the planting of several

of them, and know, therefore, that the soil conditions

are such as to promote vigorous growth with all its

advantages and disadvantages.

{b) Planted as isolated specimens in line to form an avenue

the trees are individually exposed in this wide

thoroughfare to the full force of gusty, dust-laden

winds that sweep down it.

In my opinion, the discipline to which the trees have been

subjected in the circumstances of their growth has been

admirably adjusted to this environment :

—

1. The excess of lateral branches has been properly

diminished, and the head of the tree has, therefore,

been adequately lightened in relation to wind currents,

so that risk of upset of the whole tree, and of

breaking of branches, has been lessened.

2. There is practically no dead wood on the trees to

interfere with the development of healthy branches,

or to serve as a seat of infection of disease.

3. The branches which remain have been selected with

judgment so as to form a right framework for the

future extension of the crown of the tree, and their

lateral extension has been checked judiciously so

that they have been stimulated to produce quantities

of well-placed, leafy shoots which, by their distribu-

tion, more than make up for the struggling, feeble

shoots lost by the removal of the surplus primary

lateral branches and the trimming of weak branchlets.

. No feature of the pruning struck me so forcibly as

this one. The checking of these laterals has been

most skilfully performed through careful continuous

tending of the trees ; there has been no vicarious

heroic lopping of the kind which frequently passes

for pruning. There is no mark of mutilation on the

branches ; the development of feathery twigs is

wonderfully perfect, and an ample leaf surface for

the work of the tree in water lifting, breathing, and

assimilation has been maintained.

VOL. XXVI. PART I. C
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I say this with deliberation because the old theory, con-

tradicted by the operations of coppicing and pollarding, that

there is an absolute co-relation between the root-system and

the branch-system of a tree in consequence of which the removal

of a branch implies the death of the co-related root, appears

to have adherents still. The science of the matter is really

this:—The roots depend for the elaborated food-material they

require for growth upon the area of green assimilating surface

exposed by the epigeous portions of the tree to the air ; these,

in their turn, depend for water and mineral salts upon the area

of absorbing hairs upon the root tips. There is no necessary

relation between any definite areas in the two regions above

and below ground : the colonial organisation of the plant secures

the service of every active cell for the interest of all others.

Shoot pruning does not kill roots. The disastrous results that

follow over-pruning, and, no less, bad pruning of trees, arise

not from death of roots, but from the deficiency of branches

d'appel—in our less flexible language "water-lifters"— which

are the agents for the efficient distribution of the supply of

the water and salts from the intake in the root. Given adequacy

in respect of these, all else in the nutritive processes will follow
;

for the tree, extravagant though it may appear in its output

of branches, which are crowded out and cumber it, is essentially

thrifty in accumulating, during opportunity, vast stores of reserve

food-material upon which indent is made for repair and the

evolution of new shoots, provided the water supply be sufficient.

It is the abundance, the healthiness, and the accurate placing

of these branches d'appel upon the trees in the Mall that are

so significant for the present and future life of the trees.

4. The pruning of the laterals has encouraged the steady

upward growth of the main stem without forking or

divarication of the top. The exuberance of apical

growth has, however, been wisely kept in check, and

a balance between the apical growth and develop-

ment of laterals has been thus maintained. I say

this with emphasis because this checking of the

"leader" has been, I see, specially condemned, and

I must endeavour to explain now the reasons which

justify the method that has been pursued.

I have stated on a previous page that no shoot in the plane

tree continues growth by a terminal bud. Its elongation is
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limited. A leading shoot, therefore, in the plane tree is not a

terminal one in the sense in which it is so in a fir, for instance,

but is always an extension of a lateral bud—and that not close

to the top—of a parent shoot, the upper part of which dies back

to, or near to, the point of origin of the lateral bud. In con-

sequence of this method of development, there may be several

shoots on different branches competing for the position of leader,

and the one that is successful in any year is not necessarily the

parent of that one which is the dominant leader in the succeeding

year. And, indeed, in nature there is often no distinct leader.

There follows from this that when a single main stem is formed,

it does not come from the continued growth of a single axis

elongating at its summit year after year, but is the product of

the combination, in more or less vertical line, of the bases of

branches arising in succession one from the other. What
appears to be a simple axis tapering from base to summit is really

constructed out of annually formed segments, each the base

of a lateral branch, of which the upper part has commonly died

in part or in whole. The forking of the stem results from the

development of two such systems of segments. The significance

of this is evident. The tree in nature is always checking its

leader. It is adding to the length of its main stem, not by

uniform summit growth of one shoot, but in a zigzag manner

through the bases of successive shoots, the top parts of which

are arrested and die. The length of segment added yearly

varies with the position on the shoot of the bud which develops

into the temporary leader.

That is nature's process. The procedure in the Mall follows

it, but on systematic lines :

—

(a) Selection, not the chance outcome of a struggle betwixt

competing shoots, determines the position of the

shoot that is to be leader.

{d) Selection determines also, in relation to the general

growth in each successive year, the length of the

base of the leader that is to be added as a

segment to the summit increase of the main

stem.

(c) And then for the method of slow decay by which nature

rids the tree of the upper part of the quondam leader,

is substituted the prompt definite operation of the

pruning-knife.
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It is obvious that there is opportunity in this for the exercise

of skill and judgment. No rule can be formulated as a general

instruction. Each tree must be studied for the ascertainment of

its requirements, which will be governed by its intrinsic vigour,

and by its relationship to surroundings. And here I wish to

give prominence to one point in its bearing upon the trees in the

Mall. Removal of competing leader shoots leaves the selected

leader in a position of exposure to wind currents, comparable

with that of the individual tree itself in isolated planting. It

loses the protection of its fellows, and is in consequence subject

to greater risk of breakage, or even of being blown out entirely,

than it is where there is no interference with natural branching.

In the case of trees like those in the Mall—of vigorous growth

in rich soil, forming long leaders with less tenacious wood—the

liability to injury in this way is very great, and some of them

have suffered. The damage can be repaired by the formation

of a new leader, but the accident means retardation ot upward

growth. The importance of this as a factor in the problem of

pruning the trees in the Mall cannot be over-estimated, and it

has been well considered, and practice correctly moulded in

relation to it, by those who have had the direction of the pruning.

If I have made my explanation clear, the Board will realise

that the practice pursued in the parks is thoroughly sound, and

based on scientific principles. The natural development of the

growth-form of the tree has been disciplined to give the form

that is required in the particular situation, and in an admirable

manner. So well, indeed, that I should like, were it possible, to

have a photograph of the trees without foliage and with foliage

transmitted to every local body to which the care of trees in

thoroughfares is entrusted, as an example of what should be

aimed at.

I examined also the young trees in the park surrounding the

Mall, and found there the same excellence in the pruning.

I may, in concluding, point out that in contrast with, and

emphasising the excellence of, the method pursued in the Mall

and the parks, the young plane trees in Piccadilly, opposite

Hamilton Place, show mutilation by unscientific pruning—trees

with besom tops and twisted truncated limbs bearing a few

bristle shoots and an inadequate number of branches d'appel.

To anyone who wishes to see side by side illustration of correct

and of incorrect treatment of young plane trees in thoroughfares.



Tree is thb Maj,

{without foliage).
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I commend a study of adjacent specimens within the park and

in Piccadilly. Unfortunately the Piccadilly type is that which is

too commonly found in thoroughfares, and is the cause of the

frequent condemnation of the use of the pruning-knife on street

trees. A photograph of a park tree and a Piccadilly tree side

by side would be an interesting object lesson to circulate along

with the photograph which I suggested above. The perfection

of pruning seen in the park is rare, and it is matter for con-

gratulation that there is being prepared in this way within the

park a heritage of fine trees for the admiration and gratification

of generations to come.

After what I have said above, the Board will not be surprised

that I make no suggestion of alteration in procedure in the

treatment of the trees. The staff which has brought the trees so

successfully through their first juvenile stages may be safely

trusted to apply sound scientific principles in the treatment of

the trees through their later years of adolescence, and to modify,

practise, and adjust it to the immediate and prospective require-

ments of the trees. The trees are in the making, and the Board

may with confidence ask those who are disposed to criticise

adversely the method of procedure pursued to recognise this, and

to await with patience the gradual evolution of the avenue of

stately trees for which the foundation has been securely laid.

5. On the best method of Planting at High Altitudes

and in Exposed Situations, and the best Species of

Trees to plant there with the object of procuring

(a) Shelter for Stock, and (6) A profitable Timber
Crop.

( WM a Plate.)

By A. W. B. Edwards, Forester, Thirlmere Estate.

The Thirlmere estate, belonging to the Manchester Corpora-

tion, is one of the sources of the water supply of Manchester,

and is situated in the heart of the Lake District ; it comprises

some 1 1, GOO acres of a catchment area. The surface of the

lake when full is nearly 600 feet above sea-level, and the

altitude of Helvellyn, the highest point of the hills surrounding

it, is 31 18 feet. The ground mostly rises very abruptly from
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the lake, and is consequently very rough and broken. Plant-

ing at the rate of 100 acres per annum is being carried on

over the ground lying between the lake and the 1500 feet

contour.

I will now describe the method of planting adopted as that

which has been found to be most suitable under our existing

circumstances. Most of the planting area is covered with a

thick growth of brackens, which, in order to check their growth,

are repeatedly mown down while they are green and before

they have made their full season's growth, during the two

summer seasons previous to planting. This treatment of them

is generally found to be effective.

During the first year after planting, if the brackens still persist

in growing, they can easily be knocked down with a stick before

their leaves begin to uncurl. By using a stick nistead of a

sickle the danger of cutting any of the young trees is obviated,

and the work is much more quickly and more economically done.

Where necessary, the land to be planted is also enclosed with

a substantial wire fence during the summer previous to planting.

Fencing in of high and exposed situations is best done during

the summer months, as better weather conditions may then

be expected, and the men employed can put in a full working

day. If this work be left over till winter it may cost quite

douVjle the amount that it would have cost if done in the

summer. It is good policy to make the enclosed area as large

as possible, as the cost of fencing, per acre of ground enclosed,

is thus reduced to a minimum. But on Thirlmere, owing to

consideration of the grazing requirements of the tenant farmers,

it has not so far been found advisable to plant more than about

100 acres in one block.

Planting is carried on by a combination of pitting and

notching—by notching into prepared pits; this is done with

what are locally termed "planting mattocks," which are a

combination of jjick and mattock, one end being diamond

pointed and the opposite end flattened out to about 2 inches

in width. The turf is first pared off with the flattened end ot

the mattock, the pointed end being then used for loosening up

the soil ; and, should the ground be full of bracken roots,

the flattened end is again brought into use to break them up.

The turf and any stones turned out of the pits are left on the

lower edge of the pit, to form a trap for snow and water. After



Plate III.

Three Differext Positions in Mattock Plantinc.

From left lo right :—(l) Paring off the turf; (2) Inserting the plant ; (3) Firmint

the plant.

Horse with PaiNniers Conveying Plants up the IIillsihe.

[ To face page 3S.
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a portion of the ground has been pitted at distances of 3 feet

apart, a few of the hands are started with spades to notch plants

into the prepared pits. I find it answers very well to have both

pitting and planting proceeding at the same time, because, in

the event of a spell of frost, or of frost during the night and

early morning with a thaw later in the day, pitting can be

carried on when planting has to be given up, as where there

is a thick turf or other herbage on the ground, the frost takes

longer to penetrate into the soil. Some people may consider

the above method of notching into prepared pits very costly

;

but I can assure them that on steep ground such as that which

is being planted here, it will be found cheaper in the end than

simply notching the plants into the turf.

I have experimented with both systems on the same ground,

and the difference in the rate of growth has been so marked

that I am convinced that, for this reason alone, the method of

planting into prepared pits well repays the extra initial expense

incurred by it. But this is not its only advantage, as I have

found that the combined cost of planting and of filling up

death vacancies in " simple notch " planting exceeded the cost

of " pit and notch " planting, under which method, provided

that the work is properly done and only healthy plants are used,

there should be no deaths, or the percentage of them should be

so trifling as not to necessitate the filling up of the vacancies.

Planting in prepared pits has many other advantages over

notching into the turf; the paring off of the turf permits every

shower of rain to penetrate into the soil, and also forms a trap

for any rain that may run down the surface of the hillside,

which, if covered with a thick turf, does not readily absorb the

rain, but simply allows it to run off like water from a duck's

back, and it is not until after several days' continuous rain that

the turf becomes completely saturated. Again, in the case of

a drought, the evaporation is greater from the turf than from

the prepared pits ; and further, there is less danger in the

latter of the plants becoming smothered by rank herbage,

and greater facilities for cleaning operations are afforded, as

the pits are readily distinguishable for at least two seasons

after planting.

In many parts of our planting areas the ground is very craggy

and stony, planting with the spade being entirely out of the

question ; and here again the planting mattock, which we always
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employ on such ground, scores, 2-year seedlings or i-year i-year

transplants being used, i-year i-year larches, and 2-year i-year

pines and spruces are used for spade planting into the prepared

pits.

The old axiom, " Plant before Martinmas and ensure success,

plant after Candlemas and entreate it," is good. Personally,

I prefer autumn planting for high altitudes, because there the

weather conditions are generally more favourable in autumn

than in spring, and the good weather allows of a better and

longer day's work being done ; also, if the plants are put out

during the autumn they get established, and the soil gets washed

into the crevices, and becomes more solidified and less liable to

crack and open up during dry weather in summer. If planting

is left over until the spring, there is a probability of more

unsettled weather, and the risk of a drought in early summer,

which, coming on plants recently put out, may open up the

notch and lay some of the roots bare to the drying effects of

the atmosphere, and thus often cause, death. Again, plants

taken from a nursery, where they have been more or less

sheltered, are apt to come early into leaf and thus run more

risk from the spring frosts.

Of course, there are exceptions to this rule, and it would not

be advisable to plant wet ground or peat in the autumn. Such

ground can be planted in spring with better results. I have

planted spruce on peat land in May with perfect success.

I find that small plants have several advantages over large

ones. 2-year seedling plants can be purchased at from los. to

i2S, per thousand, while 2-year 2-year plants, which I know are

largely used throughout the length and breadth of the land,

cost from 15s. to 30s. per thousand. A man can plant mere

seedlings in a day than he can 2-year 2-year plants ; and the

work is better done with the small plants, as on rough and

stony ground it is often difficult to get sufficiently large holes

made in which to insert the larger ones, and they, therefore,

cannot be so firmly planted. Again, on high and exposed

situations, the violence of the winter storms is often so severe

as to practically blow the plants out by the roots. I have often

seen large Scots fir plants blown down by the wind ; the reason

being that the Scots fir, which retains its leaves, or needles, for

several years before shedding them, is heavy headed in pro-

portion to its roots, which are more or less broken every time
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the plant is transplanted. The wind which gets a good hold

of the foliage causes the plant to rock about, and gradually

forms a small circular hole, termed a " collar," round the stem
;

the rain then gets into this hole, and by the loosening of the

surrounding soil it is soon enlarged, till finally the tree falls

over on to the side farthest away from the prevailing wind.

Again, the use of large plants is often a cause of making the

trees club-rooted owing to improper planting. Especially is

this the case in notch planting.

On the other hand, the small 2-year seedling plants do not

stand above the surrounding herbage, and therefore do not

suffer so much from the wind. The roots soon grow and spread

in the prepared pits, and by the time the young plants get to

be 12 or 15 inches in height, they are firmly anchored and able

to withstand the force of the storm. The small plants also

suffer less by removal from the nursery to the plantation, and

recover more quickly from the change. I have noticed a height-

growth of 6 inches during the first season after planting out

in 2-year-old Scots fir plants, while 2-year 2-year plants more

often make less than 3 inches.

For the above reasons, small plants are more successful than

larger ones, while the planting work is more cheaply done with

them, and thus the financial prospects of the crop are more

favourable than if larger plants had been used.

In planting high altitudes and steep hillsides, it is advisable

to commence operations at the top of the intended plantation

and work towards the bottom, as by doing so the danger to the

young plants of dislodged stones rolling down the hillside is

avoided, and the workmen do not require to pass and repass

amongst the newly planted trees ; these bring frequent sources

of injury to young larch plants. Again, by commencing

operations at the top, advantage is taken of the favourable

weather conditions which are often found to prevail toward the

end of autumn; and when the days become shorter less time

will be lost if the men have not to climb to the top.

A matter of considerable importance is the getting of plants

on to the planting area. At Thirlmere, there is a good roadway

running all round the lake, but there are no roads passable to

carts leading on to the fells. The plants are carted from the

nurseries to the most convenient point for getting them taken

up the fell, but from the place where the cart leaves them
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they have to be carried to the planting area. To Hghten this

labour I had a set of horse-panniers made, similar to those

used on the moors by shooting parties ; only, instead of small

semi-circular ones, I had large oblong baskets made, and with

a horse and panniers we now convey the plants to where they

are required, or to the nearest convenient point should the

ground be too rough and broken for the horse to work. I

have found the panniers to be a valuable acquisition. One
thousand i-year 2-year larch plants, averaging 20 inches in

height, can be taken in the panniers at one load, whereas a

man can carry only about 200 plants at one time, and, of

course, the smaller the plants the more can be taken. It will

therefore be seen at a glance that the horse and panniers are an

economical investment.

The following are details of the cost of planting by the method

of pitting and notching, and I may here state that all able-

bodied men over twenty-one years of age are paid at the rate

of 25s. per week. The figures include the cost of supervision :

—

Area N'o. i. 97 Acres.

Number of plants, 272,350—cost . . ;^2i6 15 5

Labour . . 217 12 3

Total .... ^434 7 8

This works out at about ^4, i6s. 6J7d. per acre. The plants

used were mostly i-year 2-year and 2-year 2-year.

Area No. 2.
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trees that will afford shelter to stock. In selecting a tree to

meet both the above requirements, we naturally look, in the first

instance, for some thin-foliaged species which will admit sufficient

light to the ground to allow the herbage to grow, and will, at

the same time, permit a sufficient number of trees to remain on

the ground to furnish a profitable timber crop.

For the above purposes the larch is admirably suited, and it is

moreover the most valuable conifer grown in this country, as

there is always a good demand for its wood in all sizes, from

small thinnings large enough to make self-railing, poles for

round fencing-posts, and pit props, to mature timber of large

dimensions. Although the larch will grow almost as freely at

high altitudes as any other species commonly grown in this

country, it does not succeed so well in very exposed situations,

and should never be planted on wet ground nor in localities

subject to late spring frosts. In planting exposed ground, if

larch be selected as the principal element of the timber crop to

be grown, it should be sheltered by or mixed with some other

species, and for this purpose we turn to the pines. The method

adopted by the writer is to plant a belt of pines (generally a

mixture of Scots, Corsican and Austrian pines) six or eight

rows wide all round the plantation, and also on any outstanding

ridges and crags ; and at the higher levels of the plantation to

mix the larch alternately with pines, working gradually into pure

larch as he comes down to the looo feet contour. Although

Scots fir and other pines are light demanders, and permit of

grass growing under them to a certain extent, still the grazing

for stock is not so good under them as that under larch, which

has a lighter crown. But the pines not being deciduous but

retaining their needles for more than one year, afford a

considerable amount of shelter, which is especially beneficial

to the larch in the spring months when we are subject to sudden

changes of temperature and to strong frosty winds. Any wet

spot occurring within the area of a proposed larch plantation

should be stocked with spruces, of which there are several

varieties ; indeed, a few good clumps of spruce are a great

benefit to stock, especially in times of heavy snow-storms and

rains, as the stock soon find out where the shelter is, and will

gather there during bad weather.

That a handsome profit can be made out of larch under the

above conditions is shown by the accounts of a plantation in this
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district (namely, Coombe Plantation, near Keswick). This was

formed in 1848 ; it is now being felled, and a complete record

and account of expenses and income having been kept, the

result is very instructive. The plantation extends to 198 acres,

and was planted by contract at a cost of ^{^565, los., or

;^2, 17s. 2d. per acre. In 1909, after allowing for 3 per cent,

compound interest on rent and all expenses it shows a clear

profit of y^2o,45o, 19s. For full particulars of the above planta-

tion, see the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, volume xvii.,

Nos. 4 and 5, from which the appended financial summary is

extracted (see end). For the benefit of those who have not

read the above article, I will quote one sentence :
" There has

therefore been obtained from this land 12s. 5d. per acre per

year more than would have been obtained under sheep, or the

rental from forestry is six times as great as from grazing."

We will now deal with the forming of a plantation at a

high altitude for the sole object of obtaining a timber crop.

Taking the larch again as the main element, it would be

advisable to mix it with beech; and the method adopted here

is to plant three larches to one beech in the row, then three

rows of pure larch, the next row again having beech in the

same proportion as before. This method allows for the removal

of every alternate larch in the thinning ; and as small thinnings

of larch are more valuable than those of small beech, while the

young plants of the former cost only about half as much as

those of the latter, it is an advantage to plant only a small

percentage of beech. But as it is not everywhere that larch

will succeed, it will be necessary to make plantations of various

species. Pines will often do better than larches, especially if the

situation is very much exposed to winds, but they can be treated

in the same manner as larch. It may be that in some districts

there would be a better demand for spruce or silver fir than for

beech ; if this were so then one or other of those species could

be substituted for it.

To grow silver firs and spruces to perfection they should be

grown pure, so as to ensure a density of canopy sufficient for

branch suppression. In the case of Coombe Plantation, it was

found that at the higher altitudes spruce made more timber

than larch, and it is the belief of the writer that at the higher

elevations spruce timber would be more profitable than larch.

Admitting that the sale price of spruce timber is only from
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one-half to one-third of that of larch, still the volume of timber

per acre under spruce should, at the lowest estimate, be equal to

three times the volume of larch. Amongst the spruces, the

best for high and exposed altitudes and for making rapid

growth is the Menzies, or sitchensis. I have seen this tree in a

mixed plantation, at an altitude of about 800 feet, outgrow the

common spruce, the larch, and even the Douglas fir; and I

have found it to thrive better than the common spruce on a

soil that retained mere moisture than would be suitable for the

growth of larch.

As a valuable article on the Sitka spruce, by Mr J. D. Crozier,

has already appeared in the Tratisactions of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society (vol. xxiii., p. 7), it is only necessary for

me to state here that I have always been much impressed by

its suitability as a timber tree for high and exposed situations

Financial Summary.

{From Journal of the Board of Agriculture.)

Amount in 1 909 at 3 per cent, compound interest.

RiniRNS.
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6. Notes on Raising Exotic Conifers from Seed.

By T- Fergtson, Forester, Gregynog, Montgomeryshire.

I have been employed for a ntimber of years on estates in

Wales, where there are good collections of exotic coniferous

trees, many of which have reached timber size, and are

periodically bearing crops of good seed ; and perhaps it may be

of some interest to foresters and others to hear of the

Dropagation, in a small way, of some of these species, and of

the methods I have adopted for the collection, extraction and

storing of the seed, and for the raising of young plants from it.

I give here a list of the species referred to, with the

approximate percentages of germination, and the time taken to

germinate after sowing on the ist May :
—
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seeds were then shaken out and cleaned, after which the seeds

were replaced in the frames and thoroughly dried before being

stored away. Cedrus Libana was the only species that would

not give up its seeds \ and I find that the easiest way to get the

seeds of this species is to gather them in May from under the

parent tree, as they are then being shed naturally from the cones.

The extracted seeds were then made up into packets, and stored

in a dry, cool place until they were wanted for sowing.

They were sown in the beginning of May in boxes of sandy

loam with a layer of cinders in the bottom, and were placed in

cold frames on shelves, the surface of the soil in the boxes being

about 9 inches below the glass. The frames were kept closed,

except on hot sunny days, when a little ventilation was given

and they were watered. After germination, the seedlings

were gradually hardened off, and by the end of July I removed

the tops from the frames. The seedlings were left in the frames

all winter, being protected by mats during severe frost. In the

late spring they were pricked out into lines in the nursery. I may
add that there were practically no losses, except a few of the

Welli7igtonias which damped off in the autumn.

In most cases one box of each kind was sown. The box of

CupressHs inacrocarpa made a wonderful growth in the first

season, the plants ranging from g inches to i foot in height,

and when two years old they were over 2 feet in height. The
box of C. Nutkaensis which was sown in the first week of

October did not germinate until twelve months afterwards. Its

slow germination must be kept in mind when propagating this

species, as one is apt to think that the seed is bad when it

does not germinate along with the other cypresses.

Waiting for a young crop from this tree is a rather tedious

business, as, in addition to the slow germination of the seeds,

the cones do not come to maturity until the second year of their

growth. To prevent the box of seeds of this species from being

neglected during the first season after sowing, I filled it up with

seedlings taken from a box of western larch which were beginning

to damp off through being too thickly sown ; and in the following

spring this box had the appearance of a miniature well-stocked

larch wood, with a close growing undercrop of C. Nutkaensis,

these seeds having germinated well.

Some foresters prefer to keep seeds that lie dormant until the

second year in sand pits for eighteen months, and then to sow them
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in Alarch, April or May, according to the species. But although

this is usually the mode of procedure with the larger seeds,

such as hawthorn, holly, ash and others, I prefer to sow

C. Nutkaensis in the spring after its collection, as I find that the

seeds then give a larger percentage of plants than they do if

stored and then sown in the second spring. C. Nutkaetisis is also

easily raised from slips or cuttings, which root readily if placed

in a well-drained sandy loam in early spring or in autumn.

The amount of seed that can be collected from some of these

trees in a good seed year is surprising. From a C. Nutkaensis,

51 feet high, I gathered ih lb. of good clean seed; from an

A. nobilis, 90 feet in height, I took 7^- lbs. of cleaned seed ; and

from an Auricaria imhricata, 30 feet in height, I had 8 lbs. of

well-filled seeds.

Many of the trees here mentioned I have raised in the open,

especially those produced from the larger seeds, but, of course,

to be sure of success with the lighter seeds, it is advisable to

raise them in frames, and to prick them out into the nursery

when they are one year old.

7. Continental Notes—France.

By A. G. Hobart-IIa.mi'Den.

I. The following are a few notes based on matters discussed

in recent French forest magazines.

The French, more than any other nation, look to natural

regeneration rather than artificial means for the replacement

of forest crops, and we accordingly find this subject much more

discussed by them than planting and sowing. After all prima

facie why should we not let nature do what she can, without

any expense, towards the formation of the future crop? This

leads to argument on the various classic methods of treatment,

or their modifications. Selection, for example, is much argued

about. M. Berthon calls in question the official manner of

marking under this mode of treatment, namely, the removal of

ripe or perishing trees here and there as they are met with.

He says that in a spruce wood this does not produce large

enough gaps to allow of a natural growth of seedlings, and that

if such a growth does result the development into the restricted
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gap of the side branches of the neighbouring trees will kill off

most of the regeneration. A Selection-worked forest is a con-

fused mixture of trees of all sizes, which means a great deal

of breakage among the trees that are to remain when fellings

take place. It generally also means that the tallest trees are

removed, leaving the more or less dominated stems which,

through partial suppression, have lost vigour. He argues,

therefore, for making the felling gaps large on a north aspect,

moderate on east and west aspects, but small on south aspects,

which receive more light. M. Berthon is speaking of Alpine

spruce forests, but if we do not often meet similar conditions

in this country the argument still applies to other species, as

for example to beech. It is usual in some neighbourhoods to

mark beech for sale very much as is done in the case above

quoted, and that without any reference to seed years. The
result is not, indeed, a complete lack of regrowth, but one

which is too thin, so that the stems branch too low and the

amount of wood put on per acre is much too small. Large

gaps made for regeneration in beech woods have, however,

in certain conditions, one great drawback. If the soil is clay,

and if the wood before felling has been insufficiently dense to

kill out completely the bramble, which is ordinarily found on

clay, this latter develops with extreme intensity so soon as

light is let in by a heavy felling. But all beech woods do not

hold brambles, and I am persuaded that where the bramble

is naturally absent, or can be kept in check, felling by large

gaps is the true method, and will result in close-grown, tall

and straight timber in fairly large groups of one age. I think

the matter is well worth consideration, for my experience is

that, as a rule, no careful thought for the future is taken

when marking in beech woods. We might have double the

amount of material per acre if we grew our beech woods
closely from the start, and kept our thinnings within much
more discreet limits than is usual with us. What is possible

may be seen, for example, by anyone travelling from Brussels

towards Luxemburg, as the train runs through the Foret

de Soigne, near the former place. It is a lesson we badly

need to learn.

In connection with Selection as a method of treatment,

we may note that there are those who say that the actual

outturn is larger than under other methods of treatment. The
VOL, XXVI. PART I. D
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growth of the wood, however, is of course very irregular ; also

there is a vast amount of suppression. M. Schaeflfer has made
several thousand measurements with Presler's borer in Savoy,

and shows very clearly that in each of the three zones of

altitude adopted by him the younger trees invariably pass from

diameter class to diameter class in a much greater number of

years than did the larger trees, thus showing the effect of

suppression or partial want of light. The writer of these notes

has recently been remeasuring the diameters (at definitely

marked lines on the trunks) of a number of beech stems, at

the pole stage, in a fairly close-grown plot which was similarly

measured in June 1908. Although one does not expect (in

this particular locality) rapid diameter-growth before a stem

reaches 18 inches girth at chest-height, it was surprising to

find that the smaller stems, even though they were suppressed,

had actually shrunk (though only slightly) below their size of

practically four years before—and it gave one " furiously to

think" in this same connection of the .Selection method. More

and more is one driven in the direction of growing one's crops

of even age, and in consequence making one's regeneration

gaps large, limited, bien entendu, in the case of species (such

as oak or beech) with seed of too heavy a nature to go far.

But there is a difficulty in introducing this form of the

Group method into a wood that has been hitherto worked on

the Selection method, with its confused welter of age-classes,

and tliis is, that whatever you do you are forced to lay bare

suddenly to the sunlight a large proportion of small stems that

have hitherto grown in partial shade, resulting, in the case of

beech at least, in the death of a very large proportion of

these small stems ; their bark, so it is supposed, is unable to

stand the sudden accession of light.

It was mentioned above that a French forester's idea of re-

generating an area was, first and foremost, the natural method.

This is far less the case in Germany. The Scotch pine (easy

as is its natural regeneration) is throughout Germany artificially

regenerated. This is also generally the case with the oak.

So, too, with the spruce. In Bavaria, natural regeneration is the

rule when the beech and silver fir are the dominant species,

even when spruce is mixed in. There now has arisen a

professor at Tiibingen, Herr Wagner, who strenuously argues

for the natural method. He states that the prescriptions of
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working-plans have been so hard and fast, and the desire for

precision has been so strong, that artificial regeneration has

become the rule. The fact that natural regeneration cannot

be hurried has also led to this result. It is an important

reason, we think, but since artificial regeneration is so expensive,

why should not a combination of natural and artificial be

resorted to ? Herr Wagner points to the danger run by planta-

tions grown from seeds which are bought in the market and

have probably come from other countries, and may not be

suited to the locality, and which also may have been collected

from defective trees, whereas in a natural regrowth we have

plants deriving from the stems which have shown their

superiority on the spot, the best stems of the forest. Since

the struggle in height-growth leads to the elimination of all

but the best, these latter it is which survive to reproduce their

kind. Herr Wagner admits the difficulty of natural regeneration,

but considers that his particular methods meet the case com-

pletely. So far as we can see these methods are merely strip

felling, or ordinary Selection ; but it is worth noting that these

strips should, according to Herr Wagner, always proceed from

the north-west or the north to the south-east or the south (more

especially for the shallow-rooted spruce), so as to avoid the

danger of drying-up by sun and wind (it being supposed that,

as with us, the prevailing wind is from the south-west).

II. M. Parde describes a most interesting tour made by him

in the forests of Portugal. The principal species are evergreen

oaks and the Maritime pine, and of late years eucalyptus and

Australian acacias have been introduced with signal success.

The country, of course, has a mild climate, good rainfall and

very little snow, and the number of exotics that have been

planted, and flourish exceedingly, is quite extraordinary. Some
of these exotics even reproduce themselves by seed. At Bussaco

and at Coimbra M. Parde saw some truly wonderful things.

Among very many other species he mentions Araucarias,

Himalayan and Mexican pines, cedars, Douglas, Sequoia,

Diospyros, Eugenia, Melia, Podocarpus, Ginko, cypresses.

Thujas, Cryptomeria, Grevillia, etc., etc.—not to mention many
varieties of eucalyptus and acacia— all thriving.

This is all very well, but the most interesting parts of M.

Parde's article refer to the Government forest of Leiria, and to

a Mr Tait's extensive plantations of eucalyptus and acacia.
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From the description it is evident that the Portuguese administra-

tion may well be proud of Leiria.

The forest of Leiria is 27,000 acres in extent. It lies south of

Lisbon, facing the ocean, from the shore of which it rises to

nearly 400 feet. The soil is lacustrine deposit or sand dunes

—

siliceous. The main species is the Maritime pine, but there are

some other species, such as eucalyptus (chiefly E. globulus). Of

this there are plots of considerable size. Thus M. Parde

traversed an area of eucalyptus measuring 17 acres. Here

the trees, in perfect condition, were 25 years old, up to nearly

18 inches diameter at chest-height, and no feet high. A
valuation made here on a sample area with trees from 4 inches to

18 inches diameter, and 36 feet to no feet in height, produced

over 6500 cubic feet to the acre, and an annual growth of 600

cubic feet.

The forest is worked on a working-plan very carefully drawn

up. There are a number of working-sections, of which some by

the coast are treated by the Selection method, the remainder on

the method called by us " Successive Regeneration Fellings," a

name which with pines (where, in fact, there is very little in the

way of successive fellings) is not very suitable, although

probably no better name can be applied to the method as

employed with most species. No doubt the sections treated

under Selection are so treated for protective reasons, but

unless the actual procedure approaches the Group method it

seems likely that success in regeneration cannot be great;

ordinary Selection is most unsuited to pines. The exploitable

age is sometimes 80 and sometimes 90 years, and in the sections

under successive fellings the regeneration periods are 20 or

30 years. Everything is in correct style ; regeneration fellings,

cleanings and light thinnings. There are some specially good

points. Thus no more than twelve reserve trees per acre are left

at the seed-felling, and though M. Pard^ thinks it is too few he

admits that a complete and immediate regeneration results. These

reserves are removed very soon. In India the writer knows

cases of Ftnus longifolia forests where only ten reserves are left

per acre, and with the greatest success. Another good point

is that the Maritime pines are not gemmcs a vie (that is, tapped

for resin and the wounds allowed to heal over again), but all the

trees that are to come out at the regeneration felling are gemnu's a

mart (that is, tapped thoroughly from a short time before the
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felling). Moreover, unlike the pines of the Landes, the tapping

places are broad and not high, so as to avoid damage to the

timber. Anyone who has seen sections of pines tapped at early

periods and allowed to heal over and grow on will understand

how pernicious the system of gefntnage a vie (with deep and

long tapping places running many feet up the stem) must be from

the point of view of the timber. Still, in the case of gemmage

a mart, there can be no harm in broad and long tapping places

with a depth no more than that of the sap-wood. At Leiria,

they do not remove the stumps of the felled pines (except in the

thinnings) for fear of damaging the young growth ; but this is

most dangerous, and the Hylobius will show the authorities this

some day. There would be no expense, for the glass manu-

facturers of the neighbourhood eagerly take stumps when they

can get them. The Hylobius, so far, has spared them, as also

have other enemies, but they have suffered badly from fire. In

this matter of Fire Conservancy Leiria is perhaps the best

managed place in the world. At lofty points are established

look-out towers. In each tower is a telescope, revolving above

a graded horizontal disc, and the moment fire is seen the

watcher telephones the direction to the central station, which

warns all the forest guards in their lodges scattered over the

forest. Probably headquarters asks another look-out station

for the direction of the fire as seen from there, so that the

junction of the lines of direction from the two reporting look-out

stations exactly locates the fire. Thereupon mounted orderlies,

always kept in readiness, ride off from the headquarters' station

with picks and shovels, which appear to be always used in

European forest fires, though never in India. There are various

other arrangements, such as sounding a horn, but these would

appear to be acts of supererogation. One is reminded of the

drums used in some parts of Bombay, where they are certainly

most useful. One more thing they might do with advantage

—

perhaps they do, but it is not reported— namely, bind by law

all persons working in the forest, or enjoying any privileges in

it, to give assistance, as is done in India.

At Leiria they have fire-lines, running east and west and

north and south, but they are somewhat narrow—none over

30 feet.

All the rest of the arrangements in this forest are on the same

thorough scale—so good, indeed, that at first sight one would
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suspect exaggeration, but this is unlikely in view of the fact that

it is a foreigner who describes it.

I have dwelt at some length on these fire conservancy matters,

because it seems to me that in many places where fire protection

is extremely necessary it is not thoroughly understood, and

although the system of one place may not be applicable to

others, yet useful hints can often be exchanged. I may be

wronging those concerned, but it does seem strange that fires

should get so entirely out of hand as they do on the other side

of the Atlantic. The foresters of different countries might well

study the fire conservancy methods of others, and more

especially see them in action. American foresters do indeed

go to see Indian forests, but it is in the cold weather, and not

when fires are actually being fought.

M. Parde's description of Mr Tait's plantations of eucalyptus

and acacia (particularly A. fyciiatitha) is very interesting, as

showing what can be done with exotics. The plantations are

happily named "New Tasmania" and "New Australia." They

cover 1440 acres. One is on a steep slope at from 250 feet to

500 feet above sea-level, the other on a plateau at 500 feet.

The soil is siliceous and pebbly, fairly deep in the first case,

but on the plateau the impermeable undersoil is sometimes too

near the surface, resulting in marshy ground. Mr Tait has

tried Eucalyptus globulus, rostrata, viminalis, resinifeni, bicolor,

tereticornis, Risdo/ii, oblt'qua, diversicolor, and polyanthema ; and

Acacia pyctiantha, iiiolltsima, decurrens, dealbata and melanoxylon.

So far he prefers E. globulus and A. pycnantha. The planting

began in 1880, and the proprietor estimates that each plant

has cost him about fourpence, but that this price should have

been halved. It has been thoroughly successful from the first,

and the eucalyptus trees are already 11 inches to 13^ inches in

diameter and 65 feet to 100 feet high, forming dense and

vigorous woods. Acacias, especially A. pycnantha, are sometimes

introduced with great success under the eucalyptus. This sounds

an ideal mixture, considering the habit of the eucalyptus of

hanging its leaves downwards, and so causing the minimum of

shade.

Whereas the eucalyptus has been planted, the acacia has

generally been sown. It seems likely that the seed of the first

acacias has been used, for they seed in a very few years, five or

six only. Indeed both the eucalyptus and the acacia seed and
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shoot, both from the stool and from the root, in the most satisfactory

way. It all seems so easy and successful that there can be no

possible doubt that these species are thoroughly suited to the

particular locality. There is no reason why this should not be :

Australia is not geographically connected with Europe, so the

fact that the eucalyptus and Australian acacias are not indigen-

ous in Europe is no argument against their success here. The
dahlia is not indigenous in India, yet it has escaped from the

gardens of Indian hill stations, and grows in veritable masses on

the rough hillsides. The very rapid growth of eucalyptus, and

the value of its timber (at any rate in the case of some varieties)

would naturally lead to its introduction, but its behaviour

appears to vary a good deal from place to place. It grows well

on the Nilgheries, at Lucknow, and also at Chaubattia (a

military station facing north at 7000 feet in the Himalayas),

but at the last-named place it is invariably broken by snow. In

Algeria, unless I am mistaken, it has not been very successful,

perhaps because of the dry desert winds. Its wood is very

heavy, very hard, tenacious and durable, but difficult to work,

and warps and splits. Mr Tait immerses it in water, which

improves it. It is used in Portugal for many purposes, and is

especially good for work under sea-water, being immune from

attack by the Teredo navalis. The bark contains a good proportion

of tannin, and Mr Tait is also distilling essence from the leaves,

an enterprise from which he hopes great things. Mr Tait's

estimate for his eucalyptus bark is 1250 kilogrammes per acre,

but this should be much more if the statement is correct that

over 8000 kilos is obtainable in Australia. The acacias

employed have a higher proportion of tannin in their bark,

which is sold. The stems are cut at 9 years old, so as to

take them before the bark becomes rough. The plantations

are already a remarkable financial success.

There is no working-plan, but data for making one are lacking

with these little known species, or at least species of which the

behaviour in this situation is not yet fully known. It is not

known, for instance, for how long the increment will continue

to increase. In the meanwhile the fellings appear to be

irregular, and in the case of the acacia they consist of the

removal of stems when they have reached the thickness of a

man's arm at about 9 years, with the result that a sort of

coppice has been produced.
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The Acacia pycnantha has succeeded best. The A. nielanoxylon

has very valuable timber, but does not grow well here, preferring

granitic soil. The result of any felling is a quick regeneration.

The seeds lie dormant for some time but germinate with the

coming of the light, and especially well where a tire has

occurred—the envelope of the seed being thick.

We think that, in spite of the lack of data for a plan, the

proprietor ought to work on some definite scheme of exploitation.

It should be tentative of course, but there should always be

so»ie method ; otherwise things will always be in confusion, and

no data will ever be arrived at. One would say this for all

cases once the cuttings have begun, and even before them it is a

wise method to plant with regularity and successively, so as to

produce an annual sequence of crops for future years. It is the

fact, however, that such things are not as a rule considered.

One interesting observation is that the eucalyptus is drying

up all the springs in the New Tasmania plantation—a some-

what dangerous fact, save where moisture is in excess.

III. The regeneration of Piniis Halepensis, a tree of great

importance in Algeria, whether for the extraction of resin or

otherwise, is receiving careful study at the moment. It appears

that ordinarily there is some difficulty about its regeneration,

but that after a fire an extraordinary crop of seedlings may result.

The writer of the article under quotation says he has known an

area of as much as 25,000 acres covered with a crop of saplings

of one age (15 to 20 years), so thick as to be impenetrable.

He explains the phenomenon thus :—The opening of the cones

is extremely slow; they remain shut from 10 to 15 years.

Quite rotten closed cones, that can be easily pulverised in the

fingers, but containing seeds, may often be found on the trees.

The heat of the fire opens the cones, and for seven or eight days

after the least wind will provoke a shower of seeds. But

whereas the burnt area is covered with seedlings fifteen to twenty

days after a fire, the neighbouring unburnt portions, where the

seed also falls in abundance, produce no seedlings, for if the seeds

germinate the seedlings disappear at once. The writer asks, " Is

this success of the seedlings on the burnt area due to mechanical

action (breaking up of the soil surface) or to chemical action

(production of salts rendering basic the soil previously made

acid by the humus)?" There is certainly a very great deal to

be yet discovered in this particular direction
;
perhaps this is
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the field, in the domain of silviculture, which at present is the

most obscure and the most worth investigation.

As an example of mechanical action, I may mention a striking

instance that came under my own notice in India. The forest

of Bhinga, in Oudh, was one that had been very hardly used

—

heavily felled, excessively grazed and burnt, with the result that

the soil was extremely hard. There were, however, here and

there some ancient stems of Sal {Shorea robusta). The Sal

seeds in the hot weather, and the seed falls at the break of the

rains. We hoed up an irregular patch under some Sal seed-

bearers just previous to the rains, and this resulted in a thick

crop of seedlings covering exactly the hoed-up area, but not one

occurred outside it.

IV. "In the last century the robinia was extravagantly

belauded. Since the results of its cultivation did not answer

entirely to the hopes entertained of it, people have since neglected

it too much." So wrote the eminent savant, Mathieu, in 1876,

and M. Seurre has a vigorous article in the Bulletin triinestriel

de Franche Cointe et Belfort on this text. There exists against

the species, he says, a prejudice which is entirely unjustifiable.

Mathieu, in his Forest Flora, wrote—" Its wood is, from the

earliest years, heavy, hard, nervous, elastic, of a durability

at least equal to oak, of a vertical resistance a third superior to

oak, which places it in the first rank for wheelwrights' work

and carriage-building. It is preferable to all other timbers for

props of various kinds. It takes a good polish, and can be

used in cabinet making. It can be worked far better than

oak, elm or ash." Further, nothing stands immersion or

exposure better than the robinia. It can also be used as a

building timber. So long as it has plenty of room and is not

pruned it will grow to large dimensions. Finally, it makes one

of the best fuels. Such are its intrinsic qualities ; its cultural

properties are not less remarkable. It grows extraordinarily

quickly, and this, joined to the fact that the wood is valuable

from the first, renders it promptly remunerative. It fruits

regularly and abundantly each year, but does not grow easily

from seed. It shoots from the stool and yields suckers from its

earliest years so extravagantly that no other species surpasses it

in this respect. Its habitat is extensive. Being very hardy it

succeeds almost anywhere. (The writer, it must be remembered,

is talking of France, but he has seen it growing at Simla, at
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7000 feet.) In the high mountains (of France), however, it

feels the cold. M. Seurre says the species is very accommo-

dating as to soil, free and somewhat fresh soil suiting it best.

While not liking extremely limy soils it will succeed in clayey

lime soils which are moist.

M. Seurre seeks to ascertain what objections there are to this

tree. The only one of any seriousness that he can discover is

that it is invasive, but if it has such an intrinsic value this

should not amount to a drawback. Moreover, it can always

be cut back if necessary. The fact is that the robinia is almost

always to be found in gardens only, not in woods. However,

M, Seurre quotes one case of a robinia wood of 125 acres,

grown as high-forest, to the age of 50 years, of which the

outturn would amount to 10,600 cub. feet, worth ^^339 net, or

per acre per annum 2 1 1 "9 cub. feet in matter and between

^6 and ;£'] in money. A large robinia tree will sell standing

at 40 francs the cubic metre (35 "3 cub. feet).

Robinia coppice can be cut very early—at 8, 10 or 12 years

old—and will then give a money result equal to that of coppice

of the usual indigenous species aged 20 years. Coppice is still

of value in France.

Broilliard is quoted as saying, "The robinia makes valuable

coppice which grows very quickly and gives much wood,

excellent for props, stakes, wheel-spokes, parquetry, furniture

and turning."

The species should be planted, not sown, and after being once

transplanted in the nursery can go out at 2 years old.
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8. Notes on some Different Methods of Planting.

By Wei.lv.ood JMaxweli,, Kirkennan.

{With T7V0 Plates.)

My attention was directed three years ago to the report of the

Woburn Experimental Fruit Farm on the methods of planting

fruit trees, and particularly to the fact that it did not injure the

tree but rather seemed to improve its growth, if as much as one-

quarter to one-third of the root were cut off. For some years it

has been our custom, when transplanting seedlings into the

nursery lines, to cut back the roots by about one-third, to prevent

the roots being bent when they are lined out, and no bad results

followed. In view of this, and of the report of the Woburn

experiments, it occurred to me that if one-third of the root were

removed when the trees were being planted out in the wood, it

might to a certain extent minimise the root bending which is

universal in notch planting, as the root being so much shorter

it would be possible to put it in more nearly vertically. In the

spring of 1909, I experimented with a few plants of Japanese

larch and beech, and found that both grew excellently, although

nearly one-half of the root had been removed in some cases.

In March 1909, I directed my forester to plant two rows of

I -year i-year European larch, twelve in each row, in the follow-

ing ways :

—

r. Planted with ordinary spade in L notch, leaving the roots as

lifted from the nursery.

2. Planted as in No. i but with one-third of roots cut off.

3. Planted with Schlich's straight-planting spade, leaving roots

as lifted from nursery.

4. Planted as in No. 3 but with one-third of roots cut off.

5. Planted with a German semi-circular spade, 4-inch diam.,

leaving the roots as lifted from nursery.

6. Planted as in No. 5 but with one-third of roots cut off".

The ground chosen for the experiment was in an old copse

wood from which the oak, ash, etc., had been removed earlier in

the winter. The soil is a light loam, if anything rather deeper

at No. 6 than at No. i. The plants were all planted by the

same man, who, being a believer in notch planting, no doubt

put the notched ones in with rather more care than usual. The
plants have all lived, although one in No. 4 has made no
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apparent growth. In October 191 1, I measured the growth

every plant has made since they were planted, and found the

average growth to be as follows :

—
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1

9. Thorn Hedges and their Management.

By W. H. Whki.LENS, Conilongon Nursery.

Collection and Storage of Sekd.

The hawthorn or " quick " is a very common tree in all parts

of the country, and there is generally very little trouble in

securing enough seed for the nursery, even in a poor seed

year.

The haws should be collected as soon as they are ripe,

which is generally in September or the beginning of October.

They should then be mixed with sand and put into a heap ; this

being to help the outer covering to rot off, while the sand

prevents the haws from heating, and so impairing the germinative

powers of the seed. They should be kept thus for fourteen or

fifteen months, or until the second sowing season from the

time the seed was collected ; and during this period the heap

must be turned about once a fortnight. When sowing time

arrives, the heap should be put through a fine sieve, to

separate the sand from the seed. The sand and seed are

sometimes sown together, but it is better to separate them,

as the sower can then see better how thickly he is sowing

the seed.

Sozvi/ig.—Seed such as hawthorn should be sown in drills,

each drill being about 4 inches wide, with 6 inches between

the drills. The seeds must not be sown too thickly, because

many of them will not germinate till the second year, and

if the seed is sown too thickly, the seedlings that come up in

the first year will suppress the younger ones, or prevent them

from appearing at all.

The depth at which the seed should be sown is about

half an inch. There should not be more then 6 drills in one

bed, as it is difficult to hand-weed the bed if it is more than

3 feet wide, and a path between the beds, about 18 inches

wide, must be left for this purpose. Hand - weeding must

be done carefully, so as not to displace the young plants or

the dormant seeds.

Li/ling out.—At the end of the second year, the 2-year

seedlings should be carefully lifted, and the soil firmed down

round the younger seedlings, but the latter must stand for
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another year in the seed-bed. An alternative plan to this is to

leave the seedlings untouched until the end of the third year, when

all the plants can be lifted, the older ones being lined out

separately from the younger ones. In lining out, the plants

should be placed at least 4 inches apart in the lines (the reason

for this will become apparent later). The lines, too, should not

be too close— 12 inches is about the minimum. There is no

need to detail the work to be done in tending them, as they,

with other plants in a nursery, should always be kept free from

weeds.

After standing for one year in the lines, the plants, if they

are to be used for hedging purposes, should be cut down to

within 6 inches of the ground. This encourages them to throw

out new leaders, three or more generally, and they grow up

more bushy and better suited for the purpose of hedging.

They should then be left for at least another year in the lines

;

but to leave them for two years is better, as by that time they

will have become much stouter and stronger, and will need a

protecting fence for a shorter period when planted in the hedge.

It may be said that the larger the plants the longer time they

take to establish themselves in a new position, but the writer

thinks that if they are planted with due care, there will be a

very small percentage of deaths amongst them. Many persons

do not cut their plants over till they are put out in the

hedge ; not only is double work thus thrown on the plants by

their having both to secure roothold and to throw out shoots,

but a protective fence is necessary for a longer period with

this method than with the one previously described. It

is in order to allow each plant sufficient room to grow

bushy that the seedlings must be placed at wide intervals

in the lines.

Method of making the Hedge.—There are many forms of

hedges : For instance, a bank and either one or two open

ditches, with the hedge on the bank ; or a bank with the hedge

at its foot, between it and the ditch.

The writer not only considers the bank and ditch to be

unnecessary, but looks upon them rather as hindrances, and

for the following reasons. Take the ditch first. If the hedge

is for the purpose of shelter, as most farm hedges are, the

ditch prevents the animals from getting close to the hedge

and therefore they do not get the full benefit of the shelter
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provided. The ditch also prevents the farmer from ploughing

so close to the hedge as he would do if the ditch were not there.

If the soil is wet, a covered drain will take off the surplus water

just as well as an open ditch, without the inconveniences of the

latter.

The bank is made with the soil and subsoil taken out in

making the ditch. Thorns like good soil, and it is a great

mistake to plant them in subsoil, but there is nearly sure to be

more poor subsoil than good top soil taken from the ditch. And

again, rabbits are more likely to burrow into a bank than into

the level ground. Therefore plant the hedge on the natural

level of the ground, and, as before said, if the soil is naturally

wet, put in a covered drain 2^ feet deep on either side and at

15 feet from it.

Preparing the Ground.

The ground on the line of fence should be trenched to a width

of 2 ft. 6 ins., not in the manner ordinarily understood by the

term, viz., by turning the subsoil up and putting it over the

top soil, but by removing the turf and top soil, and then merely

loosening the subsoil instead of removing it; the turf is then

laid on the subsoil, and the soil is dug in on top of it. During

this last process the plants may be inserted. The reason for

this is, that the young plants have thus the best soil in which

to start growth. The turf when rotten will provide a certain

amount of nutriment, and the subsoil will be more easily

pierced by the descending roots of the plants. If the soil is

poor, better soil or well-decayed leaf-mould can be added.

Another reason for burying the turf is that the bottom of the

hedge will be more easily kept clean in the future. The

trenching can be done either at the time of planting, or some

time beforehand ; but the latter is best, as the soil will then

become sweetened by the time the plants are put in.

Planting the Hedge.—In forming the hedge, choice may be made

of either the single or double row methods. The single row is

slightly the cheaper, and is more easily kept clean, but the

double row makes the best hedge. AVith the single row, the

plants should be put in about 4 inches apart, but with the

double row they need be only about 6 inches apart, with 6 inches

between the rows. The plants in each line should be midway

between those in the next one. Planted thus and where conditions
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are favourable, a hedge, in about six or eight years' time, makes

a barrier impassable by sheep and cattle.

In planting thorns, the rules applicable to other forest trees

should be observed—thus the roots must be placed in a natural

position, not being bent to one side, and they should not be

planted more than, say, half an inch deeper than they stood in

the nursery lines. This half-inch allows for the subsidence of the

soil in which they stand. But where there is any excess of

moisture, the soil at the roots of the plants should be slightly

higher than the adjoining ground, so as not to leave, after

subsidence, a depression where water can collect.

Protection of the Young Hedge.

The best time to plant a hedge is when the field, on one side

at least, has just been ploughed out of "ley," and one or more

fallow crops are to follow. A protecting fence on that side need

not then be erected until the field again comes into pasture or a

green crop of turnips. Where heavy stock is grazing, an

ordinary fence of stobs and wire will do, but, in the writer's

opinion, the best fence for the purpose is that known as the

Woven Fence.

This is made in rolls that can easily be handled, and it can be

erected or taken down in a very short space of time. A stob or

iron standard is necessary every 18 to 20 ft. only. Very efficient

fencing material, about 3 feet wide, can be bought for 3|d. or 4d.

per yard (without standards) ; and this with barbed wire on

top is quite sufficient to turn the heaviest stock. When the

hedge has become strong enough, the fence can be rolled up and

taken elsewhere to serve the same purpose. Where sheep are the

only stock to guard against, sheep-netting or hurdles can be

employed, according to the districts where each is principally

used. Where rabbits are numerous, wire-netting of a small

mesh may be necessary, if the plants are cut over after planting

out, or if they are put out too young ; but if plants such as

described before are used, rabbits can do very little damage. In

the case of a plantation hedge, protection will be needed on one

side only.

Cleaning.—To keep a hedge in a proper state entails much

attention. From its earliest stages onwards it should be kept

clear of rank grasses and other weeds, such as gorse, etc., which

grow up and smother it, preventing the young shoots from
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coming away from the butts of the trees, and so keeping the

hedge close at the bottom as a hedge should be. If the ground

is trenched as already explained, it should not need hoeing for

more than the first year or two, but it would help the hedge if

the ground on either side of it were dug over, say, every second

year, as this would aerate the soil but would not injure the

roots.

It is often argued that it does not pay to spend so much time

on cleaning hedges, but if this is not done they get open at the

bottom, and patching with rails has to be resorted to, which

entails a greater expense than the payment of a small sum each

year for keeping them free from weeds. The drain alongside

the hedge should always be kept under observation, and any

obstructions should be removed, for hardy as the thorn is it will

not grow if the soil is saturated with water.

Prufitfig or Sivitching.—This operation must be commenced
early in the life of a hedge if it is to be kept close, firm and of

a good shape. The first year after planting a slight pruning

should be given, just to cut back any straggling growths, and to

prevent the hedge from getting wild or uneven. Afterwards, to

keep a hedge firm and strong it should be switched every year.

In time, however, it may get thin at the bottom, when some

method has to be employed to re-form it. Switching is best done

with a pruning-hook or hedge-bill, but in many parts it is done

with a hook known in different localities as a fagging-hook, or

brush-hook- The latter is very handy where the growth is light,

but the use of it tends to let the hedge get top-heavy and too

wide, as the workmen cannot cut so close in with it as they can

with a hedge-bill.

Methods of Re-Forming Hedges.

In the south of England, when a hedge gets too wide and

unwieldy, or too thin at the bottom, it is stripped, that is to say,

all the side branches are cut off and the stems are cut down to

within 2 ft. 6 ins. or 3 feet of the ground, practically nothing being

left but the butts of the thorns. The gaps, if any, are then

beaten up with young transplants from the nursery, and the

hedge is protected where necessary by hurdles or by a light,

temporary fence—generally by hurdles. It is left thus for a year

or so until the young shoots again form a bushy hedge, and the

switching then goes on as before. Layering is very seldom

vol. xxvi. part I. E
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practised with thorns, but where the hedge is of hazel, as it often

is, this operation is carried out, and a splendid fence is the

result, forming one continuous living hurdle, very dense, and

almost impassable by a rabbit. In mid Wales, layering or

" pletching '"'

is, as a rule, systematically carried out.

On the estate where the writer was employed, the plantation

hedges are pletched every ten years by the woodmen, the

farmers being supposed to keep their own hedges in repair.

After a hedge has been pletched it is left for one year, and

afterwards brushed every year for six years ; any gaps are then

planted up with young thorns. For the remaining three years of

the rotation the hedge is left to form long shoots, so as to make
pletching more efficient. When the time arrives for the latter

work, the first thing done by the woodmen, who work in pairs,

is to cut stakes about 5 feet long, either of underwood or of split

oak. If these have to be obtained at any great distance from

the hedge, they are carted by the nearest farmer. All the

dead wood is carefully cut out of the hedge, along with any

growths that are not required. Cuts are made with a bill-

hook at the bottom of a few thorns, and these are bent over

at an angle of about 25 degrees. Stakes are then driven in at

about 18 inches apart alternately on one side and at the other of

these branches.

After this, the operations are reversed, the stakes being driven

in first, and the branches being twined in and out of them.

Each successive layer helps to bind in its place the one

previously laid, and it is very seldom that a properly laid stick

will spring. This binding does away with the necessity of using

wire or string, as is the practice in some districts. The men,

as they work along the hedge, trim it up and also clean the

ditch out, if there is one, and they also sod up the bank

and the bottom of the hedge. Young shoots spring away

from the bottom and sides of the hedge, and keep it close

and firm.

The cost of pletching in this district is from 8d. to is. 2d. per

" rood" (or rod) of 6 yards, according to the state of the hedge.

Brushing costs i]d. or i.'.d. per rood. With this treatment a

hedge always looks neat and strong, and cattle very seldom

break through it. The writer was sorry to see that owing to

the prevalence of grazing in this district, the farmers allowed

many of their hedges to die out or to become mere rows of
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thorn trees, so that they could graze two or three fields together.

He is of opinion that it is a mistaken policy to let farmers

keep up their own hedges.

The system in vogue on the estate, in Dumfriesshire, where

the writer is at present employed is totally different to those

previously described. It is a mixture of good and bad practices.

Except in the grounds near the castle, the hedges are not

switched annually, but every hedge is cut over or stripped on

one side, when the field on that side is ploughed out of " ley,"

or on both sides when the fields on both sides are ploughed.

On most farms this rotation is one of six years, so that each

side of a hedge is cut over once in that time.

This system of leaving the hedges untouched for so many
years tends to encourage growth at the top of the hedge, but

it prevents the young shoots at the bottom from getting the

requisite light and air; and the result is that there is nothing

left of the hedge but bare stems with a few branches on top,

and sheep can get through it quite easily. To remedy this,

the writer has told the workmen employed to cut nicks on both

sides of the stumps, at about 4 inches from the ground, in order

to encourage them to throw out fresh shoots below that point.

By the time that the hedge comes to be cut again, there should

be enough young shoots in it to allow it to be layered, which

system is to be gradually introduced on the estate. Layering

is already being practised on some estates in Dumfriesshire,

but not on the same principle as in Wales. Tarred twine or

wire is used to tie the layers down, and this practice is to be

deprecated, especially when wire is used, as when the hedge is

being cut over afterwards, the hedge-bill is always coming into

contact with the wire, to the detriment of its edge; and this

often makes the hedgers afraid to cut in so close as they should

do. It is impossible to make a good job of layering the great

majority of the hedges on this estate, in their present condition
;

but in time, if the stumps are nicked as described, they may
possibly become fit for the purpose.

Another method that has been tried on this estate, and on

several others in this county, is to cut the old stumps at the

bottom, as in layering, with the exception that the stumps are

not bent over in line with the hedge but at right angles to it,

so as to allow light and air to reach the young shoots. The
old stumps are wattled and staked, and make an efficient
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protecting fence on one side of the young hedge. This method

has been fairly successful in encouraging young growth, but the

writer thinks that if the old stumps are left too long, they will

prevent the young shoots from getting a full supply of nutriment.

This may also be said of the nicking method.

The only other way will be to cut the hedge down to the

ground, but if this has to be done, protecting fences on each

side will have to be left for a long time. This, although more

expensive, would help the young shoots to come to a size for

layering sooner than the other methods.

Comparison of the different methods described.—Of the three

methods of hedge management described, the writer is greatly

in favour of the one employed in Montgomeryshire ; the cost

of brushing each hedge every year may seem prohibitive, but

when it is thus treated and well layered every ten years or so,

there is little further expense to be incurred on it, as compared

with that to be incurred on a hedge that has been allowed to

become thin and open at the bottom, and which requires

continual patching with rails, or needs two or three wires along

the bottom to keep sheep out.

The principal good point in the Dumfriesshire method is that

the young shoots need no protection for a year or two, except

where the hedge is bounding a permanent pasture field, or where

a green crop of turnips is being fed off by sheep, since two or

three fallow crops generally follow the ploughing of "ley"

ground. With a six years' farming rotation, the hedges might

be layered either every six or every twelve years. If six years be

chosen, they should be brushed every year for four years, left

alone for two years, and then layered. Except in the case of

a very good hedge, a six-year rotation would be better than one

of twelve years.

Most of the foregoing remarks apply principally to farm

hedges. But a plantation hedge is, as a rule, also partly a farm

hedge, and in the opinion of the writer, it should be treated

as such.

Advantages and disadvantages of a t/torn hedge for a planta-

tion.— If the writer had to choose between planting a thorn

hedge and erecting a fence round a new plantation, he would

certainly choose the latter. If there were already a. good hedge

on the ground, he would say keep it and keep it well ; but if it

were one that would require patching every few years, or
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would require much beating up, with consequent protection,

then he would root it out and erect a permanent iron-and-

wire fence.

Disadvantages of the thorn hedge.— i. As before explained, the

hedge needs very careful attention to keep it stock-proof, and this

is more than ever necessary in the case of a plantation hedge,

for in a plantation sheep or cattle will do enormous damage
in a very short space of time. As will be seen from the com-

parative prices at the end of this paper, the cost of forming a

plantation hedge, and of erecting a protecting fence for it, with

the subsequent attention needed to keep it in repair, will be as

much as the erection of an iron-and-wire fence and its upkeep,

while it does not make such an efficient and lasting protection.

A farm hedge with two drains and two fences would be more

expensive than the iron fence.

2. Trees cannot, or should not, be planted so close to a hedge

as to a fence ; for thorns are very impatient of shade, and the

drip from taller trees. Again, the trees would rob the thorns

of a great deal of their nourishment. Therefore, a larger area

can be planted when a fence is erected than when a hedge is

planted.

3. If wire-netting is needed to protect the young plantation

for the first few years, it is easier and cheaper to erect when

there is an iron or wooden fence to hang it on.

4. Rabbits like no place better than a hedgerow to burrow in.

Advantages of the thorn hedge.— i. The hedge, to a certain

extent prevents the winds from gaining access to a wood, drying

and blowing the dead leaves away, and thus preventing the

formation of humus.

2. The hedge serves as a nesting place for a few useful birds.

3. On 3. level area the hedge serves as a shelter to a small

portion of the plants for a few years, though on a hillside this

advantage is, to a great extent, nullified.

On the whole, the writer thinks that the disadvantages of a

hedge outweigh its advantages as compared with those of an

iron-and-wire, or a stob-and-wire, fence ; but the hedge is prefer-

able to a stob-and-rail fence, which would need renewing too

often, even if creosoted. Except for the cost of upkeep, the com-

parisons apply as well to the latter style of fence as to the iron-

and-wire fence.
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Cost of Iron-and-Wire and of Stob-and-Wire Fences

COMPARED WITH THAT OF ThORN H EDGES, WITH UPKEEP OF

EACH FOR Twenty Years.

Iron-and- Wire Fence.

With 3 wires—No. 8, 7-pIy strand wire.

2 „ No. 7, „

I wire— barbed wire. Per Rood of 6 yds.

i-. d.

Material and erection, 3s. 8d. to 4s., say . . 40
Upkeep, repairing wires, etc., ..... 06
Re-wiring and re-tarring standards at end of 20 years, i 6

Depreciation of iron at 2
J^,

. . . . . 010

Total cost offence per rood of 6 yards, 6 10

Stob-and- Wire Fence.

Material—creosoted Scots pine stobs, with wires

same as in iron fence.

Material and erection, 3s. 3d. to 3s. 6d., say

Upkeep for 20 years, ......
Renewing at end of 20 years, .....
Removing old fence, ......

Total cost of fence per rood of 6 yards,

Tliorn Hedge.

Single row with one drain, one protecting fence,

and one ditch on plantation side.

Trenching ground and planting hedge,

Plants—54 per rood at 2s. per 100, ....
Cutting and laying drain 2J, ft. deep,

Tiles, at 4s. per loo, .....
Cutting ditch and spreading soil, ....
5 % on 2s. 6d.—cost of light-protecting fence for 6

years, ........
Erecting and removing fence, .....
Cleaning and brushing hedge, and cleaning ditch for

14 years at i^d., ......
Layering hedge twice during 20 years ai 8d., .

Beating up, say 2d.,

Total cost of hedge per rood of 6 yards.

3 6

o 6

3 6

o 2

7^

s.
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A farm hedge, requiring two drains and two protecting fences,

would cost 9s. per rood of 6 yards in the same length of time.

Stripping or cutting over hedges in Dumfriesshire costs from

4d. to yd. per rood.

The same work in Surrey costs from 4d. to 6d. per rood, or

IS. 3d. to IS. lod. per chain, which is the more common unit of

measurement.

Summary.

The writer has endeavoured to make it clear that a hedge to

be of use as a protection against stock must be kept in the best

condition, and he has described what he thinks the best way of

keeping it so. A well-kept hedge is not only useful but highly

ornamental; but a badly kept one is an eyesore, both from a

practical and an aesthetic point of view. Where time cannot

be spared to tend hedges properly, iron fences should be erected

in preference to any other kind, as they are neat in appearance,

and are more easily kept in repair, besides taking up less room.

Where shelter for stock is required, a hedge is a necessity ; and

although some writers advocate the erection of wooden or other

shelters, these are often an eyesore, while if they are permanent

erections they take up a great deal of ground. In the estimates,

care has been taken not to add unnecessary expense to the

hedge, but rather to reduce its cost so as to compare it more

favourably with the fences.
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lo. The Annual Excursion.

By George Levex. With Note by Alexander Finlayson.

The annual excursion of the Society took place this year,

as last year, at the end of June. The Border district had been

decided on, and Kelso and Hawick were suitable centres from

which to visit the several places selected by the Committee.

The members, numbering about seventy, reached Kelso on

Monday evening, 26th June, and were accommodated in hotels

there. The party drove next morning, the 27th, to Bowmont
forest, the property of the Duke of Roxburghe, where they

inspected a mature crop of Scots pine in the Gowdens plantation,

which stands about 500 feet above sea-level. This plantation,

including North and South Gowdens, extends to about 50 acres,

and was probably planted between 181 6 and 182 i, when almost

2,000,000 trees were planted out on 546 acres of the Roxburghe

estates. In the north division, where the soil is a thin sandy

loam over pan, the stems now average 147 per acre, and

measure 20 cubic feet each, which gives a crop of 2940 cubic

feet per acre. In the south division, on a deep sandy loam, the

stems average 170 per acre, and 25 cubic feet each, making

4250 cubic feet per acre.

The drive was continued to Bowmont forest sawmill, where

the forest tramway was walked over and examined. It is an

ordinary " light railway " of 24-inch gauge, with flat-bottom steel

rails, weighing 14 lbs. per yard, in 15 feet sections, with fish-

plates, bolts, nuts and corrugated steel sleepers, 3^ inches wide

by ^ inch thick, placed 3 feet apart. The material costs about

2S. gd. per yard at the nearest railway station, and to this has to

be added, say, 2 sets points at ;^3 per set, and 3 sets (2 in each

set) bogies, at about ;^ii per set. As it was decided to clear-

fell a large area in the vicinity of the sawmill, this tramway was

laid down five years ago, as an alternative to making roads

where suitable material for them is scarce. The laying down of

the tramway is a very simple matter, as little grading is required

at the farther end when it is being lifted and moved about.

Towards the home end, where it is more of a permanent nature,

special attention has been paid to laying it down, and additional

(wooden) sleepers have been put in where the ground proved

soft. Including branches into the woodyard and to the
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creosoting plant, there is about a mile of tramway plant, and as

there is, or will be, a sufficient acreage, practically in one block,

to work continuously, it probably provides the most economical

method of transport.

After passing through the division on the lower ground,

stocked with spruce, the members were much interested in the

Scots pine area, which is being cut over at the present time.

Owing to a very bad attack of pine weevil {Hylobtus abietis) a

few years ago, it was decided, after other measures had been

tried, to "pan-fell" for a time. This method was being practised

during the visit of the party, and is not so costly an operation as

might be expected. The surface roots are cut with a mattock

or pickaxe at a distance of about 3 feet from the stem, and are

cleared to a depth of 15 inches; a wire rope and winch, anchored

to a neighbouring tree, are used to pull the tree over. When
the stem is severed, the roots are left standing on edge, the

branches are piled on them and set fire to. The flames char

the roots, and thus make them unsuitable as a breeding-place

for weevil. This operation (which also breaks up the pan),

together with hand-picking the mature insect, has been so

successful that this year the weevil attack has been only

sporadic, tens being found where thousands had been gathered

during each of the last four years.

The pine beetle {Hylurgus piniperda) has also been very

troublesome during the last few years, and the barked stems

seen showed the frass left by tens of thousands of the larvae just

recently destroyed. By seasonable felling it is hoped to keep

down this pest within moderate limits. Notwithstanding the

loss of increment through the beetle attacks, and much damage

by squirrels a few years ago, the stems average 30 cubic feet

each, and stand about 140 to the acre, representing a crop of

4200 cubic feet per acre at about 90 years' growth. The party

made a hurried inspection of the recently formed plantations

on old ground, where the extent of the damage done by weevil

and beetle attacks was indicated by the bushy appearance of the

plants. Plantations formed on new ground showed a healthy,

robust growth, except in the case of spruce that had been badly

damaged by frost on the 13th, 14th and 15th of June,—about

a fortnight before our visit.

A crop of Japanese larch, European larch and Scots pine,

planted together thirteen years ago, showed an extremely healthy
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growth in the case of the Japanese larch, which was quite free

from disease ; while the European species was struggling on in

height-growth, and there was no stem of it free from disease,

very many of them being badly affected. A number of stems

of Japanese larch had been measured, and gave an average

height of 27 ft. 4I ins., and a girth of 20 inches at breast-height.

An area planted six years ago with pure Japanese larch showed

a height of from 10 feet to 12 feet, while European larch, planted

at the same time on an adjoining area, when not killed back by

disease, were scarcely half that height. An area of Banks' pine,

planted last autumn, was growing remarkably fast, some

individual plants having made a growth of 17 inches in the

last growing season. This species is perfectly frost-hardy, and

is believed to be practically immune to fungoid diseases, but

this season it was observed that it did not escape the attentions

of the pine weevil.

The forest nursery, extending to about 4J, acres, was next

visited, and the method of working it was explained. The

whole of the plants required on the estate are raised here, and

being wholly conifers, are kept two years in the seed-beds and

two years in the nursery lines. The ground is divided into three

equal plots, and on the plot not under plants a crop of lupins

is grown, and dug in as green manure,—with very satisfactory

results. Each seed-bed is covered by wire-netting frames to

protect the seeds from birds, and the whole bed is surrounded

by corrugated iron sunk into the ground, to protect it from mice.

Mats formed of straw and wire-netting are used in winter to

protect the i-year seedlings from frost. The altitude of the

nursery is 500 feet. The visit to Bowmont forest concluded

with an inspection of the sawmills, woodyard and creosoting

plant.

A short drive brought the members to Marlefield, where

Mr Hay received them and conducted them over his property.

A number of very fine old elm, sycamore and lime trees were

seen in the grounds, one elm girthing 18 ft. 2 ins. at 4 feet from

the ground. Much interest was shown in an example of the

English system of laying hedges, the result of which is an

excellent stock-proof fence, provided immediately after it has

been laid down. The Black Wood, a Scots pine plantation on

the rising ground to the west of the property, was next visited.

Mr Hay had kindly allowed a number of trees to be felled.
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and from measurements and calculations made beforehand the

following figures were obtained:—Age, 96 years; height, 70 feet;

number of stems per acre, 330; average cubic contents, 16

feet = 5 280 cubic feet per acre.

Before leaving, the party was hospitably entertained by

Mr Hay.

Driving by way of Kalemouth, the party entered the beautiful

policies of Sunlaws, belonging to Colonel Scott-Kerr, by the

west drive. A feature of the place is the wealth of rhododen-

drons, which, however, are more in evidence earlier in the

season. Some very fine oak and other trees, from 180 to

200 years old, and numerous clean-grown Scots pine of fine

dimensions were seen. The younger plantations of Scots pine,

spruce, Douglas and Japanese larch, were of a vigorous, healthy

growth, but the all too common tale of disease on the European

larch had to be repeated. The beautiful birches that line the

drive, and the specimen trees of the finer conifers, dotted over

the lawns, were much admired. Returning to Kelso, the party

was entertained to lunch by the Duke of Roxburghe. Messrs

Laing & Mather's Nurseries were visited after lunch, and the

fine collection of specimen and other trees, shrubs, herbaceous

plants, carnations, etc., was favourably commented on.

Springwood Park was the next place of call. Sir George

Douglas receiving the party and conducting it through the

beautiful grounds adjoining the River Teviot. Nothing of

silvicultural interest was seen, but many rare and interesting

specimen trees were noted. Sir George kindly invited the

members to see his collection of paintings and also to partake

of his hospitality.

The drive was continued to Floors Castle, and the Kelso

Bank plantation was first visited. This extends to some 40

acres, the greater part of which is stocked with broad-leaved

trees, and some very well-grown beeches and oaks were seen,

Individual stems of beech, 90 to 100 feet high, and up to 17 feet

in girth at 5 feet from ground, and oaks of the same height,

and up to 16 feet in girth, were noted. To the west of the

castle some very fine old Spanish chestnuts on the lawn, and

a Wellingtonia planted by Queen Victoria, were objects of

special interest. A hurried look at the fine old hardwoods

growing in Broomrig plantation, farther to the west, was all

that could be accomplished before visiting the gardens.
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Under the leadership of Mr Street, head gardener, a round

was made of the vineries, conservatories, rose and flower

gardens, etc. Leaving by way of the west drive, an area of

extremely well-proportioned oak was seen.

A short drive brought the party to Newton Don, the property

of Captain C. B. Balfour. Some fine specimens of oak, lime,

AVych elm, silver fir and yew were seen, and some of the newer

conifers were represented by well-grown specimens. An old oak

was found to girth 15 ft. 11 ins. at 4 feet from ground, and a

lime, said to be the tallest in Scotland, and the height of which

was given as 104 feet, was found to girth 14 ft. 4,!- ins.

The return being made to Kelso, the annual excursion dinner

was held in the Cross Keys Hotel.

On Wednesday, 28th June, the party left in motor cars for

Hendersyde Park, the residence of Sir Richard Waldie-Griffith,

Bart. A walk through the beautiful grounds and gardens

revealed some very fine specimen trees, and a large area of

well-developed hardwoods, to the north of the house, was also

inspected. The next halt was at Springhill, where a great

variety of rare shrubs was seen.

Proceeding to The Hirsel, the property of the Earl of Home,
an inspection of the well-wooded policies was made under the

guidance of Mr Sillar, factor, and Mr Johnston, forester. There

are about 570 acres under wood on this property, the greater

part being within the policies. On the banks of the Leet some

very fine timber trees, probably about 200 years old, were seen.

Oak girthing up to 13 ft. 9 ins., ash to 9 ft. 9 ins., larch to 10 ft.

3 ins., silver fir to 13 feet, sycamore to 17 ft. 4 ins., and beech to

16 ft. 9 ins., all at 5 feet from ground, and mostly of fine clean

growth, were noted. The younger plantations are fairly healthy,

but squirrels have been doing considerable damage of late years.

An extensive plantation of rhododendrons and azaleas was

pointed out, but it was too late in the season to see it at its best.

A visit was paid to the gardens, and amongst other notable

things a fine specimen of the tulip tree was seen. Lunch was

partaken of in Coldstream by kind invitation of the Earl of

Home.
The Tweed was cros.sed by Coldstream Bridge, and Flodden

Field was seen on the right on the way to Ford Castle, per-

mission to visit which had been kindly granted by Lord Joicey.

A pleasant hour was spent, under the guidance of Mr Gray, in
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seeing the gardens, the village and the old castle. King James'

Tower and the dungeons, and the paintings in the old village

school, were among the interesting things seen. A very fine

avenue of Cupressns Laivsoniana was noted, just inside the gates

at Ford village.

The return journey to Kelso was made by way of the

Bowmont Water and Kirk Yetholm. At the latter place a

short halt was permitted to make a closer acquaintance with

the ancient home of the Border gipsies.

On Thursday, the 29th June, the party bade farewell to Kelso

and took a westerly course to Fairnington, the property of Mr
H. Rutherfurd, an old and much esteemed member of the

Society. A slight alteration was made in the programme, in

order that a Scots pine wood on a neighbouring estate (Ruther-

ford) might be seen. No official figures were given, but probably

over 250 trees stood on the acre, and these were of remarkably

fine growth, with clean boles of a high form-factor and free of

branches up to 50 feet. Probably nothing finer was seen during

the whole tour. At Fairnington, where Mr Rutherfurd met the

party, the chief item of interest was the Whinny plantation,

where some of the largest Scots pine timber trees in the Border

district were seen. They are about 125 years old, and for a

poor soil showed a remarkably straight growth of clean, smooth

boles. The timber is of superior quality, and a number of the

individual stems girthed up to 6 ft. 10 ins. at 5 feet from ground.

There was evidence of a considerable number of trees having

been cut out at one time or another, and now between 70 and 80

remain to the acre.

Ancrum House was the next place of call, and here some very

fine trees of great age were seen. A number of very old limes,

near the house, were looked at, one giant girthing no less than

27 ft. 2 -ins. at 5 feet from ground, with a stem of about 12 feet in

length. Other very old specimens of ash, elm, beech, larch, holly,

walnut, etc., were seen during the walk through the grounds. As
early as 1632, Sir Robert Kerr, a former proprietor, took a great

interest in planting, and some of the now remaining specimens

are supposed to have been planted in his time. Refreshments

were kindly provided by Miss Scott, the proprietrix, before

leaving.

A halt was next made at Monteviot, the property of the

Marquess of Lothian, where a young larch wood, near the
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Waterloo Monument, was inspected. A note relating to this

plantation, kindly supplied by Mr Alexander Finlayson, forester

on the estate, is appended. Some of the larch trees attain

to 50 feet in height and contain 40 feet of measurable timber

of 6^ inches quarter-girth. A walk through the grounds of

Monteviot revealed some fine specimens of the newer conifers,

and some of the rarer broad-leaved trees.

Proceeding to Hartrigge, a walk up the glen brought some

well-grown Scots pine trees into view, and a grand oak girthing

13 ft. 7 ins., with a clean stem of 40 feet, was seen. Among other

trees noted were hornbeam, elm, black Italian poplar and holly.

At Ferniehirst a short time was spent in viewing the old castle,

and some limes girthing up to 20 feet at 4 feet from the ground

were seen. The long spreading limbs of the lime trees have

assumed a striking form, some of them measuring about 5 feet

on the perpendicular axis but not more than 2 feet on the

horizontal axis. The " Capon Oak " was seen by the way,

but time did not permit of visiting the " King of the Wood."

These are believed to be relics of the ancient " Jed Forest,"

and they are all that now remains of it.

After lunch, the party was shown over the ruins of Jedburgh

Abbey, the oldest of the Border abbeys, afterwards going up hill

to Lanton Moor to see some recently formed plantations. A
portion of this moor is very wet and the soil is poor, but

notwithstanding this the crop is fairly healthy, except where

some of the spruce have suffered from frost.

A lengthy run westwards brought the party to Minto House,

the property of the Earl of Minto. Mr Price, factor, and Mr

Berry, forester, gave the members a hearty welcome, and, while

conducting them through the grounds, pointed out some of the

features of the place. Some of the trees seen in the glen were

over 100 feet in height, and among others noted was a larch with

a girth of 13 ft. 4 ins., a silver fir with a girth of 1 1 ft. 6 ins., and

a black Italian poplar girthing 12 ft. 10 ins.,—all at 4 feet from

the ground, and of high form-factor. Part of a larch that had

been recently felled was seen. It was about 140 years old, and

was said to have contained 290 cubic feet of timber. A pleasant

time was spent in viewing the gardens, the nursery and the old

parish church with its jougs. After tea, served in a marquee by

kind invitation of the Earl of Minto, a visit was paid to Minto

Crags with its old castle where some fine larches were seen.
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A run by way of Lamblairs Wood, where some fine timber

trees were noted in passing, and through Denhohn Village,

brought the party to Hawick, the headquarters for the night.

On the morning of 30th June, the excursionists travelled by

special train from Hawick to Langholm, to visit the planta-

tions in Eskdale and Liddesdale, belonging to the Duke of

Buccleuch. On their arrival, Mr Milne Home, chamberlain,

and Mr D. Crabbe, forester, took the party in hand, and were at

great trouble to explain all points that cropped up during the

day. The existing aged woods are mostly mixed, half conifers

and half broad-leaved trees, but the greater part of what was

seen was undoubtedly rather thin and irregular. The younger

plantations have a larger percentage of conifers, and the newer

species such as Douglas fir, Menzies spruce and Japanese larch,

have been extensively planted. European larch was observed

to be badly attacked by disease, and particularly so in the Dean

Banks, where a strip of this species, planted through the centre of

an area of 5^ acres of Japanese larch, was seen to be in a very

bad state, while the Japanese species was in an extremely

healthy condition. Much interest was evinced in a portable

tramway that was seen in use removing timber from a very

steep glen. The bed of the stream was utilised for laying the

rails on wooden sleepers which were light and easily taken up

and removed. An experiment in tree manuring is being carried

out, but it was started so recently that little can be said regarding

it at present, and as it is being duplicated elsewhere, an official

report on the subject will in all probability be issued in due time.

A further experiment with larch disease is being conducted,

under the control of Mr E. R. Burdon. It is carried out on

a series of plots of Japanese and European larch planted in

different ways, by spraying certain of them with an emulsion of

soft soap and paraffin, by strewing twigs of larch, bearing Peziza

cups, over the enclosure, and by tying shoots, bearing Chermes

and their eggs, to the stems and branches. The results, up to the

middleof July 1911, have been kindly given by Mr Milne Home:

—

1. The growth of Japanese larch has been about twice as

fast as that of the common larch.

2. The sprayed plots are on the whole freer from Peziza than

the unsprayed, but there is not much difference in height-

growth.

3. There is no sign of disease on the Japanese larch.
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Some Western larch {Lan'x occidentalis) were also the medium

of an experiment near to the above plots. They had been

inoculated with Peziza spores, with the result that the fungus

had caught on.

Some very fine individual trees were seen in the course of the

day, amongst others noted were a Douglas fir with a height

of almost 90 feet, girthing 1 1 ft. 6 ins. at 5 feet from the ground,

and estimated to contain over 230 cubic feet; and a sycamore

with a height of 123 feet, and a girth of 17 ft. 8 ins. at 5 feet

from the ground.

The nursery at Nittyholm, extending to 7 acres (one-third of

which is put under green crop in rotation), was found to be well

stocked and in a healthy condition. The output is about

300,000 plants per annum.

At Byreburnfoot, the estate sawmill and creosoting plant were

seen. This sawmill absorbs about 30 per cent, of the timber

grown in the plantations. A motor lorry, used for hauling

timber to the .sawmill, was also taken note of.

The members, who had been entertained to lunch during the

day by the Duke of Buccleuch, were, before leaving, further

entertained to tea at the sawmill. Sir John Stirling-Maxwell,

who had joined the party that day, asked Mr Milne Home to

convey to the Duke the thanks of the members for his hospitality,

and for granting them facilities for inspecting his interesting

plantations. This brought the excursion to a close, and from

Gilnockie station the excursionists took their several ways,

evidently satisfied with their outing in the Border district. The

weather throughout had been of the best, and this, along with

the use of motor cars, enabled the members to enjoy the

excursion and get through an extensive and varied programme.

Note on the Larch Plantation on Monument Hill,

monteviot.

By Alexan'DKR Finlayson, P'orcster.

I was so much im])ressed by the great interest taken in the

young larch plantation on the Monument Hill, and the keen

desire for information regarding it displayed by the members of

the Society while on their annual excursion here, on 29th June

last, that I have been induced to work out the actual cost and
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return per acre. For the whole of this young wood the figures

are as follows :

—

Cost of plants and planting 7 acres,

at ^4, 17s. per acre, . ^33 19 o

Fencing 300 yards, 6 wires, at

rod. per yard, . . . . 12 10 o

Compound interest on above, at

3 per cent., . . . 38 13 4
^85 2 4

Credit by suppressed and dead

trees taken out in 1908 and

made into fencing and net

stakes, . . . . . ^28 11 o

Labour on above—cutting, carry-

ing out, and making into stakes, 7 18 6

Net Credit, . £^20 12 6

Leaving a Debit balance of. . . . ^64 9 to

To which add value of land before

planting, for grazing purposes,

at^i, I OS. per acre per annum,

for 21 years, .... ^220 10 o

Compound interest on above, at

3 per cent., . . . . 90 6 o

310 16
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that not only can a crop of timber be made to pay, but that,

given the right tree on the right ground, a very good return can

be obtained : and I think in this Res a great deal of either the

success or the failure of timber growing. For, supposing this

piece of ground to begin with had been planted either with Scots

fir or spruce, the financial result would have been an entire

failure. On the other hand, take larch planted on a poor thin

moor soil, very often in mixture with Scots fir. What is the

result ? The larch seems to take hold, and even grow well for

a time, so long as its roots are in the top soil, and in many cases

it outgrows and damages the Scots fir ; but then it begins to look

sickly and gradually goes back, its roots having got down into

the cold soil, with the result that, in about twenty years or so,

we have neither a crop of the one nor of the other, but are

left with a poor mixture of both.

I am quite convinced that had this plantation been carefully

gone over at about ten years of age, instead of three or four

years later, and had this been followed up every second or third

year by taking out all suppressed trees and any others likely to

do damage, the good results now obtained would certainly have

been better. Though there would have been fewer stems per

acre, the volume of timber would have been greater, and I think

we should have been assured of a healthy, vigorous crop, likely

to carry itself to a marketable age and to yield a very good

return.

From this comparatively small piece of ground a good many

deductions can be made, some of which are the following :

—

1. The great mistake of planting Scots fir along with larch;

and, I would add, of planting larch in even-aged mixture at all.

2. Larch as a pure crop should be treated with more care,

and in an entirely different manner from i)ure Scots fir, spruce,

or Douglas fir.

3. Underplanting with Douglas fir could be well taken advan-

tage of here, as in many other places, were it not for ground game.

4. Lastly, I think that even ground at 30s. per acre, planted

with the right tree, can and will, after 21 years, yield a good

return. Although no one would advocate the planting of

ground at anything even approaching this high rent, still I am

sure that plantable ground of a low rent, carefully stocked, other

conditions being equal, can not only be made to pay but will

yield a good return. A. Finlayson.
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The following is an Alphabetical List of the members who
took part in the Excursion :

—

Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, Bart., President ; • R. Allan,

Polkemmet, Whitburn; C. W. Berry, Edinburgh ; Dr Borthwick,

Edinburgh, Ifofi. Cryptogamist ; T. Bond, Lambton Park,

Durham
; John Broom, Bathgate ; Thomas Bryden, Ayr

;

Charles Buchanan, Penicuik, Convener; J. A. Campbell,

Arduaine, Lochgilphead ; A. M. Cocker, Aberdeen
; J. C.

Corbin, Edinburgh University; R. C. Cowan, Inveresk; J. G.

Cunningham, Letham, Fife ; William Dallimore, Kew Gardens

;

W. Dawson, Marischal College, Aberdeen ; Donald DouU,

Kelso; Thomas Drysdale, Auchinleck; J. A. Duthie, Aberdeen;

James Forbes, Overtoun, Dumbarton ; Robert Forbes, Kennet,

Alloa ; A. K. Foulis, Motherwell
;
James Eraser, Edinburgh

University ; Robert Galloway, Edinburgh, Secretary and

Treasurer; Sydney J. Gammell of Drumtochty, President of

Aberdeen Branch; James L. Gray, Dalkeith; T. Hood, Duns;

William Inglis, Brodick ; George Laidler, Brodick ; Major

Leather, Middleton Hall, Northumberland
; John Leishman,

Cavers, Hawick ; G. Leven, Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh
; John

M'Gregor, Ayr ; G. MacKinnon, Melville, Lasswade
;

John

M'Kerchar, London; J. S. M'Lean, Douglas, Lanark; R. V.

Mather, Kelso ; R. P. Milne, Spittal Mains, Berwick ; R. W.
Milne, Hillside, Lockerbie; W. Milne, Foulden-Newton, Berwick;

Cyril Moiser, Heworth Grange, York ; Alex. Morgan, Crieff

:

W. D. Morgan, Edinburgh University; A. B. Motherwell,

Airdrie
;
James W. Munro, Scone

;
James W. Newton, Broughty

Ferry; E. B. Nicolson, Edinburgh; Andrew D. Page, Culzean,

Ayr; J. L. Pike, Edinburgh ; Col. Porteous, Turfhills, Kinross;

W. M. Price, Minto ; Alex. Raflfan, Bonskeid, Pitlochry; W,

Ralph, Corstorphine
;
John Rutherford, Linthaugh, Jedburgh

;

H. Rutherfurd of Fairnington, Roxburgh ; Dr W. G. Smith,

Edinburgh ; William J. Stalker, Nairn ; Robert Taylor, Oakley,

Fife; John Telfer, Hardwick, Oxon ; Dr A. H. Unwin, Surrey;

Robert Veitch, Edinburgh University ; Major Waldron, East

Haugh, Pitlochry
;
John T. Watson, Edinburgh ; Sir Francis

Webster, Ashbrook, Arbroath ; Andrew Weir, Edinburgh

University; W. PL Whellens, Comlongon, Ruthwell; James
Whitton, Glasgow ; R. M. Young, Glasgow.
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II. The Forestry Exhibition at Inverness.

By Bkodie or Brodie.

The Forestry Exhibition of the Scottish Arboricultural Society,

held from i8th to 21st July 191 1, in the showyard of the Highland

and Agricultural Society at Inverness, was, on the whole, a

very interesting one ; and if there were not very many exhibits of

outstanding excellence, there were hardly any that were without

considerable merit.

The exhibits of specimens of timber, both in the open and the

local classes, were excellent ; and it would be hard to beat the

first prize exhibit, in the open class, for specimens of Scots pine,

larch and spruce forwarded from the Marquess of Graham (per

Mr Wm. Inglis), or the specimens of ash, oak and elm shown by

the Earl of Moray (per Mr D. Scott).

One of the most interesting exhibits in the show was that set

up by Mr Gilbert Brown, forester to the Countess Dowager of

Seafield, illustrating the advantages of pasturing wood or waste-

land before planting or regenerating naturally. There was also

an excellent report sent in with this exhibit.

The collection of cones and foliage of different species of

conifers from Murthly set up by Mr Eraser, assistant forester,

was a very fine one ; and the cases of injurious insects, shown

as larva, pupa and imago, with a short life-history of each species,

exhibited by Mr Hanson, Parkend, Glos., were beautifully set up

and clearly labelled.

The judges (Mr Robertson, Dunrobin ; Mr Scott, Scone; and

myself) did not feel that we should be justified in recommending

the highest award of a gold medal to any of these exhibits, but

that does not mean that those mentioned were not very good

indeed, and a First Class silver medal is and should be considered

a very high award.

Two points that were brought up by the judges at the general

meeting in the showyard, which they think might be considered

by the Council, were

—

1. Is it necessary, in the exhibits of timbers, to insist on

having one plank containing the pith ?

2. Would it not be better to have separate competitions in

the timber classes for larch, spruce and Scots pine,

instead of grouping the three together? This would

make the judgmg simpler and more satisfactory, it
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might induce more exhibits, and it would eliminate a

certain amount of inferior stuff: as under present

conditions some bad planks of one variety are

included in an exhibit which otherwise could not be

shown.

In conclusion, the judges wish to express their thanks to

the local committee, appointed by the Northern branch of the

Society, for the very efficient help they rendered.

The committee was composed as follows:—James A.

Gossip, nurseryman, Inverness ; Daniel Scott, wood merchant,

Darnaway ; William Mackenzie, forester, Novar
;
John MacBean,

forester, Balmacaan
;

John Macdonald, wood merchant,

Inverness; John Macdonald, jun., wood merchant, Inverness.

12. Detailed Report on the Forestry Section in the

Scottish National Exhibition, Glasgow, organised

by the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society, May
to November 1911.

By Matthew Feaks, Forester, Benmore.

Following the precedent of Edinburgh in 1908, the executive

of the Scottish National Exhibition, held in Glasgow in 191 1,

allotted to the Society free of charge a suitable site for a Forestry

exhibit; and a pavilion in which to house the articles requiring

protection having been rented from Messrs F. D. Cowieson and

Co., Glasgow, an excellent collection was brought together,

which proved a source of much interest to visitors to the

Exhibition.

The exhibits in the various classes were as follows :

—

Class 1.— Young trees with rootlets, showing the resulls of

various methods of transplanting.

W. Steuart Fothringham, Esq. of Murthly, Perthshire, sent

young larch plants showing the position of roots in proper and

improper transplanting. Mr Donald Grant, forester, Fersit,

Tulloch, sent young Sitka spruce plants showing the results of

planting on the Belgian system, and in the ordinary way by

notching. Those planted on the Belgian system are twice the

height of the others.

From the Benmore estate, H. J. Younger, Esq., exhibited
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young naturally produced seedlings of Thuya gigantea and

Douglas fir in pots, lifted from a plantation showing some

natural regeneration.

Class 2.

—

Specimens illustrating t/ie rate ofgrowth of trees

The Marquess of Ailsa, (Julzean, Maybole, showed specimens

of young trees, including some of the rarer conifers, illustrating

the rate of growth in the nursery, and small stems of Sitka spruce

showing a very fast rate of growth, also a cross section of Abies

grandis.

Lochiel, Achnacarry, sent a very interesting collection of

specimens of split stobs from natural-grown oak ; specimen of

larch, 27 years old, grown at a high elevation on peaty soil

overlying mountain clay ; cross section of well-grown larch, 68

years old, height 75 feet, diameter at 53 feet, 6 inches; specimen

of Scots fir, 28 years old, grown on unsuitable soil at an elevation

of 700 feet, in an exposed situation ; section of larch from a

closely-grown plantation, showing how the annual increment is

restricted for want of room, height 65 feet 6 inches, diameter at

40 feet, 3 inches, age 39 years; section of larch grown in a

mixed plantation, on pure peat 7^ feet deep— this specimen

shows rapid growth but the timber is of very indifferent quality;

section of self-sown larch showing a slow rate of growth until the

roots get into suitable soil and rapid growth thereafter ; section

of larch planted on unsuitable surface soil, showing a slow rate of

growth until the root-system gets properly established, and more

rapid growth thereafter; section of larch, 39 years of age, from

an experimental plot where the trees are still standing 3 feet

apart, total height of specimen 64 feet ; also a section of natural-

grown oak from a closely-grown wood.

The Earl of Strathmore, (ilamis, Forfar, sent transverse

sections of Douglas fir, larch and silver fir.

The Earl of Minto, Minto, Hawick, sent a cross section of

larch, 140 years old, 85 feet high and 2>\ ^^^^ diameter, con-

taining about 280 cubic feet of timber, and showing very

red heartwood and a very narrow sapwood.

Cross sections of Thuya gigantea, Douglas fir, Sequoia gigantea,

Sequoia senipervirens and Cupressus lawsoniatia were exhibited

by H. J. Younger, Estj. of Benmore, illustrating the great in-

crease in growth that results from heavily thinning a plantation.

The Marquess of Graham, Brodick Castle, Arran, exhibited

cross section of larch 128 years old.
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Captain John H. P. Leschallas of Glenfinart, Ardentinny,

sent a transverse section of beech, 230 years old, diameter 6 feet.

Class 3.

—

Specimens ofany abnormal growth of trunks, branches

or roots of trees.

The Marquess of Ailsa sent specimens of abnornal growth of

the trunk and branches of spruce, and roots of Corsican pine.

From Dawyck, F. M. S. Balfour, Esq., sent a root of red oak

{Quercus rubra) killed by roots of Tsnga canadetisis growing

round it.

The Earl of Strathmore, Glamis, sent a very large abnormal

growth on trunk of young oak (" burr ").

Class 4.

—

Specimens of different kinds of timber.

The Marquess of Ailsa sent planks of ash beautifully figured.

A collection of specimens of home-grown timber, in frame, was

exhibited by W. Steuart Fothringham, Esq. Mr J. M'Gregor,

timber merchant, Ayr, sent logs of beech and fluted Scots plane.

H. J. Younger, Esq. of Benmore, sent an interesting collection

of 112 hand specimens of timber of rare and ornamental trees

grown on the Benmore estate; also boards, 7 feet long, 18 inches

broad, i^ inch thick, of Thuya gigantea, Douglas fir, Sequoia

gigantea, Sequoia sempervirens, Abies nobilis, Abies nord-

manniana, Pinus strobus, Scots pine, larch, Cedrus atlantica,

Cupressus lawsoniana, lime, poplar, sycamore and alder.

Messrs Souness and Spiers, Edinburgh, exhibited a log and

cross section of naturally-grown Scots pine from a forest at

Achnacarry, age 250 to 300 years, and planks of same;

also planks of Araucaria imbricata (grown in Edinburgh)

;

and a plank of sycamore 6 feet by 3 feet, from a tree 14 feet in

girth grown in Midlothian.

Mr James Whitton, superintendent of parks, Glasgow, showed

a very interesting collection of timbers used in shipbuilding.

The specimens are all neatly mounted in frames, and attracted

considerable attention during the Exhibition.

There was also a fine collection of hand specimens of different

kinds of timber sent by the West of Scotland Agricultural

College, per Dr Nisbet.

The Rev. J. Bissett, 25 Holyrood Quadrant, Glasgow, sent

a set of hand specimens of timber ; these were nicely polished

and mounted in frames. John A. Stirling, Esq. of Kippendavie,

Dunblane, sent boards of oak, ash, beech and birch. Sir Hugh
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Shaw-Stewart, Bart, of Ardgowan, sent from Inverkip a large

exhibit of fine timber of excellent quality and size. In the rough

there was i larch, 40 feet x 18 inches diameter; i silver fir,

40 feet X 36 inches; i Scots pine, 25 feet x 30 inches; i ash,

30 feet X 36 inches: i elm, 25 feet x 30 inches; i oak, 12

feet X 30 inches. He also sent boards of larch, 24 inches x | inch;

Scots pine, 24 inches x | inch ; Weymouth pine, 14 inches x |

inch; Douglas fir, 16 inches x i inch; Cedrus Lebant, 14

inches x i inch ; Cedrus atlatitica, 10 inches x 2 inches

;

Araucaria, 11 inches x i inch; Seguoia giganiea, 15 inches x 3

inches ; ash, 20 inches x | inch ; elm (Wych), 24 inches x i inch;

sycamore, 14^ inches x z'k inches; Spanish chestnut, 14

inches x 3^^ inches; and cross-cut sections of tulip tree, Douglas

fir, larch, English yew, Cedrus atlantica, Thuya gigantea, Abies

alberiiixna, evergreen oak and holly.

From Glenfinart Captain Leschallas sent a plank of larch,

7 feet 29 inches x i| inches, cut from a tree too years old.

Messrs Adam Wilson & Son, Troon, had on view a number

of large boards of oak and Scots pine ; these were timber of

first-class quality. They also sent a section of larch. John D.

Sutherland, Esq., Oban, exhibited an interesting collection of

blocks of home-grown timber in a case, prepared for school

instruction.

Class 5.—No Entries.

Class 6.

—

Specimens showing the beneficial effects of pruning

ivhen 7vell done, and injurious effects when badly done.

From the Duke of Northumberland and the Royal Botanic

(iardens, Kew, there were specimens showing the evil eflfects of

pruning when badly done or neglected, and others showing

the benefit of skilful pruning.

Class 7.

—

Specimens of stems illustrating the effects of dense and

of thin crops in branch suppression and quality of timber.

The Marquess of Ailsa sent from Culzean stems of Corsican

pine and spruce grown in thin crop, and of Sitka spruce grown

in dense crop, showing the difference in quality through branch

suppression. H. J. Younger, Esq., sent specimens of home-

grown timber, namely Douglas fir and Thuya gigantea, cut out

of a standing crop of 560 trees per acre, 34 years old, and averag-

ing about 65 feet in height ; also specimens of the same showing

the difference in quality of timber when grown in thin crop.
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From W. Steuart Fothringham, Esq., there were specimens of

Scots pine and larch.

Class 8.

—

Platits, trees and timber damaged by storms, frosts,

insects, animals, birds, fungi or other causes, and specimens of the

insects, animals, birds, fungi, etc., H'hich caused the damage.

The Marquess of Ailsa showed young Corsican and Scots pine

affected by a leaf-shedding fungus ; leading shoot of Sitka spruce

damaged by frost (?), showing how readily it forms another

leader ; sycamore with Nectria cinnabarinmn, and witch's broom

on birch.

Examples of injury caused by woodbine, rabbits and squirrels

were sent by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ; while the Earl

of Strathmore forwarded a section of beech showing damage by

attack of felted scale {Cryptococcus fagi). H. J. Younger, Esq.,

sent young Japanese larch attacked by canker fungus {Feziza

willkotnmii).

Messrs Souness & Spiers had a section of English elm showing

ring and star shake ; and Mr James Whitton sent a section of

elm from Kelvingrove Park showing the same defects. West

of Scotland Agricultural College, per Dr Nisbet, sent illustrations

and preserved specimens of injurious insects, with larvte and

eggs, showing the nature of damage done to timber by the

injurious class.

Class 9.

—

Specimens of useful insects, birds or animals, with

illustrations of their use.

Here again Dr Nisbet exhibited illustrations of useful insects

in all stages.

Class 10.-

—

Tools, instruments and implements, home andforeign,

and models of buildings and machinery used in various operations

connected with forestry, including sawniilling, pulping, transplanting,

transporting and such like.

Robert Sorby & Sons, Ltd., Sheffield, sent a fine case of

foresters' tools, consisting of felling axes, saws, pruning and

various other useful implements. Messrs Trewhella Bros.,

Birmingham, exhibited an Australian " Monkey " jack used for

uprooting trees, etc. The Patent Safety Ladder Company, Peter-

borough, exhibited their well-known patent extension and other

ladders. Mr James Whitton showed a neat model of a trans-

planting machine. The West of Scotland Agricultural College,

per Dr Nisbet, sent an interesting collection of German forest
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implements, consisting of planting spades, hoes, soil workers,

weed-killers, dibblers, etc., etc.

Class 1 1 .

—

Forest literatvre, including 7vorking-plans, maps and
diagrams.

The Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society sent maps of an

afforestation scheme for Glen Mer.

Class 12.

—

Specimens illustrating forest zoology and botany,

inC'Udijtg seeds of 7'arious kinds of forest trees, zvith description of

the mtthod of collection and extraction, cones, fruits and foliage of

different kinds of tnes.

W. Steuart Fothringham, Esq., showed a splendid collection

of seeds of 167 varieties of trees and shrubs; these were neatly

arranged in a large case.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, sent a collection of

fruits and seeds of 150 kinds of trees and shrubs, ripened at

Kew; also 15 dried specimens of trees and shrubs mounted on

cardboard, very suitable for teaching purposes.

H. J. Younger, Esq., sent from his extensive collection of

coniferous trees, specimens of flowers, foliage and cones.

A collection of seeds of 20 different varieties of conifers was

sent by Mr George Leven, Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh ; and the

Rev. J. Bissett, Glasgow, exhibited dried specimens of leaves of

trees and shrubs mounted on cards, suitable for teaching; also

a collection of cones, etc.

Class 13.

—

Pictures andphotographs in connection with forestry.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, sent 50 photographs

showing the various processes in the transplanting of large trees

with machines, and photographs of various ornamental trees, etc.

Mr George Leven sent photographs illustrating the transport of

round timber by means of bogies running on rails
;
photographs

showing sawmill and manufacturing plant; photographs of air-

drying stacks of manufactured, including creosoted, timber, etc.

R. D. Murray, Esq., sent photograph of larch cut at (ilenfeochan.

Angus Cameron, Esq., factor, Benmore, exhibited a series of

very interesting photographs of Thuya and Douglas fir planta-

tions. One of the most interesting features of this exhibit was

the photographs of A'Cruach before planting, showing the

rough and rocky face of the hill and the same at the present

time, 32 years after planting with Douglas fir up to an elevation

of 700 feet.
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From the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society there was

also a very interesting exhibit, being part of a collection of

170 sections of the timber of British-grown trees and shrubs,

and a series of 100 photomicrographic slides of plant tissue

highly magnified.

The West of Scotland Agricultural College, per Dr Nisbet,

sent photographs of sections of British-grown trees and shrubs,

also transverse and longitudinal sections of various timber trees

prepared for teaching purposes.

Class 15.— Wood-pulp and other materialsforpaper manufacture.

Messrs Thos. Tait & Sons, Ltd., Inverurie, sent samples

illustrating the manufacture of wood-pulp for paper-making,

consisting of a log of Russian whitewood (spruce), wood chips,

bleached wood, boiled wood, pulped wood, and pulp beaten;

also samples of paper made from Scottish wood, and linen rag

used for mixing with pulp-wood.

Class 16.

—

Examples ofproducts chemically preparedfrom wood,

such as cellulose, acetic acid, yarn and such like.

Messrs Turnbull & Co., chemical manufacturers, Glasgow,

showed samples of chemicals obtained from wood ; and Mr John

Glen, chemical works, Kilkerran, Maybole, exhibited samples

of acetate of lime, wood naphtha, wood tar and wood charcoal.

Class 17.

—

Pitivood, raihvay timber, fencing juaterials {including

gates), woodpai'ement, cooperage and such like.

The Marquess of Ailsa sent a neat little collection of (small-

sized) pitwood, consisting of larch, spruce and Corsican pine

;

and Lochiel sent split stobs from naturally-grown oak. Messrs

John Denholm & Co., Bo'ness, exhibited a nice collection of

different kinds of timber used for pit purposes, including Russian

alder, Norwegian spruce, Swedish, Russian and German redwood,

Russian whitewood and Scotch birch. This exhibit shows quite

clearly that the foreign pitwood is much superior to our home-

grown wood.

Messrs James Broom & Son, Bathgate, showed a tramway
and a miner's hutch complete; frame of miner's hutch to show
how small oakwood can be utilised in the construction of such

articles; rails fixed to Scots pine and spruce sleepers to show
how smallwood of this sort can be so used ; field-gate made
from Siberian larch

;
gate made from Deeside larch ; navvy's

barrow ; spade and graip shafts ; and brush handles (rough and

turned).
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The Caledonian Railway Company sent home-grown Scots

pine and Baltic redwood sleepers creosoted and uncreosoted,

larch telegraph poles creosoted and uncreosoted, fencing posts

and rails creosoted and uncreosoted, and an oak telegraph arm.

From Messrs Souness & Spiers was sent a Scots pine sleeper

from Lochiel natural forest, and a Scots pine sleeper from Appin

sawmills.

Class 1 8.—No Entries.

Class 19.

—

Specimens of timber presented by various methods.

Messrs Adam Wilson & Sons sent oak railway keys, gate, and

stobs treated with "Baral." Sir Hugh Shaw-Stewart, Bart.,

sent from Ardgowan a 10 feet field-gate and posts, and fencing

stobs (larch, Scots pine, spruce, silver fir, beech, elm, oak and

sycamore) treated with creosote.

Class 20.

—

Examples shoivino the methods of utilising smallwood

in carving, turnery, wood-engraving and fancy ivoodwork of all

kinds.

Messrs J. & P. Coats, Ltd., Glasgow, sent samples of bobbin

wood and finished bobbins ; and Messrs James Broom & Sons,

samples of ash and birch used in the manufacture of shovel

handles. Messrs Souness & Spiers exhibited a frame made of

Scots pine from a natural forest at Achnacarry, containing

examples of pilasters, mouldings, panels, etc., to illustrate the

purposes to which the timber can be applied. From the

Foresters' and Gardeners' Society of Argyll there were manu-

factured articles from the Appin estate, consisting of ash felloes,

oak spokes, oak railway keys, oak, ash and beech wedges, and

a larch cart tram.

Mr T. W. H. Hutchison, Dumfries, showed a very interesting

exhibit illustrating the manufacture of clog soles, as follows :

—

section of bole of birch, bole split into sections, clog blocks

dressed from splits, finished clog soles (birch and alder), finished

men's Derby clogs, children's clogs and ladies' shoe clogs.

Adam Wilson & Sons, Troon, sent ash felloes and oak spokes

(in the rough), oak railway keys, navvy and miner's pick shafts

(finished).

Class 2 1.—Specimens of rare and ornamental trees and shrubs.

The Duke of Atholl sent specimens of hybrid and common

larch to show how the hybrid plant of the same age as the

common one has made one-third more height-growth.
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From Glencoe, Lord Strathcona sent samples of common
spruce, pitted in broken peat, and also notched, in 1903. The
pitted plant is about twice the height of the other.

Class 22.

—

Specimens of rustic li'Ork.

Mr Alexander Pollock, Tarbolton, Ayr, had on view a fine

collection of rustic work, including rustic seats made from oak

grown on the banks of Ayr, rustic oak arm and fancy chairs, etc.,

also a rustic suite of oak furniture which furnished the members'

room in the pavilion. Two well-finished rustic tables were

exhibited by Mr John Napier, Kippenross, Dunblane.

Class 23.

—

Anything of interest relating to forestry.

Mr Steuart Fothringham, Esq. of Murthly, sent models of a

rabbit-proof water-gate suitable for enclosed plantations, and

a stock-proof water-gate arranged so that the sections can be

removed during floods.

F. R. S. Balfour, Esq. of Dawyck, sent bark of Sequoia gigantea,

and wood of the same, showing burning by forest fires.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, sent a lead label and a

descriptive card label for trees.

Alex. Jack & Sons, Ltd., Maybole, exhibited a pair of cart

wheels finished ; elm naves for van, lorry and heavy cart wheels;

turned and mortised oak spokes for van, lorry and cart wheels

;

dressed and tenoned ash felloes for van, lorry and cart wheels :

all made from timber of first-class quality and grown in the

Carrick district of Ayrshire.

The Skye Osier Company, Pilmuir, Skye, sent specimens of

willows in their diff'erent stages, from a sett to a rod of one year's

growth, and of the preparation of white and dyed rods for

making baskets, chairs, etc. ; basket and chair in the process of

construction ; chair made from peeled and unpeeled rods ; also

samples of stocks showing the correct and the incorrect ways of

cutting the rods. From Mr T. Strachan, Keir, Dunblane, there

was a beautifully carved oak panel and inlaid tray made from

home-grown wood ; model of a field-gate made of yew grown
on Keir estate, as well as hand specimens of timbers. Messrs

Thos. Hunter & Sons, Maybole, showed a garden or stable

barrow made from ash grown on the Culzean estate.

The Foresters' and Gardeners' Society sent firelighters made
from sawdust at Appin Sawmills. A piece of oak from the

foundation of Ayr Auld Brig, about 700 years old, was sent by

Mr George Leven, Bowmont.
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Messrs J. M'Gregor & Son, Tarn's Brig, Ayr, exhibited a piece

of oak from the cradle on which the piers of the Auld Brig

of Ayr was founded about 700 years ago (on loan from the

Corporation of Ayr), also a small table made from Scotch-

grown walnut, and a board of the same material.

The British South African Company sent a collection of native

timbers found in Rhodesia, and samples of rubber bark and

prepared rubber, Mr Peter Whyte, telegraph linesman, Cale-

donian Railway, sent a very neat and useful folding clothes-

drying screen, and the model of a field-gate. Pieces of burned

timber from the Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, were shown by the

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

A rustic walk on the slope behind the pavilion was provided

by Mr James Whitton, Glasgow. Messrs Dicksons & Co., Edin-

burgh, sent a fine collection of seedling plants of broad-leaved

and coniferous trees and shrubs, and they also decorated the

ground round the pavilion with a nice collection of orna-

mental shrubs. Mr D. W. Thomson, Edinburgh, supplied a

collection of ornamental conifers and broad-leaved trees for

the decoration of the ground round the site of the exhibit.

Altogether this exhibit proved a great success and was well

patronised by visitors.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Estate Duty on Timber under the Finance Act of 1910.

The following correspondence is of interest :

—

To The Secretary,

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

2\th October 1 9 1 1

.

Dear Sir,— I beg to forward you herewith a note giving

particulars of a concession which has been granted by the

Inland Revenue Authorities in the matter of Estate Duty on

timber under the Finance Act, 1910, and I will be obliged if

you will give this all the publicity you can in your next

publication.—Yours truly,

E. Davidson, Secy, and Treas.,

Royal English Arboricultural Society.

Estate Ditty.

In the April 191 1 issue of the Quarterly Journal of Forestry,

the official organ of the Royal English Arboricultural Society,

there appeared correspondence between the president, Mr E. R.

Pratt, and the Estate Duty Office on the question of estate

duty on timber. In Section 61 (5) of the Finance Act, 1910,

the estate duty is payable on "the nett moneys after deducting

all necessary out-goings." This was held by the Estate Duty

Office to include " the expenses of the sale, felling, and drawing

out of the timber, and of restoring fences, ditches, roads, and

gates injured by the drawing out of such timber."

It was pointed out by Mr Pratt that, if an owner is desirous

of maintaining his woods in an economically sound condition,

he must obviously have to replant the thinned out timber

grounds, and that such cost should be allowed as a deduction.

The reply was to the effect that this cost was 7iot allowed as a

deduction against estate duty or succession duty, and that this

view would be enforced in a Court of Law.

Since the receipt of this ruling, however, the Society has
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received intimation from the Estate Duty Office that it is now
agreed that " the expense of replanting timber sold and felled

7i'ill be allowed as a necessary out-going to the maintenance of

a timber estate."

This is an important point, and must give encouragement to

the desire for private economic afforestation. It is also an

achievement for the Royal English Arboricultural Society, of

which the president has every right to feel proud, and a con-

cession which will be appreciated by every tree-grower.

To Edward Davidson', Esq., Secretary,

Royal English Arboricultural Society.

i^th October 191 1.

Dear Sir,—Thanks for sending me the note about the estate

duties. The point is an important one, and Mr Pratt is to be

congratulated on obtaining such a ruling from the Inland

Revenue Authorities. They appear to have gone even further

than he asked them to do, as they include the cost of all

replanting, and not merely that of "thinned out timber grounds."

I understand that Mr Munro Ferguson always held that this was

the proper interpretation of the clause, but it is very satisfactory

to have it in writing from the Authorities. I am passing on

the note to our editor.—Youis faithfully,

Robert Galloway, Secy.

Royal Scottish ArhorictiUural Society.

Rating of Woodlands and Railway Rates on Timber.

The Council believes that there may be members of the

Society who have experience of grievances due to the over-

valuation of woodlands for rating purposes, and to comparatively

high charges by railway companies for transporting home-

grown timber. Such members are invited to send details of

specific cases to the Secretary, so that, if desired, they may be

considered by the Council with a view to the suggestion of

remedies, and, if deemed advisable, to publication in the

Trarisactions.

R. Galloway, Secy.
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Canadian Forests.

Agriculture, which is the pride and hope of Canada, says the

Canadian Gazette, depends in large measure upon the preserva-

tion of Canadian forests. Without them the water supply of

Canada's rivers will go unconserved and unregulated, and there

will be in Canada, as there are now in many parts of the United

States, destructive floods in the spring, followed by low and

contaminated water all through the summer. Happily, the

Canadian Government is alive to the importance of this question,

and we note with much satisfaction the measure which the

Hon. Frank Oliver has introduced into the Canadian House of

Commons for an increase in the Dominion forest reserves from

three to sixteen millions of acres. There are now twenty-one

reserves, covering 3,379,000 acres. Four more are now to be

added, and the total area will be 16,760,000 acres. Nine of

the reserves will be in British Columbia in the Rocky Mountain

section, five in Manitoba, seven in Saskatchewan, and four in

Alberta. This is the beginning of a more vigorous policy of

reforestation. The Government will not at first enter upon a

policy of re-planting, but will control the cutting of timber so

as to give the younger trees better opportunity of growth.

Forest Terminology,

Students of French and German literature on the subject of

forestry are recommended to provide themselves with a little

book on Forest Terminology, by J. Gerschel, Professor at the

National Forest School, Nancy.

It consists of three parts—the first of which gives French

terms, arranged alphabetically, with their equivalents in English

and in German ; the second part gives English terms, with their

equivalents in French and in German; and the third part

gives German terms, with their equivalents in French and in

English.

The book is published by Berger-Levrault & Cie, 5 Rue des

Beaux-Arts, Paris. It can be obtained through Messrs Otto

Schulze & Co., 20 Frederick Street, Edinburgh. Price 4s. 6d.

VOL. XXVI. PART I. G
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BiLTMORE Forest School.

The students ended their stay in Germany in the middle of

March 191 1, and returned to America. Mr Herbert L. SuUivan,

Hon. President, writes :—
" A happy lot of young Americans it was that set foot again

on American soil. Looking back over the winter's work, it is

almost impossible for us to estimate, at this early moment, the

value of the information derived from our stay and from our

connection both with German forestry and with German forest

industries."

Forests and Forestry Problems in Sierra Leonk.

An Official Report by Mr A. H. Unwin, Assistant Conservator

of Forests, ist Grade, deputed from Southern Nigeria, has been

issued.

After dealing with the area of the forests, and with their

elevation, soil and climate, the author proceeds to discuss the

species of trees found, the growing stock and its present con-

dition, and the yield and the present method of exploitation.

He then sets forth his proposals for future management and

exploitation.

A second part of the report refers to the forests proposed to

be reserved for the use of the Imperial War Department : and a

third part is devoted to a summary report on certain forests,

especially the Gola, and on the forestry problems of the Colony.

The report, which covers 54 pages, and is illustrated by 42

excellent photographs, is a thoroughly business-like document,

which reflects great credit on Mr Unwin.

We congratulate the Colonial Government on the important

step they have taken to conserve the natural resources of the

Colony.

Progress, in India, in the Preparation of Working-Plans.

Mr A. M. ¥. Caccia, I.F.S., M.V.O., F.Z.S., Imperial Super-

intendent of I'^orest Working- Plans, and Imperial Silviculturist

to the Government of India, has prepared a series of tables
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which have been pubHshed by the Government, showing

the progress made in the preparation of working-plans up

to the 31st December 1908. Excluding the Madras and

Bombay Presidencies, the forest area is reported to have been

131,302,506 acres, or approximately 205,160 square miles,

classified as follows :

—

Acres

Reserved . . . 40,146,430

Leased . . . 336,598

Protected . . . 5,164,208

Unclassed . . 85,655,260

Total 131,302,496

Of this area, 20,369,009 acres (about 31,826 square miles), or

i^h per cent, of the whole, had been brought under control by

sanctioned working-plans. They deal with large areas in India !

and the progress made in bringing their vast forests under

systematic management is highly creditable to the Forest

Department.

Distillation of Wood.

In the United States, during the year 1909, no less than

1,255,000 cords of wood, chiefly hardwood, were consumed in

the process of distillation. From hardwood the principal-

products were charcoal, alcohol, and acetate of lime ; while from

softwood the leading product was turpentine. The use of

saw-dust and other mill waste as the raw material was

substantially greater than in any previous year; and the

indications are said to be that, in future, the industry will

develop largely in the direction of thus utilising such hitherto

little used material.

Our Government sanctioned the erection, last year, of a

factory for wood distillation in the Forest of Dean ; the most

important product will be acetate of lime, from which acetone,

one of the chief constituents of cordite, will subsequently be

produced. It is not at present proposed to manufacture acetone

in the forest, but the works are so designed that the process may

be carried out there hereafter, should this be desired.
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New Forestry Books.

The following list of new books dealing with forestry has been

supplied by Messrs Douglas & Foulis :

—

Develop7nent of British Forestry. By A. C. Forbes. Illustrated.

Price los. 6d. net, E. Arnold.

Field Book Sheet Mapping. Price 3s. 6d. net. Chapman & Hall.

Shade Trees in Towns and Cities. By W. Solotorofif. Price

1 25. 6d. net. Chapman & Hall.

Forest Resources of the World (U. S. Dept. of Forest .Service).

By R. Zou. Price 2s. 6d. net. Wesley.

British Trees, including the finer Shrubs for Garden afid

Woodland. By C. A. Johns. New Edition. Edited by E. T.

Cook and W. Dallimere. Illustrated. Price 7s. 6d. net.

Routledge & Sons.

Forestry for Woodmen. By C. A. Hanson. Price 5s. net.

Clarendon Press.

FlementsofBritish Forestry: A Handbookfor Forest Apprentices^

etc. By J. Nisbet. Price 5s. 6d. net. Blackwood & Co.

University of Cambridge.

Fourth Annual Report of the Forestry Committee.

\^th Nov(inter 191 1.

The Forestry Committee beg leave to report to the Senate

as follows :

" The course of instruction since the last report was issued

in May 1910 has comprised lectures and demonstrations by

the Reader, which have been supplemented by excursions to

woods and plantations in Cambridgeshire and the adjoining

counties. The lectures, which were given thrice a week, have

been attended not only by students taking the course for the

Diploma in Forestry, but also by students of Agriculture. The
attendance has been: 8 in the Easter term, 19 10; 19 in the

Michaelmas term, 1910; 11 in the Lent term, 1911; and 10

in the Easter term, 191 1. Mr Burdon gave a special course

of lectures and laboratory work on the Classification and
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Structure of Timbers both in the Easter term, 19 lo, and in the

Lent term, 191 1. Mr Brooks gave, in the latter term, a

special course of lectures and practical work on Diseases of

Trees and Timbers.

" Excursions with students were made to the Duke of Bedford's

woods at Woburn, to the Marquess of Salisbury's woods at

Hatfield, to Earl Cadogan's woods at Culford, to the Earl of

Leicester's woods at Holkham and Fulmodestone, to Sir Hugh
Beevor's woods at Hargham, to Colonel Duncombe's planta-

tions at Waresley, to Mr Paley's woods at Ampton, and to

Mr Clinton-Baker's plantations and pinetum at Bayfordbury.

During the long vacations of 1910 and 191 1, the Reader

inspected the practical training of students for the diploma

on the woodland estates of Durris in Scotland and Long Ashton

near Bristol ; and he also visited, at different times, numerous

estates in the neighbourhood of Cambridge. During last

Easter vacation, the Reader made a tour in northern Italy,

the eastern Pyrenees and Spain, with special reference to the

pines and elms that are found in those regions.

"During the Michaelmas term, 1910, Mr W. F. Perre'e of

the Indian Forest Service, gave a course of lectures on Indian

forestry, which was attended by 7 students. Mr H. Jackson,

Conservator of Forests in the same service, has been appointed

to give a similar course extending over two terms in the year

1911-1912. These lectures are free to all members of the

University, but are intended mainly for probationers of the

Indian Forest Service, who are now allowed to pass their two

years of probation and to obtain their training in forestry at

Cambridge."

Further experiments have been made in the sowing of elms

and the crossing of trees ; and the collections of specimens of

timbers, diseases of trees and forest botany have been largely

increased. Donations amounting to ^^3605 have been made
or promised for the development of the museum and laboratory

accommodation.

The Forestry Account has continued to receive grants from

the County Councils of Cambridge, Huntingdon, Norfolk,

Northampton and West Suffolk. Twelve colleges— Clare,

Pembroke, Gonville and Caius, Trinity Hall, King's, Queen's,

St Catherine's, Jesus, Christ's, St John's, Trinity, and Emmanuel
—have also contributed.
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Correction.

The footnote to Mr Richardson's article on Mr Henry's

Investigations of Ehn SeedHngs, printed at page 189 of

vol. xxiv., is by Mr Henry, and Mr Richardson's initials

were erroneously attached to it.

RE\'IEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Development of British Forestry. 274 pp., 71 Figs. By

A. C. Forbes, F.H.A.S., Chief Forestry Inspector to the

Board of Agriculture for Ireland. London: Edward Arnold,

Publisher to the India Office, 191 1. Price los. 6d. net.

This book deals with some of the practical aspects of the

afforestation question. The arguments for and against ex-

tensive afforestation as a practical undertaking in these islands,

are becoming so familiar to the parties chiefly interested that it

is exceedingly difficult to find anything really fresh to say on the

subject.

A perusal of Mr Forbes' book leaves one with the impression

that he is not over sanguine of the ultimate financial success of

any schemes of afforestation. It is not easy, however, for the

reader to decide exactly what the author's own personal views

are. He gives extensive quotations from various writers to show,

apparently, that there are still very extensive tracts of good

forest land in Europe and America which, if properly worked,

could be made to supply not only the needs of the regions

named, but also those of our own country. In further support

of this view, he asserts that practically all the land in this

country capable of producing first-class timber is already devoted

to agriculture, and that on the land not so taken up, which is for

the most part situated at high altitudes, the production of paying

crops of first-class timber could not as a rule be looked for. On
the other hand, he points out (p. 30) that " it is this larger class

of timber which will sooner or later be reserved for home con-

sumption " (in the exporting States) ; and '' that some form of

export duty will be put upon it in the round or unmanufactured

condition ": and " that it should become a settled policy in
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the administration of this country that a forest area capable of

producing first-class timber in sufficient quantities to meet the

requirements of the staple industries of the country should be

gradually formed and maintained."

Thus Mr Forbes seems to speak with two voices. Probably

his aim is to show that the stock arguments on either side should

be received with due caution. If this be so, I cordially agree

with him, believing as I do that the truth lies between the two

extremes. I do not think that, without encroaching upon

agricultural land, we can grow sufficient timber at home to

balance completely the imports from foreign countries ; nor do

I believe that it would be possible to produce paying crops con-

sisting exclusively of pitwood or pulpwood. There is no doubt

that the wood material likely to be scarcest in the near future

is well-matured coniferous timber {e.g., Scots pine and spruce;,

and common hardwoods of good quality. We are already paying

a higher price for a very much younger and inferior class of

redwood than we did twenty years ago, and this state of matters

is likely to be accentuated very soon. For it is well to keep in

mind that the rate of production is extremely slow in the forests

of the far north, where the largest surplus stocks of mature

coniferous timber at present exist. That we can grow a large

proportion of such timber without encroaching upon agricultural

land there is also no doubt, but, as the author of the book points

out, if we are to have any success at all, the claims of the sports-

man must receive less consideration than hitherto.

On the other hand, there is not the slightest sign of any

slackening off in the imports of small timber suitable only for

pitwood and pulpwood. And since large quantities of small

timber must of necessity be produced as thinnings in ordinary

course, the extensive cultivation of timber crops on short rofa-

tions, expressly for the production of pitwood and pulpwood,

would very likely have the effect of glutting the market, and

would, at the same time, effectually prevent the ultimate produc-

tion of the matured timber which the country will stand most in

need of. The same remarks would apply to large afforestation

schemes having the cultivation of pure larch crops as their

main object. Apart from silvicultural objections, the market

for larch timber appears to be much more limited than many
people think, and large supplies must almost certainly bring

down prices in the future.
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Few will be disposed to disagree with the author's views on

these matters. Exception may, however, be taken by the plant

physiologist to some of his views on the climatic conditions

affecting tree-growth. He rightly attaches very great importance

to the effect of the weather conditions prevalent during the

months of May, June, July, August, but he seems to assume

that these conditions may be treated almost as a negligible

quantity during the remaining months of the year. This is not

the accepted scientific view. But while the scientist may not

agree with some of Mr Forbes' premises, the practical man may
safely accept his main conclusion that extensive planting

operations should be confined, in the first instance at least,

to moderately sheltered situations within safe limits of altitude.

His remarks as to the necessity for further investigation

regarding the climatic conditions prevailing at the higher

altitudes are very much to the point. There is no doubt that,

so far as tree-growth is concerned, we have here a practically

unworked field.

The illustrations in the book are excellent, but their con-

nection with the text is not always made sufficiently clear to

the reader. There is a very good chapter on forestry " Methods

and Practice." The book contains much useful matter on

general questions relating to forestry, and will, no doubt, act

as a corrective to the wild and extravagant views sometimes

put forward as to the possibilities of growing timber-crops

on poor barren lands at extreme altitudes.

J. F. A.

Elevients of British Forestry. 345 pp., 92 Illustrations. By John
NiSBET. William Blackwood & Sons, 19 11. Price 5s, 6d.

Dr J. Nisbet's little book entitled the Elements of British

Forestry has appeared at a most opportune moment, and will, we
feel sure, be greeted with appreciation by many. The author

states that it is written for forest apprentices and also for use in

agricultural colleges. The term forest apprentice is an elastic

one and does not appear to define with sufficient accuracy the

class of man it is meant to include ; for the man who will be

able to make a satisfactory use of Dr Nisbet's book will need to

possess a good average education. For all possessing such a

perusal of the book will prove of high interest.
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The fault of the work, a fault common to all small handbooks

endeavouring to cover several courses of instruction within the

short space of 300 pages, is that important and most interesting

portions of the subject have to be so abbreviated and condensed

as to require a considerable previous knowledge of the subject

to render their perusal of advantage to the reader. In the

present case, for instance, the important branch of forestry known

as silviculture has to be curtailed into 85 pages. Of course

the author is inevitably driven to this, and it will in nowise

affect those who have the advantage of being Dr Nisbet's

students ; for his lectures doubtless amplify where necessary

the context of his book. With this criticism we have only good

to record of this excellent little handbook.

The author commences with a brief enumeration of the

trees used in silviculture in Britain, and describes the chief

botanical characteristics both of hardwoods and conifers. Dr

Nisbet then proceeds to give the reader an interesting short

historical account of the progress of arboriculture in Britain.

He shows how a serious want of timber was making itself felt

even as early as 1543, in which year a Statute of Woods was

passed which decreed that all woods in England should be closed

for 4, 6 or 7 years after each fall of the coppice at under 14, 14 to

24, and over 24 years' rotation, respectively, and that at least 12

standards per acre should be stored or left to grow into timber.

The enforcement of this and similar modified Acts of Parliament

practically introduced a definite national system of arboriculture,

i.e. coppice-with-standards, into the country. Under this system

the standards were grown wide apart, and therefore were of

short height-growth and branched low, the object desired being to

produce great branches and big crooks and curved timber suit-

able for shipbuilding. This system, lasting through centuries,

gradually gave rise to the fixed idea that it was necessary to

give each individual tree a great deal of room. The continuance

of this fixed idea in more recent times led to its application more

or less to timber-crops grown as high-woods, after the demand
for "kneed" timber had declined with the introduction of iron

into shipbuilding. Such woods were habitually over-thinned,

and the trees consequently branched low down instead of form-

ing long clean boles, as in the case when they are grown in

dense or normal woods.

British forestry began to decline early in the nineteenth century
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with the importation of large quantities of foreign timber. The
neglect of the industry increased when the import duty was

taken off colonial timber in 1846 : and timber-growing for the

supply of the British market finally almost ceased with the

removal of the import duty from foreign timber in 1866. Thus
an industry which had for centuries been an important rural one

became unprofitable, and most of the woodlands from that time

came to be looked upon as game coverts only.

A revival of interest in the matter of British grown timber has

recently set in with the rapid exhaustion of cheap timber through-

out the world, the more accessible forests having been nearly cut

out ; whilst other nations, such as America and Germany, now
compete with Britain in importing timber, with the consequent

result of a great rise in prices all round.

Commenting upon the importance of afforestation in

Britain, the author quotes the import figures for 1906 and 1907,

in which years our gross imports of wood, timber, woodpulp and

manufactured woodpulp amounted in value to ;^37,378,ooo,

whilst the total for wood and timber alone was over ^^29,013,000.

And but little of this is re-exported ! The figures speak for

themselves.

The author then considers the well-known climatic and physi-

cal effects of large compact blocks of woods, afterwards briefly

glancing at their economic uses in providing work for a rural

population at times when other work is scarce. He points out

that with the introduction of afforestation into this country large

sums of money now going abroad would remain to be circulated

amongst our own {)opulation, and that, with large blocks of

forest managed on commercial lines, local industries would arise

which would provide labour for a numerous and increasing body

of workers, over and above those actually employed in tending

the woods themselves.

After discussing the qualities and physical properties of soil

and the influence of climate on tree-growth, the author deals

with the silvicultural characteristics of the trees, following this

by an account of the habits of growth and forms of woodland

crops.

Chapter II. is devoted to the formation, tending and renewal

of woods. This subject is treated in the usual manner—questions

of forming plantations, draining and soil preparation, nursery

work, different methods of putting out transplants and their
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cost, are considered in detail. Brief notes are then given on

the tending and renewal of woodland crops.

In Part II., the author comes to the consideration of the

management of woodlands—the chapters dealing with the

measurement of logs, standing trees and whole woods and their

increment, with the theoretical principles of woodland manage-

ment, the making of a working-plan and the valuation of timber-

crops and of woodlands. Some 70 pages are devoted to this

important part of the forester's work. Of necessity the subject

is all too briefly treated, but this part should prove most

instructive to all interested in the scientific management of

woods on a commercial basis.

The protection of woodlands is treated of in Part III., nearly

a third of the book being devoted to the subject. The author

opens with a brief account "of legislative protection, and

discusses such questions as rights of user, trespass and fire

protection, damage caused by farm stock, and the various

methods of fencing. The damage done by animals, birds

and insects is then detailed, and this is followed by some pages

devoted to weeds and fungi ; the Part concludes with the subject

of atmospheric influences and the destruction to woods and

trees which they cause.

In Part IV., Dr Nisbet treats of the utilisation of woodland

produce. The structure of timber, its identification, properties,

uses and market value are first glanced at ; the author then

treats of the harvesting of wood crops and their preparation for

sale and transport by land and water, and the seasoning and

preservation of timber. The various industries which accompany

or follow the permanent growth of woods on a large scale in a

country come in for consideration—sawmills, woodpulp, charcoal

making, resin tapping and grazing in forests, being specially

dealt with.

An excellent index is to be found at the end of the book.

Also, a by no means unmixed blessing, 64 pages of free advertise-

ment of the publisher's catalogue ! This gratuitous addition

by publishers of their catalogues at the end of text-books is

much to be deplored, and all the more so when, as in the present

case, the book is one which will often accompany the owner

into the woods. The extra weight of the catalogue is, under

such conditions, a mere incumbrance and annoyance.

E. P, Stebbing.
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The Book of the English Oak. By Charles Hurst. i88 pp.,

with a map of English Oaks and 14 Illustrations from

Photographs. Price 5s. net. Lynwood & Co., Ltd., London.

This book is written by an enthusiastic admirer of the

English oak and of English scenery, and while it is not a book on

forestry, it gives a great deal of information about the oak and

many other things noted during a prolonged ramble on foot

through the English midlands, which the author discourses

on in a delightful manner. It is a book which all lovers of trees

and country life should read.

Forestry for Woodmen. By C. O. Hanson. 222. pp. 12 Plates

and 15 Figures. Price 5s. Oxford Clarendon Press, 191 1.

Mr C. O. Hanson's little book, entitled Forestry for Woodmen,

is, as the preface states, based on Schlich's Manual of Forestry.

" It has been written," says the author, " to supply a cheap book

on scientific forestry for foresters and woodmen, few of whom can

afford the more expensive works." In how far it is possible to

realise these expectations within the compass of a little over 200

pages must be left to individual opinion to decide. Also in our

experience it is not so much the difficulty of procuring the more

expensive works as the difficulty of understanding them when

obtained that has handicapped the class for which Mr Hanson

writes his book. As in every other profession, the higher ranks

of foresters will be recruited from men of a good, sound general

education, and only students possessed of such can assimilate

the more highly scientific and technical portions of a forester's

education. Mr Hanson's aim is a definite and good one, but it

is open to considerable doubt how much of his book will be

absorbed with profit by the working woodman. It presupposes

a far better education than he is likely to possess ; but for the

more educated forester in charge of woods the book will prove

of interest and use.

The author opens with a description of the life-history of a

tree, dealing with its nutriment, botanical aspects, reproductive

power, etc. He then considers tree-growth in relation to climate,

following the lines of Schlich's Manual. Chapter III. discusses

pure and mixed woods, the methods of planting such, the
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different species to be made use of and methods of mixing

them ; the question of forming mixed crops of (i.) shade-bearers,

(ii.) shade-bearers and Hght demanders, and (iii.) light demanders,

is discussed.

Chapter IV. treats of nursery management, deahng with the

matter on the ordinary Hnes. There is a useful little table on

PP- 54j 55> showing the seasons to gather seed, to sow it, the

depth of covering, the number of plants to be expected from i lb.

of seed, and other useful information. The species dealt with are

ash, alder, beech, birch, elm, hornbean, oak, sycamore, sweet

chestnut, Austrian pine, Corsican pine, Scots pine, Weymouth

pine, silver fir, Douglas, spruce, larch and Japanese larch.

Sowing and planting in the forest is then treated upon general

lines. Some figures are given contrasting the difference in cost

of planting home-grown and purchased British and foreign

plants. The difference is in favour of the home-grown plant.

Some brief notes are given on the tending of woods, and

on the various silvicultural systems, termed by the author

" Methods of Treatment."

Three chapters are devoted to " Protection of Woods "—an

all too short a space necessitated by the object of keeping the

book small.

There is an interesting note under Weeds on p. 127. After

pointing out that a growth of birch, sallow, aspen or coppice

shoots of any species should not be cut back in a young

plantation without taking into consideration the fact that they

may be affording shelter from frost, wind, etc., to the young trees

being raised, the author says, " A very good instance of this

sheltering effect of what would ordinarily be called weeds can be

seen in the Crown woods at Tintern, where an excellent crop of

larch, Douglas fir and Scots pine, in groups, over about ten acres

in all, has been raised on a somewhat exposed position, at an

elevation of 850 feet, by leaving coppice shoots of oak and other

woody weeds on the ground, the crop being planted between

them. The area was gone through occasionally, and, at very

small expense, just those shoots which were actually injuring a

tree being cut back. The trees have now been planted eight

years and are forming thicket, and the coppice shoots will be

left alone to die out."

Chapters XI. and XII. (30 pages in all) are devoted to silvi-

cultural notes on hardwoods and conifers, followed by a useful
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chapter on fencing and draining, and another on measurement

of timber, and the book ends with a brief notice of working-plans

and the uses of British timber.

The book is illustrated with some old and some new and inter-

esting photographs and is supplied with an index.

E. P. Stebbing.

To2i<n Planting, and the Trees, Shrubs, Herbaceous and other

Plants that are best adapted for resisting Smoke. 216 pp.,

with Index and 16 full-page Plates. By A. D. Webster.

London : George Routledge & Sons, Ltd. Price 3s. 6d.

We opened this book with pleasurable anticipations, but its

perusual ended with a sense of disappointment. The author,

who is no novice at bookmaking, somewhat misleads us with

his title Town Planting. The heading of chapter xvi., " Tree

and Shrub growth in London," would have been more

appropriate, as the gist of his story relates to trees in London

in general and Regent's Park in particular. Here and there

throughout the text allusions are made to the success of certain

trees in various towns throughout the United Kingdom, but in

no sense can the work be regarded as a reliable guide for any

town much removed from the latitude of London.

Take for example the author's special tree, the London

plane {Platanns orientalis aceri/olia), the success of which in

London is one of the remarkable features of tree-life in the

great metropolis, and causes feelings of envy and regret to

those who have to struggle with tree-life in towns less favourably

situated. How rarely are good specimens of any age of that

tree found in towns north of the Humber. \o doubt it is now

more frequently planted, and healthy young trees may be seen

in Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and even Glasgow, but in

the north the annual growth may be measured in inches,

compared with feet in the London district.

In our verdant days we thought if one tree of a kind throve

in a locality, why should not a thousand ? Experience comes

with age and observation. We have now arrived at the

conclusion that the London plane is undoubtedly one of the

most difficult trees to establish in heavy cold clay soils, and

after the trees get above 10 feet in height the difficulty
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increases to a greater degree than in tliose species of trees

which are credited with being "bad transplanters."

We fancy most town tree-planters will smile at many of the

recommendations in the book. With the majority of the remarks

regarding the desirability of planting, and the necessity for

careful selection of the various subjects, we cordially agree

;

but we are unable to concur in the author's views on all

cultural details. We are not all so favourably situated in

regard to funds for the carrying out of work on such liberal

lines.

Dealing with the other species of trees recommended, we

are tempted to ask if it is really true that the planting of elms

is now forbidden in the parks under Government control, as

elms are barely mentioned and not specially recommended, if

we except the pendulous form of Ulmiis montana^ which,

however interesting, is but a toy plant after all, only suited

for odd corners or villa gardens. What is wrong with the

typical English elm and its varieties? The London parks, aye

and English landscapes too, would lose much of their beauty

were the noble elms eliminated ; while v/e in the north would

equally suffer by the loss of the wych or mountain species.

The same remarks apply to the ash ; the weeping form which is

prominently noticed is more suitable for cemeteries than general

planting. The type tree and its varieties, as well as some other

species, are excellent subjects which develop noble proportions

in towns if the soil is moderately stiff and moist ; and the so-called

flowering ash

—

Fraxiniis ormis—is an excellent tree for a town

square or open space.

It is news indeed to one who has lived a good part of his

life in a colliery district, to learn that " variegated sycamores and

horse chestnuts are favourite trees where the smoke is most

offensive." One of our favourite trees is the sycamore, but we

have been forced to discard it in districts where iron and chemical

industries are established to any extent ; while our experience

with Acers generally is that they are unreliable in the smoky

parts of a city. The common horse chestnut suffers equally

with the Acers. On the other hand, the red-flowered chestnut

{^'Esculus riibiamda) is an excellent town tree, though it does not

develop to the same size as its better known congener.

In regard to the poplars, is there not some confusion in

relation to species ? We were under the impression that Fopuhis
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7iigra is somewhat rare, and a different tree from the black

Italian, P. serotina ; but the text would have us infer that these

are one and the same thing. Then, again, is the Abele poplar,

P. alba, common in towns? Our impression is that the grey

poplar, P. canescens, more frequently does duty for the true

Abele, and to its credit does it well. Our experience with all

poplars, other than alba, cafiescetis, fasttgmta and tremula, is that

after they reach thirty years of age they are very liable to

canker and die off piecemeal. Their value for town planting is

due to their rapidity of growth, which enables them to be used

to produce early effects, and to act as sheltering nurses to trees

of slower grow-th, while P. balsamifera is indispensable owing to

its early leafing and its delightful fragrance in spring.

One is further tempted to ask why some tested and reliable

species are barely mentioned, or omitted entirely, while some
of doubtful utility are recommended. For example, only the

common lime, Tilia vulgaris, is mentioned. There are some
forms superior to the type, and for a certain class of work

T. petiolaris has proved a superior tree. The oaks also are

surely worthy of a corner. It is true that the British oak,

Quercus robur, as also the majority of the American species,

will not thrive in smoke, but the Turkey oak type generally do

fairly well. The Pyrus family might well have been amplified

as well as the thorns

—

Craf(egt4s—both of which are amongst

our best town trees.

If the sins of commission and omission are great in regard

to the trees, they are equally so regarding the shrubs. While we

cordially agree with the author in many cases, especially in his

remarks as to the greater use of deciduous flowering shrubs, and

are pleased to see that he has brought m.ore prominently into

notice some of the less known kinds, such as Osmanthus,

we cannot ignore the loose statements made regarding many
plants. Compare, for instance, the remarks on Biiddleia variablis,

on pp. 98 and 127. Why has Mr Webster omitted B. globosa?

It is as hardy as any of the other species, and is an interesting

plant too. We quite admit the quaint beauty of Olearia macro-

donta, but do not admit that it is superior as a town shrub to

O. Haastii. We cannot get the former to live over an ordinary

winter, whilst the latter has frequently withstood 20 degrees of

frost, and we grow thousands of it for town planting.

.Seeing- that the number of evergreen shrubs suitable for town
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planting is so limited, why are the broad-leaved green hollies

practically omitted ? True Ilex hodginsii and balearica are

mentioned, but there are others, such as madteriensis, shepherdii,

nobilis, camelliqfolta, and other smooth -leaved sorts well worth

planting. The common holly and the hedgehog varieties are not

worth planting in a smoky town. What is meant by " the Dwarf

variety of the Common Holly"? This is surely a very vague

description.

The rhododendrons also, for some unaccountable reason, get

scant notice. In these days, when such a wealth of beautiful

hybrid varieties exists, who would plant i?. ponticum? True

where there is an excess of lime in the soil the rhododendron

will not thrive, but with half the preparation in the matter of

soil which is recommended for street trees the plants will repay

the labour. What about the variety planted so extensively

about Manchester ? In the cooler north many species and

varieties succeed admirably in our towns. Again, why are

medium-growing trees like Prumis triloba and Cotoneaster

frigida, both excellent town plants, put amongst the shrubs ?

One of the weakest features of the book is the mixing up of

subjects diametrically opposite in character in the same para-

graph. While this defect occurs often enough in regard to the

shrubs, it is much more noticeable in the chapters relating

to garden plants. Whatever may have been the author's

intention, the reiteration of names is positively amazing, and

detracts seriously from the value of his recommendations.

Note one phenomenal plant which is mentioned no less than

three times, vide pp. in, 119, 138, 139, and grows in these few

pages from 2 to 4 feet across. This wonderful object is

the common bearberry {Arctostaphylos uva-ursi). The chapter

on " bedding plants " is weak, much of it being mere padding

;

while that on "water plants" suggests a want of knowledge of

many well-known subjects.

The chapter on lawns and grass plots is likewise extraordinary.

If there is one thing more than another that is required in this

connection for smoky towns, it is a reliable list of grasses

;

the subject, therefore, is worthy of better treatment than it has

received from the author. By the way, yarrow {Achillea

viillefolia) is not a grass.

The compilation of the lists of plants for specific subjects,

especially those relating to alpine and herbaceous plants, and

VOL. XXVI. PART I. H
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plants for hanging baskets is the most extraordinary which

we have come across in a fairly lengthened experience. The

index, though not absolutely accurate, is a redeeming feature.

J W. G.

Webster's Foresters^ Pocket Diary. loth Edition, for 19 12.

Completely revised. London : William Rider & Son.

Price 2s. 6d.

The new edition fully maintains the reputation of this useful

little book.

Report on Cyprus Forestry. 93 pp., i map, 42 figs. By D. E.

HuTCHiNS, Chief Conservator of Forests, British East Africa.

Printed by Waterlow & Sons, Limited, London, 1909.

Mr Hutchins, a visitor to Cyprus, was deputed by the

Government to report on the forests of the island. His report

is most interesting and instructive, and naturally, from his wide

experience elsewhere, is fortified by references to many other

countries and climates, and even includes discussions on cattle

breeding and the advantages of the tourist traffic.

The forests of Cyprus are early mentioned in history. They

furnished the timber for the fleets of Alexander the Great in the

Mediterranean and on the Tigris and Euphrates ; then for the

war vessels of the Ptolemys, again for Guy de Lusignan, and finally

for the Venetian Republic. By this time they were greatly

depleted, and Turkish rule completed the havoc. Firewood,

which is the only fuel commonly used for domestic purposes, is now

scarce, selling at ^i a ton, a prohibitive price for the peasantry.

In addition to destruction by axe, forest fires and a plague of

goats (which number one per head of the population) are the

greatest enemies of the woodlands. Lnsect pests are apparently

not prominent.

With slight variations the above may fit the conditions of the

Scottish Highlands. In crusading times galleys from the

Hebrides were accounted the best to be had by the nobles

and knights adventuring from Gascony and even from Italy.

They were, of course, a Norwegian not a Celtic industry, and the

preference for them was probably due to the Norman blood in the

European chivalry of the day, and the remembrance of the

exploits of the Vikings.
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The plague of goats has its counterpart with us in rabbits,

squirrels and, in a minor degree, roe deer and black game.

Passing to modern times Mr Hutchins, anxious to stimulate a

cautious Government and reluctant Treasury to remunerative forest

expenditure, quotes to excellent purpose the most conspicuous

and pertinent European examples. Switzerland and the French

Alps are first quoted ; then the Gascony Sand Drifts, with an

expenditure of half a million pounds (recovered plus ^24,000,

and cluster pine forests now valued at ;^2,000,000) ; next, the

Sand Drifts of the Landes, with forests now worth ^20,000,000

;

La Sologne, now worth in timber ;^3,500,000, with recent

reforestation on the limestones of Champagne, again valued

at ;,^2, 000,000, the rise in value per acre being, of course,

proportionate in each case. Similar results are quoted for the

Austrian limestone "Karst" on the Adriatic from Trieste to

Montenegro, for part of Provence, and the vast lesson of German

enterprise—as well as that of Italian neglect.

The British occupation of Cyprus has now lasted thirty years,

but only for the last fourteen years has there been an organised

Forest Department, under Mr A. K. Rovill. In 1907, Mr Winston

Churchill visited Cyprus, and from this visit dates the grant of

more adequate funds for forest work. The problem to be met

and the results up to date may now be noted.

The rainfall in Cyprus is very small— 18 inches annually in

the south, and 24 inches on the northern ridge, the whole fall

being in winter.

The summer, therefore, is long, hot (100°) and excessively dry,

while in winter the rains cause floods, sweep the remaining soil

from the higher limestone ridges (largely denuded of forest), and

leave the country parched and dry throughout most of the

year. The choice, for agricultural development, lies between

forming expensive surface reservoirs for irrigation, and the cheaper

measure of re-afforestation, thereby retaining moisture in the

soil and in the natural underground fissures and cavities which

abound in limestone formations. In addition, of course, there

is the value of the timber and the necessity for cheaper fuel

—

firewood and charcoal being the only indigenous fuel.

The dry summer conditions would be even more harmful than

they are, but that the snow remains on the mountain summits

until midsummer.

Great stress is laid on the increased fertility of agricultural
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land adjoining forest. Even on cornfields it is advisable to plant

light shade-giving trees among the crops, which ripen better for

some slight shade. Eucalyptus, as all Australians know, gives

very slight shade, in most varieties.

Fruit trees on the plains of Cyprus are greatly advocated.

The commonest of these are the carob, yielding the locust bean,

and the olive. Part of the foresters' duties consists in grafting the

cultivated olive on the wild variety. And surely here Scottish

forestry should follow suit, especially in the Highlands, by inter-

spersing timber forest with the apple, plum and possibly

cherry, on suitable reservations.

Hitherto the Cyprus Forest Department can claim to have

abolished indiscriminate cutting and damage, to have sup-

pressed fire raising, and to be on the road to dealing with

the goat, besides other work, noted later in describing the

actual forests. The moving sand drifts which, in some parts, were

encroaching on cultivated land, have been planted with wattle,

acacia and eucalyptus, and their movement is already arrested.

The forests of Cyprus already demarcated cover one-fifth of

the island; they consist of 140,000 acres of good pine forest,

nearly all Aleppo pine {Piims halepensis), 111,000 acres of

mixed pine and scrub, and 200,000 acres of thin coast scrub with

a few pines. The mature timber is in the "Main" or Papho

forest (Mount Troodos) of 50 square miles or 32,000 acres. The

total area of forest is estimated at 700 square miles or 448,000 acres.

Besides the Aleppo pine there are, in the mountains, smaller

quantities of Laricio pine, Cedar of Lebanon, Cypress and others.

On the plains grow the oak, arbutus, olive, carob, plane, alder,

maple, eucalyptus, pistacia, juniper and others.

A trained surveyor is on the permanent forest staff. Forest

stations check fires, and have each an arboretum. The forests

regenerate naturally, except where the goats prevent this. It

is proposed to extend the forests eventually to from two-fifths

to a half of the whole area of the island, and it is estimated

that they will then ultimately yield ^467,000 annually, and

support 167,000 people.

This is an immense proportion, but the area consists of

mountain and other land worthless for other purposes, while

its main justification lies in the amelioration of the climate, the

increase in rainfall and in subsoil moisture retention, and the

conservation of soil now denuded and carried away by floods.
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After heavy rains the subsoil water under a forest never stands

at so high a level as outside the forest, even close outside. (See

experiments of M. Henry in France and Russia, also experi-

ments in India after the monsoon.) This is encouraging for

Scotland and very wet countries.

Sugar canes were formerly cultivated, but the soil necessary for

them has been denuded ; the vines have deteriorated from the

same cause. Much space in the report is given to the effect

of trees on the retention and absorption of water, for Mr
Hutchins claims that forests can moisten a dry soil and climate,

and also dry a soil and climate which is excessively moist to at

least an appreciable degree.

The least observant of us are aware that the circulation of

moisture in and around a tropical palm (in the air and in the

soil) is not the same as occurs in and around a willow, for

instance.

Following out this line of suggestion, Mr Hutchins is of opinion

that the slowest growing trees best favour the retention and

increase of moisture, while the quickest growing trees, in some

'cases, absorb more than they retain. In all cases winters are

less cold in and around forests than on the same area cleared of

them. These considerations influenced Mr Hutchins in his

recommendations as to the selection of species for Cyprus, and

they should also be borne in mind in any large scheme for

Scotland or elsewhere where the drying up and not the moistening

of the soil and climate is the desideratum.

Space forbids a more detailed analysis of this fascinating

report, due as much to the co-operation of Mr Bovill, the head

of the Cyprus Forest Department, as to the visitor he so cordially

co-operated with.

The report itself may be commended to all interested in

forestry, or indeed in national regeneration the world over.

M. M.

List of Seeds of Hardy Herbaceous Plants and of Trees and Shrubs.

This list, price twopence, is published as a Bulletin of

Miscellaneous Information (Appendix i, of 1909), by the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. It will be found useful to

both gardeners and foresters. The seeds had, for the most

part, ripened at Kew during the year 1908.
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Building Timbers and Architects' Specificatio7is, which is part of

HawortKs " Timber ^feasurer." By J. Davies. 234 pp.

with Index. London: Alfred Haworth & Co., Ltd., 1910.

This is a most useful little book and contains, in condensed

form, a great amount of valuable information about timbers of

special importance to architects and others interested in the

building trade.

The author very wisely refrains from dealing either with the

botanical or silvicultural aspect of the subject. He merely gives

as much botanical information as will enable the student to

identify the species of tree from which the particular timbers

described are taken.

Nine chapters of the book are taken up with descriptive

details of the timber which is most largely used at present, and

likely to continue to be so, namely Scots pine, variously known

as redwood, red deal, or yellow deal. The author points out the

absurdity of architects continuing to specify that the pine timber

must be of best Memel or Dantzic, or some similar brand, when

the supplies from these places have long since been exhausted.

He does not think there is any likelihood of a timber famine

in the near future, but he admits that the forests which formerly

turned out the best qualities of red pine have already been

exhausted, except in very remote districts in Russia and

Scandinavia. He anticipates a steady but not prohibitive

increase in the price of this class of timber in the near future.

When this increase takes place, he considers it will pay to tap

the presently inaccessible sources of supply.

For the same reasons, we may safely claim that home-grown

Scots pine timber will command a better price, if it is steadily

turned out in sufficient quantity and of good uniform quality.

The author very rightly says that the present outturn of home-

grown pine timber is much too small and irregular to be of any

use in the building trades, or to have any influence on the

timber market.

In this book the uses and qualities of practically all the

timbers used in the building trade, drawn from the chief timber

producing countries, are briefly but accurately described.

The latter part of the book contains Haworth's Tables. These

will V)e found very useful by those engaged in the various trades

in which timber is used. J. F. A.
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Caroline, Countess of Seafield.

The death of Caroline, Countess of Seafield, at CuUen House,

on 6th October 191 1, removed from the list of Scottish

proprietors the name of one who was probably the largest owner

of private woodlands in the United Kingdom. Lady Seafield

possessed extensive and valuable landed property in various

districts—at CuUen, Keith, Elgin, Strathspey, and Glenurquhart.

Each of these estates contained woods of various ages, and her

Strathspey estate in particular has had a reputation even beyond

the bounds of Great Britain for the extent, prosperity and

successful management of its woods and forests.

For centuries the natural pine forests of Abernethy and

Duthil had been a source of revenue to the family of Grant

;

and her immediate predecessors in the ownership of Strathspey

had adopted the wise policy of adding to their wide area of

natural forest by extensive and judicious planting. Francis

William, the sixth Earl of Seafield, is said to have planted

8000 acres on his various estates. His son John Charles, the

seventh Earl, husband of the late Countess, continued planting

operations on probably an even greater scale, especially in

Strathspey, till his death in 1881 ; and her son Ian Charles,

the eighth Earl, during his brief tenure of three years, continued

the same policy. The seventh and eighth Earls had as their

Commissioner the Hon. T. C. Bruce, and in Mr J. Grant

Thomson they had a wood-manager well qualified to carry out

this form of estate development. With the assistance of

capable district foresters, not only were the older woods

satisfactorily managed, but vast acres of bare moorland were

covered with new and thriving plantations. On Aviemore hill

alone, it is said that 9,000,000 plants were put into the soil

Altogether the Strathspey woods probably cover about 30,000

acres, mostly of Scots fir, but also with much larch, spruce and

birch ; and they afford practical evidence that wide areas of

bare heather in the Highlands can be converted by judicious

afforestation into thriving and picturesque plantations
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During Lady Seafield's ownership of the property (1884 to

1 911), although httle was done in the way of fresh planting,

the proprietrix continued to display the interest manifested by

her predecessors in their valuable forests, and was proud of the

high reputation which her Scots fir woods enjoyed.

One noteworthy feature in Strathspey forestry under recent

proprietors has been the conspicuous success with which woods
of considerable extent have been regenerated by natural

reproduction. In Skye wood, in Curr, in Balnagowan, and in

numerous other localities, abundant and vigorous crops of

Scots fir of natural growth now cover the surface, rivalling if

not surpassing the best results that could be obtained by

artificial planting. Through Lady Seafield's courtesy, visitors

interested in forestry were readily permitted to inspect these

natural woods, as well as to see her magnificent old Scots fir

trees, and it was a gratification to her to know of the unanimous

admiration accorded to her woodlands.

On two occasions— in 1894 and in 1907—the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society included a visit to Strathspey in their

annual excursions, the programme of 1894 including also a

visit to the CuUen estate. Reports of these outings may be

found in the corresponding volumes of Transactions. On each

occasion Lady Seafield hospitably entertained the excursionists,

and her officials gave their assistance in making the visits

successful.

The above is a brief indication of the great services rendered

to the cause of forestry and to the country by the late Lady

Seafield, as the owner for a lengthened period of extensive

and valuable woodlands, in which she took much interest and

pride. W. T.

The Late Professor Mayr.

The accompanying photograph of the late Professor Mayr
(Plate VL) was received too late to be inserted in our last issue,

where (p. 239) an obituary notice of him appears.



Plate VI.

The Late Professor .Mavk.

[To face />. 120.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA.
OKANAGAN VALLEY (DRY BELT) FRUIT LANDS.

IMPROVED Irrigated Fruit Farm Settlements, 10 to
15 acres each, for Sale, at moderate rates, by

KELOWNA LAND & ORCHARD CO., LTD.,
AND

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

STERLING DEBENTURES FOR 4 YEARS AT 5 % issued by

OKANAGAN LOAN INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
This Company lends only on approved Mortgages
:: :: secured over such lands as the above. :: ::

STERLING FIRST MORTGAGE DEBENTURES FOR 5 YEARS
AT 5^ ' issued by

SOUTH KELOWNA LAND CO., LTD.

Full Particulars from the Agents in Scotland—

ADAIR & GALLOWAY, S.S.C,
19 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH AND EAST OF SCOTLAND
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

13 George Square, Edinburgh.
«»»

The College is one of the Central Institutions administered by the

Scotch Education Department, and is intended to provide for

Agricultural Education and Research in the Central and South-

eastern Counties of Scotland.

DAY CLASSES.
The Day Classes, in conjunclion with certain University Classes, provide full

courses of instruction in Agricullure, Forestry, Horticulture, and the Allied

Sciences, and (jualify for the College Diploma, the College Certificate in

Horticulture, the Degrees of B.Sc. in Agriculture and B.Sc. in I'Orestry at the

University of Edinburgh, and for other Examinations and Certificates in the

Science and Practice of Agriculture.

SHORT COURSES AND EVENING CLASSES.
Short Courses in A^jricullure and I'orestry are given annually ; and Evening

Classes in Agriculture, Chemistry, Veterinary Science, I''orestry, Horticulture,

Botany, and Zoology are held during the Winter Session.

Particulars of Classes, and information as to Bursaries tenable at

the College, will be found in the Calendar, which will be forwarded

on application to the Secretary,

ALEXANDER M'CALLUM, M.A., LL.B.
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45 George Street
Edinburgh
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United Kingdom.

Notices of Sequestration, Cessio, Dissolution of Partnership,

Entail, etc., etc., for the Edinburgh and London Gazettes, are given

special care and attention.

Legal Notices, Heirs Wanted, and all other Advertisements, are

inserted in the Colonial and Foreign Newspapers.

Small Advertisements, such as Situations, Houses, and Apart-
ments, Articles Wanted and For Sale, etc., etc., can be addressed tO'

a No. at Keith & Co.'s Office, 43 (leorsre Sti'eet, Edinburgh, where
the replies will be retained until called for, or, if desired, forwarded
by Post. Parties in the country will find this a very convenient
method of giving publicity to their requirements.

A SPECIALITY is made of ESTATE and AGRICULTURAL
ADVERTISEMENTS, such as FARMS, MANSION HOUSES,
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SHOWS, etc.
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coiitidenoe, place their advertisements in the hands of the Firm.

One Copy of an Advertisement is sufficient to send for

any number of newspapers ; and the convenience of having only

one advertising account instead of a number of advertising accounts

is also a great saving of time and trouble.

Addressing of Envelopes with Accuracy and Despatch.

Telegrams—"PROMOTE," EDINBURGH. Telephone No. 316.
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THE

BILTMORE FOREST SCHOOL
OFFERS complete instruction in all branches of technical

(English and American) forestry.

Its winter quarters are situated at Darmstadt,

Germany ; here the study of silviculture is

emphasised. The Springs and Summers are

spent in the Appalachian Mountains of the United

States, and the Autumns in the Lake States and
on the Pacific Coast.

In America, the main object of forestry is the

utilisation of the forests.

THE BILTMORE FOREST SCHOOL
illustrates its lectures by object lessons selected

in the forests on both sides of the Atlantic.

The expense of the full course, covering twelve

consecutive months without vacations, is X220.

Write for Catalogue, addressing

C. A. SCHENCK, Director,

BILTMORE, N.C., U.S.A., and DARMSTADT, GERMANY.

MTARLANE 8( ERSKINE,
Lithographers, Letterpress and

Three-Colour Printers : : : :

Black and Coloured Plates for .Scientific

Works. Plans oi' Instates, etc. Coloured

llluslralions for Seedsmen. Books, Maga-

zines, Catalogues, Price Lists, Circulars,

and l{very Description of Printed Forms.

St James Works, M'Donald Road,

EDINBURGH.
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The West of Scotland Agricultural College,

Blyths'WOOD Square, Glasgow.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY.
Day and Evening Classes, which provide a complete Course

of Instruction in Forestry, qualifying (pro tanto) for the B.Sc.

Degree of the University of Glasgow, for the Diploma of the

Highland and Agricultural Society, and for the Certificate of the

College, are held during the Winter Session (October to March)
at the College.

Soils and Manures, .

1| Professor Wm. G. R. Faterson,
'/

P...SC., N.D.A. (Hons.)

; Professor ToHN NlSBET. D.CEc.

s

Silviculture, ....
The Management of Woodlands,.
Protection of Woodlands, .

Utilisation of Woodland Produce,
Chemistry, .... Professor Berry, F.I.C, F.C.S.

Syllabus and particulars regarding these Classes and Prospectus
of the general work of the College, including the Course for the

Examination of the Surveyor's Institution, may be obtained free

from the Secretary.

FOREST TREES, FRUIT TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, &c.,

Grown in a most exposed situation on Heavy Soils,
therefore the hardiest procurable.

Every Requisite for Forkst, Farm, and Garden.
Estimates for Planting- by Contract furnished.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

W. & T. SAMSON, KILMARNOCK.
ESTABLISHED 1759.

JAMES JONES & SONS, LTD.,
LARBERT SAWMILLS,

/-^^ LARBERT, N.B.
All kinds of HOME TIMBER in the Round or Sawn=up,

SUITABLE FOR

RAILWAYS, SHIPBUILDERS, COLLIERIES,
CONTRACTORS, COACHBUILDERS, CARTWRIGHTS, &c., &c.
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Telegrams :
Telephones ;

"ROBINSONS, GLASGOW." National, No. 1378 Partick.

Post Office, No. 2733 Western.

ROBINSON, DUNN & CO.,
LTD., '

Timber Importers,

Partick Sawmills, GLASGOW.

Sawing, Planing, and Moulding Mills at

PARTICK and TEMPLE.

TIMBER PRESERVING WORKS AT TEMPLE.
CREOSOTING AND "B.M." PROCESSES.

For Planting Season*

We are offering- Special Value in Seedling and Small Transplanted

SITKA SPRUCE,
DOUGLAS SPRUCE (Oregon variety),

THUJA GIGANTEA,
LARCH, Japanese,
LARCH, TyroBese & Scotch,
SCOTS FIR, True Native,
NORWAY SPRUCE, &c., &c.

Mi//ions in s/oik of iiardy, iicailliy, iveli-i;ro-ii>n piants.

Inquiries Solicited. Samples and Special Prices on demand.

Special List of Tree Seeds & Seedlings published in January.

C.r/A/.OGU/iS POST FREE.

BENJAMIN REID & COMPANY, Rurscrpmen,

ABERDEEN.
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Established 1842.

m- FOREST TREES
Large Stocks of Seedling, and Transplanted

True Native SCOTS FIR, MENZIES, DOUGLAS,

NORWAY SPRUCE, Etc.

Ail grown from carefully selected seed, in an open and exposed
situation, thoroughly hard}-, and well furnished with abundance of

fibrous roots.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

Specimen Ornamental Trees for Lawns and Avenues.

Trees and Shrubs for Seaside Planting,

Plants for Game Coverts, Underwood and Hedges.

Special quotations for large quantities, and estimates furnished for

planting by contract in any part of the country.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.

W. SMITH SI SON, Rurserpmeti,

ABERDEEN, N.B.

SAVE MONEY BY INSTALLING
ONE OF

BLACK'S CREOSOTING PLANTS
Which are specially adapted for Estates and Timber Trades.

1\

These Plants a.re also
suitable for Burnettizing
Timber.

&, so:ns,
Creosoting Engineers and Creosote Oil Merchants,

TWEEDMOUTH BOILER WORKS, BERWICK - ON - TWEED.
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Membership.

J I
(HE Roll contains the names of over 1400 Members, comprising

1 Landowners, Factors, Foresters, Nurserymen, Gardeners,

Land Stewards, Wood Merchants, and others interested in

Forestry, many of whom reside in England, Ireland, the British

Colonies, and India.

Members are elected by the Council. The Terms of Subscription

will be found on the back of the Form of Proposal for Membership
which accompanies this Memorandum.

The Principal Objects of the Society,

and the nature of its work, will be gathered from the following

paragraphs :

—

Meetings.

The Society holds periodical Meetings for the transaction of

business, the reading and discussion of Papers, the exhibition of

new Inventions, specimens of Forest Products and other articles

of special interest to the Members, and for the advancement
of Forestry in all its branches. Meetings of the Council are

held every alternate month, and at other times when business

requires attention ; and Committees of the Council meet frequently

to arrange and carry out the work of the Society.

Prizes and Medals.
With the view of encouraging young Foresters to study, and to

train themselves in habits of careful and accurate observation, the

Society offers Annual Prizes and Medals for essays on practical

subjects, and for inventions connected with appliances used in

Forestry. Such awards have been granted continuously since

1855 up to the present time, and have yielded satisfactory

results. Medals and Prizes are also awarded in connection with

the Exhibitions aftermentioned.

School of Forestry, Afforestation, Etc.

Being convinced of the necessity for bringing within the reach

of young Foresters, and others interested in the Profession, a

regular systematic course of Instruction, such as is provided in

Germany, France, and other European countries, the Society, in

1882, strongly urged the creation of a British School of Forestry;

and with a view of stimulating public interest in the matter, a

Forestry Exhibition, chiefly organised by the Council, was held in

Edinburgh in 1884.

As a further step towards the end in view, the Society, in

1890, instituted a Fund for the purpose of establishing a Chair
of Forestry at the University of Edinburgh, and a sum of

^584, 3s. lod. has since been raised by the Society and handed
over to the University. Aided by an annual subsidy from the

Board of Agriculture, wiilch the Society was mainly instrumental

in obtaining, a Course of Lectures at the University has been
delivered without interruption since 1889. It is recognised, how-
ever, that a School of Forestry is incomplete without a practical

training-ground attached to it, which would be available, not only



for purposes of instruction but also as a Station for Research and

Experiment, and as a Model Forest, by which Landowners and
Foresters throughout the country might benefit. The Society

accordingly drew up a Scheme for the Establishment of a State

Model or Demonstration Forest for Scotland which might serve the

above-named objects. Copies of this Scheme were laid before the

Departmental Committee on British Forestry, and in their Report

the Committee recommended the establishment of a Demonstration

Area and the provision of other educational facilities in Scotland.

The Government has recently acquired the Estate of Inverliever

in Argyllshire; and while this cannot be looked on as a Demonstra-

tion Forest, it is hoped that it may prove to be the first step in

a scheme of afforestation by the State of unwooded lands in

Scotland. Meantime Mr Munro Ferguson, M.P., for a part of whose
woods at Raith a Working-Plan has been prepared, and is now in

operation, has very kindly agreed to allow Students to visit them.

After the Development Act came into operation, the Council

passed a Resolution urging that the Government should, as soon

as possible, create a Board of Forestry, with an adequate representa-

tion of Scottish Forestry upon it, and an Office in Scotland, where

the largest areas of land suitable for Afforestation are situated,

wliich would provide Demonstration Forests and Forest Gardens,

and otherwise assist the development of University and other

Educational enterprise, and would carry out, as an essential pre-

liminary to any great scheme of National Afforestation, a Survey of

all areas throughout the country suitable for commercial planting.

The Society's policy for the development of Forestry in Scotland

has since been fully laid before the Development Commission. As
a result of these representations, the Secretary for Scotland

appointed a Committee to report regarding the acquisition and uses

of a Demonstration Forest Area, and any further steps it is desirable

to take in order to promote Silviculture in Scotland. The Committee
reported in the beginning of this year, and the Society is now pressing

the present Secretary for Scotland to give immediate effect to the

Committee's recommendations, including the appointment of a

Department of Forestry for Scotland promised by his predecessor.

The Society has also published a valuable Report on Afforestation

—including a Survey of Glen Mor—prepared for it by Lord Lovat
and Captain Stirling, which, it is hoped, may form the basis of the

general Forest Survey advocated by the Society.

Excursions.

Since 1878 well-organised Excursions, numerously attended

by Members of the Society, have been made annually to various

parts of Scotland, England, Ireland, and the Continent. In

1895 a Tour extending over twelve days was made through the

Forests of Northern Germany, in 1902 a Tour extending over

seventeen days was made in Sweden, during the summer of 1904 the

Forest School at Nancy and Forests in the north of France were

visited, and in 1909 a visit was undertaken to the Bavarian Forests.

These *Excursions enable Members whose occupations necessarily



confine them chiefly to a single locality to study the conditions and
methods prevailing elsewhere; and the Council propose to extend

the Tours during the next few years to other parts of the Continent.

They venture to express the hope that Landowners may be induced

to afford facilities to their Foresters for participation in these Tours,

the instructive nature of which renders them well worth the

moderate expenditure of time and money that they involve.

Exhibitions.

A Forestry Exhibition is annually organised in connection with

the Highland and Agricultural Society's Show, in which are exhibited

specimens illustrating the rate of growth of trees, different kinds of

wood, pit-wood and railway timber, insect pests and samples of the

damage done by them, tools and implements, manufactured articles

peculiar to the district where the Exhibition is held, and other

objects of interest relating to Forestry. Prizes and Medals are also

offered for Special Exhibits. In addition to the Annual Exhibition

before referred to, large and important Forestry Sections organised by
this Society were included in the Scottish National Exhibition held

in Edinburgh in 1908, and in the Scottish Exhibition of National

History, Art, and Industry, held in Glasgow last summer.

The Society's Transactions.

The Transactions of the Society, which extend to twenty-five

volumes, are now published half-yearly in January and July, and are

issued gratis to Members. A large number of the Prize Essays and
other valuable Papers, and reports of the Annual Excursions, have
appeared in them, and have thus become available to Students as

well as to those actively engaged in the Profession of Forestry.

Honorary Consulting Officials.

Members have the privilege of obtaining information gratuitously

upon subjects connected with Forestry from the following Honorary
Officials appointed by the Society.

Consuliinq; BotanisL—Isaac Bayi.ky Balfour, LL.D., M.D., Sc.D.,
Professor of Botany, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinljurgh.

Consultin;^ Chemist.—ALEXANDER Lauuek, D.Sc, F.I.C, 13 George
Square, Edinburgh.

Conmlling C7yptoi^a>iiist.—A. W. Bortiiwick, D.Sc, Royal Botanic

Garden, Edinburgh.
Consulting Entonioloi^ist.—Robert Stewart MacDoucall, M.A.,

D.Sc, Professor of Entomology, etc., 9 Dryden Place, Edinburgh.
Consulting Geologist.— R. (Campbell, M.A., B.Sc, Geological Labora-

tory, University of Edinburgh.
Consulting Meteorologist.—Andrew Watt, M.A., F. R.S.E., Secretary

Scottisli Meteorological .Society, 122 George Street, Edinburgh.

Local Branches.

Local Branches have been established in Aberdeen and
Inverness for the convenience of Members who reside in the

districts surrounding these centres.

Local Secretaries.

TheSociety is re])resented throughout Scotland, England, and
Ireland by the Local .Secretaries whose names are given below. They



are ready to afford any additional information that may be desired

regarding the Conditions of Membership and the work of the Society.

Register of Estate Men.
A Register of men quahfied in Forestry and in Forest and Estate

Management is kept by the Society. Schedules of application and

other particulars may be obtained from the Local Secretaries in the

various districts, or direct from the Secretary. It is hoped that

Proprietors and others requiring Estate men will avail themselves of

the Society's Register.

Consulting Foresters.

The Secretary keeps a list of Consulting Foresters whose
services are available to Alembers of the Society and others.

Correspondents.

The following have agreed to act as Correspondents residing

abroad :

—

Canada, . Robert Bell, I.S.O., M.D., LL.D., D.Sc. (Cantab.),

F.R.S. of Ottawa. Chief Geologist to Government of

Canada, Ottawa.

India, . . F. L. C. Cowley Brown, Principal, Soutli Indian Forest

College, Coimliatore, South India.

British ^asH Edward Battiscombk, Assistant Conservator of Forests,

Africa, . J Nigeri, via Naivasha, East Africa Protectorate.

United States ^Hvgh P. Baker, Dean, New York State College oi

of America, f Forestrj^, Syracuse, N. Y.

Cape Colony, . W. Nimmo Brown, M'Kenzie's Farm, Mowlnay, P.CV

Western Australia, Fred Moon.

LOCAL SECRETARIES.
Scotland.

Counties.

Aberdeen, . John Clark, Forester, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

John Michie, M.V.O., Factor, Balmoral, Ballater.

Argyll, . . H. L. Macdonald of Dunach, Oban.

Ayr, . . Andrew D. Page, Overseer, Culzean Home Farm, Ayr.

A. B. Robertson, Forester, The Dean, Kilmarnock.

Berwick,- . Wm. Milne, Foulden Newton, Berwick-on-Tweed.

Bute, . . Wm. Inglis, Forester, Cladoch, Brodick.

James Kay, retired Forester, Barone, R.othe.say.

Clackmannan,. Robert Forbes, Estate Office, Kennet, Alloa.

Dumfries, . D. Crabbe, Forester, Byreburnfoot, Canonbie.

East Lothian, . W. S. Curr, Factor, Ninewar, Prestonkirk.

Fife, . . Wm. Gilchrist, Forester, Nursery Cottage, Mount Melville,

St Andrews.

Edmund Sang, Nurseryman, Kirkcaldy.

Forfar, . . James Crabbe, retired Forester, Glamis.

Inverness, . James A. Gossip, Nurseryman, Inverness.

Kincarditu, . John Hart, Estates Office, Cowie, Stonehaven.

Kinross, . James Terris, Factor, Dullomuir, Blairadam.



Counties.

Lanark, .

Moral/, .

Perth, .

Ross,

Roxburgh,

Sutherland,

Wigtown,

Beds,

Berks,

Cheshire,

Derby, .

Devon. .

Durham,

Hants, .

Herts,

Kent,

Lancashire,

Leicester,

Lincoln,

Middlesex,

Notts,

Suffolk, .

Surrey, .

Warwick,

Wilts, .

York, .

Dublin, .

Galway, .

Kiwfs County,

Tipperary,

Scotland.

John Davidson, Forester, Dakell, Motherwell.

James Whitton, Saperintecdent of Parks, City Chambers,
Glasgow,

D. Scott, Forester, Darnaway Castle, Forres.

John Scrimgeouk, Doune Lodge, Doune.

John J. R. Meiklejohn, Factor, Novar, Evantor..

Miss Amy Frances Yule, Tarradale House, Muir of Oni.

John Leishman, Manager, Cavers Estate, Hawick.

R. V. Mather, Nurseryman, Kelso.

Donald Robertson, Forester, Dunrobin, Golspie.

James Hogarth, Forester, Culhorn, Stranraer.

H. H. Walker, Monreith Estate Ollice, Whau]ihill.

E^igland.

Francis Mitchell, Forester, Woburn.

W. Storie, Whitway House, Newbury.

Wm. a. Forster, Belgrave Lodge, Pnlford, Wrexham.

S. MacBean, Estate Office, Needwood Forest, Sudbury.

James Harrie, Forester, Stevenstone Estate, Torrington.

John F. Annand, Lecturer in Forestry, Armstrong College,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

W. R. Brown, Forester, Park Cottage, Heckfield, Winchfield.

James Barton, Forester, Hatfield.

Thomas Smith, Overseer, Tring Park, Wigginton, Tring.

R. W. CowPER, Gortanore, Sittingbourne.

D. C. Hamilton, Forester, Knowsley, Prescot.

James Martin, The Reservoir, Knipton, Grantham.

W. B. Havelock, The Nurseries, Brocklesby Park.

Professor Boulger, 11 Onslow Road, Riclimond Hill,

London, S.W.

Wm. Elder, Thoresby, Ollerton, Newark.

W. MiCHiE, Forester, Welbeck, Worksop.

Wilson Tomlinson, Forester, Clumber Park, Worksoj).

George Hannah, The Folly, Ampton Park, I'mry St

Edmunds.

John Alexander, 24 ijawn Crescent, Kew Gardens.

A. D. Chrlstie, Hillside, Frederick Road, Selly Oak,

Bir?ningham.

Andrew Boa, Land Agent, Glenmore, The Avenue,
Trowbridge.

D. Tait, Estate Bailiff, Owston Park, Doncaster.

Irelajid.

A. C. Forres, Department of Forestry, P^oiird of Agriculture.

James Wil.son, B.Sc, Royal College of Science, Dulilin.

Arch. E. Moeran, Lissadell, Stillorgan Park.

'I'homas Robertson, Forester and Bailiff, Woodlawn.

Wm. Henderson, Forester, Clonad Cottage, Tuiiamore.

David G. Cross, Forester, Kyli.sk, Nenagh.

Alex. M'Rae, Forester, Duiidrum.
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CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP (excerpted from the Laws).

III. Any person interested in Forestry, and desirous of pro-

moting the objects of the Society, is ehgible for election as an

Ordinary Member in one of the following Classes :

—

1. Proprietors the valuation of whose land exceeds ^500 per

annum, and others, subscribing annually . . One Guinea.

2. Proprietors the valuation of whose land does not exceed

C^QO per annum, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber

Merchants, and others, subscribing annually . . Half-a-Guinea.

3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant Farmers,

and others, subscribing annually . . . Six Shillings.

4. Assistant-Foresters, Assistant-Gardeners, and others, sub-

scribing annually ..... Four Shillings.

IV. Subscriptions are due on the 1st of January in each year,

and shall be payable in advance. A new Member's Subscription

is due on the day of election unless otherwise provided, and he

shall not be enrolled until he has paid his first Subscription.

V. Members in arrear shall not receive the Transactions, and

shall not be entitled to vote at any of the meetings of the Society.

Any Member whose Annual Subscription remains unpaid for two

years shall cease to be a Member of the Society, and no such

Member shall be eligible for re-election till his arrears have been

paid up.

VI. Any eligible person may become a Life Member of the

Society, on payment, according to class, of the following sums :

—

1. Large Proprietors of land, and others, . . . £\0 lO O

2. Small Proprietors, Factors, Nurserymen, Timber Mer-

clianls, and others, . . . . -550
3. Foresters, Gardeners, Land-Stewards, Tenant Farmers, and

others, . . . . . . • l Z ^

VII. Any Ordinary Member of Classes i, 2, and 3, who has paid

Five Annual Subscriptions, may become a Life Member on payment

of Two-thirds of the sum payable by a netv Life Member.

XII. Every Proposal for Membership shall be made in writing,

and shall be signed by two Members of the Society as Proposer

and Seconder, and delivered to the Secretary to be laid before the

Council, which shall accept or otherwise deal with each Proposal

as it may deem best in the interest of the Society. The

Proposer and Seconder shall be responsible for payment of the new

Member's first Subscription. The Council shall have power to

decide the Class under which any Candidate for Membership shall

be placed.
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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

13. The Report of the Departmental Committee on
Forestry in Scotland.^

Terms of Reference to the Committee,

" To report as to the selection of a suitable location for a

Demonstration Forest Area" in Scotland ; the uses, present and

prospective, to which such area may be put (including the use

that may be made of it by the various forestry teaching centres

in Scotland) ; the staff and equipment required for successful

working ; the probable cost ; and the most suitable form of

management.
" To report as to any further steps, following upon the

acquisition of the said area, which in the opinion of the

Committee it is desirable should be taken with a view to

promoting silviculture in Scotland, due regard being had to

the interests of other rural industries."

REPORT.
My Lord,

We have held seven sittings and have examined seven

witnesses. Each of these, before being heard, prepared, at

our request, a memorandum on the questions remitted to us,

and the memoranda are printed along with the Minutes of

Evidence.

We have also visited the school for apprentices in the Forest

of Dean ; schools for the same class of pupils at Spangenberg

and Hachenburg in Prussia, and at Kelheim in Bavaria

;

^ [Reproduced (with minor abbreviations and omissions) by permission of

H.M. Stationery Office from the original Report, which, with Note on

Forest Education in Germany, appendices, minutes of evidence and map, is

obtainable from Messrs Oliver & Boyd at a cost of is. 3d. The footnotes,

except where specially indicated, are those of the original report.

—

Hon. Ed.]

VOL. XXVI. PART II. I
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the Forest Academy of Tharandt in Saxony ; and the Forestry

Department of the University of Munich.

The report which we now have the honour to present is

<^ivided into three parts. Part I. sums up our recommendations

on the several matters mentioned in the first paragraph of the

remit. In Part II. our conclusions as to the uses which the

Demonstration Area may serve are extended with special

reference to education. Part III. deals with the question of

the further steps to be taken for the promotion of silviculture

in Scotland after the said area has been acquired.

Attached to the report is a Note on Forest Education in

Germany by the three members of the Committee who visited

that country, recording some general conclusions drawn from

what they saw. We have also prepared a map illustrating the

relative amount of existing woodland in the various districts of

Scotland.

Part I.

—

Demonstration Forest Area.

I. Location, Size and Character.—The area should contain

at least 4000 acres, including, if possible, 2000 acres already

under wood. The plantable land might with advantage, for

the purpose of demonstration, amount to, say, i 0,000 acres ; but

such an extent, combined with the necessary growing woods,

may be difficult to secure.

The area should be situated in a district suitable for

afforestation and near existing woodlands. These woodlands

would not only be valuable for comparison, but blocks of them

might, by arrangement with their proprietors, be temporarily

included in the working-plan of the forest to fill up gaps in the

rotation.

It should be near a station on a main line of railway and

reasonably accessible from the teaching centres and from all

parts of Scotland, esj^ecially the districts in which are found

the bulk of the existing woodlands and the largest afforestable

areas.

Variety is desirable in elevation, as])ect and soil. But the

bulk of the area should lie below 1000 feet ; a southern aspect

should not predominate ; and while as little as possible of

the soil should be unsuitable for forestry, the area should

include only so much land fit for agriculture as is required

for the service of the forest. It is, however, desirable, in our
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opinion, that there should be enough arable land to provide

small holdings ^ for labourers employed in the forest.

As the time required to arrive at a complete working rotation

is a most important consideration, it is essential that the

woods in existence at the outset should include trees in as

many stages of growth as possible.

The area should be acquired by purchase Its value for

demonstration purposes will steadily increase with the length

of its records. A lease, however long, presents an eventual

risk which, in our judgment, ought not to be run.

Our inquiries do not lead us to expect that it will be possible

to find an area fulfilling all the above conditions. It will be

especially difficult to find a suitably stocked area near the centre

of Scotland. It may be necessary to choose between a forest

ideally central, which it will take fifty years to get into order,

and a forest less central but fit to be of service at once. If the

Government finds itself in this dilemma, we advise, provided

the less central forest is accessible by railway, that quality

should be preferred to situation. It is true that fifty years is a

short space in the life of a forest or a nation, but the fifty years

just coming are precisely the years in which demonstration is

most required and can effect most for the development of this

branch of our national resources.

A forest to be of immediate service must possess two

qualifications—

(i) The woods must be well stocked— real woods, not

merely ground with trees on it.

(2) They must be fairly evenly distributed among the

various age-classes of the rotation which it is

proposed to adopt.

We consider that these are the two paramount considerations

which should guide the Government in its choice of an area.

2. Uses.— {a) The Demonstration Forest is intended to show

the growth and utilisation of timber, from the seed-bed to the

sawmill, on lines strictly scientific and commercial. It should

be possible to see every operation of silviculture conducted

there in the best and most economical manner, and to study

all that concerns the organisation and protection of a forest.

^ The size of the holdings would necessarily vary with the character of

the district, but they should not in any case be so large as to become the

tenant's chief occupation and divert his periodical labour from the woods.
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{b) Experiments in the treatment of growing crops are

urgently needed, and these should be carefully planned, carried

out and fully recorded ; but neither time, space nor money
should be wasted in unconsidered experiments.

(c) The Demonstration Forest, besides providing in itself a

field for fresh study and research, should be a centre where

data from other parts of Scotland can be collected and

compared, and from which such information and statistics

may be published as will assist the application of scientific

silviculture to Scots' conditions. For the purpose of collecting

information, local correspondents should be ajipointed in every

county.

{d) The forest, with its maps, working-plans, records and

accounts, should be made accessible to students and teachers

from the teaching centres and to other students (see 15, 16, 18,

19). In the accounts, the cost of education and research

should be kept strictly separate from the expenses properly

chargeable against the forest crop.

{e) There should be attached to the forest a school of working

apprentices (see 17).

3. Control.— If a Board of Agriculture for Scotland is created

in accordance with the provisions of the Bill now before

Parliament, and includes the promised Department of Forestry,^

that Department should be responsible for the control of the

Demonstration Forest. The recommendation is made on the

assumption that the Department in question will be truly

representative of silvicultural interests and silvicultural effort

in Scotland. Failing that, the forest should be under the control

of a small board of supervision, hereafter referred to as the

Demonstration Forest Board ; unpaid, with a paid secretary

;

appointed fjy the Secretary for .Scotland, who should also

nominate the chairman.

4. Staff.—We recommend the following staff:

—

Director, a forest-officer thoroughly acquainted with Scotland,

who should be solely responsible, subject to a working-plan

approved by the Department of Forestry or Demonstration

Forest Board. He should have under his supervision the school

of ajjprentices (see below and 17) and all forms of instruction

^ [See the Secretary for Scotland's letter to the Royal Scottisli Arboricullural

Society, dated 8th November 191 1, cf. the present volume, p. i.

—

Hon. Ei>.]
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and training provided in the forest, except the classes from the

teaching centres, which should visit the forest with their own

teachers (see 15). He should also supervise research work,

the collection of statistics and the publication of results, and

should be entrusted with the general management of the whole

estate. Estimated initial salary, ^500.

Ttvo Assistants to the Director, forest-officers, one of whom
should live in the hostel (see 6) and be responsible for its

control. They should assist in research and teaching, and

one should be selected with a special view to each of these

objects. Estimated initial salaries, jQzS^ ^.nd ^300.

Some clerical assistance will be required by the director

—

probably two clerks—but this will depend upon the size of the

forest and other circumstances. Estimated cost : head clerk,

salary ^^150; book-keeper, _;^ioo; apprentice in office, ;^20.

Head Fofester, an experienced working forester with a salary

of ;^i20 a year and a house. He should have charge, under

the director, of all silvicultural operations, and should also act

under him as supervisor of the working apprentices in the

woods.

In an ordinary State forest there would be no one between

the forest-officer in charge of 4000 acres and the working

foreman in charge of 1000 acres. The head forester is

introduced here to relieve the director of the immediate details

of responsibility in the two functions mentioned in the preceding

paragraph, and so free him for the direction of research and

other work.

We use the term "head forester," because men of this

standing will always be required {a) in private forests, and {b) in

areas of less than 4000 acres forming outlying portions of State

forests.

Working Foremen, each with ^^60 a year and a house.

When the forest is fully stocked, one working foreman will

be required for each 1000 acres of wood, though he will not

necessarily be always employed within the particular area of

which he has charge.

Twenty Apprentice Students, employed in the general work of

the forest and paid at the ordinary rate for forest labourers in

the district (see 17).

Sundry other IVorkmen, whose numbers cannot be specified

beforehand, including forest labourers, carters, saw-millers,
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drainers, fencers, mason, joiner, etc., unless such work is done

by contract.

Post-graduate Students (see i6), not more tlian six at first;

unpaid, but provided with bursaries. They should be under

the charge of the director and should assist in research and

teaching. Estimated cost of scholarships, ;;/^3oo.

5. Other Residents in the Denwnstration Forest.— In addition

to the staff above mentioned, there should be accommodation

for the following occasional residents, who will in every case

pay for their board and lodging:—
{a) Classes from the teaching centres, visiting the Demon-

stration Forest in turn for the study of practical

silviculture, accompanied by their own lecturers

(see 15).

{l>) Working foresters above the apprentice age. already

in private situations, attending summer classes for

periods of from four to six weeks (see 18). These

men should receive no pay except from their own
employers, and should be required to do no work.

They should pay class fees in addition to their board

and lodging.

6. Eijuipineut.—The following buildings are likely to be

retjuired ^ :

—

(i.) Director's house, ^1500 ;
(ii.) House for two assistants,

^^2000; (iii.) Head forester's house, ^450; (iv.) Houses for

working foremen, ^600; (v.) Museum, library and laboratory;

(vi.) Director's office and survey-room
;

(vii.) Two class-rooms

—(a) for visiting students and (/;) for apprentices,— capable of

being thrown into'one large lecture-room; (viii.) Janitor's house
;

(v., vi., vii., viii. together would form the school, estimated cost,

;;/^5ooo)
;

(ix.) Hostel to accommodate {ii) one assistant, (l>)

six post-graduate students (see r6), (r) visiting classes and

lecturers (see 15, 18 and 19), £^2000; (x.) Quarters for ap-

prentices, ;;/^i4oo. (Some of the above might be in one or

more blocks.)

It is not likely that all these buildings will have to be erected

afresh. Some buildings capable of being adapted to the require-

ments are almost certain to be included in the area purchased.

'[The figures after eucli indicate tlie eslinialed capital outlay for construc-

tion.— IIo.N. \L\).\
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The necessity for the hostel and apprentices' quarters depends

on the situation of the forest. If a large village is handy, they

might be wholly or partially dispensed with and their place

taken by private lodgings. We are inclined, however, to think

that both are desirable adjuncts to the Demonstration Forest,

and that the work of teaching would be substantially helped if

the students and teachers all lived on the spot. If there happen

to be suitable buildings on the estate, the initial cost of provid-

ing this accommodation would be small. The fees charged for

board and lodging in the hostel and apprentices' quarters should

be so fixed as to cover the whole cost of maintenance, including

service, heating, lighting and ordinary repairs.

A bothy for workmen may also be required, but is less

desirable and should certainly be dispensed with if there is a

village within reach.

The buildings which have to be erected will afford an oppor-

tunity, which ought not to be lost, of showing the uses to which

home timber can be put.

7. Small Holdings.—We have already expressed the opinion

(see i) that it is desirable to provide small holdings for workmen

periodically employed in the forest. Small holdings should

form an integral part of State afforestation in Scotland.

Less occasional labour will be required in the Demonstration

Forest than in an ordinary forest which does not include a

school of apprentices. If the estate acquired contains only

2000 acres or less of standing wood, the permanent staff and

apprentice students may at first be able to undertake all the

work. If more labour is required, a bothy may be used as a

temporary expedient. But unless men and holdings of the

class needed are available in the immediate neighbourhood,

suitable ground should, from the beginning, be earmarked for

small holdings, and these should be equipped with buildings

from tine to time, as they are required. 4000 acres of wood,

with a permanent staff of 5 foresters and 20 apprentices, would

give employment to an equivalent number of additional hands

for a great part of the year. K\\ these should be small

landholders.

8. Cost: (i) Capital Expenditure.— \\. is impossible to estimate

the probable capital expenditure until an estate has been

selected. The value of land varies very much in different parts

of Scotland, and it changes hands at prices which vary from
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-5 ^o 35 years' purchase of the annual rental. Nor is it possible

to make an accurate estimate of the capital required for buildings

and equipment until it is known what buildings are already

available on the estate purchased, and, further, whether any

part of the accommodation required can be conveniently found

in a village near the Demonstration Area (see 6). The follow-

ing estimate is based on the assumption that the whole of the

accommodation must be provided in new buildings. Buildings,

as above, ;2{^i2,95o; furnishings and equipment, ^2550; total,

Note.—The estimate includes the installation of hot-water

heating in the school, the students' hostel and the apprentices'

quarters.

(2) Annual Expe)iditu7-e.— In estimating the initial annual

outlay of the school and Demonstration Forest, we do not include

the wages of labourers and apprentices and the general expenses

of forest management, the amount of which will depend upon

the extent and state of the property, the available crops of

timber for disposal in the immediate future, and other circum-

stances. The salaries given above, with an estimate of ^360
for heating and lighting of the school block, books, stationery,

plans, postal accounts and incidental outlays, give a total

of ;^2400.

9. Ou/Iyi/ii^- Areas.—The soil and climate of Scotland vary so

much that a single central forest cannot be typical of the whole

country. It would be possible— and this is an arrangement

which has often been suggested—to supplement the central

forest by outlying areas under the same superintendence. But

outlying woods a hundred, or even fifty, miles from the main

block could not be included in the same working-plan as the

central forest, unless they were large enough to justify the

appointment of separate officers.

The areas most' needed to sui)i)lement a central inland

Demonstration Forest would appear to be

—

(1) A lowland area, suitable for hardwoods.

(2) A west coast area, with heavy rainfall and relatively

high winter temperature.

(3) An east coast area, with a small rainfall and a cold

bright winter.

The present teaching centres happen to lie in districts which

exhibit precisely these conditions.
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The Scotch Education Department and the Development

Commissioners recognise the need of a forest-garden for each

teaching centre.^ For the ordinary purposes of a forest-garden

an area of 50 acres is sufficient, but we suggest that, under the

circumstances, the forest-gardens might be expanded so as to

demonstrate, under forest conditions though not on a commercial

scale, the best methods of growing the species suited to the

districts in which they lie. We consider that 300 acres, within

•easy reach of each centre, would be sufficient.

Each area would be under the direction of the local lecturer,

but the director of the Demonstration Forest and his staff would

have free access for instruction and research.

Part II. Education.

In attempting to define the functions of a Demonstration

Forest, we have found it necessary to review the whole subject

of forest education. It may be convenient if, in this portion of

the report, we include the reasoning on which our recommenda-

tions are based.

10. 2\vo Grades of Foresters.—Yox the sake of clearness, we

may begin by pointing out that two classes of foresters are

required—forest-officers and working foresters. The distinction

is analogous to that between officers and non-commissioned

officers in the army.

There should be no insuperable barrier between the two

grades, but the training and duties are so different that a

working forester can only in exceptional cases, by passing through

the higher course of study, be expected to become a forest-officer.

The working forester must be skilled in all the operations of

planting, felling and nursery work; he must understand enough

of the principles of silviculture to be able to carry out his

instructions intelligently ; he must be trained to recognise insect

and fungus enemies, and to observe anything amiss in patrolling

his beat. This is work which any intelligent and hard-working

man can be trained to do.

The forest-officer must be a man of wide education, with an

intimate knowlege of the country in which he operates. He will

be at a great disadvantage if he does not know German, and a

knowledge of French is desirable. He must be thoroughly

^ See First Report of the Development Coiniiussiouers, pages 23 and 24.
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versed in the principles of scientific silviculture and able to

apply them, with the discretion born of experience, to each

particular case with which he is called upon to deal. He
cannot be a specialist in all the sciences allied to forestry, but

he must be sufficiently at home in each of them to recognise

when he requires its help and to know where and how such

help is to be got; and he must keep sufficiently abreast of each

to utilise its fresh discoveries. This is work for a man of first-

class intellect and high scientific training.

11. Existing Supply of Foresfers.—The working foresters of

Scotland at the present time are, taken as a whole, a remarkably

intelligent and competent body of men. They have had to

work in the face of great difficulties, having seldom had the

education necessary for the very responsible position thrust

upon them, nor received, except hi rare cases, much guidance

from their employers or their employers' agents. In the

practical work of a woodman the best of the Scots foresters are

hard to beat. They fail in work where a wider experience is

required. They are not, for instance, usually competent to

devise the systematic working-plans which are essential to

profitable forestry, to classify the soils in their woods, to form

an opinion as to the amount of timber their woodlands ought

to carry, or to estimate the probable annual increment- Nor,,

except in rare instances, are they able to advise on the thinning

and pruning of young plantations, nor on questions of forest

engineering or transport, on which the profit obtainable from

the crop often largely depends. No one realises more clearly

than the best of the working foresters themselves the need of

scientific guidance in such matters.

The expert of the forest-officer class is already not wholly

unknown in Scots woods, and the demand for his services is

increasing. The forestry lecturers have, in the limited leisure

at their disjiosal, been ungrudging in their assistance to private

proprietors. The ideal expert, however,— the man who combines

the theory of silviculture with experience in the actual manage-

ment of Scots woods—scarcely exists at present.

12. General Conditions and Needs of tlie Present Time.—There

are no .State forests in Scotland and no Crown forest except the

estate recently i)urchased at Inverliever, of which only about

360 acres have yet been planted. There are about 850,000

acres of private woods (see 25). None of these private woods
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is under the charge, or even the personal superhitendence,

of a fully trained forest-officer. Nine-tenths of them are

lamentably understocked, and what might be a great source of

wealth and employment is going to waste for want of the

application of scientific silviculture.

Unless the State proposes to buy up private woodlands, it is

clear that the remedy for the present defects must depend

mainly upon their owners. There are, however, two means

by which the State can [)romote this much-needed change.

They are

(i) By training working foresters to realise the need of

expert advice
;

(2) By appointing trained forest-officers to give such advice

at a moderate fee (see 24).

The object of the educational system which we contemplate

will be to bring into existence a body of working foresters and

a body of forest-officers each qualified by their training to fulfil

their proper functions.

13. Number of Fort'st Officers required in Scotland.—At present

there are no appointments of any kind for forest-officers in

Scotland, except the four lectureships attached to the University

of Edinburgh and the three agricultural colleges. Our scheme

provides for three officers in the Demonstration Forest. The

number of additional forest-officers that will be required in

future, apart from the demands of other parts of the empire

(Appendix V.), will entirely depend on the policy which the

Government and the Development Commissioners decide to

adopt.

If the Government follows the suggestion made above and

further explained in section 24— a suggestion which appears

to be in agreement with the policy outlined by the Development

Commissioners in their first report—and decides to create a

staff to give advice and assistance to those who desire to under-

take afforestation or to develop existing woodlands, one or

more additional officers will be required. The survey

recommended in section 23 may demand another. And when

any move is made in the direction of afforestation, either by

the State itself or with its assistance, one additional forest-officer

will be, roughly speaking, required for each 4000 acres fully

afforested.
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The number of forest-officers likely to be required in Scotland

may, then, be summarised as follows :

—

Four Lecturers (as at present).

Three Officers in charge of the Demonstration Forest.

One or more Advising Officers available for private woods.

One Officer for every 4000 acres fully afforested by the State

or, with its assistance, by private enterprise.

14. Trai)ii)ig of Forest-officers— One School or Three 2—The
above requirements certainly would not justify the development

of more than one centre for the training of forest-officers in

Scotland. In Bavaria, for example, which has an area of

woods larger than Scotland could ever possess, even if afforesta-

tion were pressed to its utmost limit, one school for higher

instruction in forestry is found sufficient. And although that

State has not, indeed, like Scotland, to provide officers for the

Indian and Colonial services as well as for home employment,

its school—the Forest Department of the University of Munich

— is attended by students from other states of Germany, from

other countries of Europe, the United States of America, Japan,

and elsewhere. The number of forestry students at Munich

last year was 121. At the Saxon Forest Academy of Tharandt,

the number was 84. In Scotland, in the same year, the total

number of forestry students at the three centres, exclusive of

evening students, was less than 50, and of this number the

majority were not specialising in forestry but merely attended

classes in this subject as part of their training in agriculture.

The actual number of students who in 1910-11 attended day

classes in the subject of forestry throughout the University

winter se.ssion at each centre was :

—

Edinburgh . . . .24
Aberdeen . . . .16
Glasgow .... 8

From the foregoing comparison it might appear that the

existence of more than one centre for any kind of instruction

in forestry was superlluous. But a clear distinction ought to

be drawn between the elaborate provision required for the

efficient training of those who intend to follow the career of

forest-officer at home or in other parts of the empire, and the

comparatively modest needs of the ordinary agricultural or

university student who desires some instruction in forestry
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with a view to becoming a factor, or for other reasons. Of the

Scots forestry students who are included in the numbers given

above, the large majority belong to the latter class. And so

long as three separate agricultural colleges are maintained in

the country—an arrangement for which there are, no doubt,

good reasons—we think it important that the students should

be able to obtain at their own college, if they desire it, at

least such instruction in forestry as has hitherto been provided

for them there (Appendix III.). The evening classes and
summer courses, also, which have been conducted for working

foresters and others at the respective centres, supply a local

demand which will probably continue to exist in some form

even after the establishment of a school for apprentices at the

Demonstration Forest, and which could not well be met by
any single institution. To this extent, therefore, we consider

that there is justification for the continuance of forestry teaching

at three centres. There is even room for the development of

all three on a moderate scale. They are lamentably deficient

in the space necessary for housing collections ; and we have

already stated our views as to the need of a forest garden for

each of them.

For the training of a forest-officer a two years' course of

study in forestry, following on a year's study in pure science —
such as is this year being instituted for the first time in^

Scotland, at Edinburgh (Appendix III.)— is the very least that

could be regarded as adequate ; and even this falls short of

the continental standard (Appendix VII.). An extension of

the course at any of the three centres would involve fresh

demands upon the teaching start, and a school which is to

undertake the training of forest-officers must not be stinted

either in this respect or in the accommodation needed for its-

museum and for conducting those branches of instruction and

research which belong to the laboratory rather than to the forest.

The examination which we have made of the schools of forestry

at Munich and Tharandt has convinced us that such an

institution cannot be made really efficient unless it is on a

scale which it would be ridiculous to repeat three times in

Scotland. We are, therefore, clearly of opinion that for the

training of forest-officers there should be one fully developed

school in Scotland, and only one.

The committee has fullv considered whether such a school.
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might not most suitably be established at the Demonstration

Forest itself, and away from the university centres, on the

model of the German Forest Academy. It would be unreason-

able, on financial grounds, to provide at a new centre the staff,

laboratories and appliances which are already to be found at

any of the universities for the teaching of the pure science subjects

which lead up to the study of forestry (Natural Philosophy,

Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Geology). The teaching at a

forest school, if it were decided to create one, would therefore

be confined to forestry proper and the specialised sciences allied

to it (Forest Botany, Forest Entomology, Forest Chemistry,

Forest Engineering, etc.), and even these could not be

transferred to a new centre without some duplication of staff

and equipment. The advantage which would be gained by

their transference to a forest school would be that the teaching

could be given by the staff actually responsible for the manage-

ment of the forest and with the woods at the door of the

class-room. The latter advantage will be sufficiently secured

by the arrangement proposed in section 15, combined with

weekly excursions, while the former is, in our judgment, out-

weighed not only by the complete disturbance that it would

entail to arrangements which are familiar and in some ways

working well, but by the fact that the responsibility for the

students' training, which ought to lie on one principal instructor

from beginning to end, would be divided at a critical moment.

The change would be opposed to the generally accepted views

of those concerned with the teaching of all kinds of applied

sciences, and to what appears to be the present tendency in

German forest education, as the result of long experience.

While we have no hesitation in expressing our opinion that,

for the reasons stated above, the training of forest-officers ought

to take place at a university centre, and that it should be

confined to one only of the existing centres, it is clearly beyond

our province to suggest how the desired concentration should

be brought about. Jf we were starting afresh, we should,

without hesitation, advise the foundation of a single school of

forestry at the university centre nearest to the bulk of the

existing woodlands and largest afforestable areas; in which

case, as a glance at the map appended to our report will show,

the choice would almost necessarily fall upon Aberdeen. It

would folU^w tliat the location of the Demonstration Forest
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should be fixed mainly with reference to Aberdeen,

though it would still be desirable that the forest should be, as

far as possible, accessible from all parts of Scotland. It is,

however, one thing to frame a scheme de novo and quite another

to remodel existing institutions. If it is thought that matters

have now advanced too far for a settlement of the question on

the principle suggested above to be any longer practicable, we

feel bound to point out that this condition of things is the

natural result of the delay of successive Governments to adopt

any settled policy with regard to forestry.

^

15. Utilisation of the Demonstration Forest by the Teaching

Centres.—The lecturer from each teaching centre (whether they

be one or more) should bring his own students to the forest for a

month or six weeks every year and there instruct them himself

in practical silviculture. 1 he visiting lecturer should have no

right to interfere in any way in the management of the forest, but

he should be entitled, after consultation with the director, to show

his class any part of it, to take measurements and observations,

to watch all the forest operations, and receive any information

which the director and his staff can supply from their records.

The only objection which might be urged against this arrangement

is the danger of friction between the forest staff and the visiting

lecturers. We believe that this objection can be met by a little

care and forethought. We suggest that the lecturers and classes

should visit the forest in succession, and that a programme
putting the forest hostel (see 6) at the disposal of each for so

many weeks should be submitted by the director to the

Department of Forestry or Demonstration Forest Board, and
approved by it after consultation with the teaching centres.

1 6. Post-graduate Students.—A three years' course of study in

science and forestry, supplemented by demonstration and

^ Cf. Report of the Scottish Universities Committee, 1909, Section 9

(referring to the technical instruction provided at "Central Institutions")

" It must be borne in mind that commercial and industrial and even political

considerations must often enter into the question of the best means for the

effective development of this class of subject. For instance, we have some
doubt whether the argument of Sir W. Turner for the establishment of a

complete forestry school under the control of the University of Edinburgh,

in spite of certain advantages powerfully stated by him, warrants at this

moment a claim for support from public funds. It seems desirable that the

manner in which the State will deal with the wider aspects of this important

question should first be more definitely discussed and determined."
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practical instruction in the forest gardens and Demonstration

Forest, will give a fairly complete education ; but the graduate

will require more experience and study on his own account

before he is fit to perform the responsible duties of a forest-

officer.

We therefore propose that a small number of post-graduate

scholarships, perhaps six, should be attached to the Demonstra-

tion Forest, lasting one to three years, and each worth ^50 to

^150 a year. No one should be eligible for one of these

scholarships who has not completed a full course of higher study

in forestry and taken a degree at the end of it. The post-

graduate students, while at the Demonstration Forest, would be

of great assistance to the director in the work of research and

teaching. Some part of their time would presumably be spent

abroad to complete their education, at any rate until the forest

has reached its full development.

Since these men are intended primarily for the service of the

State, and since they will be actually contributing to the work of

the Demonstration Forest during their stay there, the cost of

some of the scholarships would logically fall to be borne by the

State as part of the ordinary expenses of the institution ; and

provision has been made accordingly in our estimate of initial

annual expenditure (see 8). Any private trust should, however,

have the opportunity of assisting students who do not succeed in

obtaining State scholarships to reside at the Demonstration

Forest and take up research under such conditions as the trust

may see fit to lay down.

The scholarships would not only be of advantage to the

students themselves, but they would enable the State to keep

under observation some of the more brilliant young men without

being obliged to take them into the permanent forest service

until their worth was thoroughly proved.

17. Trai/iiiig of IVorki/ii:; Foresters—School of Apprentices.—
We have shown above (see 11) the peculiarly responsible

position which this grade of forester occupies in existing

woodlands in Scotland belonging to private owners who cannot

be expected, except in rare cases, to keep a forest-officer perma-

nently in their employment. It remains to be added that the

average working forester of to-day fully realises his need of

education and has eagerly grasped such opportunities as have

been open to him. The lecturers have done their level best to
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give the foresters within reach of their classes a serviceable

training, but they are the first to admit that, in the circumstances,

it has been next to impossible to provide a course in which

theory is suitably combined with practice.

We propose, therefore, that there should be a school in the

Demonstration Forest where apprentices should enter for a two

years' course. The curriculum and arrangements might follow

those which experience has proved to work well in the Forest

of Dean (Appendix IV.). We have given much consideration

to the age at which apprentices should be admitted and the

qualification to be demanded of them. We are convinced that

these should at first be as elastic as possible, provided that no

apprentice-student is accepted who has not been employed for

two years on the forest staff of an approved estate, or in a State

forest when such comes into existence. In selecting the

apprentice-students regard should be paid to their ability, industry

and school record, but we think it would be unwise to lay down

any precise standard at present. We also suggest that they

should be admitted at any age from eighteen to twenty-five.

There is, no doubt, some advantage from an educational point

of view in taking them young, but men of twenty are not easy to

place when they leave, and for that reason the minimum age

for those entering at the Forest of Dean was, after a few years'

experience, raised from eighteen to twenty. Those who through

lack of proper facilities while at school, or of access to Continua-

tion classes after leaving school, are found to be deficient in

their general education should have the opportunity at the

Demonstration Forest of getting instruction in the ordinary

subjects of a Supplementary or Continuation course. Such

instruction may be provided by the local School Board. At the

end of the first year any apprentice whose record of work does

not show good progress should be weeded out.

The apprentice-students should pay a fixed sum per week for

their board and lodging, if quarters are provided for them in the

forest (see 6). At the Forest of Dean they pay iis. per week

for board, lodging and washing, and their wages are 155.^ We
also suggest that they should pay class fees, and that these should

be met (where required) out of bursaries provided by their County

1 We are informed that in practice some of the apprentices manage to make

both ends meet on this wage alone, but most of them receive a few shillings

a week from some other source.

VOL. XXVL PART H. K
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Education Committees. It appears to be in accordance with the

traditions of education in Scotland to link up forestry in this way
with the County Bursary Scheme.

We advise that the number of students should, to begin with,

be limited to 20. The school would thus turn out 10 trained

men every year. Reckoning the working life of a forester at

30 years, it would after 30 years keep Scotland supplied with

300 trained foresters. This number would be easily absorbed.

It may be found necessary to increase the number of apprentices

later, especially in the event of afforestation by the State or by

individuals, but it is doubtful whether in that case it might not

be better to establish an additional school in one of the newly

afforested areas.

18. Classes for Woj-ki/ig Foresters a/ready in Situations.—The
special summer classes and excursions recently organised at the

teaching centres will, we trust, continue. Classes on similar

lines should be provided in the Demonstration Forest.

19. Introductory Classes in Primary Schools.— It appears to us

desirable that in woodland districts, or in districts about to be

afforested, the Supplementary courses provided in the Primary

Schools, as well as the Continuation classes, should include

instruction which would serve as an introduction to the study of

silviculture. Suitable training for teachers is needed, and the

Demonstration Forest might be utilised for this purpose.

Part III. Further Stkps for the Promotion of Silviculture

IN Scotland.

We place this subject last in our report, as it is so placed in

our reference, but it is clearly desirable, and indeed necessary,

that the Government should consider its forest policy as a whole

along with its scheme of forest education.

20. Preliminaries to Afforestation.—Since we began our

inquiry, the Development Commissioners have issued their first

report. We find ourselves in close agreement with the policy

for the development of forestry in Scotland sketched on pages

23 and 24 of that report.

On one point we would respectfully offer a suggestion. The

Commissioners express the opinion that " no scheme of State-

afforestation on a large scale can be considered until investiga-

tion has shown where State forests might economically and

remuneratively be provided (regard being had to the interests
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of Other rural industries) and until a trained body of foresters

becomes available." We agree in that opinion, but we do not

believe that investigation and education, however complete, will

by themselves clear the way for afforestation.

The Commissioners appear scarcely to have realised the

peculiar difficulties which confront afforestation in Scotland,

especially in those districts on which it would confer most

benefit, and where, owing to the low value of land, it would be

most likely to prove remunerative.

The chief existing obstacles are :

—

{a) Economic difficulties concerned with rating, wintering,

the occupation of the adjoining ground too high or

too poor to plant, and the reconciliation of silviculture

with existing interests generally.

^

(d) A popular and natural prejudice against afforestation,

which focusses attention on the immediate disturbance

to the few and disregards the benefits which silvi-

culture would confer on a much larger population,

(r) A widespread belief, based on the experience of ill-

managed woods, that silviculture cannot be made to

pay in Scotland.

We are convinced that nothing short of ocular demonstration

will overcome these obstacles. A central Demonstration Area

will do something in this direction ; but in this area, unless it is

a very large one, the place of a resident population will be

largely taken by the apprentice-students. Demonstration is,

moreover, required in other and more remote parts of Scotland.

A few cautious trials in actual afforestation appear to be an

indispensable preliminary to State afforestation on a large scale.

21. CreatiuH of State Trial Forests.—We therefore strongly

advise that the creation of a limited number of trial State

forests should be included among the preliminary steps to be

taken before any far-reaching scheme of State afforestation is

considered. They should be placed partly in districts which are

now almost devoid of inhabitants, and partly in districts where

there is a population in the poor condition of crofters who are

making a bare subsistence and would benefit from the oppor-

tunity of employment. In the former case, provision should be

made from the outset for settling a permanent population on the

^ See J\e/'ort on Afforestation in Scotland, pul)lislied by the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society, 191 1.
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land, tlie houses being erected from time to time as more labour

is required. We venture to express the hope that steps may be

taken in this direction at Inverliever.

If a Board of Agriculture for Scotland is created, as provided

in the bill now before Parliament, and includes a Department of

Forestry, the proposed trial-forests would presumably fall under

the direction of that Department. Otherwise, we suggest that

these forests might be under the general supervision of the

Demonstration Forest Board, and might be at first under the

special superintendence of the ^Advising forest-officer whose

appointment we recommend (see 24). There will be no difficulty

in carrying out the work of planting. However deficient the

Scots working foresters may be in the knowledge required for the

care of a forest in its later stages, there is an ample supply of men
who would be quite competent to perform the initial part of the

work and to tend it for the first eighteen or twenty years.

We have dealt with this proposal first and at some length,

because its omission from the programme of the Development

Commissioners causes us some anxiety. These trial-forests

appear to us an essential part of the foundation of any

practicable scheme of afforestation. If private enterprise could

be relied upon to ])rovide similar object-lessons, these

ventures would not be necessary ; but we believe that, even

with the encouragement suggested below, private enterprise is

certain to move very slowly until the State affords some

practical demonstrations of profitable forestry and of the

benefits which it confers on the districts aflforested.

22. Three steps recommended.—The steps following on the

establishment of a Demonstration Area which we recommend

for the promotion of silviculture in Scotland are as follows :

—

(i) A flying survey to ascertain the best forest sites and

their api)roximate extent.

(2) The appointment of an Advising forest-officer with at

least one assistant.

(3) The establishment of a limited number of State trial-

forests.

The last of these proposals has already been fully explained.

A few words are required in explanation of the two others.

23. P'lyiir^ Surrey.—The survey we contemplate would not

aim at locating every acre of plantable ground in Scotland.

It would aim at discovering the best forest sites and their
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approximate size, tal<ing into consideration the capabilities ot

the soil as exemplified in the existing woods, where there arc

any. A survey of this character would be neither difficult nor

costly, and would not be apt to fall out of date.^ It would

merely indicate on a map the areas physically and economically

best suited to afforestation. New areas would be added as

they were discovered. The areas so marked would not, in any

sense, be hypothecated to silviculture. They would be kept in

view for that purpose, but forestry would have to give way,

as it always must, to any practicable scheme of agricultural

development.

The object of the survey should be twofold :

—

(i) To gauge roughly the extent of the field for afforestation

in Scotland.

(2) To make sure that the beginnings were made in the

most favourable districts.

The Government is at present absolutely without information

under either of these heads.- It seems scarcely businesslike to

touch the subject at all without taking steps to obtain this

elementary information.

A flying survey might be organised in many different ways.

We prefer to follow the suggestion of the Development Com-

missioners that it should be linked with the work of the Demonstra-

tion Forest. We therefore recommend that it should be placed

under the direction of the Demonstration Forest Board, unless a

Board of Agriculture for Scotland is created and includes a

Department of Forestry, in which case we are of opinion that it

should be under the immediate direction of that Department.

We do not see how the staff of the Demonstration Forest could

itself undertake the work, unless it were specially increased for

the purpose ; nor would it be wise to relegate to students a task

which particularly demands experience. We have considered

the question of entrusting the survey to the Advising forest-

officer (see 24), but we doubt if he would have time to undertake

it. We therefore suggest the appointment, for a limited number

1 An elaborate survey or forest project, such as that recently made under the

auspices of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society for the Glen Mor District,

would, as the Development Commissioners point out, be apt to fall out of

date. The need for such a survey will not arise except in the case of areas

which it is actually proposed to afforest.

- Information on the first point is practically limited to the statistics given

in Appendix ii.
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of years, of a special officer for this purpose—not necessarily

a fully trained forest-ofificer, but a man who has a thorough

knowledge of Scots woods and Scots soils.

We suggest that the County Council of each county which

appears /r/w^/^rr/V worth surveying, or expresses a desire to be

surveyed, should be invited to appoint two or three persons to

assist the officer in making the survey of that county, and that,

failing their appointment by the County Council, suitable persons

should be selected by the Demonstration Forest Board or by the

Forestry Department of the Board of Agriculture for Scotland, if

such is created.

24. Advisi7ig Forest-officers.—The remaining proposal— that for

the appointment of an advising forest-officer— is favoured by the

Development Commissioners in their report, and requires little

explanation. Afforestation must, in the nature of things, be

slow and gradual, but the application of wise management to

existing woods may, in comparatively few years, make a sub-

stantial addition to the wealth of the country and to the field

of healthy employment. It has already been shown that private

woods cannot be brought into order without expert advice

(see 12}, and that such advice is now only in rare instances

obtainable (see 11). A considerable number of private owners

in Scotland at the present time are desirous of obtaining working-

plans—instances of actual demands for advice for this purpose

have come to the notice of members of the Committee— and the

lecturers at the teaching centres are unable to undertake more

than a fraction of this work. We anticipate that if the best

advice obtainable is offered by the Government, and if this offer

is accompanied by some such inducements as those suggested

in the following section of our report, the demand for it will

become general.

We suggest that the Government should begin by at once

appointing a chief advising forest-ofificer. The task of laying

down the lines on which working-plans are to be made for

800,000 acres of woods in Scotland, and of supervising their

construction, will be one of extreme responsibility and can only

be entrusted to a man of wide grasp and experience, and one

with experience of administration on a large scale. As the

preparation of working-plans is a mc/st laborious business, we

think that the chief advising officer will, from the first, require

one assistant, and we anticipate that within a short time three
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or four assistants may be required. The assistants will probably

be young men and, in any case, will not require high salaries,

as their work will consist in ascertaining the facts upon which

the advising oflScer has to give his judgment. When the bulk

of the ground has been overtaken, the staff may of course be

reduced, though it is impossible to devise working-plans which will

not require revision from time to time on account of windfalls,

pests, changes in the demand for timber, and other causes. The

chief advising officer appointed for this purpose will, no doubt,

be also the principal adviser of the Government in any schemes

of aflForestation it may decide to undertake or assist in Scotland.

Unless a Board of Agriculture for Scotland is created, with

a Forestry Department, it may be found convenient to place the

advising officer under the supervision of the Demonstration

Forest Board, but he should not be otherwise officially attached

to the Demonstration Forest.

25. Other Measures.—We limit ourselves to the three definite

proposals outlined above, because we believe that they can and

ought to be carried out at once. But we are unable to expect

any appreciable extension in the area of private woodlands

—

and we are even doubtful whether a contrary tendency can be

checked—unless the State can offer direct encouragement to

planters by some such means as

—

{a) The advance of capital at a reasonable rate of deferred

interest (interest to accumulate until the crop is

realised) ; and

(b) An amendment of the law aflFecting the taxation of

woodlands to Estate and Succession Duties, whereby

a private forest, approved for the purpose by the

State, would be reckoned as a separate estate,^ and

possibly charged at a lower rate.

Aid of -this nature could only be given on condition that the

' By the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, exceptioDal treatment is given to

timber, trees or wood, as compared with that accorded to property in general,

bjr exempting them from the pajrment of duty so long as they remain

unconverted into cash. One need for fiirther relief consists in the fact that

at present the v^ue of the timber and woods apon an estate is aggr^jated with

the valae of other properties apcm it for the purpose of determining the value

of the whole estate for death dntj- (Appendix vi ). Hence, by planting on

a large scale, a proprietor may render the remainder of his estate liable to

a higher scale of death duties, although for a generation the income from the

estate is actually reduced by the planting operations.
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woods which received it were managed on lines approved by

the State. It would, therefore, afford a powerful lever for good

management. It would only involve a fraction of the capital

required for the purchase of land and creation of State forests,

while the cost of inspection would be very much less than that

of direct management.

The exemption of newly afforested land from local rates for

varying periods is not unusual on the Continent.^ In Scotland

all plantations are liable to assessment from the date of forma-

tion, and the rates are levied upon the actual annual arable or

pastoral value of the land throughout the whole life of the crop.

The fact that the rates have to be paid over an unproductive

period of fifteen years and upwards does certainly, in some

cases, deter people from making new plantations, but we believe

that the burden is not an unreasonable one.

Some evidence with regard to loans, death duties and rates

has been taken by previous Commissions on Forestry, but none

of these has arrived at any positive conclusion on the subject,

with the exception of the Irish Committee of 1907, whose

report advocates an extension of the system of loans previously

in operation in Ireland. We ourselves have not considered

it our duty to examine witnesses upon these matters, and we

recognise that, without more inquiry than we have been able

to bestow upon the questions involved, we should not be justified

in venturing upon specific recommendations. We are satisfied,

however, that each of the measures which we have suggested for

the encouragement of private forestry deserves to be made the

subject of definite inquiry, and we strongly recommend that such

inquiry should be instituted by the Government without delay.

Another form of inquiry which is beyond our scope, but

which ought, in our opinion, to be immediately undertaken,

is to obtain accurate returns as to the [)resent extent of private

woodlands. According to returns collected by the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries in r905,- the area of woodlands in

Scotland was then 868,409 acres. There can be little doubt

that changes since that date have been in the direction of

deforestation. In central Perthshire, Strathdon, and some

' See 'J'ransaclions of tlir Royal Scottish Ayhoricultural Society, vol. xxiv.,

part ii., article on ''The Slate and Privalt: Woodlands," by William Dawson,

p. 125.

-' See note to map of woodlands, Appendi.x i.
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estates in the neighbourhood of Inverness, including the Black

Isle, many thousands of acres have recently been cut and not

replanted, and we have no reason to suppose that sufficient new

plantations have been made in other parts of Scotland to make

good this shrinkage. Moreover, we believe that landowners

in straightened circumstances have in so many cases depleted

their woods by over thinning, that the stock is probably less in

proportion to area than it has been. Precise information on the

last point would, unfortunately, be unobtainable ; but accurate

returns could be obtained as to the mere area covered by

woodlands, and these fresh statistics, besides being required for

general purposes, could be compared with previous returns and,

in so far as the latter can be relied upon, would serve to verify

our impression as to the continued decline of private forestry in

Scotland, and the urgent need for some form of encouragement

to private enterprise.

We desire to direct attention to the advantages of co-operation

in forestry, and to recommend that any movement in that

direction should receive sympathetic treatment from the State.

A good deal could be accomplished by well-directed com-

bination among those prepared to invest capital in tree crops.

Co-operation has materially helped to develop agriculture in

Ireland. In Prussia, co-operative societies, subsidised by the

State, have done much to promote private forestry, particularly

by the distribution of seeds and plants to their members.

We cannot refrain from here stating our opinion that questions

relating to congested districts, crofters, small holdings, forestry

and other rural industries all dovetail into each other and react

upon each other, so that no really satisfactory solution of any one

is possible unless sympathetic consideration is given to the whole.

26. Results ofprivate (f^v-A— Throughout our inquiry we have

been struck by the unanimity of expert opinion on the matters

remitted to us for consideration. This is explained by the fact

that the development of forestry has for many years been the

subject of persistent study and effort by a considerable number

of people in Scotland.^ Hitherto their labours have received

little or no encouragement from Government, unless the word

can be applied to the appointment of Commissions and Com-

mittees upon whose reports no action has been taken. But

1 The Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society has now over 1350 members,

and publishes its Transactions twice a year ; the first volumes date from 1S56.
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the work has not been barren. The whole subject now appears

ripe for action. We are convinced that education and private

effort have reached a point beyond which they cannot be expected

to advance without the assistance of authoritative demonstration

and research, which have indeed been for years urgently needed.

27. Importance of Immediate Action. — People in search of a

remedy for unemployment and rural depopulation have been at

times disposed to rush afforestation. This is not sur]irising, con-

sidering that forests of the same size give ten times as much
employment as sheep farms ^ and would enable hundreds ot

small landholders to thrive in glens where a score could otherwise

scarcely scrape a living.- We find no such impatience among
those best acquainted with the subject and with Scots conditions,

but they realise that the movement cannot proceed until the first

cautious ventures have proved that afforestation can in practice

be reconciled with other interests, and that it is beyond doubt for

the public good. Education alone can never afford this proof.

Caution in deciding upon the first steps to be taken does not

imply delay in taking them. The length of time which these

trial undertakings themselves require for development before

they can supply a lesson for further action is, in our judgment,

a reason for losing no time in getting them started. It would be

bad policy to spend time and money in completing the machine

of education only to find that twenty years more must be spent

on practical experiments before a comprehensive scheme can be

launched. A steady movement all along the line appears in this

undertaking to be the only sure mode of advance.

John Stirling-Maxwell, Chairman.

LOVAT.

R. Munro Ferguson.

John D. Sutherland.

Jno. Fleming.

Matthew G. Wallace.

R. H. N. Sellar.

H. Warrk Cornish, Secretary.

December 19 11.

' Without reckoning the population absoihed in attendant iiuiustiies which

might in many cases treble that figure.

- See l\fporl of Departmental Coii/iiiittcc on British I-'orcstry, 1903, Section

9; also Report on Afforestation in .Scotland, ))ul)lished by the Royal .Scottish

Arboricultural Society, 1911.
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14. On the Relation of Light-Intensity to Advance
Growth in Oak and Beech Forests.

{IVM Plate.)

By (t. p. Gordon, B.Sc.

" Advance growth " is defined as including trees, from the

seedling to the pole stage, which have sprung up in openings

in the forest, or under the forest canopy, before regeneration

fellings were commenced ; it is perhaps most typical of forests

worked under the Selection system and of primeval forests.

Its presence in the forest is usually associated with the

approaching maturity of the trees forming the canopy over

that part in which it occurs. Observations made in the above

types of forest in Britain and on the Continent indicate that light

is an important factor in the formation of this advance growth.

At the outset, the effects of an increase in the light-intensity

would seem to be rather varied. Of primary importance perhaps

is the effect on the forest soil, which is one tending towards

increased evaporation, while it also allows of increased deposi-

tion of moisture; the resultant action, however, is probably a

desiccating one. Correlated with this there would come about

ameliorating changes in the texture of the soil, as a result of

increased capillary and percolating actions. Again the gaseous

exchange in the humus-forming layer on the forest floor becomes

intensified, and so organic metabolic agents at work in the soil

are probably stimulated to increased activity. On the other

hand, a diminution in the light-intensity may be considered to

have, in general, effects opposite to those already described.

Now it is fairly evident that these factors will largely influence

the appearance and persistence of advance growth in a forest.

Moreover, it will be admitted that the variation in the actual

chemical intensity of light has also a considerable physiological

effect on all plant forms. Illustrations of this are obtained in

the general habit of growth, the structure of leaf and bud, as

well as in other features of the seedlings forming the advance

growth. Indeed the type of the individual corresponds almost

exactly to Engler's Schattenbuchen (shade-beech).^ In Plate I.

^ See Mittcilimgen der Schzveizerischen Centralanstalt fiir das forstliche

Versiichswesen, Band x., 191 1, p. 120, Tafel i. Quarterly Journal of
Forestry^ igi2, vol. vi. pp. 64-69.
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of his |)aper examples of Schattenbitclien and Lichtbucheti (liglit-

beech) are figured. A comparison of these shows that the

habit of the Lichtbuchen is not so upright, the side branches

being stronger and disposed more horizontally than in the

Schattefibuchen ; and when seedlings of the same age are

contrasted, the height-growth is seen to be considerably less in

the latter. The leaves of the former are more vertical, while

the buds are longer, larger, and more scaly than those of the

latter. Another interesting contrast is shown by the fact that,

of the beech trees in a forest, the Schatteiibiichen comes into leaf

first, being on the average seven days earlier than the overwood,

and thirteen days earlier than seedlings in the open. In addition

to this M. Nordhausen in " Uber Sonnen und Schattenbliitter " ^

shows that the leaves of the Schatleniuchen have a single

palisade layer, in contrast to the double palisade layer of leaves

of the Lichtbuchen. He further states that the leaves of

the former are larger than those of the latter. As opposed

to this, however, observations made in the Spessart have shown

that the leaves of the beech forming tlie advance growth

{Schatteiibiichen) are smaller than those of young growth stand-

ing in the open {Lichtbuclien). Also it is probable that this

diminution in size may be more the result of an insufficiency

of moisture, than of any variation in the light-intensity. Thus

it would seem of some interest to show how far advance growth

gives expression to the several influences resulting from a

variation in the light-intensity.

Selection of Experimental Areas.

It will be seen that intluences other than those expressed by

light-intensity have a modifying effect on the development of

advance growth. The more important of these may be taken

to be the local climate, elevation, aspect, slope, density of

stocking, frequency of seed years, mode of dis[jersal of the seed,

and lastly the natural state of fertility of the soil. The necessity

for ruling out as many of these factors as possible is at once

evident, and, in an attempt to do so, observations were restricted

to the advance growth on certain selected areas. These stations

were chosen in the beech and oak woods of the State forest,

Salmiinster, situated in the Hinterspessart of central Germany,

' Berichte ucr deutschen liolanisclien Gesellschafi, IJand xxi., 1 903, p. 30.
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and they were practically confined to compartments 25, 33, 34

and 38, constituting the remains of Selection forest {Plenterii'ald)

which at one time extended over the whole district. They

lie approximately between the contour lines 1270 feet and

807 feet, on the southern slope of the Kling Bach Valley.

The gradient is gentle and the aspect ranges from north to north

north-east. The soil in all cases overlies and is derived from

Bunter sandstone, and, judgingfrom the height-developmentofoak,

would appear to be of uniform first-class quality for that species.

The density of stocking is on the whole fairly regular, the oak

tending to form small pure groups surrounded by pure beech.

In addition to this, the contour of the land is more or less

regular, and the range in elevation is not sufficient to bring

about any marked difference in the local climate. The growing

stock at present on the area consists of oak and beech, the

former varying in age from 120 to 350 years and forming about

60 % of the crop, while the remainder consists of beech, ranging

from 100 to 200 years in age.

As already stated, the two species form more or less pure

groups, and since their seeds are comparatively heavy, and

therefore have a dissemination which is almost vertical, the

advance growth occurs in practically pure groups. It is of

interest to note that in the majority of cases the beech groups of

advance growth present a much better height-development than

the oak groups of the same age. As regards the persistence of

advance growth, groups of oak were observed which, although

they had remained for about fifty years under a shelter wood

without any appreciable increase in height, were still capable of

almost normal development. Again, as in the case of oak full

seed years generally occur once every decade, but in the case

of beech at intervals of about five years only, it may be safely

assumed that the seedlings comprising the advance growth have

persisted for some time and are likely to persist. The formation

of these groups of advance growth is doubtless largely due to

the natural thinning of the canopy, as the trees reach maturity.

The process, however, may have been assisted in some cases by

windfalls, disease, and the hand of man. Thus, as the various

conditions appear fairly uniform over the experimental areas, it

seems reasonable to assume that any variation in the advance

growth will be due principally to a difference in the light-intensity

with its accompanying effects.
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Selection of Groups.

At the outset a careful survey of the four compartments in

question was made. They cover some 200 acres, over which

area suitable groups of advance growth were located. In the

selection of these, attention was paid to such points as the

following :—None were chosen covering an area smaller than

•8 square pole, while the maximum tor any group was about

I square pole; only pure groups were selected, and no group

was taken in which some individuals were dominant to the

extent of suppressing others and thus preventing by their shade

a normal development of the group as a whole. Ten such

areas were selected for beech and eleven for oak. In order to

get as many stages of variation as possible for each species, the

groups were made representative of all possible conditions of

light-intensity. The assignment of groups to different degrees

of shade was done by ocular estimate, the intensity of light

being gauged approximately by the density of the canopy.

The terms " deep," "medium," and " light " shade, respectively,

were employed to classify the areas. Later, as will be seen, the

actual intensity of light on each area was accurately measured

by photometric methods.

Method of Counting Seedlings.

After the selection of the groups, each was considered

separately, and the number of seedlings was carefully counted on

a definite area marked out in it. The method was as follows :

—

By means of a Gunter's chain, five squares, each one-hundredth

of a square chain, were pegged out with arrows in every group

;

and the number of seedlings in each square and hence the total

for the group were then ascertained. To ensure the greatest

possible accuracy in this, a diagonal was always put into the

square, the seedlings in every group being thus counted on ten

comparatively small areas. The sum of the five squares is

exactly -8 square pole, and as the maximum size of a group

is about one square pole, the area marked out formed in each

case a fair sample of the group. In addition, it may be

mentioned that the five squares were distributed in such a

manner as to be truly representative of each group.

Photometric Method.

An attempt was made to measure the intensity of light

obtaining in each group and to represent it in the form of a
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specific number. In each group a Watkins Bee Meter was

exposed until the sensitised paper had assumed the normal tint,

when the time of exposure was recorded. Three such readings

were made in different parts of each group and the average was

ascertained. In a similar manner, and immediately after taking

the last reading, three readings were made in the open in full

daylight, and the average was again obtained. The ratio of the

reciprocals of the average readings was then calculated for each

group, and this gave the specific photic ration, which is here used

as a measure of the light-intensity. The advantage of this

method is at once evident, for, had the specific photic ration not

been employed, it would have been necessary to take readings

of the light-intensity over the twenty-one groups at the same

instant. It should be mentioned here that these observations

were carried out while the trees were in full leaf, also, owing to the

exceptional amount of sunshine in the summer of 191 1, the

readings were taken in all cases with practically a cloudless sky.

According to Schimper, the above method of Bunsen and

Roscoe for measuring the intensity of light in some degree

satisfies the demands of exact research, although it is applicable

only to the so-called chemical portion of the spectrum, i.e. to

the blue, violet and ultra-violet rays. He states that " Bunsen

and Roscoe have clearly proved that in a normal paper

changing colour in the presence of light, when a definite shade

of colour is attained, the product of the light-intensity multiplied

by the period of time exposure is always the same. As unit

of measurement of the chemical intensity of light, a darkening

of the normal paper is selected agreeing with normal black

and produced in one second. If the shade of normal black is

produced on the normal paper in 2, 3, 4, 5, // seconds,.

the intensity of the light is i divided by 2, 3, 4, 5, n

respectively."

" Wiesner's brilliant investigations were in the first place

concerned with the ratio between the intensity (i) of the

light actually falling upon a plant or its parts, or its habitat,

and the intensity (I) of full daylight at the same time. The

intensity (i) is the absolute photic rattofi.^ The ratio between

thee two intensities (y ) is the relative or specific photic ration Z."-

1 Photic ration is the equivalent of Wiesner's term Lichtgenuss.

- See Plant- Geography upon a Physiological Basis, pp. 55, 56.
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An indication of the limits of error of the above method may

be obtained from the following :
—" The inaccuracies of the

photochemical method of measuring light-intensity are not

great. Ordinarily the error does not amount to more than

ID per cent., and by repeated measurements it can be reduced

to 5, and even to 2-5 per cent.''^

Results.

Oak— Observations in Eleven Groups (Fig. i).

Plot.
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ration (being the measure of the Hght-intensity) is plotted

horizontally.

Taken as a whole, the curve for oak (Fig. i) indicates that

as the light-intensity increases the number of seedlings per unit

of area of the advance growth increases. The first part of the

curve shows the two to be almost directly proportional. In the

second part of the curve, it is observed that large variations in

the light-intensity are associated with comparatively small

changes in the number of seedlings. In this region of the curve,

however, it is recognised that the disturbing influences of weed-

growth and exposure enter in, and this may account to some

extent for the flattening of the curve. Thus, as evidenced by

the form of the graph, the number of seedlings seems to be

tending towards a maximum at point A, where the light-intensity

is one quarter the intensity of full daylight.

The curve for beech (Fig. 2) is of a different nature. In the

first place, there are indications that, in the neighbourhood of

point F, the number of seedlings approaches a maximum ; in

other words, the light-intensity at this point (one-fortieth the

intensity of full daylight) approximates to the optimum. The two

parts of the curve appear fairly symmetrical about this optimum

point. In addition, each part of the curve shows that for a small

variation in the light-intensity, there is a comparatively large

variation in the number of seedlings.

Now any comparison between the two species based on their

respective graphs must necessarily be of a very general nature,

because of the comparatively wide error limits of the experiments.

Such a comparison, however, indicates that in the case of beech,

the light-intensity corresponding to the maximum number of

seedlings is approximately one-tenth of the light-intensity at a

similar point in the case of oak. Again, the maximum number

of seedlings per "8 square pole in the case of oak is about half

the maximum obtained for beech. Finally, it would seem that,

under successful natural regeneration, in first youth as in mature

age, the number of beech trees on a definite area considerably

exceeds the number of oak trees.

The question of the light-intensity at which different species

thrive best appears to require further elucidation. It is

stated that, for the majority of forest trees, the optimum light-

intensity approximates more nearly to the maximum amount of

light available for the use of the tree than to the minimum amount
VOL. XXVI. PART II. L
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of light necessary for its development. This optimum in some

species is almost identical with the total daylight, while in other

species it is less than the total daylight.

^

Conclusions,

While the above experiments are admittedly of too specialised

a nature to warrant any generalisations from them, yet it will be

seen that, for the species oak and beech in the locality under

observation, light-intensity influences to a considerable extent

and in a very definite manner the distribution and development

of the advance growth. The conditions under which advance

growth occurs in a forest are very similar to those under which

natural regeneration is brought about, the main difference being

in the fact that groups of advance growth receive less side light

than natural growth which has resulted from the carrying out of

regeneration fellings. An attempt is made by means of the

above experiments to determine, more or less accurately, the

conditions most favourable to the development of advance

growth ; in other words, to determine approximately the optimum

conditions for natural regeneration. Long experience has shown

that for the oak the lightest possible shade of seed-bearers is

compatible with most successful natural regeneration. So, for

successful natural regeneration of the beech, experience teaches

that a considerable amount of shade is all-important. It is seen

from this, that the results of the above experiments are in close

agreement with the results of experience.

This being so, the suggestion is offered that further experiment

may with advantage be undertaken for the same species in

different localities and also for other species in varying localities.

In this respect, certain Scots pine forests in Scotland appear to

offer good ground for experiment. For example, the district of

Strathspey contains perhaps the largest naturally regenerated

forests of Scots pine in Scotland, and parts of these are at present

in different stages of the process of regeneration. In addition,

there are on the outskirts of this district extensive areas of natural

Scots pine woodland, which afford many examples of advance

growth. Thus there are opportunities here for carrying out

parallel investigations on the advance growth and on the natural

' See Lii^hl in Relalioii to Tree Grozu/h, Viy Raphael Zon and I fenry S.

Graves, U.S. Deparlnienl of Agriculture, P'orest Service—Bulletin 92. [This

pamphlet is noticed in this issue on pp. 181-202.

—

Hon. Eij,]
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growth under varying densities of canopy in the regenerated

areas. The results of such investigations would show to what

extent the optimum conditions, as evidenced by advance growth,

are in accordance with those indicated on regenerated areas.

Should the agreement be close, this method of experiment might

have a practical value in determining the extent of regeneration

fellings. Thus the special knowledge of the optimum conditions

for the natural regeneration of any particular species, in any

particular locality, might be more economically and definitely

ascertained by this method than by the methods at present in

use. These conditions, which would be obtained in terms of

light-intensity, might ultimately be expressed as a percentage of

the growing stock.

In this connection the case of the Chir pine {Finus longifolta)

forests in Northern India m,ay be of some interest. In these

forests an accidental over-cutting in a regeneration felling gave

much better results than had been previously obtained. Conse-

quently the first regeneration fellings are now made heavier than

formerly, and as a rough rule up to 60 per cent, of the growing

stock may be removed. The Chir pine in its character as a

light-demander is very similar to the Scots pine, and the value of

obtaining an approximate figure, such as the above, for the latter

will be readily appreciated.

In concluding this note, I desire to thank Herr Forstmeister

Hebel, who has given me many valuable suggestions, and every

facility for carrying out observations in the forest.
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15. Official Notifications.

Board of Agriculture for Scotland.

The King has been pleased, on the recommendation of the

Secretary for Scotland (Lord Pentland), to approve the following

appointments to the Board of Agriculture for Scotland in pursu-

ance of the Small Landholders (Scotland) Act, igii, namely:

—

Sir Robert Patrick Wright, Agricultural Adviser to the

Scotch Education Department, to be a member and Chairman

of the Board ; Mr R. B. Greig, Staff Inspector under the Board

of Education, and Mr John D. Sutherland, Oban, to be

members of the Board.

Mr John D. Sutherland has been appointed to be Com-
missioner for small holdings, and will for the present, under the

direction of the Chairman, superintend the forestry work of

the Board.

Forestry Development.

Advisory Committee.

The Right Hon. Walter Runciman, ]\LP., President of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, has appointed a Committee

to advise the Board on matters relating to the development of

forestry in England and Wales. References will be made to

the Committee from time to time as occasion arises. The

Committee will be asked in the first instance :

—

1. To consider and advise upon proposals for a forestry survey.

2. To draw up plans for experiments in silviculture, and to

report upon questions relating to the selection and laying out

of forestal demonstration areas.

3. To advise as to the provision required for the instruction

of woodmen.

The Committee is constituted as follows :

—

Sir Stafford Howard, K.C.B. (chairman); Mr F. D. Williams-

Drummond ; Sir S. Eardley-Wilmot, K.C.LE. ; The Right Hon.

R. C. Munro Ferguson, M.I\; Lieutenant-Colonel D. Prain,

C.M.G., C LE., F.R.S. ; Mr E. R. Pratt, President of the Royal

English Arboricultural Society ; l^rofessor Sir W. Schlich,

K.C.LE., F.R.S. ; Professor Wm. Somerville, D.Sc. ; the Hon.

Arthur L. Stanley. Mr R. L. Robinson, of the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, will act as secretary.
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Grant from the Development Fund in respect of

Provision of Technical Advice in Forestry.

The Board cf Agriculture and Fisheries have been informed

that the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury, on the

recommendation of the Development Commissioners, have

sanctioned the payment from the Development Fund of a sum
of ;^25oo per annum for three years, to be distributed by the

Board as grants to certain institutions in England and Wales, to

enable them to supply technical advice to landowners and others

interested in forestry.

Owing to inadequate resources, institutions possessing forestry

departments have hitherto restricted their attention for the most

part to imparting instruction to students. It is now proposed to

attach an experienced forest expert to the forestry departments

of two universities and three colleges, whose chief duty will be

to supply to landowners and others advice as to the general

and detailed working of their woods. Each institution will,

therefore, become for a given district a centre for information, to

which application may be made on all questions relating to the

formation, treatment, utilisation and protection of woods.

It is essential that the staff to be employed in advisory work

should command the confidence of landowners. The men selected

should, therefore, be well acquainted with the practice and theory

of forestry both at home and abroad. They should be prepared to

study in detail the local conditions in their districts, and they must
endeavour to impress the advantages of systematic management
on those owners of woodlands with whom they come in contact.

In order to provide the data which are necessary for the

foundation of efficient forest management the Board propose,

with the co-operation of landowners, to establish a number of

experimental plots dealing with the thinning, underplanting and
regeneration of woods. It will be one of the duties of the forest

experts to be appointed by means of the grant to aid the Board's

officers in the selection, treatment and supervision of these plots,

and in the collection of such statistics as may, from time to time,

be required.

Coftditions of Grant.

I. A grant of ^500 per annuin for three years from ist

October 191 2 will be made to each of five institutions to

provide the salary and travelling expenses of an advisory expert.
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2. The grant in each case will be a grant-in-aid only. It must

be used for the purpose of dcYeloping advisory work, and must

not be used for the purpose of reducing existing expenditure.

3. It will be open to an institution to employ a member of the

present staff on advisory work, but in that ca.se his place must

be filled by a fresh appointment to the teaching staff.

4. The Board will require to be satisfied that the officers whom
it is proposed to employ on advisory work possess the necessary

qualifications. Where advice of minor importance is sought the

case may be investigated by a junior officer, but in all cases the

advisory officer must be responsible for the advice tendered.

5. Advisory officers may undertake a limited amount of

teaching on condition that other members of the staff give an

approximately equivalent time to advisory work.

6. The advisory staff will be expected to co-operate with the

Board's officers both in experimental work and in the making of

inquiries.

7. Each institution in receipt of a grant from this fund will be

expected to undertake the advisory work in a group of counties.

8. An institution may, where this course appears to be desir-

able, charge a fee in respect of advice tendered under the

scheme. The charge may not exceed one guinea per day for

each day's work in the field.

9. The advisory officer must supply to the Board a duplicate

copy of the reports sent to persons seeking advice, or, where

verbal advice only is given, a short statement of the case and of

the advice given should be sent. T. H. Elliott.

liOAKI) OK Ar.KIClJI.'I'UKK AND FiSU KK U-LS,

WnirF.iiAi.i. I'l.ACK, S.W., /'chncavy 1912.

FORKSTKY IN.STRUCTION IN luELAND.

The following circular has been issued by the Department

of Agriculture and Technical Instruction foi- Ireland :—
A limited number of apprenticeships in forestry will be

awarded on the result of an examination which will be held in

Dublin on the 5th September 1912.

Applicants for ai)prenticeships must be not less than eighteen

years of age and not more than twenty-five years on the

ist October 1912. They should be in good health, and of

strong constitution, and have received a fair general education.
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Preference will be given to those applicants who have had

experience of work in woods.

The subjects included in the examination will be : English—to

be tested by dictation and a short letter. Arithmetic—-the first four

rules, simple and compound; a knowledge of weights and measures,

proportion, percentages, and of the elements of the mensuration of

lengths, areas and volumes. No expenses will be allowed to can-

didates in connection with their attendance at this examination.

The successful candidates will be required to work under the

directions of a skilled foreman, for at least one year, in one of

the woods belonging to the Department. During this period

apprentices will be given facilities for improving their general

education. Apprentices who acquit themselves in s>ich a

manner as to lead the Department to believe that they are likely

to make suitable foresters may, at the end of this period, be

selected to attend a further course of instruction at Avondale

Forestry Station, Rathdrum. The duration of the course at

Avondale may extend from one to two years, and in addition to

class-room instruction apprentices will be required to take part

in the work of the woods attached to the station, or in such

other woods belonging to the Department as may be decided on

from time to time.

Apprentices will be required to enter on their duties on the

ist October 191 2. Each apprentice will receive during the first

year an allowance at the rate of 14s. per week, with furnished

lodging. When in receipt of this allowance the apprentices

will be required to find their own board. Such apprentices as

are selected to attend at Avondale Station for a further period

of training will be provided with free board, lodging and
education, and receive allowances at the rate of 5s. per week.

Apprentices must undertake to conform with the rules and

regulations made from time to time in connection with their

work in the Department's woods and at the Forestry Station.

The engagement between apprentices and the Department

may be determined at any time by one week's notice on either

side. The Department do not undertake to employ or to

procure employment for apprentices on completion of their

training. Applications for apprenticeships must be made on

the prescribed forms to be obtained from—The Department

of Agriculture and Technical Instruction, Upper Merrion Street,

Dublin. Last date for making application— 22nd August 191 2.
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i6. Observations on the Annual Increment of Spruce
and Scots Pine (Second Article).

l!y J. H. MiL.NK-HoMK.

A short account was given in last year's Transactions (vol.

xxiv. p. 52) of observations made during the growing season

of 19 10, on the increase in girth of spruce and Scots pine in

Dumfriesshire. The observations were made monthly during

the growing season, and since the methods adopted as well as

the detailed records were given, they need not now be further

alluded to except for purposes of comparison.

The results of the second season's observations, conducted

on similar lines in 19 11, may, however, be of some interest.

In calculating the results as a percentage increase of the

growing stock, the same formula has been adopted, viz.,

400
Percentage = _,; // being the number of rmgs in the last

inch of radial growth, and d the diameter of the stem under

bark. ;/ has been estimated by tnulttplying^ the average annual

increase in circumference (as ascertained from the mean of

7
the two years' observations) by , in order to obtain the' '•'22x2
increase in radius, d has been calculated from the circumference

after making a suitable allowance for bark.

The following are the detailed results for 191 1 :

—

Plantation K.

Scots Pine.— Obsenuxtions offive trees.

No.

I

2

3

4

5
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Plantation K.

Spruce.— Observations offive frees.

No.
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Planiation I.

Sco^s Pilie. — Observations offive trees.

Circiimtor-
ence over

b.irk I St May
I

1911

Averacje

32 68"

29-50"

38 12"

3063"
33 '50"

;2-S8"

% 1911

% 1910
24 43

38

14

19

Increase
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growing season of these trees was probably due to the deep,

peaty soil in which they were growing—a soil which would

take some time to dry and warm in the early summer. This

surmise is certainly borne out by the second season's observa-

tions, as owing to the exceptionally warm and dry weather the

soil was in a condition favourable for growth fully three weeks

earlier than in 19 lo, and it remained in an almost equally

favourable condition right on until September.

The spruce in Plantation K are under observation for the

first time this season, and consequently no comparison can be

made with a previous year.

In Plantation D (spruce) there is a slight falling off in the

average increase in girth— -675 inches as compared with

•712 inches. No. 3 in this lot shows the largest individual

increase in girth (r25 inches) of any of the trees under

observation. The current annual increment has remained

practicallv stationary at 93 cub. feet per acre as compared with

91 cub. feet. The percentage rate of growth was 6'58 % as

compared with 6-98 %.

The Scots pine in Plantation I show a marked falling off in

girth-increment as compared with 1910, averaging only -'260 inches

as against -587 inches. The current annual increment has fallen

from 67 cub. feet to 46 cub. feet per acre, and the percentage

rate of growth from 4-27 % to 2-59 %. The spruce in the same

plantation show a decrease in girth-increment from -687 inches

to "525 inches, the percentage being 3-54 % as against 4'i6 %.

At first sight these results appear to be inconsistent with

those obtained in Plantation K where the warm and dry summer

produced increased growth. In the case of Plantation I,

however, it will be noticed that the crop is a thin one of

280 stems per acre. They are situated on a considerable slope,

and the soil is naturally of a rather dry nature. All these

conditions, but more especially the thinness of the crop and

the resulting want of canopy, have caused the ground to suffer

from a lack of moisture to a much greater extent than would

have otherwise been the case, The results are, as might be

expected, much more marked in the case of the light-demanding

Scots pine than in that of the heavier canopied spruce, although

the latter crop is also too thin. There is quite a strong growth

of surface vegetation below the Scots pine, while such growth

is almost absent below the spruce. If these deductions are
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correct, the figures show very [)lainly that the loss from a thin

crop not only arises from the deficiency of growing stock, and

the inferiority of the quality of the timber, serious as these may
be, but that there is a further loss from the ^ma.\\er J>ercefi/age rate

of increment, especially in abnormal seasons. In times of heavy

rainfall the soil in such woods becomes quickly saturated, and

the trees are thus much more exposed to windfall if a gale should

happen to accompany or to follow heavy rain. In a saturated soil of

this kind, a heavy spring rainfall may also mean a delay of perhaps

two or three weeks at the commencement of the growing season,

before the soil is sufficiently warmed for growth to commence.

The following table was given in last year's article but is now

repeated for reference, and below it is given a correspondmg

table givinsj the second season's results.

1910

1911

Planta-
tion

Species
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17. The Raising and Management of Thorn Hedges.^

By William Hali,

The Raising of a Young Hedge.— From long experience I find

the best way to start a young hedge is to insert two rows, about

3 inches apart, with plants back to back. This gives the roots

more room than they would have in a single row, and also allows

the plants to be easily cleaned when young.

Previous to planting the ground should be well trenched,

as thorns are dee[)-rooted plants. .Should the sub-soil be

poor, keep the top soil above it, but if it is of good quality,

it is advisable to dig the top soil in. Should there be turf on

the surface, it should always be buried deep enough to be out

of the way of subsequent planting operations. Should the soil

be poor, a liberal supply of well-rotted dung should be dug in,

and the soil should then be left to consolidate for a time before

planting.

The width of the trench should be 3 feet to 3 ft. 6 ins. It

is essential that the land should be well drained before planting,

as thorns will not thrive on wet soil. The drains should be

15 feet from the hedge, at the very least, so as to prevent the

roots getting to the pipes.

A very good time for planting is February. It should not be

carried on later than the second week in March, as thorns begin

to bud early if the weather is mild. When planting is started, the

line should be set \\ feet from the centre of the trenched

ground, which should be carefully cut with the spade, care being

taken to make the trench perpendicular, so that the plants can

be planted in an upright position. The soil should be thrown

out so as to form a trench wide enough to get the roots spread

out, the trench being level at the bottom. With four men the

work of planting the hedge goes on smoothly, two men being

engaged in digging out and preparing the trench, one man plant-

ing, and the fourth treading in the plants and filling up the trench.

Under these circumstances it is surprising what a length can be

completed in a day. The thorns should be planted 9 inches apart

in a single row \ and, when planting the second row, the plants

should be placed so as to come intermediately between the plants

of the first row. This mode of planting takes nine plants to the

^ An abstract of an essay submitted for competition.
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country in old hedges,—that is the method of cutting a ditch,

making a bank and planting the hedge on the top of the bank.

Sometimes the thorns were laid flat on the ground, and the soil

from the ditch thrown on their roots. This can be noticed yet

in some old hedges where the stems have had to turn to grow

upwards, so that all the thorns show a bend.

As a rule hedges planted on a bank are much attacked by

rabbits, the bank being a great attraction for them to burrow in.

At the time when hedges were planted with a ditch and bank

it was necessary to do this, because the land was wet, not being

drained then as it is now, when nearly every estate is thoroughly

drained where possible. There is thus no further need of cutting

a ditch alongside a hedge. The present system of planting on

the level has several advantages, particularly on valuable arable

land where a ditch would take up 4 or 5 feet of land which can

now be ploughed close up to the hedge. Further, when a ditch

runs alongside an arable field it, as a rule, grows many weeds

which scatter their seeds across the field and cause a lot of extra

work.

In planting a hedge it is sometimes the custom to mix it with

other plants, such as beech, hornbeam and common barberry.

Beech makes a splendid mixture, forming when mixed with

thorns, say about one beech to six thorns, a compact, strong

hedge. Beech also retains its leaves all winter, providing good

shelter for stock. Hornbeam has somewhat similar properties

to the beech. Barberry is rather apt to grow straight, bare

stems, all the growth going to the top and the plants making no

side branches ; it is therefore not very suitable.

Managetnent of Yoiuig Hedges.—For the first five or six years

young hedges require much attention. Most probably they will

require weeding twice a year, when they must be dug over with

the spade or grape, all weeds and rubbish being pulled up from

amongst the plants and the soil drawn close up to the stems

afterwards. In about three years after planting, if the hedge

has made good progress, it is a good plan to prune the sides,

cutting off any long top-shoots, and thus making the top level.

This makes the hedge thicken as it grows up. When a hedge

is first planted, it is a good plan to scatter well-rotted dung over

the roots to protect them from drought and to retain moisture.

This can be dug in in the following autumn.

Older hedges should be trimmed early in the year, say
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in September, when the twigs have not yet hardened into wood.

A far tidier and cleaner job can be made at this time, also

they are easier to slash. In slashing, some people like an inverted

V-shaped hedge, but from experience I find that this shape is

very bad for the hedge, as it prevents light from getting to its

centre, and sometimes causes it to die off; also no young shoots

grow, for want of light. A shape something like a spruce cone

is, I think, the more practical shape. This shape prevents the

hedge from growing too many branches, and therefore allows

more light into the main stems and encourages young shoots to

grow.

When in course of time a hedge begins to get open at the

bottom, the best plan is to split it up, or half cut it over.

This can be done in two ways, either by cutting one side before

the other and allowing that side to grow up before the other is

cut, or by cutting both sides at once. The latter can be accom-

plished very well on arable land, and the hedge should be cut

down to about iS inches high. In splitting or cutting over, a

strong slasher should be used, and all branches should be cut

off at the bottom, the main stems being reduced to the required

height, and care being taken to always cut upwards, making clean

cuts. This prevents the cut ends from rotting. Cutting down-

wards splits the ends and causes rot. Where weak places are

found, a good side branch, or a main stem that can be spared,

should be chosen, half cut through at the bottom and layered

into the gap, being pegged down if necessary. A very neat and

tidy job can be made by an experienced man, and in a few years

a hedge treated in this manner will throw up young shoots and

make a strong fence, probably thicker than the old one.

.Sometimes it is a good ])lan in old hedges on arable land to

cut the hedge clean off, level with the ground, filling up all gaps

with young plants. The only objection to this is that the young

shoots are very easily broken off the old stools at the start, and

in all probability the shoots from the old stools will outgrow the

young plants. Still a very good hedge can be got in this way by

careful management and attention. .Should too many shoots

grow on any of the old stools, it is a good plan to cut or break

off a few to thin them out, leaving either the strongest or weakest

at discretion.

Another plan mostly j)ractised in old, tall hedges, on grass

land, is that of layering or ])lashing them, which is much
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practised in Yorkshire. The advantage obtained by this system

is that a good fence is got sooner. The greatest objection is

expense, for the cost of layering runs from 2S. 6d. to 3s. 6d. or

4s. per chain, according to the age and nature of the hedge ; then

there are the stakes to hold the layers fast till they set,— 2s. a

chain ; to which add topping or laths to nail along the top ot

stakes to hold them fast,—also 2s. a chain ; then there is con-

siderable expense in cleaning up afterwards, especially if the

hedge has been very rough and old.

A recently layered hedge should be protected from stock for

two or three years, till it gets a good start, either with barbed wire,

which is cheapest, or with rails, or by a dead fence, which can

be got out of the waste material from the old fence. The only

objection to a dead fence is that it encourages weeds and grass

to grow up and smother the layered hedge, thereby preventing

young shoots from growing.

It is of great importance that there should be no or very few

trees in a hedge row, as they nearly always kill it either with the

drip of their branches or by their roots sucking all the nourish-

ment out of the ground. Of course the landscape would look

very bleak without trees, but where trees do occur they should

be well lopped, so as to allow plenty of light to get to the hedge.

Agricultural Fences.—Nothing beats a hedge for agricultural

land. If it is properly grown and managed it is almost im-

penetrable to stock, and it also provides good shelter in cold

winds and snow storms. Post and rail fences are good enough

in their way, as a fence of these can be erected in a short time,

but it is easily damaged by stock, and such fences are in constant

need of repairs, and besides they provide no shelter.

In some parts of the country, principally on the hills, where

material for their construction is easy to get, dry stone walls are

mostly used as fences. Stone makes a good substantial fence,

lasting a life-time, but the expense of construction is a very

heavy item, as besides building there is a heavy bill for

carting. These fences provide excellent shelter for stock. In

some parts stone and lime are used and form a very lasting and

substantial fence, but also a very expensive one.

Another kind of fence used extensively on the hills is wire

fencing, which lasts a long time if proper material is used in

its construction. This makes a capital fence for sheep but

is greatly objected to by farmers for horses, as they are in the

VOL. XXVI. PART II. M
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habit of rubbing themselves on the wires, and frequently get

their legs cut by getting entangled in them.

Plantation Fences.—In this case again I advocate thorn

hedges as being the best kind of fence ; but plantation hedges

have several very deadly enemies, such as rabbits and

hares and overshadowing by trees. All these help to spoil a

hedge, and frequently kill it outright ; other plants sometimes

take the place of the thorn, such as elm and ash saplings,

bourtree, hazel and briers. These are sometimes allowed to grow

as a makeshift, but they never make a good fence. Rabbits do

a great deal of harm to plantation hedges by nibbling the young

shoots, and in frost by barking the stems, which frequently die

off afterwards. Where rabbits are abundant the hedge is

generally very open at the bottom, often allowing sheep to get

inside it.

The overshadowing of trees frequently does damage to hedges.

This can be remedied if, when forming young plantations, no

young trees are planted nearer to a hedge than 8 feet for conifers,

and farther off for hardwoods. Should this plan be adopted,

very little lopping of trees would be required alongside a wood.

Holly makes a good hedge for plantations ; it does well in the

shade. Rabbits hardly ever touch it, at any rate not so much as

they do thorns. The only objections are its slow growth, and

that the plants are more expensive than thorns. In planting

a young hedge round a plantation, it is a very good plan to mix

thorn with holly where the land is suitable for its growth, so that

the two together might form a better fence, the hollies taking

the place of the thorns should they be damaged in any way.

Where no hedge exists, a post and rail fence with upright

pales is best for a plantation fence. In this part of the country

they are usually erected with oak posts, squared with an axe

and morticed for two rails lo feet long, with hardwood pales

2,\ feet high and about 3 J, inches broad. A fence of this

material will last a very long time.

Where plenty of larch thinnings can be got, a very nice rustic

fence can be made with them in the following manner :—A line

of posts is driven into the ground just as for a wire fence, with

straining posts where required ; two good strong wires are fixed

to these to take the place of rails, one near the top of the posts

and the other about 12 inches from the ground ; these should be

drawn very tight. Then take good larch thinnings, split up the
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middle with a circular saw, first fix with staples the strongest of

these to the wires, bark side out, at an angle of 45° and about

9 or 10 inches apart, then fix the smallest of the thinnings on top

of the first lot with nails, sloping them in the opposite direction.

This makes a very neat rustic fence, and looks very well in

pleasure-grounds or by a roadside. The tops can be cut level

when finished by stringing a line at the required level.

Another good plantation fence can be made with the new
split-chestnut fencing, woven with wire, which is manufactured

by several firms. It is sent out in bundles of about 5 yards in

length, and is very suitable for mending gaps in hedges, being

easy to fix. A machine for making the above fencing should be

on every large estate, and might effect a great saving by utilising

large quantities of small wood which would otherwise simply go

to waste ; besides, it would find employment for estate workmen
in wet weather.

As a proof that thorn hedges can be made successful under

proper management, the writer knows of a small estate in the

south of Scotland where most of the hedges were re-planted about

thirty years ago. Several small woods were also planted, with

young hedges around them. These hedges have been carefully

attended to, and at thirty years after planting make a splendid

fence which looks like lasting as long again if not longer without

any special treatment. They are close together without a hole

in them, are kept well slashed and are really beautiful to look

at. In these thirty years, I should say, three fences of posts and

rails of the kind mostly used in that district would have been

required.

In conclusion, I am of the firm belief that when it is once

established and properly looked after, other conditions such as

soil being suitable, nothing can beat a thorn hedge as a fence

either for arable land or plantations.
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18. Visit to a French Private Forest.

By F. Cowley-Brown, Indian Forest Service.

The difficulties encountered in the management of the private

forests of France are in their nature not dissimilar to those with

which the Scottish owner is usually confronted. Some account

therefore of the methods adopted for the solution of the local

problems in France, and the degree of success attained, may
perhaps be of interest to British foresters.

The small village of Paulmy lies about 25 miles to the

south of Tours in the Department of Indre et Loire. The well-

watered and somewhat flat landscape is occasionally broken

by rounded hills— for the most part clothed with forest. The
soil is very stiff" and inclined to clay with occasional intrusions

of lime. Much of it is doubtless of alluvial origin. It is

considered very fertile, but owing to the high level of the sub-

soil water, it is heavy and expensive to work. For this reason

oxen, and, it is said, even cows, are employed at the plough

during early spring ; but these are replaced by horses in the

summer when the ground is drier and lighter.

Le Grand Bois de Paulmy—-some 1500 acres in extent— is

the property of the daughter of the late Comte de Stacpoole,

and formed part of the domain of the late Marquise d'Oyron,

who maintained the forest mainly for sporting purposes. It

contains very little game now owing to the depredations of

foxes, badgers, polecats and other vermin. The village lies

in a hollow, completely sheltered from wind by the surrounding

low hills, which are well covered with forest. The valley,

running east and west and traversed by a narrow-gauge railway,

naturally divides the forest into two blocks, north and south.

The latter, about 1000 acres in extent, is approximately double

the area of the former. The whole property—forest, farms,

offices, etc.^—is in charge of the Regisseur Lucien Lalanne,

who is practically without assistance. Grazing is forbidden.

There are no rights, and practically no offences.

The stock consists of Maritime pine, oak and hornbeam.

Spanish chestnut is also of occasional occurrence. Wherever

the overhead cover permits, the ground shows a dense

growth of broom and heather. The forest is divided into 17

felling areas or compartments of somewhat unequal size.
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These are separated by well cleared paths, while rides and

alleys abound within the area, which is crossed in all directions

by excellent departmental roads {chemins de grande conwiunica-

tion) ; but the minor roads are serviceable only in fine weather,

and the authorities might well be approached with a view to

their improvement. Every portion of the forest is consequently

thoroughly accessible, and the highest ruling local prices should

therefore be realisable for the produce of the fellings. The
pine P. pinaster, locally and erroneously known as sapiti, is

treated under a rotation of from 60 to 65 years. The oak and

hornbeam are coppiced at 16 or 17 years, standards of the

same species, not exceeding 20 per acre, being reserved. Rather

more than two-thirds of the forest is under pine, and the

remainder consists of coppice. The clayey soil is distinctly

damp and cold ; it cannot be regarded as at all desirable for

the oak, but it suits the hornbeam well, and is by no means

unfavourable to the pine and chestnut. At the end of the

rotation the oak-coppice averages 18 feet in height; hornbeam

of the same age runs to about 3 feet more, and appears, as

might be expected from the physical conditions obtaining, to be

in every way more flourishing. In low situations, the difference

between the development of the two species is even more marked.

The majority of the coppice felling areas are of mixed

stocking, but there are also a few areas of either species pure.

The coppice is sold " standing " to a contractor, who has also

a right to all undergrowth. He is in fact bound to fell and

remove it, although it barely pays him to do so. The stools

are cut absolutely flush with the ground, and the whole felling

area is exceedingly well cleaned. The produce is utilised for

charcoal as well as fuel, and the oak faggots are barked for

tannin. The coppice fetches rather under ^5 per acre. Under
a rotation of 16 years the return works out to about 6s. per

acre per annum. As compared with the hornbeam the oak

has a very much better reputation as fire-wood, and fetches a

far higher price, but it is reported by the Regisseur to be

annually deteriorating in quality and outturn. In other words,

the quality of the locality is not improving. At first sight the

substitution of hornbeam, which suits the locality admirably,

would seem to be indicated. Unfortunately this timber is

often almost unsaleable, and at the best it fetches such a low

price as to be scarcely worth the trouble and cost of production.
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In practice, therefore, the actual treatment of the coppice areas

is a somewhat difficult question, and must be modified by the

fact that in the higher and lighter localities, in spite of the

Regisseur's condemnation, the oak is not deteriorating and is

perhaps more than holding its own.

A strip of oak high-forest forms the northern border of the

southern block. The trees, now about 28 years old, are

some 22 feet high, and, notwithstanding the northern aspect

and damp situation, are prospering, and have shown a

decided increment during the last 3 years. This strip should

certainly be left as it is. It will probably ultimately produce

fine trees, such as are now found in a similar small block

bordering the railway about a mile to the west of the village.

The development here is most satisfactory, but the block is

in need of an immediate thinning—light but sufficient to free

the crowns of the dominating stems. Unless the necessary

steps are taken here without delay, this compartment will lose its

capacity to produce fine boles during the present revolution, and

will deteriorate into a collection of mediocre and suppressed trees.

The pine throughout the forest is thoroughly healthy and of

strong growth, and shows every evidence of being suited to the

environment. The stocking, however, is forthe most part too dense,

and throughout the felling areas generally thinnings are indicated

— in some cases they should be made without furtlier delay. For

instance, the Compartment de Chauvelliere in the northern block

is so densely stocked that, although the height is very fairly

satisfactory, the stems are no thicker than bean-poles, and if

relief is not at once afforded by a comparatively heavy cleaning,

the whole crop will probably be destroyed by the very intensity

of its present struggle for existence. At 65 years the pine has

an average height of 40 feet of workable bole, with a circumference

of 3 feet, and there is no reason to suppose that this is the local

limit of its maturity. On the contrary, whatever may be

ultimately decided upon as io the object of management and

requisite method of treatment, the extension of the rotation for

at least another 15 years seems advisable.

Apart from any theorising on the point, practical evidence ot

the result of such a measure is forthcoming in the Compartment
des Bruyeres des Gats (south block). For some reason the final

crop has been left to the age of 84 years. The girth here

averages over 5 feet and the height of the workable bole 60 feet

:
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doubtless no great dimensions, but satisfactory enough when
considered as the product of the natural environment unassisted

by skilled supervision. The finest tree in the forest is found here,

and is known as Le Roi de Pauliny. It will be interesting to see

what its final development will be in another 50 or 60 years :

its present girth is considerably over 8 feet. Nearly everywhere,

as has already been stated, thinnings are required. The
Compartment de Laveau in the northern block is an instance in

point. The stock here, 35 years of age, is already too dense,

and consequently although the height is satisfactory and the

stems are well cleaned, the girth is inferior. A moderate thinning,

if applied at once, would greatly enhance the future value of the

crop. The same observation applies to the Compartment de la

Croix Rouge in the southern block. The above are merely a few

instances selected at haphazard from different portions of the forest;

they are intended only as individual examples of the necessity for

applying the principle of scientific thinnings to the whole pine crop.

Each tree after a certain age is numbered and entered in the

Regisseur's Control Book. Such trees as are considered ripe

for felling are sold standing to the contractor. The method

adopted for both broad-leaved trees and conifers is thus that of

Selection by felling areas, modified by financial requirements.

The forest is expected to yield annually ;z^240, and to all intents

and purposes this budget estimate is regarded as the basis, if not

the object, of management. The average annual revenue from the

pine amounts to about ^25 per acre : or under a 60 years' rotation

the financial yield works out to about Ss. 4d. per acre per annum.

In glades, blanks, and where sufficient light has been afforded,

the young growth is thoroughly satisfactory, the annual incre-

ment, or length of the internodes, being often a foot or more.

The reproduction is to a great extent artificial—by transplants.

Usually, what is equivalent to a preparatory felling is effected,

and the seeds or seedlings are then introduced. Considering the

magnificent crop of self-sown seedlings that results from a

sufficient opening of the canopy, it seems rather a waste of energy

and money to have recourse to fhe expensive methods of artificial

regeneration. It is probable that less unsatisfactory results, with

a far more favourable balance sheet, would be obtained by

subjecting the pine to light thinnings every 5 years onwards

from the age of 25 years, and by devoting the last 20 years or

so of the rotation to the orthodox Preparatory, Secondary, and
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Final fellings—the natural reproduction being " provoked," if

need be, by weedings during this period. Where the canopy is

at all complete the humus is magnificent, but the Regisseur

should be cautioned against too sudden or too heavy thinnings,

as the undergrowth is naturally so thick that the welfare of

young seedlings is always liable to be seriously imperilled by

any access of light that is not carefully graduated and controlled.

The cost of exploitation both in the coppice and the high-

forest is gready enhanced by the dense thickets of broom and

heather that spring up unbidden wherever sufficiency of light

permits. Under the pine it is naturally less thick than in the

coppice ; and where the canopy of the former is complete, as

is usually the case, the ground is covered with a deep layer of

humus and needles, affording excellent promise for natural

reproduction when the cover is lightened. In places the pine

shows symptoms of the disease known locally in the Landes as

"seche"; and the remedy in vogue in that district should be at

once adopted here—viz., the area should be segregated by a

rectangular trench deep enough to cut even the lowest roots of

the stock affected. The risk of tire is considerable, but the

forest is fully insured against this danger

—

;£^() being paid

annually for a policy of the value of ^6216.

The question of future treatment must now be considered.

Three years ago the writer advised the proprietress to obtain

the services of a resin-tapper from the Landes country for the

purpose of tapping the pine for resin, and to replace the oak by

hornbeam in the coppice areas, X subsequent visit and the

light of further experience has shown the necessity of modifying

these views. A tapper was obtained, and the experiment was

tried for a year. The quality and quantity of resin produced

was very satisfactory— a point of considerable importance, as

it was maintained by several French forest-officers, whom the

writer consulted, that the pine removed from the conditions

obtaining on the south-west coast of France would not yield

resin of a commercial quality, or in any considerable quantity.

Owing to the [)revalence of thi's theory tapping has scarcely

been attempted in the vast pine forests of the Riviera, although

it is effected on a large scale in the forests situated in the arid

plains between Vittoria and Madrid. But it was found at Paulmy

that the damage to the young growth, which was trampled down
in all directions by tlie tappers at work, assumed serious pro-
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portions, and that the aesthetic aspect of the forest was anything

but improved by the scarred and blazed stems ; it was con-

sequently decided to abandon the operation. There can be

no doubt that under suitable modifications the tapping would

have been a commercial success, and that the annual financial

yield would have appreciated largely. But the proprietress

probably decided wisely in not persisting with the scheme.

Paulmy is worked under the Selection system, a method that

is not well adapted to resin-tapping, although the combination

succeeds in the communal forest of Anglet near Biarritz. But

it would be necessary under this system to define rigorously

the paths to be used by the tappers, and to supervise their

work very thoroughly. The alternative would be to replace

Selection by the Compartment system in vogue in the Landes

forests, under which resin-tapping can be effected with the

minimum of difficulty and harm. In a French State forest

this expedient would almost certainly have been resorted to

;

but in a private forest many points of view, besides that of

the highest " silvicultural possibility " have to be considered.

There is a limit to the capital which a proprietor is prepared

to spend on his property, and also to the amount of labour

available. The change of system or the safeguards outlined

would have involved a very considerable outlay, and a large

permanent staff of workmen. Now at Paulmy there is only

just enough labour to run the farms with a small margin for

minor forest operations during the off season. The surrounding

district is not thickly populated, and the introduction of foreign

labour would have necessitated a considerable capital outlay

(for housing, etc.), with an annually recurring charge. It is

possible, moreover, that from other points of view such a step

might not have been a success. Paulmy is in the heart of

the Tourraine country—the stronghold of such conservative

traditions as still persist in France. Anything contrary to

the "custom of the country" would be regarded with marked

disfavour and meet with veiled opposition. The proprietress,

doubtless, also hopes to re-establish the former reputation of the

forest as a game preserve, and it is only natural that she should

wish to retain, as far as possible, the natural beauties of the land-

scape. Tapping would certainly militate against both projects,

and it is therefore necessary to devise a scheme of future treat-

ment that will be, as far as possible, in accordance with her aims.
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There is no doubt that the pine is a more profitable invest-

ment here than the broad-leaf coppice. Under the present system

of management, allowing for the difference of rotation, the

former yields annually 8s. 4d. per acre and the latter 6s. ; and

if the area were regularly subjected to scientific thinnings, as

already indicated, the yield ot the pine would be markedly

increased. As regards the coppice, the present system of

treatment could scarcely be improved upon with reference to

exploitation purely. In other words, the yield from the coppice

is as high as can be reasonably expected. The conversion of

the whole of the coppice into pine high-forest would therefore

seem indicated. But there are, as we have seen, private and

ccsthetic reasons against such a drastic change. We have also

noted that the depreciated value of hornbeam renders impossible

its substitution for oak-coppice in low-lying, heavy, cold areas

unsuitable for the latter species. But the area under coppice

should be greatly reduced by keeping the coppiced felling

areas adjoining the pine compartments clean and bare (cleaning

every year if necessary), until the pine young growth has

established itself naturally. It must not be lost sight of that

the price of fuel is falling, and, with the improvement in

communications and consequent greater accessibility of coal-

fields, this depreciation is not likely to be lessened. On the

other hand, the value of the Maritime pine is annually rising.

In the south of France the demand for telegraph poles, mine

props and planks of this species is increasing by leaps and

bounds. In the Landes country there is scarcely a timber

purpose which this tree is not now made to serve. The

Chemin de fer du Midi use it largely for sleepers (impregnated)

and the construction of railway carriages ; while it also

supplies material for nearly all the household furniture in the

district. There is therefore good reason for recommending

an increase in the length of the rotation at Paulmy. Much

of the coppice area, if not to be treated as high-forest of

pine, requires draining at once. There are, it is true, a certain

number of drains already, but these are not enough to render

the ground fit for oak. The alternative proposed {i.e. the

conversion) would certainly be more satisfactory and less costly.

The most immediate and imperative need is, however, for

thinnings of varied degrees in almost all age-classes of the

forest. The difficulty is to decide how best to utilise the
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scanty labour and supervision necessary for this delicate and

varied operation. As is always the case, the crop on each felling

area or portion of one must be carefully studied before the order

to touch a single one of its members can be given. There

is no rule of thumb, or even rule of book, to guide the operator.

The eye, trained by experience and controlled by the principles

of the object of management, alone can decide in each case.

The ideals to be kept in mind are a complete canopy above and

a carpet of humus below,— the connecting link being the clean

boles,— the dominated stems being left in just sufficient number to

clean the dominant, and not in such profusion as to choke them.

It must be remembered that in an hour an injudicious

thinning can do incalculable harm, while an expert can in the

same brief period greatly improve the stock. Unfortunately,

there are already too many instances of the former class of

thinnings at Paulmy. A year or two ago, a contractor was

let loose in the forest, the result being an excess of light,

many branched stems, absence of humus and a plethora of

weeds and undergrowth. This can hardly be a matter for

wonder, for it is, not unnaturally, the aim of a contractor to

get as much as possible out of the area to be thinned—an

ambition diametrically opposed to the object of management

on which the thinnings should be based.

Supervision and labour being so greatly limited, only the most

urgent cases can at present be treated, and these undoubtedly

lie in all the young pine felling areas, and next in the coppice

areas. The pine crops of over 25 years can well wait. But in

the next 5-8 years every young pine crop should be lightly

thinned, and the operation should be repeated every 5 years.

The thinnings can hardly be too frequent or too light, but heavy

and rare thinnings might be productive of as much harm as

good. Also the crop of mature trees near the railway (already

referred to) should be lightened at once.

These prescriptions will probably involve a reduction in

revenue for the next 8 or 10 years— but. eventually, the apprecia-

tion of the property should be of a rapid and substantial nature.

Should it be considered necessary during this period to realise

capital for any definite purpose, a few of the older trees in the

mature blocks might be sold, but not any considerable number

of them, as in ten years at the outside (and as much sooner as

possible) the regular thinnings in the older blocks should
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commence. Experiments in introducing new species into the open

spaces and enclosures should be encouraged— the ash, so success-

ful at Loches, and the silver fir might well be tried. The Spanish

chestnut is succeeding so well that on all areas that have been

subjected to the final cutting its increase might well be encouraged

by artificial sowing, or planting in mixture with self-sown pine.

Another possible outlet for the expansion of revenue is the

treatment of the heather (bruyere, Erica arborea). As has been

stated in the reports on the forests of the Toulon inspection,

the word bruyere is well known to be the parent of the English

corruption "briar," from which the famous briar-wood pipes are

made. In fact the great proportion of London pipes are manu-

factured from the roots of heather obtained in the forests between

Toulon and S. Raphael. Experiments in this industry might with

advantage be undertaken here, where two kinds of heather grow

in such profusion. One of them certainly bears a close external

resemblance to the species that has acquired on the Cote d'Azur

such a high market price (4d. per lb.) as pipe material. If the

industry should prove successful, the heather, which at Paulmy

is now regarded as an obnoxious weed, would prove a v^aluable

and important source of additional income. One block of the

root was prepared, but it was obviously of inferior quality.

A superior block should be specially prepared and submitted to

Loewe in the Haymarket for an opinion.

Without doubt the forest of Paulmy presents many points of

interest to the Scottish owner and forester. Even in its present

condition and stocking, and with its network of roads and

immediate accessibility to the railway, it is a valuable little

property, of which the potentiality under scientific management

can scarcely be foreseen. The assumption that it is capable ot

improvement is supported by the hard fact that the Foretdomaniale

de Loches, situated 20 miles away, in a similar and not more

favourable natural environment, returns to the State an annual

net revenue 3.', times greater than that yielded by these private

woods. Hut if the conclusions now arrived at are justified

by experience, it is anticipated that this difference may be

materially bridged in the near future by the conversion of a

greater area to pine, combined with repeated but //i;/// thinnings.

To Scottish owners the lesson indicated would seem to be the

necessity for expert advice, and a careful criticism of the custom of

the country, which is so often a bar to progress and improvement.
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19. Light in Relation to Tree Growth.

Bulletin No. 92 of the U.S. Forest Service, by Raphael Zon
and Henry Graves, entitled Light in Relation to Tree Growth, is

one of those interesting and valuable publications which show in

unmistakable fashion how properly organised investigations may
be of the highest importance in both pure and applied science.

The Bulletin may be roughly divided into two parts. The
first part treats of the general phenomenon of light in relation

to plant growth. Special attention is drawn to the light

requirements of different trees, that is how the growth of

different kinds of trees is affected by light of different intensity.

The second part deals with the several methods, at present at

our disposal, of determining the light tolerance of various

species. The first part is of such importance and general

interest that it is here reproduced entire, since it would be

quite impossible to do it justice by means of extracts. The
author says :

—

Light is indispensable for the life and growth of trees. In

common with other green plants a tree, in order to live, must

produce organic substance for the building of new tissues.

Certain low forms of vegetable life, such as bacteria and fungi,

do not require light. They exist by absorbing organic substance

from other living bodies; but the higher forms of plants manu-

facture their own organic material by extracting carbon from

the air. The leaves, through the agency of their chlorophyll,

or green colouring matter, absorb from the air carbon dioxide,

and give off a nearly equal volume ot oxygen. The carbon

dioxide is then broken up into its elements and converted into

organic substances which are used in building up new tissues.

Light is not only indispensable for photosynthesis, but it is

essential for the formation of chlorophyll itself. Only in excep-

tional cases, as in the embryo of fir, pine and cedar seeds, does

chlorophyll form in the dark, and, with the exception of some

microbes, the green cell is the only place where organic material

is built up from inorganic substances.

Light also influences transpiration, and consequently the

metabolism of green plants. It influences largely the structure,

the form and the colour of the leaf, and the form of the stem

and the crown of the tree. In the forest it largely determines
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the height-growth of trees, the rate at which stands thin out

with age, the progress of natural pruning, the character of the

living ground cover, the vigour of young tree growth, the

existence of several-storied forests, and many other phenomena

upon which the management of forests depends. A thorough

understanding, therefore, of the effect of light upon the life of

individual trees, and especially on trees in the forest, and a

knowledge of the methods by which the extent of this effect

can be determined are essential for successful cultural operations

in the forest.

The aim of this Bulletin is to bring together the principal

facts with regard to the part which light plays in the life of

the forest, and the different methods of measuring it. It should

prove of material assistance to students of the subject, and

it is hoped that it may also stimulate an interest to further

research in determining more accurately the light requirements

of our forest trees, especially by actual measurements of light

in the forest.

Kinds of Light.

Direct and Diffused Light.— In discussing light with reference

to tree growth a distinction must be made between direct

sunlight and diffused light. If the earth were not enveloped

by an atmosphere, all liglit would be direct sunlight, and its

intensity at every point on the earth could be calculated

mathematically from the position of the sun. The presence

of the atmosphere, however, modifies essentially the distribution

of light and heat on the earth's surface. Only a part of the

light which emanates from the sun reaches the earth as direct

sunlight. Another part is reflected from the small particles

contained in the air, such as dust and minute drops of water,

and forms diffused light. .Still another part is absorbed and

entirely disappears. The diffused light illumines the atmosphere

and forms the skylight. When the sky is cloudless the total

daylight consists of both direct and diffused light. On cloudy

days all the light is diffused light.

Trees in the forest make use chiefly of the diffused skylight,

and for this reason it plays the most important part in their life.

Indeed, many plants have developed special contrivances for

protecting themselves from the direct rays of the sun. There

are, however, trees and other ]jlants which, in addition to

diffused light, need direct light either during their entire life
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or during a definite period of their life, as, for instance, during

the period of flowering and leafing. Thus, the opening of

the buds in many trees proceeds much faster when the tree

is exposed not only to diffused light, but also to the direct

rays of the sun. Therefore, in determining the effect of light

on vegetative processes it may be essential to know what portion

of the entire light affecting the tree is diffused and what is

direct.

Both direct sunlight and diffused light decrease with increase

in latitude, but not in the same proportion. The intensity of

direct sunlight decreases much more rapidly with increase in

latitude than does the intensity of diffused or skylight. This

is well brought out in Table I., computed on the basis of

measurements taken by Bunsen and Roscoe, which gives the

relative chemical intensities of the radiation received directly

from the sun and from the sky upon a horizontal surface during

a whole day at the spring equinox. It is of considerable interest

as showing what kind of light is mostly available for tree growth

at various latitudes.

Table I.

—

Light intensity of direct sunlight and of diffused

light at various latitudes}

Places
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different parts of the crown. The light which reaches the

crowns of trees from aboYe is called overhead light. This

determines the arrangement of leaves on the shoots, their

position in relation to the sun, and the arrangement of the

branches. It is the strongest light, whether it consists of either

direct or diffused light alone or both together. In the case of

dominant trees it equals the total daylight.

The light which reaches the crowns of trees from the side

is called side light. It stimulates the development of buds

on the lateral branches, and is responsible for the development

of the branches facing an opening in the forest.

In the case of trees growing near a wall or steep slope, the

tree may receive light which is reflected back upon the tree

and is called reflected side light.

In some cases, especially where trees are growing near bodies

of water, their crowns are illumined by light which is reflected

from the ground or from the water's surface. This is called

reflected ground light, and is not so insignificant as it may
appear at first thought. Thus, actual measurements have shown

that, at a height of i metre (3^ feet) the intensity of light

reflected from a road illumined by the sun may be 1/12 of the

overhead light intensity ; the intensity of light reflected from

the water's surface may amount to 1/6 of the overhead light

intensity, measured at a height of about 5 feet from the surface.

The intensity of light varies with the direction from which

it comes. Thus, the following results were obtained from

measurements made at the end of April, at noon, in Vienna.

If the light intensity coming from the north is taken as i, then

the intensity of light from the west is i'i9 ; from the east, i"25
;

from the south, yi2; while the intensity of the overhead

light is 4-50.

Light Intensities and T?ee Gro-wfh.— On\y in exceptional cases

do forest trees make use of the total daylight. Isolated

individual trees may do so, but, as a rule, the total daylight

is considerably weakened by the configuration of the land

and by the shade cast by the foliage of the individual tree

itself or of neighbouring trees. The bulk of forest trees and

the interior parts or crowns of even isolated trees depend,

therefore, only on a part of the total daylight. Actual measure-

ments of light intensity have shown that on a clear, sunny day

the light intensity on the edge of a forest is only about halt
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that of the total daylight, while in the shade of the trees, even

when they were still without any foliage, the light intensity was

one-fourth that of the total daylight.

The minimum intensity of light in which photosynthesis can

take place is not sufficiently determined for all species ; it differs

in different species with the sensitiveness of the chloroplasts.

Trees not only accumulate energy by building up new organic

substance, but they also expend energy from the organic

substance which they produce. This expenditure of energy is

accompanied by oxidation of carbon and exhalation of carbon

dioxide, or respiration. As long as the light intensity is above

the necessary minimum for the given species, the process of

assimilating carbon from the air, and thus building up new

organic substance, goes on with greater energy than the opposite

process of breaking up organic substance and giving off carbon

into the air in the form of carbon dioxide. As the light intensity

decreases, the assimilation decreases correspondingly, and the

amount of carbon assimilated from the air approaches the amount

given otf by respiration. As soon as the energy of assimilation

falls so low that the amount of carbon assimilated is less than

that needed for the maintenance of respiration, the leaf dies.

It is possible to gain an idea of the relation between light

intensity and the activity of the green cell from the experiments

made by Kreusler. He found that a square centimetre of a

leaf of European hornbeam
(
Carpinus betitliis) on a cloudy

day decomposed in one hour 137 cubic millimetres of carbon

dioxide,^ or seven times as much as was given off by the leaf

in breathing; with a looo-candlepower electric light (which has

an effect upon assimilation similar to that of sunlight), at a

distance of 31 centimetres (i2'2 inches), a square centimetre of

leaf-surface decomposed 2^*5 cubic millimetres of carbon

dioxide,- an amount 15 times greater (by weight) than that

which was given off; by removing the source of light to a

distance of from i to i -5 metres (39 to 59 inches), thus making

it from one-ninth to one twenty-fifth as intense as before, the

amount of carbon dioxide which was absorbed was barely

enough to cover the amount given off by respiration.

^ Equivalent 10 i square inch of leaf-surface decomposing 0"0054 cubic incli

of carbon dioxide.

^ Equivalent to i square inch of leaf-surface decomposing o"oii2 cubic inch

of carbon dioxide.

VOL. XXVI. PART. II N
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According to Wiesner (1907), for Norway maple {Acer plata-

noides) the minimum light intensity under which photosynthesis

can still take place is i 55 of the total daylight, for birch 1/50,

and for beech somewhat less than for birch. The fact that in

light intensity of i 70 of the total daylight, such as prevails in

dense spruce forests, no green vegetation occurs under the shade

of the trees indicates that the minimum light intensity at which

a green leaf can still function must lie between 1/60 and 1/70

of the total daylight intensity.

As far as woody species are concerned, Wiesner (1907) found

in the shade of European hornbeam {Carpinus betuliis), with a

light intensity of i,'58, an undergrowth of the following species

still in a fairly good condition : Beech {Fai^i/s sy/vafica), horn-

beam {Carpi/lus betulus)^ field maple {Acer campestre), common
elm {Ulmiis campestris) and dogwood {Cormis scoiguinea). In

the same light intensity, how-ever, the undergrowth of elder {Sam-

bi/cus nigra), Eiwfiyiniis europceiis and E. verrucosus, was dying.

The minimum light intensity at which green vegetation

disappears from under the shade of trees in the forest varies

considerably with the climate. Thus, in the Temperate Zone

no green vegetation occurs in the shade where the light is only

I 70 of the total daylight. In the Tropics the last vestige of

green vegetation disappears from under the tree cover when the

minimum light intensity falls to i 120 of the total daylight.

The minimum intensity of light which is needed for the

formation of chlorophyll is much smaller than the minimum

required for photosynthesis. Thus, while the green leaves of

Acer platanoides cease to break up the carbon dioxide of the air

and form organic substance in a light whose intensity is i 55 of

the total daylight, the formation of chlorophyll still takes place

in a light which is i 400 of the total daylight; in some herbace-

ous plants, such as peppergrass or cress {Lepidium sativum), the

formation of chlorophyll still goes on at a light intensity of

1/2000, while in light whose intensity is i 50 of the total day-

light the leaves are just as green as in higher light intensities.

The decomposition of carbon dioxide is produced chiefly by

the rays of the red portion of the spectrum, and the leaves in the

interior of the crown are able to assimilate, because the largest

part of the light which they receive penetrates not through the

green leaves, which absorb the red rays, but through the spaces

between the foliage. Chlorophyll may form in light which lacks
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the rays of the red portion of the spectrum. For this reason

light which goes through the green fohage may still be eflfective

in producing the green colour of the leaves inside the crown,

but is no longer eflfective in bringing about the process of

assimilation of carbon.

In general the intensity of light varies directly with the height

of the sun. The maximum light intensity, however, does not

coincide with the intensity at noon, which is always less than

the maximum. Thus, from measurements made at Vienna,

the ratio of the average noon light intensity to the average

maximum light intensity for the year was found to be as i : i'o8.

This is analogous to the well-known fact that the highest

temperature during the day occurs not at noon, but later, and

is probably due to the same causes.

The maximum light available for tree growth is, of course,

the total daylight. This varies, as has already been pointed

out, with latitude, altitude and the configuration of the earth.

The highest light intensities found by Wiesner (1905) in the

United States were in Yellowstone Park. Thus, at Norris, on

ist September 1904, at i p.m., with the sun at an altitude of

52° 56', the chemical intensity of the light was found to be 17
in Bunsen-Roscoe units. ^ At Old Faithful, on 4th September

1904, at noon, angle of sun 52° 22', the light intensity was i"9,

and an hour later, with the sun forming an angle of 51° 47',

2'o83. These measurements were taken on cloudless days.

In Europe the highest light intensities measured were 1-5 near

Vienna, at an elevation of 550 feet above sea-level (Wiesner,

1896), between 1-5 and i-6 at Kremsmunster at an elevation of

1268 feet (F. Schwab, 1904), and i-8 in Steiermark, at an

elevation of 4550 feet (Thomas V. Weinzierl, 1902).

The optimum light intensity at which different species thrive

best has not been fully determined, especially since this optimum
varies during the life of the tree, and is subject to variations

even in different parts of the same vegetative season. In a

general way it may be stated that with the majority of forest

trees the optimum light intensity at which the leaves function

best, and at which the production of flowers and fruits is most

abundant, lies nearer to the maximum amount of light available

' Bunsen-Roscoe unit of chemical light intensity is the amount of light

required to produce a standard colour in one second on standardised sensitive

paper.
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for the use of the tree than to the minimum Hght under which

it can still exist. In some species this optimum coincides with

the total daylight or with the conditions that surround a tree

grown in the open : in other species both the vegetative and

reproductive functions of the tree are most vigorous when the

amount of light is less than the total daylight ; that is, when

the trees are grown in a stand.

ToleriDicc and Intolerance of Trees.—The ability of trees to

endure shade is called tolerance of shade, or often merely

tolerance. Trees that are capable of enduring shade are

tolerant; those requiring full light intolerant. Some species are

able to absorb enough light for assimilation even in the shade

of a forest canopy. Thus, hemlock and spruce spring up and

live for many years under other trees. Other species, such as

tamarack, aspen, grey birch, and most of the yellow pines,

require full light and cannot endure shade from above. All trees,

however, thrive in full light, especially if they have it from the

very start, and none requires shade except as a protection from

drying or from frost. This does not mean, however, that all

trees grown in the open absorb equally all the available light.

Even in full light they need and use differing amounts of light

for their best growth. This is accomplished by a definite

orientation of the foliage in relation to the source of light, by

the development of denser crowns which lessen the amount of

light that can penetrate into the interior, or by a change in the

structure of the leaves so as to decrease the assimilative energy.

In the open they are able to make these modifications for their

best growth to better advantage than in the shade of a dense

forest, and to adapt themselves to their needs; therefore, open-

grown trees usually appear the more thrifty.

The primary cause of this difference in tolerance must be

sought in the anatomical structure and inherent qualities of the

leaves and the chlorophyll. Since, however, the anatomical

structure of the leaves and even the character of the chlorophyll

may be influenced by environment, the tolerance of trees is

not a fixed quality, but is subject to variation. Each species,

however, inherently requires a certain amount of light, which

cannot be changed by any environment.

The latest experiments by Prof. Lubimenkoi established with

' Carried on in 1904 al llie Laboraloirc dc Biologic Vcgelale, in Fontaine-

bieau, France.
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sufficient accuracy the difference in the sensitiveness of the

chloroplasts of different tree species. The species with which

he experimented were Scots pine {Pi/ii/s sy/vesfris), noble fir

{Abies //obi/is), wliite birch {Betula a//>a), and linden {Tilia

cordata). Of these, pine and birch are light-needing species

and stand close to each other in this respect. The fir and

basswood (or linden) are classed as tolerant, and are also fairly

similar in their demands upon light. Moreover, the anatomical

structures of the leaves of pine and fir are very similar, and of

birch and basswood practically identical.

These experiments brought out clearly the following points :

1. The initial light intensity at which assimilation begins

varies with the species, since the fir and basswood began

assimilation at r/5 of the light intensity at which pine and birch

began to assimilate.

2. If it be accepted that the light intensity at which assimila-

tion equals respiration is the minimum for the existence of the

leaf, then birch appears to be the most light-demanding species,

followed by pine, basswood, and finally fir.

3. With increase in light, the assimilation at first increases in

all four species, but in direct sunlight, when the rays strike the

surface of the leaves perpendicularly, the pine and birch still

continue to show an increase in assimilation, while the fir and

basswood show a decrease. This may be seen in Table II.

Table II.

—

Relative amoinits of carbon dioxide absorbed by i gram

of leaf during one hour of 7Uork.

Pine Fir
\
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This is probably due to the difference in the anatomical structure

of the leaves of the broad-leaf and coniferous species. The
extremely small size of the cells of the leaf parenchyma in broad-

leaf species means the presence of a large amount of living

protoplasm and chloroplasts, and consequently a larger amount

of living, acting substance within the same space.

On the basis of these experiments, Lubimenko claims to have

established the following facts in regard to the photochemical

work of different forest trees :

(i) The photochemical work of the green leaf is determined

by its anatomical structure and the inherent qualities of its

chloroplasts.

(2) The influence of the anatomical structure of the leaf is

felt mainly in light of medium intensity; the influence of the

inherent qualities of the chloroplasts, on the other hand, is

strongly apparent in light of low and high intensities.

(3) Chloroplasts of different species are sensitive to light in

different degrees ; chloroplasts of shade-enduring species are

more sensitive than chloroplasts of light-needing species.

(4) Species with more sensitive chloroplasts begin to

decompose carbon dioxide and reach a maximum of assimilative

photochemical energy in light of much lower intensity than

species with less sensitive chloroplasts.

(5) The curve of the photochemical work of a green leaf has

a distinct optimum, which is reached in different species under

different intensities of light and is determined by the inherent

qualities of the chloroplasts.

(6) It is very probable that the difference in sensitiveness of

chloroplasts of different species is due to a difference in the

absorptive capacity of the chlorophyll.

(7) The conception of "light-loving" and "shade-enduring"

trees has a real foundation as far as the process of assimilation

of carbon is concerned. Leaves of shade-enduring species are

able to replace the carbon dioxide expended in the mere process

of respiration in much weaker light than are leaves of light-

loving species. The optimum of assimilation in tolerant species

lies within the limits of normal sunlight, while the optimum of

assimilation in light-needing species lies beyond those limits.

These conclusions are also corroborated by Grafe's experi-

ments carried on at the Institute of Plant Physiology, at Vienna

(VViesner, 1907), though for another purpose. Green leaves
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of birch (a light-demanding species) and of beech (shade-

enduring) were exposed to Hght of various intensities and

tested for the presence of starch. At a Hght intensity of i/6

of total daylight the leaves of beech showed distinctly the

presence of starch, while birch gave a less distinct reaction.

At a light intensity of i/io beech still gave a pronounced

reaction for starch, while in birch only traces of starch could

be detected. At a light intensity of i 50 birch leaves showed

no presence of starch, while the leaves of beech still continued

to form it vigorously. These facts tend to show the same point

brought out by Lubimenko, that there is a distinct difference in

the sensitiveness of the chloroplasts of beech and birch.

Factors i/ifluencing Tolerance.—Tolerance varies not only with

species, but even within the same species, according to the

conditions under which the tree is growing. These variations

are due largely to changes in the structure of the leaves brought

about by changes in transpiration. Among the important

factors influencing transpiration, and therefore tolerance, are

climate, altitude, moisture and nourishment in the soil, age ot

tree, and vigour and origin of the individual.

1. Climate.—Plants need less light the higher the temperature,

and more light the lower the temperature. Consequently the

higher the temperature of a given locality, the more shade a

tree can stand. This explains, in part, the frequent differences

of opinion regarding the tolerance of the same species when

the observations are taken in diflferent regions. For example.

White pine in Maine is less tolerant than in the Southern

Appalachians. In Vienna the minimum light intensity in which

the leaves of Norway maple {Acer platanoides) can exist is 155
of the total daylight. In Hamar, Norway, it is 1/37 ; in

Drottningholm, i 28; and in Tromso, 1/5.

This substitution of light for heat in plant growth, and vice

versa, was well demonstrated by Wiesner (1907) with regard to

annual meadow grass {Poa annua). The minimum light

necessary for annual meadow grass at the beginning of March,

at Cairo, is equivalent to about 53 calories, while at Vienna it

is equivalent to 109. The mean temperatures are 59*9° and

35"6° F., respectively.

2. Altitude.—The light requirement of a species increases also

with increase in altitude, but only to a certain limit, beyond

which it remains constant or even decreases. For example,
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observations by Wiesner showed that lodgepole pine, at an

elevation of 6400 feet, required a minimum light intensity of

16 of the total daylight; at an elevation of 8500 feet the

intensity required sinks to i/6"4 and even to i 6-9'.

Thus the behaviour of trees in their extension toward higher

latitudes and higher altitudes is not the same. This is due to

the fact that the intensity of both direct and diffused light

decreases with the increase in latitude, and the light limit of

a species is reached when the intensity of the total daylight

becomes equal to the tree's minimum light requirement. With

increase in altitude, however, diffused light decreases, but direct

sunlight increases. With an increase in the intensity of direct

sunlight, even though there be a decrease in the diffused light

and a lower temperature, the light requirements of a species

remain constant or even become less at higher altitudes.

3. Soil !)ioistii7-e.—Tolerance of trees is emphatically in-

fluenced by moisture conditions in the soil, as well as by its

quality. Fricke (1904) clearly demonstrated by a series of

convincing experiments that deficient moisture in the soil,

brought about by competition of the roots of older trees, may
cause the death of young growth under the shelter of mother

trees. His experiments were made in a Scots pine stand on

poor, dry, sandy soil, on which, according to all authorities, the

light requirements are greatest. In a stand from 70 to 100

years old, with a crown density of 07, there were isolated

groups of suppressed young pines, among which were no old

trees. The young pines were 10 years old and but little over

a foot and a half in height. Ditches 10 inches deep were cut

around these groups, and in this way all the roots extending

from neighbouring old trees were cut through to the depth of

the ditches. The relative amount of light received by these

groups of undergrowth was not affected by the experiment,

since not a single tree was cut down or trimmed.

The ditches were made in the spring. In the first summer the

needles that appeared on the little pines within the isolated

groups had doubled the length of the preceding summer, the

terminal shoots became longer, and this thrifty growth continued

up to the time the results of the experiments were described

(1904), while the same undergrowth outside the areas surrounded

by the ditches preserved the same su[)pressed character. The
old trees, whose superficial roots were cut through, apparently
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did not suffer, and none of them were uprooted by the wind.

On the areas inside the ditches a rich flora sprang up during the

first summer. Entirely unexpected, there appeared bellflower

{Campanula), wild strawberry (/v-a^rt-r/a), hawkweed {Hieracium),

sorrel {Run/ex), ironweed or speedwell ( Veronica), willow herb

{Epi/obiu»t),sta.x thistle {Cefitaurea), geranium {Gera/num), violet

{ Viola), five finger {Potentilla), and other herbaceous plants, and

in addition there sprang up a number of seedlings of birch and

mountain ash. Most interesting and significant of all, however,

is the fact that none of these species appeared in the neighbour-

ing stand. The herbaceous vegetation which was present on

the ground before the experiment, such as sweet vernal grass

{Anthoxanthmn), hair grass {Aira), bentgrass {A!:;rosfis), and

woodrush {Luzu/a), and which had led a very precarious

existence, developed luxuriantly, so that the areas surrounded

by the ditches bore green, succulent vegetation, in striking

contrast lo the greyish-brown ground cover of the rest of the stand.

In another pine stand, loo years old, growing on poor soil,

several natural openings on which there were no old trees or

young growth of any kind were surrounded by ditches and sown

with seeds of Scots pine, spruce, beech, and red oak without any

preparation of the ground. Similar sowings were made on

similar natural openings not surrounded by ditches. On the

area inside the ditches there are now remarkably well-developed

seedlings of pine and oak, although with characteristics peculiar

to shaded plants, and also seedlings of beech and spruce. At a

distance of some 7 to 10 feet outside of the ditches, although a

part of the seeds did come up, the seedlings of pine, beech and

spruce were poorly developed from the start and soon died : the

seedlings of oak which still persist have scarcely reached i 5 the

height attained by those inside the ditches and will hardly live

very long.. In this stand also there appeared in the openings

surrounded by the ditches a luxuriant herbaceous vegetation

strikingly different from that in the surrounding forest.

In order to prove also that deficient soil moisture brought

about by the competition of the roots was the sole cause of the

death of pine reproduction under the shelter of mother trees,

Fricke determined the soil moisture in sample plots of which

some were penetrated by living roots, while in others the

competition of the living roots was eliminated. In all these

experiments the proportion of moisture in the soil was invariably
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greater in the plots free from living roots— usually two or three

times greater, and occasionally four and even six times.

The results of these experiments clearly show that the

unsatisfactory condition of an undergrowth shaded laterally or

from above is not due altogether to insufficient light, but to

competition of the roots of the neighbouring old trees ; likewise

that the presence and condition of shrubs, grasses and mosses

in the forest depend very little upon the amount of light, but

are chiefly influenced by the degree of desiccation of the soil

caused by the roots of the old trees. Thus the poor development

of 3'oung growth directly under or near seed trees may be

explained, not by shading alone, nor by the mechanical action

of water dripping from the leaves and branches of the old trees,

nor by excessive light reflected from the trunks, but by the

moisture-sapping competition of the roots of the older trees

In these experiments, however, Fricke, by eliminating com-

petition of the neighbouring roots, created artificial conditions

which do not exist in nature. Moreover, no photometric

measurements of any kind were made during these experiments,,

and without such measurements the question of light require-

ments of species cannot be settled. While the experiments

bring out the importance of considering other factors besides

light in the life of the forest, they do not prove that the light,

requirements of all species are the same.

On fresh soils, with an abundant supply of moisture, root

competition affects the growth of the seedlings only a little or

not at all, and for this reason it is assumed that trees are more

tolerant on fresh or moist soils than on dry soils. But even on

the same kind of soil the effect of trees of different species upon

the growth of seedlings is not the same. Trees with a strongly

developed superficial-root system naturally desiccate the upper

layers of the soil much more than trees with a compact, deep-

root system.

In filling blank places in plantations, the competition of the

roots determines the success or failure of the operation. It

happens only too often that the planting of blank places on dry

or only moderately fresh soils meets with entire failure, because

growth of the new seedlings is impossible in the dry soil

produced by the roots of the older seedling.s, which in the porous

soils of the planting holes attain extra good development. In

dry situations, therefore, blank places must be filled not later than
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three years alter the hrst planting ; otherwise it will be necessary

to give up entirely the filling of the blank places, or the older

competitors must be removed from small areas and these then

replanted.

These facts show that the so-called " light increment," or in-

crease of growth after logging or thinning, is not due alone to

the greater access of light to the remaining trees. By thinning

a stand, not only are the light conditions changed, but the

competition of the roots is diminished, which leads to an

increase of moisture in the soil. The leaf litter is also more

readily decomposed, and the soil in this way becomes enriched

with nutritive substances, all of which result, of course, in an

acceleration of growth after thinning.

4 Soil fertility.— Plenty of chemical, nourishment in and

favourable physical conditions of the soil increases tolerance.

At the same light intensity the assimilative energy of the green

leaf increases with increase of nourishment in the soil. Thus,

the assimilative energy of trees grown in a deficient light but

on good soil may be the same as that of trees grown in full

light but on poor soil ; or, in short, trees on good soils can stand

more shade than trees on poor soils. This has been clearly

demonstrated by Hartig (1897), who thought that the weight

of the young leaf-bearing shoots may, to some degree, serve as

an indication of the amount of foliage in a tree. At the same

time, the amount of wood produced in a tree for each pound
,

of small leaf-bearing twigs serves as a criterion of the work

of the leaves. Thus, measurements made by him on oaks

in the Bavarian Spessart gave the average results shown in

Table III.

Table III.— Atnouut of wood produced annually for each pound

of small twigs.

Age (years)
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method may be applied to determine the effect of nourishment

upon the work of the leaves. It was found that on different

soils the annual production of wood in trees of the five different

classes (dominant, codominant, intermediate, oppressed, and

suppressed) for each pound of small twigs was as given in

Table IV.

Table IV.

—

Amount of wood prodiia'd annually by diffei-ejit

classes of trees for each pound of small twigs.

Classes

Dominant
Codominant
Intermediate-

Oppressed
Suppressed

Good Soils
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and later it sinks to 1/60 of the total daylight. These differences

in light demands are well known from common experience.

Thus, in a coppice forest it is often necessary, in order to

awaken the dormant buds of the stumps, to clear away the brush

around them and expose them to higher light intensities. It is

a well-known fact that trees in the open begin to bear seed

earlier than trees in a close stand. Foresters estimate the

average retardation due to close stand at 20 years. The
preparatory cuttings for natural reproduction under the shelter-

wood system are based on this principle of allowing more light

to the remaining trees in order to stimulate seed production.

In general, the more vigorous the individual, the greater is its

tolerance. Any factor which reduces its vitality reduces its

tolerance. Trees from seed, all other conditions being equal,

stand shade much better than sprouts, and in artificial planta-

tions nursery stock is more tolerant than trees which have been

started by direct seeding.

Measure of Tolerance.

Since tolerance is affected by so many different factors, it is

evident that the tolerance of any particular species is necessarily

variable and exceedingly difficult to measure. Until recently,

therefore, it has been customary not to attempt to measure

tolerance of shade in positive, but only in relative, terms.

The tolerance of different species is usually compared in lists

or scales, the most tolerant being usually placed first and the

least tolerant last. The position which a species occupies in

relation to these extremes is the expression of its tolerance.

Broad and rather indefinite terms have been used such as

" very tolerant," " tolerant," " intermediate,'' " intolerant," " very

intolerant." The following are examples of scales of tolerance

prepared by European authorities, beginning with the most

tolerant :

—

Gayer (1898). Buhi.er (Morozov, vol. 2 : 1286-1295).

Taxus baccata (English yew). Taxus baccata (English yew).

Abies pectinata (silver fir). Abies pectiiiata (silver fir).

Fagns (beech). Fagus (beech).

Picea (Norway spruce). Picea (Norway spruce).

Carpiniis bctuliis (European horn- Finns strobiis (white pine).

beam). Uliinis tnoiitana (wych elm)

Pintis strobiis (white pine). Tilia (linden).
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Gayer {continned).

Tilia parvifolia=T. cordata (small

-

leaf linden).

Alniis iniana (hoary alder).

Acer (maple).

Ulmiis niontana (wycli elm).

Fraximis excelsior (European ash).

Quercus peduncidata (oak).

Popidus tremuloides (aspen).

Finns sylvestris (Scots pine).

Beiula venncosa (birch).

Betnla ptibescois (birch).

Larix eiiropiea (European larch).

TUR.SKV (1904 : 32).

Abies pectinata (silver fir).

Fagtis (beech).

Picea (Norway spruce).

Carpinns hetuhis (European liorn-

beani).

UIlines tuoiitana (wych elm).

I'iniis laricio, var. austriaca (Austrian

pine).

Alnns glutinosa (black alder).

Fraxinns excelsior (European ash).

Que' ens (oak).

Populns (poplar).

Finns sylvestris (Scots pine).

Betnla (birch).

Larix europiea (larch).

IJuHLER {continued).

Aliiiis incana (hoary alder).

Qnercns (oak).

Acer platanoiles (Norway maple)

Finns montana (Swiss pine).

Finns sylvestris (Scots pine).

Fopiilus (poplar).

Betnla (birch).

Larix enropica (larch).

Warming (1909 : 18).

Abies pectinata (silver fir).

Fagns (beech).

Carpinns betn'ns (European horn-

Ijeani).

7'ilia (basswood or linden).

Ficea (Nor\\'ay spruce).

Pinns montana (Swiss pine).

Aicrpscndoplatanus{%yc2cmQx<fm?ci^\€).

Uliiins effusa (spreading elm).

Qnercns (oak).

Fraxinns excelsior (European ash).

Finns strobus (white pine).

Finns sylvestris (Scots pine).

Alnus incana (hoary alder).

Fopnlns tremula (aspen- poplar).

Betnla (birch).

Larix enropcea (European larch).

The following are scales of tolerance prepared for some of our

American trees :

Westkrn Species.
\'kry Toi.kkant.

'Fiixw! brevifolia (western yew).

Piceaengelmanni{ Engelmann spruce).

Abies lastocarpj (al|)ine fir).

Abies concolor (white firj.

Thuja plicala (western red cedar j.

7 silica heterophylla (western hem-

lock).

Tsnga inertensiana (mountain hem-

lock).

Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce).

Imoi.kkant.

Abies inagiiifica (red fir).

Finns ponderosa (western yellow

pine).

Pimis jej)reyi (Jeffrey pine).

Pinus laiiibcrtiana (sugar pine).

Piiins aristata (ijrislle-cone pine).
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Tolerant.

ChairiiCcyparis lawsoniana (Port Or-

ford cedar).

Libocednis decurre)is (incense cedar).

Picea panyana (blue spruce).

Sequoia sempervireits (redwood).

Very Intolerant.

Larix lyallii (alpine larch).

Larix cccidentalis (western larch).

PiiiKs albicaulis (white-bark pine).

Finns atteiiiiata (knobcone pine).

Piniis balfotiriana (foxtail pine).

Pinus couUeri (Coulter pine).

PimisJlexilis (limber pine).

Pinus inonophylla (single-leaf pine).

Pinus edulis (pinon).

Pinus sahiniana (digger pine).

Pinus iontorla (lodgepole pine).

Intermediate.

Pseudotsuga taxifolia (Douglas fir). Abies nobilis (noble fir).

Pseudotsuga viacrocarpa (big-cone

spruce).

Abies amabilis (amabilis fir).

Abies i'7-andis (t^rand fir).

Chanuecypans nooikatensis (\-ellov

cypress).

Sequoia -vashiiiglouiaua (biglree).

Piints monticola (western white pine)

Eastern Species.

Very Tolerant. Intolerant.

Chanicecyparis thvoides (southern

white cedar ^.

Abies balsainea (balsam fir).

Abiesfraseri (Fraser fir).

Tsuga canadensis (hemlock).

Tolerant.

Picea canadensis (white spruce).

Picea ruben'i (red spruce).

Thuja occidentalis (northern white

cedar).

Fagus airopunicea (beech).

Acer saccharum (sugar maple).

Acer saccharinum (silver maple).

Acer rubrum (red maple).

Nyssa sylvatica (black gum).

Ulinus americana (white elm).

Ulmus raceinosa (cork elm).

Tilia americana (basswood).

Platanus occidenhilis (sycamore).

Pinus divaricata (jack pine).

Pinus resinosa (red pine).

Oxydendruni arboreuni (sourwood).

lAriodenctron tulipifera (tulip poplar).

Q. rubra (red oak).

Q. velutina (yellow oak and others).

Betula papyj-ifera (paper birch).

Liquidaiiibar styracijlua (red gum).

Hicoria alba (mockernut).

Plicoria ovala (shagbark hickory).

Hicoria pecan (pecan).

Very Intolerant.

Pinus palustris (long-leaf pine).

Pinus echinata (short-leaf pine).

Taxodium distichum (bald cypress).

Larix laricina (tamarack).

Robinia pseudacacia (black locust or

false acacia).

Salix (willows).

Popidus delioides (cottonwood).

Populus gi-andidentata (large-tooth

aspen).
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Intermediate.

Finns iaeda (loblolly pine).

Finus virginiana (scrub pine).

Finns rigida (pitch pine).

Finns strobus (white pine).

Castauea dentata (chestnut).

Qneirns alba (wliite oak).

Betnla lenta (river birch).

Bettila Intea (yellow birch).

Jngians nigra (black walnut).

Magnolia tripetala (umbrella-tree).

Magnolia acuminata (cucumber-tree).

Most Important Species ix Central New York.

[Beginning with the most tolerant.]

Ulmus ainericana (white elm).

Acer rtibrnni (red maple).

Finns strobus (wliite pine).

Quercns alba (white oak).

Quercns platanoides (swamp white

oak).

Quercns rubra (red oak).

Quercns coccinea (scarlet oak).

Quercns velutina (yellow oak).

Castanea dentata (chestnut),

Hicoria (hickories).

Quercns prinus (chestnut oak).

Fraxinns ainericana (white ash).

Juniperns virginiana (red cedar).

In actual practice there is seldom any doubt as to the light

requirements of the extreme members of the tolerance scale.

The doubt comes with species which, under certain conditions of

climate and soil, may be classed either as tolerant or intolerant.

Instead of dividing species into "very tolerant," "tolerant,"

"intermediate," "intolerant," and "very intolerant," it would

therefore be more simple and ])ractical to divide them into only

three groups— "tolerant," "partially tolerant," and "intolerant."

This classification does not, however, preclude the possibility

of species with extreine requirements becoming, under certain

conditions of climate and soil, partially tolerant. Thus,

beech and fir, which are ordinarily very tolerant, on very

poor soil and in a very cold cliinate may become only partially

tolerant ; and, on the other hand, pine and larch, which are

ordinarily very intolerant, in very favourable soils and climates

may become partially tolerant.

To the group of tolerant trees belong the following genera :

—

Taxus, Fngus, Abies, Puea, Tsuga, Pseudotstiga, Thuja, Aisculus,

evergreen oaks and other evergreen broad-leaf trees, and others.

To the group of partially tolerant trees belong Carpinits,

Ti/ia, Acer, Fraxinus, Ulmus, Alnus, the five-needled pines,

Cliamcecyparis, Libocedrus, Sequoia, white oaks, and others.

To the group of intolerant trees belong the black oaks; the

two and three needle pines, such as Fiiius contorta, P. jrffreyi,
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and others ; Larix, Sa/ix, Popu/us, Betula, Taxodiu/ii, Magnolia,

Robinia, Liriodendron, and others.

Of the secondary trees and arborescent shrubs, the evergreen

broad-leaf shrubs, such as Buxus, are classed as tolerant

;

Corylus, Cornus, Ligiistrum^ Euonymus, Lonicera, and others

are classed as partially tolerant; Pruuus, Spartium, Ca/Iiaia,

CratcBgus, Vibiirtium, and others as intolerant.

Of forest weeds, Folyfrichini, Hypimm, Aspidium, Vaccinium,

Hede?-a, and others are tolerant ; A?temo/ie and Pteris^ partially

tolerant ; Ci/rini/i, Sik/ie, Fragaria, and most of the grass and

clover species, intolerant.

Practical Value of the Scales.

These scales have their practical use in silviculture, particularly

in giving a broad comparison of the different species. If one

is seeking a species for underplanting, he naturally concerns

himself with the most tolerant. If he is developing a plan for

reproduction cuttings, he knows that the least tolerant will

require a clear-cutting method, and that he can not re-establish

new growth under the old cover. Thus, empirical knowledge of

light requirements establishes the fact that young growth of a

tolerant species under the shade of a fully stocked stand of a

tolerant species begins to die off, as a rule, after from lo to 20

years of suppression; intolerant trees under a tolerant species

perish after about 5 years ; a tolerant species under an intolerant

species may continue to live indefinitely, because the amount of

light that penetrates through the thin crowns of the light-

demanding species is sufficient for the growth and development

of the tolerant species. Reproduction of an intolerant species

under the shade of an intolerant species is capable of enduring

for from 10 to 20 years, or almost as long as reproduction of

tolerant trees under the shade of tolerant species. Since the

least amount of light is admitted to the ground in a fully stocked

stand in its pole stage, only a tolerant species under the shade

of an intolerant species can live through this period without

injury.

Tolerance scales based on experience are of distinct value

to the practitioner and to the student of forestry first learning

the characteristics of the diff"erent species. For accurate and

scientific investigation, however, they are defective, for they

show only that one species is more or less tolerant than another.

VOL. XXVI. part II. o
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They do not show how much. What is needed is a mathe-

matical expression for each species based on some definite

scale. Thus, for example, that the tolerance of hemlock is 89,

of yellow birch 61, of white oak 32, or whatever the actual

values might be proved to be.

In the second part of the Bulletin the author describes and

criticises the various methods of determining tolerance by

empirical, anatomical or physiological and physical means,

and he ends up with a summary of the relative values of

the different methods.

It is quite apparent that the light requirements of trees

growing in our insular climate, with its greater moisture and

more equable temperature, must differ from those of the same
species growing on the Continent or in America, hence it is very

desirable that investigations concerning the light requirements

of trees should be carried out under the climatic and other

conditions which prevail in this country. A. W. B.

20. Development of Forestry in Scotland.

Deputation to the Board of Agriculture.^

The Chairman of the Board of Agriculture for Scotland, who

was accompanied by Mr Sutherland, received the Council of

the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society, on loth June, at

29 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh, to hear their views regarding

the development of forestry in Scotland. Mr R. Galloway,

S.S.C., secretary to the Society, accompanied the deputation.

Sir Kenneth Mackenzie, Bart., in the unavoidable absence

through illness of Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, Bart., president of

the Society, introduced the Council, and referred to the corre-

spondence that had taken place between the Society and the

present Secretary for Scotland and his predecessor regarding

the appointment of a Department of Forestry under the Board.

Mr Munro Ferguson, M.P., gave a short history of the work

of the Society, and urged the immediate need of taking

steps to carry out the recommendations of the report of the

[' A full report of this Deputation will be given in our next issue.—HON. Ec]
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Departmental Committee recently published, laying special

stress upon the necessity for the appointment of the promised

Department or Committee to take charge of the matter.

Captain Stirling of Keir represented that a general forest survey

was essential. Mr Gammell of Drumtochty referred to the

relation between forestry and small holdings, pointing out that

there was no antagonism between the two, but, on the contrary,

that forestry would be the means of providing additional

employment for small holders. Dr Borthwick, Edinburgh, and

Mr Dawson, xAberdeen, spoke on the subject of forestry

education, and Mr Gillanders, forester to the Duke of

Northumberland, and Mr Leven, forester to the Duke of

Roxburghe, both dealt with the various subjects embraced in

the report from the practical forester's point of view.

Sir Robert Wright expressed, on behalf of Mr Sutherland and

the Board, his pleasure at receiving such a large deputation from

the Society, and indicated that he and Mr Sutherland were both

in sympathy with the objects which the Council were there that

day to further. He said that the subject was under the Secretary

for Scotland's consideration, and that in the meantime it would

be rather premature for him to discuss details. He warned the

Council that the resources of the Board would be very severely

taxed to meet the demands necessary in connection with the

establishment of small holdings in Scotland, and that therefore

they need not expect much financial support from the Board's

annual grant.

Mr Munro Ferguson explained that what the Society expected

was that the Board would find the necessary money to provide

the staff and expert advice for the proposed Department, but

that for demonstration forests and various other claims they

would merely expect the assistance of the Board in obtaining

the necessary funds either from the Development Commission

or from Parliament.

Sir Robert expressed his agreement with this view, but said

that while the Board did not seek in any way to shirk the

responsibilities laid upon them, they would like to know that

they would have the support of the Society in representing to

the Development Commission the necessity for funds to

adequately develop that part of their work.

Mr Charles Buchanan, Penicuik, moved a vote of thanks

to the Board, and the Council thereupon withdrew.

—

Scotsman.
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21. German Notes.

By Hertholi) Ribbkntrop, CLE.

In the Transac/iofis for July 1911 (vol. xxiv., p. 203) we

described the experiments made by Oberforster Haak, of the

Mycological Laboratory in Eberswalde, in regard to the artificial

culture of the pine-leaf scab, and his observations on the

formation of the apothecia (or fruits) of this fell disease.

The laboratory results explained to a great extent the course

of the disease in pine forests, and permitted a critical

examination of the generally accepted views regarding pine

scab, and of the question how far the measures adopted for its

prevention and extermination ^\q prima facie correct.

With this aim in view, Haak placed pattern areas under

constant observation and kept a separate ledger for each case.

These areas embraced strongly diseased cultures with plants

from I to 10 years old, thickets of 20 to 25 years old, 30 to

40-year-old pole forests, and mature forests.

He also observed the progress of the disease on plants

artificially nfected each year. These plants he raised for the

purpose in a garden unquestionably free from all suspicion of

nfection, or obtained from the disease-free nursery at Chorin.

He laid down that, in order to arrive at a satisfactory

explanation regarding the nature and progress of the destructive

scab disease in pine nurseries and cultures, a satisfactory reply

must be forthcoming to the two questions : Whence, and at

what time, do the germs of the disease enter the plants?

It is evident that the correct answer to these two questions

forms the very foundation of the biology of LopJiodermiuin

pinastri, and of all the measures adopted to counteract its

ravages, but our most eminent researchers and authors have

hitherto contradicted each other in regard to them.

The late Prof. Mayr, of Munich, made some experimental

cultures at Geisenfeld by Ingolstadt. He collected a quantity

of dead pine leaves in mature and pole forests, and an equal

amount from an infected young cultivation, and spread them on

separate pattern areas, in June 1902. Those covered with

litter out of the mature forests developed no sign of the disease,

whereas the plants in the area in which the leaves of infected

young growth had been used became thoroughly diseased.
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On the strength of this Prof. Mayr laid it down as an axiom

that though the apothecia of the fungi produced on diseased

younger growth were highly infectious, those formed on the

dead and dying leaves of older forest trees were innocuous.

He further supported his position by saying that no natural

reproduction of pines could take place if the disease could

be produced through the shed leaves of mature forests; and,

whilst he recommended the destruction of all young growth

killed or even attacked by the scab, he declared that the cover-

ing of young seedlings by pine branches was quite harmless.

Prof. Mayr, however, failed to make certain that the litter

collected in the forest actually contained leaves affected by

Lophodermium germs of any sort whatsoever.

Haak made experiments on Prof. Mayr's lines, but took care

to make certain that the leaves collected in a 20-to-3o-year-

old thicket, a 40-year-old pole forest, and in a mature forest,

contained apothecia of Lophoderfnium . In examining the

leaves obtained from the various sources, he found that those

of the infected cultures bore the largest number of apothecia,

those of the thickets somewhat less, and those taken from the

old forests but few.

All plants remained green on the areas where no litter had

been placed ; on those covered with leaves obtained from

diseased cultures the plants were all red ; on those treated with

leaves from thickets a very large percentage were red ; and on

those where the litter from the older forests was used nearly-

half the plants were scab-diseased. These results prove that

Prof. Mayr's experiments were not sufficiently exact, and that the

disease on old trees is identical with that which destroys the

young growth ; a fact which had already been proved in the

laboratory.

The answer to the first question then is, evidently, that every

old pine forest bearing apothecia on its leaves may cause

the infection of young growth—and once this takes place the

disease will rapidly increase in virulence and form new hotbeds

of infection.

The second question is. When and how does the infection take

place ? Opinions on this point again vary considerably, and

are not always on all fours with the facts of the case.

Open apothecia have been found by careful searching at

nearly all periods of the year. Von Tubeuf found in the leaves
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of an old forest, on the 26th February 1900, and again in the

middle of March 1900 in the leaves of a thicket, both closed

and open apothecia, whereas those observed in young cultures

were almost all still closed and remained so till April.

Von Tubeuf 's obervations are valuable, but the conclusion he

draws that the apothecia found open in April can expel germs

after every rain throughout the summer requires modification.

The expelling of germs is not dependent on rain. The

apothecia empty themselves of all germs in a short time, under

the influence of sufficient moisture, and cannot go on all summer

with the process of fructification. That by careful searching

open apothecia containing fertile germs can be found here

and there in every month of the year must be admitted, but

it is contrary to the facts of the case to say that they are as

a rule fully developed as early as April. Such cases are

exceptions. This can be fully ascertained by careful prolonged

study of the disease on selected areas during all periods of the

year, especially in young cultures. The leaves infected during

the summer begin to redden about the end of September.

During the winter months the progress of the disease is slow,

but in spring it advances rapidly and soon causes shedding of

the leaves (hence the German name Schiielte.)

It is these leaves shed in spring which cause the spread of

the infection in the summer. When they fall in April and May,

no apothecia (with rare exceptions) can be observed. The latter

form only in June and July, ripening from about the 15th of July

onward. By the beginning of October they have exhausted

their supply of germs, which they expel very rapidly under

suitable conditions.

When the conditions are adverse the ri[)ening may be

delayed in some instances, but these late coiners are of no

practical importance. It happens even more rarely that special

conditions cause a premature ripening of apothecia, causing

them to open in winter and early spring. It was these that

von Tubeuf found in April on newly cultivated areas. They

are of no practical importance, for the ripe apothecia must

open as soon as there is sufficient moisture, and the germs,

once expelled, have a short life. They either grow at once or

not at all.

The formation and ripening of apothecia on the leaves of

older trees is more complicated than on the young growth.
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and the time during which germs can be expelled is much

prolonged.

Experiments made by Oberforster Haak, in a garden

absolutely free from infection, showed that infection could be

produced even later than the 15th October, but only in a mild

form. This does away with the theory that infection could

only take place from July to September. However, cases of

infection outside this limit are rare and of relatively a mild

character, and for practical purposes in the open it will suffice

to combat the pest by syringing the young growth with

copper solution from July to September.

The actual process of infection has been observed to take

place in the following manner :—The apothecia on the leaves

are disposed in such a manner that the germs can be liberated

into the open air. Thus leaves lying fiat on the ground develop

apothecia only on the upper surface; those which hang free

have them all round. The ripe apothecia open as soon as

they have absorbed sufficient moisture from rain or dew, and

expel the germs straight into the air to a height of some 3 mm.

Air streams convey them farther, but the main infection takes

place in close proximity to the centre. Slides placed quite

close to leaves bearing open apothecia showed 10,000 to 20,000

germs; but on slides at a vertical height of 20 cm. only 12

germs could be found ; and on those placed at a slant at 20 cm.

distance less than 1000.

The spores carried away by the wind adhere to the first

obstacle they meet so firmly that rain does not wash them

away. The germination of the spores begins at once under

the influence of sufficient moisture, at any temperature above

freezing-point, and the infection of pine leaves with which

the spores may have come in contact may take place in a

very few days.

Sulphate of copper in a solution of i to 1000 kills the spores

at once, and even one of i to 10,000 prevents their development.

Unfortunately the treatment is ineffective as regards i-year-

old plants, the leaves of which are coated with a waterproof

covering to which the liquid does not adhere. Experiments

made by adding soap to the mixture successfully protected the

seedlings from the scab infection, but robbed the leaves of

their wax covering so that they all died of drought with the

first appearance of the spring sun.
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Numerous observations have been made by Haak and Dr

Dugler as to how the mycelial hairs enter the leaves and how

they spread. These observations are most delicate and

difficult, and certain phases are still to some extent conjectural,

but it is evident that the leaves in full growth can resist the

full development of the mycelia. Though the disease cannot

be shaken off, it is retarded till the growing period of the

leaves is over. During the late autumn and winter months

the mycelium penetrates in all directions, and with the

appearance of spring the leaves have lost all power ot

resistance, turn quite red, fade away and are shed.

The infection and course of the disease in young plants is

comparatively simple, and the question naturally arises why
older trees of the same species are not attacked in a similar

manner. The reason is not that they are beyond the region of

infection, for in places where no leaves in new cultures had

escaped, older plants, the branches of which swept the soil of

the very same area, showed not a single red leaf. Moreover,

it has been found impossible to cause the infection of even the

newest shoots of older pines by tying leaves with ripe apothecia

to them.

The young pine gradually outgrows danger from the disease,

and becomes immune somewhere between the seventh and

tenth year. Why this should be is still dark. The reason

is certainly not to be found in differences in the anatomical

structure of the leaves, but is evidently a biological effect,

due to a power of resistance against the entry or growth

of the mycelium in tlie leaves of older trees, for as soon as

this resistance is lowered the fungus attacks them as well as

any young growth.

This fact is borne out by numerous observations and experi-

ments. The sap supply need only be interrupted, causing a

gradual cessation of growth, and the leaves of the branches thus

treated become as liable to infection as those of any young
growth. Even the leaves of branches of felled trees, owing to

the fact that they dried up slowly in the shade of dense beech

undergrowth, were found covered with ripe apothecia. Numerous
apothecia were found on the leaves of trees broken by snow.

It may also be accepted that, though the growing leaves of

older trees resist any attack of the scab spores, these may
establish themselves on leaves in which the sap circulation has
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ceased or been reduced to a minimum, such leaves developing

apothecia after they have dropped.

This is the reason why apothecia-infected leaves are found

in the litter of thickets and older forests, for if the leaves had

once dropped to the ground uninfected, the Lophodenniiim

germs would have had no chance against other more rapidly

growing saprophytes. The growth of the fungus is, as a rule,

confined to the leaves of young plants, and every new attack is

due to re-infection, but in some cases the mycelium enters the

very marrow of the plant itself. In these latter cases the young

pine is doomed, whereas, even in extreme cases when all the

leaves have been lost, the plant will, as a rule, throw out new

•ones in the second year; and a repetition of the infection can be

averted by syringing with a copper solution, in spite of the fact

that the apothecia of a single diseased plant may eject as many
as 60,000.000 spores.

The danger of infection is considerably lessened with the

diminution of the number of plants on a given area, and hence is

less in the case of plantings than of sowings ; and in these again

it varies in accordance with the density of the young growth. It

takes usually several years before the young pines are killed out-

right, even in cases of annually repeated and unchecked infection,

and even then a certain, though small, percentage escape.

The accompanying photos of four young seedlings (Plate II.),

grown on the same experimental scab bed, taken during the

fourth year of their existence, show the advantages to be derived

from the copper sulphate treatment.

It has been suggested that the mycelium of the fungus, after it

had once entered the shoots of a sick plant, might, as in the case

of other well-known fungi, thence re-enter the new leaves and

maintain the disease from within, independent of a renewed

external infection. To prove or disprove the correctness of this

assertion Haak selected twenty-five plants, such as depicted in

Figs. 2, 3 and 4, and planted them, after the careful removal of

all red leaves, in an entirely scab-free area. They remained

green and are recovering, whereas all similar plants remaining

in the original place were, as early as December 19 10, entirely

red. It is thus proved that a new infection is essential to the

continuation of the disease, and this can be prevented by

proper treatment.

More or less incomplete experiments led to the opinion that
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trees grown from seed imported from northern zones were more

or less immune from scab infection. Haak's experiments in

his scab beds, however, showed that though, for some as yet

unexplained reason, plants grown from seeds obtained from the

Ural, the north Baltic provinces and Scotland are somewhat

less susceptible to infection, none are immune. The choice of

seed should therefore be governed by other reasons.

Haak divides the infections into those brought in from afar, and

those caused by diseased leaves in close vicinity of the attacked

plants. The spores of Lophoder)iiium are extremely light, form-

ing so-called floating spores, and are, in more or less closed forests,

carried upwards by ascending air currents and spread to great

distances, unless they meet some obstacle to which they adhere

at once, thereby causing infection of leaves in the crowns of the

trees whenever they find them in a dying condition. Downward
air currents carry the few remaining spores to the ground, where

they may sometimes settle on young pine growth susceptible to

infection. This is the course of infection from afar. That

occurring in the vicinity of diseased plants is of practical interest

only in nurseries and new cultures, where row upon row of

young seedlings or plants occur more or less close together,

every leaf being susceptible to infection. Local infection, in

destructive intensity, does not extend farther than from 3 to 6

feet from the focus, but large quantities of the spores expelled

from the cultures may be spread afar, and cause the formation

of new centres of the disease.

It is evident that the first infection of plants in nurseries, unless

these are established in the close vicinity of scabic cultures,

must be brought from afar. Such infection is rarely intensive

during the first year, and can in most cases be checked, so that

local centres of the disease are not established.

The selection of areas for seed nurseries in scab-free localities,

either in the open or in forests of deciduous trees, is of the

greatest importance. Only places witli the richest soil should

be chosen, for the strongest plant has the best chance of escaping

the disease or of outgrowing the consequences if attacked.

The nursery to which the seedlings are to be transplanted

should never be close to the sowing .nursery or in the vicinity of

pine thickets. When, in jjure pine forests, the selection of places is

circumscribed, it is advisable to select localities in mature forests

at .some distance from newly cultivated areas or thickets, and
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to use, with proper manuring, the same nurseries year after year.

In Chorin, aheady mentioned in the former notes in connection

with Kienitz's experiments, the same nurseries have produced

healthy planting material year after year for upwards of forty

years, and are perfectly scab-free. It is essential that no residue

should be left in such nurseries, and that every plant not used

should be burned or buried.

As regards the transplanting of i-year seedlings into the

open every attempt to economise, as regards preparation of soil,

hoeing, grass-cutting, etc., is to be condemned.

As regards older plants, syringing with copper solution is

a preventive against infection.

The safest plan, of course, would be to syringe all new cultures

so long as they are susceptible to infection, but here the question

of money and time arises. Careful observation is, however,

essential, and whenever the first signs of scab appear and red

leaves are found in the spring, the syringe must come into play

at once in the 2- and 3-year-old cultures. This will in most cases

do away with the necessity of continuing the operation later on
;

but if the forester goes on the principle of " wait and see," the

consequences will probably become infinitely more serious and

certainly more costly.

When is the right time for syringing, and whether is it necessary

to repeat it year after year, are questions which next arise. Of
course nurseries, if they show the slightest sign of scab, should

at once be syringed, and this year after year, so as to keep

them entirely scab-free. The Lophodei-mium disease is not of

periodical occurrence, but is always with us, and constant

attention is necessary to prevent it becoming master of the

situation. Syringing must begin as soon as the first apothecia

ripen. This may be a fortnight earlier or later, according to the

climatic conditions of each locality. A constant examination

of the dead leaves is necessary from the beginning of July,

They will show the apothecia as small black spots. If placed

on a white plate filled with water, ripe apothecia open in a

few minutes and show a white inside surrounded by a black

rim. An ordinary magnifying glass is sufficient for this observa-

tion. If the ripe apothecia are well soaked in water and placed

between two bits of glass, they will at once begin to expel

spores in sufficient quantities to form little accumulations which

are visible to the naked eye in a few hours.
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Haak has done good work in at last placing the biology

of the Lophodennhi/n fungus on a sound basis, and as a

practical result of his researches lays down the following :
—

r. As regards the selection of seed : this selection should be

based entirely on silvicultural requirements, a high percentage

of germination being essential.

2. Infection caused by the spores ejected from tlie apothecia

takes place in a dangerous degree only from about the middle

of July till the end of September.

3. The spores are formed on the leaves of old pine trees as

well as on those of young growth The strongest development

of spores takes place on cultivated areas, the least in mixed

forests with a rapid decomposition of the litter. The danger of

infection is therefore largest in the former case and negligible in

the latter.

4. The infection is eitlier effected at a distance over large areas

by spores floating for some time here and there with air currents,

or it is a local one in the immediate vicinity of the leaves bearing

apothecia, being, so to say, reciprocal.

5. Nurseries must be established as far as possible from scab-

attacked cultivations and thickets, in localities not liable to

infection. For forests in which these conditions cannot be

found plants must be obtained from outside. Where such

localities are rare, permanent nurseries must be formed, in which,

by means of suitable manuring, healthy plants can be raised

year by year, and which can be kept scab-free.

6. In order to avoid or diminish the danger of local infection

—

{a) Sowing and planting in nurseries should not take

place in the same place or near each other
;

{b) Only the best and soundest seedlings should be planted;

{c) The seedlings not considered fit for transplanting

should be effectively destroyed;

(d) Thick sowing in the open should be avoided
;
planting

is preferable.

7. All means must be adopted to bring the cultures as rapidly

as possible through the susceptible age. A thorough working

up of the soil, selection of the best .seed, and the use of the

strongest plants, grown on good soil only, are essential, as well

as a subse(juent careful treatment of the young cultivations

by hoeing, grass cutting and syringing. Every case of filling

up blanks in the cultures prolongs the period of danger.
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8. Syringing may or may not be necessary year after year, and

not always to the same extent. The extent required can be

ascertained by studying the progress of the disease in spring.

The beginning should be made as soon as the first apothecia

ripen. Observations to this effect should be started early in

July. If scab shows itself at all, the youngest cultivations

should be syringed without fail, as the most dangerous disease

centres are formed within them almost inperceptibly.

I offer no excuse for having absorbed the greater part of the

space granted for my German notes with Haak's Biological

Studies of the Pine Scab. The importance of the question and

the convincing experiments and conclusions, many of which are

new, suffice to justify this, and it would be almost impertinent to

dismiss them with a few words.

The late Nun moth pest still occupies the " tar ring '' and the

"no tar ring'' factions. Whatever may be the result of the

paper war, it seems quite evident that no administration will have

sufficient moral courage to drop the precaution as soon as indica-

tions of a recurrence of a Nun calamity are observed, though at

present many of them talk big and maintain that the late successes

in Saxony were due to special conditions and luck, especially

in regard to the abrupt ending of the pest, which came quite

unexpectedly and at least two years before its course would have

been run under normal conditions. They maintain that the ring

battle against the Nun larvae is quite inapplicable to the extensive

pine forests of the plain forests in Eastern Prussia. As regards

this the forest world must wait and see, it is to be hoped for

many years, but the measure will certainly be tried again even

there, and this time at the beginning of the attack, and ultimate

conclusions may then be drawn from the result.

The formation of an annual conference at Eberswalde of

leading forest-officers, with a view to amalgamating theory and

practice, has been one of the most important occurrences of

late years in German forest history. The staff of the Eberswalde

Forest Academy greeted the proposal enthusiastically at once,

though fully aware that it would entail much additional labour,

but it seemed doubtful whether the outside interest in the scheme

would suffice to ensure success, or whether those most successful

in practice would not resent it as an attempt to bring them back

to school. However, the applications after the publication of

a programme were so numerous that it was found necessary.
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though regretfully, to limit the number of members to forty. To
some extent this was necessitated by the difficulty of housing

and moving a larger number, but the main reason for this

limitation was that for general discussions, especially during

excursions, a greater crowd would become unwieldy, and that

thereby many valuable opinions and expressions of practical

men might be lost.

On Monday, the loth July 1911, Dr MoUer, the present

Director of the Academy, had the privilege of greeting the

assembly with a rousing speech. He told the members, most

of whom were old students of Eberswalde, that the aim of the

conference was not to overwhelm them during the week with

lectures and experimental scientific shows, but to lay the

foundations of a bridge between science and practice, between

research and proofs obtained in actual forest work, in fact to

realise the ideal longings of Du Hamel du Alonceaux, the

original founder of forestry as a science.

"It is undeniable," he continued, "that a forester with a

minimum of exact scientific knowledge, may be an excellent

administrator of his division if he has energy, common sense,

a love for his work, and critically sifted experience. The scientific

attainments of a forester cannot, therefore, be measured with

safety by the cultural conditions of his forest, their silvicultural

treatment or their final net yield. Nevertheless there is room

for improvement which, it is hoped, will gradually take place

and grow by means of a free exchange of opinions, in the

course of these progressive conferences. A scientific solution

of the various questions which are raised year after year, definite

in the sense of a solution of a mathematical problem, cannot

be expected in measurable time ; but one has only to remember

the progress that has been made in the knowledge of forest

soils, a .science which in its present sense was non-existent

twenty years ago, to feel the necessity of unremitting united

attempts in that direction.

" A great point has been gained in inducing men of experience

and practice to enter the abode of our scientific work, our

laboratories, our experimental gardens and forests, to examine

and criticise our work and to carry away with them all that

may seem to them to be useful in practice.

" Unlimited criticism by the members of the conference of all

we have done and are doing is cordially invited, for it is only by
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this means that the foundations of scientific research can be

made firm. Our greatest and best laboratory is the forest, and

the greater part of the time during the week the conference

lasts will be spent in our school divisions. The success and

usefulness of these conferences rests equally on the shoulders

of all members. It is difficult to foretell the actual results

of these conferences, but I hope for the best." In this

sense the Director concluded his welcome.

The following lectures formed the basis of the discussions :

—

1. The precipitation of moisture in North Germany, and its

causes.

2. The importation of wood into Germany in connection with

the general economic conditions of the country, illustrated by

diagrams. These diagrams, amongst others similarly instructive

and interesting, show at a glance the, of course, well-known

fact that the course of Government securities moves in a

negative way to the general prosperity of the country. They

sink with an increase of prosperity and rise with any check or

fall in the general welfare.

3. During a visit to the Botanical Gardens explanations were

given of its most interesting treasures, especially in regard to

recently obtained results in graft bastardisation.

4. A walk through the selection fellings of the Eberswalde

division brought the members to the area given up to zoological

research, including experiments with fish culture and fish

feeding.

The nth July was given up to a visit to the Chorin forests.

An address was delivered by Forstmeister Kienitz on the old

and modern manner of creating mixed forests. The old way,

he explained, was comparatively easy, as it depended on the

large herds of pigs driven into the forests, but since the

disappearance of the old herds and the utter uselessness as

forest workers of the fashionably-bred pigs, other measures had

to be adopted. These had been successful, but, owing to an

excessive stock of red deer, they proved more costly than need

otherwise have been the case. However, the forests form part

of the Emperor's favourite shooting grounds

The discussions rose to great animation during this excursion.

The most modern ploughs and harrows of German and Danish

origin are represented in Chorin, but the consensus of opinion

was in favour of the Geist-Kaehler Wuehlgrubber, already
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treated of in the Transactions, and the condemnation of the

old forest plough.

The morning of the 12th July was given up to a critical

examination of the forest school of Biesenthal, the discussion

being opened by an address by Forstmeister Leising, who
described the history and present treatment of the forest.

In the afternoon the town forest of Eberswalde was visited,

and a most instructive lecture was given on the silvicultural

treatment of a pine forest. This led to a most animated

discussion, and the labours of OberfcJrster Haak were highly

appreciated.

The 13th July was entirely occupied by a lecture by Dr

Albert regarding the newest researches on soils. This lecture,

accompanied by numerous experiments, started with the famous

discovery by Graham of colloids. But though Graham was

undoubtedly the founder of the chemistry of colloids, his original

division between crystalloids and colloids is at present only of

historic interest. It has since been ascertained that colloidal

or non-colloidal conditions are different phases of matter, and

that every substance can exist in either form and change from

the one to the other. To follow in detail Albert's lecture, in

which he gives the general foundations of the chemistry of

colloids, would necessitate the taking up of all the pages of

the Transactions, which would not be reasonable.

He explained how intimately the colloid theory was connected

with our knowledge of forest soils, especially in regard to humus,

and showed how simple and clear the knowledge of colloid

chemistry made many formerly more or less unexplainable

occurrences in the soil and the growth of plants. There was a

time, not so long ago, when all such unexplainable occurrences

were considered to be due to bacteria, and he warns against

overhaste in the acceptance of the ne^^ theory, which, though

to all appearance crystal-clear, requires still deeper research

before its foundation and scope can be considered established

on a sufficiently firm basis.

After an interesting morning lecture by Dr Franz Schwarz on

the influence of lime on the growth of plant life, demonstrations

took place in the experimental garden of the mycological

section of the Academy, and ex[)lanations were offered by

the Director of the Academy, Dr Moller.

The garden, several acres in extent, was established in 1902,
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as a connecting link between laboratory experiments and the

application of the results in the open, and has more than justified

its existence. Ten years' continuous experiment has proved that

dry peat is the very best manure for pine cultivation, and that

the established treatment for clean felled areas by the old

forest plough, which threw this aside, was radically wrong.

It may be accepted that those foresters—sceptical though they

may have been in regard to the theoretical proof of the value of

this manure as explained by colloidal chemistry—who had the

privilege of seeing the results of the practical experiments with

the right and wrong method side by side will never use the

forest plough again. The best practical solution of the right

method lies in the Geist-Kaehler Wuehlgrubber.

The experiments with the scab fungus were also shown and

explained. The last day was occupied by an excursion to a

beech forest division, and suitable discussions.

The first conference has been a success, but the strain of six

days' continuous close application has been considerable, and

it has been suggested that the future meetings should be so

arranged that a Sunday falls in the midst, and also that the gist

of the addresses should be printed for early distribution, and

not as in the present instance at the opening of the conference.

VOL. XXVI. PART II.
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22. Sections of Larch Timber, showing the Effects

of different Soils on the Growth.'

By (lii.BKRr Brown, (iranlown-on-Spey.

The specimens consisted of six blocks taken from different

larch trees, three of which showed decayed heartwood and

three sound timber. The first group were taken from trees

grown on ground with an upper layer of medium forest soil,

and an inferior under layer consisting either of " pan " or

poor gravel. It should not be assumed that all larches grown

on such soil suffer from rot, but it may be said that on

certain areas containing soil of this nature heart-rot is common.
It is a significant fact that on a more or less uneven plain,

with slight hollows where soil has collected and is therefore

fairly deep, the larches yield sound timber, while on the

adjoining heather ground they are more or less severely

attacked by rot.

The second set of specimens included trees which have been

grown on soil of sufficient depth, and with a certain amount of

natural drainage. The composition of the soil varied; in some

places it was pure loam, in others this was mixed with broken

rock, insufficient in quantity to check the growth of the tree.

Such soils admit of a free circulation of air about the roots.

The specimens were taken from trees of various ages, and

may be described as follows :

—

No. I. (Unsound). Taken from a tree about thirty-five years

of age, grown in a mixed crop of Scots fir and larch on a south-

west aspect, about 700 feet above sea-level. The upper layer

of soil is a black friable loam, the under layer is hard, rubbly

and pan-like, being compo.sed of rough gravel with a slight

covering of clay, and is of extremely poor quality. The larch

had flourished in the thin upper layer of good soil, but suffered

much when the roots suddenly came in contact with the pan.

The tap-root had quite decayed, and the rot had spread from

the root up into the stem.

No. 2. (Unsound). This section was taken from a tree about

fifty-five years of age. South exposure, 800 feet altitude, grown

on a soil of damp, sterile nature, except a few inches on the

' Extracted from an es.say .subiintled fur coiiipelilion.
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surface. The soil to all appearance lacks porosity, and as

there is no natural drainage it is of a cold, unfavourable nature

with little or no aeration.

No. 3. (Unsound). This section was taken from a tree about

eighty years of age. South exposure, 700 feet altitude. It had

been grown on a soil of fair depth but of a very light nature.

Fungi have undoubtedly played a part in the process of

destruction here, and have caused the decay of some of the

roots, whence the decay has spread to the heartwood.

No. 4. (Sound). This section was taken from a tree about

thirty-five years of age, grown on soil that had been drained in

order to tap the spring water on slightly rising ground. South-

west exposure, 700 feet above sea-level. The soil has plenty of

depth and friability, so that the roots have enjoyed unrestricted

growth.

No. 5. (Sound). This section was taken from a tree about

fifty-five years of age, grown on a slope with plenty of natural

drainage. South-west exposure, 800 feet altitude. The soil

is of a deep, loamy nature, on a porous subsoil of gravel with

a slight mixture of grit or exceptionally rough sand inter-

sected with layers of very fine particles of rock. During

snow the soil is inclined to be wet owing to the melting snow

coming down from the slope, but the subsoil being porous

it is dry throughout the summer.

No. 6. (Sound). This section was taken from a tree about

eighty years of age, grown on deep soil of rather light quality.

The soil is naturally more or less dry, but it is generally well

saturated by the melting of the heavy winter snow, so that the

trees get a good start in the spring, and a few showers during

the growing season is all that they require.
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23. The Larch Saw-Fly.

By Ai.KX. Rai hAN, Honskeid Estate Office, I'itlocliry.

This very injtiriotis insect has increased greatly in central

Perthshire this season. It was first observed on Bonskeid

estate about the end of July 1910, though to all appearance

it had been established there for at least one (or more) years.

In 1 910 the writer tried experimenting on the larva? by

means of hellebore dusted on with a common gardener's puffer.

This proved quite effectual but was slow in action and rather

expensive, while owing to this experiment being tried, hand-

picking was not resorted to. By the middle of August the

larvffi came to maturity and dropped off, the last colony being

seen on the 20th of August.

This was in a plantation of mixed European and Japanese

larch about 15 acres in extent, and eight and nine years

old. The soil was a poor dry gravel with herbage of rough

grass and heather. Previous to planting, the area had produced

a crop of birch. At the end of autumn a search was made

for cocoons, but without success, the herbage being too rough.

However, a strict watch was kept on the plantation last summer,

and the fly was seen in June, the first of the larvae appearing on

the 4th July. By the 15th July the larvae had become cjuite

numerous, and were found on larch trees, old and young alike,

on every part of the estate, even at an altitude of 1000 feet.

On the 22nd July hand-picking was started, and thousands

of larvfe were gathered every day until the young plantation

had been completely gone over. Tiie larv;e were found to

be much more numerous where the plantation had a southern

aspect, in which situation the trees were thin on the ground

and not of luxuriant growth. On some of these trees as many

as seven colonies, in different stages of development, with from

twenty to thirty larvre in each colony, were found. In 19 10

it was hoped that the Japanese larch would be immune, but

when thin on the ground they were found to be as badly

affected as the European larch.

A 2-year old plantation on a different part of the estate,

part pure Tyrolese larch and part larch and Scots fir mixed,

was also found to be badly affected and had to be hand-picked.
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The last of the larv.c were found on the 15th of August, that

is after the plantation referred to had been gone over twice

and in some parts three times.

While watching the infected plantations last summer, one

fact that came under the writer's notice was the large number
of grey spiders that were to be found on the higher branches of

some of the trees. At first it was thought that the drv summer
was accountable for this, and perhaps to a certain extent it

was ; but careful observation showed that on every young

tree where the spider had its nest large collections of larvae

had been attacked, and no living larvae could be seen on any

of the trees where the spider was found. The egg beds and

the first appearance of the larvae's work could be seen on the

twigs, but the larvte had been attacked by the spider before they

were old enough to do much damage. The writer is convinced

that if spiders and other forms which attack the parasites could

be increased in the affected plantations, this would greatly aid

in combating the saw-fly.

In the saw-fly, proprietors are faced with one of the most

injurious insects that have infected woodlands, and unless

some remedy can be applied to stay the spread of this insect,

entire destruction of larch plantations is likely to ensue. It

is hoped that the experiments being carried on by the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries will result in a sure remedy being

found for this pest.
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24. The Work of Professor Louis Grandeau.

T!y Ai i:x. Laidi.k, D.Sc, Hon. Consiillins; Chcniisl to ilie Society.

Professor Louis Grandeau, the distinguished French agri-

cultural chemist, died at Interlaken, on 22nd November 19 11, at

the age of seventy-seven. A disciple of the great Boussingalt,

he played an important part in the development of scientific

agriculture in France. He was well known both as an experi-

menter and writer in agricultural chemistry, and his Traiti'

danalyse des mati<'res a_s;ricoles " was perhaps the best known

work of its time on agricultural analysis. He held various

important official positions, such as the Directorship of the

Station Agroioiniqne de VEst, a Professorship at the Conservatoire

Natiofiale des Arts et Mi'tiers, and was Inspecteiir-grnrral des

Stations A_s;rononiii/nes. In his experimental work he dealt

largely with practical problems, such as the manuring of field

crops and the feeding of draught horses, which appeal directly

to the agriculturist. His best known scientific work was his

investigation of the black humic material that he extracted

from soils, to which he attributed an important part in the

nutrition of plants. The views put forward by Grandeau as to

the part taken by these complex substances in plant nutrition

have, however, undergone considerable modification in recent

years. The following notice of Grandeau's work is from the

pen of M. llenr)', and deals largely with his investigation of the

" black matter " of soils referred to above :

—

In the early days of agricultural science there were two rival

theories as to the sources from which plants derived their food

supply. Tlie older theory, associated with the name of Thacr,

attributed the richness of a soil almost exclusively to the amount

of humus which it contained.

About 1840 Liebig brought forward his famous mineral

theory, and expressed the opinion that it was the mineral

consiituents of the soil which alone were important as sources

of j'lant food.

The upholders of the earlier theory declined to recognise the

importance of the mineral constituents of plants, in spite of the

new and important work of Th. de Saussure on the ash of

plants ; while the upholders of the mineral theory were equally
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unwilling to admit that soil humus could play any part in such

a complex phenomenon as plant nutrition. As is generally the

case, the truth lay between the extreme views of the opposing

schools, and to Grandeau belongs the merit cf having clearly

demonstrated that the fertility of a soil depends largely on the

proportion of "black matter" which it contains, i.e. both on the

organic and mineral constituents.

Grandeau commenced his work by examining three types

of soil, the fertility of which was well known and widely different.

1. The black soils of Russia (tchernozeii), the fertility of

which is proverbial, and which, even without manur-

ing, yield crops far superior to those of many soils

which are regularly manured.

2. The soil of Lorraine, a clay soil of fairly good fertility

but requiring regular manuring.

3. A sterile unmanured peaty soil (Nancy).

If only the chemical composition of the soils was considered,

it was found that soils of medium fertility contained a higher

percentage of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash and lime,

respectively, than the rich black soil of Russia. This led

Grandeau to investigate more thoroughly the composition of the

organic matter of the soil. Part of the organic matter is soluble

in water and acids, but insoluble in alkalies, and is of little use

to the plant. A second portion of the organic matter, on the

other hand, is insoluble in water and acids but dissolves in

alkalies. This mixture of substances, which make up the

greater part of the soil humus, is the "black matter" of

Grandeau. Before this time, chemists had chiefly been

concerned with the ultimate composition of the " black matter,"

i.e. with the percentages of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and

nitrogen, etc., which it contained. Grandeau, on the other

hand, devoted himself to the investigation of its mineral

constituents in the hope of finding the key to the problem. On
evaporating to dryness the dark-coloured solution of humic

matter obtained by successive extractions of the soil with dilute

ammonia, a black, shining, brittle residue is obtained, which

is insoluble in water, alcohol and acids, and soluble only in

alkalies. This he terms the " black matter." On incineration

this leaves a reddish ash, the darkness of the colour depending

on the amount of iron present. The mineral residue so obtained

contains phosphate of iron, lime, magnesia, silica and potash.
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indeed all the mineral elements essential to the life of plants.

He also concluded that these various inorganic salts were

soluble, and in a condition to be directly assimilated by plants.

Grandeau next proved that the amount of mineral matter present

in the ''black matter" may be taken as an inde.x of the fertility

of a soil.

The following figures from one of his {)apers may be taken

as an illustration. 300 grammes soil contain :

—

Soil from Soil from Peaty Soil from
Russia. Lorraine. Nancy.

Organic ^Matter . yio i t -oo 35-99 grams.
" Black Matter" . 4-20 0-94 roo ,,

Amount of ash in the \

"Black Matter" from V 2- 16 0-12 0-02 ,,

100 grammes of soil '

The proportion of "black matter" cannot be used as an

index of the fertility, for the peaty soil from Nancy, which is

quite barren, contains as much as the fertile soil from Lorraine.

Grandeau therefore concluded that the higher the percentage

of ash in the "black matter" the more fertile the soil, and he

gives the following figures showing the percentages of ash in

the '"black matter" from various classes of soil.

\'ery I'erlile Soil o( I'air Barren
Soil. j-'ertililv. Soil.

Percentage of ash in ] ,,

"Black Matter" )

5^'^° '''^°

He further states, with regard to the phosphoric acid, that

fertility depends not so much on the total amount of phosphoric

acid present as on that part of it which is in combination with

the "black matter." These new ideas as to the fertility of soils

were first published by Grandeau in 1878, in the Annales de la

slation Agronomiqiie de VEsf.

Many agricultural scientists in all countries have since that

time paid their tribute to the importance of Grandeau's

researches.

[M. Grandeau was a professor at the I'rcnch Xationul Forest School,

Nancy. His monumental book on "Chemistry and Physiology applied to

Silviculture " (Per^'er-Levrault, Paris, 1878), was for long the standard work

on this important sul)ject, and the analyses recorded in it must muinlain for

all time its great value to students of forestry.— Hon. Ed.]
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25. Forestry at the University of Oxford.

We extract the following from the Report of the Delegates

for Instruction in Forestry for the year 191 1 :

—

The number of students on the books of the Delegacy for

Instruction in Forestry during the year 191 1 was as follows :
—
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at Oxford was subject to reconsideration within tliree years.

A Committee was appointed by the Secretary of State in

1908, and on its recommendations he arrived at certain

decisions, which were communicated to the University on the

2nd February 191 1.

These decisions were embodied in letters of the same date

addressed to the Universities of Cambridge and Edinburgh

(see vol. x.xiv., p. 212).

Sir VV. Schlich's service should have terminated on the

28th February 1910, under the age limit fixed by the English

Civil Service rules, but at the request of the Secretary of State

he continued in office, until a decision as to the future training

of the probationers had been arrived at. Accordingly, he

retired from the Government service on the ist August 191 r,

and from the same date Mr A. M. Caccia, M.V.O., an officer

of the India Forest Service, was appointed director of Indian

Forest Studies.

In the meantime a change had taken place at Oxford.

While the School of Forestry commenced with the training

of Indian probationers, there were, in the spring of 191 r, thirty-

five forest students who were not probationers for India. The
delegates for Instruction in Forestry, after due consideration,

resolved that every efi"ort should be made to continue the

.School of Forestry at Oxford for the training of students of

forestry including probationers for India ; that it would be

desirable to appoint a university professor of forestry, and

necessary to make arrangements for the teaching and super-

vision of students after ist .August 191 1, and that Council be

informed of these resolutions. In consetpience of this com-

munication, and as no foundation for a jjrofessorship of forestry

existed, Sir \V. Schlich was appointed reader in forestry for

a period of three years from the ist August 1911, and by decree

of Convocation he was given the status of professor of forestry

as long as he holds the readership. He thus remains secretary

to the Delegates for Instruction in Forestry.

After discussion with .Mr ('accia, it was arranged that he

and the professor of forestry should divide the instruction in

forestry between themselves until midsummer, 1913. /Vfter

that date the University will have to make provision for

carrying on the School of Forestry without any assistance

from the Secretary of State for India. It is hoped that by
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midsummer, 1913, means will be found for some foundation

for a permanent professorship in forestry.

The regulations for the diploma have been revised, so as

to bring them into harmony with the changed conditions, and

they will be published during the present Hilary term.

Practical Course.—Thirty students completed the practical

course during the year, and sixteen commenced it.

Examinations.—The usual departmental tests were held,

and an examination for the diploma took place in the beginning

of October. Thirty students came up for the final examination

in Part II., and all passed.

Twenty-nine students received the diploma in forestry. Of

these :

—

22 joined the Indian Forest Service,

1 joined the Ceylon Forest Service,

2 joined the Forest Service in Indian Native States,

I joined the South African Forest Service,

I has returned to Newfoundland,

I is going to Australia, and

I proposes working in this country.

The results of the examination in the subjects auxiliary to

forestry were as follows :

—

General Botany . -14 Students passed.

General Geology . -14 >»

Forestry Botany . -23 ,,

Zoology . . -27 ,.

Forest Nursery and Experimental Flantatio?is in Bagley

Wood.—The progress has been satisfactory. An additional

area of about 8 acres has been prepared, and partially planted ;

the rest is being planted at the present time. The total area

of experimental plantations amounts now to 23 acres. The

effect of a recent fall of snow has been very instructive. The

young trees of Douglas fir, both Oregon and Colorado varieties,

as well as those of Thuja plicata, the giant cypress, were bent

to the ground and had to be lifted up again. All European

species, as well as Picea sitkaensis, were not affected by the fall

of snow. In last year's report, it was stated that the Douglas

fir had suffered from strong winds. All these matters should

not be lost sight of when selecting exotic species for planting

on a large scale. It is also interesting to note the effect of the
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exceptionally dry summer of 191 1. In the older experimental

plots hardly a single plant died. In three experimental plots

of quarter-acre each, on a very poor piece of ground, planted

in the early spring of 1911, to see which of three species would

do best on such inferior land, of the Banksian pines, recom-

mended for localities where nothing else will grow, hardly

a single plant died ; of spruce, about 30 per cent, died : and

of Scots pine, 60 per cent.

The nursery is fully stocked, in fact, overflowing into an

adjoining area. The following plants were sold during the

year :

—

Douglas fir . . 17,000

Silver fir
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

European Larch and Japanese Larch.

(
WiiJi Plate.)

The accompanying photographs are intended to show the

difference in rate of growth between Japanese and European

larch. Nine years ago a small area of about two acres was

fenced and planted up experimentally with these two specie^

—

commencing with two rows of Japanese and one of European,

gradually shading off to row and row, and ending with single

rows of Japanese to two of European. The plants were grown

from seed sown at Gairloch, and were of the same size and age

when planted out. The seed was obtained from Japan and

the Tyrol. So far there is no question as to rate of growth,

and if it continues the Japanese larch will soon suppress the

other. The photos had to be taken looking down hill at a

point where the rows alternate, and so they do not show the

difference very well ; but No. i shows nothing but Japanese—the

ordinary larch between them being invisible—while No. 2 shows

the Japanese with the light on them, the rows standing clearly

above the others, which make no show at all. The small

patch in the right hand far off corner of this photograph is pure

European larch, and shows how much less they have grown

than the Japanese. Kenneth Mackenzie.

Forest Terminology.

With reference to the note on this subject on p. 97, it is

intimated that a new edition of Professor Gerschel's book,

prepared by the late Mr W. R. Fisher, has recently been

published by the Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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Bibliography of Forestry.

The last issued annual report of the Co7icilium Bibliograph-

icum (Zurich, Dec. 1910) intimates that a sufficient number of

subscribers have been secured for the Bibliography planned by

the International Forestry Congress, whose decisions have,

however, to receive the formal assent of the various governments

interested.

The circular issued by the International Committee for the

publication of a bibliography of forestry explains that their

purpose is to provide a prompt and complete digest, absolutely

trustworthy and easy to consult, comprising the forestry

literature of all countries. This will be in tlie form of a card

catalogue, arranged in accordance with the system long and

successfully in use for zoology, anatomy and other subjects.

The arrangement of the catalogue, which is intended to

include all publications subsequent to 191 1, would be as

follows :
—

For every memoir, whether published in a journal or as a

separate work, a card would be prepared. On this card would

stand the title of the memoir and, where necessary, a brief

resume of the contents, the name of the journal, with full

bibliographical references, and, in the case of separate works,

the name of the publisher. The science of forestry will be

sjjlit up into a number of convenient headings, which will be

numbered so as to permit of the easy intercalation of cards.

Thus, if a student wishes to know what has been published in

regard to, say, "Thinnings," he has only to ascertain the

appropriate heading from the scheme of classilication and then

turn to the corresponding division of the subject catalogue,

where he will fmd references to all papers collected at this one

point, even though the individual papers may have been pub-

lished at very different dates. It is also the intention of the

International Committee to issue a separate catalogue, in book

form, for all publications prior to 191 1, running back probably to

1750. For further information f.ftii AiinotatioiKs Concilii Bihlio-

graphici (vol. vi., 1910, \)\). 1-3, Zurich, 1910); or apply to

Dr Herbert H. I'ield, Director of the Concilium Bibliographicum,

Zurich, Switzerland.

Hugh Boyu Watt.
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A Large Scots Pine.

The big Scots pine at Novar was blown down by the gale on

Monday, 8th April 191 2, Its age was 130 years, and tiie stem

was undivided for a length of 72 feet. The girth at a little

below the swellings caused by the main branches, i.e., the

smallest girth of stem, was 5 ft. 10 ins. For other dimensions

see figures below.

Formula used •0796

Timber in stem.

Section i : length 10'; mid-girth {i.e., at 5' from Cub. ft. (ul). ft

ground) 10' i"; volume including bark . 80-93

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Section 7

ength
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Brought forward

Subsidiary branches— {on/y tico measurable as

timber : both well shaped).

I : length lo' ; mid-girth i' i": volume

2: length 9'; mid-girth 1' i"; volume

Total volume of timber in branches

including bark ....
Deduct— say to per cent, for bark (see

Schlich, vol. iii. p. 34) •

Xet volume of timber in branches, free of

bark (so far as measurable)

Total net volume of timber, free of bark,

—standard cub. feet ..... 325"75

which represents about 244 cub. feet by the Quarter-Girth

system of measurement. J. J. R. M.

Cul). ft.
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Choice of Trees for Planting.

M. Jolyet, of the Research Bureau of Nancy, publishes an

interesting article on the choice of trees for planting. Of course

it depends on the soil, the altitude, the aspect, and the intentions

of the owner, etc. With definite soils the right species can be

easily indicated, but, unfortunately, one often meets half-and-

half soils—a soil, for example, that is clayey lime, which,

without being absolutely superficial, is yet not very deep, and

which is neither clearly sandy nor compact. M. Jolyet lays

down certain conditions, and on them makes certain proposals.

Thus

—

1. Assuming that the proprietor wishes for the highest returns

in the shortest time—plant conifers.

2. Since conifers are out of their habitat at low altitudes, and

therefore specially liable to suffer from fungi and insects—plant

a mixture.

3. For the same reason add a few deciduous species, but

since it is the conifers that give the quick returns the number

of these should not be excessive, and, therefore, the conifers

employed should themselves differ as much as possible in

temperament.

4. Since exotics are expensive the number introduced should

be limited.

It is necessary to form a close crop quickly, and accordingly

he would have one or more ordinary and indigenous species to

form a matrix, occupying three-quarters of the whole area,

with the special species distributed throughout. The first must

be such that their timber will, while still young, be of value, for

upon them will fall the first thinnings for the benefit of the

special species.

For this matrix he chooses spruce and Scots pine. Both

are cheap ; both stand frost ; both yield useful products early.

The spruce certainly needs moisture, yet can do with a relatively

shallow soil. The Scots pine, for its part, lives quite well at

low altitudes. As special species M. Jolyet proposes Douglas

fir, larch, Abies coucolor, and deciduous trees (especially beech

and sycamore). He happens to be a great advocate for

Colorado Douglas in dry and continental countries, in spite

of its slow growth relatively to the Vancouver. As to the

larch, he suggests Japanese, because he thinks it stands

VOL. XXVI. PART II. Q
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drought better than the European variety, but in this he is

shown to be wrong by the results of the past year. It is an

important point. He prefers Abies concolor to A. pecthiaia,

since the latter requires much rain, but there do not seem to

be sufficient data yet about the concolor to justify him in

adopting it. Indeed the introduction of silver fir at all in such

conditions as M. Jolyet is considering seems very doubtful.

M. Jolyet's proportions at the start are as follows :—Out of

4350 plants to the hectare (or 1740 to the acre), planted about

5 feet by 5 feet, the spruce to number 1905, the Scots pine 1360,

the larch 270, the Douglas 545, A. concolor 135, and beech and

sycamore (half-and-half) 135.

Beginning the thinnings with the spruce and Scots pine the

progress of the plantation is to lead at 60 years to a standing

crop on each hectare of 865 spruce, 320 pines, 135 larch, 270

Douglas, 135 firs, and 135 deciduous trees.

A. G. Hobart-Hampden.

Appeal for Literary Contributions.

By the Hoxokary Editor.

Six years ago the Honorary Editor appealed to the members

of the Society for their support of the then newly inaugurated

half-yearly issues of the l^ransactions. But as the response

has not come up to his expectations, he ventures now to

renew his request for literary contributions. If proprietors,

factors and foresters would contribute to our pages from

the vast store of practical knowledge they have acquired, our

publication would at once assume a highly increased value

and interest. We have given our readers, from time to time,

articles by the highest authorities on general questions of policy

and practice ; and of such articles a sufficiency will, without

doubt, continue to become available. But of communications

regarding the application of acknowledged principles under the

conditions here prevailing we have hitherto seen far too little.

Owners and their professional assistants come and go, without

leaving behind them, for the guidance of their successors, any

trace of the invaluable experience they have accumulated.

If they would, from time to time, give us the benefit of this

experience, pointing out by what means, and with what measure
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of success, difficulties were combated, our Tra/isacfio/is would

soon form the basis of a Manual of Scottish Forestry of unique

value.

The subjects on which communications would be welcome

are numberless, but a few of them may be mentioned by way
of suggestion :

—

Nature of localities here found to be most suitable for forest

crops of various species, including exotics.

Species, including exotics, here found to be most suitable as

forest crops in localities which are unfavourable from

various causes, such as high elevation, exposure to

cold or strong wind, frost, bog, etc.

Cheap and successful methods of planting.

Successful "direct" sowings.

Successful natural regeneration.

Successful treatment of crops up to middle age, especially

with regard to mixed crops.

Successful under-planting of crops of light-crowned species.

Successful protection of nurseries and forest crops from

injury by animals, birds, insects, fungi, weeds, smoke

or meteoric phenomena (such as frost, wind, snow, etc.).

Successful use of mechanical appliances for the moving of

timber.

Cheap and successful methods of increasing the durability

of timber.

Cheap and successful methods of converting and seasoning

timber.

Utilisation of waste wood (slabs, tops and branches, etc.).

But of course there are many other subjects.

As a rule, successful operations are more instructive than

failures, but where the cause of non-success can be indicated

with certajnty, an account of such failure may be of much
interest and value.

The communications asked for need not take the form of

lengthy articles, such, indeed, not being required. The Honorary

Editor will welcome brief statements of well-authenticated facts,

with sufficient particulars to render them intelligible and in-

structive ; and he trusts that lack of literary experience and

skill will not deter any one possessed of valuable knowledge of

the kind indicated from writing to the Tra/isacfio/is in regard

thereto.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Wayside and Woodland Trees: A Pocket Guide to the British

Sylva. By Edward Step, F.L.S. 182 pp. of letterpress,

with 175 plain and coloured plates and numerous text

figures. London : Frederick Warne t^ Co. Price 6s. net.

The value of the new edition of this handsome little book has

been increased by the addition of forty-eight new plates, of

which twenty-four are coloured. The new plates show in greater

detail than the figures in the text the flowers or fruit, and in

several cases the characteristic leaf-buds in spring.

Tree Lore. By Francis George Heath. With a Table of

Indigenous British Trees and Shrubs. 304 pp. Price

3s. 6d. net. London: Charles H. Kelly.

The title of this volume indicates the nature of its contents,

which are varied and interesting. The subjects are arranged in

alphabetical order, which makes the book easy of reference,

and in addition it has an extensive index and glossary.

Cold Coast Land Tenure and the Forest Bill, 1911. A Review

of the Situation by Caski.v Havi'ord, Barrister-at-law.

London : C. M. Phillips.

The interesting pamphlet before us has been written with the

view of enlisting the sympathy of the Colonial Office, Members

of Parliament, and the people of this country, in the case against

this bill which has been ably stated by counsel, on behalf of the

kings and chiefs and natives of the Gold Coast, at the Bar of

the Legislative Council. The speeches of the various counsel

engaged in the ca.se, and the Governor's reply, are given in

full. It appears that previous attempts at legislation on the

same lines had been defeated owing to the opposition of the
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kings and chiefs—their main objection to the bills being that

each sought to infringe upon the inherent rights of the natives

of the country in the ownership of their land. An attempt had

apparently been made to show on behalf of the Government

that there were waste and unoccupied

—

i.e. ownerless—lands in

the country, but such a contention could not be upheld and the

various bills never became law. The present bill, it is asserted,

introduces the same encroachments under the name of manage-

ment. The bill, if passed, would give the Governor in council

power to declare certain land subject to forest reservation

;

to prohibit the taking of timber, rubber, etc., during certain

periods ; to constitute forest reserves and to manage native

forest reserves. On behalf of the natives it was maintained

that they could not understand the difference between manage-

ment and confiscation. The bill, they believe, would give the

Government the whole power of management, and would sweep

away the owners' rights to impose their own term.s and conditions.

It would seriously affect their inherent proprietary rights in

the soil of their native land, and would tend to annihilate

their social and political organisations and institutions. The

Governor, in replying to the criticisms of the bill, said that he

thought the objections raised were based upon misapprehension

of its terms, and he pointed out that the sole object of the bill

was to prevent the wasteful working and destruction of the

forests of the Colony—the Government having not the slightest

intention of taking away the lands of the people.

The writer of the pamphlet goes on to draw conclusions

from the facts that had been brought out in the discussion,

insisting first of all that the land question on the Gold Coast

and the principles appertaining to the tenure of the land had

been finally settled by the Home Government long ago, and

that it would be almost impossible to convince the natives that

management such as is proposed under the bill would not be

a practical alienation of their rights in the land. It would be,

he says, a disastrous error in policy to seek to alter in any

material way the system of land tenure on the Gold Coast after

the failure of various attempts which had been made in the past,

because it is inconceivable to the native mind that any

jurisdiction can exist without land and without the right and

power of active management of such land. Take away the

control of the land by the kings arid chiefs and you have
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practically destroyed the whole fabric of native institutions.

If the bill becomes law, lands might be reserved and the real

owner would have no right even to enter upon them without

incurring a penalty, neither could he grant any concession

without the Governor's consent, nor take any of the forest

produce without a Government licence. As to the alleged

destruction of the forests, he tjuotes the Conservator of Forests

as saying that the timber areas had scarcely been touched.

The same authority is also quoted to show that only the natives

can successfully develop rubber planting. This, the writer says^

puts the whole case in a nut-shell. It is the native of the soil

who must develop the possibilities of the soil, and apart

from him European enterprise can do nothing ; therefore to

take over the management of the land from the native, and

convert his condition into one little better than that which at one

time prevailed in the Congo would be a very bad blunder.

The writer concludes with the following eloquent appeal :

—

" Please recognise the rights of indigenes, please admit that

they have a right to an opinion in a matter in which they

are vitally interested. Let the principle of 'Live and let live'^

be the guiding star in a constructive statesmanship, and all

will be well. For, as His Excellency the Governor has wisely

pointed out, even measure well pressed down, as between

European capital and native labour, thus and only thus, will

the land yield its increase for the betterment of all."

The whole controversy shows, on the one hand, that the

natives are very jealous of their rights in their native land, and

very suspicious of any action taken by the Government which

might tend to alter or infringe upon those rights, which are sO'

well defined and defended by the counsel engaged on their

behalf—and, on the other hand, it illustrates the difficulties which

the Government have to deal with in trying to introduce amongst

natives a .system of forest management, which these natives

cannot understand, far less appreciate. The opinion expressed

by one of the counsel engaged in the case is worth recording.

What is rcfjuired, he said in effect, are not forest-officers to

manage the forests but well-trained instructors to instruct the

kings and chiefs in the cultivation of their land. Such forestry

instructors might be appointed to educate the people in scientific

agriculture and arboriculture. These native kings and chiefs,

having power under the Native Jurisdiction Ordinance to make
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bye-laws for the conservation of the forests, could work hand

in hand with such instructors and be guided by their advice to

the lasting benefit of the economic development of the country.

R. G.

Inarming and Forestry : The Cultivatio)i of Treesfor Shelter and

for Timber. By J. F. Annand, Lecturer on Forestry,

Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 23 pp. with

Plate. Published in iho. Journal of the Newcastle Farmers'

Club, 1911-12.

This pamphlet, as the title indicates, deals with the cultiva-

tion of trees for shelter and for timber.

In introducing his subject Mr Annand speaks of the objects

of afforestation, and chiefly of the beneficial effects of shelter

to adjoining lands.

The subject is thereafter dealt with under the following

heads :—
(i) The selection and saving of tree seeds; (2) the sowing

of seeds and the treatment of seedlings in the nursery; (3)

hints on the purchase of plants from public nurseries
; (4)

the selection of species for certain localities and for certain

purposes— planting for shelter and for timber; (5) methods

of planting and best season for planting
; (6) treatment of

young woods {a) for shelter, {[>) for timber production
; (7) the

cultivation of osier beds, for basket willow and for tree willow.

Useful hints on the collecting and treatment of tree seeds

are given, and the operations of sowing seeds and transplant-

ing seedlings are described in every detail. The purchase of

transplanted trees is also dealt with.

Under the heading of Selection of Species, Mr Annand speaks

highly of the sycamore as a farmer's tree, as it provides good
shelter and shade, but does not rob the surface soil so much
as other species. Beech is recommended as a marginal tree,

but owing to its dense canopy it is unsuitable for hedgerow

planting. Ash and elm are not to be encouraged for planting

near arable land as they impoverish a wide area round them.

Mr Annand somewhat underrates the poplar as a timber tree.

Than the Black Italian poplar no more profitable tree could

be found for odd corners where land is too moist for cultivation.
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The deciduous species are recommended for planting near the

sea and in towns generally. Among the conifers, Austrian and

Corsican pines also do well near the coast, and in smoky

districts where none of the other firs thrive.

As good timber producers Scots pine, the Norway and Sitka

spruces, larch, silver fir and Douglas fir are recommended.

Other matters dealt with more or less briefly are—^"The

laying out of woods," " Pure and mixed woods," and " Planting."

The booklet contains much that is of the highest importance

to the tree grower, and should be widely read.

BritisJi Trees, including thefiner Shrubs for Gardin and Woodland.

By the late Rev. C. A. Johns. Edited by E. T. Cook and

W. Dallimore. Published by George Routledge and

Sons, Ltd.

This is a revised and enlarged edition of Forest Trees of

Britain, by the late Rev. C. A. Johns ; and the intention of the

editors has been to bring the subject more up to date by adding

an account of the shrubs unknown in his day, or since raised by

hybridization. The work is very well got up, and illustrated by

coloured plates, photographs and drawings. To the practical

forester of long-standing experience the book is not of very much

assistance, as it conveys nothing of a practical nature or of a

reliable character in regard to the silvicultural characteristics

of our forest trees. To the general reader or nature student

the work is certainly a very desirable one, as it is the

best popular book on the subject we have seen ; and to all

lovers of trees and shrubs we have no hesitation in strongly

recommending it. ,
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PROCEEDINGS IN 1911—Continued.

THE GENERAL MEETING.

A General Meeting of the Society was held in the Showyard,

Inverness, on Thursday, 27th July 191 1, at 2.30 p.m. Sir

John Stirling- Maxwell, Bart., President of the Society,

occupied the Chair, and there was a large attendance of

members.

Apologies.

Apologies for absence were intimated from the Right Hon.

R. C. Munro Ferguson, Hon. Secretary ; Colonel Bailey, Hon.

Editor; Sir Kenneth Mackenzie and Messrs Methven, Annand,

Leven, Davidson, Buchanan, Scott and Gammell, Members of

Council; and from Lochiel, Sir Hugh Shaw-Stewart, Sir Francis

Webster, Dr Nisbet and Messrs John D. Sutherland, Charles W.

Ralston and W. S. Curr.

Minutes.

The Minutes of the Annual Meeting held in February last,

which had been recently circulated along with the Tra?isactions,

were held as read.

Chairman's Remarks.

The Chairman said he had to report as to progress made
in the steps towards silviculture in Scotland, which the
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Society had been pressing on the Government for years. He
was glad to say that although only a few months had elapsed

since their Annual Meeting in Edinburgh, some progress had
to be recorded. There had been published within the last few
days a report on behalf of the Development Commissioners,
in which they laid down an outline of the policy of forestry

development for Scotland which, he thought, the Society should
be able to accept as being intelligent and comprehensive in its

character. That Development Grant, they should never forget,

was voted by Parliament, and one of the primary objects was
the development of forestry. Therefore, the movement in which
they were interested had a very early claim upon assistance

from that grant. The Development Commissioners had now
happily laid down a general outline of the kind of development
they consider possible which, he thought, the Society would be
able without much reserve to accept. Since their meeting in

Edinburgh, the Secretary for Scotland, in his capacity as

Minister for Scotland, had shown he was interested in the

movement. He had appointed a small Committee to formulate

a scheme which his Department might lay before the Develop-

ment Commissioners. That Committee was composed of seven

members, five of them being members of this Society, and three

of the five were members of Council, so that the Society might
claim to be adequately represented. The other two members of

Committee were men of eminence in other walks of life and men
of public spirit, who took a great interest in development in the

widest sense of the word. He thought the Society had reason

to be contented with the Committee which was at work. He
hoped before long that they would formulate a scheme for the

development of forestry, which the Secretary for Scotland

could lay before the Development Commissioners with some
hope of realising it. Of course, the Society had been working

too long at that movement to mistake words for deeds, but he

thought they had never had a Government so friendly to their

movement as the present one. Although, at their last meeting,

it fell to him as their President to state the wishes of the Society,

perhaps with rather brutal bluntness, at the same time he should

like to say that both the Secretary for Scotland and the Develop-

ment Commissioners wished the scheme well, and were sincerely

anxious to see forestry developed upon real lines. The
.Society would watch very carefully everything that was done in

that direction. He might add, for the benefit of the younger
memfjers who were there, that such a change as they saw now
in the attitude of the Government towards the forestry movement
was not the result of this year and last year, or the year before,

but the result of the work which the Society had been steadily

doing for more than a generation. It must be a great satisfaction

to some of the older members of the Society to feel that the work,

which has been going on through their energy so long, was at last
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showing some hope of bearing fruit. Since the last meeting, the

Survey made by Lord Lovat and Captain Stirhng for part of

Inverness-shire had been pubHshed. From what he had heard, he

thought that the Society had no reason to regret having embarked
on that enterprise. It had shown for itself that it was a piece of

work which ought to have been done by some authority many
years ago. He thought it was very well done, and that it probably

would be the basis and the book of reference for any Survey in

this country by the Government.

Judges' Report on the Essays.

The Secretary gave in the Report of the Judges on the

Essays as follows :

—

Class I.

1. Suitability of any Exotic Conifer for Cultivation as a

Forest Crop, and nature of the Locality found, in the

experience of the Writer, to be most suitable for it

—

"The Douglas Fir"; with two illustrations. By
" Pseudotsuga Mucranata." No Award.

2. The Raising and Management of Thorn Hedges, and
the Comparative Merits of various Local Methods.
By W. H. Whellens, Comlongon Nursery,

Ruthwell. Award—No. i Silver Medal.

Do. do. By William Hall, Church Cottages,

Bilton, York. Award— Bronze Medal,

3. Successful Raising, by the Writer, or on the Estate with

which he is connected, of a young Forest Crop in a

Frosty Locality, with details as to Soil Covering,

Species and Measures of Protection adopted. By
J. Ferguson, Gregynog Lodge, Tregynon, Newtown.
Award—Bronze Medal.

4. Soils. By " Scots Pine." No Award.

5. The best Method of Planting at High Altitudes and in

Exposed Situations, together with the best Species

of Trees to plant there with the object of procuring
(a) Shelter for Stock, and {^) a Profitable Timber
Crop; with three illustrations. By A. W. B. Edwards,
Hollie Bank, Thirlemere, Grasmere. Award—
No. 2. Silver Medal.
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6. The Propagation in Wales of Exotic Conifers from Seeds
collected from Trees grown in Wales. By J.

Ferguson, Gregynog Lodge, Tregynon, Newtown.
Award—Bronze Medal.

7. The Valuation of Standing Timber. By W. H.
Whellens, Comlongon Nursery, Ruthwell. Award
—Bronze Medal,

Class II.

I. A Collection of Notes of Silvicultural Interest based on
personal observation. By J. Brown Carmichael,
Thoresby Park, Ollerton, Notts. Award—Bronze
Medal.

The Meeting approved of the Judges' Report, and thanked

them for their services.

Forestry Exhibition at Inverness.

The recommendations of the Judges were submitted by Brodie

OF Brodie as follows :

—

Co)npetition No. I.

Specimens of Timber of Scots Pine {Piniis sylveslris), Larch

{Larix europcea), and Norway Spruce {Ficea excelsa).

Open Section.

ist Prize, j[^2, los., The Marquess of Graham, /. W. Inglis.

2nd ,, ;^i, los., Captain Stirling of Keir.

3rd ,, ^i, J. A. Stirling of Kippendavie.

Local Section.

ist Prize, j[^\, C. W. Dyson Perrins of Ardross.

2nd ,, 15s., The Countess Dowager of Seafield,

/. W. M'Bain.

Competition No. II.

Specimens of Timber of any other three Coniferous Trees.

Open Section.

ist Prize, ^2, ros., The Countess Dowager of Seafield

/. W. M'Bain.
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Cofiipetition No. III.

Specimens of Timber of Ash [Fraxinus excelsior), Oak {Quercus

fobur), and Elm [Ulmus montana).

Open Section.

I St Prize, ,7^2, los., The Earl of Moray.

2nd ,, jQ\, los., Captain Stirling of Keir.

3rd „ jQ\, C. W. Dyson Perrins of Ardross

Local Section.

ist Prize, ^i, The Countess Dowager of Seafield,

/. W. M'Bain.

2nd ,, 15s., The Earl of Moray.

Co7Jipetition No. IV.

Open Section.

Specimens of Timber of three Broad-Leaved Timber Treps.

I St Prize, ^2, los., The Earl of Moray.

2nd „ jT^i, los., The Countess Dowager of Seafield,

/. W. M'Bain.

Competitio?i No. VI.

For an approved Report of Damage done by Insect Pests

injurious to Forest Trees, and the Measures that have been

successfully adopted for their Extermination ; with Specimens.

William Watt, Assistant Forester,
) ^^ c,., nr j 1

,.
'

' > No. 2 Silver Medal.
Darnaway, . . . .J

Competition No. VII.

Gate for Farm Use, made from Home-grown Timber by the

Exhibitor, who must be a Forester or Working Forester ; with

Specification, etc.

Donald Ross, Assistant Forester, Alness, ^1.

Competitiori No. VIII.

Gate made from Home-grown Timber (which must be

designed and exhibited by a Member) ; with Specification.

Thomas Wilkinson Cuthbert, Factor for Ardross, ^i.

Competition No. XI.

Full-sized Section of Rustic Fence.

Thomas Wilkinson Cuthbert, . No. 2 Silver Medal.
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Competition No. XII.

Specimens showing the Comparative Quahty of any Timber

grown on different Soils and Situations, and the respective Ages

at which it reaches Marketable Size and Maturity ; to be

accompanied by a Report.

The Countess Dowager of Seafield, No. 2 Silver Medal,

p. Gilbert Brown.

Competition No. XIII.

Specimens demonstrating the Beneficial Effects of Pruning

when well done, and the Injurious Effects when badly done.

The Earl of Moray, . . . los.

Compftition No. XIV.

Specimens of Stems illustrating the Effects of Dense and Thin

Crops in Branch Suppression, and Quality of Timber.

The Earl of Moray, . . No. 2 Silver Medal.

Covipetitioii No. XV.

A Collection of Fungi injurious to Forest Trees and Shrubs.

The Earl of Moray, . . . No. 2 Silver Medal.

John Munro, Foreman Forester,
j
^,^ ^ g^j^.^^ ^^^^^^

Kmgswood, Murthly, . .

j

Competition No. XVI.

Examples of Photographs of the damage caused by Squirrels,

Voles, etc., to various kinds of Trees, or of any abnormal

growth.

The Earl of Moray, . . . No. 2 Silver Medal.

Thomas Wilkinson Cuthbert, . los.

Competition No. X VIII.

For any approved Article either wholly or mainly made of

Wood.

The Earl of Moray, . . . los.

Thomas Wilkinson Cuthbert, . 5s.

Competition No. XIX.

A Collection of Injurious Insects (shown as larva, pupa, and

imago), with a short life-history of each Insect.

H. S. Hanson, Crown Cottage, )

^,^ ^ g^j^^^ ^^^^^j
Parkend, Glos., . .

j
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Articles for Exhibition Only.

For Articles brought forward for Exhibition only the Judges

recommended the following Awards, viz. :

—

A Collection ot different kinds of Wood. The Earl of

Moray, a No. i Silver Medal.

Hand specimens of Timbers. John Crozier, Durris, a

No. 2 Silver Medal.

Examples of Turf or Soil illustrating the advantages of

pasturing Woodland by Stock previous to Planting,

Countess Dowager of Seafield, /. Gilbert Brown, a

No. I Silver Medal.

Forestry Tools and Implements. Messrs Ho\^den & Co.,

Inverness, an Award of Merit.

A Collection of Cones and Foliage. George Eraser,

Kingswood, Murthly, a No. 2 Silver Medal.

Brodie of Brodie remarked that the Judges had considerable

difficulty in judging the timber exhibits, owing to the fact that

there was timber of three species in each lot, and that they were

not all of equal quality. He threw out the suggestion that it

might be advisable in future to judge the timber of each species

separately. Mr Donald Robertson, another of the Judges,

concurred, and pointed out that it might save time if the Com-
mittee, first of all, went over the timber exhibits to see that

they were in accordance with the conditions. He was not

sure whether it would not be an advantage to do away with

the condition that one of the boards should contain pith. The
Chairman, said that the suggestions would be carefully con-

sidered by the Council, and that the Society was much indebted

to the Judges for the great care and trouble they had taken in

connection with their awards, of which he moved the adoption.

He thanked the Northern Branch for taking charge of the

arrangements on the spot, and congratulated the Society upon

the excellence of the exhibits. A vote of thanks was also

accorded to the Highland and Agricultural Society for voting

the prize-money for the timber exhibits in the Open Section,

and for giving the usual facilities for the Exhibition and the

Meeting.
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Scottish National Exhibition in Glasgow.

The Chairman drew attention to this Exhibition, and said

that the Forestry Section organised by the Society was a most

instructive one, and appeared to be drawing large crowds ot

interested visitors.

Excursion.

In the absence of the Convener of the Excursion Committee,

the Secretary mentioned that the Excursion made to the Border

district, m the end of last month, had been very successful.

The various proprietors who had been kind enough to open

their estates to the Society, and who had entertained them

when they were there, had all been formally thanked since the

return of the party. The President asked for suggestions as to

a locality for next year's Excursion, and mentioned that the

Council recommended a visit to Balmoral and Deeside about

the end of June, in the event of the necessary permission being

obtained. This recommendation appeared to be agreeable to

the majority of members present, and the matter was remitted

back to the Council with powers.

Corresponding Meimber.

The Meeting unanimously confirmed the appointment of

Mr Fred Moon as Correspondent for Western Australia.

The Survey Report.

The Secretary intimated that a copy of this Report, bound

in vellum and inscribed as follows:—" Presented to His Majesty

the King with the humble duty of the Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural Society, 19 Castle Street, Edinburgh, July 1911," had

been delivered at Holyrood during the recent visit of the King.

The following is a copy of the note which accompanied the

volume, and of the reply received :

—

19 Castle Street, Edinhurgh,

5M /n/j/ 1 9 1 1

.

Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, as President of this Society, has

the honour to transmit to Lord Knollys for His Majesty's

gracious acceptance, a copy of a Report on Highland Afforesta-

tion lately made for the Society by two of its members. Lord
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Lovat and Captain Stirling of Keir. As the Highlands of
Scotland are peculiarly suited for silviculture, and it might be
a va Liable a,d to their development, the Society hopes that
His Majesty may be graciously pleased to accept the Report
(which IS the most complete study of the subject yet attempted)
together with the humble duty of all the members of the Society.

HolyROOD Palace,
\%th July igii.

Dear Sir,

. T ^ Tr ^\^ ^^"^""'^ °" Highland Afforestation, addressed
to Lord Kimllys, has been laid before the King, and I amcommanded to convey to you the expression of His Maiestv's
best thanks for the same.

"

Yours very faithfully,

Clive Wigram.
Robert Gallowav, Esq., S.S.C, Secretary,

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

Colonel Martin Martin said that Lord Lovat and Captain
Stirling had devoted a great amount of work and time to the
preparation of this Report, and he moved that the thanks of the
Society be conveyed to them. The motion was unanimously
agreed to.

The Development Commissioners' Report.

The President .said that since last meeting the Commissioners
had issued their first Report, and he thought it would be in-
teresting that the part of it dealing with Forestry should be read
to the Meeting and be reproduced in the Transactions. This was
accordingly done. (For these paragraphs see page 3 of the
ira7isactjons.)

Notice of Motion.

Notice was given by Mr Richardson that he would move
at next Annual Meeting the same Motion as he made at the
Meeting in February last.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the business.

b
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SYLLABUS OF COMPETITIONS—1912.

[I'he Judges are enijjowered to fix the value of the Frhes to be

awarded according to the 7-espective merits of the Essays.

All Essays, Reports, Models, or other Articles intended for

Comjjetition )nust be lodged 7vith the Secretary not later than

llth May 1912. Each such Essay, Report, Model, or Article

must bear a Motto, and be accompanied by a sealed e^ivelope

bearing outside the same Motto, viith the Class in tvhich the

Writer competes, and containing a Card loith the Name and

Address of the Competitor.

Essays should be written on one side of the paper

only ; the left-hand quarter of each page should be

left as a blank margin. The lines should not be

crowded together.

Manuscripts for which prizes have been awarded, or ivhich have

been wholly or partly reproduced in the Transactions, become the

property of the Society and are not returned to their authors.

Judges cannot compete during their term of office.

Successful Competitors may have either the medals or their con-

verted values, which are as follows:—Gold, £5; No. 1 Silver, £3 :

No. 2 Silver, £2; No. 3 Silver, £1 ; Bronze, 10s.]

The following subjects are named for competition in 1912 :

—

Class I.

—

For Open Competition.

I. Suitability of any exotic Conifer for cultivation as a forest

Crop, and nature of the locality found, in the experience of the

writer, to be most suitable for it. {Five Guineas offered by

David W. Thomson, Esq., Nurseryman, Edinburgh.)

c



TI. The relative powers to bear shade of one, two, or all of the

following species :—Douglas Fir, Menzies Spruce (Picea sitchensis),

"White American Spruce, Sequoia Sempervirens, Lawson's

Cvpress, A^ies grandis. Giant Hemlock {Tsiiga Mertensiana),

Thcya gigantea ; and the order in which the above Species

should be placed in a list of shade-bearing trees comprising

also Silver Fir, Beech, Spruce, Hornbeam. The Keport to be

based on personal experience only. If the writer has experience

of other exotic Conifers he is permitted to add their names to

the above list. {Five Guineas offered by John Methven, Esq.,

of ^Messrs Thomas ^Methven tt Sons, Nurserymen, Edinburgh.)

III. Successful raising, by the writer, or on the Estate with

which he is connected, of a Young Forest Ci'op by the method of

" Direct " Sowing. The conditions of Soil and Soil Covering to

be fully stated. [A Medal.)

IV. Comparative results obtained up to the time at which

the Young Crops have become thoroughly established, by

various methods of Planting, with various Species and Sizes

of Plants. {A Medal.)

The Report to he based on personal experience ; soil and

other local conditions to be fully described.

V. Successful raising, by the writer, or on the Estate with

which he is connected, of a young Forest Crop in a frosty

locality, with details as to Soil Covering, Species, and Measures

of Protection adopted. {A Medal.)

VI. An ajjproved Report on the A\^)ods of which the

competitor is Forester. Reporter to state the extent of the

woods, the species of trees grown, soil, situation, age, manage-

ment, etc. (A Medal.)

y\l. Successful Underplanting of ]jarch or other Light-

ciowned Species, on an Estate with which the writer is, or has

been, connected. {A Medal.)

The Report to be based on experience, the cases referred to

beini' cited.



VIII. Details of Measures successfully practised by the writer

to exterminate any important Parasitic Fungus or Insect Pest,

or to mitigate the Damage done by it. (A 3fecial.)

IX. Details of Mechanical means employed by the writer, or

on the Estate with wliich he is connected, for moving Timber from

the interior of Woods to their margins, or to roads. (A Medal.)

X. The erection and maintenance of a Saw^-mill (eithei'

temporarily or permanently placed), or of any other Machinery

for the Manufacture of Timber, used by the writer, or on the

Estate with which he is connected— with details of outturn

and cost. (A Jfecial.)

XI. Details of Measures successfully adopted for the

natural regeneration of a timber-crop of Scots Pine, Larch, or

other species. (A }fecial.)

XII. An approved Essay on the Botanical characteristics

of some typical forest tree. The Essay to be accompanied by
Illustrations. [A Jfedcd.)

XIII. An approved Essay on Soils : — (a) preparation prior

to planting
;

{b) the advantages of soil-protection accruing from

density of crop
;

(c) the improvement to the soil arising from

mixing the main crop with various species of shade-bearing trees,

(A Jledal)

XIV. An approved Essay on the best method of Planting at

high altitudes and in exposed situations, together with the best

Species of Trees to plant there with the object of procuring (a)

shelter for stock, and (b) a profitable timber-crop. (A Medal.)

XV. Report on the compai'ative Durability and Suitability

for Fencing of various kinds of Timber after it has been creosoted

in open tank or otherwise. {A Medal.)

XVI. An approved collection of short Notes of silvicultural

interest, based on personal observation. {A Medal.)

XVII. An approved Essay or Report on any other subject

connected with Forestry. (J. Medal.)



Class II.

—

For Assistant Forksters only.

I. Details of the Measures successfully practised by the

writer to exterminate any important Insect Pest or Parasitic

Fungus, or to mitigate the Damage done by it. (A Medal.)

II. An approved collection of Notes of silvicultural interest

based on personal observation. {A Medal.)

III. An appi-oved Es.say - or Eeport, based on personal

experience, on any practical work connected with Forestry.

(A Medal.)

ROBERT GALLOWAY,
Secretary.

19 Casti.k STr.KET,

ElHNEUKGH,

Xovemher 1911.
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HIS MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY THE KING.

PROCEEDINGS IN 1912.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

Q ^l^^.
Ff{-"inth Annual General Meeting of the RovalScott A,boHcultural Society was held in ^he Good H 1

5
St Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on Friday, 9th February igxat ..30 P.M. Sir JoH. Sxikuno-MaxvLI President CChapman, and there was a large number of .e^nbers present

Apologies.

Apologies for absence were intimated from Lord Dun<.|ass •

Sprot of Ridden.
'

'
^''"«°"'

•
"""^ Captain

Minutes.

held'a't' In'""'
"''"'"'' ''' "^'""^^^ ^^ '""^ General Meetin.held at Inverness on .7th July last, which had already beenprinted and circulated along with the Tanuarv T T

The Minutes were approved.
^ ^ Transacttons.

Report bv the Council

Me'e^n^X-^asrfl^L'rr '' '" ^""-" '° '^^ -"-'

Membership.

309. 1 Here have been elected n, the course of the



year 115 new members, but 73 names have had to be removed
from the roll owing to death and other causes, leaving a net
increase of 42, and a total membership, as at this date, of 141 1.

Amongst those whose deaths have been recorded during the year
are :— Sir Joseph Hooker, an Hon. Member of the Society ; Lord
Ardwall ; Sheriff Gillespie ; Sheriff MacKay ; and Messrs H.
A. Harbin, G. S. Bazley, T. R. Bruce, Peter Henderson,
Robert Laird, and William Dick.

Syllabus of Prizes.

The usual Syllabus of Competitions for 191 1 was issued along
with the January Transactions of that year. Nine Essays were
received and considered by the Judges, and seven of them
received awards, as follows:—one, a No. i Silver Medal; one,

a No. 2 Silver Medal; and five. Bronze Medals. The Syllabus

of Competitions of 1912 was issued along with the Trarisactiofis

last month.

Donors.

The thanks of the Society are due to the Directors of the

Highland and Agricultural Society for renewing their grant of

^/, 20 for prizes to be awarded for home-grown timber exhibited

in their Showyard ; and to Mr David W. Thomson and Mr
JoHX Methven for renewing their offers of prizes for Essays.

The Council is also indebted to Lady Menzies for presenting

a portrait of the late Sir Robert Menzies to the Society's

collection.

Transaclions.

Two volumes of the Transactions were issued in the course of

the year, the Survey Report having been issued in June as

vol. XXV. It is much to be regretted that a number of members
have not obtained the use of this literature owing to their

failure to respond to requests for their subscription for the past

year.

Local Brandies.

The Annual Reports from the Local liranches will be submitted
in the course of the meetin<r.

Scottish National Kxhibilion, Glass^^oic, 1911.

The Society's Forestry Section in this Kxhibition contained
a very interesting collection of exhibits contributed to by a
large number of members and others. The exhibits were well

arranged and attended to by Mr Samuel Houston who was a



very capable attendant. The Pavilion put up by Messrs Cowieson
and Company, and leased by them to the Society, proved to be

very suitable for the purpose. A formal visit was paid to the

Exhibition by the Council, and the members expressed them-
selves as highly satisfied with the exhibits and the arrangements.

The thanks of the Society are due to the Committee and
particularly to Mr Whitton, who exercised careful supervision

over the whole section during the time the Exhibition was open,

and did much to make the Society's grounds attractive to

visitors. It is gratifying to be able to report that the expense
of the Section was well within the amount authorised by the

Council. A detailed Report, written by Mr Matthew Peaks,

Forester, Benmore, will be found at page 85 of the January
Transaciiotis.

In connection with the Exhibition, an appeal for new
members was issued to Proprietors and Factors and resulted in

a substantial addition to the membership.

Forestry Exhibition at Inverness.

The usual Exhibition of Forestry was held in the Highland
and Agricultural Society's Showyard at Inverness, and embraced
a large collection of interesting exhibits. The Local arrange-

ments were under the charge of the Northern Branch. The
Judges were Brodie of Brodie, Mr Donald Robertson,
Dunrobin, and Mr Frank Scott, Scone. Brodie of Brodie
intimated the awards at the General Meeting held at Inverness,

from which it appeared that 18 money prizes and 12 Medals had
been awarded. The prize list was included in the proceedings

of that meeting. A short report of the Exhibition will be found
on page 84 of the January Transactions. The Exhibition will

be held this year at Cupar. In revising the schedules, the

conditions affecting timber exhibits have been altered so as to

make separate classes for specimens of each of Scots pine,

spruce, larch, ash, oak and elm. It is believed that this

alteration will enable more owners of woods to take part in

the competitions.

General Meeting.

The General Meeting was held in the Showyard at Inverness,

on 27th July, when there was a large attendance, particularly

of members from the Northern district. A report of the pro-

ceedings was as usual appended to the Transactions issued in

January.

Annual Exctirsion.

The Annual Excursion was held in the Border District from
27th to 30th June, the places visited being Bowmont Forest,

Marlefield, Sunlaws, Messrs Laing & Mather's Nurseries,



Springwood Park, Floors, Newton Don, Hendersyde Park,

Springhill, The Hirsel, Ford Castle, Fairnington, Ancrum,
Alounteviot, Hartrigge, Ferniehirst, Minto and Langholm.
The headquarters was Kelso, but one night was also spent at

Hawick. Sixty-seven members were present. A feature of

the Excursion was the use for the first time of motors, which
enabled the members to overtake a much larger programme
than they could otherwise have done. A full report of the

Excursion, prepared by Mr George Leven, Bowmont Forest,

with a note by Mr Alex. Finlayson, will be found in the

January Transactions. On the return of the party the thanks
of the Council were conveyed to the various proprietors who
had been kind enough to open their grounds and woods for

inspection, and to entertain the members. It has been decided

that Deeside will be visited this year, and permission to visit

Balmoral has already been obtained from His Majesty the

King. Permission to visit the Mar Plantations had also been
obtained from his Grace the Duke of Fife, whose lamented
death has, however, cancelled this arrangement meantime.

Excursion Fund.

The amount at the credit of the Excursion Fund is now
^60, 19s. lod., which has been gradually accumulated from
small surplus balances on the Annual Excursions. A proposal

was recently made to the Excursion Committee that part of this

balance might be devoted to assisting two or three foresters to

take part in the next foreign tour of the Society, and the

matter having been favourably received by the Council, it was
remitted back to the Committee to prepare a scheme for

carrying the proposal into effect. This scheme will be submitted

and explained at a later stage of the proceedings. Briefly, the

proposal is to grant three bursaries of ^10 each to suitable men
who would not otherwise be in a position to go abroad. It is

proposed that a small Committee should be entrusted with the

selection of the men, and that each successful applicant should

on his return present to the Committee a report on the tour,

written by himself. If the meeting approves of this scheme as

submitted, the matter will be proceeded with.

Rating of Woodlands^ and Railway Cliarges for

Transporti/ig li/ii/)er.

Attention is drawn to the note printed on page 96 of the

January Transactions inviting members to send to the Secretary

for consideration of the Council details of specific cases

known to them of grievances with regard to the rating of wood-

lands, and to railway charges for transporting timber.



Estate Duty,

Attention is also directed to the correspondence printed on
page 95 of the January Transactiofis, from which it will be seen

that the cost of replanting the area from which timber has been
removed is reckoned amongst the "necessary outgoings" which
can be deducted from moneys received from the sale of the

timber when felled, before Estate Duty is leviable. It is, of course,

assumed that the woodland area of the Estate is to be maintained,

and that the replanting will therefore be carried out.

Dedicatw7i of the Thistle Chapel.

The Council had the honour to receive invitations for four

members to attend the Dedication of the Thistle Chapel in

St Giles' Cathedral, when their Majesties the King and Queen
were present. Messrs Massie and Forbes, and Dr Borthwick, Vice-

Presidents, and the Secretary, attended the service and represented

the Society on that interesting and historic occasion.

Experiments with Raihvay Sleepefs.

jNegotiations have been continued with a view to obtain

sleepers of home-grown timber for these experiments which the

Scottish railway companies have all kindly agreed to carry out.

Several sets of sleepers (two of them obtained through the

Landowners' Co-operative Forestry Society) have already been
handed over to the railway companies. It is hoped that other

proprietors will come forward with offers of sleepers, so that the

number of experiments may be increased and their value

correspondingly enhanced. Offers of oak, elm, poplar, Douglas
and Silver fir and Menzies spruce will be welcomed.

Sample Forest Survey.

The Forest Survey of Glen Mor was duly completed by Lord
Lovat and Captain Stirling and was considered by the Council

at a special meeting held in April. It was then agreed to print

the Report as vol. xxv. of the Transactions., under the title of

"Afforestation in Scotland," and to issue it free of charge to all

members of the Society, and to put it into the hands of the

booksellers for public sale. Two thousand five hundred copies

were printed, and many of these have been sold. It will be seen

from the accounts that the total cost of the Survey, including the

printing and postage to members, was /^334, 9s. 6d. A sum of

;^i4, 14s. 5d. has already been received for advertisements in

the Report and for sales, and it is expected that a further

substantial sum will yet be received. As explained in the

proceedings of the General Meeting at Inverness, a copy of the



Report suitably bound in vellum and inscribed was presented to

His Majesty when at Holyrood and was duly acknowledged.
The thanks of the Society have been conveyed to Lord Lovat
and Captain Stirling for the great amount of work and time

devoted by them to the preparation of the Report.

TJie Developineiit Fund.

The negotiations with the Development Commissioners and
the Secretary for Scotland, referred to in last report, on the

subject of the Society's programme for the development of

Forestry in Scotland and the scope of the inquiry to be made by
the proposed departmental Committee were continued, with the

result that the terms of the remit were made wide enough to

embrace the Survey proposed by the Society.

The names of the Committee and the remit to them have
already been printed on page 215 of the July part of vol. xxiv.

of the Transaciiofis. The Committee's report is understood to

be in the hands of the Secretary for Scotland, but has not yet

been made public.

The first report of the Development Commission was issued

in the course of the summer, and that part of it which deals with

Forestry was read at the General ^Meeting held at Inverness, and
has been reprinted in the January Transactions.

A Department of Forestry for Scotland.

When the Small Landholders' Bill was first presented to

Parliament, it contained a provision that one of the Com-
missioners should have special charge of Forestry. In the

course of its passage through Committee this provision was
struck out, and the Council thereupon made a representation to

the Secretary for Scotland with a view of having it restored.

In reply Lord Pentland said that while the Government did not

think it desirable that the Bill should itself provide that a member
of the Board should be specifically appointed to take charge of

Forestry, it was their intention in the event of the Bill becoming
law to establish as an integral part of the administration of the

Board of Agriculture for Scotland a Department of Forestry for

Scotland. The Council thanked Lord Pentland for this promise

and expressed a[)proval of his proposal. The Council also sent

a further letter in which they outlined a scheme for the constitution

of a representative Forestry Board. These letters were duly

acknowledged, and Lord Pentland promised that the suggestions

put forward would be very carefully borne in mind when the

establishment of the proposed Department came to be considered
;

but he reminded the- Council that the Department was to be

worked under the Board of Agriculture or some special section

of the Board.



The Council.

At last meeting of Council Sir Kenneth Mackenzie, Bart.,

was, on the motion of the President, elected an Honorary Life
Member of the Council, in virtue of the powers conferred on it

by Rule XIV. which enacts that every member who has filled

the office of President shall be eligible for this honour.
At a recent meeting it was decided that members attending

Council meetings should be provided by the Society with lunch
at a cost not exceeding 2S. per head, and this proposal will

in future be given effect to.

Finances.

Mr John Methven, Convener of the Finance Committee, in

submitting the various accounts, said that the General Accounts

included two items of extraordinary expenditure, namely,

^149 for the Forestry Section in Glasgow Exhibition, and

^320 for the Forestry Survey of Glen Mor, making together

J^^df). There was brought forward from 1910 a credit balance

of accumulated revenue of ^427 which was not sufficient to

meet this extraordinary expenditure, there being a deficiency of

;^42 which had to be taken out of last year's revenue, thus

reducing the balance of surplus revenue for that year to ^51, as

shown in the Revenue Account. The Capital Account showed
a total of y?i822. (See Appendix B.)

Dunn Memorial Fund Account.

The balance on this account at the close of 19 10 was

P^24, 5s. 6d. The annual dividend of ;^2, i6s. 6d. has been

received in the course of the year, and the balance at the credit

is now ^27, 2S., as certified by the Auditor's docquet. (See

Appendix A.)

Excursion Fund Account,

The balance brought forward at the credit of this account was

;^54, IIS., but ^4, IS. 3d. had to be deducted from this sum for

Auditor's fee and sundry outlays applicable to the previous

year, leaving a balance of ;^5o, 9s. 9d. The amount collected

in connection with the Excursion to the Border District last year

was ^182, 13s. 6d., and the amount expended was ;^i 72, 3s. 50.,

leaving a surplus of jQ\o, 10s. id. to be added to the previous

balance of ^50, 9s. 9d., which together made a credit balance at



the close of the year of ;£(>o, 19s. lod., as certified by the

Auditor. (See Appendix C.)

Northern and Aberdeen Branches.

The Secretary read the report received from the Aberdeen

Branch, and mentioned that the report from Inverness had not

yet come forward. He asked a remit to the Council to receive

that report and print it along with the other reports received.

Mr Gammell formally moved the adoption of the Aberdeen

report. (See Appendices D and E.)

Chairman's Remarks.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the various reports,

said :
—" It is now my duty to move the adoption of the reports

which have been read. The report from Aberdeen shows how
very useful branches of the Society can be, and it must be

obvious to all of us that, coming as we do from scattered districts

extending from Caithness to Galloway, it is scarcely possible for

us to develop the social and the discussion side of the Society

except through local branches. Therefore I think it would be

a very good thing if we were to form more of these branches.

I cannot see, for my own part, why other districts of Scotland,

such as the south-west of Argyllshire, should not form branches

of the same kind as that which is doing so well in Aberdeen.

Coming to the general work of the Society, I have very little

comment to make upon the reports read by Mr Galloway and

Mr Methven. The Society continued with its accustomed success

its ordinary work during the last twelve months, including its

annual Exhibition in the annual Show of the Highland and

Agricultural Society. It has been increasing in numbers, and

it is sound financially. In one or two particulars the year is

marked by work outside the ordinary channel, such as the

organisation of the Forestry Section in the Scottish National

Exhibition in Glasgow, but I think the most important operation

of the Society has been the publication of the book—for it

amounted to a book—on Afforestation, to which allusion has

been made in the report. That publication has cost the Society

a good deal of money, but I think it is money extremely well

spent. I am sure that when our Highland hills come to be

covered with woods, as I have not the smallest doubt they will



be to a large extent during the next half century, it will be a

great satisfaction for this Society to feel that in that particular

branch of the work, as in every other branch of the work in

Scotland, it has distinctly taken the lead. I have reason to

know that in this country, and in England and in foreign

countries, the publication of this book has convinced people who

may have doubted it before that this Society is really in earnest

in this work, and also has some understanding of the work to

which it has put its hand. We are grateful indeed to Lord Lovat

and to Captain Stirling for the work they did in writing that

book.

" Reference has been made to some correspondence between

the Council and the Secretary for Scotland on the subject of the

organisation for forestry in this country. As you are aware the

Development Commission was, at its appointment, instructed

to make provision for forestry and was furnished with funds for

that purpose. Lord Pentland appointed a small Committee,

of which I, as President for the time being of this Society, was

asked to be chairman in order to draft proposals which might

be laid by the Secretary for Scotland before the Development

Commission for consideration. That Committee finished its

work shortly before the New Year and sent in its report. The

report has not yet been published. The holidays have inter-

vened and the Secretary for Scotland has had little time to

consider it, but I have no doubt it will be very soon published.

I hope when it is published that every member will approve of

it, and that when you read it you will find that my colleagues

and I have proposed exactly the scheme which you had in

your mind. We tried to be guided by common sense, and my
own belief is that the members of this Society who read the

report will find a scheme on paper which they will like very

much but -which at all events will not surprise them, because

they will think, I hope, that it is the outcome of the situation

as we have learned to know it. I may also remark that the

proposal is of a moderate character, and therefore we hope it

will be carried into effect.

" As to the body which ultimately is to see to this business,

I should like to say a word or two. Lord Pentland has made
the very welcome announcement that there is to be attached to

the Board of Agriculture in Scotland a Department of Forestry.
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There may be difference of opinion on that subject, but, for my
part, I feel that as things are in Scotland Lord Pentland has

come to an essentially right decision in settling that forestry

and agriculture should be linked together under one department.

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that forestry is not

an enterprise which can be run by people who are ignorant

of it, and therefore it becomes necessary, as Lord Pentland

recognises, that the forestry work of the Department should be

conducted through a department devoted to forestry itself. In

that decision our Society warmly acquiesces, and our one

anxiety is that the Department of Forestry should be independ-

ent so as to be able to do its work well. I have no reason to

suppose that it will be otherwise. I am quite sure that both

Lord Pentland and the Development Commission have been con-

sidering this subject in an entirely friendly spirit, and they have

shown their willingness to hear at every stage the views of our

Society, and have also shown every disposition to attach weight

to our views. I therefore hope for a happy outcome from this

arrangement, but I do venture to say once more that it is a

great matter from the point of view of forestry that the develop-

ment of that industry should not be committed to one or two

officials, but that it should be in the hands of a thoroughly

representative and independent body of men.

" Now, ladies and gentlemen, I need not trouble you with any

further remarks. I simply move the adoption of the reports."

The reports were adopted.

Election ok Office-B»arers.

Mr James Whitton proposed the re-election of Sir John
Stirling-Maxwell as President, which was unanimously agreed

to. The following were then elected to (ill the other vacancies

in the list of Office-Bearers, namely:— Vice-Presidents—Lord

LovAT and Mr Charles Buchanan. Councillors—Messrs A. T.

Gii.LANDERS, James Whitton, William Davidson, W. H.

Massie, Lord Balcarres, M.P., Captain Archibald Stirling

of Keir, and Mr A. D. Richardson. The Hon. Secretary, the

Secretary and Treasurer, the Hon. Editor, the Auditor, the

Honorary Consulting Officials, Local Secretaries and Corres-

pondents were re-elected. (For full list of Office-Bearers see

Appendix F.)
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Excursion.

Mr GiLLANDERS who, in the unavoidable absence of Mr
Buchanan, the Convener of the Excursion Committee, made an

announcement as to the annual Excursion, said the district of

Deeside was to be visited this year. Permission had been

granted by the King to visit Balmoral; and permission had also

been granted to visit Mar Lodge, but owing to the lamented

death of His Grace the Duke of Fife that permission had been

withdrawn. He was sure they all extended their sympathy to

the Princess Royal and her family. The Excursion would take

place in the last week of June, that period having been chosen

to suit His Majesty.

The Chairman said the district was probably the most

interesting in Scotland, and they ought to have a very profitable

week together.

Proposed Grants from Excursion Fund.

Mr Munro-Ferguson, M.P., made a statement on the

proposal to give grants from the Excursion fund to assist three

foresters to take part in the Society's next foreign tour who

otherwise might be unable to do so. The proposal was that

three bursaries of ^lo each should be given out of the Excursion

fund. No doubt a delicate responsibility would fall on the

selection Committee. Of course, applicants must be members

of the Society, and every care would be taken to see that

these bursaries should be at the service of those who would

do credit to the Society in deriving advantage from the foreign

tour.

The Chairman said the bursaries would be a charge upon

the Excursion fund, and would be paid out of the balance of the

previous Excursions which had accumulated little by little in

the hands of the Secretary. He gathered from the applause

that the meeting was inclined to accept the proposal.

Forestry Exhibition at Cupar.

Mr Robert Forbes, Kennet, said the Committee had altered

the prizes and conditions affecting the timber competitions this

year, in a way that they believed would enable more members



to compete, and they hoped that the number of entries at Cupar

this year would greatly exceed those in previous years.

Mr J. H. Milne-Home thought the Society should consider

before another year the advisability of including a competition

for private nurseries and sawmills in the district in which the

Show was held. He thought it would be of very great interest.

It had been very successful in England. There was nothing

antagonistic in the proposal ; he merely asked that it be

considered. The suggestion was remitted to the Council.'t>s^

Proposal to alter Law XIV.

The following motion to alter Law XiV. stood in the name
of Mr A. D. Richardson, viz. :

—

(a) To delete the words
" one of the retiring Vice-Presidents, and four of the retiring

Councillors," in the second clause of the second sentence; and

{b) To insert the following as the third sentence of the Law

—

" One of the retiring Vice-Presidents or one of the retiring

Councillors may be elected as President, and two or more of

the retiring Councillors may be elected as Vice-Presidents;

but none of the retiring Vice-Presidents or retiring Councillors

shall be eligible for re-election till after the expiry of one

year."

Mr J. W. M'Hattie said the motion had been considered

by a small committee who recommended the Council not to

accept it meantime. He, however, asked a remit to the Council

to consider and report as to the advisability of extending the

period of office from three to five years, of adjusting the number

of Council to suit that alteration, and of thereafter adopting

some such motion as Mr Richardson's.

Mr Richardson said he was quite willing to withdraw his

motion meantime, if the Council were i)repared to modify the

Law in the way Mr M'Hattie had indicated. Considerable

discussion followed, and finally Sir Kenneth Mackenzie

moved that the meeting remit the report, as made by Mr
M'Hattie, to the Council to deal with.

The Chairman said the proposal now was that the com-

mittee's report shall go to the Council for consideration, and

that the Council shall report at the next Annual Meeting.

The Council could not alter the Constitution themselves.

Sir Kenneth Mackenzie's motion was thereupon agreed to.
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Notice of Motion.

Mr \Vm. Gilchrist, Mount Melville, gave notice of the

following motion :
—" That the annual business meeting of

the Society extend over two days, the second day to take the

form of a conference for the discussion by members of subjects

relating to arboriculture."

Address by Mr John F. Annand.

Mr John F. Annand, F.H.A.S., Lecturer in Forestry,

Armstrong College, Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne, and Acting Agent and

Manager of the Crown Woods of Chopwell in the County of

Durham, then gave his address on "Some Uses of Demonstra-

tion Forests in Forestry Education," which was freely illustrated

with lantern views.

The Chairman thanked Mr Annand for his interesting and

instructive address. He wished a larger number of members
had remained to hear Mr Annand's lecture, but, as many of them

knew, another meeting at which several of their members had to

attend was taking place in Edinburgh that afternoon.

Vote of Thanks to Chairman.

Sir Andrew Agnew, in moving a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, said that if the work of the Development Commission

in regard to forestry were successful, it would he thought be

largely due to Sir John Stirling-Maxwell.

The Chairman said he felt very strongly that their annual

meetings should have a larger representation of members

at them. While one could not hope to have a full attendance,

seeing the members were drawn from a very wide and extended

area, still they might have a larger attendance than they

had now.
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APPENDIX A.

ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS

IX COXNECTIOX WITH

The ^Ialcolm Dunn Memorial Fund, 1911.

RECEIPTS.

Balance in Bank at close of last Account, . . ^24 5 6

Dividend on ;/!^ioo 3 per cent. Redeemable Stock

of Edinburgh Corporation, payable at Whit-

sunday and Martinmas, 1911, ,/,3, A'.f.f 3s. 6d.

Tax, 2 16 6

£21 2 o

PAYMENTS.

Nil.

Balance carried forward, being sum in

National Bank of Scotland on Account

Current, ^27 2 o

JSfotc.—The Capital belonging to the Fund con-

sists of ^"100 3 per cent. Redeemable

Stock of Edinburgh Corporation.

ElJlXBUKGH, 24/// Jaitnary 1912.—Examined and fmind correct. The

Certificate by the Banli of above balance, and Edinl)ur<;li Corporation Stock

Certificate, have been exhil)ile(i.

John T. Watson,

A iiditor.
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£500 C«ledoai»n Railw»v Company 4 pei
c«nt. Del>entare Stock, al lOSJ, .

£400 North BritUh RaUtvay Compnny 3 pe.
c«.t. Debenture Stock, ot 80J.

*^

.

"W North British Railway Comjiany,

APRENDIX B.

ArcorNT8 for War endiny 30th Dec-ember 1911.

I.-CAPITAL.

OrSCHARGE.
;
Proportion of Lire Members- SuWriptions transfen-e I i

iVna/tatuted Revenue
. - ,,,„,

£035 10 r A of Full Life Subsuriptions, ill'g Q 4

I
64 1 I iV ''' Comntutcd Subscriptions, 17 10 j

i. Decrease in value of Railway Stock* at 30th December 1911. gi

. Fundi, etc.. at SOth December 1911_

£600 Caledonian Kailway Companyiiledonian Kailway Company 4 w
t. Guaranteed Annuity Stock, No.

",„ al'VosJi' '".
CompaDy 3 per

''"ruiture, etc.. in Society s Roon>, .ay . *''Jo T
£11100 ij

II.—EEVENUE.

. Ordinary Member*- Suhscript;

Arreart at 31 st December ]

Vol.XXlV.PartI.7Va«,Mrto.u
i,7ti U

Amliora- Reprint*. . y u,

Vol. XXIV. PartlLornuj^., xmls~
Authors' R«prliit<i, . 5 17

Coat of Electros for Poi-t I. of Vol XXVI."

Forestry PerioilicalB, Binding, etc.. 6 11 (

50 6

t:241 12Ze« Receipts for Advts. in 2W»M.. . 30 12 _

£211 7
nies (Money, £S8, 53.; Medals £5 I8« 9.1-

" ''

i.« Donation from the Highland and *" ^^ ^

AgncultnraISocielv,forPrue*aw8nled
"

rimlitr exhibited at

16 10

the Highland and Agricultural

/>« Do
Agricu .„„^
for Home-Groivi

Forestry Exhibit;
" ciety-sShow

Printing.

Society's Show at Ini

4. Diridenda and Inter

5. TmntaclMHt, elo., *

k- SectLoii 111 Scottish National Kxhihition. Glingo'

Shed. I'lhliug Bud Fiagpolel i]

insurance ami Sundry Outlavh. it ir

Advertising, Insuranu. -u« .icuuuiii
Secretarj-'s 80ml of Caution, .

Coiincflloia* hallway Fares.
PonUgcs and MiHcullaneous OiitUys, viz.

Po»t«e«of ParUI.aodll. of Vol. XXr
of zVaiuucfunu, , #33 -

General Poscagee, Commia-

Petty Oiitlay**^"'^' "".
4ft 19 d

fatlouni Bonk of

"<nf 1S12.-I hereby certify that 1 b«
Id have found then correct. The 8eeiSecurltiM, representing the Fund* aa abovi

he year to SOth December 1611, of
o been exhibited to me.
JOHN T. WATSON. Auditor.
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APPENDIX C.

Excursion Account.

Abstract of Accounts—Year ipii.

Balance brought from last Account, ....
Payments therefrom :

—

Auditor's Fee for 1910, p^2 2

Printing Index to Bavarian Album, etc., . . i 19

£S5
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APPENDIX D.

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Societv (Aberdeen Branch).

REPORT 1911.

The Committee beg to submit tlie Sixtli Annual Report of

the Branch.

The affairs of the Branch have been conducted on similar

lines as in the preceding years.

The Membership of the Branch has been slightly increased

during the year, six new members having joined. On the other

hand, the names of several have been removed by death,

departure from the district, and other causes Amongst others,

the Branch is about to lose the services and assistance of

Mr John D. Crozier, Forester, Durris, one of the originators

of the Branch, a member of the Committee, and one of the

most active, enthusiastic and helpful members of the Branch,

who has received an important Government appointment in

Ireland.

During the year four meetings of the Branch have been held,

on 14th January, 20th May, 15th July, and 14th October.

At the Annual General Meeting in January, a paper was read

by Mr Donald Munro, Silverbank Sawmills, Banchory, on

"The Home Timber Outlook and the Urgent Need for

Afforestation," the paper being followed by the Daily Mail

cinematograph him " From Forest to Breakfast Table," and

other local views. Both the paper and the views were most

interesting, and the meeting was very largely attended both by

members of the Branch and of the public. The May meeting

took the form of a visitation to the wood-yard of Messrs

John Fleming & Co., Ltd., and the box factory of Messrs

\V. Fiddes & Son, Ltd., Torry, the party being conducted over

the premises by Sir John Fleming and Councillor Fiddes, the

heads of the respective works, and there was much to interest

members at both places, the machinery and mechanical appli-

ances being particularly deserving of notice. Afterwards the

members had lunch in the Imperial Hotel. An Excursion to

the woods of Ballogie, owned by W. E, Nicol, Esq., was made

on 15th July, when a most enjoyable and profitable day was

spent, the Excursion being attended by thirty-eight members
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and friends. At the October meeting, Mr J. A. Duthie,

Pinewood Park, read a paper entitled "The Trade Nursery, and

its Functions in the Extension of Afforestation." The members

present, recognising that Mr Duthie was one who was, from

his long practical experience of the development of the Nursery

trade, entitled to speak with authority on his subject, listened

to it with great appreciation, and an interesting discussion

afterwards took place.

At the last Annual General Meeting of the Branch, a proposal

was made to form a Library of books and periodicals dealing

with forestry and kindred subjects, for use among the members.

This was referred to a Committee. After considerable delibera-

tion, and after securing the adhesion of most of the members
to the proposal, the scheme has now been fairly launched, and

some fifty volumes of useful books acquired, the greater pro-

portion of which are the newest publications on the subject,

while it is intended to arrange, by communication with other

kindred societies, to secure annually copies of their publications

for circulation among the members. The Branch authorised

the expenditure of ^lo from its funds as a commencement,

which has been expended. It may be necessary to set apart

annually a small sum for the further development of the Library,

but it is hoped that members who may possess duplicates or

a superfluity of works on forestry, may kindly contribute to

enlarging the number of works on the subject.

We have to thank our Honorary Secretary for kindly supplying

accommodation for the Library, and in undertaking the duties

of librarian.

A catalogue of the Library, along with the rules, are now
being prepared, and will in a few days be in the hands of the

members, so that by the New Year it is expected the Library

will be open- for circulation.

The Committee have again to record their thanks to Professor

Trail, and the University Authorities, for being allowed to use

the Botanical class-room for the meetings of the Branch.

Sydney J. Gammell,
President.

George D. Massie,

Honorary Secretary.

Aberdekx, 9//i December 191 1.
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APPENDIX F.

Office-Bearers for 1912 :

—

PATRON.

His Miiji'sty The King.

PRESIDENT.

>!ii' JoHX Stikling-Maxwkli.. Hart, of Pollok, PollokshawB.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

W. Steuaut FoTHiii.NGiiA.M of :\luit 1]] v, Pcrtlishiic.

RoKiciiT Forbes, Overseer, Keiniet Estate Office, Alloa.

A. W. BoRTHwiCK, D.Se., 46 George Square, Ediiibur^li.

Sydney .T. (iAMMEi.L of Drumtoclity, Couiite.sswells House, Bieldside,

Aberdeen

Chas. Buchanan, Overseer, Penicuik Estate, Penicuik.

The Lord Lovat, D.S.O., Beaufort Castle, Beauly.

COUNCIL.
Hon. Life Member.

Sir Kenneth J. Mackenzie, Bart, of Gairloch, 10 Moray Place, Edinburgh.

Ordinary ISI embers.

G. U. Macdonald, Overseer, Haystoun Estate, Woodl)ine Cottage, Peebles.

Robert Allan, Factor, Polkenimet, "Whitburn.

Adam Spiers, Timber Merchant, Warriston Saw-Mills, Edinburgh.

James Cook, Land Steward, Arniston, Gorebridge.

Alexander Mitchell, Forester, Rosebery, Gorebridge.

Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart., Loidmaw Castle, Stranraer.

Frank Scott, Forester, Scone.

Geo. Leven, Forester, Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh.

John Bkoom, Wood Merchant, Bathgate.

John F. Annand, Lecturer in Forestry, Armstrong College, Xewcastle-upon-
Tyne.

John W. M'Hattie, Superintendent of City Parks, City Chambers,
Edinburgh.

Brodie of Brodie, Brodie Castle, Forres.

William Dawson, M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in Forestry, Marischal College,

Aberdeen.

John MsTHviiXN, Nurseryman, 15 Princes Street, Edinburgh.

*Gilbert Brown, Wood Manager, Grantown-on-Spey.

William Davidson, Forester, Pannuire, Carnoustie.

A. T. Gillanders, F.E.S., Forester, Park Cottage, Alnwick.

W. H. Massie, Nurserj-nian, 1 Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

A. D. Richardson, 6 Dalkeith Street, Joppa.

Captain Archibald Stirling of Keir, Dunblane.

James Whitton, Superintendent of City Parks, City Chambers, Glasgow.

" Lord Balcarres, who was elected at the Annual Meeting, found it

impossilde to accept office meantime and the Council elected Mr Gilbert

Brown to the vacancy.
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HON. SECRETARY.
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F.R.S. of Ottawa. Ciiief Geologist to Government of

Canada, Ottawa.
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LOCAL SECRETARIES.

ScollanrL
Counties.

Aberdeen, . John Clark, Forester, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

John Miohie, M.Y.O., Factor, Balmoral, Ballater.

Argyll, . . H. L. Macdoxald of Dunach, Olum.

Ayr, . . Andrew D. Page, Ovei'seer, Culzean Home Farm, Ayr.

A. B. Robertson, Forester, The Dean, Kilmarnock.

Berwick, . W.\i. Milne, Foulden Newton, Berwick -on -Tweed.

B%dc, . . Wm. Inglis, Forester, Cladoch, Brodick.

J.AMES Kay, retired Forester, Barone, Rothesay.

Clackmannan,. Robert Forbes, Estate Office, Kennet, Alloa.

Dumfries, . D. Crabbe, Forester, Byreburnfoot, Canonbie.

East Lothian, . "W. S. Curr, Factor, Ninewar, Prestonkirk.

Fife, . . Wm. Gilchrist, Forester, Ni;rsery Cottage, Mount Melville,.

St Andrews.

Edmund Sang, Nurseryman, Kirkcaldy.

Forfar, . . James Crabbe, retired Forester, Glamis.

Inverness, . James A. Gossip, Nurseryman, Inverness.

Kincardine, . John Hart, Estates Office, Cowie, Stonehaven.

Kinross, . James Terris, Faclior, Dullomuir, Blairadam.

Lanark, . . John Davidson, Forester, Dakell, Motherwell.

James Whitton, Superintendent of Parks, City Chambers,
Glasgow.

Moray, . . D. Scott, Forester, Darnaway Castle, Forres.

Perth, . . John Scrimgeour, Doune Lodge, Doune.

Ross, . . John J. R. Meiklejohn, Factor, Novar, Evanton.

Miss Amy Frances Yule, Tarradale House, Muir of Ord.

Roxburgh, . John Leishman, Manager, Cavers Estate, Hawick.

R. V. Mather, Nurseryman, Kelso.

Sutherland, . Donald Robertson, Forester, Duni-obin, Golspie.

Wigtotvn, . James Hogarth, Forester, Culhorn, Stranraer.

H. H. Walker, Monreith Estate Office, Whauphill.

England.

Beds, . . Francis Mitchell, Forester, Woburn.

Berks, . . W. Storie, Whitway House, Newbury.

Cheshire, '

.

Wm. A. Forster, Belgrave Lodge, Pulford, Wre.xham.

Derby, . . S. MacBean, Estate Office, Necdwood Forest, Sudbury.

Devon, . . James Barrie, Forester, Stevenstone Estate, Torrington.

Durham, . John F. Annand, Lecturer in Forestry, Armstrong College,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Hants, . . W. R. Brown, Forester, Park Cottage, Heckfield, Winchfield.

Herts, . . James Barton, Forester, Hatfield.

Thomas Smith, Overseer, Tring Park, Wigginton, Tring.

Kent, . . R. W. Co\vper, Gortanore, Sittingbourne.

Lancashire, . D. C. Hamilton, Forester, Knowsley, Prescot.

Leicester, . Jajies Martin, The Reservoir, Knipton, Grantham.
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Enyland.
Counties.

Lincohi, . W. B. Havelock, 'J'he Xiirseries, Brocklcsby Park.

JJiddlese.'-, . Professor Boulgki;, 11 Onslow Road, Kiclimond Hill,

Loudon, S.W.

Xotts, . . Wm. Elder, Thoresbj, OUertoii, Newark.

AV. Mich IE, Forester, AVelbeck, Woik.sop.

Wii.sox ToMi.iN.sox, Forester, Cluniher Park, AVorksop.

Sufolk; . . George Hanxah, The Folly, Ampton Park, Bury St
Eduninds.

Surrey, . . .Iohn Alkxandee, 24 Lawu Cre.scent, Kew Gardens.

Warivvlc, . A. D. Chi:i.>-tie, Hillside, Frederick Road, Selly Oak,
Birnnnghaui.

Wilts, . . Axdijew Boa, Land Agent, Glenniore, The Avenue,
Trowbridge.

Tor/.; . . 1). Tait, Estate IJailitl', Ow^ton Park, Doueaster.

Duhlin,

Galwuij,

King's County.

Tipjjerary,

Ireland.

A. C. Forbes, Department of Forestry, Board of Agric-ulture.

James Wii,sox, B Sc, Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Arch. E. Moeran, Lissadell, Stillorgan Park.

Thomas Roiiert.S(ix, Fortster and Bailitl', Woodlawn.

Wm. Heniersox, FoTe.stcr, Clonad Cottage, Tullarnore.

David G, Cross, Forester, Kylisk, Xenagh.

Alex. M'Rae. Forester, Dundruni.

I
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APPENDIX G.

Presentations to the Society's Lihrai-y since the publication

of last List in Volume XXIY. Part 2.

Books.

1. Elements of British Forestry. By John Nisbet.

2 Forestryfor Woodmen. By C. 0. Hanson.

3. Com2)lete Yield Tables for British Woodlands, etc. B}* P. Treiitliani

Maw.

4 A Brief History of Forestry in Europe, I'liitcd States of America, and'

other Countries. By Professor B. E. Fernow.

5. The Care of Trees in Lawn, Street and Park By Professor B. E. Ferno^^.

6. Vocahulaire Forestier—French, German, English. By J. GeischeU

Revised by \V. R. Fisher, 1911.

7. British Trees and Shrubs. ^y Rev. C. A. Johns. Edited by E T^

Cook and W Dallimore.

8. WoAisidc and Woodland Trees. New Edition. By Edward Step,.

F.L.S.

9. The Book of the English Oak: By Charles Hurst.

10. Tne Oak: Its Natural History, Antiquity, etc. By Cliarles Mosley.

11. The Country Gentleman^s Estate Book, 1911.

12 Tree Lore. By Francis George Heath.

13. Kcw Gardens Bulletin, 1911.

14 The Trees of Great Britain and Ireland. By Henry John Elwes,

F.R.S., and Augustine Henry, ]\1 A. Vols, i to v. (By purchase.)

Government and State Reports.

15. First Iic2}ort of the Development Commissioners from May 1910 to-

March 1911.

16 89<A Report of Commissioners of H. M Woods and Forests and Land

Revenues, 1911.

17. Indian Forest Memoirs:

—

(1) Zoology Series vol. ii., part 1. By E. P. Stebbing.

(2) Forest Botany Series, vol. i.. part 1. On Some Iiulian Forest

Grasses and their (Ecology. By h. S. Hole, F.C.H.

18. Indian Forest Bulletins :

—

(1) No. 3. Relative Strength of Natural and Plantation Grotcn Teak

in Burma. By R. S. Peatson, F.L S.

(2) No. 4. A Glossary of Technical Termsfor Use in Indian Forestry..

By A. M. F. Caceia. Revised by R. S. Troup.

19. Indian Forest Records, vol. iii., part 1.

20. Review of Forest Administration in British India, 1909-1910. By

F. Beadon Bryant, Inspector-General.

21. Report of the Forest Department of Madras Presidencyfor 1910.



22. Meport on Forest Adminialraiion for 1910 in Federated Malay States.

23. Annual Report of the IVnods and. Forests Department of South

Australia, 1910-1911.

21. Annual Report of the Woods a.nd_ Forests Department of Western

Australia, 1910-1911.

25. Report on Statu Afforestation in New Zealand, 1910-1911.

26. Notes re Timbers of Western Australia, 1908. i Presented by

27. Western Australian Timhrr Tests, 1906. \ Col. Martin.

28. Forest Products of Canada—Bulletins of the Forestr}^ Branch :

—

(1) Cross Ties purchased, 1909.

(2) Tight and Slack Cooperage—Boxes and Box Sliooks, 1909.

(3) Tan Bark and Tanning Extract Used, 1909.

(4) Timber Used in Mining Operations, 1910.

(5) Cross Ties Purchased, 1910.

(6) Poles Purchased, 1910.

(7) Lumber, Square Timber, Lath and Shingles, 1910.

(8) Pulpwood, 1910.

(9) Tight and Slack Cooperage, 1910.

(10) Successful Tree Planters.

(11) Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve—Report of Boundary Survey

Parties.

(12) Wood Using Pndustries, 1910.

(13) The Dominion Forest Reserves.

(14) The Farmer's Plantation.

(15) Pveport on Timhrr Conditions, etc, along the Proposed Route of the

Hudson Bay Railway.

''16) Forest Products of Canada.

tiP. Rt'jwrt of 5th Annual Convention of Western Canada Irrigation

Association, Calgary, 1911.

30. Farm Weeds of Canada. Presented by tlui Canadian Government

E.xhibition Coniniissioner.

•31. U.S. Department of At^riculture p'orest Service Bulletins :
—

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

'J.

(8

(9

{10

(11

(12

<13

<U
<15

Eucalypts in Florida.

The Aspetis, tJicir Gron-th and Management,

Preservative Treatment of Poles.

Chaparral : Studies with JJn-arf Forests of South California.

Properties and Uses of Douglas Fir.

The Olympic National Forests,

Relation of Light Chi2)ping to the Commercial Yield of Naval Stores.

Light in Relation to Tree Gron-th.

Scrub Pine {Vmw^ Virginiana).

California Tanhark Oak.

The Crater National Forest.

Windbreaks—tJbcir Infn,tnce and. Value.

Chestnut in Tennessee.

Identification if Important North Arrurican Oaks, 1911.

Western Yellow Pine in Arizona and New Mexico.
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32. Report of State Forester on the Progress of Forestry in Vermont

U.S.A., 1911.

33. Ohio State University Heports.

34. Bulletins of the University of Illinois Agricultural E.rpcriinent Station.

3,5. Census of Production, part 8, 1907. From Board of Trade.

36. Reports of the Superintendent of Forestry, Canada, for 1910 and 1911.

Societif;s' Rkpokts and Transactions.

37. Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,

vol. xxiii., 1911.

38. Bulletins of tlie Biuvau of Economic and Social Intelligence, Rome:

—

(1) Nos. 7 and 8. (July atid August 1911)

—

New Italian Forestry

Legislation.

(2) Nos. 11 and 12. (November and December)

—

Forest Fire Insurance in Germany.

Co-operative Forestry Societies in Austria.

Second Italian Congress of Forestry.

39. Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, vol. xii , Nos. 30 to

37, with contents and index ; vol. xiii., Nos. 1 to 11.

40. Economic Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society, vol. ii., Nos. 2, 3

and 4.

41. Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1909 and 1910.

42. Journal of the Board of Agriculture.

43. Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. Ixxi., 1910.

44. Joitrnal of Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for

Ireland.

45. Canadian Forestry Association llth Annual Report, 1910.

46. Jou7'nal of the Royal Horticultural Society, October 1911.

47. Transactions of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society.

48. Transactions of the Scottish Horticultural Association, 1911.

49. Transactions of Perthshire Society of Natural Science, vol. v., part 3,

1910-1911.

50. Journal of the Department of Agriculture of Victoria, Australia.

51. Report on the IVork of the International Agricultural Institute. By
M. le Marquis Cappelli, July 1911.

52. Proceedings of the Society of American Foresters, No. 1, vol. vi., 1911.

53. Lloyd Library Bulletins.

Reprints and Miscellaneous.

54. The Study of Timber and Forest Products in America. By E. R.

Burdon, M.A., Cambridge University.

55. Scottish Forestry—Its Economic Aspect. By Sydney J. Gammell.

56. Early Tree Planting in Scotland. By Hugh Boyd Watt.

57. The Woodlands of England. By C. E. Moss, W. M. Rankin and

A. G. Tansley.

58. Silviculture upon Glencoe Eitate, Argyllshire, 1910-1911.

c
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59. CraUcgiLS in Missouri. II. By C. S. Sargent.

€0. Vol. ix., part 2, of the Society's Transadions. Presented by

Mr James Grant, Daldowie, Glasgow.

61. Vol. xii., part 1. of the Society's Transactions. Presented by

Mr James Grant, Daldowie, Glasgow.

€2. Forestry in Japan, 1910.

63. Die Prdricn in Zentrahiordamerika and ilir Wertfvr Forstkultur.

64. Indian Forester. Allal)a])ad.

65. Forestry QnarterJy. New York.

66. Canadian Forestry Journal.

67. AgricnltHrul Fronoviist. London.

68. American Forestry. Washington.

69. The Estate Magazine

70. Timber Trades Journal. London.

71. L'Alpe. Bologna.

72. Tidskri/tfor Skoghrug. Kristiania.

73. Kultur— u. Xatzpflamen, 1911.

74. Aars^eretningfra Det Norske Skogselskah, 1910.

7o. Skogsvdrds/oreningens Tidskrift. Stockliolm.

76. Journal da Commerce des Bois. Paris.

77. Timber News. London.

78. Jievuc des Eaicx et Forets. Paris. (By jmrchase.)

79. Allgerncine Forst- und Jayd-Zeitung.
( ,, )

80. Zeitschrift fiir Forst- und Jagdicesen. ( ,, )

81. Bulletin de la Sociite Forestiere dc Franche Comte ct Belfort. (By

purchase.)
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LIST OF MKMBERS, &C.
As at 2ist June 1912.

PATRON.
HIS MOST EXCELLEXT MAJESTY THE KING.

PRESIDENT.
Sir John Stirling-Maxwell, Bart, of Pollok.

FORMER PRESIDENTS.
Year.

I Deputy-Surveyor of the Royal Forest of Dean.
1854-56 James Brown,

| ^^^^.^ Commissioner to the Earl of Seafield.

1857 The Earl of Ducie.

1858 The Earl of Stair.

1859 Sir John Hall, Bart, of Duiiglass.

I«i60 The Duke of Atholl.

1861 John I. Chalmers ot Aldbar.

1862 The Earl of Airlie.

1863 The Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, P.C.

1864-71 Robert Hutchison of Carlowrie, F.R.S.E.

1872-73 HughCleghorn, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E., of Stravithie.

1874-75 John Hutton Balfour, M.D., M.A., F.R.SS. L. & E., Professor

of Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

1876-78 The Right Hon. W. P. Adam of Blairadani, .M.P,, P.C.

1879-81 The Marquess of Lothian, K.T.

1882 Alexander Dickson, M.D., F.R.S.E., of Hartree, Regius

Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

1883-85 Hu<iH Cleghorn, M.D., LL.D., F.K.S.E., of Stravithie.

1886-87 The Right Hon. Sir Herbert Eustace Maxwell, Bart., P.C, of

Monreith-

1888-89 The Marquess of Linlithgow, Hopetoun House, South

Queensferry.

1890-93 Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.D., Sc.D., F.R.S., Professor of

Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

1894-97 The Right Hon. R. C. Munro Ferguson, M.P., P.C.

1898 Colonel F. Bailey, R.E.

1899-02 The Earl of Mansfield.

1903-06 W. Steuart Fothringham of Murthly.

1907-09 Sir Kenneth J. Mackenzie, Bart, of Gaiiloeh.

d



HONORARY MEMBERS.
Date of

Election.

1886 AvEBUKY, The Lord, D.C. L., Higii Elms, Down, Kent.

1904 R.A.ILEY, Colonel F., H.E., F.R.S.E., 7 Drumniond Place, Edinburgh.

(.\lso Life Member by Snbscription, 1887.)

1907 Castletown', The Lord, of Upjier Ossory, K.P., C.M.G., (xranston

Manor, Abbeyleix, Ireland.

1901 Gamble, J. Sykes, CLE., F.R.S., M.A., ex-Director of the Indian

Forest School, Highfield, East Liss, Hants. (Also Life Member

by Sub.scription.)

1911 GILLANDER.S, A. T. , F. E.S., Forester, Park Cottage, Alnwick,

Northumberland. (Elected Ordinary Member in 1897.)

1905 Hexky, Auguste Edmond, Professor of Natural Science, etc., National

Forest School, Nancy, France.

1886 JoHORE, The Sultan of, Johore, Malay Peninsula.

1904 Kay, James, Retired Wood Manager, Barone, Rothesay. (Elected

Ordinary Member in 1867.)

1907 KuMit, Kinya, Chief of the Imperial Bureau of Forestry, Department

of Agriculture and Commerce, Tokio, Japan.

1903 NiLSON, Jagmiistare Elis, Fore-stiindare f(ir Kolleberga skogsskola

Ljungbyhed, Sweden.

1889 Sargext, Profe.s.sor C. S. , Director of the Arnold Arboretum, Harvard

College, Brookline, Mas.sachusetts, U.S.A.

1889 ScHLiCH, Sir William, K.C.I.E., Professor of Forestry, Oxford

University.

189.^ ScinvAPPACH, Dr Adam, Professor of Forestry, Eberswalde, Prussia.

1907 SiM.MONDS, Frederick, .M.V.O., 16 Abingdon Court, Kensington

West.

1904 So.MERViLLE, Dr William, M.A., D.Sc, D.CEc, F.R.S.E., Professor

of Rural Economy, Oxford. (Also Life Member by Subscription,

1889.)

1886 Takei, Morimasa, .08 Mikuniicho, U.shima, Tokio, Japan.

1904 Thom.sox, John Grant, Retired Wood Manager, Mount Barker, Gran-

town-on-8pey. (Also Life Member by Subscription, 1855.)

HONORARY ASSOCIATE MEMBERS,
Uate of

Election.

1903 Batti.scu,mbe, Edward, Dciiuty Conservator of Forests, Nairolje,

British East Africa.

1 901 Bruok, William, College of Agriculture, 13 George Square, Edinburgh.

1901 Crombie, T. Alexander, Forester, Estate Office, Longhirst, Morpeth.

1902 Gilbert, W. Matthews, The .SVo/swian Office, Edinburgh,

1902 Smith, Fred., Highfield Mount, Brook Street, Macclesfield.

1901 Story, Eraser, Professor of Forestry, Univer-siiy of North Wales,

Bangor,

1901 Usher, Tliomas, Courthdl, Hawick,



LIFE AND ORDINARY MEMBERS.

C hulicates Past or Present Member of Council.

M „ Gold Medal.

m ,, Other Medal or Prize.

p ,, Author ofpaper published.

*
, , Life Member.

Italics indicate that present Address is unknown.

Law V. Members in anear stiall not receive the Transactions. Any
Member whose Animal Subscription remains nnpaid for two years shall

cease to be a Member of the Societ}', and no such Member shall be eligible

for re-election till his arrears have fieen jtaid u\<.

Date of

Election.

1906 ... *Abei:ciiomi5Y, Sir George William, Forglen, Turriff.

1902 ... ACL.A.ND, Sir Charles Thomas Dyke, Hart., M.A., D.L., etc.,

Killerion, Exeter.

1900 ... *Adaiii. David Rattray, S.S.C, 19 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

1907 ... *Adaik, John Downie, Nnrserymati, 75 Shandwick Place, Edin-

burgh.

1883 ... *Adam, Sir Charles Elphinstone, Bart, of Blairadam, 5 New
Square, Lincoln's Inn, Londou, AV.C.

1912 ... *Adam, Thomas, F.S.L, J. P., Property Valuator, 27 Union

Street, Gla.sgow.

1904 .. *Adams, .Joseph Wm. Atkiii, Resident Agent, Mill Hill, Middlesex.

1906 ... Adamson, John, Head Forester, Bell's Yew Green, Fraut, Sussex.

1874 ... *ADr)iNGTON, The Lord, .\ddington Manor, AVinslow, Bucks.

1904 C^ *Agne\v, Sir Andrew, Bart., Lochnaw Castle, Stranraer.

1903 ... Ailsa, The Marquess of, Culzean Ca.stle, Maybole.

1912 ... *Ainslik., James Rohei't, Assistant Conservator of Forests, Glenfall,

Newara Eliya, Ceylon.

1906 ... AixsLiE, John, Factor, Stobo, Peeblesshire.

1902 .. Alnslie, Thomas, Glenesk, Penicuik.

1908 ... AiRD, William. Mechanical Engineer, AVoodend, Muirkirk, Ayr-

shire.

1902 ... AlTCHl.sOxN, William, Assistant Forester, Weirburn Cottage,

Grant's House.

1907 ... AiTKEN, James, Assistant Forester, Dean Road, Kilmarnock.

1905 ... Alexander, Henry, Head Forester, Grimstone Estate, Gilling

Eist, York.

1883 ^j *Alexandeii, John A., 24 Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens, Surrey.

1908 ... Alexander, John, Nurseryman, 8 Chamberlain Road, Edinburgh.

1905 ... Allan, James, Forester, 6 Bostock Road, Middlewick, Cheshire.

1903 C*Allan, Robert, F.S.L, F.H.R.S., Factor, Halfway House,

Polkemmet, Whitburn.

1909 ... Alllson, Thomas, Solicitor and Factor, Fort William.

1910 .... A]«os, Frank, Surveyor and Auctioneer, The Parade, Canterbury.

1907 ... Anderson, James, 467 Cameron Avenue, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.



Date of

Election.

1906 ... Ander.sox, Roliert, Foreman Forester, Bowiiiont Forest, Ro.x-

burgh.

1901 ... *Ander.sox, Robeit, Bailiff, Phceuix Park, Dublin.

1909 ... Anderson', Robert Lawson, Forester, Balgate, Kiltarlity, Beauly.

1887 C»!/j AxNAXD, John F., Lecturer in Forestry, Armstrong College,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1903 ... Anstruthek, Sir Ralph, Bart. ofBaleaskie, Pittenweem.

190-3 Hi. Archibalp, John Clark, Head Forester, Eden Hall, Lang-

wathliy, H.S.O., ("uinberland.

1898 ... Armstiionc, Thos. J. A., Factor, Glenborrodale, Salen, Fort

William.

1904 ... Akxott, William. Head Forester, Ardtorni.sli Estate, Morvern,

by Obaii,

1910 ... Arthur, John Maurice, I. A., " Glentore," Airdrie.

1883 ... *Atholl, The Duke of, K.T., P.lair Castle, Blair Atholl.

1860 ... Au.sTiN & M'A.SLAN, Nurserymen, 89 Mitchell Street, Glasgow.

1887 J/^*Bailey, Colonel F., RE., F.R.S.E., 7 Drummond Place, Edin-

Inirgh, Past Fresiderit.

1908 .. Baili.ie, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C, Factor, etc.. Kirklands,

Melrose.

1906 w*Baiiui, Henry Robert, D.L., J. P., Duriis House, Drumoak,

.\berdeen.

1896 ... *Baiim), .]. G. A., of'Adamton, 89 Eaton Scjuare, London, S.W.

1903 ... P.AiRi), William Arthur, of Erskine, Gla.sgow.

1908 ... Bakek, Guy S., Assistant Conservator of Forests, Piritish East

Africa.

1908 ... *Bal(;ari:e.s, The Lonl, iM.P., Balcarres, Fife; and 7 Audley

Square, London, W.

1909 /} *Bai-I)EN, John, Estate Agent, Bywell Oftice, Stocksfield-on-Tyne.

1884 ... *15ai-f<uih ok Bi;i;i.i;ioii, The lii^dlt Hon. Lord, K.T., Kennet

House, Alloa.

1900 ... *Bai,kour, Charles B., of Newton Don, Kelso.

1886 ... *Balfoiir, Edward, of Balbirnie, Markineh, Fife.

1906 y; liAi.FOUii, Frederick Robert Ste])hen, J. P., Dawyck, Stobo,

Peeblesshire.

1877 /> "Bai.eour, Isaac Bayley, LL.I)., ScD., iM.D., F.L.S., Professor

of Botany, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, Fast PresiderU.

1892 ... Bai,i,in<;ai,l, Niel, Sweet Bank, Markineh, Fife.

1909 ... Baplie, jrUliam, Assistant Forester, Larnrlibeg, Lochaline,

Morvern.

1904 ... *I^AKi!OliK, George Freeland, of lionskeid, Pitlochry.

1897 ... Barclay, Roliert Leatlumi, Banker, 54 Londwrd St., London, E.C.

1903 .., Bakne.s, Nicholas F., Head Gardener, Faton Hall, Chester.

1909 ... Bark, D., Jaines Service? & Sons, Ma,\wclltown, Dumfries.

1907 ... Bari!, John, Assistant Factor, Er.skine, Bishopton.

1895 .. *BAititiE, Jaines Alexander, Forester, Harlestone, Northampton.

1866 ,1//; *B.\i;rie, James, Forester, Stcvenstone, Torrington, North Devon.



Date of

Election.

1877 /)*1>ARHY, .lolui W., of Fyling Hall, Fyling.hiles, Scarborough,

Yorks.

1909 ... Barton, Ebenezer Johii.stone, Assi.staiit Forester, Cruaehaii,

Kilchrenaii, Taynuilt.

1874 ... Bakton, James, Forester, Hatfield Hou.se, Herts.

1904 ... Bahton, James Robert, Factor, 3 Coates Crescent, Kdnibiiri/b.

1908 ... *Baxtkr, Edward Gorrel, J. P., Teasses, Lower Largo, Fife.

1908 ... Baxpeii, James, Gardener, Gorddinog, Llanfairfecban, Carnarvon-

sliire.

1910 ... P,ayley, James Francis, W.S., 4 Hill Street, Edinburgb.

190t ... Be.AUMONT, Koliert, Assistant Forester, c/o Mr iWown, Colliers

End, North Ware, Herts.

1897 ... *Begg, James, liosslyne, Culter, by Aberdeen.

1883 ... *Bem,, Andrew, Forester, Rothes, Elgin.

1898 ... Bkli, David, Seed Merchant, Coburg Street, Leitb.

1907 ... Bell, David, Assistant Forester, Pilsley, Bakewell, Derbyshire.

1910 ... *Bkll, Sir James, Bart., of Montgreenan, Kilmarnock.

1908 ... Bell, John R., Assistant Fore.ster, Colstonn, Haddington^

1900 ... Bell, Hobeir, Land Steward, Baronscourt, Newtown-Stewart,

Ireland.

1900 ... Bell, William, Forester, Haltliayoek, Perth.

1871 ... *Bell, William, of Gribdae, 37 Melbourne Grove, Dulwich,

London, S.E.

1911 .. Bennett, K. J., Savoy Park, Ayr.

190.0 ... Bennett, John, Forester and Acting Sul)- Agent, Town's End,

Wolverton, Basingstoke.

1903 ... Bentikck, Lord Henry, ALP., Underley Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale.

1904 ... *Berry, Charles Walter, B.A., 11 Atholl Crescent, Edinburgh.

1889 m Berry, Francis, Forester, Minto, Hawick.

1911 ... Bethell, Slingsby Wcstbury, Bkckford, Kothienornian.

1907 ... Bevkiudge, James, F'orester, Nornianbj', Doncaster.

1903 ... Binning, The Lord, Mellenstain, Kelso.

1909 ... Blscoe, T. R., of Newton, Kingillie, Kirkliill P.S.O., Inverncss-

.shire.

1897 ... *Black, Alexander, The Gardens, Carton, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

1908 ... *Black, Florance William, of Kailzie, Peeblesshire.

1904 ... -Black, John, Factor, Cortachy Castle, Kirriemuir.

1911 ... Black, William, Timber Merchant, 37 Clerk Street, Brechin.

1908 ... Blacklaws, John, Head Forester, Seafield Cottage, Portsoy.

1908 ... Blair, Charles, Glen foot, Tillicoultry.

1910 ... Blair, Captain Hunter, R.N., of Blairquhan, Ayrshire.

1903 ... Blair, Thomas, Farmer, Hoprig Mains, Gladsmuir.

1872 ... Boa, Andrew, Estate Agent, Glenmore, The Avenue, Trowbridge.

1877 ... *BoLCKOW, C. F. H., of Brackenhoe, Kenti.sknowle, Torquay.

1892 ... Bond, Thomas, Forester, Lambton Park, F'ence Houses, Durham.

1895 ... *BoORi), AV. Bertram, Land Agent, Bewerley, Pateley Bridge,

Yorks.

1909 ... Booth, Miss Cary, 39 Mozartstrasse, Grosslichterfekle, Germany.
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1898 CJ/j:>*BoRTH\vicic, Albert W., D.Sc, 46 Ceorge Si|iiare, Edinburgh.

1898 ... BoRTHWiCK, Francis.!. G., W.S., 9 Hill Street, Edinburgh.

1908 ... *BoRTHWiCK, Henry, Borthwick Castle, Gorebridge.

1887 .1/^ BoULGER, Professor G. S., 11 Onslow Ko:id, Richmond Hill,

London, S.W.

1906 ... Bowman, .John, Assistant Forester. Kineluny, Durris, Alierdeen.

1912 ... Boyd, Alexander, Gardener, Tlie Gardens, Ardgour, Argyllshire.

1883 Cp Boyd, John, Crown Forester's House, Ford, Argyll.

1897 ... Braid, J. B., Forester, Witley Court, Great "Witley, Worcester.

1902 ... *Bi;aid, William Wii.son, 20 Essleniont Itoad, Craigmillar Park,

Edinburgh.

1907 ... Breadalbane. Tiic Marchioness of. Black Mount, Bridge of

Orchy, Argyllshire.

1911 ... *BitEBXER, Robert F., Factor, Crecy House, Isle of Whithorn,

Wigtownshire.

1910 ... Buoadford, David, Forester, 189 Langley Old Hall, Langley,

Hudderstield, Yorks.

1907 QjBrodie, Ian, ot Brodie, Brodie Castle, Forres.

1911 "*.. *Bkook, Charles, of Kinmount, Annan.

1900 C*Broom, John, Wood Merchant, Bathgate.

1900 ... *Brow.n, Charles, Factor, Kerse, Falkirk.

1911 ... Brown, Duncan, Foreman Forester, The Gardens, Birr Castle,

King's Co., Ireland.

1910 p IjKOWN, Francis Loftus Cowley Cowley-, Principal, South Indian

Forest College, Coimbatore, S. India.

1904 ... Brown, George, Timber Merchant, Buckhaven Saw-mill8,

Buckhaven.

1900 Cmyj *Brown, Gilbert, Wood ^Manager, (Jrautown, Strathspey.

1878 ... Brown, J. A. Harvie-, of(,)uarter, Dunipace House, Larbert.

1899 ... BitowN, John, Factor. Tour Makeady Estates Oifice, Tour

Makeady, Co. Mayo, Ireland.

1896 ... *Bro\vn, Kev. W. Wallace, JMinister of Alness, Koss-shire.

1895 ... Brown, Walter K. , Forester, Park Cottage, Hecktield, near

Winchfield, Hants.

1900 ... BiMjWN, William, Forester, Lis.sailell, Sligo, Ireland.

1905 ... I'>iti'(;E, Alexander, Timljer Merchant, 68 (iordon Street, Glasgow.

1907 ... Bruce, Charle.s, Assistant Forester, Beaunianor Park, Wood-

liouse, Loughborough, Leicestershire.

1901 ... Bruce, David, Overseer, Earimck Estate Office, Hillhouse,

Hamilton.

1910 Bruce, David, M.A., LL.B., 141 West George Street, Gla.sgow.

189.5 ... ''liRUcE, Peter, Manager, Achnacloich, Culnadalloch, by Connel.

1909 ... Brunton, James S., Forester, Ilursley Park, near Winchester,

Hants.

1904 ... Bkunton, John, H(!ad Forester, Langley I'aik, Norwich.

1907 ... *Bryden, Thomas, Nurseryman, Dennison Nurseries, Ayr.

1897 ... Brvdon, John, Seed .Mercliant ami Nurseryman, Darlington,

Co. Durham.
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1879 TO*BuccLKU(;ii, Tlie Duke of, K.T., Dalkeith Palace, Dalkeith.

1912 ... BuCHAN, Kohei't, Assistant Forester, Foswell, Auehterarder,

Perthshire.

1879 C*BucHANAN, Charles, Overseer, Penicuik Estate, Penicuik.

1911 ... Buchanan, John Hamilton, of Leny, Callauder.

1906 ... BuRNKTT, Sir Thomas, Bart.. Crathes Castle, Crathes, N.B
1909 ... Burnley-Campbell, Colin N., 23 Melville Street, Edinburgh.

1909 ... Burn-Murdoch, Alfred Maule, Conservator of Forests, Kuala

Lumpur, Federated Malay States.

1911 ... Burrows, Alfred John, Land Agent, 41 Bank Street, Ash ford,

Kent.

1910 ... Burton, Richard Charles Fryer, District Forest Officer, George

Town, Cape Province.

1904 ... Butler, Robert, Forester, Estate Office, Blenheim Palace,

Woodstock, Oxfordshire.

1906 ... Butler, AValter James, Assistant Forester, Mellerstain Cottages,

Kelso.

1910 ... *Butter, Charles A. J., Cluniemore, Pitlochry.

1909 ... *BuxTON, Walter L., of Bolvvich, Marsham, Norwich.

1909 ... *Caccia, Anthony M., M.V.O., 19 Linton Koad, Oxford.

1902 p*Cat)E],u Henry Moubray, of Grange and Banton, B.Sc,

F.R.S.E., F.A.S., J. P., etc.. Grange, Linlithgow.

1912 ... Caesar, William, Solicitor, Bathgate.

1908 ... *Calder, James Charles, of Ledlanet, Milnathort.

1912 ... Calder, John Joseph, of Ardargie, Forgandenny.

1906 ... Calderhkad, William, Overseer, Eredine, Port Sonachan, Argyll-

shire.

1901 ... Cameron, Alex., Balmina, Cookstown.

1910 ... Cameron, Angus, F.S I., Factor, Benmore, Kilmun, by Greenock.

1908 ... Cameron, Colin M., Factor, Balmakyle, Munlochy.

1907 ... Cameron, Donald Walter, of Lochiel, Achnacarry, Spean Bridge.

1911 ... Cameron, Duncan C, Assistant Forester, Damshot, Pollokshaws.

1902 ... Cameron, Ewan, of Rutherford, West Linton.

1908 ... Cameron, John, Forester, Lsel Hall, Cockermouth, Cumberland.

1899 ... *Came]ion, John J., Norwood, Hamilton.

1904 ... Cameron, Robert, Estate Manager, Barcaldine, Ledaig, Argyll-

shire.

1912 ... Campbell, Aiiauj, Factor's Assistant, Cromartie Estates, Kildary,

Ross-shire.

1909 ... Campbell, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Dahell Farm, Motherwell.

1895 ... Campbell, Alexander, Land Steward, Kosemill Cottage, Strath-

martin, by Dundee.

1899 ... Campbell, Alexander, Tullvniullv, Dunkeld.

1904 ... C.\MPBELL, David S., Forester, Middleton Hall, Belford,

Northumberland.

190 8 ... Campbell, Donald, Assistant Forester, Homestall Cottage, Ashurst-

wood, t^Ksse.i-.



Date of
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1897 ... *Campbei,i,, James Arthur, Arduaiiie, Lochgilphead, Ari^yll.sliire.

1900 ... Campbell, James S., Forester, Ginsboro Hall, Ginsboro, Yorks,

1906 ... Campbell, John, Land Steward, Forss Estates, Westfield, Thur.so.

1911 ... *Campbell, Keir Arthur, Student, Arduaine, Lochgilphead.

1908 ... Campbell, Patrick William, of Auchairne, W.S., 25 Moray

Place, I'-dinburgh.

1901 ... Campbell, Peter Purdie, Factor, Lee and Carnwath Estates

Office, Cartlnnd, Lantirk.

1908 .. Campbell, Robert, P>.Sc. , Geological Lahoratorj', Edinburgh

University.

1909 ... Campion, Edward, Assistant Forester, Stockeld Park, Wetherby,

Yorks.

1903 ... Canch, Thomas Richard, ii.Sc, P.A.S.L, 3 Oreenbank Crescent,

Morningside, Edinburgh.

1911 ... Cane, "William, Assistant Forester, Brown's Lodge, Pembury,

Tunbridge Wells.

1903 ... *Capel, James Carnegy Arbuthnott, of Ballnamon, 34 Roland

Gardens, London. S.W.

1896 ... *Carmichael, The Lord, Governor of Madras, India.

1910 -/rt Cakmichael, James Brown, Land Steward, Cotcsbach Fields,

Lutterworth, S. Leicestershire.

1908 ... Cakmichael, James Louis, younger of Arthurstone, Arthurstone,

Meigl<>.

1906 ... Cakne<;ie, James, of Stronvar, Balquhiddcr.

1907 ... Carxeijie, Robert, Foreman Forester, Forester's Cottage,

(Irantully, Ballinluig.

1903 ... Carrtjtheus, Major Francis John, of Dorniont, Lockerbie.

1898 ... *Carson, Davnl Simpson, C.A., 209 West George Street,

Glasgow.

1907 ... Cassells, Andrew, Assistant Forester, Star, Markinch, Fife.

1904 ... CATHCAiri', Sir Iteginald (iordmi, Bart., Cluny Castle, Aberdeen-

shire.

1911 ... Cavekhili., W. H., Factor, Tin; Glen, Innerleithen.

1909 ... Chadvvkjk, James Melville, Findhorn House, Forres.

1906 *Chalciiaet, George Barker, " Hillside," (limingham, near Nortii

Walsham, Norfolk.

1911 ... Chalmers, Frank, Soli<'itor, 13 ili.selaw Road, Edinburgh.

1897 ... Chalmeus, Jaines, Overseer, Gask, Auchterartler, I'erthshire.

1898 ... Chai.meiis, James, Overseer, Estate Office, Ballochmyle,

Mauchline.

1904 ... Chalmers, Robert W. , Assistant Forester, I'^arlyvale Estate,

Eddleston.

1911 ,. Cjiap.MAN, Alfred, Assistant Forester, Clumber Park, Worksop,

Notts.

1892 ... Chap.man, Andrew, Factor, Dinwoodie Lodge, Lockerbie,

Dumlriesshire.

1909 ... Chai'Man", William, Foninian, Canonbie Saw-mill, Canonbie.

1908 .. Chep..msii)K, Sir Herbert, Newstead Abl)ey, Nottingham.
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1906 .. Chishoi.m, Ali^xaiulcr M'KiMizic, Clerk of Works. Dalkeitli Park,

Dalkeith.

Chisholm, George, Forester, Wisliaw House, Wishaw.

Chowleu, Christopher, Gamekeeper, Dalkeith Park, Dalkeitli.

Chiilstik, Alex. D., Hillside, Frederick Road, Selly Oak, Hir-

luingliaiii.

Christie, Charles, Factor, Estate Office, Strathdon.

Christie, James Siiitoii, Assistant Gardener, 50 Vicarage Road,

Cambervvell, London, S.E.

Chri.«!TIE, Miss Isabella Robertson, of Cowden, Dollar.

Christie, Thomas, Nurseryman, Rosefield Nurseries, Forres.

Christie, William, Nurseryman, Fochabers.

Clakk, Charles, Forester, Cawdor Castle, Nairn.

Clark, Francis Ion, Estate Office, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

Clark, George; Assistant Forester, Keiloch, Invercauld, Ballater.

Clark, George, Assistant Forester, Forester's Botliy, Thirlmere,

Grasm ere.

C'/) Clark, John, Forester, Kelly, Methlick, Aberdeen.

. Clark, John, Forester, Almond Dell, Old Clapperton Hall,

Midcalder.

*('LARK, William, 66 Queen Street, Edinburgh.

Clark, William, Assistant, Minto Estates Othce, Hawick.

Glarkson, Alexander G., Assistant Forester, Lindertis, Kirreviuir.

Clerk Ratiray, Colonel Burn, of Craighall Rattray, Blairgowrie.

Clinton-Baker, Henry Wm., J. P., of Bayfordbury, Hertford.

*Clinton, The Lord, Fettercairn House, Ft^ttercairii.

Clyne, James, Engineer, Knappach, Banchory.

*CoATS, Sir Thomas Glen, Bart., Ferguslie Park, Paisley.

Cobb, Herbert JMansfield, Land Agent, Higham, Rochester,

Kent.

Cocker, Alexander Morrison, Nurseryman, Sunnypark Nursery,

Aberdeen.

*CoKE, Hon. Richard, Weasenham, Swaff'bam.

Coles, Walter G., Engineer, Board of Agriculture, 122 (!corge

Street, Edinburgh.

Collie, Alexander, Head Forester, Nettlebed, Hcnleji-on-Tluiin.cs.

Collier, James, Assistant Forester, Estate Yard, AVoodlawn,

Co. Galway.

*Colquhoun, Andrew, 75 Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

Colston, William G., Estate Clerk, Castlemilk Estates Office,

Norwood, Lockerbie.

Colt.max, William Hew, J. P., B.A., Barrister, Blelack, Dinnet,

Aberdeenshire.

CoMRiE, Patrick, Laud Agent, Waterside, Dahy, Ayrshire.

Connor, George A., Factor, Craigielaw, Longniddry.

C*C00K, James, Land Steward, Arniston, Gorebridge, Midlothian.

Cook, Melville Anderson, Assistant Forester, Glamis, Forfarshiie.

C(J0PER, George Mearus, Seedsman, 72 Guild Street, Aberdeen.
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liHl ... CoiiBlN. H. Hu^h, B.Sc, Woods and Forests Dept., Adelaide,

South Australi;).

1911 ... CoiiBiN, John Christopher, Student, Louisville, Davidson'.s Mains.

1904 ... Cour.viij Charles, Assistant Forester, Rose Cottage, Achnacarry,

Spe:m Bridge.

1897 ... *CouPAK, Wni., Ovenster, Halgowan, Perthshire.

1912 ... C0UIT.S, Duncan, Apprentice Forester, Haddo House, Aherdeen.

1910 ... CouTTS, James, Assistant Forester, Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire.

1908 ... CouTT.s, Wm., Forester, Gardener, and Ground Officer, Learney,

Torphins, Aherdeen.

1908 ... *Co\VAN, Ale.xander, Valleyfiekl, Penicuik.

1876 ... *CoWAX, Charles W., Dalhousie Castle, Bonnyrigg, Lasswade.

1892 ... *Co\VAX, George, 1 Gillslaud Road, Edinburgh.

1908 ... Cowan, Henry Hargrave, Seatield Estates Office, Elgin.

1899 ... *CowAX, Robert, Mains of Househill, Nairn.

1901 ... *CowAN, Robert Craig, Eskhill, Inveresk.

1910 ?>i Cowan, Rol)ert, Head Forester, Hoddom Cross, Ecclefechan.

1912 ... CowiESOX, Fred Davidson, Structural EuL'ineer, 3 Charles Street,

St Rollox, Glasgow.

1874 ... *CowpEH, R. W., (Jortanore, Sittingbomiie. Kent.

1904 ... *Cox, Albert K., of Dungarthill, DunkeM.

1904 ... *Cox, William Henry, of Snaigow, Murtlily.

1900 ... Ckabhe, Alfred, Forester, Glands.

1875 m Crabbe, David, Forester, Byteburnfoot, Canonbie, Dnmriiesshire.

1867 CCrahbe, James, Glamis.

1904 ... Chak;, .Alexander, Assistant Forester, Glands,

1909 ... *Crai(;, Sir Archibald Gibson, Bart. ofRiccarton, Currie.

1875 ... NJrak;, Wm., M.D., CM., F.R.S.E., 71 liruntsfield Place,

Edinburgli.

1903 ... CiiANsroUN, Charles Josepli ivlmondstonne, of Corehouse, Lanark.

1908 ... *CiiAW, John Taylor, Factor and Farmer, Coldstream.

1899 ... Chekai:, David, Land Steward, Methven Castle, Perth.

1911 ... CincirrnN, Edward James, Wood Merchant's Clerk, Silvorbank

Sawmills, l>anchorv.

1903 ... CnoM,. .b)hn, of]). & W. Croll, Nurseryman, Dundee.

1900 ... *Cn(JOKs, .lames, Tindier Merchant, Woo<llands, Kccleston Park,

Prescot.

1865 ... *Ciioss, David G., Forester, Kylisk, Neniigli, Ireland.

1895C'm^ *Ciu)ZiER, John D., Dept. of Forestry, Board of Agriculture,

Dublin.

1910 ... Crude.m, Lewis (i., For(!ster, Hast Lodge, Brucklay, Aberd(!onshire.

1907 ... CitiJicKSHA.NK, James, Farmer and Hotelkeeper, Port F^rroll,

AberdcfMishire.

1900 ... CuM.MiNi;, .lohii H., Ovrrseer, lloyal Dublin Society, Ball's

Bridge, Dublin.

1911 ... Cii.M .MING, Thomas, Forester, Cluinomore Estate, Pitlochry.

1906 ... Ci',mm;n<;, William, Nursery Foreman, I'urnside Nurseries,

Aberdeen.
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*CuNNiNGHAM, Captain John, Leithen Lodge, Innerleithen.

*CuNNiNGHAM, George, Advocate, The Square, Kingsley Green,

Hasleniore, Surrey.

CUxNNiN(!HAM, John Gilchrist, of Lethani, 2 Gladstone Terrace,

Burntisland.

Cunningham, Kobert, Forester, Glenlogan, by Mauchline,

Ayrshire.

*CuKK, W. S., Factor, Ninewar, Frestonkirk.

CuTiiBERTSON, Evan James, W.S., 12 Church Hill, Edinburgh.

Dale, Robert, Forester, The Nursery, Sorn Castle, Ayrshire.

*Dalglkish, John I., of Westgrange, Brankston Grange, Bogside

Station, Alloa.

*DAUiLErsH, Sir William Ogilvie, Bart., Errol Park, Errol.

*Dalhousie, The Earl of, Brechin Custle, Forfarshire.

Dalkeith, The Earl of, Eildon Hall, St Bos wells.

*Dallimore, William, Assistant, Royal Gardens, Kew, 43 Ley-

borne Park, Kew Gardens, Surrey.

Dalkymple, Hon. Hew H., Lochinch, Castle Kennedy,

Wigtownshire.

*Dalrymple, The Lord, M.P., Lochinch, Stranraer.

Dalkymple, The Right Hon. Sir Charles, Bart., P.C, of New-
hailes, Musselburgh.

Dalziel, Henry, Assistant Forester, Cormiston Towers, Biygar.

*Daniell, Cyrus Leaf, of Early vale, Eddleston, N.B.

David, Albert E., Assistant Forester, Erlestoke, nr. Devizes, Wilts.

Davidson, James, 12 South Charlotte Street, Edinburgh.

mp Davidson, John, Forester, Dalzell, Motherwell, Lanarkshire.

.. Davidson, Major Duncan Francis, Dess, Aberdeenshire.

C *Davidson', William, Forester, Panmure, Carnoustie.

.. Davie, George, Overseer, Balruddery Gardens, near Dundee.

.. Davie, Thomas, Forester, Lundie, near Lochee.

C^ *Dawson, William, M.A., B.Sc.(Agr. ), Lecturer iu Forestry,

Marischal College, Aberdeen.

Deas, James, Devon Cottage, Bonnyrigg.

Denholm, John, Timber Merchant, Bo'ness.

Dewak, Alex., Factor, Fasque Estates Office, Fettercairn.

Dewar, H. R., Forester, Beaufort Castle, Beauly.

*De\vak, Sir John A., Bart., ALP.. Perth.

Dick, Colonel A. C. D. , Pitkerro House, by Dundee.

*DiGBY, The Right Hon. Baron, Minterue, Cerne, Dorsetshire.

DoDS, John Henry, Factor, Garscube, etc.. Estates, Cairnhill,

Bcarsden.

*DuN, Alex., Mikalongwe, Nynsaland.

Donaldson, James, Timl)er Merchant, Tayport, Fife.

Doughty, James T. S. , Solicitor and Factoi-, Ay ton.

*D0UGLAs, Alex.. Estate Bailitfs Office, Dean Road, Scarboiongh.

Douglas, Captain Palmer, of Cavers, Hawick.
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1887 ... DouoLA.s, Robert, 64 Princes Street, Edinburgh.

1903 ... Douglas, William G., Forester, Ingleborough K.statc, Chipliam,

Yorks.

1911 ... Dori,i,. Donald, .M.A., A.K'.C.Sc, High School, Kelso.

1903 ... Dow, Alexatidnr, Fore-ter, Bretby Pnrk, Biirtoiiou-Ttent.

1898 7)1 Dow, TiioiM.is, Forester, Wakefield I.awn, Stony Stratford,

Buck';.

1909 ... DiiUMMOM., A. Hay. of Oronili.x, Duiililaiie.

1900 ... Dkum.mono, Dudley W., Coniniissiouer, Cawdor Estate Office,

Carmarthen, South Wales.

1904 ... DiMi.MMOND. William, Head Forester, Fairburu Kstate, .Muir of

Old, Ross-shire.

1862 ... DiiU.MMONi) & Sons, William, Nurserymen, Stirling.

1912 ... DuYSDALE, A. Leslie, Hartfell, Colinton.

1912 ... DiiYSDALE, Alexander. Assistant Forester, Foresters' Cottages,

Altyre, Forres.

1909 ... Drysdale, Thomas, Land Steward, Estate Office, Auchinleck.

1908 ... Duchesne, M. C, Land Agent, Farnham Common, Slough, Bucks.

1909 ... *Di:ff, .\lexander ^L, Land Steward and Farm Manager, Nine-

wells, Siiaigow, ^Murthl}'.

1912 ... Duff, James, Assistant Forester, Torbain Lodge, Raith,

Ivirkcaldy.

1907 ... Duff, John Wharton Wharton, of Orton and Barmuchity,

Morayshire.

1903 ... Duff, Mrs M. .M. Wharton-, of Orton, .Morayshire.

1907 ... Duff, Thomas Gordon, of Drumniuir and Park, lianflsliire.

1907 ... l)u(;uii), Charles, Head Forester, Philortli, Fraserburgh.

1910 ... DuNiiAi;, John Christie Flockhart, Factor, Crathes Castle,

Crathe.s.

1911 ... ])UNM'AN, Peter, Assistant Forester, JM-nmore, Kilmun.

1910 ... DuNOAN, Robert, Forester, Kilmaroiiaig Cottage, Connel, Argyll.

1907 ... DuN(;r,Ass, Tlie Lord, Springhill, Coldstream.

1905 ... DuNsTAN, M. i. K., Principal of South-Eastern Agricultural

('ollege, Wj'e, Kent.

1902 ... *l)ri!iiAM, The Earl of, K.(!,, Lamblou Castle, Dmham.
1873 ... DruwAiMi, I'obert, Estate .Manager, Blelack, Diunet, Aberdeen-

sliire.

1912 ... DiiTHiF,, Edwin Charley Nur.sery Assistant, Evvan Place,

Count esswells Road, Aberdeen.

1900 ... Di'iiiii:, .bones A., of I'enjamin Rcid k Co., Niir.serynien,

Alierdeen.

1898 ... Ead.so.n, 'i'homas G., Fore.ster, Whaley, MaDslicld.

1911 ... Easson, Thomas S., W.S., 66 Queen Street, Edinburgh.

1885 ... Edington, Francis, Overseer, Moid< Coniston Park, Lancashire.

1906 ... Kdgak, James, Factor, Poltalloch Estate Office, Lochgilphead.

1904 .. EiiMONi), .lames. Assistant, Wemyss Castle Estate Office, i'>ast

Wernyss, Fife.
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1899 mp Kdward.s, Alex. W. B., Forester, Tliirlmere Estate, vm Grasmere.

1912 ... Edwards, Johnston, Assistant Forester, Murthly, Perthshire.

1893 ... Eldeii, William, Forester, Thoresby, Ollerton, Newark, Notts.

1902 ... Elmce, Captain Edward Charles, Invergarry.

1911 /^ELLior, George F. Scott, Meadowhead, Liberton.

1899 ... *Ellison, Francis B., Bragleenbeg, Kilninver, Oban.

190-1 .. *Em'hi.n.stone, The Lord, Carberry Tower, Musselburgh.

1901 y>EL\VES, Henry John, F.R.S., of Colesborne, Cheltenham.

1901 ... Er.skine, Richard Brittain, Oaklands, Trinity, Edinburgh.

1898 ... EvvAN-, Peter, Forester, The Manse, Kingsburgh Square, Wilton,

Salisbury,

1873 ... EwiNG, David, Forester, Strichen House, Aberdeen.

1904 ... EwiNG, Guy, F.S.I.. 80 Chancery Lane, Lt.ndon, "W.C.

1906 ... Fau;hney, John, Forester, Blythswood, Renfrew.

1906 ... Fairbaikn, John, Assistant Forester, Softlaw, Kelso.

1910 ... Farquharson, Major James, of Corrachree, Tarland, Aberdeen-

sliire.

1894 ... *Farquhar.son, James, Forester, Ardgowan, Inverkip.

1911 ... Farquharsox, Right Hon. Robert, M.D.,P.C., Finzean, Aboyne.

1900 mp Feak.s, Matthew, Forester, Benniore, Kilniun.

1904 ... Fenwick, Andrew, Assistant Forester, Lhne Walk Cottage, Bose-

haugh, Avoch, Ross-shire.

1903 ... Fenwick, William, Factor, Darnaway Castle Estates Othce,

Earlsmili, Forre.s.

1908 ... Fergu.son, Donald, Joiner and 'I'indier ]\lerchant. Quarry Lane,

Lennoxtown.

1900 ... *FERGUSt)K, James Alex., Ardnitb, Partickhill, Gia.sgow.

1910 mp Fergu-son, John, Forester, Bronbechan, Tregynon, Newtown,
Montgomeryshire.

1888 ^*Fergu.son, The Right Hon. R. C. Munro, M.P., P.C., LL.D.,
of Raith and Novar, Raith, Fife, Hon. Secretary and Past

President.

1880 ... Fergusson, Sir James Ranken, Bart., Si.italhaugh, AVest Linton.

1908 ... Feunie, Alexander, Head Forester, Hopetoun, South Queens-

ferrj'.

1911 ... *Fernie, William Duncan, Forester, Balcarres, Fife.

1907 ... *Ferrie, Thomas Young, Timber Merchant, 69 Buchanan St.,

Glasgow.

1901 ... *FiNDLAY, John Ritchie, of Aberlour, Aberlour House, Aberlour.

1893 ... FiNLAYSON, Malcolm, Solicitor, CriefT, Perthshire.

1907 ... Frsh, Andrew, Forester, Boghead, Kirkmuirhill, Lanarkshire.

1909 ... Fisher, Malcolm, Forester, Cors-y-Gedd, Dyflfryn, Merioneth.

1869 ... Fisher, William, Estate Agent, Wentworth Castle, Barnsley,

Yorkshire.

1902 ... "FiTZWiLLiAM, The Earl of, Wentworth, Rotherham.

1911 ... Flear, Edwin, Assistant Forester, Boughton, Newark, Notts.

1910 ... Fleming, Archibald, Overseer. Culcreuch, Fintry, Stirlingshire.
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1899 ^Fleming, Sir John, Timlier MerclianT, Albert Saw-mills,

Aberdeen.

1906 ... "Fletcher, J. Douglas, of Roseliaugh, Avoeh, Ross-sliiro.

1911 ... Fletcher, John A., Factor, Landale, Ardgour, Argyllshire.

1909 ... Fletcher, John Sydney, 13 Braidburn Terrace, Ediiilmrgh.

1910 ... Forbes, Alistair Hugh, Factor, The Foley, Rothesay.

1890 J//7 Forbes, Arthur C, Department of Agriculture, Dublin.

1898 ... Forbes, James, Factor, Eallabus, Bridgend, Islay.

1896 ... *FoRBEs, James, The Gardens, Overtoun, Dumbartonshire.

1912 ... Forbes, John, Overseer, Cowden Home Farm, Dollar.

1878 C*Forbes, Robert, Estate Office, Rennet, Alloa.

1S73 m*FoRBEs. William, Estate Office, West Bilney Lodge, King's

Lynn, Norfolk.

1869 i/*FoR(;AN, James, Fore.ster, 5 Belhelvie Terrace, Perth.

189'2 ... FoRGAN, James, Sunnybrnes, Largo, Fife.

1889 ... FoRSTER, William A., Forester, lielgrave Lodge, I'ulford,

Wrexham.

1908 ... FoRTE.scuE, William Lvine, M. B.C.M., 7 Bon Accord Square,

Aberdeen.

1908 ... "Fortune, George R., Factor, Colin.sburgh, Fife.

1897 wtyy *FoTHRiNGHAM, W. Steuart, of jMurthly, Terthshire, Past

PreHidtnt.

1909 ... *FouLis, Arch. Keith, Factor's .Assistant, Roselea, Orchard Street,

Motherwell.

1908 ... Fowler, Sir John Edward, Bart., Braemore, Garve.

1866C??ip "France, Charles S., 13 Cairnfield Place, Aberdeen.

1901 ... "Eraser, Alexander, Solicitor and Factor, Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer, Northern Branch, 63 Church Street, Inverness.

1908 ... Fraskk, Charles James l!oy, of Lochavich, Argyllshire.

1909 m Fraskr, Geoi'ge, Assistant Forester, Kingswood, Murthly-.

1892 ... "Eraser, George, Factor, Dalzeli, Motherwell, Lanarkshire.

1902 ... "Fraskr, George M., 13 Drnnisheugh Gardens, Edinburgh.

1898 ... Eraser, James, Manager, Cahir Sawmills, Cahir, Co. Tipperary.

1899 ... "Eraser, James, Factor, Easque Estates Office, Fettercairn.

1911 ... Eraser, James, Student of Forestry, c/o Campbell, 12 Sylvan

Place, Edinburgh.

1895 ... Eraser, J. C, Nurseryman, Comely ISank, Edinburgh.

1905 ... Eraser, John, Forester, The Liitie Hill, Lcighton, L'onl)iidge

R.S.O., Salop.

1901 ... Frasicr, John M'Laren, of Invermay, Eorgamlenny, Perthshire.

1907 ... Eraser, Robert S., Bunchrew House, Bnnchrew, Inverness;

Ivy House, ComsliJill, Surrey.

1892 ... "EraseI!, Simon, Land Agent, iiuttdn in the Forest, Penrith.

1907 ... "Eraser, Sweton, Forester, Gallovie, Kingussie.

1908 ... Erase1!-Tvii,kr, James Francis, of Woodliouselee, Ro.sslyn.

1896 ... Fratek, John, Foreman Forester, Ardross Mains, Alness, Ross-

shire.

1902 ... Erater, John, Head Forester, Artlross Castle, Alness, Ross-shire.
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1907 ... Fykk, H;irvy Le.ssel.s, Assistant Forester, C.P.R. , Forestr}' Dept.,

Maple Creek, Sask, Canada.

1912 ... *Fyfe, Jobn W., F.S.I., Superintending Valuer, 53 Hanover

Street, Edinhurgh.

1906 ... Fyffc, Jt'obert, c/o Polytechnic Institute, Regent Street, London.

1907 ... Fyffe, Robert B., Aden Estates Office, Old Deer.

1904 ... Galloway, George, Quarrj'inaster, Roseangle, Wellbank, by

Dundee.

1893 jw *Galloway, Robert, S.S.C., 19 Castle Street, Edinburgh,

Secretary.

1909 i;*GAMBLE, J. Sykes, CLE., etc., Highfield, East Liss, Hants.

1896 C??iGammkll, Sydney James, of Drumtoclity, Countesswells House,

Bieldside, Aberdeen.

1910 ... Gardinar, James, Assistant Forester, Forester's Bothy, Thirl-

niere, Grasmere.

1909 ... Gardiner, Francis Forsyth, Assistant Forester, Home Farm,

Newmains, Douglas, Lanarkshire.

1908 ... Gardiner, R., Assistant Forester, luverliever Estate, Cruachan,

Kilchrenan, Ttiynuilt.

1908 ... Gardyne, Lieutenant-Colonel Greenhill, of Finavon, Forfar.

1899 ... *Garrioch, John E., Factor, Lovat Estates, Beauly.

1907 .. *Garson, James, W.S., Albyn Place, Edinburgh.

1903 ... *Gascoigne, Lieut. -Col. Richard French, D.S.O. , Craigni.sh

Castle, Ardfern, Argyllshire.

1898 ... Gauld, William, Forester, Coombe Abbey, Binley, Coventry.

1902 ... Gavin, George, Factor, Falkland Estate, Falkland.

1897 ... Gellatly, Thomas, Forester, Hallyburton, Coupar Angus.

1903 ... Gibson, William, Forester, Carnell, Hurlford, Ayrshire.

1905 ... Gilbert, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Midhope Castle,

Hopetoun, South Queensferry.

1881 ... *GiLCHRLST, Wm., Forester, Nursery Cottage, Mount Melville,

St Andrews.

1897 C??i;i> GiLLAXDEMs, A. 'P., F. E.S., Forester, Park Cottage, Alnwick,

Northumberland.

1894 m Gillespie, James, Overseer, (iarden, Arnprior, Port of Monteith.

1894 ... GiLMOUR, Colonel Robert Gordon, of Craigiuillar, The Inch,

Midlothian.

1908 ... Gladstone, Hugh Steuart, F.Z.S., M.A., etc., Lannhall,

Thornhill.

1900 ... *Gladstone, Sir John R., Bart, ol Fasque, Laurencekirk.

1891 C*Glenconnar, The Lord, The Glen, Innerleithen; 34 (^)ueeu

Anne's Gate, London, S.W.

1901 ... *Godman, Hubert, Land Agent, Ginshorough, Yorhshire.

1909 ... GooDFKLLOW, Johu, Forester, Fa.skally, Pitlochry.

1910 p Gordon, G. P., B.Sc, Student of Forestiy, Goldie Lea, Eskbank.

1911 ... Gordon, George, Timber Merchant, Aberdeen Saw -mills,

Aberdeen.
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1912

1868

1912

1897

1912

1909

1897

1897

1905

1904

1906

1907

1908

1910

1905

1909

1887

1911

1867

1908

1904

1908

1909

1893

1874

1907

1908

1906

1912

1912

1906

1907

1908

1909

1902

1901

1908

1911

Gordon, Gregor, Assistant Forester, Tigerton, Menmuir, Brechin.

*Gos.siP, James A., of Howden & Co., The Nurseries, Inverness.

Gossip, William Murray, Knowsley, Inverness.

*GouGH, Reginald, Forester, AVykeham, York.

*Gourlay, William Balfour, B. A. (Cantab.), L.R.C.P. and S.(Ed.),

Dawyck, Stobo.

Gow, Alexander, Home Farm, Hatfield Park, Hatfield, Heits.

Gow, Peter Douglas, Fanner, Bonaly, Colintoo. Midlothian.

Gow, Peter, Land St'^ward, Laggan, Ballantrae, Ayrshire.

Gow, Robert, Head Forester, Appin House, Argyllshire.

*Gkaham, Anthonj' George Maxtone, of Cultoquhey, CriefF.

Graham, David A., Teacher, 19 St Fillan's Terrace, Edinburgh.

*Graham, Hugh Melilrum, Solicitor, Inverness.

»/i Graham, James, Marquis of, Brodick Castle, Arran (per Mr
Douglas, Stral>ane, Brodick).

,. Graham, Robert Francis, M.A., ofSkipness, Garfield, Stirling.

.. "Graham, William, Foreman Forester, St Ann's Cottage, Rae

Hill, Lockerbie.

, . GK.A.INGER, Henry Herbert Liddell, Aytou Castle, Ayton.

. Grant, Alexander, Forester, Rinagaip, Dallas, by Forres.

. *GuANT, Captain Arthur, D.S.O., House of Monymusk, Aberdeen.

Gk.\nt, Donald, Forester, Drumin, Ballindalloch, Banffshire.

. Grant, Donald, Forester, Fersit, TuUoch, Inverness-shire,

rt/) Grant, Ewan S., Head Forester, Priors Heath, Bedgebury Park,

Goudhurst, Kent.

Grant, Iain Robert James Muiraj-, of Glennioriston, Inverness-

shire.

Grant, James, Forester, Raitli, Kirkcald}'.

Grant, John B., Forester, Drumin Cottage, Glenlivet.

Grant, John, Overseer, Daldowie, Gla.sgow.

Grant, Robert, Ftrnleigh, Birchington, Kent.

Grant, Sir John Macpherson, Bart., Ballindalloch Castle,

Ballindalloch.

Grassick, William Henderson, Land Steward, Daviot Brand)

Asylum, Pitcaple, Aberdeenshire.

Gray, Baxter, Springbank, Broughty Ferry.

Gray, David, Assistant Forester, Dean Roiul, Kilmarnock.

Gray, David, Wheelwriglit, 270 Great Western Road, Aberdeen.

Gray, George, Forester, The Lodge, Eliock. San(iuhar, Dumfries-

sbire.

CJray, James Lowrie, Tenant Farmer, Elgiidiaugh, Dalkeith.

Gray, James Ritchie, Wheelwright, 270 Great Western Road,

Aberdeen.

Gray, Walter Oliver, Forester, Drimsynie, Loihgoilhead.

Gray, Major William Anstrutlier-, of Kilmany, Cupar, Fife.

Gray, William, Forester, Lundie, Lochee.

Grkoory, Charles, Gamekee]ier-Fore3ter, liallyhick, Thoniastown,

Co. Kilkenny.
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1898 .

1908

1903

1905

1911

Grey, The Right Hon. Sir Edward, Bart, K.G., M.P., P.C, of

Failodeu, Chathill, Northumberland.

Grieve, J. W. A., Indian Forest Service, The Club, Darjeeling,

Bengal.

Griffii'h, Sir Richard Waldie, of Hendersyde Park, Kelso.

*GuRNEY, Eustace, Sprowston Hall, Norwich.

Guthrie, Charles, Assistant Forester, The Bothy, Pilsley,

Bakewell, Derbyshire.

1911 ... Hacking, Thomas, B.Sc, etc.. Agricultural College, Uckfield,

Sussex.

1879 ... Haddington, The Earl of, K.T., Tyninghame, Prestonkirk.

1910 ... Haldane, David, Forester, Dalmeny Park, Edinburgh.

1900 C 'Haldane, Sir AVilliam S., of Foswell, W.S., 55 Melville Street,

Edinburgh.

1905 mpHALh, Thomas, Forester, Bandrum, Saline, Fife.

1906 ?>i Hall, William, Head Forester, Church Cottages, Bilton, nr.

York.

1904 ... Hali.ky, John Y. (of Garvie & Syme), Ir >nmoDger, etc., Perth.

1897 ... *HALLinAY, Geo., Timber Merchant, Rothesay.

1901 ... *Halliday, John, Timber Merchant, Rothesay.

1911 ... Hamilton, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Beaufort AVoods,

Kiltarlity, Beauly.

1907 ... Hamilton, Andrew, Naval Architect, 9 Denman Drive, Newsham
Park, Liverpool.

1908 ... Hamilton, David R., Catiune Mills, Gorebridge.

1882 ... 'Hamilton, Donald C, P'orester, Knowsley, Prescot.

1899 ... 'Hamilton, The Lord, of Dalzell, Dalzell House, Motherwell.

1892 ... Hannah, George, Overseer, Estate Office, Boynton, Bridlington.

1905 ... Hanson, Clarence Oldham, Deputy Conservator, Indian Forest

Department, 3 IMalvern Place, Cheltenham.

1907 ... Harbottle, William, Forester, Bishop Burton, Beverley, Yorks.

1903 ... 'Hardie, David, Factor, Ernd Park, Errol.

1880 ... *Hare, Colonel, Blairlogie, Stirling.

1896 ... *Harley, Andrew M., Foivster, 5 Thayer Street, Manchester

Square, London.

1908 m Harlond, Henry, Park Forester, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

1911 ... Harrier, James B., Forester, Innes House, Elgin.

1910 ... 'Harrison, Alexander, Apprentice C.A., 3 Napier Road,

Edinburgh.

1905 ... Harrow, R. L., Head Gardener, Royal Botanic Garden,

Edinburgh.

1897 ... Hart, John, Factor, Mains of Cowie, Stonehaven, Kincardine-

shire.

1880 p 'Havelock, W. B., The Nurseries, Brocklesby Park, Lincolnshire.

1911 ... Harvey, Andrew, Overseer, Rozelle, Ayr.

1911 ... Hawes, a. F., A.B., M.F., Experimental Station, Burlington,

Vermont, U.S.A.
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1911 ... Hawi.ey, Ralph Cliipnian, A.B., M.F., .Afsistnnt Professor (i

Forestry. Yale Forest School, 360 Prospect Street, New Haven,

Coun., U.S.A.

1908 ... *H.A.Y, Atholc Stanhope, of Marlefield, Roxburgh.

1892 C*Hay, John, Factor, Easter Dullatur House, Dullatur.

1904 m H.A.Y, Sir Duncan Edwyn, P.art. of Haystoun. 42 Kgerton Gardens,

London, S.W.

1S96 Hay. Wm. P., Merchant, Rosebaidc, Loanhead, Midlothian.

1869 ... Haymax, Jolin, Glentarff, Ringford, KirkcudhrighLshire.

1902 ... Hayne.s, Edwin. Editor Timber Trades Journal, 164 Aldeisgate

Street. London.

1912 Heavkxei:. Harvey Joseph, Forester, Woodstock, Inistioge,

Co. Kilkenny.

1909 ... Hector, Thomas Gordon, Estate Clerk, Philorth Estate Office,

Fraserburgh.

1907 ... HExnKiiSON, Jolm, Assistant Forester, Gateside, Balbirnie,

Mark inch.

1908 ... *Hendek.s<)N, John G. P... W.S., Xetlier Parkley, Linlithgow.

1908 ... Hendehson, R., Assistant Forester, 23 ]5rooklane Cottages,

Chester.

1893 ... Hen-I)Ei:.s()N, R., 4 High Street, Penicuik, Midlothian.

1893 ... Hexdeksox, William, Fore.ster, Clonad Cottage, TuUamore,

King's County.

1906 ... *Heni)uick. James, I5.Sc., F.LC, Marischal College, Aberdeen.

1898 ... Hexdiiy, James, 5 Thistle Street, Edinburgh.

1910 ... Henkei,, John Spurgeon, Assistant Conservator of Forests,

:\Iidland Conservancy, Knysna, Cape Colony.

1908 ... Hexky, Augustine, M.A., etc.. Header in Forestry, 37 Chesterton

Road, Cambi'idge.

1911 ... Henhy, George J., QQ Queen Street, Edinburgh.

1912 ... Henry, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Brcdishoim, Baillie.ston.

1901 ... *HKPmiux, Sir Archibald P.uchan-, P.art. of Smeaton-He])burn,

Prestonkirk.

1874 ... *HERiiEiiT, II. .\., of .Muckross, Kiilarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland.

1884 ... *HEVWO<.h, Arthur, Glevering Hall, Wickham Market,

Suiroll<.

1904 ... Hli-L, George, Assistant Forester, Fotliringham, Forfar.

1904 ... *Hii.L, J. Smith, The Agricultural College, Aspatria.

1903 ... *HiLi.. Robert Wylie, of Balthayock, Perthshire.

1905 ... *Hir,MEK, Edwin L., F.R.H.S., Nurseryman and Landscape

Gardener, Culross, Wiiichesttr.

1902 ... *HixcKEs, lialph Tichborne, J. P., D.L., Foxh-y, Hereford.

1907 Hinds, John, Forester, Stockeld Park, Wetherby, Yorks.

1906 ... H1SI...1', Pobert. Assistant Forester, 11 Bawdsey Street, Bawdsey

Manor Estate, near Woodbridge, Sull'olk.

189.^ . HoAKE, Sir Henry Hugh Arthur, P.art. of Stonrhead, Path.

1909 \?. Hobaut-Hami'Ijen, A. G., Lidian Forest Service, Ferns, Great

Hampden, fireat Missenden.



Hodgson, Josepli, Assistant Forester, Fisher Place, Thirlincre,

Grasmere.

'Hog, Alan Welwood, AVriter to the Signet, 4 South Learmonth

Gardens, Edindurgh.

*HoG, Steuart Bayley, B.A., Newlistoii, Kirkliston.

Hogarth, James, Forester, Ciilhorn, Strani-aer, Wigtownshire.

Hogg, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Nibbctstane, Durris,

Drum oak.

*HoLMs, John A., Fornlaken, Erskine, Renfrewshire.

Holzapfel, John William, B.Se. and N. DA., Kenton Farm,

Kijabe, British East Africa.

HoNKYJiAN, John, Overseer, Kemback Estate, Cupar, Fife.

*HooD, Thomas, jun., Land Agent, Ras-el-Khalig, Egypt.

*H()PE, Captain Thomas, of Bridge Castle, Westfield, Linlithgow-

shire.

*HoPE. H. W. , of Lutliiess, Dreni, Haddingtonshire.

HoPKiNSON, Andrew Douglas, B.Sc.(Agr.), Student, Forst-

akademie, Tharandt, in Sachsen, Gei-niany.

HoPKiNsON, James Garland, Factor, Drumtochtj' Estates Office,

llA Dee Street, Aberdeen.

*Horsburgh, John, 21 Dick Place, Edinburgh.

Houston, Samuel, 118 Allison Street, Crossbill, Glasgow.

^Howard de Walden, Baron, The Dean, Kilmarnock.

Howe, James, Assistant Forester, Midhope, Hopetoun, South

Queensferry.

Howe. John Arnold, Overseer, Home Farm, Mount Stuart,

Rotliesay.

Hudson, W. F. A., M.A., Lecturer in Forestry, 2 Wollaston

Eoad, Cambridge.

Huttox, George Kerse, Assistant Forester, Castle Kennedy,

Wigtownshire.

HuTiON, James, Head Forester, Glendye. Banchory.

Lmuie, Charln.s, Assistant Forester, Balgove, Rossie, Montrose.

Imrie, George James, Forest Officer, Transvaal Forest Service,

P.O. Box 44, Belfast, Transvaal.

Lmrie, James, Forester, Aberpergrom Estate, Glen-neatb, Glamor-

ganshire.

*Inglis, Alex., Greenlaw Dean, Greenlaw, Berwickshire.

*Inglis, Alexander Wood, of Glencorse, Loganbank, Milton

Bridge.

*Inglis, David, National Bank House, Pathhead, Kirkcaldy.

Inglis, Frederick, Assistant Forester, Dalzell, Motherwell.

Inglis, Robert, Factor, Old Blair, Blair Atholl.

Inglis, Walter, Assistant Forester, Dalzell Farm, Motherwell.

m Inglis, William, Forester, Brodick, Isle of Arran.

, Inglis, W. G. , Nurseryman's Assistant, 113 George Street,

Edinburgh.
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1904 ... Innes, Alexander Berowalii, of Raeiiioir and Duiiiiottar, Raenioir

House, Banchory.

1895 ... Innes, Alexander, Forester, Drumnniir, Keitli.

1911 ... Innes, Robert, Assistant Forester, Dean Road, Kilmarnock.

1909 ... Ironside, William, Solicitor, Royal Bank Buildings, Oban.

1906 ... *Irvixe, Alexander Forbes, J. P., B.A.(Oxon.), Drum Castle,

Aberdeen.

1901 ... Irvine, John, Forester, Colesborne, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

1906 ... Ikvino, .lames Rae Anderson, Foreman Forester, Langholm

Estate, Canoiibie. Dumfriesshire.

1908 .. *IzAT, Alexander, CLE., Mem. Inst C.E., Balliliesk, Muckhart,

Perthshire.

1907 ... Jack, David, Assistant Forester, Houston Cottage, Houston,

Johnstone.

1906 ... *Jackson, George Erskiue, B.A.{Ox()n.), "W.S., Kirkbuddo, Forfar.

1898 ... Jamieson, James, Forester, Yuysjas, Llanarthney R.S.O., Car-

marthenshire.

1896 ... Jardine, Sir R. W. B., I>art. of Castlemilk, Lockerbie, Dumfries-

shire.

1907 ... Jervoi.se, Francis Henry Tristram, J. P., Herriard Park, Basing-

stoke.

1904 ... Joannides, Perieles!, Willesden, Sjiorting Club Station, Ramleh,

Egypt.

1909 ... JoHN.STON, David T. , Gardener, Dalmeny House Gardens, Edin-

burgh.

1910 ... JoHN.sTON, Frank James, Nurseryman and Forester, Claycroft,

Dalbeattie.

1911 ... Johnston, George, Assistant Forester, Dean Road, Kilmarnock.

1901 6'*JonN.sTON, James, F.S.I., Factor, Alloway Cottage, Ayr.

1883 ... *JoHN.STON, Robert, Forester, 15on Ryl Estate, Duns, Berwick-

shire.

1907 ... JoHN.STON, Robert, Forester, Dalkeith Park, Dalkeith.

1900 ... Johnstone, William, Head Forester, Bed, Prestonkirk.

1907 ... *JoHN.sroNE, Richard, Forester, The Glen, Innerleithen.

1911 ... JoLY i)E LoTniNiEi'.E, Major If. G., R.E., Survey Department,

Cairo, Egypt.

1882 ... *JoNAS, Henry, l^and Agent and Surveyor, "23 Pall Mall, London,

S.W.

1902 ... *Jo.N-As, Robert Collier, Land Surveyor, 23 Pall Mall, London.

1'j03 ... Jones, Ireton Aitliur, of IVnnick & Co., Delgany Nurseries,

Co. Wicklow.

1888 ... Jones, James, Wood Merchant, Larbert, Stirlingshire

1893 JoNE.s, Thomas Bruce, Wood Merchant, Larl)ert.

1907 p*Kay, James, Nunsery Station, Indian Head, Sask, Canada.

1867 C'mpKA.v, James, Retired Wood Manager, ]}arone, Rothe.say.

1909 ... Kay, Jolin, Assistant Gardener, Grangemuir Lodge, Prestwick.
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1911

1896

1906

1909

1910

1901

1890

1904

1912

1892

1908

1896

1910

1894

1908

1900

1910

1910

1906

1903

1898

1908

1902

1910

1898

Keay, Robert Burton, Estate Overseer, Findoii Cottage, Conon

Bridge.

Keir, David, Forester, Ladywell, Dunkeld.

Keik, James S., Estate Manager, Borrodale, Arisaig.

*Keith, Marshall John, Factor, Bruckla}^ Estates Office, Aberdour

House, Fraserburgh.

Kemp, Taiush, Saw-mill Manager, Locheud Road, Leith.

*Kexnedy. Frederick D. O.-Shaw-, Dj'roch, Mayhole.

*Kenxedy, James, Doonliolm, Ayr.

Kennedy, Colonel Watson, Wiveton Hall, Cley, Norfolk.

Kerr, John, Assistant Forester, Colenden, Stornionttield, nr. Perth.

*Kerr, John, Farmer, Barney Mains, Haddington.

m *Kerr, J. Ernest, of Harviestoun, Harviestoun, Dollar.

Kettles, Robert, Assistant Forester, Craigend, Perth.

Khax, Allah Dud, District Forester, Fazilka, Ferozepur, Panja}*,

India.

KiDD, Wm., Forester, Harewood, Leeds.

*Kimmett, John, Forester, The Lodge, Glenstriven, Toward, Argyll-

shire.

King, David, Nurseryman, Osborne Nurseries, Murrayfield.

King, William, Gardener, Pollok Grounds, Shawniuir Lodge,

PoUokshaws.

KixiXMOSTH, Robert, Assistant Forester, Raith, Kirkcald)'.

*KiNLOCH, Charles Y., of Gourdie, by Murthly.

*KiNNAlRD, The Master of, 10 St James Square, London.

*KiNR0ss, John, Architect, 2 Abercromby Place, Edinburgh.

KiPPEN, John. Assistant Forester, Douue Lodge, Doune.

*KiPPEN, William James, Advocate, B.A., LL. B., Westerton,

Balloch, Dumbartonshire.

KiRKPATRiCK, James, Forester, Balhaiy, Meigle.

Kyllachy, The Hon. Lord, of Kyllaehy, 6 Randolph Crescent,

Edinburgh.

1911 ... Laidler, George, Strabane, Brodick.

1907 ... Laird, Cliarles, Forester, c/o Mrs Telford. Erskine, Bishopton.

1911 ... Laird, Eric P., of James Dickson & Sons, Nurserymen, 46

.Hanover Street, Edinburgh.

1912 ... Laird, James M'Lean Dunn, Assistant Forester, Cruachan,

Dalarich, Taynuilt, Argyllshire.

1911 ... Laird, William Pringle, Nurseryman, 20 High Street, Dundee.

1901 «i *Lami5, Alexander, Overseer, Freeland, Forgandenny.

1910 ... Lamb, Everard Joseph, of Scotby House, Carlisle.

1894 ... *Lamington, The Lord, G.C.M.G., Laniington, Lanarkshire.

1899 ... L.^mond, Alexander, Fore.>^ter, Freeland, Forjjandenny.

1905 ... *Lamont. Norman, of Knockdow, Toward, Argj^llshire.

1911 ... Lange, Leopold Peter Harding, Superintendent of Plantations

c/o Conservator of Forests, Pretoria, Transvaal.

1906 ... *Laxglands, James H., Cunmont House, by Dundee.
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1896 ... *Lan.sdowne, The Jlarquess of, K.G., 54 Berkeley Square,

London, S. W.

1906 ;;L.\UDEK, Alexander, D.Sc, F.I.C., Eilinlmrgli and East of Scot-

land College of Agricultnie, 13 George Square, Edinburgli.

1901 ... I.ATJDEi;, William, Steward, Sunimerliill House, Enfield, Co.

Meath.

1911 ... L..^rDEKD.\LE, The Earl of, Thirlestane Castle, Lauder.

1897 ... Laurlstox, John, Assistant Forester, c/o Mrs James Blair, Wynd,
Cumbernauld.

1906 ... Lawson, William, Assistant Factor, Cromartie Estates, Kildary,

Ross-shire.

1902 ... Learmont, John, Nurseryman, Larchfield Nniseries, Dund'ries.

1911 ... *Leather, Major Gerard F. T., Middlcton Hall, Belford,

Northumberland.

1904 ... Lees, D., of Pitseottie, Cupar, Fife.

1905 ... Lees, Ernest A. G., Factor, Durris Estate, by Aberdeen.

1909 ... Le Fance, Victor Charles, B.A., F.S.L, Estate Office, Bray,

Co. Wicklow.

1909 ... Legat, Charles Edward, B.Sc.(Agric. ), Chief of Forestry Division,

Department of Agriculture, Transvaal, Pretoria.

1880 ... Lei.shmax, John, Manager, Cavers Estate, Hawick, Roxburgh-

shire.

1909 ... Leith, The Lord, ofFyvie, Fy vie Castle, Aberdeenshire.

1911 ... Leschallas, Captain John Henry Pige, Glenfinart, Ardentinn3^

1908 ... Leslie, Archibald Stewart, W.S., Factor to Colonel A. G. Leslie

of Kininvie, etc., 33 Queen Street, Edinburgh.

1868 ... *Leslie, Charles P., of Ca.stle- Leslie, Glaslongh, Ireland.

1893 Cwy>*LEVEN, George, Forester, Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh.

1881 ... *Leylani>, Christopher, Haggerston Castle, Beal, Northumber-

lanil.

1907 ... Lindsay, Hugh, Head Forester, Torvvoodlee Estate, Galashiels.

1909 ... *LiNDsAY, John, Under Forester, Station Lodge, Brodie.

1879 ... Lindsay, Robert, Kainies Lmlge, Murrayfield, Midlothian.

1907 ... Lindsay, 'William, of Mes.srs J. k \\. Lindsay, Ltd., Tourist

Agents, 18 St Andrew Street, Edinburgh.

1909 ... Little, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Burnsidc Cottage, Canonbie.

1905 ... Logan, David, Factor, Saltoun, Pencaitlaiid.

1908 ... *Logan, Douglas Campbell, Assistant F'actor, Poriliane, Keniuore,

Aberfeldy.

1908 ... LoGi'E, Hugh, Forester, Knockdow, Toward, Argyllshire,

1883 ... *LoNEY, Peter, Estate Agent, 6 Carlton Street, Kdinburgh.

1909 ... LoNG.MUii:, James, Assistant Forester, Monreith, Port-Williiim.

1911 ... LoNG.MUiii, James, jun.. Forester, Houghton, King's Lynn,

Norfolk.

1907 ... Lotnri', Rev. .bihn Sijieaton, Minister of Fnvcran, Manse of

Foveran, Abeiih-cn.

1898 6V*LovAT, The Loid, CI!., D.S.O., iJraufort Castle, Beauly,

Inverness.
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1880 .

1875

1909

1898

1900

1910

1912

1908

1891

1900

1908

1875

1900

1910

1909

. *Love, J. W., c/o Mrs Boycc, Bijron Street, St Kilda, Victoria,

Scntk Austrdlia.

. *LovELACK, Tlie Earl of, Kast Horsley Towers, Woking, Surrey.

Low, David, Assistant Forester, Bownioiit Forest, Roxlmrsrli.

Low, Jnmes, Forester, Ballindallocli, StrHthspev.

. *Low, William, B.Sc, of 15aliiiake\van, Marj'kiik, Kiiicardinc-

shire.

?/t Lowe, Alex., Forester, Lockerliie House, Lockerbie.

. Luke, Nicol, Forester, Cairndow, ria Inveraray.

. *LuMsi)EX, George James, Aitliernie, Lundin Links, Fife.

. *LuM.SDEN, Hugh Gordon, of Clova, Lumsden, Aberdeenshire.

. Lumsden, Robert, jun., 11 Morningside TerrMce, Edinburgh.

LuNN, George, Forester, Invercauld, Ballater.

. *LuTTRELL, George F., of Dunster Castle, Taunton, Somersetshirt;.

. *Lyeli,, Sir Leonard, Bart, of Kinnordy, Kirriemuir.

. Lyford-Pikk, Jan)es, B.Sc, 131 Warrender Park Road,

Edinburgh.

. *Lyle, Alexander Park, of Glendelvine, MurthlJ^

1907

1908

1911

1912

1906

1909

1907

1892

1896

1908

1908

1894

1898

1901

1911

1904

1870

1893

1904

1907

1912

. *M'AiNSH, Duncan, Wood Merchant, Crieff.

M'AiN.SH, R. , Assistant Forester, Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh.

. M'Andrew, Hauiilton, French and Spanish Precis Writer,

7 Church Road, Ibrox, Govan.

. M 'Arthur, Dr D. G., Aberfeldy.

m Macalpine-Leny, Major 11. L., of Dalswinton, 16th Lancers,

Norwich.

. MacArthuk, Alaster, Bank Agent, Inveraray.

. *M'Bain, William, Forester, Estates Office, Drumnaiirochit.

(7*Macbean, Sitnon, Land Steward, Estate Office, Needwood
Forest, Sudbery, Derby.

mM'BEATH, David, Forester, l>rinscall, Chorley, Lancashire.

M'Callum, Alexander, Assistant Forester, Dunira Cottages,

Conirie, Perthshire.

M'Callum, D., Assistant Forester, luuerbuist Cottage, Stormont-

lield, Perth.

M'Callum, Edward, Overseer, Kerse Estate, Falkirk.

p M'Callum, James, Forester, Canford, Wimborne, Dorset.

* M'Callum, Thomas W., Retired Ground Officer, Dailly, Ayrshire.

iM'Caw, Daniel, Forester, Thoresby Park, OUerton, Notts.

M'Clellax, Frank C, Zanzibar Government Service, Pemba,
via Zanzibar, East Africa.

*M'CoRQUODALE, D. A., Bank of Scotland, Carnoustie, Forfarshire,

M'Coubkie, M. S., Land Steward, Tullauiore, King's County,

Ireland.

Macdonald, Alexander, Factor, Meggernie, Aberfeldy.

MacDonald, Alexander, Farmer, Rtiives, Delny.

Macdoxald, Arthur J., Assistant Forester, Baslow, Chesterfield,

Derbyshire.
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1912 ... M'DoxALD, DoiiaM, Foreman Forester, Gait!i, BalnaM, Fortiiigal,

Aherfeldy.

1901 ... Macdonald, Mrs Eleanor E., The Manse, Swintun.

1893 Q? Machonali), George U., Overseer, Haystoun Estate, Woodbine

Cottage, Peebles.

1908 ... Macdonald, The Hon. Godfrey Evan Hugh, Factor, Macdonald

Estates Office, Portree

1900 ... *Macdonald, Harry L., of Dunach, Oban.

1894 ... *Maci)ONald, James, Forester, Kinnaird Castle, Brechin.

1897 ... M'DoNALD, James N. I^>., Forest Xursery Station, Indian Head,

Sask, Canada.

1903 ... *.\Iacdoxalii, .lames Fanniliarson, S.S. C and N.P., Kilmnir,

Linlithgow.

1895 ... Macdoxai.d, Jolin, Forester, Skibo, Dornoch.

1908 ... il'DoNALi), John, Foreman Forester, Culzcan Estate, Maybole.

1908 ... Macdonald, John Ronald M., of Largie, M.A., D.L., J P.,

Largie Castle, Tajdnloan, Kintyre.

1910 ... MacDonald, John, Assistant Forester, Rose Cottage, Aehnacarry,

Si)ean Bridge.

1907 ... Macdonald, T. Martin, of Barguillean, Taynuilt.

1906 ... Macdonald, William Kid, "Windmill Hou.se, Arbioath.

1904 ... M 'Donald. William Yeats, of Anquharney, Hatton, Aberdeen-

siiire.

1894 ... M'DoiTGALL, Alex., Forester, Tuncombe Park. Helmsley R.S.O.,

Yorks.

1907 .. Macdougall, James, Assistant Forester, Perlethoipe, Thorosby

Park, OUerton, Newark, Notts.

189.5 >/i^*MacDouoall, Professor l{ol)ert Stewart, M.A., D. Sc, 9 Dryden

Place, Edinburgh.

1884 ... *Macdu1'-f, Ale.K., of Honhard, Perth.

1906 ... M'Ewan, James, As.sistant Forester, Balnald, Fortingal, Aberfeldy.

1909 7/1 M'Ewan, John, Assistant Fo3-ester, Castle Lachlan, Stralachlan,

Greenock.

1908 ... M'Ewan, W., A.s.sistant Forester, Drummond ('ottage, Logie-

alniond, by Perth.

1909 ... MacEwan, William, Assistant Forester, Garscube Estate, by

Glasgow.

1904 ... .M'Ewan, Wm., Forester, Allangrange, JIunlochy, Ross-shire.

1901 ... M'EwKN, Alexiinder, Overseer, Castle Lacdilan, Stralachlan,

Greenock.

1898 ... Macfadykn, Donald, Assist.mt Forester, Dnuidiiniig, Tliornhill.

1907 ... Macfarlani!, Archil)ald, Timber Merchant, Harbour Saw-mills,

Paisley.

1909 ... M'Faklank, Peter Graham, Assistant Forester, East End,

Gartniore.

1910 .. MacFakquiiai;, Donald, Forester, Port (Mas, Kenniore, Aberfeldy.

1904 ... *MacfiI':, John William, of Dreghorn, Rowton Hall, Chester.

1901 ... *M'Gakva, Gilliert Kamsay, Factor, Ro.seliaugh Estate, Ross-ishire.



Date of

Election.

1901

1901

1904

191)8

1912

1902

1902

1908

1896

1899

1906

1909

1912

1910

1910

1905

1904

1901

1894

1907

1905

1911

1895

1879

1904

1885

1901

1907

1912

1910

1908

1911

1892

1910

1865

1908

L'5

M'Ghie, John, Overseer, Kclbuine Estate, Fairlie.

*M'GiBi?oN, Donald, Forester, Ro.v.sie Estate, IiicLture.

M'GiBBON, R., Forester, Wentwortli, Rotherliani.

M'Glashan, James, Forester, Belladruni, b}- Beauly.

M'Glashan, Tom, .Assistant Forester, Kingswood, Murtlily.

*MacGkegok, Alasdair Rouald, Edinclii|', Locliearnliead.

wi M'Gregor, Alexander, Forester, Abbeyleix, Queen's Co.

*MacGkegoi!, Alexander, Iron ]\I('rcliant, liavenswood, Dalmuir,

Dumbartonshire.

M'GuEGOR, Angus, Forester, Craigton, Butterstoue, Dunkeld.

M'GuEGOii, Archibald, Forest Office, Forestry Department.

Nairobi, B.E.A.

*MacGregoii, Evan Malcolm, Factor, Ard Clioille, Perth.

MacGregor, James, Head Forester, Limekilns, Altyre, Forres.

MacGregoh, James Gow, Land Steward, Diichal Estate,

Kiliiiacolm.

M'Gregoi;, John, Assistant Forester, Brucetield, Clackmannan.

M'Gregor, John, Wood Merchant, Tam's Brig Saw-mills, Ayr.

M'Hardy, James, Forester, Forglen, Turiff, Aberdeenshire.

M 'Hardy. William, Forester, Cliancetield, Falkhuid, Fife.

C M'Hattie, John W., City Gardener, City Chambers, Edinburgh.

M'Ilwraiih, Win., Forester, Hall Barn Estate, Beaconsfield,

Bucks.

M'Innes, William, Assistant Forester, Advie, Strathspey.

M'Inio.sh, Alexander, Foreman Forester, East Barkwith,

Lincolnshire.

M'Intosh, Donald J., Assistant Forester, Faskally Cottage,

Pitlochry.

*Macintosh, I). L., The Gardens, Stronvar, Lochearnhead.

*M'Intosh, Dr W. C. , Professor of Natural History, Univer.sity

of St Andrews, 2 Abbotsford Crescent, St Andrews.

M'Intosh, Robert, Forester, Cullentragh Cottage, Rathdrum,

Co. Wicklow.

*MacIntosh, William, Fife Estates Office, Bantt'.

Macintosh, William, Forester, New Chapel, Boncath R.S.O
,

South Wales.

M'Intyre, Charles, Fore.ster, Inver, Dunkeld.

"Macintyre, Charles, Assistant Forester, Tomnaharrich, Fort

William.

Macintyre, John Finlayson, Assistant Forester, The (iardens,

Glencoe, Ballachullish (East).

]\Iacintyre, Peter Brown, Findon Mains, Conon Bridge.

M'Intyre, Thomas Walker, Sorn Castle, Ayrshire.

M'Kay, Allan, c/o Park & Co., Ltd., Timber Merchants, Fraser-

burgh.

Mackay, James Waite, 60 Park Street, Hull.

i\lACKAY, John, Lauderdale Estate Office, Wyndhead, Lauder.

M'Kay, Murdr>, Forester, Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny.



Date uf

Election

ISS"

1907

1900

1891

1908

1908

1867

1909

1907

1901

1909

1908

1901

1904

1908

1908

1893

1899

1897

1907

1900

1908

1908

1907

1911

1907

1896

1905

1897

1907

1909

1898

1883

1907

1878

1905

.Mackay. Peter, Forester mul Over.>cer, Hargaiiy Mains, Dailly,

Ayrshire.

Mackay, WilliMiii. Factor, Clii.slK.lm Kstatns, 19 Uiiiou Street,

Inverness.

M'Kechnie, Aiigiif^, Head Forester, A]ietliorpe, AVansford,

Nortliants.

:\Ia(KENM)KI(K, James, Forester, E-iaTe Oltici', Fallas, Longlirea,^

Co. Galway.

Mackenzie, A., Overseer, Old Place of xMocliruni, Kirkcowaii,.

Wigtownshire.

Macken-zie, Major A. F., of Ord, Ord House, Muir of Ord.

Mackenzie, xVlex., Warriston Nursery, luverleith How,

Fdinlnu'gh.

Mackenzie, Alex. James, Factor, 62 Academy Street, Inverness.

Mackenzie, Sir Arthur, Bart, of Coul, StratliiieHVr.

Ma(;kenzie, Charles, Factor, Clunes, Achnaearry, Spean Bridge.

^Mackenzie, Charles J. S., Assistant Forester, Caberfeidh, Carr

Bridge.

M'Kenzie, Colin, A.'-sistant Forester, Potters Heron, Anipfield,

ni'. llamsey, Hants.

M'Kenzie, Daniel, Forester, Wynyard Estate, Stockton-on-Tees.

Mackenzie, Major E. Walter Blunt, Castle Leod. Strathpefter.

Mackenzie, Evan North Barton, Kilcoy Castle, Killearnan.

Mackenzie-Gillaniikus, Captain E. B., of Highfield, MuirofOrd.

.Macki:nzie, James, Forester, Cullen House, Cullen.

M'Krnzie, James, Wood Merchant, Carr Bridge, Inverness-shire.

Mackenzie, .lohu, Forester, Glen Cottage, Haiidstau, Girvan,

Ayrshiie,

Mackenzie, John, jun., FiK'tor, Dunvegaii, Skye.

;> *Mackenzie, Sir Kenn>-th John, Bart, of Gairloch, 10 Moia)'-

Place, Edinburgh, Past President.

. .Mackenzie, Nisiel Baidcs, Factor, Fort William

. Mackenzie, Nigel Blair, Assistant Factor, Fort William.

. Mackenzie, Colonel Stewart, of Seaforth, Brahan Castle, Dingwall.

. Mackenzie, Tliomas, Factor, Craigard, Invergarry.

. Mackenzie, W. Dalziel, Fawley Court, Heideyon-Thames.

j(y Mackenzie, Wm., Forester, Novar, Evanton, Ross-shire.

. *M'KEr.CHAU, John, Bull), IMant and Seed Merchant, 35 Giesbach

lioad, U[)per Holloway, London, N.

. *APKcrroiv, Jiohert, Manager, V<(.iiun, Alaymmlh, Co. Kildare.

. MacKezzack, George Ilo.ss, of Ardgye, Elgin.

. M'KiE, Henry B., Factor, Freeland, Erskiiu', IJishojitoii.

. *MacKinnon, A., The Gardens, Scone Palace, Perth.

6' MacKinnon, George, The Gardens, Melville Castle, Lasswade.

. MacKinnon, Robert, Forester, Snnthtou, Culloden.

. Mackinto.sh, The, of Mackintosh, Moy Hall, Inverness.

*Mackiniosii, W. K., V'r. of Kyllachy, 28 Royid Circus,

E^linburgh.



Date of

Election.

1911 .

1895

1904

1908

1879

1909

189S

1908

1906

1912

190-2

191-2

1909

1912

1901

1895

1910

1904

1909

1903

1903

1911

1912

1910

1909

1890

1899

1900

1908

1906

1907

1879

1895

1905

1905

1908

1880

. M'Kn'ioht, Alexander, Overseer, BLiinjulian Castle, Straiton by

Maybole.

t'*MACLACHLAX, Jolui, of Maclaclilaii, Castle Liu-lilan, Argyll.

. Maclaggan, George C. R., Fm-ester, Miiiuiay Cottages,

Aberdalgie.

M'Lauen, James, Sub-Agent, Jervanlx Abbey, Middlebaiii, York.s.

M'Lahex, John, 12 Findhorn Place, Edinlnirgli.

JMacLarty, Alexander Sinclair, Forester, TuUichewan Cottage,

Alexandria.

Maclean, Archibald Douglas, J. P., Harmony, Balrrno.

M'LEiN, Donald, Factor, Sutherland Estate Offices, Golspie.

M'Leax, James Smith, Forester, Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire.

M'Leax, Kenneth, Student in Forestry, etc., 16 Montagu Terrace,

Edinburgh.

Maclean, Peter, Forester, Invergariy.

M'Lennan, Donald, Assistant Forester, Sand House, Maidens.

MacLennan, Murdo, Assistant Forester, c/o Mrs Kiddles, 12

Rodney Street, Edinburgh.

Macleod, Donald, Assistant Forester, Eaith Estate, Kirkcaldy.

M'Leod, Peter, Nurseryman, Perth.

Macmilt.an, John D , Steward, Margani Park, Port Talbot,

Wnles.

M'MoiiKAN, Peter, As>i.stant Forester, Dalzell, Motherwell.

M'Nab, David Borrie, Solicitor, Clydesdaln Bank, Bothwell.

M'Nair, Gregor, Overseer, Conaglen, Anlgour.

J^PNavghton, George, Assistant Forester, Turlenm Cottage,

Drummond Castle, Crieff.

M'Naughtox, John, Forester, Auchterarder House, Perth.

M'Neile, Miijor John, Kippilaw, St Boswells.

MacNiven, James, Forester, Bredisholm, Baillieston.

M'Phekson, Alexander, Tayness, Kilmartin, Lochgilphead.

Macpher.son, Duncan, Forester, Consall Hall, Stoke ou-Trent,

Stalfordsliire.

hi^M'Rae, Alexander, Forester, Dundruni, Co. Tipjierary.

.. *Macrak-Gilstkai', Major John, of ISalliujore, Otter Ferry,

Argyllshire.

. . M'Rae, Henry, Assistant. Forester, Ufton, Southam, Rugby.

.. Machae, Sir Colin G., W.S., 45 Moray Pmce, Edinburgh.

p Macrae, John, Forester, Hightield, Muir of Ord, Ross-shire.

.. M'Raw, Donald, Manager, Strathgarve, Garve R.S.O.

.. *MacRitchie, David, C.A., 4 Archibald Place, Edinburgh.

??iM'Tavish, John, Assistant Forester, The Glen, Skelbo, Suther-

land.

.. M'Vinnie, Samuel, F.rester, Skeagarvie, Rossmore Park,

Monaghan.

.. *Maitland, a. D. Steel, of Sauchie, etc., Sauehieburn, Stirling.

.. Malcolm, George, Factor, Fernie House, Fort William.

.. *Malcolm, Lieut. -Col. E. D., R.E., Achnamara, Lochgilphead.
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1907 ... M.VLKIN, HerbertC , J.P., 40 riiilliiiioieGaulens, Kensington, W,
1895 ... *M.\NX, Charle.s, Mevchanl:, Lunisden, Aberdeensliire.

1909 ... *Mann, James, of Castlecraig, Dolpliinton.

1911 ... MANNEK.S, Charles Robert, Civil Engiueer and Estate Factor,

12 Lombard Street, Inverness.

1898 Cm *Man.sfieh», The Earl ol, Scone Palace. IVrtli.

1896 ... Mar axd Kei.i.ik, The Earl of, Alloa House, Alloa.

1895 ... "Makgkri.so.\, Samuel, Knglish Timber Merchant, Calverlej',

near Leeds.

1909 ... Mar.sden, Reginald Edward, Director, Burma Forest School,

Pyinmana, Burma, India.

1901 ... *Marshall, Archd. M'Lean, Chiteomlie, Breda, Sussex.

1905 ... *MAnsHAix, Henry Brown, of Rachan, Broughton.

1899 ... Mar.shall, John, Timber Merchant, etc., Maybole.

1893 ... Marshall, J. Z., Timber Merchant, 2 Dean Terrace, Bo'ness.

1907 ... Marshall, William, Assi-stant Forester, Dell Nursery, Nethy
Bridge.

1910 ;j Martin, Lieut-Col. Martin, Ui>per Ostaig, by Broadford. Isle of

Skye.

1876 .... *Martin, James, Forester, Knipton, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

1911 ... Martin, Sir T. Carlaw, LL.D., Director, Koyal Scottish

Mu.seum, Edinburgh.

1909 ... Massik, George Duncan, Solicitor (Ho)i. Secretary, Aberdeen

Branch), 147 Union Street, A1)erdeen.

1884 G'*Massik, W. H., of Dicksons & Co., 1 Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

1907 ... Masson, William, Forester, Meikleour, Perth.

1910 ... Masterton, James, Hedger and Assistant Forester, Kennet

Cottiiges, .A.lloa.

1893 C'Mather, H. V., of Laing i Mather, Nurserymen, Kelso.

1901 ... 'Matthews, Robert, Land Steward, Duncrub Pnrk, Dunning.

1909 ... Maude, James, Timber Jlerchant, Hebden Bridge, Yorks.

1894 ... *Mau(;hax, John, Estate .Agent, Jervaulx Abbey, Middleham

R.S.O., Yorks.

1907 ]} Maw, Percival Trentliam, Holmsdale, NutlieJd, Surrey.

1907 ... Maxtone, James, Overseer, Strathallan, Machany, Perth.shire.

1896 ... Maxtone, John, Forester, Duff House, Banff.

1904 ... *Maxwell, Aymer, Vr. of ISIonreith, Wigtownshire, Lieutenant,

Grenadier Guards.

1891 ... Maxwell, James, Forester and Overseer, Ruglen, Maybole.

1893 J///17;*Max\vell. Sir John Stirling-, liart. of I'ollok, Pollokshaws,

Presided!..

1886 7? Maxwell, The Right Hon. Sir Her])ert K., Bart, of Monreith,

Port William, Wigtownshire, T'aHt President.

1908 7? Maxwell, Wellwood, of Kirkennan, Dalbeattie.

1908 ... Maxwell, William James, Factor, Teriegles Banks, Dumfries.

1905 '//I Maxwell, William Jardine Herries, of Munches, Dalbeattie.

1907 ... Meacher, Sydney George, Land Agent, Marlee, Blairgowrie.

1896 p Meikle.iohn, John J. R., Factor, Novar, Evanton, Ross-shire.
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1906 ..

1899 ..

1911 ..

1901 ..

1908 ..

1880 ..

1906 ..

1877 ..

1869 Cp

1892
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1904 C Mitch ELI., Alexander, Fore.stei-, Rosebery, Gorebiiiige.

1898 ... Mitchell, Dtvid, Forester, Drumtochty, Fordoun.

1882 Mp *Mv[\:nvA.\., Francis, Forester, Woburii, Beds.

1904 ... Mi rcHiCLL, James, Organising Secretin y fur Tecbnical Education

to Fife County Council, County Buildings, Cupar, Fife.

1902 ... ^Mitchell, Jolni, juu., Timber Merchant, Leith Walk Saw -niilLs,

Leith.

1904 ... ililCHELL, John Irvine, M.A., Teaclier, 4 Craigliouse Terrace,

Edinburgh.

1901 ... Mitchell, "William Geddes, Estate Agent, Doneraile, Co. Cork.

1909 ... Mitchell, William, Head Forester, Torresdale Castle, Carradale,

Argyllshire.

1903 7/17; MoEU.\x, Archibald E., Land Agent, etc., Li.s.sadell, Stillorgan

Park, Co. Dublin.

1902 ... Moffat, John, Head Forester, Boiden, Ardeii, N.B.

1909 ... Moffat, William, Forester, Castle Wemyss, Wemyss l>ay.

1909 ... Moffatt, Thomas, Clyde View, Fairlie, Ayrshire.

1908 ... *MoisEii, Cyril, P.A.S.I., Heworth Grange, York.

1895 ... *Monciu:iffe, Sir Robert D., Bart, of Moncreiffe, Perth.

1906 ... *MooN, .l(din Laurence, Forest Ranger, Forestry Dejiartment,

Nair'ilii, British East Africa.

1903 m MouAY, The Earl ot, Darnaway Castle, Forres.

1897 ... *MoiiGAN, Alex., Timber Merchant, Crieff, Perthshire.

1899 ... *MoiiGAX, Andrew, Assistant Factor, Glands.

1895 ... *i\IoiiGAN, iMalcolm, Timber Merchant, Criilf, Perthshire.

1911 .... Morgan, W. Dunlui), Forestry Student, S3 Brunswick Street.

Edinburgh.

1907 ... MoKULsoN, Andrew, Estate Manager, Brodie Mains, Forres.

1911 ... MoiiiusoN, David, Assistant Forester, Elder Holm, Sorn.

1895 ... MoiiULso.x, Hew, LL.D., Librarian, Edinburgli Public Library.

1908 ... *MoiiKisoN, Hugh, Little Rnlge, Tisbury, Wilts.

1911 ... MoKitisoN, James, Factor for Forglen, 40 Low Street, Banff.

1908 ... MoiMtisuN, John, Factor, House of Tongue, Stitlierland.

1903 ... MoRUlso.v, William, Manufacturer, Gl Grant Street, St George

Iio^d, Glasgow.

1905 ... MoiiroN, Andrew, Forester, Stocksti-uther, lioxburgh.

1905 ... *MoTHKi;u'Ei,L, A. B., Writer, Airdrie.

1908 ... *Moui'.i;ay, John .1., Naiunooi', Rtimlding P)ridge.

1907 ... MoiJi;ri!lE, James, Assistant Forester, Star, I5alliirnie, Markinch.

1908 ... MowAT, George, Forester, Carmicdiael, Thankertou, Lanarkshiie.

1906 ... MowAT, John, Overseer, Ha/elhead I'istate, Aberdeen.

1890 ... MuiKHiCAD, George, F.K.S.E., Commi.ssioner, Speybank,

Fochaber.s.

1912 ... *Muii:iiE.\i>, Roland Eugene, Winona, 13ridge of Weir.

1901 ... MuLLi.N, John, Forester, Eglinlon Castle, Irvine.

1904 ... MiJNiio, Alexandei', Overseer, Invereshie, Kincraig.

]903 ... MuNito, Alexander J., 48 Castle Street, Edinlmrgh.

1395 ... MuNUO, Donald, Forester, Holkliani Hall, Norfolk.
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1906 /t? MuNiio, Donald, Wood JMoicliaiit, llavenswood, 15aiirhory.

1911 ... JIuNKO, Duncan H. Campbell, of Kenlochlaich, Aji])iii, Aryyll.

190-2 ... Muivuo, George A., S.S.C., 57 Qneen Street, Edinburgh.

1908 MuNKO, George, M.B.C.M., 51 Albany Street, Leith ; and The

Cromlech, Ardnadau, Argyll.sliire.

1905 ... J\liTNKO, Sir Hector, Bart, of Foulis Castle, Evanton, Ro.ss-shire.

1911 ... MuNuo, Hector, Assistant Fore.ster, Raith Estate, Kirkcaldy.

1909 ?« Ml'NKo, Hugh R., Assistant I^'orester, Dakell Home Farm,

Motlierwell.

1902 ... *Muxito, Hugh Thom«s, Lindertis, Kirriemuir.

1910 ... MuNiiO, James Watson, B.Sc, Department of Forestry, Llarischal

College, Aberdeen.

1907 m MuNiio, John, Foreman Forester, Kingswood, Murthly.

1907 ... MUNRO, John, Laud Steward and Forester, The Lodge, Tailand,

Aberdeenshire.

1911 ... iSIuNRO, William, Forester, Pen-y-pare, Coldbrook, Aberga-

venny.

1909 ... MuNRO, William, Factor, Glt-nferuess E.state Office, Nairn.

1909 ... *MuRRAY, Major Alastair Bruce, of Pohnaise, Stirling.

1892 »ip*MuRRAY, Alexander, Forester, Murthly, Perthshire.

1910 ... Murray, Arthur, Assistant Forester, Cruachan, Kilchrenau,

Argyll.

1900 ... Murray, George J. B., Fore.ster, Holyiee, Walkerburn.

1904 wi2? Muri:ay, John M., A^ssistant Forester, Kingswood, Murthly.

1900 ... Murray, Wilii'in, of Mm raythwaite, Ecclefechan, Dnmfrie-sshirt-.

1896 ... *MUREAY. William Hugh, W.S., 48 Castle Street, Edinburgh.

1899 ... *Nairn, Sir Michael B., Bart, of Rankeiilour, Manufacturer,

Kiikcaldy.

1904 ... Nairn, Robert, Forester, Rowallm, Kilmarnock.

1907 ... Na.sh, AVilliam, Assistant Forester, Airdsmill, Muirkirk, Ayrshire.

1905 ... *Nasmyth, Norman, of Glentarg, Glenfarg Lodge, Abernethy.

1909 ... *Naylou, John Murray, Laighton Hall, Welshpool.

1910 ... Nkilson, Walter Montgomerie, of Barcuple, Ringford.

1909 ... *Neish, Rdward William, Advocate, etc., Sherifl' Sulistitute,

Dundee.

1911 ... Nelson, Andrew S., Railway Carriage and Wa,L:oii Builder, 26 Huntly

Gardens, Glasgow.

1893 ... Nelson, Robert, Assistant Forester, Hannahgate Cottage,

Kinmount Estate, Cummertrees, Dumfriesshire.

1908 ... *Nelson, Tliomas Arthui', of Achnacloich, Connel, Argyllshire.

1910 ... Newton, James Whittet, B.Sc, c/o Lindsay, 15 Spottiswoode

Street, Edinburgh.

1893 ... NicOL, James, Forester, Aird's Mill, Muirkirk, Ayrshire.

1895 ... NicoL, James, Forester, Croxteth, Liverpool.

1912 ... *NicoL, Randall James, Ballogie, Aboyne, Aberdeenshire.

1906 ... NicoL, William, Forester, Cluny Castle, Ordhead, Aberdeenshire.

1903 ... ^NicOL, William Edward, D.L., J. P., of Ballogie, Aboyne.
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1909 ... NicoLL, William, Foreman Forester, ]\linto Estate, Hawick.

1901 ... NicoLL, William Peter, Bailiff to H.R.H. The Duchess of

Albany, The Farm, Claremont, Esher, Surrey.

1912 ... NiELsEX, P., Seedsman, Jaglvej, 125tli, Copenliageii, L.

1893 _p*Nisi5ET, J., D.CEc, Royal Societies' Club, 63 St James Street,

London, S.W.

1902 ... *Nisbet, Robert C, Farmer, Kingsknowe, Slateford.

1899 ... *NoBBS, Eric Arthur, B.Sc, Ph.D., Department of Agriculture,

Salisbury, Rhodesia.

1899 ... NuBLE, Charlft«, Forester, Donibristle, Aberdour.

1904 ... Noble, Hugh C, Newliall Estate Office, Ijiilblair, Invergordon.

1912 ... Noiiiii.'^, Henry E. Dii C, Agent, Basildon Park, Reading.

1911 ... ^Ogu.vie, Fergus Menteith, of Barcaldine, Ledaig, Argyllshire.

1909 ... *Ogilvie, George Hamilton, Westlands, Broughty Ferry.

1911 ... 0(;iLviE, John, M.A., Solicitor, 13 Albert Square, Dimdee.

1906 ... Ogii,vie, Thomas, D.Ij., J. P., Kepplestone, Aberdeen.

1910 ... (J(;iLVY, ^Irs Mary (ieorgiana Constance N. Hamilton, of Biel,

Prestonkirk.

1911 ... 0(;iLVY, William, 58 Findhorn Place, Edinburgh.

1908 ... Ogston, Alexander Milne, of Ardoe, near Aberdeen.

1908 ... *Ogston, James, of Kildrummy, Kildrummy, Aberdeenshire.

1900 ... Oliphant, Joseph, Assistant Forester, Quarterbank, Abercairney,

CrieH'.

1909 ... Oliver, Colonel William J., of Lochside, Kelso.

1894 ... *Orkney, William C, Surveyor's Office, Montrose Royal Asylum.

1899 ... *Orr-E\ving, Sir Archibald Ernest, liait., Ballikinrain Castle,

Balfron.

1906 ... *Ori;, George W., Hilston Park, Monmouth.

1906 ... Orr, Harry D., Timber Merchant, 21 Fairfield Road, Chesterfield.

1907 ... Oswald, Major Julian, Kindar Lodge, New Abbey, Dumfries.

1902 Oswald, Richard Ale.\-ander, of Aucliincruive, Ayr.

1875 ... Page, Andrew Duncan, Land Steward, Culzean Home Farm, Ayr.

1911 ... Park, James, Assistant Forester, Tower Cottage, Durris, Drumoak.

1908 ... Park, Robert, Contractor, Hamilton Street, Motherwell.

1908 ... Paterson, Alexander, Foreman Forester, Linton, Morebattle,

Kelso.

1900 ... Patkr.son, George, Timber Merchant, Clilf House, Cu!t.«,

Aberdeen.

1879 ... *Pato>;, Hugh, Nurseryman, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.

1898 ... *Paton, Robert Johnston, Nurseryman, Kilmarnock.

1902 ... *Pati»n, 'I'oin W., Nurseryman, Kilmarnock.

1908 ... Peak.son, Andrew, Commissioner, Littlecourt, Dorchester.

1897 ... Pear.son, James, Forester, Sessay, Tliiisk, Yorks.

1899 '/n/> Pearson, James, Factor, Altyre Estates Office, Forres, N.l>.

1909 ... Pkattie, William, Assistant Forester, The Nursery, Thirlmere,

Grasniere.
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1908 ... *Pentl.and, The Lord, Governor of Bengal, India.

1900 )K *PKm;iN.'<, C. W. Dyson, of Ardross, Ardross Castle, Alness.

1904 ... Peteus, William. Assistant Forester, Gateside, Markinch,

Fifeshire.

1897 ... *Philip, Alexander, Solicitor, Brechin, Forfarshire.

1895 ... *PHiLir, \Villiatn Watt, Factor, Estate OHice, Gigha, Argyll-

shire.

1912 ... Philu's, Charles, Assistant Forester, Balvaird, Kirkoswald.

1908 ... Phillips, John, Nurseryman, Granton Road, Edinburgh.

1896 ... *Philp, Hnnry, jun., Timber Merchant, Campbell Street,,

Dunfermline.

1896 .. *PniLP, John, Timber Merchant, Campbell Stieet, DiinferndiDe.

1896 .. *PiT.MAX, Archibald Pobert Craufurd, W.S., 48 Castle Street,,

Edinburgh.

1910 ... Plendekleith, Mungo Sinclair, Fire Insurance Superintendent^

102 St Vincent Street, Glasgow.

1902 ... Plummer, C. H. Scott, of Sunderland Hall, Selkirk.

1901 TO Pollock, Alexander, Rustic Builder, Tarbolton, Ayrshire.

1897 ... Poole, Wm., Corn Exchange Buildings, Edinburgh.

1902 ... Popeet, E. p., Assistant Surveyor, Forest of Dean, Coleford,.

Gloucestershire.

1908 ... PouTEOUs, James, Solicitor and Factor, Coldstream.

1899 ... PoiiTEOus, Colonel James, of Turfhills, Kinross.

1911 ... PoRTEOUS, George, Overseer, Sundram, Ayr.

1912 ... Porter, Donald Eraser, Bankell, Milngavie.

1910 ... Prentice, Andrew, Forester, Bank House, AVorsley, near

Manchester.

1896 ... Prentice, George, Strathore, Kirkcald}-, Fife.

1898 ... *Price, W. M., Factor, Minto, Hawick.

1908 ... Pringle, James Lewis, of Torwoodlee, J. P., D.L. , B.A.^

Torwoodlee, Galashiels.

1908 ... Pkitch.-vrd, Henry A., Professor of Estate Management and)

Forestry, Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

1908 ... Proctok, John, Forester, Torrance, East Kilbride.

1908 ... *PuRVis, Colonel Alexander, St Andrews.

1907 ... Purvis, George, Forester, Cowden Estate, Dollar.

1907 ... Rae, Frederick S. , Foreman, Inverliever Estate, Cruachan,.

Kilchrecan, Taynuilt, Argyll.

1907 ... Rae, Louis, Assistant Forester, Heckfield, Winchtield, Hants.

1876 C*Rae, William A., Factor, Murthly Castle, Perthshire.

1901 p *Raffan, Alexander, Forester, Bonskeid, Pitlochry.

1898 .'.. Raffan, James, Estate Steward, Fota Farm, Carrigtwohill^

Co. Cork.

1899 i> Rafn, Johannes, Tree-Seed Merchant Skovfriikontoret, Copen-^

hagen, F.

1902 ... Ralph, William, I.S.O., Forrester Road, Corstorphine.

1897 ... Ralston, A. Agnew, Factor, Philipstoun House, West Lothian.
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1907

1908

1908

1910

1907

1855

1911

1870

1909

1908

1905

1905

1901

1909

1894

1911

1010

1905

1903

1910

1901

1908

1912

1910

1873

1910

1907

1892

1908

1876

1893

1906

1911

1912

1900

1909

Kalstox, Cli.'ules W., Chaniberlaiii on Dukedo:ii of Quemsbeiry,

Dabtoii, Tliornhill, Uuinfrie-shiie.

*RAL.sroN, ClauJe, Factor, Estates Office, Glaaiis.

*R\i.srox, Gavin, Factor, Glamis.

*R.VMSAY, Piofessor George (Jilbert, LL.D., Druniire, Blairgowrie.

Ramsay, William, J. P., Longniorn House, Longmorn R.S.O.

*Ramsi)EX, Sir John, Bart., Byrani Hall, Feirj'briiige, Nornianton,

Raskink, Professor John, of Bassendean, 23 Ainslie Place, Edin

liurgli.

Rattkay, Tlios. , Forester, Westonbirt House, Tetbury,

Gloucestershire.

Rattuay, AVillicUH, Wood Merchant, Tullyhunb Terrace, Perth.

Rkdpaj'H, John, Forester, Paxton, Berwiok-on-Tweed.

liEiD, Alexander T. , Assistant, F'oret de ]5ouredine, Medjez-Spa,

Bone, Algeria.

Rkid, Andrew, The Gardens, Durris, Drunioak, Aberdeenshire.

Reid, Hugti, Fores'er, Ashton Court, Long Ashton, near Bristol.

Reid, James, jun.. Assistant Forester, Balbirnie, Milldeans,

Markinch.

Reid, James S., Forester, Balbirnie, Markinch, Fife.

Reid, Jolin, Assistatit Forester, Seymour House, Biownsea Island,

Poole, Dorset.

Reid, Peter, A-ssistant Forester, Ciuachan, Kilchrenan, Argyll.

Eeid, Robert, Overseer, Kincairney, Dunkeld.

Reid, Robert Matele, Thomanean, Milii:ithort.

Keis, Gordon Stanley, B. Sc, The Laurels, Blight's Crescent,

Edinburgh.

Rknnie, Joseph, Overseer, llilleiid, Possil, Maryhill.

*Renshaw, Charles Stephen Bine, B.A., Barochan, Houston.

Rkntox, James, F.S.L, Factor, Sunluink, Perth.

RiCHAiiD, James, Foiester, Balnamoon, 15recliin.

* ^'Kkjhaudson. Adam D. , 6 Dalkeith Street, Joppa.

lliGG, Patrick Home, of Tarvit, Cupar.

liii.LiE, Joseph, A.ssistant Forest'.'r, Craighead Lodge, by Girvan,

Ayrshire.

RncillE, Alexander, Overseer, nriicehill, Catdross Estate, Poit

of Menteith.

*RrrcjiiK, Charles Ponald, W.S., 37 Royal Teirac.-, Edinliurgh.

*l!rn:iiiic, William, Hope Lodge, Moffat.

Rnriiii;, Win., Assistant Forester, Moss-side Cottage, Lynedoch,

Purtli.

RncHiE, Wm. 11., ol Dunnottar House, Stonehaven.

]lri'CHiK, Wiiliani, Timber Mertdiant, 1 Commerce Street, Fraser-

burgh.

RoiiB, Henry Giant, Assistant Forester, The Xuisery, Knowsley,

Proscot, Lanes.

RoBU, JoliD, Road Surveyor, County Buildings, Etlinlmrgh.

*RoiiEi!Ts, Ah-x. Fowler, of Fairnilee, Clovenfords, Galashiels.
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1909 ... l!oBEUT.sox, Ale.\iinder, Factor, Polmaise, Stirling.

1897 ... "Robi:kt.son, A. Barnett, Forester, Tlie Dean, Kilmarnock, Ayr-

shire.

1897 ... Robertson, Andrew N., Forester, Glenferness, Dunphail.

1911 ... Robertson, Andrew, Assistant Forester, Dean Road, Kilmarnock.

1911 ... Robertson, Andrew Clark, Assistant Factor, 18 Manse Crescent,

Stirling.

1899 ... R0BERT.SON, Charles, Forester, Colstoun Old Mill, Gifford.

1911 ... R0BERT.SON, Colin Halkett, 22 Dalryniple Crescent, Edinburgh.

1879 ////? "Robertson, Donald, Forester, Dunrobin, Golspie.

1907 ... "RoBERT.soN, Edward Hercules, B.A., Advocate, Burnside, Forfar.

1896 ... Robertson, George, Forester, Monreith Estate Office, Port

William.

1908 ... Robertson, George, Assistant Forester, The Cottage, Storniont-

field, Perth.

1910 ... ''Robertson, Henry Tod, Coalmaster, Meadowb.nnk, Airdrie.

1900 ... Robertson, James, Assistant Forester, Lime Walk Cottage, Rose-

haugh, Avoch, Ross-shire.

190i ... Robertson, James, Forester, Cavens, Kirkbean, Dumfries.

1905 ... "Robertson, James Morton, of Portmore, Portmore House, Eddle-

ston.

1905 ... Robertson, James AV., Head Gardener, Letliam Grange and Fern,

Arbroath.

1907 ... Robertson, J. P., Forester, Edensor, Bakewell.

1905 ... *Robertson, John, Factor, Panmure Estates Office, Carnoustie.

1896 ... Robertson, John, Forester, Rynagoup, Dallas, Forres.

1909 ... Robertson, John Alexander, c/o Donald Robertson, Dunrobin,

Golspie.

1895 ... Robertson, Thomas, Forester and Bailiff, Woodlawn, Co. Galway.

1910 ... Robertsonwhite, John Peregine, M.A., LL.B., Advocate in

Aberdeen, 80 Union Street, Aberdeen.

1912 ... *RoBERTSON, William Hope, W.S., 8 Eton Terrace, Edinburgh.

1909 ... Robinson, Alfred Whitmore, Forester, Bamford, near Sheffield.

1912 ... Robixson, George, Forestry Inspector, Department of Agriculture,

Dublin.

1910 ... Robinson, R. G., Department of Lands, State Forests Branch,

Tapanui, Otago, N.Z.

1890 ... Robinson, William, Gravetye Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex.

1899 ... Robson, Alex., of Smith & Son, 18 Market Street, Aberdeen.

1901 ... Robson, Alexander, Head Gamekeeper, The Kennels, Culzean,

Maybole.

1897 ... '"Robson, Charles Durie, 66 Queen Street, Edinburgh.

1900 ... Robson, John, Forester, Sawmill Cottage, Baronscourt, Newtown
Stewait, Ireland.

1893 iiip Rodger, James, Forester, Leinster Street, Athy, Co. Kildare.

1908 ... Rooers, E. Percy, Estate Office, Stanage Park, Brampton Byran,

.

Herefordshire.

1883 ... "Roi.i.o, The Master of, Duncrub P;irk, Dunning, Perthshire.

/2
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1872 ... *RosEBEKY, Tlie Earl of, K.G., K.T., Dalmeny Park, Edinburgh.

1898 ... Ross, Charles D. M., Factor, Abercairiiey, Crieff.

1905 ... Ross, John S., Factor's Clerk, Monreith Estate Office, AVigtown-

shire.

1906 m *RoxBURGHE, The Duke of, K.T., Floors Castle, Kelso.

1903 ... Rule, John, Fortster, Huntly.

1908 ... *Russell, David, Silverburn, Leven.

1893 ... RuTHERFOUU, James A., Land Agent, Higbclere Park, Newbury,

Berks.

1910 .. Rutherford, James, Assistant Forester, Hecktield, Winchfield,

Hants.

1909 ... Rutherford, J. D., W.S., 198 Grange Loan, Edinburgh.

1870 ... Rutherford, Jolin, Forester, Linthaugh, Jedburgh, Roxburgh-

shire.

1904 ... Rutherfurd, Henry, Barrister-at-Law, Fairniugton, Roxburgh.

1894 ... *Samson, David T., Factor, Seatield Estates Office, Elgin.

1875 ... Sang, Edmund, of E. Sang & Sons, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy.

1906 ... "Sang, J. H., LL.B., W.S., Westbrook, Balerno.

1903 ... Scuott, Dr Peter Carl, Nursery and Seed Establishments,

Knittelsheim, Palatinate, Germany.

1911 ... Scott, Alexander, Head Forester, Corsoek, Dalbeattie.

1911 ... Scott, Crawford Allen, Factor, Killermont and Garscadden

Estates Office, Bearsden.

1867 6'*ScoTT, Daniel, Wood Manager, Darnaway, Forres.

1892 ... Scott, David, Overseer, Dumfries House, Cumnock, Ayrshire.

1901 6' Scott, Frank, Forester, Jeaniebank, Old Scone, Perth.

1911 ... Scott, George Ritchie, Farmer, Oxgang, Coliuton.

1911 ... Scott, Hugh, Foreman Forester, Birr Castle, The Gardens,

King's County.

1881 ... Scott, James, Forester, Wolhiton Hall, Nottingham.

1907 ... *ScoTT, James Cospatrick, P.A.S.L, Yarrow Cottage, Poynder

Place, Kelso.

1008 ... ScoTP, James Henry, of Eredine, Port Sonachan, Argyllshire.

1903 ... Scott, John, Forester, Annfield, Hartrigge, Jedl)urgh.

1908 ... Scott, John A., Forester, The Gardens, Knockbrex, Kirkcudbright.

1906 ... *ScoTT, John Henry Francis Kinnaird, of Gala, Gala House,

Galashiels.

1902 ... *Scrimgeour, James, Gardener, Manor House, Donaghadee.

1890 (7*SCRIMGE0UK, John, Overseer, Doune Lodge, Doune.

1909 ... Seed, Frederick Hutton, I'lant Import Ins])ector, Mombasa, East

Africa Protectorate.

1912 ... SiFAND, El)enezer, Apprentice Forester, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

1897 //tSiiAKi'E, Thomas, Head Forester, Gordon Castle, Fochabers.

1904 ... Shaw, John, Factor, Kilmaliew Estate Officer, Cardross.

1896 ^ *8HAvv-STE\VARr, Sir Hugh, Bart., of Ardgowan, Greenock.

1904 ... *Shelley, Sir John Courtown Edwanl, Bart., Avington, Aires-

ford, Hants.
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1898 ... *Shkpi'ARD, Rev. H. A. Graham-, of Rednock, Port of Menteith,

Stirling.

1907 ... *Shiach, Gordon Reid, L.D.S., etc., Ardgilzean, Elgin.

1903 ... *Shiel, James, Overseer, Abbey St Bathans, Grant's House.

1911 ... SrM, Ernest James, Factor, Airthrey Estate Office, Bridge of Allan.

1911 ... Sim, James, District Forest Officer, King Williamstown, Cape

Colony.

1905 ... Sim, John, Forester, Fernybrae, Cornhill, Banffshire.

1903 ... Sini07i, Thomas, jun., Assistant Forester, c/o Mrs Luckins

IVardley 3Iarsh, LiphooJc, Hants.

1910 ... Simpson, Robert, Under Forester, Garth Estate, Balnald,

Fortingal.

1912 ... Sinclair, John, Forester, Bluehouse, Bridgend, Islay.

1909 ... Sinclair, Magnus H., Seedsman, 156a Union Street, Aberdeen.

1906 ^Sinclair, Robert, Factor's Office, Uig, Skj-e.

1908 ... Sinclair, The Lord, 55 Onslow Square, London, S.W.

1909 ... Singer, George, Forester, Braidouu, Belmaduthy, Munlochy.

1900 ... Singer, John G., Forester, Whitestone Cottage, Maybole.

1908 ... Skimming, Robert, Timber Merchant, Kirkinner.

1907 ... Skirving, Robert, D.L, J. P., of Cobairdj', Huntly.

1868 CJ7)j Slater, Andrew, "War Department Estates Office, Durrington,

Salisbuiy, Wilts.

1902 .. Smart, John, Merchant, 18 Leith Street, Edinburgh.

1893 ... *Smith, Charles G., Factor, Haddo House, Aberdeen.

1906 ... Smith, Douglas, P.A.S.I., Land Agent, Estate Office, Thwaite,

Erpingham, Norwich.

1908 ... Smith, Edwin Hedley, B. L., Factor, Whittinghame, Prestonkirk.

1912 ... Smith, F., Forester, Craigrayle Estate, Torphins, Aberdeenshire.

1911 ... *Smith, George, Factor, Mount Hamilton, by Ayr.

1911 ... Smith, Herbert, Assistant Forester, Kirkrauirhill, Lanarkshire.

1911 ... Smith, James, Assistant Forester, Thoresby Park, OUerton, Notts.

1901 ... Smith, James, Forester, 1 Oxmantown Mall, Birr, King's County.

1908 ... Smith, James, Nurseryman, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

1908 ... Smith, James, Assistant, Town Clerk's Office, Arbroath.

1906 ... Smith, James Eraser, F.R.H.S., late Gardener, Burons Hotel,

Auchnagatt.

1907 ... Smith, R'ght Hon. James Parker, P.O., 20 Draycott Place,

London, S.W.

1895 m Smith, John, Cabinetmaker, 1 Eastgate, Peebles.

1907 ... *Smith, J. Grant, Factor, Seaheld Estates Office, Grantown-on-

Spey.

1901 ... Smith, Matthew, Manager for Dyer & Co., Peebles.

1908 ... Smith, Robert, Factor, Cranstoun Riddell, Dalkeith.

1901 ... Smith, Sydney, Factor, Drummuir Estates Office, Keith.

1909 ... Smith, Thomas, Nurseryman, Stranraer.

1895 ... *Smith, Thomas, Overseer, The Nursery, Tring Park, Wigging-

ton, Tring, Herts.

1896 ... Smith, William, Forester, Camperdown, Dundee.
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1899 ... Smith, William, Overseer, Rothes Estate Office, Leslie, Fife.

1896 7J*Smith, William G., B.Sc, Ph.D., Lecturer on Biology, Edin-

burgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, George

Square, Edinburgh.

1907 ... *Smithson, Harry S. C, of luvereruie, Daviot, Highland R.S.O.

1910 ... Smyly, John George, B. A.., Consulting Forester and Land
Agent, 2"2 Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin.

1882 ... *Smythe, David M., of Methven Castle, Perth.

1907 ... Somerset, The Duke of, Maiden Bradley, l>ath ; 35 Grosvenor

Square, W.
1906 ... SoMERViLLE, Hugli Christopher, 2 Fairhaven, Dalkeith.

1906 ... SoMERViLLE, Robert Andersou, Eastwoodbrae, Dalkeith.

1889 Cmi9*SoMEKViLLE, Dr William, M.A., D.Sc, D.CEc, F.K.S.E.,

Professor of Rural Economy, Oxford.

1904 ... SoUTAK, William, Forester, The Farm, Titsey Place, Limpsfield,

Surrey.

1910 ... Spence, James George, Forester, West Lodge, Vogrie, Gorebridge.

1898 ... Spence, AVilliam, Forester, Strathenery, Leslie.

1899 Cmj)*STiERs, Adam, Timber Merchant, W'arristou Siiw-niills, Edin-

burgh.

1883 ... *Sprot, Major Alexander, ofGarnkirk, Chryston, Gla.sgow.

1911 ... *Sprot, Captain Mark, of Riddell, Lilliesleaf, Roxburghshire.

1909 ... *Staiu, The Earl of, Lochinch, Castle Kennedy.

1899 .... St.\lker, '\Vm. J., Nurseryman, Nairn

1910 ^SrEBBi.NG, Edward Percy, Indian Forest Service, Lecturer in

Forestry, Edinburgh University.

1908 ... St Quintin, Geoftrey Apsley, Estate Commissioner, Kincurdy

Fortro.se.

1911 ... Stephen, George, Forester, Castle Grant, Grantown.

1907 ... Stephen, John, Forester, Dell Nursery, Nelhy Bridge.

1901 ... Stewart, Ali.stair D., Kinfauns Estates Office, Pockdale, Perth.

1897 ... Stewart, Charles, Forester, Nursery Cottage, Durris, Drumoak

Aberdeenshire.

1908 ... *Stewakt, Charles, Achara, Duror of Apidii, Argyll.

1907 ?«, Stewart, David, Forester, Baunreigh Forestry Station, ilount-

rath, Queen's Co.

1909 ... Stewart, Sir David, of Banchory-Devenick, Banchory House,

Banchory, Devenicjk.

1910 ... Stewart, Donald, Forester, The Lodge, Inverlochy Castle, Fort

William.

1899 ... "Stewart, Duncan I)., Factor, Ardinha, Pith)clny.

1901 ... Stewart, James, Forestei', Letham and I^'crn Instates, Fern, near

Brechin.

1903 ... Stewart, John, Forester, Coltness Estate, Wisliaw.

1909 ... Stewart, John M'Gregor, Assistant Forester, 3aw-niill Cottage,

Strathord, by Stanley.

1892 ... *Stewart, Sir Mark J. .M'Taggart, Bart, of Southwick, Kirkcud-

brightshire.
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1908 . Stewaiit, Coloael R. K., of Miir.lostonn, MurJostonn Castle,

Lanarkshire.

Stkwart, Robert, Forester, Stoiietield, Tarbert, Lochtyiie.

^Stewakt, William Maitlaiid, Factor, 5 Inverleitli Terrace,

Edinbiirgli.

Stewart, William, of Shambellie, Kirkcudbri,i,'litshire.

1904 Cmp*STiRi.iNG, AvcUibald, of Keir, Dunblane.

1907 m Sxir.LlNG, John Alexander, of Kippendavie, 4 Counanglit Square,

London, W.

Stiuling, Thomas Willing, of Muiravonside, Linlithgow.

Stirling, William, D.L. , J. P., of Fairburn, MuirofOrd.

Stobart, Lionel Forrester, 3 Reynolds Close, Hnnipstead Garden

Suburb, N.W.
Stodart, Charles, Farmer, Wiiitonhill, PencaitLind.

Stoddart, James, Builder, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian.

Stoddart, James, juii., Joiner, Norwood, Bonnyrigg.

Storik, W., Whitway House, Newbury, Berks.

Strathicdion and Campbell, The Lord, Hartrigge, Jedburgh.

Strathmore and Kinghorne, The Eirl of, Glamis Castle,

Gianiis.

Stuart, Ale.xuider, Estates Office, Blair Drummond, Perthshire.

Stuart, George Morrison, Gardener, The Gardens, Forglen,

Turriff.

Stuart, Heniy Campbell, Factor, Glen Caladh, Tighnabruaieh.

Stuart, Lord Ninian Edward Criehton, M.P., House of Falkland,

Fife.

Stunt, Walter Charles, Lorenden, Ospringe, Kent.

Sutherland, Evan C, Highland Club, Inverness.

Sutherland, George, Assistant Forester and Saw-miller,

Bowmont Forest, Roxburgh.

.. *SuTHERLANi), The Duke of, K.G., Dunrobin Castle, Golspie.

7n. ^Sutherland, John D., Board of Agriculture, 29 St Andrew
Square, Edinburgh.

1876

1906

1910

1911

1908

1909

1909

1897

1906

1893

1908

1908

1908

1910

1911

1908

1902

1880

1907

1883

189-2

1912 ... Tait, Adam, of Wooplaw, Darnick, Braid Avenue, Edinburgh.

1869 ^ 7np'rAiv, David, Overseer, Owston Park, Doncaster, Yorkshit«e.

1892 ... *Tait, James, Builder, Penicuik, Midlothian.

1900 ... *Tait, James, jun., Westshiel, Peuicuik.

1902 ... Taylor, John, Forester, Orchill Estate, by Braco, Perthshire.

190-4 ... Taylor, Robert, Assistant Forester, Chapelhili, Logiealmoud,

Methven.

1905 ... Taylor, Robert, Forester, AVest Saline, Saline, Oakley.

1897 ... Taylor, AVilliam, Forester, Sandside, Kirkcudbright.

1905 ... Telfer, John, Forester, Ba.sildon Park, Reading, Berks.

1911 ... *Tennant, H. J., M.P., 33 Bruton Street, London, W.
1877 ... *Terris, James, Factor, Dullomuir, Blairadam, Kinross-.shire

1911 ... Thomas, David Gwilym, Forestry Student, 44 Lauriston

Edinburgh.
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1908 ... Thomp.son, Areliiliald, Overseer, Aui-liindurrocli, Locligilphead.

1909 ... *THOMrsoN", David Peat, Tea Planter and Engineer (Retired),

6 Queen Street, Inverkeithing.

1904 ... Thompson, Dugald, Forester, Downton, Castle Estate, nr.

Ludlow, Salop.

1911 ... *Thom.sox, Ale.Kander, of Burgle, Forres.

1893 C Thomson, David W., Nurseryman, 113 George Street, Edinburgh.

1903 ... Thomson, Jnhn Bvrnside, Estate Manager, Caldcriuood Castle,

High Rlantyre.

1911 ... Thomson, John, Forester, Kailzie, Peebles.

1855 Cwi;j *Thomson, John Grant, Pietired Wood Manager, Mount Barker,

G rantown -on -Spey.

1902 ... *Thomson, Peter Murray, S.S.G., Cockbridge, Mealsgate,

Cumberland.

1903 ... Thomson, Robert, Foreman Forester, Park Hill, Ampthill,

Bedfordshire.

1901 ... *Thom.son, Spenoer Campbell, of Eilean Shona, 10 Eglinton

Crescent, Edinburgh.

1908 ... *Thorburn, Michael Grieve, D.L., etc., of Glcnornii.ston, Inner-

leithen.

1911 ... Thow, AVilliam Kcir, Assistant Forester, Pitcairngreen, Almond-

bank, Perth.

1904 ... Thiieipland, Captain W. Murray, Dryburgh Alibey, St Boswells.

1906 ... TiNDAL, Robert, Forester, Bellspool Cottages, Stobo.

1901 ... TiVENDALE, William D., Head Forester to Duke of Portland,

Burnhouse, Galston.

1871 ... *Tomltn.son, Wilson, Forester, Clumber Park, Worksop, Notts.

1912 ... *ToRRAN('E, James Watt, Timber Merchant, 11 Dundonald Road,

Glasgow.

1906 ... *Trail, James William Heleiius, A.M., M.D., F.R.S., Professor

of Botany in University of AbLMileeii, 71 High Street, Old

Aberdeen.

1902 ... *Trotter, a. E. C, of P>ush, Milton I'.ridge, Midlothian.

1903 ... *TuLi.ii!ARUiNK, The Marquis of, D.S.O., Blair Castle, Blair

Atholl.

1903 <i.. TuRNRUM-, John, Forester, Forester's Lodge, Arbigland,

Dumfries.

1910 ... TwEEDiE, Alexander, Forester, etc.. Garth, Fortingnl, Aberfeldy.

1883 ... Undeiiwood, Henry E., Fornhani, St Martin, liury St Edmunds,

Suffolk.

1903 ... *Un\vin, Arthur Harold, D.O^^c, Olokcmeji, \V. Province, S.

Nigeria.

1908 ... *Urquhart, Angus, Assistant Nur.sery and Seedsman, Liverness.

1907 ... UnQfirART, Colonel Robert, 'i'own Clerk, Forres.

1908 ... *Usher, Sir Robert, Bart, of Norton and Wells, Norton, Ratho

Station, Midlothian.

1903 ... Usher, Thomas, Factor, Courthill, Hawick.
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1908 ... Veitch, Andrew, Seedsinau anJ Nurseryman, Melrose.

1911 ... Veitch, Robert, B.Sc, Edinburgli University.

1912 ... *Ve.sci, The Viscouut de, D.L., Abbeyleix, Ireland.

1911 ... WaddIiNgham, James Hart, Elsliani, Grimsby,

1908 ... Walduon, Major Patrick John, East Haugli, Pitlochry.

1911 ... Walkek, Austine Harrington, Chemical Manufacturer, llichmond

House, DuUatur, Dumbartonshire.

1903 ... Walkek, Captain Georgo Jjawrie, ot Crawfordton, Tiiornhill.

1894 ... Walker, Henry H,, Factor, Moureith, Port William, Wigtown-

sliire,

1878 ... * Walker, Colonel I, Cam[>bell, Newlands, Camberley, Surrey.

1907 ... * Walkek, James, Wood Merchant, Inverness.

1906 ... *Walkek, John Steven, Yard Foreman, Saw-mill.s, Hurlford,

Ayrshire,

1906 ... * Walker, Robert Williamson, C.E., Factor and Land Surveyor,

3 Golden Square, Aberdeen.

1903 ... Wallace, Andrew, Saw-miller, 5 North Street, Freuchie.

1912 ... Wallace, Andrew, Foreman Forester, Foresters' Cottages,

Altyre, Forres.

1893 //( Wallace, David P., Forester, The Saw-milLs, Filleigh, South

Molton, N. Devon.

1897 ... *Wallace, John A. A., of Lochryan, Cairnryan, Stranraer.

1905 ... "Wallace, Thomas Douglas, F.S.I. , Callendar Estate Office,

Callendar Park, Falkirk.

1909 ... Wallace, William, Foreman Forester, Hollows, Canonbie,

1899 ,.. Wanue.sfurde, K. H., Prior of Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny,

1909 ... Waking, Captain AValter, M. P., of Lennel, Coldstream,

1900 ... '-^Warwick, Cliarle.s Smiley Estate Office, Ailsa, Larne,

1901 ... Wason, Riglit Hon. Eugene, M.P., P.C., of Blair, Dailly, Ayr-

shire ; 8 Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, London.

1901 ... Wat.son, James, Manager, Moy Hall, Inverness-shire.

1893 ... Wat-son, John, Timber Merchant, Annandale Street, Edinburgh.

1893 ... * Watson, John T. , 6 Bruntsfield Gardens, Edinburgh.

1912 pWATi; Hugh Boyd, Secretary and Insurance Broker, 3 Willow
Mansions, West Hampstead, London, N.W.

1872 ... Watt, James, J. P., of Little& Ballantyne, Nurserymen, Carlisle.

1893 ... Watt, James W., Knowefield Nurseries, Carlisle.

1911 ... Watt, Sidney, Assistant Forester, Welliugtonia Cottage, Houston.
1911 ... Watt, William, Assistant Forester, Redstone, Damaway.
1908 ... Waugh, J., Assistant Forester, c/o Mrs Mercer, Harts Lane,

Burghclere, Newbury, Berks.

1906 ... Webster, Charles, Gardener and Forester, The Gardens, Gordon
Castle, Fochabers.

1911 ... * Webster, Sir Francis, Ashbrook, Arbroath.

1908 ... *Wedderbukn, Ernest Maclagan, LL.B., W.S., F.R.S.E., Factor,

2 Glenlinlas Street, Edinburgh.

1911 ... Weik, Andrew, Forestry Student, Doonliome, Colinton.
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1908 ... *W£iii, William, of Kindouau, Adamton, Jlonkton, Ayrshire.

1891 ... *\Vel.sh, James, of Dicksous & Co., 1 Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

1904 ... Wextwouth-FitzWilliam, George Charles, of Milton, Peter-

borougli.

1902 )up Whellen'.s, W. Henry, Forester, Goiulongon Nurseries, Ruthwell.

1905 ... White, Andrew, Forester, Portmore, Eddieston.

1898 ... *\Vhite, J. Manin, Balruddery, near Dundee.

1895 ... White, William, Farmer, Gortonlee, Lasswade.

1884 C*WHrrTON', James, Superintendent of Parks, 249 George Street,

Gla.sgow.

1899 ... *\Vhyte, John D. B., Factor, Estate Office, Elveden, Suffolk.

1895 ... Wight, Alexander, Overseer, Thurston, Temple Mains, Innerwick.

1869 p *WiLD, Albert Edward (Conservator of Forests, Darjeeling, India),

e/o Henry S. King & Co., 65 Cornhill, London, E.G.

1883 ... WiLKir,, Charles, Forester, Lenno.xlove, Haddington.

1891 ... WiLiciE, G., Architect, Haytield, Peebles.

1902 ... WiLKlN-soN, John, Factor, The Grange, Kirkcudbright.

1903 ... Will, George, Manager, Crichton Koyal Institution Farm,

Dumfries.

1908 ... \ViLLi.\MSON, James A., A.R.I. 15. A., Public Works Office, City

Chambers, Edinburgh.

1895 ... Williamson, John, Bank Agent, Loaiihead. Midlothian.

1907 ... *WiLLiAMSON, John, Joiner and Builder, Grangemouth.

1907 2J Wilson, Adam Frank, C.D.A.(Edin.), 164 Braid Road, Edin-

burgh.

Wilson, Andrew Kol)ertson, M.A., M.D., Hopewell, Tarland,

Aboyne ; and Trafford House, Liscard, Cheshire.

Wilson, David, Timber Merchant, Troon, Ayrshne.

W1L.SON, David, Jan., of Carbeth, Killearn, Glasgow.

Wilson, Edward Arthur, Rockingham, Edgbaston Park Koad,

Birmingbam.

Wilson, lau Hall, Saw-mill Manager, Brodie Cottage, Brodie.

Wilson, James, jun.. Nurseryman, St Andrews.

Wilson, James G., Assistant, 24 St Andrew S(juare, Edinburgh.

Wilson, John, Estate Steward, Brand's Mill, Dunl)ar.

Wilson, Sir Jolin, Bart, of Airdrie.

Wilso.n', John Currie, Factor, Tulliallan Estate Office, Kincardine-

on-Forth.

Wilson, John, Estate Agent, Egton Bridge, Yorks.

Wilson, Thomas, Assistant Forester, Matlock Hou.se, Baslow,

Derbyshire.

Wilson, Tlioma-i, Head Gardener, Glamis Castle, Glamis.

Wilson, William, Timber Merchant, Auchenleck, Ayrshire.

WlNiDN, Thomas, jun., 'i'iiiiber Merchant, 52 Seafield Road,

Dundee.

WiSEiMAN, Edward, Nurseryman, Klgin.

\VisE.\i.\N, William, Nurseryman, Forres.

WisHAiiT, John, EUangowan, Peebles.

1907

1898

1889

1908

1907

1900

1907

1910

1902

1901

1912

1912

1903

1899

1912

1893

1895

1911
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1906 ... Wor.FE, George, sen., J. P., Sliovel ^raimfiicturer, ]\Iilll>urn,

Batligate.

1909 ... "Wooii, James, of Wallhoiise, Torphichen.

1907 ... Wood, Tlionias, Forester, West Lodge, Durie, Leven, Fife.

1904 ... WoKSFOi.D, E hvard Mowll, Laud Agent, Christ Clmrcli Villas,

Priory Road, Dover.

1904 ... WoTHEUsi'oo.N', George, Factor, Croaiartie Estate Office, Kildary,

Eoss-shire.

1909 ... Wright, John Moncrieff, of Kinniontli. iiridge of Earn.

1904 ... WiiiGHT, Sir Robert Patrick, F.H.A.S., F.R.S.E., Board of

Agriculture. 29 St Andrew Sijuar*".

1909 ... Wkight, William (iirvaii, M.R.A.C, Tlie Manor Estate Office,

Sidmouth.

1868 ... Wyllie, George, Ballogie, Aboyne, Aberdeenshire.

1906 ... Wyllie, William, Seelsinan, 18 Market Street, Aberdeen.

1908 ... *Yeamax, Alexander, W.S., -32 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh.

1904 ... YooL, Tliomas, Factor, Menzies Estates Office, AbprfeMy.

1905 ... Young, John, Hedger, West Lodge, Corehouse, Lanark.

1908 ... Young, John, Hedger and Assistant Forester, Muirhcii.se, Falkirk.

1907 ... Young, John U., Cart Craigs, PollokshaAvs.

1909 ... Young, Peter, Assistant Forester, Loch Cottage, Taj^nount,

Stanley.

1910 ... Young, R. M., Nursery .Manager, Cathcart Nurseries, Newlands,

Glasgow.

1910 ... Young, William George, Estate Clerk, Craigielaw, Longniddry.

1910 ... Younger, Harry George, 21 Grosvenor Crescent, Edinburgh.

1893 //(
* Younger, Henry J., of Benmore and Kilmun, Greenock.

1899 ... *YuLE, Miss Amy Frances, L. A., Tarradale House, Muir of Ord.

1911 .... Young, James Weir, P.A.8.L, Land Surveyor, 198 West George

Street, Glasgow.
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